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Introduction 
Volker Kuster and Robert Setio 
The Indonesian Dutch Consortium on Muslim-Christian Relations is 
in a certain sense a grass root initiative. Its foundations were laid at a 
meeting between representatives of the Protestant Church in the Neth-
erlands (PKN) under the leadership of its mission organization Kerk in 
Actie (KIA) and the Indonesian Council of Churches in Kaliurang, the 
retreat center of Duta Wacana Christian University (UKDW) in the 
vicinity of Yogyakarta (6-8 October 2010). During the discussions 
about future cooperation Muslim-Christian relations were identified as 
one of the target areas if it comes to theological issues. PERSERTIA, 
the umbrella organization of the theological schools in Indonesia, 
chaired by Robert Setio, was co-opted on the spot. In the Netherlands 
the Protestant Theological University (PThU) as the official body of 
theological training for the pastors of the PKN was invited for cooper-
ation. Finally colleagues from the Free University in Amskrdam (VU) 
and the Radboud University in Nijmegen (RUN) came aboard. 
In some preliminary meetings between the editors in Yogyakarta 
and later with some of the Dutch participants in Utrecht , five sub-
themes were agreed upon: Identity, Religion and State, Gender, Her-
meneutics and Theology of Dialogue . A first consultation was held in 
Kampen on May 23-24, 2011 bringing together most o f the Dutch 
participants in the research project with an Indonesian de legation. A 
crucial issue at this meeting was the controversial Islam nota that had 
recently been di scussed at the synod of the PKN and was supposed to 
be revised in the light of the reactions of internat ional partner church-
es. The major conference again took place in Kaliurang (March 26-30, 
201 2). The opening ceremony was celebrated on the UKDW campus 
10 Volker Kiister and Robert Setio 
in Yogya. The exhibition 'Dialogue through the Ans"' that was held in 
conjunction with the consortium meeting in the university court yard 
bringing together Christian and Muslim artists also inspired the music 
and dance performance prepared by lecturers and students of Duta 
Wacana. A cultural exposure program further introduced the partici-
pants to the rich cultural life of Java. The Indonesian hospitality alone 
made the conference an unforgettable experience. 
The genuine feature of the consortium is that it brought together 
not only Chr istian academics from the Netherlands and Indonesia, 
which is already an accomplishment in itself but also Muslim academ-
ics from both countries as well as social activists, Christian and Mus-
lim alike. While what is published here is the academic output, the 
impact of the conference has therefore been much broader. The pre-
sent publication is organized into five parts following the subthemes 
identified at the very beginning of the journey. Each section has an 
individual introduction by its chair person. The book has attracted 
attention already before its publication. It is hoped that this initiative 
will be carried on. 
While reading the last proofs of the manuscript the editors were 
reached by the sad news that Prof. Dr. Henk Vroom, one of the found-
ing members of the consortium, passed away. Many of his collegues 
in the Netherlands and lndoesia will remember his tireless engage-
ment for interreligous dialogue. 
The editors, who have had the pleasure of coordinating the en-
deavor since its inauguration, wish to sincerely thank Corie van der 
Ven from KIA for her support not only in financial matters. The PThU 
has covered logistic costs like airfares and hosted the preparatory con-
sultation. The other participating Dutch Universities have also sup-
ported their representatives financially. Locherfonds and Stichting 
Zonneweelde have made this publication possible. We finally thank 
Dr. Annette Weidhas from the Evangelische Verlagsanstalt in Leipzig 





Muslim-Christian relations are often studied in terms of identity. For 
example, Singgih Nughoro and Nico Kana write about the role of the 
pajatan celebration in the resolution of potential or real conflict in the 
context of divisive elections in a multireligious location. They ana-
lyzed political dynamics as an arena that provoked people to express 
their identities as different from one another. The competition between 
political parties was related to an effort to build social identities in 
contrast to others. After the divisive elections, the pajatan ritual was a 
means to return to their daily routines. 1 
However, the way 'ident ity' is conceptualized and translated into 
operational tem1s is highly contested. Sue Widdicombe distinguishes 
'traditional', 'social constructivist' and 'postmodern ' models of identi-
ty. 2 According to Pierre Bourdieu, .the confusion about the concept 
'identity ', whether 'identities' are understood in a 'primordial' (essen-
tialist) or 'circumstantial' (constructivist) way, stems in part from the 
fact that scholars tend to forget that "cognitive classifications are al-
ways subordinated to practical functions and oriented towards the 
production of social effects". 3 
The way scholars conceptualize and operacionalize ·identity' has 
huge consequences for the way they study intergroup re lations, and 
1 Singgih Nugroho and Nico Kana The Easter pa)Q/an celebration. Identi ty differences and 
efforts to restore harmony. in: Ananta Kuma Giriet et al. (eds). The development of religion -
The religion ofdevelop111e11t. De111 2004. 163- 169. 16 7. 
2 Sue Widdii.:omhe. ldcntit) as an Analysis· and a Participants ' Resource. in: Charles Antaki 
and Sue Widdicombe (eds). ldenriries in Talk. London 1998. 191-206. Cf. also Ad Borsboom 
and Frans Jespers (eds). ldenWv and Religion. A multidisciplinary approach. Saarbrilcken 
2003. 
3 Pierre Bourdieu. l anguage and s:vmbolic P()wer. Cambridge I 992. 220. 
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conditions of the possibility for inter-religious (e.g. Muslim - Chris-
tian) conununication and understanding. Whereas Singgih Nughoro 
and Nico Kana conceptualize identity in tem1s of group boundaries 
which potentially lead to clashes that can be reconciled by rituals, 
Jacqueline Knorr studies group identities in terms of creolization. She 
defines creo lization as 
a process whereby people of different ethnic backgrounds develop a new col-
lect ive identity which gradually substitutes their respective identities of 
origin. The process of creolization includes interdependent processes of eth-
nogenis and indigenization.4 
According to Knorr "Creolization is hkely to take place in environ-
ments where people of different - mostly foreign - orig ins come to 
live in close proximity to one another". 5 However, this is nut neces-
sarily the case as we know from various instances in Indonesia where 
people define narrow-minded boundaries excluding others. 6 One of 
the challenges of studying identities is to acquire insight into condi-
tions that explain why interrelatedness leads to retribilization in one 
case and to creo\ization in another case. 7 
The authors in this section study construction of religious identi-
ties in the plural context in Indonesia and in relations between Mus-
lims and Christians of Indonesian descent in The Netherlands. They 
use various methods of data collection ( questionnaire. semistructured 
and open interviews, focus group discussion) and data analysis (statis-
tics, contents analysis and discourse analysis). Together these contri-
butions show that identity negotiation is crucial in maintaining har-
mony and avoiding conflict in Indonesia. 
4 Jacqueline Knorr. Creolization and Nation-Building in Indonesia in: Robin Cohen and 
Paola Toninato {eds). The Creolization Reader. Studies in mixed identities and cultures. Lon-
don and New York 2010. 353-363. 353 . 
5 Op. c,it. . 353. 
6 Carl Sterkens, Muhammad Machasin and Frans Wijsen (eds). Religion. Civil Sociely and 
Coriflict in Indonesia. Munster 2009. 
7 Cf. Frans Wijscn. Religious Discourse. Social Cohesion and Conjlicr. Srudying Muslim-
Christian Rela1ions. Oxford 2013. 
"This is how we are at home." 
Indonesian Muslims in The Hague 
Frans Wijsen and Jennifer Vos 
In his doctoral dissertation The Open Society, Paul Scheffer defines 
the multicultural society as a drama. 1 He says that the Dutch govern-
ment policy of " integration retaining the own identity" has failed be-
cause it assumed that "society was a collection of subcultures" 2 and 
thus promoted a '·segregation" of society3 and a "ghetto culture". 4 In 
his dissertation Scheffer urges the Dutch to move "beyond multicul-
turalism'· with its "us" and "them" divide and to strive for "a new 
·us',
5 
not an "us" against "them", but an "us" that includes "them".6 
However, the need for a new ' us' applies also to immigrant com-
munities. In the past there was too much emphasis on the majority 
group of Dutch citizens opening up to ethnic minority groups. This is 
onesided, says Scheffer. There is also a lot of prejudice within the 
immigrant communities, e.g., between ethnic groups such as Creoles 
and Hindustanis from Surinam, 7 and between "Berbers" and "Arabs" 
from Morocco. Scheffer quotes at length a city councilor of The 
Hague who says that "there is no communality" among the immigrant 
1 
Paul Schdkr. The Upen S1x:ier1· .-1 Srory of Avoidance. Co11/licr and .-lcco111111oclarion. Doc-
loral Dissc11at ion. l!n i,·ersity or Ti Iburg. 20 IC. The commerci al edit ion was puhlishcd as Paul 
Scherler. /111111igranr .\ariom. Camhridge 20 I I. 
'Scheffer. The Open Sociery. 317. 
' Op. cit.. 69. 
'Op. ci1.. 75. 
' Op. cit.. 217 and 318. 
6 
Op. cit.. 223. Scheffer refers to Sumner' s ethnocentrism theory and the in-group vers us out-
grcup classi lication which sec::ms to inspire hi s thinking. 
7 Schelkr. The Open Sociery. 223. 
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groups and who appeals for a "greater involvement in public affairs". 8 
Moreover there is also "a strong polarization between a new middle 
class and a sizeable underclass"9 within these immigrant communities. 
Scheffer maintains that "international conflicts can have direct 
consequences for relations between immigrant groups and native pop-
ulation". '0 International conflicts can lead to "hostility" and "conflict 
of loyalty". For example, the Kurds' struggle for independence i11 
Turkey led to an attack on a Kurdish family in The Hague. 11 
That is why many well-to-do immigrants don't show sympathy 
for and solidarity with their compatriots. According to Scheffer, 
"members of the second generation often want to free themselves 
from their fellow countrymen or fellow believers". 12 And, ·'Many 
have only just created a place for th~mselves in a new land and for 
perfectly understandable reasons they don't want to be equated with 
disadvantage". 13 
Against the background of the assumed lack of communality 
among immigrant groups and the appeal for their greater involvement 
in public affairs the authors conducted a research project on migrants 
as mediators il1 Dutch multicultural society, focussmg on post-colonial 
migrants, particularly Muslims and Christians from Surinam and In-
donesia. They seek to answer the following mam questions: How do 
Muslim and Christian immigrants from Indonesia and Surmam re-
member Muslim-Christian relations in their country of origm? How 
do they identify and position themselves and others? How do they 
relate to and communicate with each other in the Netherlands? And 
how do they contribute to the debate on multicultural society i11 the 
Netherlands? 
An under lying issue concerns the relation among national. ethnic 
and religious identities. It is often said that religion is a Western con-
struct, hence non-Westerners are primarily Africans or Asians, and 
only secondarily Muslims or Christians. So national identity out-
weighs religious identity. Even if this is true for their country of 
origin, does it also apply to the diaspora situation? Or does religion 
become the overriding determmant of identity in that context? The 
8 Op. cit.. 3 18. 
9 Op. cit.. 195. 
10 Op. cit.. 172. 
11 Op. cit.. 157. 
12 Op. cit.. 147. 
13 Op. cit.. 61. More or less the same analysis and evaluation is given by Philip Jenkin, in his 
God's Continelll. Christianity. Islam and Ew·ope ·s Religious Crisis. Oxford 2007. 
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research project consists of four case studies of Surinamese Christians, 
Surinamese Muslims, Indonesian Muslims, and Indonesian Christians 
in The Hague. 
For the purpose of this article we focus on Indonesian Muslims 
only. 
14 
The material for this contribution is generated by collecting 
naturally occurring data through Indonesian organizations and by con-
duciing interviews with eight key informants, all of whom were first 
generation migrants. Four of them were over fifty years old and four 
were yo unger than fifty. Four respondents were male and fo ur female. 
Two respondents came to the Netherlands as embassy personnel, one 
respondents is an imam, and one is a student. Two came to the Nether-
lands due to marriage-migration, one came for work, and one came to 
study and never went back to Indonesia. The data is analyzed using 
the socio-cognitive model of discourse analysis developed by Norman 
Fairclough, among others. 15 In this model, the cognitive refers to the 
ideational unit of analysis and the social refers to the relational unit of 
analysis. The relational unit is subdivided into subject positions and 
social relations. Subject positions are also called social identities. For 
the purpose of this article we focus on identities. 
First, we make an analysis of the linguistic practice (description). 
Next, we analyze the discursive practice (interpretation) and the social 
practice (explanation). As interpretation and explanation go together, 
we combine these two steps. We explain the levels and stages of anal-
ysis by doing, and end with conclusions and discussion. 
1. Analysis of linguistic practice 
The fir st method is description - the analysis of the formal featw-es of 
the text.
16 
"It is sometimes useful for analytic purposes to focus upon 
a single word" or on ''culturally salient keywords", says Fairclough. 17 
10 
To the best of our know ledge. this group has not been ex tensive ly studicJ by others. There 
arc a good num her of studies of Indonesian Chri stians and Churches in The Netherlands. such 
as that b> Mcchiel d Jansen. lndonesian and Moluccan Churches in The Netherlands. in: Jour-
nal oj Reform~d lheolog1 · 2. 2008, 168-1 87. A first report of our research \\·as published (i n 
Dutch) a, knnife r Vos and Sandra van Groningcn. Islam en Burga schap sl uitcn el kaar niet 
ui1. lndunes ische Moslims in Nederl and. in: Tijdscfv·iji voor Religie 3. 201 2. 1-l-26. 
,; Norman Fai rclough, Discourse and Social Change. Cambridge 1992. For a more elaborate 
explanation of socio-cogniti ve discourse analysis. ct: Frans Wij scn, ··There arc radical Mus-
lims and Normal Muslims ·. An analysis of the discourse on Islami c extremism. in: Religion 
'13 . 20 13. 70-88: and Frans Wijsen. Religious Discourse. Social Cohesion wui C'onf/ic1. S1l1-
dying ,\/us/im-Christian RelatiollS. Oxford 20 I 3. 
16 
Fairclough. Discourse and Social Change, 76f. 
17 Op. cit.. I 8St: 
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Another focus for analysis is ·'alternative wordings and their political 
and ideological significance". 18 
I feel very sad about it 
To begin with it is helpful to summarize the life history of one of our 
interviewees. just to show the complexity of the situation that some 
Indonesian Muslims in the Netherlands experience. Our interviewee 
narrated how she came to the Netherlands for further studies twenty 
years ago. She came to the Netherlands because her brothers worked 
here as cooks in an Indonesian restaurant. "They just came as adven-
turers", as so many Indonesian men and women did. 
Our interviewee met her husband here. He is a Dutch man whose 
father was Indo Dutch. His father was born in the Netherlands but his 
grandfather was an Indonesian Muslim. He fought in the Royal Neth-
erlands East Indies Army. "I know many Indo Dutch". Our interview-
ee feels affinity with them. "They had a hard time". She said that these 
Indo Dutch feel so happy when they can talk about Indonesia in the 
past. "It is nice to chat with them, about food or language". 
Our interviewee's husband converted to Islam, as did several oth-
er Dutch men who married Indonesian Muslim women. The Dutch 
converts have their own Dutch group in the Indonesian mosque in The 
Hague. Our interviewee's children have been raised in an Islamic way . 
"I am Indonesian", she says, "and I am very happy to remain Indont>-
sian". '·I have an Indonesian passport, and I will never take a Dutch 
passport". '·It is a feeling", she says, "just a feeling" . 
Our interviewee misses her family at home. Visiting the Indone-
sian mosque gives her the feeling of being in Indonesia for a short 
while. Her family-in-law is Catholic. Faith was not mentioned until 
they got married. Then her husband decided to convert to Islam. At 
independence his grandfather was given the choice to stay in Indone-
sia or to leave for the Netherlands, just like other Indonesians who 
fought with the Dutch. He chose the Netherlands because he thought 
that his children would have a better future there. 
Our interviewee was raised as a nationalist. The story of her hus-
band ' s grandfather was very painful for her. He was homesick and 
never felt at home in the Netherlands; the fact that he was a Muslim 
was kept secret. He married a Catholic woman. Our interviewee ' s 
family at home in Indonesia knows that she is married to an fndo 
18 Op. cit.. 77. 
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Dutch man. They do not k.rJ.ow the lite history of her husband 's grand-
father, and according to her, it is "not their business". To them it is 
important that she married a Muslim. 
This is mini Indonesia 
The Indonesian Muslim community in The Hague and the Netherlands 
in general is very diverse, and the criteria for belonging and not be-
longing are fluid and depend on the social position that is taken by the 
speaker. For employees of the Indonesian embassy Indonesians are 
Indonesian passport holders. But there are Indonesians who have been 
here for forty or fifty years, whose Dutch language is very poor and 
who still hold an Indonesian passport because they dream of going 
back some day. There are others who consider themselves to be Indo-
nesians but who have a Dutch passport because they have a Dutch 
spouse. And there are descendents of the lndo Dutch, some of whom 
conve11ed to Islam, who celebrate their Indonesian roots but who are 
not considered to be Indonesian, at least not by embassy officials. 
Also those who are considered to be 'real' Indonesian Muslims 
are very diverse in terms of social position and ethnic background, 
Sundanese, Javanese, Madurese, and so on. ·'Besides being Indonesi-
ans. we are also members of our ethnic group". Some came here for 
study or work a long time ago and stayed here because of their chil-
dren and grandchildren. Others are students or Indonesian government 
cmploye.:s who are here for a short period of only four or five years . 
There arc people from Jakarta, and people from Surabaya. Bandung or 
Malang. They all may have their private reasons for staying or leav-
ing. 
Despite their diversity and individuality there is a common feeling 
or affinity amo ng them, which is "ditlicult to describe"'. As one of 
them said, "Our customs do not disappear overnight". Family ties are 
very strong. ·'We are all here as guests ... This is not our homeland, so 
to speak . .. ". And ·'This mosque ... this is 2 little piece of Indonesia. 
This is how we are at home". An employee of the Indonesian embassy 
says, ·This is our Indonesian philosophy ... unity in diversity". 
We are more.flexible 
Asked to describe further "how we are at home", the Indonesian Mus-
lims say that they are "not like Arabs", or Muslims of Moroccan or 
Turkish descent. They are different. Indonesian Muslims describe 
themselves as .. moderate Muslims". They are ··more flexible" ... more 
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tolerant", '·and more open". "Other Muslims", who come from Turkey 
or Morocco, "are a bit strict" - for example in terms of food re-
strictions and gender relations. Indonesian Muslims say that they are 
"less strict", "more modem" . 
An imam of the Indonesian mosque, Al Hikmah, and the chairman 
of the Association of Muslim Youths in Europe (PPME) say, "We are 
the most accessible mosque ... of the Netherlands". "No scary things 
happen here", "we don' t want to promote ourselves". And they con-
tinue, "There is no coercion here" . "People come themselves". "There 
are many Dutch men here. They marry an Indonesian woman, they 
meet us here, they talk, and then . . . [they convert]". But ''we do not 
propagate ourselves" . "It comes about quite naturally, through face-to-
face contact". In the past, when "women came in mini skirts, we did 
not say anything. We did not confront them". These things "need 
time". 
An employee of the Indonesian embassy, who also is the vice-
chairman of the Indonesian mosque, says, "We are mild", "very 
peaceful", "open for everybody", "it is a very loose organization", 
"very informal", "very individualistic". And he continues, "What we 
have in this mosque here in The Hague is just a reflection of what we 
have in Indonesia". "This is mainstream [Islam]". 
With respect to halal food, "as long as it is not pork, for example 
beef or chicken, it is okay to eat, [even] if it is not slaughtered in the 
right way". And, "we don ' t separate men and women. In our mosque 
we are always mixed; it is just that the males are in front and the fe-
males are at the back [of the mosquel". There are just differences in 
interpretation. Some are Muhamrnadiyah members; others are mem-
bers ofNahdlatul Ulama. 
We don't walk fast 
Asked how they relate to Dutch society, and if life has become more 
difficult for them as Muslims since 9/11. the Indonesian Muslims in 
The Hague say that this is not the case. Maybe for Christians it was 
and is easier to find their way here. as there were many Churches to 
help them. ··Christians have good connect ions ... .. There were churches 
everywhere··. 
In a certain way, life has even become easier for Indo nesian Mus-
lims. In the beginning. everything was strange. When we llndonesian 
Muslims] came here, "There were no mosques'·. And. ·'There were no 
shops that so ld halal meat . We had to go to a village, to a farmer and 
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slaughter the animals ourselves". The interviewees say that ;;now there 
are mosques everywhere" and "you can get halal food easily". 
Thus, "Life has changed, yes, but in a positive way". '·Maybe we 
are a bit more reluctant to talk openly since 9/1 I", says an interview-
ee, "But we don't talk about politics [in the mosque] anyway". Yes, 
"The media puts us in a box [with others]. Then they have something 
to write about. But in fact, we are not so different [from the Dutch]". 
If some Indonesian Muslims long to go back to Indonesia, this has 
nothing to do with the situation in the Netherlands becoming worse 
for Muslims. On the contrary, the Netherlands is better [than Islamic 
countries] as far as human relations are concerned. In the Netherlands 
"the treatment of the people is fair and just". If Indonesian Muslims 
long to go back to Indonesia, this is "pure feeling", "purely individu-
al". ·T he situation [in the Netherlands] has nothing to do with it". 
Some send their children to Indonesia to study. 
Asked why Indonesian Muslims are invisible or silent in Dutch 
society they say, "This is Indonesian culture". "It is not our character 
to be outgoing". ''The Indonesian is a bit reserved by nature". "We 
avoid confrontation". The Indonesian Muslims describe themselves as 
"quiet" people. "We don't walk fast" . We say, "Don't hurry, take it 
easy". Or ·'We are calm, imperturbable". 
[Indonesian] Islam is "rather individualistic" and it has a "loose 
organization", it is .. informal" and .. inward", not concerned with [hal-
al] food or clothes [headscarves]. "We don't care [about these things]. 
Some other (non-Indonesian) Muslims say, "We are a group and thus 
we speak on behalf of the group; we form a block". 'This is not what 
moderate Muslims say". 
"The Dutch are more direct [than the Indonesians]." "We are not 
afraid of Mr. Wilders". 19 "I can blame him [for accusing us] but then I 
am in the newspaper tomorrow". ·'We don't look for the media" and 
"we don't practice politics anyway". The imam said "This happens 
also in Indonesia", and 'This is not new". "Even the family of the 
prophet [Muhammad] wanted to kill the prophet". Thus, "This is not 
so strange for us". "lfwe behave in a decent way", and '·ifwe do not 
feel offended by this person [Mr. Wilders], we do not need to be 
scared", and "we should just continue quietly". 
"We are not afraid". "Just be patient and wait". "Don't react emo-
tionally". A Muslim student said, 'The tension has become much 
19 
The interviewee refers to Geen Wilders. chairperson of the Freedom Party. who is accused 
of promoting lslarnophobia. 
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greater than before". "We discussed it in the Muslim community" and 
we said, [we should] "Just, take it easy" and, [we] ·'don' t take it per-
sonally". 
We don 't talk about religion 
Asked how they relate to Indonesian Christians they say that relations 
are "good", "flexible", and "harmonious". But relations between Mus-
lims and Christians are more social than religious. Indonesian Mus-
lims say that if they are at a marriage or a funeral [with Christians], 
they "celebrate together", they "eat togethe:-", as human beings. But 
"We do have certain boundaries", says an imam of the Indonesian 
mosque, "We do not pray together". 
For some interviewees, religion is not so relevant, or may not be 
important at all in everyday life. For other interviewees, religion is 
"dangerous" and "too sensitive" to talk about. "We watch television 
and we see a lot of terrorism. We don't talk about that". "We don't 
want to hurt each other". Some people tend to think, "My belief is 
better than yours". The interviewees feel uncomfortable with this 
thought. 
A member of the Association of Indonesian Students (PPI) says 
that they "decided not to talk about religion". "We just want to meet 
each other [as students] and we respect each other's religion". "We 
have members from all religions" and "we visit each other' s homes". 
"It is not a big problem". "We respect each other; this is my religion. 
this is your religion; that's it". "We don't really care about different 
religions". This is because: "We are from the same country. Only our 
religion is different". 
Thus, relations between Muslims and Christians are "harmoni-
ous", ''very harmonious", just as in Indonesia. For Indonesian stu-
dents, being an Indonesian is more important than being a Muslim or a 
Christian. Relations are spontaneous, natural. Interfaith dialogue is 
something that is organized by the embassy. 
Indonesia has pancasila 
Asked how the situation in Indonesia affects Indonesian Muslims in 
the Netherlands, some interviewees say that their experience of a mild 
and tolerant Islam in Indonesia makes them different from other Mus-
lims. In Indonesia, "The Mosque stands next to the Church, as is the 
case in Jakarta." 
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Asked if there were no problems. an imam of the Indonesian 
mosque answered that problems were ·'influenced by po litical inter-
ests'·. But in the mosque, ' -we don ' t talk about politics", "we leave 
politics out". Thus, '·problems are not caused by religio n" because 
'·Is lam as re ligion is peaceful , very peaceful". 
One of the interviewees is married to an Indones ian Christian 
woman. He describes his family as 'chrislam.' Both of the partners 
kept their own faith, although their daughters were raised as Chris-
tians. The respondent said that --1slam is good, Christianity is good. 
The important thing is how you do the things you do and how you 
behave". 
Asked if tensio ns between Muslims and Christians in the Moluc-
cas affected Indonesians in the Netherlands, an employee of the Indo-
nesian embassy answered that he had been "too short a time in the 
Netherlands" and that he had ·'no experience of tensions". But, " We 
know that there are groups of Indonesians here who come to us to 
cope with that situation". In this case, "We offer dialogue". "This is 
the only thing we can do". "We don' t take an active role in that kind 
of tension". "Our role is to serve and to protect our citizens living in 
the Netherlands". 
The interviewees say that in Indonesia they were used to celebrat-
ing Christmas or ld-ul Fitri together, and that they went to each oth-
ers' marriages and funerals without any problem. And they still do 
that here But relations between Muslims and Christians are on the 
interpersonal level, from human being to human being, not in the 
sense of interreligious dialogue, organized by the embassy. 
Asked how they promote interfaith dialogue, an employee of the 
Indonesian embassy answered: " We invite an expert to give a speech" . 
"If we have a mild individual, we can have a very peaceful discus-
sion." And when the board of the mosque invites preachers and teach-
ers they try to be balanced. "Sometimes we have a hardliner". Then 
we have to discuss "how to control that". "We need to bring someone 
with a very soft and peaceful kind of talk, not with a di fferent view" 
[different from the mainline view]. 
--our founding fathers said that eveu though the majority is Mus-
lim we don' t base our nation on the teaching oflslam. The philosophy 
is based on diversity". Pancasila means five principles: belief in God, 
respect for humanity, unity, prosperity and justice. 
Some interviewees said, "it is a bit different here. People are more 
openminded here" [in the Netherlands]. A Muslim student said, 
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"When I first came here I thought that men and woman can ' t shake 
hands". I was told, "No , it is okay, it is normal here". "Even in Indo-
nesia they do it" . "The school I came from, though, was a Muslim 
School". But. "finally I got used to it". 
The student, who was born on Sumatra but raised in Surabaya, al-
so said that it depends on where you come from and how you were 
raised in the family. "People who are from Jakarta are more open . . . 
The way they Jive is too open, I think. They were smoking and drink-
ing alcohol until they were drunk. I was surprised" . 
Employees of the Indonesian embassy say that the Indonesian 
mosque in The Hague is just a reflection of how mosques are in Indo-
nesia. It is "open to everybody as long as they don ' t have their shoes 
on". 
We don 't talk about politics 
There used to be one Moluccan imam in The Hague. But there are 
very few Moluccan Muslims in The Hague. Moluccan Muslims have 
their mosques in Waalwijk and Ridderkerk. The imam in The Hague 
has monthly contact with his colleagues in Waalwijk and Ridderkerk 
but they are independent. 
According to the employees of the Indonesian embassy, there are 
three groups of Moluccans, those who consider themselves to be pri-
marily Dutch; those who consider themselves to be primarily Imlone-
sian, and those who consider themselves to be primarily Moluccan. 
The latter have the ideal of the Free Moluccan State (RMS). 
Moluccans are "more direct" . But this is "no problem". Showing 
diversity between Indonesians and Moluccans, two interviewees re-
ferred to a saying: Some Indonesians "are like rice"; others are like 
"rice with samba}". 
The mosque in Waalwijk has a reputation as pro RMS. The differ-
ence is not Islamic belief but politics. But, "we don' t talk about poli-
tics". The unwritten rule seems to be, " leave politics out". No politics 
in the mosque. Students of the PPI say: "We talk about our studies, 
about going out in the evening, about culture. We don't talk about 
politics". 
They are Dutch 
Asked how they relate to the Indo Dutch, participants' answers de-
pend on their social position and duration of stay in the Netherlands. 
For those who have been in the Netherlands for a long time, these re-
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lations are ambiguous. On the one hand, the Indo Dutch share a com-
mon history with the Indonesians and many share family ties. On the 
other hand, confronted with the need to choose between the Nether-
lands and Indonesia, they chose the Netherlands. "This is difficult"; 
.. very painful". 
For young people, colonial history seems completely irrelevant, 
and it did not play a role in their decision to come to the Netherlands. 
They are simply adventurers who tried their luck in Australia or the 
United States, as so many Indonesians do, and ended up in the Nether-
lands by chance, due to availability of sponsorships, and the perva-
siveness of the English language, or just because of job opportunities. 
For Indonesian embassy employees, the Indo Dutch "are Dutch". 
Although they have a common history, and some of them long to re-
turn to Indonesia, they are not Indonesians. There is a desire to remain 
.. pure" Indonesian. This is also reflected in the separation between 
Tong Tong Fair and Pasar Malam, 20 the latter now being organized at 
tlie Indonesian School by the Indonesian embassy. "The Tong Tong 
Fair is no longer purely Indonesian". According to the Indonesian 
embassy employees the Tong Tong Fair had become more broadly 
Asian, no longer purely serving Indonesian interests. 
2. Analysis of discursive and social practice 
The second and the third methods are interpretation and explanation. 
Although Fairclough sees them as different stages, he sometimes 
treats them together.2 1 When participants produce (communicate) and 
consume (interpret) texts they draw on their "cognitive apparatus" or 
"members' resources" 22 stored in their longterm memory. 23 These 
resources are cognit ive in the sense that they are in people's heads; 
they are social in the sense that they are socially generated and social-
ly effective.24 When participants draw on their mental model they are 
reproduced or transformed. 25 For the purpose of this contribution we 
look at ideational and relational transformations, particularly concern-
ing subject positions or social identities. 
20 
Pasar Malam refers to the evening markets which are quite popular in Indones ia and which 
are also organized in The Netherlands. 
21 
Norman Fairclough. LangU£Jge and Power. Harlow 200 I. 117- 139. 
22 
Fairclough, Language and Power, 133 and 118. 
23 Op. cit.. Sf. 
24 Op. cit.. 20 and 22. 
25 Op. cit.. 158-161. 
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Indonesia 
Various interviewees remember harmonious and fr iendly re lations 
between Muslims and Christians at home. They used to visit each oth-
er at Id-ul- Fitr or Christmas and celebrate together at marriages and 
funerals. But these relations were interpersonal in nature. from human 
being to human being, rather than interreligious. 
This common background makes them diffe rent fro m Muslims of 
Moroccan or Turkish descent who used to live in more mono-religious 
countries where they hardly met non-Muslims. "This mosque in The 
Hague is just a reflection of what we have in Indonesia". Indonesian 
Muslims position themselves as "moderate", "mild", "flexible" and 
"tolerant". This makes them different from "Arabs" who are stricter. 
In relation to Dutch society, Indonesian Muslims identify them-
selves as "quiet", "silent", "a bit reserved by nature", "not outgoing". 
As one interviewee says, "this belongs to Indonesian culture". 
Despite diversity, there is a common feeling. "Our customs do not 
disappear overnight" . But "Besides being Indonesians, we are also 
members of our ethnic groups". Thus, apart from national identity 
there is an ethnic identity. But, "this is not adat. Adat is too complex". 
"People [nowadays] want simple rituals". Adat are unwritten pre-
Islamic traditions in Indonesia. 
Some informants draw on the pancasila concept, the five princi-
ples and the Indonesian philosophy of national unity, or unity in diver-
sity. Other informants draw on the experience from the Association of 
Indonesian Students (PPI). This is not an organization of Muslims, but 
an organization of students of all faiths. They decided not to talk about 
religion. As one of them said, "We respect each other. This is my reli-
gion, this is your religion", thereby implicitly reproducing a Qur' an 
verse, "to you be your religion, and to me my religion" (Sura 109: 6). 
Religion is not mentioned at embassy celebrations. 
Islam 
Indonesian Muslims identify Islam as a "peaceful, very peaceful" reli-
gion. It is rather "individualistic" and "inward". Islam has a "loose 
organization"' and it is very "informal". Thus, Indonesian Muslims not 
only position themselves as "quiet" and "reserved" people which, ac-
cording to them, is part of their culture, but also as "moderate" and 
"flexible" Muslims, which is their definition oflslam. 
An imam of the Indonesian mosque draws on Umar to explain 
why Indonesian Muslims are not afraid of Mr. Wilders. "From the 
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time of the prophet till the end of the world there will always be peo-
ple who are pro or contra Islam", says the imam. Even Umar wanted 
to kill the prophet because he threatened the unity of the family [clan]. 
But when he heard his own sister reciting a Qur'an verse, he convert-
ed to Islam and became the second Caliph". This example is used to 
demonstrate that hardliners such as Mr. Wilders are of all place and all 
times. They come and go. So Muslims need not to be afraid of Mr. 
Wilders. 
Some informants draw on the experience of the Association of 
Muslim Youths in Europe (PPME). PPME aims to keep alive and 
screngthen Islamic faith in the Dutch context. It meets every Saturday 
in the Al Hikmah mosque, administered but not owned, by the Dutch 
embassy. According to PPME members, Muslim-Christian relations 
are disturbed by politics. Therefore, "we don't talk about politics"; 
"we leave politics out". 
Colonialism 
Some Indonesian Muslims draw on colonial history to create a com-
mon ground between them and the (lndo) Dutch, or to emphasize dif-
ferences between them and Moluccans, depending on their social posi-
tion and duration of stay in the Netherlands. 
One interviewee, whose father-in-law wi.s Indo Dutch and whose 
husband's grandfather was an Indonesian Muslim, said that ''the Indo 
Dutch had a hard time". The interviewee, who said that she was raised 
as a nationalist, said that they did not know what happened in the Jap-
anese Camps. She feels pity for the Indo Dutch who suffered. Yes, it 
is "part of our common history". 
When asked about the Moluccans, an employee of the Indonesian 
embassy referred to colonial histoiy. "Yes, the Moluccan people are 
quite an interesting group", he said. "They were promised their own 
free count!)', and some of them are still waiting for this promise to 
come true". But, in his view, Indonesians are Indonesian passport 
holders. And since most Moluccans and most fndo Dutch are Dutch 
citizens, they are not part of the Indonesian community. 
Conclusions 
Looking back at the social identity construction of Indonesian Mus-
lims in The Hague we first notice the huge variety of this immigrant 
population. As one informant said, this is '·mini Indonesia·', so all dis-
tinctions from within Indonesia are also present in The Hague. But 
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they also have a ·'conm1on feeling·· of being Indonesians and they 
refer to the national philosophy of unity in diversity to describe ··how 
we are at home". 
In answers to the question of how they identify and position them-
selves, we see that Indonesian Muslims in the Netherlands clearly 
distinguish themselves from Muslims of Turkish or Moroccan de-
scent. The say that they are "more flexible" or '"more open" and that 
they "are not like Arabs" who - according to them - are "a bit strict". 
When asked how Indonesian Muslims contribute to the debate on 
multiculturalism, we first notice that Indonesian Muslims are rather 
silent. According to one interviewee, ''this is part of Indonesian cul-
ture" . Indonesians are reserved people "by nature". But according to 
others it is also due to their interpretation of Islam, which is rather 
individual and inward. "As long as it is not pork, we don't care about 
[ halal] food or clothes'·. 
Having experienced extremism in Indonesia, their contribution to 
the debate on the multicultural society in the Netherlands seems to be: 
"don ' t panic"' Hardliners are of all time and all places. They come 
and go. So. "don't be afraid", just "take it easy", and ·'go your own 
way" . Moreover they seem to favor "a silent policy", not " interfaith 
dialogue". Interfaith dialogue is something that is organized by the 
Indonesian embassy, institutionalized, more top-down than bottom-up. 
They seem to favor informal face-to-face contact, from human being 
to human being, thus more interpersonal than interreligious dialogue. 
"I come from a Pancasila Family." 
Muslims and Christians in Indonesia 
Frans Wijsen and Suhadi Cholil 
Since the Reformation in Indonesia, there has been a return of religion 
to the public domain.' During the New Order regime religion was rel-
egated to private homes and religious institutions and inter-religious 
conflicts were covered by the pancasila ideology of national unity. At 
present, people speak openly about introduction of syariah law and 
Indonesia becoming an Islamic country, respecting the rights of reli-
gious minorities. The authors are involved in a common research pro-
ject studying this socio-religious transformation process in Indonesia. 
Social identity theorists tend to conceptualize and study identity 
and diversity in objectivist and positivist ways. 2 They write about na-
tional, ethnic or religious identities as if identity is based on primordi-
al properties that are shared by the members of a group. They both 
unite them and distinguish them from others. Consequently, national, 
ethnic or religious identities are exclusive and differences unbridgea-
ble. This is the "cultured collide"3 or "clash of civilizations" perspec-
1 
Hanneman Samuel and Henk Schu lte Nord holt (eds). Indonesia in Transition. Rethinking 
·Civil Socierv ·. 'Region·. and 'Crisis·. Yogyakana 2004; Carl Sterkens. Muhammad Machasin 
and Frans Wijsen (eds). Religion. Civil Society and Conflict in ln.donesia, Munster 2009. 
' Henry Taj tel. Socia l categorization. in: Henry Ta j te l (ed.). Differentia1io11 between Groups, 
London 1978, 6 1-76; I!enry Tajfe l and John Turner, The Socia l identity theory of intergroup 
behav iour. in : Stephen Worchel and William G. Austin (eds). Psychology of !111ergroup Rela-
tions. Chicago I 986. 7-24. 
3 
Jan B:ommaen . How much culture is there in inter-cultural communication?. in: Jan Blom-
maenand and Jct' Vcr.;chueren (eds). lhe Pragmatics of /11/ercultural and !111ernatio11a/ Com-
munication. Amsterdam and Phil adelphia 199 1. 13-3 1. 19. 
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tive. 4 Seen as such. a multicultural society is a tragedy and intercul-
tural communication an illusion. But inter-cultural communication, in 
a partial sense at least, is possible. Thus this way of looking at and 
studying identity is inappropriate.5 
In our research we are interested in alternative ways of theorizing 
about and studying religious identity and interreligious relations. The 
main objectives are (1) to acquire insight into the relation between 
religious discourse and (the absence of) social cohesion (internal ob-
jective), and by doing so (2) to contribute to a theory and method of 
studying interreligious relations (external objective). We want to 
know whether and why people elevate their religious identities over 
other, e.g. ethnic, national, economic or gender identities; and whether 
or not this leads to social conflict. Or is it the other way round, do 
existing conflicts in the society express themselves in religious rheto-
ric and vocabulary? 
Narrowed down, the main research questions are: ( 1) How do 
Muslims and Christians identify and position themselves and others, 
and (2) What are the socio-cognitive effects of their identification and 
positioning? Sub questions related to question (I) are (a) how do Mus-
lims and Christians speak about each other? And (b) how do Muslims 
and Christians speak with each other? Sub questions related to ques-
tion (2) are (a) what are conditions for understanding / misunderstand-
ing? And (b) what are conditions for cohesion (convergence) or con-
flict (divergence)? 
We tried to answer our questions and achieve our aims by con-
ducting a case study in Surakarta. Surakarta has about 750.000 inhab-
itants, but could count 1,5 million daytime town dwellers. Surakarta's 
population is mainly Javanese with Chinese and Arab minority 
groups. 77 percent are Muslims and 22 percent are Christians; others 
are Hindus, Buddhists or Javanese (indigenous) believers. Surakarta 
has had a series ofoutbursts of violence, culminating in the Solo Riots 
(Surakarta) in 1998.6 
4 Samuel Huntington, The Clash of Civilizations and the Remaking of the World Order, New 
York 1996. · 
5 Sue Widdicomhe, Identity as an Analyst's and a Participru,ts" Resource, in: Char!es Antaki 
and Sue Widdicombe (eds). Identities in talk, London. Thousand Oaks 1998. 191-206. 192-
194; Marianne Jorgensen and Louise Phillips. Discourse Analysis as Theory and Method. 
London, I 00-102. 
6 Jemma Purdey. The other May riots. Anti-Chinese violence in Solo, May 1998, in: Charles 
Coppel (ed.). J 'iolent Conflict in Indonesia Analysis. Representation, Resolution. London and 
New York 2006. 72-89. 
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We conducted twenty-four focus group discussions, eight groups 
of Muslims only, eight groups of Christians only and eight groups of 
Muslims and Christian together. Within each category we had groups 
of males and females who were subdivided on the basis of age (young 
and old) and profession (educated and uneducated). For the purpose of 
this article we focus on the groups of Muslims and Christians together. 
We defined identity as "narrative of the self'7 and studied it from 
a social constructivist point of view, using social-cognitive discourse 
analysis as method. In the socio-cognitive model of discourse analy-
sis, developed, among others, by Norman Fairclough, 8 the cognitive 
refers to the ideational unit of analysis and the social refers to the rela-
tional unit of analysis. The relational unit is subdivided into subject 
positions and social relations. Subject positions are also called social 
identities and this is what we focus on in this article. 
First, we make an analysis of the linguistic practice (description) 
at the micro, mezzo and macro level of social identity. Next we make 
an analysis of the discursive (interpretation) and the social practice 
(explanation). As interpretation and explanation go together, we com-
bine these two steps. We explain the levels and stages of analysis by 
doing. We end with conclusions and discussion. 
1. Analysis of linguistic practice 
The first method is description; this is the analysis of the formal fea-
tures of the text.9 "It is sometimes useful for analytic purposes to fo-
cus upon a single word" or on '·culturally salient keywords", says 
Fairclough. 10 Another focus for analysis is ··alternative wordings and 
their political and ideological significance". 11 
(I) Micro level 
We speak about identity at the micro or individual level when people 
speak for themselves, as believers of their religion (Christianity or 
Islam) and as citizens of the nation (Indonesian). 
7 
Anthony Giddens. Modernity and Self~identi ty. Self and identity in the late modem age. 
Cambridge 1991. 76. 
8 Norman Fairclough. Oiscourse and Social Change. Cambridge 1992. 
° Fairclough. Discourse and Social Change. 76f. 
'
0 Op. cit.. 185 f. 
11 Op. cit .. 77. 
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My personal view is rather different 
Participants clearly distinguish personal beliefs and institutional be-
liefs. For example, a male Muslim professional participant said. 
My background is Muslim Muhammadiyah ... The people of Muhammadi-
yah are sometimes perceived as very. very puritan. If [they] meet Christians, 
[they are] rather ... harsh. But in everyday life I could not escape my person-
al view, which is rather different [from Muhammadiyah]. I am more open, 
not only in social affairs. I and my Catholic or Christian friends often talk 
about our belief, our faith. And of course, we look for a meeting point, not 
for differences [between us]. 
In this text. the speaker does three things. First, he says that he comes 
from Muhammadiyah background. Second, he describes Muham-
madiyah members as "very, very puritan", this is to say that they are 
rather harsh when meeting Christiar;.:;. Third. he says that he is not like 
that. His "personal view" is "more open" than the views of Muham-
madiyah members. 
Another Muslim participant in the group of young females said, "l 
am Muslim, but (1) don't wear jilbab (veil)". By adding "but" the par-
ticipant suggests that it is common for Muslim women to wear a veil. 
But she does not do that. So the participants suggest that there are 
shared ( or social) identities but that individual variation exists. 
I come _f,-om a pancasila.family 
Participants seldom refer to themselves as individuals. Instead, they 
refer to their family backgrounds. When they describe themselves as 
"progressive'", "open" and ''tolerant persons". this is to say that they 
are "not fanatic"; participants say that they come from a ''pancasila 
family", a "plural family" or a "democratic family'· . 
A Muslim participant said , "My extended family from my father's 
line exists of Christians and Muslims". Similarly a Christian partici-
pant said, ·'My father is Hindu, my mother is Muslim, their children 
are Christians". A young Christian female participant said: "I grew up 
in and come from two different cultures and religions. Fortunately my 
family is a very democratic family that respects the principle of h11-
man dignity". The speaker uses the phrase "democratic family" in 
relation to tolerance of religious differences in the family and respect 
for human dignity. Another female participant talks about "progres-
siveness" (maju) and the appreciation of religious plurality in a fami-
ly. She says that nowadays people are "already quite progressive ... 
People do not really problematize the multireligious family". 
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A Christian participant said, "in my extended family the two reli-
gions [Islam and Christianity] are mixed and our tolerance is very 
extraordinary, very extraordinary". She uses over-wording ("very ex-
traordinary, very extraordinary") to emphasize religious "tolerance" in 
her family. Another Christian participant makes the same point by 
saying that "[my] relatives are Muslims and Christians. Moreover, 
many uncles of mine are Muslim". 
Several participants use the label "Pancasila family" to say that 
their families comprise different religions. A Christian participant in 
the professional group discussion stated, "I grew up in a Pancasila 
family ... My father is Hindu, my mother is Muslim, [my father and 
mother's] children are Christians". Another Christian participant in 
the young male group also said, "I am from a Pancasila background 
too. [My] extended family consists of Christians, Catholics and Mus-
lims". 
Relations between Muslims and Christians are good 
When speaking about their family backgrounds and thus about them-
selves, the participants not only speak about relatives, but also about 
Muslim and Christian neighbors in Solo who live in '·harmony" and 
·'tolerance". An elderly Christian female participant mentioned that 
"harmony is very strong in the middle and lower classes of society". 
Another Christian participant in the same group described a moment 
when she invited her Muslim neighbor to come to a Christian peace-
meal (slametan) in her house. She said that she infom1ed her neighbor, 
'·I will be praying from ten to eleven o'clock. Please come at ten or 
after the praying. [My neighbor replied] It is okay for me, I' ll come at 
ten o'clock and join in by just sitting down". A Muslim participant 
describes a similar case. He said that "'in Solo [the relations] between 
Muslims and Christians are good, extremely good. For instance after 
the fasti ng month. the Christians prepare the breaking of the fast with 
enthusiasm. So tolerance is very high." The speaker uses over-
wording ( .. good, extremely good") to emphasize tolerance between 
Muslims and Christians. 
Plenty of examp les of Muslim-Christian cooperation in religious 
celebrations exist. A Muslim participant mentioned "idul adha (feast 
of the sacrifice). Without being asked or invited, they [non-Muslims] 
help rMuslims] in the mosque ... At Christmas time. usually non-
Muslims ask Muslims to help cook the food". Similarly another Mus-
lim said ... Yesterday. there was a Christian who joined in the slaughter 
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of an animal [ in idul adha] from beginning to end, and stayed until the 
distribution [of the animal meat)." A Christian said "(the population] 
in my place is diverse, but the harmony among people is also very 
good. When the halal bi halal [Muslim feast day] is held, the village 
members, both Muslim and non-Muslim, will come". Anotht:r Chris-
tian participant mentioned that "in idul adha, there was a rewangan 
(working together) in Javanese (culture). I and my family (Christians) 
were invited . . . I was very happy, I was happy". 
The Christian and Muslim participants also speak about their co-
operation in social service. A Christian who is a member of the Java-
nese Christian Church said, "every year I organize health services. I 
cooperate with [friends of] young Muslims from Nusukan ... The first 
year there was no response. The second year. we discussed it again 
and then (we) reached a common understanding. Finally, now it 
works. Indeed, (the place] is prepared [by Muslims]. [The Muslims 
say] Sir, please [let it be] held in front of this mosque"'. Another Mus-
lim participant gave an illustration: "the Javanese Church held a social 
action in cooperation with a pesantren [Islamic boarding school] at 
Mojo Songo'". Both Muslim and Christian speakers describe "social'' 
cooperation between Christian and Muslim institutions such as "the 
Javanese Christian Church" and "the mosque" or "the Javanese Chris-
tian Church" and "the pesantren ". 
Fortunately all are born Muslim 
Although our participants describe themselves as "tolerant", "flexi-
ble", "pluralist" and "progressive" people, some of them nevertheless 
say that they are happy and proud to be Muslims or Christians. A fe-
male Christian participant said, "My parents were abangan, so only 
Islam/Muslim by ID (identity card] (Islam KTP). Then I [became a 
Christian] because of education. My kindergarten and the elementary 
school were Christian [schools] ... When I was in the third level of 
High School [I] asked to be baptized . .. Fortunately my parents gave 
permission". A Muslim female participant said that "alkhamdulillah 
(thank God), we were fortunately born all as Muslims". 
(2) Meso level 
We speak about identity at meso or institutional level when partici-
pants identify at least partially with their religions, and speak as (par-
tial) representatives of their religions. 
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Islam is peace; Christianity is love 
When speaking about their religions, Muslims say that "Islam is a 
religion of peace" and Christians say that "Christianity is a religion of 
love". A female Muslim participant said that "the meaning of the word 
Islam is salam and salam means peace (selamat). So, actually (Islam) 
teaches beautifulness". A Muslim male participant also remarked that 
"in Islam, we have a concept of rahmatan lil 'alamin (a mercy to the 
worlds). Thus according to Islam, Islam is mercy for all creatures". 
In the same vein, a female Christian participant said that "the 
foundation (of Christianity) is love (kasih). Love your God with your 
heart totally and love others as yourself'. That is why a Christian par-
ticipant said that " the Muslim is (our) brother/s ister. .. So, [we] treat 
our Muslim brother/sister as we treat ourselves. If [you are] pinched 
[you] will hurt, [so] do not pinch [others]." A male Christian partici-
pant mentioned that "all religions have the same human values". In the 
Christian participant's utterance, the alternative wording of the words 
rahmat (mercy) is love (kasih). 
Religions of the earth, religions of heaven 
When speaking about Christianity and Islam the participants say that 
they are ··religions of heaven" which means that they are "revealed by 
God". This is a common ground between Christianity and Islam. The 
'·religions of heaven" are contrasted with "religion of the earth", i.e. 
those ·'created by human beings". There is a practical classification at 
work here. 
!\n elderly Muslim female participant said that "according to Is-
lam. there are religions revealed by Allah to the prophets. [They are] 
called the religions of heaven (agama samawi) ... The religions that 
are revealed by Allah are Judaism, Christianity, and Islam. Each of 
them has the holy Book and the prophet ... Those religions outside 
these three religions are not the religions of heaven, (but) the religions 
of earth (agama ardhi). Those religions are created by humans·' . Thus, 
says the speaker, .. the religions of heaven'· namely Judaism, Christian-
ity. and Islam are .. revealed by Allah". whereas the religions of earth 
are human creations. 
There are sects in Islam and in Christianity 
The adjectives "peaceful" and "heavenly" notwithstanding, some par-
ticipants inunediately add "but'· - there are restrictions. There are di-
visions within Islam and within Christianity. 
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Some participants classify "nominal", "devout" and "fanatic Mus-
lims". A Muslim participant said that "within Islam, there is Islam 
abangan [nominal], fanatic Islam, and Islam santri [devout]". Another 
Muslim participant said, "those of the fanatic [type of Islam], are 
those who wear short trousers or large jilbab, and refuse to sit with 
people of a different religion". Another Muslim participant said that 
"those who are not fanatic Christians, maintain cooperation [ with 
Muslims)." A Christian participant said, "religious followers of all 
religions, if they are not too fanatic, segregating this and that, [ would] 
respect and appreciate [each other]". Thus participants describe fanat-
ic Muslims as those who dress differently and refuse to sit with those 
of other religions. Fanatic Christians refuse to cooperate with Mus-
lims, while fanatic Muslims favor segregation. The phrase ·100 fanat-
ic" is an over-wording. 
A Christian male participant who is a member of the Javanese 
Christian Church said, "there are sects in Islam, but also in Christiani-
ty. The sect of Pentecost. .. stimulates people to fly high [rouse 1"- A 
young female Christian participant said that the liturgy in the charis-
matic church "is like that in the discotheque - noisy. like a concert". 
Another Christian participant who is also a member of the Javanese 
Christian Church gave this example: "Sometimes a group of Mormons 
come to [myJ house ... [They ask] Brother. please worship with me! 
Your Christianity is wrong. They want to correct [ my faith l."' Another 
Christian participant in the same focus group discussion sa id ·'[ we J 
communicate easier with Muslims who are nationalist. .. But nowa-
days there is the LDII [Indonesia Islamic Dakwah Institution]". Thus 
she classifies "nationalist" and "LDrI" Muslims. Another Muslim was 
described as " ... a (Muslim) person. Previously his Islam is common 
Islam . . . then he joined the MT A" [Qur'anic Exegesis Council]". A 
Muslim participant said, 
There is a group [in Islam] which says that he/she who has a different way of 
worship [though he/she is a Muslim], who has a different ritual. [he/she] is 
called as kajir ... even if it is his/her father . Crazy! 
Muhammad is the last prophet. salvation is only through Jesus 
Participants of both religions speak of "fanatic", "militant", "puritan' ' 
and "extremist" Muslims and Christians who say that the other 's reli-
gion "is wrong" and who "want to correct'" their faith. But they say 
that these "sects" are "not normal", "not common". They are ''too fa-
natic". 
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Our participants describe themselves as "devout", '·pious", .. mod-
erate" and "faithful", which in no way excludes being "tolerant" and 
"respectful" towards others. However, some of them also make re-
strictive claims. A Christian participant: "We believe in salvation that 
is only through the Lord Jesus. Since we are still in the world, our task 
is to spread that salvation". A Muslim participant said, "each (prophet) 
has a teaching and his period is limited. Abraham and Moses were far 
ahead of Prophet Isa. Then [they were] substituted by Prophet Isa. 
After the Prophet Isa there is the Prophet Muhammad. He is the last 
prophet". 
(3) Macro level 
We speak about the macro level or societal dimension when partici-
pants speak as citizens of the nation, or as members of an ethnic 
group. 
Since the Reformation. Pancasila is not mentioned 
Muslim and Christian participants describe Indonesia primarily as a 
.. Pancasila country", one that "respects religious freedom". A young 
male participant used a metaphor to describe unity in diversity: "Ifwe 
were a broom made of sticks, Puncasila is the string [that keeps them 
together]". A Muslim participant pointed out that ·'in Pancasila, free-
dom of religion is much respected ... If we really implement Pancasi-
la, our tolerance toward other religions will be much stronger". 
Nevertheless some participants said that "since the Reformation, 
Pancasila is not mentioned again in societal interaction". A female 
participant complained that .. nowadays Pancasila has been lost, step 
by step" . Another participant mentioned that '·after the Reformation 
... other r new] groups from abroad with all of their diversity". came 
[to Indonesia]". A Muslim participant noted that ·'after the Refor-
mation there are groups that are quite militant among Christians. So 
[according to them], if a Christian is not a militant, [he/she] is not 
[considered] to be a Christian. [They also] press [others] to become 
Christian. I think this also happened to Muslims." 
New directions come from America and Korea 
Some participants speak about influences of globalization. One such 
influence is the increase of purification movements within Islam and 
Christianity that come from outside Indonesia. One Muslim partici-
pant said that "though these [Muslims] live in Solo, they have [new] 
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religious teachings which come from the Middle East". And he added, 
"In Christianity [it is similar], I think. [The n:!w directions] come from 
America, Korea." 
Another Muslim in a different group said, "formerly, Islam was 
only one stream. Islam was still [ close to] Java, to the culture of Java. 
Then our life was so peaceful. [This is] not the case now. Now life is 
is more hot [fraught with tensions], even among [people of] the same 
religion." Thus, formerly Javanese culture was a common ground, 
making life more peaceful than now. Another Muslim participant said: 
[Someone can see him/herself] primarily as Muslim. For him/her, Java is on-
ly the place of birth, the language used in daily life. But there is also a person 
who sees [him/herself] as Muslim [and] at the same time Javanese. So, I am 
Muslim but also practicing the teachings of Java. The first [person] above 
does not practice the values and the culture of Java. He is a Muslim, a puritan 
Muslim. Java refers only to his daily language [and] place of birth. But there 
is also a Muslim who is also Javanese. I practice Islam. I also practice the 
values of Java. However there is (a person) who is more Javanese [then Mus-
lim]. I am Javanese first, Muslim second. That is kejawen (Java-ness). 
Although some participants say that because of globalization there is 
religious purification, other participants claim that there is a revival of 
Javanese culture. 
The religious awareness of Indonesians has generally increased. [I] mean, 
compared to my childhood era ... But I am suspicious. This is a fear ... of the 
process of globalization. When [we are] unable to cope with that [globaliza-
tion] ... [we go] to religion, [to] culture. The Javanese culture currently is 
getting stronger. Now, people are wiliing to pay to learn the Javanese lan-
guage. People want to learn how to be an MC (master of ceremony) in Java-
nese. [They] start to learn Javanese culture in the [Sultan 's] palace. This (Ja-
vanese language] seemingly is a new symbol for Solo people ... On the other 
side, religiosity also increases ... Then (as a consequence) the only way to 
control people is religion. 
To build a Church is extremely difficult 
Christian participants talked about the difficulties for Christians to 
build churches. A female Christian participant complained that ''in the 
village of Banyuanyar, there is no church, not even one in the whole 
area of the village. [We] want to build a church. [but] it is extremely 
difficult" . Another Christian participant said. 
When [Muslims) in a [certain] region want to build a mosque, seemingly it is 
very easy. But for the church ... to get permission from the state . .. the pro-
cess will be very long. So, [for Christians] it is more complicated. In Kota 
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Barat, [ close to J the pharmacy, there is the Church of God Hope. It could not 
get permission [to build] until recently. 
A Muslim participant in the first group said, 
When the minority [Christian] group wanted to build a house of worship in 
the majority [Muslim] group area ... the Christians encountered many refus-
als .... There were no massive riots (or) acts of violence from people of the 
other faith. Many refusals (toward church building proposals] happen at the 
village [level]. 
Whereas the second (Christian) speaker contrasts "very easy" and 
"very long" to show that for Christians it is "more complicated" to get 
"permission from the state" to build a Church, the third [Muslim] 
speaker puts this text in a societal context. He says that getting per-
mission depends on majority versus minority relations, that it does not 
lead to violence, and that refusals come from the village, not from the 
state. 
The Solo Riot is a social problem 
Some participants talked about the Solo riots in 1974, in 1981, and in 
1998. A Christian participant said, ''Accidentally I was involved (in 
the] 1981 riot ... No curses were used that slandered religion. Not at 
all . . . [The curses were about] China, China, basically it was all about 
China, without mentioning religion". This speaker said that the 1981 
riots were "based on ethnicity", not "based on religion". 
The same perso!1 said, "I also witnessed the 1974 riot. .. It was not 
about religion. It was about an Arabian versus a pedicab. As evidence, 
he added 
The strongest symbols of religions are their houses of worship. These are 
their symbols. For Muslims it is the mosque, for Christians and Catholics the 
churches, and for Buddhists vihara. In fact, there was no vihara destroyed, no 
church was destroyed. If at a certain level of consciousness (the riots] were 
related to religion, at least some houses of worship would have been de-
stroyed. 
However, a male Muslim professional participant said that , '·even 
though the victims were friends of Chinese c!escent, of the ethnicity of 
China, in fact Muslims of Chinese ethnic background were not among 
the victims". Note that the word "friend" has a high level of polite-
ness. Some participants said that during the riots people wrote labels 
such as "Muslim", "Java", or "Muslim Java" on banners and hung 
them in front of their houses to prevent attacks. One of them said, 
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The writing was about 'Muslim', 'Java' ... The sarong displayed [in front of 
the house], read ' Muslim '. 'Java' ... lfthey were non-Muslim, [it said] only 
'Java·. ' Java ' ! [Others] wrote ' Muslim ' ! 
This participant continued, "[they wrote this] in order not to be con-
sidered Chinese". This is why another participant said, "I believe that 
economics is the main motive, the economic distribution issue, the 
problem of power access. Why is it easier for the Chinese to develop 
their businesses while the non-Chinese find it more difficult? Because 
of this, the Chinese were eradicated". 
Thus, the participants give various interpretations of the Solo Ri-
ots. Whereas some said that they were not "based on religion", others 
said that "Muslims of Chinese ethnic background were not among the 
victims" and therefore people were said to put banners in front of their 
houses which read "Muslim", "Java", or "Muslim Java". A Muslim 
participant in the same group responded to the Christian speaker by 
saying, "those [who were] involved in the riots, quote unquote, were 
Muslims. If people wrote Islam [ on a banner in front of their house] it 
was because they did not want to be attacked ... The [word Islam] was 
just attached. But we can,,,ot say that it was purely a religious conflict. 
I believe the strongest trigger is the economy and the power motive". 
A Christian participant replied, "if [you say that] the motive is the 
economy, I clearly agree, because during these years ... our Chinese 
brothers/sisters were rath~r arrogant, rather arrogant, arrogant. (They) 
did not get along [with others] ... But since the Reformation those 
brothers/sisters of Chinese descent have b.:en aware of that". In the 
phrase "we cannot say that it was purely a religious contlict", the 
words "not purely" show that the religious element was not complete-
ly absent in the conflict. By repeating the word "arrogant" three times 
the speaker emphasizes that it was this attitude (arrogance) of the Chi-
nese which caused trouble, but by adding "brothers/sisters" he phrases 
his complaint in a friendly and polite way. 
Problems come from outside Solo 
Some participants say that the problems come from outside Solo . A 
Christian participant said that "[those who] attack houses of worship, 
ironically, [they are] from outside. In several experiences, [they are] 
from outside. It could be, for instance, that I am Christian [while] my 
neighbors are Muslims. The protestors should be my neighbors from 
my place. But they are not [the local people] . My experience proves 
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that [the protestors are] from outside. And the way they look and dress 
shows that they are not people from this place". 
Similarly, some participants say that those who caused the 1998 
riots were "not from Solo", but " from Jakarta". A Christian participant 
mentioned, that ··if people of Jakarta did not have the will [to riot], 
Solo would be safe ... Unfortunately, Solo became their object". This 
participant added '"So lo became a target, sometimes called a short fuse 
I sumbu pendek (of conflict). The phrase 'short axis' is used by Jakarta 
people". 
In the same vein, a Muslim participant objected to a statement 
saying that Ba'ashir was from Solo: "[my colleague mentioned that 
the people] of Solo such as Abu Bakar Ba'ashir are hardliners ... [I said 
to him] Father! [YouJ do not know the map. Abu Bakar Ba 'ashir is not 
a person of Solo, [he is from] Sukoharjo". In this way, the participants 
describe a pattern: the actor or the cause of conflict is "from outside", 
not '"from Solo". 
!Jrutherhood of humc.nity 
Last but not least , Muslim and Christian participants classify various 
brotherhoods. A Muslim participant said that "the brotherhood of hu-
manity (ukhuwah hashariah) is a brotherhood of all human beings ... 
The brotherhood of the nation (ukhuwah wathaniyah) is a brotherhood 
of all citizens of the nation. Regardless what his/her religion is, it is a 
brotherhood of citizens. There is another (brotherhood) that is the 
brotherhood of Islam (ukhuwah Islamiyah) which is a brotherhood of 
Muslims". A female Christian participant said, "Christians are broth-
ers/sisters of the same faith, (but) non-Christians are brothers/sisters of 
different faith(s)". The phrase "the brotherhuod of Muslims" for the 
Muslim is the equivalent of "the brotherhood of the same faith" for 
Christians. 
2. Analysis of discursive and social practice 
The second and the third method are interpretation and explanation. 
Although Fairclough sees them as different steps, he sometimes treats 
them together. 12 When participants produce (communicate) and con-
sume (interpret) texts they draw on their "cognitive ap~aratus" or 
.. members' resources" stored in their long-term memory. 3 These re-
"Norman Fairdough. Language and Power. Harlow 200 I. 117-139. 
13 Fairclough. Language and Power. 118 and 133. 
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sources are cognitive in the sense that they are in people's heads; they 
are social in the sense that they are socially constructed. 14 When par-
ticipants draw on their mental models, these models are reproduced or 
transformed. 15 For the purpose of this contribution we look at idea-
tional and relational transformations, particulary concerning subject 
positions or social identities. 
(1) Micro level 
Discursive practice 
When speaking about themselves and others as "flexible" people who 
have "friendly" relations with each other, the participants draw upon 
personal experiences with relatives and neighbors, in their family and 
in their neighborhood. We have seen various examples of these expe-
riences in the previous section and there is no need to repeat them here 
except to point out that in describing these experiences respondents 
use identity labels and ml!ntal models that are taken from the political 
arena. For example, if participants say that they come from a "Pan-
casila family", they draw upon the typical Indonesian ideology of 
national unity in diversity. If they say, I come from a "democratic 
family'· they draw upon the mental map of a constitutional state in 
which all citizens are equal according to the law of the country. 
Social practice 
At micro level most participants position themselves and others as 
"pluralist", or "democratic" people who are "tolerant" and "respect-
ful" to others. This does not prevent them from positioning themselves 
also as devout and pious believers who are happy to belong to the re-
ligion they belong to. They distinguish themselves from hard-liners 
and "puritans'' who are "crazy" and who are "not from here". 
(2) Meso level 
Discursive practice 
Participants justify their flexibility and that of their respective reli-
gions by drawing upon the sacred scriptures, the Qur'an and the Bible. 
A Christian participant justified the statement that "the Muslim is our 
brother/sister" by drawing on the two commandments in the Gospels. 
"You must love your God with all your heart", and, "Love your 
1
' Op. cit.. 20. 
15 Op. cit.. 158-161. 
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neighbor as yourself'. A Muslim justified her respect for Christians by 
drawing on the Qur' an, saying that "the religions of heaven" , Judaism, 
Christianity and Islam, ·'are revealed by Allah" . 
Participants also describe the limits of tolerance by drawing upon 
the sacred scriptures. A Muslim participant said, that "on the issue of 
aqida (fa ith), the Qur 'an [Sura I 09: 6] says lakum dinukum wa liyadin 
(to yo u be your religion, and to me my religion)". By doing so, the 
speaker points to the pitfall of mixing Islamic and Christian faith or 
teaching which breaks the rule of "aqida ". An elderly male Muslim 
refers to the concept of religious pluralism. "Nowadays we are trapped 
by (the concept of] religious pluralism, Sir! It is dangerous. When a 
person does not have the correct belief, it would be a source of disas-
ter". In the same way, a Christian refers to the evangelical principle 
that '"salvation is only through the Lord Jesus". 
Another participant refers to the prohibition against Muslims 
wishing Christians "Merry Christmas". He says "in the past, saying 
Merry Christmas to your neighbors was no problem. [But] after read-
ing [a book claiming] that the Merry Christmas greeting is prohibited 
(haram), Muslims do not wish [Christians] Merry Christmas (at 
Christmas time]" . Similar ideas are expressed in books such as "Hari-
Hari Nasrani (The Christian Days)" written by AI-Ghamidhi, who 
says that "the greeting Merry Christmas or Happy New Year ( or other 
seasonal days of infidel) is haram (prohibited) ... because indirectly 
we recognize their submission toward the cross". 
Whether Muslims may wish Christians Merry Christmas is the 
subject of a lively debate among Muslim clerics and scholars in Indo-
nesian public discourse. In 1981 the Indonesian Ulama Council (MUI) 
issued a decree (fatwa) for Muslims on the prohibition to participate in 
Christmas celebrations and to give Merry Christmas greetings. H.M. 
Dian Nafi, however, wrote a popular article in Solopos newspaper of 
23 December 1998 concerning the "law about wishing Merry Christ-
mas". He said that saying "Merry Christmas" is okay because it is a 
social custum and not a recognition of Christian faith. The question 
whether or not Muslims are permitted to use the greeting "Merry 
Christmas" always reemerges in the public discourse especially as 
Christmas day approaches. The speaker refers to that public discourse. 
Muslim participants also draw upon the teachings of the two larg-
est Muslim organizations in Indonesia. We started this contribution 
with the participant referring to Muhammadiyah puritanism. We also 
quoted an elderly Muslim participant who referred to the three broth-
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erhoods, "the brotherhood of humanity (ukhuwah bashariah); the 
brotherhood of nation (ukhuwah wathaniyah); the brotherhood of 
Muslim (ukhuwah lslamiyah)". This is typical Nahdlatul Ulama (NU) 
teaching. It was first popularized by K.H. Ahmad Shiddiq, the former 
Rais Aam (General Leader) of the Central Body of NU, when he gave 
a speech at the Muktamar (the Highest Conference) in Krapyak Yog-
yakarta in 1989. The teaching of three brotherhoods is also written in 
the NU organizational guidance book, Ah/us Sunnah wal Jama 'ah 
(Aswaja). 
Social practice 
At meso level, most participants represent Islam and Christianity as 
"peaceful" and "love-minded" religions. They nevertheless reproduce 
for both religions the image of "sects" that bring disharmony and cha-
os. These ''puritans" bring "divisions" among people and among be-
lievers, even within one and the same religion. The label "kafir" is 
used for those who do not follow the will of Allah. 
(3) Macro level 
Discursive practice 
At micro level we saw participants referring to their background in a 
"Pancasila family". Pancasila is part of the preamble of the Constitu-
tion and one of four pillars of the Indonesian ideology of national uni-
ty. It does not have a connection with the family. Thus by applying the 
Pancasila notion to family life they say that they appreciate diversity 
in the family . 
The phrase "Pancasila family" has become popular in public dis-
course. A girl named Adearin, who identifies herself as a Muslima, 
posts a rather long article on her personal website with the title "the 
Family of Pancasila (Keluarga Pancasila)". It speaks about her ex-
tended family in Purworejo, Central Java, which consists of Bud-
dhists, Muslims, Christians, and Catholics, all living in harmony. 
Rachmanto Widjopranoto wrote a book as well, entitled "The Pattern 
of Developing the Pancasila Family (Pola Pengembangan Keluarga 
Pancasila)", generated by his research in a village of Bantu! Yogya-
karta Widjopranoto uses the term Pancasila family to refer to a fami-
ly whose members follow different faiths but who live in harmony 
with each other. 
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When speaking about the difficulties they face in building 
Churches, Christians implicitly refer to the Regulation on Houses of 
Worship, jointly promulgated by the Minister of Religious Affairs and 
the Minster of Home Affairs on 21 March 2006, replacing an earlier 
Regulation dated 13 September I 969. The Regulation stipulates that 
permission to build a house of worship is granted on four conditions: 
production of a list of names of 90 users of the building with copies of 
their identity cards; a list of at least 60 local people who support the 
building of the house; a written recommendation from the Religious 
Affairs otlice of the city or district; and a written recommendation 
from a Forum Kerukunan Umat Beragama (Forum for Harmony 
among Religious People). The Forum must represent the religious 
communities present in the area where the house is to be built and is 
assisted by government officials. This shows the close involvement of 
the national government. A Christian participant said "it was not noted 
in the history that people of different religions do not have good rela-
tions in Solo". He referred to a study of conflicts in Solo written by 
the historian Mr. Dharmono. "There was no conflict based on religion. 
But conflicts based on ethnicity happened many times". 
Social practice 
At macro level most participants reproduce the image of Indonesia as 
a "Pancasila country", where the principle of "unity in diversity" 
rules everyday life. They nevertheless identify transformations that 
have occurred since the Reformation, namely the increase of "Java-
nese culture" on the one hand and the increase of "religious aware-
ness" on the other. One participant explains that these developments 
are responses to "the process of globalization" and are "caused by 
fear" of it. The participant provides as evidence that the "Javanese 
culture gets stronger" because "people are willing to pay to learn Ja-
vanese language". In addition he describes the increase of "religious 
awareness", which makes religion "the only way to control people" . 
The increase of "Javanese culture" and the increase of ·'religious 
awareness" are responses to the "process of globalization and '·are 
caused by fear". 
Conclusion 
In our research we wanted to discover whether and why people ele-
vate their religious identities over other, e.g. ethnic, national, econom-
ic or gender identities; and whether or not this leads to social conflict. 
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Our participants describe themselvl:!s as faithful believers. · But this 
does not prevent them from respecting others, as Indonesians and Ja-
vanese. or simply as human beings. The NU metaphor of three broth-
erhoods is telling for multiple identities. 
Participants derive their personal identities from social identities 
that are shared by the members of a group. In this sense we agree with 
the social ident ity theory. But contrary to the social identity theory of 
in-group favori tism, we noted a strong tendency to maintain harmony 
and avoid conflict by distinguishing themselves from people "outside 
Solo" and "new waves·' of Christianity and Islam. 
Of course, a case study such as ours is not representative i11 the 
statistical sense of the word. We had no access to "hardliners" or "pu-
ritans" although some of their voices were heard in our group discus-
sions, and we must take a certain amount of social desirability and 
face saving into account. But our findings are more or less confirmed 
by large-scale studies such as the World Values Surveys and Gallup 
Polls. 
In princip le social identity acknowledges that an individual is a 
member of numerous social groups, 16 but it would be hard to concep-
tualize that the person identifies with these simultaneously. In experi-
ments conducted by social identity theorists, individuals are classified 
as members of two non-overlapping groups. 17 But in real life, people 
are always members of more than one group. This is why identifica-
tion is more complex, as Tajfel admits. 18 Our study confirms that 
friendship with out-group members exists. 19 An issue for futher re-
search would be the relation between 'social identity' theory and 
' multiple identity' or 'polyphonic self ('dialogical self) theory. 20 
16 Tajfel, Social categorizaJion, 61. 
17 Tajfel and Turner. The Social Identity Theory. 13. 
18 Tajfel. Social Categorization, 63. Cf. Stuart Hall. Minimal Selves. in: Houston A. Baker Jr. 
et al. (eds), Black British Cultural Studies. A Reader. Chicago and London 1996. 114-119. 
19 Cf. Hubert Hermans and Agnieszka Hermans-Konopka Dialogica/ Self Theory. Position-
ing and Counter-Positioning in a Globa/izing Society. Cambridge 20 I 0. 68-70. 
2
° Cf. Hermans and Hermans-Konopka Dialogical Self Theory. 74f. Cf. Hubert Hermans and 
Thorsten Gieser ( eds). Handbook of Dia/ogica/ Self Theory. Cambridge 2012. 
Religious Education in Religiously Affiliated Schools and 
the Influence of the State and Religious Community 
on School Politics 
Mohamad Yusuf and Carl Sterkens 
One of the most important outcomes of the Indonesian reformasi pro-
cess following the resignation of President Suharto in 1998 was the 
decentralization of power over a wide variety of issues. Among others, 
decentralization resulted in more freedom for religious communities to 
manage their own institutions, to more openness about their religious 
and ideological foundations, and - more specifically - to more auton-
omy for religious communities to organize religious education. 1 How-
ever, the Government Regulation No. 19/2005 on the National Educa-
tion Standard requires all education institutions to comply with a na-
tional standard, including standards for curriculum and educators, as 
well as requirements for financial transparency. Thus, on the one 
hand, schools have increased autonomy to regulate themselves inde-
pendently. On the other hand, they must comply with national stand-
ards. In the daily lives of religiously affiliated schools, there are two 
actors who influence religious education: the State and the respective 
religious communities backing the religiously affiliated schools. How 
do these two actors exercise their powers? Which pov,er has more 
influence over the formation of school policies for rel igious educa-
tion? How do school managers and teachers deal with tensions in cas-
es of conflicting expectations of the State and the religious communi-
1 
Christupher Bjork . Decentrali sation in Education. Institutional Culture and Teacher Auton-
omy in Indones ia. in: /111ema1ional Neview of Educalion 50. 2004. 245-262. 
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ties? This article addresses these questions with regard to reli~ious 
education in religiously affiliated secondary schools in Indonesia. 
We introduce this discussion in this book, because government 
and religious institutions influence the policies of religious education 
in semi-public and public spheres. Religious education in its turn is a 
major factor in religious identity formation. 3 Next to family and peers, 
religious communities and educational communities are generally 
acknowledged as the principal agents of religious socialization. 4 Poli-
cies of religious education consequently influence religious identity 
formation. What kind of religious identity is enhanced by religious 
education? And are there any differences between Muslim, Christian 
and Hindu schools? Do Muslim schools in Indonesia foster religious 
identity more than Christian or Hindu schools as generally supposed? 
And if they do, in what sense? Does the Indonesian government (indi-
rectly) favor Islamic religious communities, as is often said?5 In this 
article, we will introduce different models of religious education that 
have been adopted by Muslim, Christian and Hindu schools in 1ndo-
nesia. We will describe the educational goals, teaching methods and 
curriculum content, as well as the opinions of teachers and headmas-
ters concerning religious education. Next, we examine the institutional 
influence of State and religious communities on religious education in 
these schools. We will address the following questions: 
I. (a) What type of religious education is implemented by reli-
giously affiliated schools as shown in their teaching goals, methods 
and curriculum content? (b) Are there major differences between 
Muslim, Christian and Hindu schools in Indonesia in the preferred 
model of religious education? (c) Does the fact that a school belongs 
2 This study distinguishes religious schools whose curriculum explicitly aims at religious 
socialization, such as Islamic boarding schools (pesantren) and seminaries. from religiously 
affiliated schools. Religiously affiliated schools in our study. refer to private schools with 
affiliations ...,ith certain religious communities. These schools use the national curriculum as 
State schools do. but they also refer to teachings of their religious community in religious 
education. 
3 Hans-Georg Ziebertz and Ulrich Riegel (eds). How Teachers in Europe Teach Religion An 
International Empirical Studies in 16 Countries , Berlin 2009; Robert Jackson (ed.), Interna-
tional Perspectives on Citizenship, Education and Religious Diversity, London 2003; Fallona 
Manner in Teaching. A Study in Observing and Interpreting Teachers' Moral I "irtues. in: 
Teaching and Teacher Education 16, 2000. 681-695. 
4 Roberta Berns. Child. Family, School, Community: Socialization and Support. 8th edition. 
California 2003. 
5 Moch Nur lchwan. Official Reform of Islam State Islam and the Ministry of Religious Af-
fairs in Contemporary Indonesia /966-2004. Tilburg 2006. 
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to a religious majority or minority affect which type of religious edu-
cation is chosen? 
2. (a) What is the influence of the State and religious communities 
on school policies for religious education through application of nor-
mative, coercive and utilitarian power? (b) Do differences in the rela-
tive group size of the religious groups involved (majority / minority) 
influence the powers exercised by the State and religious communi-
ties. and the responses of the schools towards these institutional pow-
ers? 
These research questions will be answered with the help of two 
theoretical frameworks. With regard to the first series of questions, we 
distinguish three types of religious education: mono-religious, multi-
religious and inter-religious education. The second group of questions 
will be analyzed using Etzioni's theory of different types of organiza-
tions based on different types of power exercised: normative, coercive 
and utilitarian power. 
1. Theoretical frameworks 
Types of religious education 
We distinguish between mono-religious, multi-religious and inter-
religious models of religious education based on the differences in 
cognitive, affective and attitudinal aspects in these models of religious 
education. 6 
Cognitively, the mono-religious model provides the knowledge 
of, and insight into, a person's own religion. Although this model fo-
cuses primarily on one religion, it does not necessarily imply complete 
disregard of other religions. Other religions might be discussed from 
the perspective one's own tradition, aiming at affirming the own reli-
gious tradition. The mono-religious model is also known as the trans-
mission model, because it aims to transmit a particular religious tradi-
tion. Affectively, the mono-religious model aims at increasing stu-
dents' interest and involvement in a particular religion. As for the atti-
tudinal aspect, this model is meant to inculcate a motivation to partici-
pate in religious practices. Through religious education students can 
grow deeper in their faith and in their sense of belonging to a specific 
°ઁ Carl Sterkens. /111erreligious Learning. The Problem of fmerre/igious Dialop;ue i11 Primary 
Ld11ca1io11. L~idc:n etc. 200 I: Cf. Carl Sterkc:ns. Changes in Commitment and Rcligiocentrism 
through lntcrreligious Leaming. Empirical Results ti-om a Social Constructionist Perspective. 
in: Didier Pollele)l (ed.). l,uerreligious I.earning. Louvain 2007. 129-161. 
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religious community. The theological basis for this model is the claim 
to absolute truth of a certain religion. This truth claim has two varia-
tions: exclusivism and inclusivism. Exclusivism perceives that other 
religions will be positively evaluated only if these other religions 
show similarities with the own religion, as their own religion is the 
only religion that can claim truth. Inclusivism evaluates other religions 
positively as long as they display signs of divine revelation, and the 
other religions mediate salvation through general grace. 
The multi-religious model underlies the need to deal with reli-
gious plurality. This model aims at introducing students to many reli-
gions. There is a strong emphasis on providing information about reli-
gions in conjunction with other subjects in the schoors curriculum 
(history, geography, language, etc). Verifiable information about the 
religious traditions is stressed, and religious convictions arc presented 
in their own terms. As a consequence. this model of education pre-
sents different religions in an objective and comparative way. and is 
not intended as a search for 'religious truth' or ·meaning'. Affectively, 
the multi-religious model aims to stimulate interest in studying differ-
ent religions. Attitudinally, it tries to cultivate a respectful attitude 
towards people from different religions. Respect is the major goal of 
multi-religious education because the idea is to help students learn to 
coexist peacefully in a plural environment. 
The inter-religious model focuses on dialogue between adherents 
of different religions. This model seeks to express the uniqueness of 
each religious tradition, and at the same time to evaluate religious plu-
rality in a positive way. Affectively, the inter-religious model aims at 
learning to communicate effectively between one's own religion and 
other religious traditions. Attitudinally, this model stimulates dialogue 
between religions. In a dialogue, the participants learn to adopt the 
perspectives of each of the various religious traditions. In such a dia-
logue students en~age the own and other religions from both auto- and 
allo-perspectives. The theological basis of this model is known as 
pluralism, which searches for a way to be committed to one's own 
religion while recognizing religious plurality. This model implies the 
desire to speak from a wealth of personal religious experience and to 
testify to the values and truths one has discovered in one's own reli-
gious tradition, while at the same time striving to understand other 
77 Sterkens, lnterreligious Learning: Volker Kilster. Einfiihrung in die lnterkulturelle Theo/o-
gie. Gottingen 20 I I. 
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religious traditions in terms of their own premises, and processing 
critical self-reflection. 8 
Institutional influences on the policies of religious education 
Our second theoretical framework deals with the way the policies of 
religious education are implemented in schools. We apply a theory 
proposed by Etzioni on a comparative analysis of complex organiza-
tions. Etzioni introduces the concepts of control and compliance as 
major elements of relationships in organizations between those who 
have power (power holders) and those over whom they exercise it 
(subordinates). Control is a process by which organization members 
are socialized and oriented towards the power exercised by power 
holders. It is not simply a question of controlling those who falter, but 
is a continuous process of socialization, orientation and restatement of 
goals. Compliance is "[ ... ] the relation in which an actor behaves in 
accordance with a directive supported by another actor's power and to 
the orientation of the subordinated actor to the power applied".9 Com-
pliance refers to the obedience of a member of an organization and the 
reasons for this obedience. It is the result of two factors operating 
within organizations: the orientation of members towards the organi-
zation power system (their involvement), and the means available to 
power holders for the exercise of their power. 
In our study, the State and the religious communities are consid-
ered to be power holders for religiously affiliated schools. The State 
has the power to control school policies under the National Education 
System, including the policies for religious education in religiously 
affiliated schools. Government Regulation No. 55/2007. Article 7.2 
stipulates that: '·Every school that does not comply with religious edu-
cation as mentioned in article 3.1, article 4 (2 until 7) , and article 5.1 
will be subject to administrative sanctions ranging from reprimand 
through closure after first being trained/guided by the national gov-
ernment or local governments. " 10 Religious conununities also act as 
8 Hanz-Georg i'. idx:n7. A Move to Multi? Empirical Research Concerning the Anitudes of 
Youth Towards Pl ura li sm and Religion ·s Claims of Truth. in: Didier Polle le~ t. !111erreligious 
Learning. Louvain 2007. 3-2-t 
9 Amitai Etl'.ion i. Comp11rati1·e .·lnalvsis a/Complex Organi::.ations . Glencoe Ill. 196 1. 4; ct: 
Am ita i l:otzioni. ,\/odern Orga11i::.ations. Ne" Jersey 1964; Roger Millharn et al .. Social Con-
trol in Organi/at ion. in : The British Journal of Sociology 23. 1972. 406-421. 
''' Our transla•ion of: "Satuan pcndidikan yang tidak menyelenggarakan pendidikan agarna 
scsuai dcngan kctcntuan "ang dimal-.sud dlllam pasal 3 ayat ( 1 ). pasal 4 ayat (2) sam pai 
dcngan a)at l 7). dan pasal 5 ayat (I ) di kenakan sanksi administrative berupa peringatan sam-
pai dengan pemuupan setdah diadakan pembinaan /pembimbingan oleh Pcmerintah/ atau 
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power holders because they influence to a certain degree policies of 
religious education in schools, e.g. through their expectation to social-
ize students in religious education. The schools, and more specifically 
the school policies on religious education, are considered as subordi-
nates who are influenced by the external powers of State and religious 
communities. 11 
Etzioni 12 distinguishes between three types of power as a means 
used by power holders to control subordinates: normative, coercive 
and utilitarian power. 
Nonnative power rests on the allocation and manipulation of 
symbolic rewards and deprivations through allocation of esteem and 
prestige symbols, administration of rituals. and influence over the dis-
tribution of acceptance, acknowledgement and positive response. Ac-
cording to Bourdieu 13 symbolic power is "[ ... ] a power of constituting 
the given through utterances, of making people see and be lieve, of 
confirming or transforming the vision of the world and, thereby. ac-
tion on the world and thus the world itself, an almost magical power 
which enables one to obtain the equivalent of what is obtained through 
force (whether physical or economic). by virtue of the specific effect 
of mobilization". 
Coercive power deals not only with negative sanctions, but also 
involves positive sanctions. Baldwin 14 includes both rewards and pen-
alt ies in his de finition of sanction:"[ . .. ] if someone is offered a very 
large reward for compliance, then once his expectations are adjusted 
to this large reward, h.:! suffers a prospective loss if he does not com-
ply". Although these definitions appear simple enough, Baldwin finds 
that there are both conceptual and empirical difficulties in distinguish-
pcmerintah dacrah··. This regulation is confirmed by the Regulation of the Ministry of Rel i-
gious Affairs 16/20 10 article 28. l mentioning that : ··A school that fails to organize religious 
education mentiorn:d by article 3.1 and article 4 the Government Regulation 55/2007 on the 
Management of re ligious education will be subject to admini strative sanction such as a. verbal 
warning; b. three times reprimand: or c. school closure··. Our translation of: ··Sekolah ya.,g 
tidak menyelenggarakan Pendidikan Agama sebagaimana dimaksud dalam Pasal 3 ayat ( I) 
dan Pasal 4 Peraturan Pemerintah Nomor 55 Tahun 2007 tentang Pendidikan Agama dan 
Pcndidikan Keagamaan , dikenakan sanksi administratif berupa: a. peringatan dalam bentuk 
teguran lisan: atau b. peringatan tertuli s sebanyak 3 (tiga) kali;atau c. penutupan berupa pen-
cabutan izi n opcra~ional pendirian··. 
11 Hans-Georg Ziebertz and William Kay (eds). Youth in Europe!. An interna1ional empirical 
Swdy abou/ l.[fe perspeclives. MUnster 2005. IO 1-120. 
"Etzioni. Comparative Analysis of Complex Organizations: Etzioni. Modern Organizations. 
13 Pierre Bourdi etL language and Symbolic Power. Cambridge 199 1. 163. 
14 David Baldwin. The Power of Positive Sanction. in : World Politics 24. 197 1. 19-38. 24; cf. 
Peter Blau. Exchange and Power in Social l ife. New York 2009. 11 6. 
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ing between positive and negative sanctions. Etzioni 15 however, refers 
to coercive power as mainly negative sanctions, such as deprivation, 
corporal punishment, threat of loss of life. He insists that coercive 
power is probably only effective when the organization is confronted 
with highly alienated subordinates. 
Utilitarian power is based on control over material resources and 
rewards through allocation of salaries and wages, commission and 
contributions, fringe benefits and services. In general, power holders 
might exercise utilitarian power less frequently in private schools than 
in state schools because the financial resources of private schools are 
highly dependent upon student contributions. This makes them finan-
cially more independent and less submissive to the influence of exter-
nai powers due to finances. In some religiously affiliated schools in 
Indonesia, however, utilitarian power exercised by other institutions is 
clearly apparent. As part of the national educational system, in which 
the State is in charge of financial resources to ensure national stand-
ards of education, a number of religiously affiliated schools receive 
financial support from the State. At the same time, these schools are to 
some extent also dependent on financial support from the religious 
community to which they belong. 
2. Method of semi-structured interview, data collection and 
selection of interviewees 
Our data was collected by fully recorded interviews, conducted be-
tween 7 through 26 October 20 I 0. We conducted a qualitative survey 
(through semi-structured interviews) and defined main topics, dimen-
sions and categories beforehand. For the purposes of the interview. we 
constructed a topic list consisting of questions in relation to types of 
religious education, and the response of the schools towards the State 
regulations and the influence of religious communities. We asked sim-
ilar questions to all respondents, in order to collect uniform data from 
headmasters and teachers in different settings. Questions related to the 
types of religious education, were for instance: "What is the aim of 
religious education?"; "Do you teach about world religions?" Ques-
tions also regarded the response of the schools towards State regula-
tions and the influence of religious communities, for instance: "Do 
you require teachers to be graduates of a State-acknowledged univer-
1
' Etzioni, Comparative A1ia~vsis a/Complex Organi=arions; ct: Edward Ld1man, Toward a 
Macrosociology of Power. in: American Sociological Review 34. 1969. 453-465. 
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sity?"; "Is the school subject tO State inspections regarding the imple-
mentation of religious education?"; "What are the consequences if 
your school does not follow State regulations?"; ''What should the aim 
of religious education be according to the religious community?" ; 
"Should the teacher of religious education be an active and committed 
member of a religious community?"; "ls there any financial conse-
quence if the teaching of religious education is not in line with the 
vision and mission of the religious community?" 
We selected three provinces in which. respectively , Muslims, 
Christians and Hindus were in the majority. In each area, we selected 
five secondary schools (Seka/ah Menengah Atas or SMA): three 
schools representing the majority group in the concerned area, and 
two schools belonging to religious minority groups. Each school is 
further categorized by different religious denominations or ideological 
foundations. In these schools, we interviewed the headmasters and 
teachers of religion. This procedure resulted in the inclusion of fifteen 
headmasters and nineteen teachers of religious education from fifteen 
religiously affiliated secondary schools in three provinces in Indone-
sia. 
In West Java, an area of Muslim majority, we selected schools af-
filiated with the two major Muslim organizations in the country, 
namely Muhammadiyah and Nahdlatul Ulama. and one school be-
longing to a so-called new trend of Islamic education that is not spe-
cifically affiliated with either of these organizations (al-Azhar school). 
We further included one Protestant school and one Catholic school 
representing the religious minority in that area. 
In North Sulawesi, an area with a Christian majority. we involved 
three Christian schools: a Protestant, a Catholic and an Adventist 
school. The schools belonging to minority groups were represented by 
two Islamic schools, which were similar in religious ideology to the 
al-Azhar school in West Java. However, unlike the well-equipped al-
Azhar, these two Islamic schools belong to small religious communi-
ties and have difficulties securing funding. 
In Bali, an area with a Hindu majority, I Iindu schools are repre-
sented by three Hindu organizations: Dwijendra, Saraswati and Gan-
dhi, representing three different Hindu streams in Bali. Dwijendra is a 
conservative Hindu organization strongly involved with the local Ba-
linese culture; Saraswati is concerned primarily with issues of educa-
tion and relig ious life; and the education in the Gandhi School is in-
spired by Mahatma Gandhi's doctrines of non-violence and attracts 
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mainly pupils with a relatively high socio-economic background. The 
non-Hindu schools in Bali are represented by one Catholic school and 
one Muhammadiyah Islamic school. 
3. Design of analysis 
All interviews were done by the primary researcher (Muhammad 
Yusuf) and fully recorded. Interviews were analyzed using content 
analysis. When we analyzed the data, we began with listening to and 
reviewing each interview record three times; the first time for general 
understanding; the second and third time for identification of useful 
comments. Important sections or phrases in the interview were written 
down. We employed three levels of analysis. 16 (1) The first level of 
data reduct ion involves selecting, focusing and simplifying the data. 
This process includes selecting important parts of the data, or sorting 
or highlighting the data into initial categories. At this stage, the focus 
is on sorting out important information from unimportant material in 
the recording. For each interview, we wrote down at what stage of the 
interview these remarks could be found. (2) In the second level of 
analysis, we grouped the data into meaningful patterns and themes. At 
this stage, observations are developed into descriptive and interpretive 
categories based on the recorded data and the conceptual framework 
used to guide this research. First, we made connections between se-
lected data from recordings, and the main concepts (and their indica-
tors) that we had defined beforehand. Strauss and Corbin 17 define this 
stage as conceptualization of the data. This aims to match the selected 
data with our concepts and to ensure that all data indicated simi lar 
purposes directed at advancing main topics and categories we had 
formulated in advance. Second, we crosschecked the data with direct 
statements of the interviewees from the recordings. We always re-
turned to the recordings of the interviews, and used the direct state-
ments as main sources of our data analysis. (3) The final stage of the 
analysis aims to discover the influence of institutions on the policies 
uf religious education of the school, and looks for indications in the 
interviews whether differences in the relative group size of the reli-
gious groups (majority/minority) influences the preference of the 
schools for a certain model of religious education. We compared re-
sults from different schools, both in the same cities and in different 
16 
Ct: Gram McCracken. The Long fmerview. Cal ifornia 1988. 17 
Anselm Strauss and Juliet Corbin. Basics o/Qualilative Research. California 1998. 126f. 
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areas, and discussed the influence of powers from the State and reli-
gious communities to the practice of religious education in schools. 
4. Findings and discussion 
We now proceed to the empirical findings of this study. As described 
earlier, we addressed two research questions: the first is related to the 
different types of religious education, and the second is about the in-
stitutional powers influencing school policies on religious education. 
Preferred types of religious education 
Our findings indicate that religiously affiliated schools in our study 
predominantly favor the mono-religious model. For the most part, 
religious education focuses on one religion only. Religious education 
aims to provide students with knowledge of their own religion and to 
facilitate students in practicing their own religious rituals. Students are 
also expected to behave in accordance with the teaching of their own 
religion. Even though some Christian schools introduce the teachings 
of other religions, such as the Protestant school in West Java and 
Catholic school in Bali, religious education does not approach other 
religions in terms of their own self-understanding. Only one Catholic 
school in West Java implements an inter-religious model. 18 In this 
school, students are introduced to many religions and are taught the 
skill of starting a dialogue with other religious traditions, i.e. , by 
learning to participate in an exchange of religious perspectives. Even 
though most schools apply the mono-religious model, there are partic-
ular differences, as some schools use specific materials that emphasize 
specific religious interpretations and practices typical for their reli-
gious affiliation. 19 
18 A teacher of th is Catholic school says: ··Through religious c:d ucat ion. \IC stimulate our 
students to iden tify the differences between reli gious traditions among their fri ends. Students 
should understand that their religion is different from their friends · and from this. we invite 
our students to communicate with each other and to create dia!oguc among fr iends with dil~ 
ferent religious backgrounds ... Our translation of: ·· .\ telalui pe11didika11 agama. kami ingi11 
mengaj arkan pada siswa agar mengelahui dan mau mempelajari bahwa ajara11 agama itu 
tidak sama Para siswa harus memahami bahwa ajaran agamanya berbeda dengan agama 
temannya yang lain, dan kemudian kami mengajak siswa untuk berdialog dengan teman yang 
berlainan agama ilu. " 
19 Unlike the Christian and Hindu school s that mainly carr: out reli g ious education for two 
hours credit (i.e. 80 minutes per week). all Islamic schools proYide six to eight hours credit 
for Islamic reli gious education (i.e. 240-320 minutes per week). An additi onal hour cred it is 
used to introduce teachings o f the specific religious community, such as Ke111uha111mad~vaha11 
in the Muhammadiyah schools and KeNUan in the Wahid Hasyim school affiliated with 
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There is a major difference between Muslim, Christian and Hindu 
schools. All Islamic schools in our study, regardless of their location 
in the majority or minority context, teach exclusively about Islam. Not 
teaching about other religions seems to be related to the endorsement 
of their religious identity. 2° Five Christian schools apply the mono-
religious model: three schools located in the area with a Christian ma-
jority (i.e. North Sulawesi) do not introduce other religions than Chris-
tianity; one Christian school in West Java introduces other religious 
traditions as well, but from a Christian perspective; and one Christian 
school in Bali introduces other religious traditions in its Christian reli-
gious education from a Christian perspective, but also provides Islam-
ic religious education for Muslim students and Hindu religious educa-
tion for Hindus. 21 All Hindu schools in our study apply the mono-
religious model. All Hindu schools provide Islamic religious educa-
tion for Muslims and Christian religious education for Christians. 22 
Institutional influences on school policies of religious education 
This subsection is divided into two parts: the influence of the State 
and the influence of the religious communities. For each inst itution, 
we discuss the (potential) powers exercised and the responses of 
schools. 
Nahdlatu l Ulama ·1he Ministry of Religious Affairs Regulation 1/20 IO article 7.3 stipulates 
that: ··Schnols can rn111plcmcnt the rdigious education cun"il:ulum in the lorm of additions 
andior deepening C1f the malcrial. and additional clas, hours as needed." The Indonesian doc-
ument says: "Seka/ah dapat menambah m11ala11 k11rik11/11m pendidikan agama berupa penam-
buhan da111ata11 pendalaman materi, serta penambahan jam pelajaran sesuai kebutuhan. " 
20 The headmaster of the Al-Azhar school testifies: ··we belong to an Is lamic insti tution, 
which aims to promote Islamic values among our students. Because Islamic teaching is very 
broad and none of our student, would be able to comprehend it completely. there is no reason 
to learn any other religion than Isl am:· Our translation of: ··Seka/ah kami ini milik lembaga 
Islam. yang tujuan uramanya un111k syi 'ar Islam. Ajaran Islam itu sangat luas dan sudah 
·11encakup segala ha/, sehingga tidak perlu wuuk mengajarkan siswa tentang agama yang 
lain. 
21 The headmaster of the Catholic school in Bali mentions: ··we have to be tolerant towards 
students from other religious backgrounds, that is by giving them the opportunity to acquire 
religious education in accordance to their own religion.'' Our translation of: ·· Kita harus taler-
an terhadap siswa yang beragama lain, caranya, yaitu dengan memherikan kesempalan 
.tepada mereka wuuk mempero/eh pendidikan agama yang sesuai dengan agamanya. " 
21 The headmaster of the Dwijendra Hindu school. for instance. says: .. It is a basic right that 
students receive religious education in accordance with their own religion. Students must 
understand their own religion and practice their own religious rituals.'" Our translation of: "/ni 
ada/ah ha/ yang paling mendasar hagi siswa bahwa mereka berhak untuk mempera/eh pen-
didikan agama sesuai dengan agamanya. Siswa harus paham ajaran agamanya dan 
me/aksanakan yang diperintahkan agamanya. " 
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(1) The State 
The Law on the National Education System of 2003 (Law No. 
20/2003) requires that students receive religious education in accord-
ance with their own religion and taught by a teacher professing the 
same religion (Article 12). 23 In addition, Article 30.2 of Law No. 
20/2003 underlines that religious education "[ ... ] has the function to 
prepare learners to become community members who understand and 
practice religious values and/or acquire expertise in study of his/her 
own religion". 24 Referring to our theoretical framework, these two 
articles of Law 20/2003 mandate the implementation of the mono-
religious model of religious education. Before we discuss the State's 
influence on policies for religious education in schools, we introduce 
the State's potential powers to influence policies for religious educa-
tion in the schools. 
a. The potential power of the State in influencing schools ' policies 
The normative power of the State is executed primarily through a na-
tional accreditation program of the National Accreditation Body 
(BAN or Badan Akreditasi Nasional). The BAN falls under the re-
sponsibility o f the Ministry of Education and Culture (Kementerian 
Pendidikan dan Kebudayaan) and makes quality assessments and 
evaluations according to national standards set under Law No. 
20/2003 every four years. Nationally accredited schools secure posi-
tive acknowledgment and thus prestige. The State further exercises its 
normative power in this accreditation in two ways: the qualification of 
teachers and the development of curriculun1 and textbooks for reli-
gious education. The government requires all teachers, including 
teachers of religious education, to be graduates of State-accredited 
universities .25 In addition, schools must use a national curriculum for 
23 Article 12.1 .a of Law No. 20/2003 mandates that .. Every student in an educational unit is 
entitled to recei ve religious education in accordance with hi s/her religion. imparted by an 
educator of the same religion:· Our translation of: .. Setiap peserta didik pada setiap satuan 
pendidikan berhak mendapalkan pendidikan agama sesuai denga11 agama yang dianutnya 
dan diajarkan oleh pendidik yang seagama. " 
24 Our translation of: .. Pendidikan keagamaan berfungsi mempersiapkan peserta didik menjadi 
anggota masyarakat yang memahami dan mengamalkan nilai-nilai ajaran agamanya dan/atau 
menjadi ahli ilmu agama•· 
25 The Mini stry of Religious Affairs Regulation 16/2010 on the Management of Religious 
Education stipulates in article 13: .. Teachers of religious education should ha,e a min im um 
academic qualification on the level of a bachelor degree [Strata I or Diploma IV] from a 
religious education program and/or a religious studies program from an accredited University. 
and should have a professional certificate for teacher of rcligieus education:· Our translation 
of: .. Guru Pendidikan Agama minimal memiliki kualifikasi akademik Strcua I/ Diploma II: 
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religious education developed by the Curriculum Center of the Minis-
try of Education and Culture, and use the textbooks produced by 
State-appointed institutions. This Curriculum Center is responsible for 
the formulation of a national standard for every subject taught in 
schools, including religious education. The Ministry of Religious Af-
fair s (Kementerian Agama) appoints representatives from religious 
communities at the national level to develop textbooks for religious 
education. The textbook for Islamic religious education is published 
by the Directorate General of Islamic Education of the Department of 
Religious Affairs; the textbook for religious education used in 
Protestant schools is developed by the Communion of Churches in 
Indonesia (PGI or Persekutuan Gereja-gereja di Indonesia); the text-
book for Catholic religious education is developed by the Bishop's 
Conference of Indonesia (KWI or Konferensi Wali Gereja Indonesia); 
the textbook of Hindu religious education is published by Hindu 
Dharma Indonesia (Parisuda Hindu Dharma Indonesia). All these 
organizations are not subject to or part of a government institution, 
except for the Directorate General of Islamic Education of the De-
partment of Religious Affairs. However, they are all expected to con-
form to the national curriculum for religious education developed by 
the government's Curriculum Center. 
The State applies its coercive power in two ways: administrative 
control and centralized examinations. Representatives of the Depart-
ment of Religious Affairs (Departemen Agama) in each city regularly 
inspect religious education in the classroom and examine whether the 
school fulfills quality requirements, including the use of recognized 
textbooks, the availability of teaching facilities, etc. In addition, the 
Ministry of Religious Affairs (Kementerian Agama) administers a 
centralized State exam. 26 The Manual of the Implementation of Exam-
ination (Pedoman Pelaksanaan Ujian Keagamaan) stipulates that the 
Ministry of Religious Affairs at the national level develops 25 percent 
dari program studi pendidikan agama danla1au program s1udi agama dari Perguruan Tinggi 
yang terakreditasi dan memiliki sertifikat profesi guru pendidikan agama. " 
26 There has been a huge debate over whether the subject of religious education should be 
tested on the national level similar to three other subj-:cts. r.amely math, Indonesian language 
and English. This idea is supported by the Minister of Religious Affairs. Mr. Suryadharma 
Ali. but rejected by the Minister of National Education, Mr. Muhammad Nuh. At the moment, 
the tests on rdigious education are a combination of questions produced at national level and 
district level. For this debate. see hnp://www.republika.eo.id/berita/pendidikan/berita/l 0/12 
/2 J/ 153414-kemdiknas-pelajaran-agama-tidak-akan-masuk-un-tahun-depan. accessed 15 
November 2013. 
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of the exam questions, while 75 percent of the questions are formulat-
ed by representatives of the Departments of Religious Affairs at dis-
trict level in collaboration with school teachers. 27 This procedure al-
lows local considerations to be taken into account. The grades on this 
centralized examination does not only determine whether individual 
students pass to a higher class or not. but also influences the number 
of ' credits ' a school receives in the framework of the State accredita-
tion program. The better the scores of students on this centralized ex-
amination, the more 'credits' a school will earn for the State accredita-
tion program. 
The utilitarian power of the State is exercised primarily through 
financial support for certified teachers and scholarships for students in 
lower economic strata. In order to secure financial assistance, teachers 
must participate in the national certification program of the Ministry 
of Education. According to article 16 Law No. 14/2005 regulating 
teachers and lecturers, "(1) the government shall provide professional 
incentives referred to in article 15 .1 to teachers with a professional 
teacher certificate if they are hired by education institutions and/or by 
education institutions run by communities. (2) The Government incen-
tives referring to article ( 1) equals to one month salary. "28 In addition, 
students from lower economic backgrounds are entitled to receive 
financial support from the Ministry of Education and Culture under a 
special program called the School Operational Support for High 
School Students (BOS-SMA or Bantuan Operasional Sekolah SMA). 
These students receive Rp. 10,000 per month for living allowance in 
addition to money for their monthly tuition fees. 29 Schools should 
27 The Manual says: ·'The coordinator of the State exam at the State level is responsible for 
[ ... J 25% of the anchor items:· Our translation of: ·· Penyelenggara USBN-PA I Tingka! Pusat 
bertanggung jawab untuk [. . .] menyusun dan menetapkan 25% butir soal (anchor item) 
USBN-PAI" (Point Ill.I). And further: ·'The coordinator of the State exam at the district level 
is responsible for [ ... J 75% of the items for the exam.·· Our translation of: ·· Penyelenggara 
USBN-PAI Tingka1 Pusa1 bertanggung jawab untuk { ... } menyusun dan mene:apkan 75% 
butir soal /anchor i1em) USBN-PA/'" (Point 111.3). 
28 Our translation of: ··Pemerintah memberikan tunjangan pro!esi sebagaimana dimaksud 
dalam Pasal 15 ayat (I) kepada guru yang tel ah memiliki sertifikat pendidik yang diangkat 
oleh penyelenggara pendidikan dan/atau satuan pendidikan yang diselenggarakan oleh 
masyarakat. (2) Tunjangan profesi scbagaimana dimaksud pada ayat (I) diberikan setara 
dengan satu kali gaji:· 
29 The amount of money for tuition fees varies according to the school's policies. For further 
discussion on the School Operational Support for High s~hool Students program. cf. the 
website of the Directorate of Secondary Education of the Ministry of Education: 
hnp://dikmen.kemdiknas.go.id/html/i ndex .php?id=berita&kode=64, accessed February 15. 
2013. 
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report the financial circumstances of their students to the State and 
apply for financial support when they have limited financial resources. 
h. Responses of schools to 1he powers of the State 
The responses of the schools to the power of the State vary. The 
schools' policies on religious education in Islamic schools comply 
with the normative power of the State. Muslim schools require teach-
ers to be graduates of State-accredited universities and use the state 
curriculum and textbooks.30 All Islamic schools in our study comply 
with State inspections and require their students to take State examina-
tions. 31 Islamic schools belonging to big religious communities and 
located in urban areas, such as those in West Java and in Bali, receive 
less State support than those belonging to small religious communities 
in rural areas, such as the Islamic schools in North Sulawesi. All Is-
lamic schools receive additional salaries for certified teachers as indi-
cated by Article 16 of Law No. 14/2005, as well as a number of schol-
arships for students with limited financial resources under the BOS-
SMA program. In addition, schools belonging to small religious 
communities (in North Sulawesi) benefit from the State ' s special as-
sistance programs for schools in rural and remote areas, called the 
Education Infrastructure Development Subsidies for Border Region, 
Underdeveloped and Outlying Islands. 32 
The responses of the Christian schools to the normative power of 
the State differ slightly from the responses of the Islamic schools. 
With the exception of the teacher from the Catholic school in West 
30 The headmaster of the Muhammadiyah Islamic school says: "Of course we only hire teach-
ers who have a bachelor university degree . Because in a university, teachers are equipped 
with good teaching skills and learn how to deve lop syllabi appropriately'". Our translation of: 
"Tentu saja kami hanya menerima guru yang berijasah SI. Karena ketika ia be/ajar di uni-
versitas, ia aknn dibekali dengan kemampuan mengajar yang baik dan cara mengembangkan 
si/abus yang tepat. " 
31 A teacher of the Wahid Hasyim school says: "All students are required to take the State 
exam. Then. the grade of the exam will determine whether he/she is able to pass to the next 
grade:· Our translation of: "Seluruh siswa diwajibkan untuk mengikuti ujian pendidikan 
agama ,\ 'i/ai dari hasil ujian tersebut naruinya akan menentukan apakah siswa tersebut 
berhak /ulus atau tidak. " 
32 For further discussion regarding this grant. see the website of Higher Education. of the 
Ministry of Education amd Culture: hnp://www.di~1i.go.id/files/atur/rbi/PenyaluranHibah.pdf 
(accessed 15 November 2013). The headmaster of the Assalam Islamic school in North-
Sulawesi says: "Thank God that we receive support from the government. Two months ago. 
for instance. we received support to build a new laboratory and we started building it al-
ready." Our translation of: "A/hamdulillah kami menerima bantuan dari pemeriruah. Seperti 
dua bu/an yang /alu, kami mendapatkan bantuan untuk membangun /aboratorium baru. dan 
sekarang sedang dalam pembangunan " 
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Java, the teachers in Christian schools hold university degrees. Most 
Christian schools follow the State curriculum and use textbooks pro-
duced by the appointed institutions, except the Adventist school that 
follows a curriculum and uses a textbook developed by the locai reli-
gious community. Christian schools in North Sulawesi (Christian ma-
jority) - except for the Adventist school - are visited by State inspec-
tors who stimulate the implementation of religious education con-
sistent with the State's regulations. 33 Except for the Adventist school, 
Christian schools also implement the State exam. None of the Chris-
tian schools in our sample receive significant State support, except for 
the Protestant school in North Sulawesi that has been granted support 
for library development.34 In Christian schools, certified teachers ac-
cept financial support from the State, however the students do not re-
ceive State scholarships. Students with limited financial means receive 
indirectly support from families from higher economic strata. The 
monthly tuition fee is dependent on the income level of students' par-
ents.35 
Hindu schools comply with the normative power of the State, re-
quiring teachers to be graduated from State-accredited universities. 
These schools also implement the State curriculum and use textbooks 
produced by the appointed publisher. The Hindu schools view State 
inspection as a means to improve the quality of the school. Several 
teachers report that they benefit from discussions with the inspectors. 
The Hindu schools also require that their students take the State ex-
ams. Except for the Gandhi school, the Hindu schools receive support 
from the Department of Religious Affairs at district level. Material 
support (in terms of e.g., books, furniture and office supplies) and 
financial support comes from the Department of Religious Affairs and 
JJ The headmaster of the Adventist school says that: ··Long ago. when the Department of 
Religious Affairs sent their people to inspect the religious education in our school. we told 
them about the way wc conduct our religious education. and it seems that the State does not 
bother what our policies are. and until now, we have never been inspected again:· Our transla-
tion of: .. Dahulu ketika kami menerima inspeksi dari Departemen Agama. kami te/ahjelaskan 
ke mereka mengenai cara kami dalam menyelenggarakan pendidikan agama. dan nampaknyc, 
mereka tidak memperdulikan itu. dan sampai sekarang kami tidak pernah lagi menerima 
inspeksi.·· 
34 The headmaster of the Protestant school in North Sulawesi explains that his proposal to the 
Ministry of Education in Jakarta to build a new library was granted a few months ago. The 
Ministry will not only build the library but also support the purchase of books and other relat-
ed equipment, such as furniture. etc. 
35 A Protestant school in West Java. for instance. charges monthly tuition fees ranging from 
zero to Rp. 550.000. with an average contribution of Rp. 275.000. 
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the Department of Education at district level, in contrast with Islamic 
schools who receive support directly from the Ministry of Religious 
Affairs at the national level. The headmaster of the Dwijendra school, 
for instance, mentions that the support from the Department of Reli-
gious Affairs and Department of Education at district level covers 8% 
of the school expenses. For the Saraswati school, the government's 
support covers 5% of the school expenses. 
(2) The religious communities 
Since the fall of the New Order regime in 1998, religious communities 
in Indonesia have greater freedom in managing their own institutions. 
They also have greater autonomy in the organization of religious edu-
cation in terms of content and teaching methods. We will now investi-
gate how religious communities use their normative, coercive and 
utilitarian power to shape the policies of religious education, and how 
religiously affiliated schools respond to the (potential) influence of 
religious communities. Religious communities often exercise their 
power via (the board of) the education foundations (Yayasan Pendidi-
kan) that organize the religiously affiliated schools. 
a. The potential power of religious communities in influencing school 
policies 
Religious communities exercise their normative power in two ways: 
requirements for teachers and the use of textbooks. First, teachers are 
expected to be committed members of their religious community and 
to have a normative understanding of the religious teachings of their 
religious community. More specifically this means that teachers in 
Islamic Muhammadiyah schools should be members of Muhammadi-
yah, while teachers in Wahid Hasyim school are often members of 
Nahdlatul Ulama. Similarly, religious education teachers in Protestant 
schools are mostly required to be active members of one of the 
Churches of the Communion of Churches in Indonesia (PGI or 
Persekutuan Gereja-gereja di Indonesia), while religious education 
teachers in Catholic schools are required to be practicing and commit-
ted Catholics. Next, several schools implement an additional curricu-
lum and use textbooks that emphasize participation in religious rituals. 
In this way, local religious communities seem to strive for a religious 
education compatible with their own specific ideologies. 
The coercive power of the religious communities is exercised in 
two ways: the appointment of headmasters and the organization of 
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school exams. The headmaster is a member of the religious co mmuni-
ty, and he/she has to give a yearly repo1t to the board of the fo unda-
tion, including a section on religious education. The headmaster is 
also required to discuss the implementation ofthe policies of religious 
education in the classroom with the board of the education foundation 
(Yayasan Pendidikan). In some schools, in addition to the State ex-
ams. the board, together with the teachers of religion, makes school 
examinations for the subject of religious education. This exam aims to 
test whether students practice religious rituals in accordance with the 
normative teachings of the religious community, such as daily prayer 
or reciting Holy Scripture, etc. 
Utilitarian power of the religious community is exercised through 
the board of the foundation in two ways: provision of infrastructure 
and equipment, and financial support. The board is responsible for 
providing school buildings and learning equipment. Schools formulate 
a yearly budget to be discussed with the board. If students' contribu-
tions do not sufficiently cover the school expenses, the board is ex-
pected to take care of additional funding. School expenses including 
remuneration of headmasters are discussed with the board of the foun-
dation on behalf of the religious community. 
b. Responses of schools to the powers of religious communities 
Let us look briefly at how the Islamic, Christian and Hindu schools 
respectively react to the (potential) influence of the religious commu-
nities that are affiliated with the schools. 
• Islamic Schools 
The Islamic schools in our survey all respond in the same way to the 
religious communities' power. With regard to normative power, the 
teachers implement an additional curriculum of their own religious 
community and use specific textbooks that introduce the normative 
teachings of their religious community. Islamic schools are able to do 
so because the Islamic schools in our study spend th.ree to four times 
more time on Islamic religious education than the government expects 
them to.36 For coercive power, all headmasters are appointed by the 
36 The Government Regulation No. 55/2007. article 5.8 mentions that .. [ ... l each education 
unit could add content of religious education as needed .. Our translation of: .. [ ... ) satuan 
pendidikan dapat menambah muatan pendidikan agama sesuai kebutuhan:· In addition, 
article 5.9 states that ·'[ . .. ) the content referred to in subsection (8) may include additional 
material. study hours. and depth of the material." Our translation of- "[ ... } muntan se-
bagaimana dimaksud pada ayat (fl; dapat berupa tambahan materi. jam pe/ajaran. dan 
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religious organization affiliated with the school.37 Therefore, control 
of the religious community over the implementation of religious edu-
cation is apparent. All Islamic schools in our study organize examina-
tions that focus on the normative teachings of the particular religious 
r:ommunity that is affiliated with concerned school. This exam tests 
whether students understar..d and practice the teachings in accordance 
with a particular understanding of Islam. 38 Islamic schools are also 
happy to receive material and financial support from the religious 
· 39 commumty. 
Islamic religious communities expect their students to internalize 
Islamic teachings. Even though the Islamic schools in our study be-
long to different Islamic organizations, they show remarkable similari-
ties in their theological foundations. The Islamic schools in our study 
are affiliated with three different religious organizations: Muham-
madiyah, Nahdlatul Ulama and al-Azhar. Muhammadiyah strongly 
opposes religious syncretism and encourages the purification of Islam-
ic teachings. Muhammadiyah works for the establishment of a pure 
Islamic faith, free of idolatry, heresy and superstition. 40 The headmas-
ter of the Muhammadiyah school in West Java testifies: "Religious 
education in our school aims to guide students to live in accordance 
with God's rules. Students should have a strong and correct religious 
keda/aman maJeri.'" A s imilar rule can be found in the Ministry of Reli gious Affairs regula-
ti on 1/201 0 articl e 7.3 (see footnote 19 above). 
37 The headmaster of the Muhammadiyah school in Bali. for instance, testi fies: ·· w e ll . I used 
to be a member of the Maj e/is Tarj ih of the Muhammadiyah organizat ion in Yogyakarta 
Then, the board of the foundati on for basic and secondary school s of the Muhammadiyah 
elected me to lead this school and to repl ace the previous headmaster who retired ... Our trans-
lat ion of:·· Ya. saya sebelum menjabat kepa/a sekolah di sini, ciulunya anggota Maje/is Tarj ih 
PP Muhammad~yah di Yogyakarta. Saya kemudian ditugaskan o/eh Maje/is Pendidikan Da-
sar clan Menengah PP muhammadiyah untuk menggantikan kepala sekolah vang sebelumnya 
baru pemion. •· 
38 The Wahid Hasyim school, for instance, tests whether students are able to read the Bar=anji 
and lead the Tahlil ri tuals. Reading the Bar=anj i and Tahlil ritua ls is on ly practiced by 
Nahd latu l Ulama fo llowers. Muhammadiyah followers regard it as a devi ation from original 
Islamic teaching (Bid'ahJ. 
'
0 The al -Azhar school in West Java recei1es up to 5 % of the school expenses from the re li-
gious community. in addition to the infrast ructure that is already pro1·idcd by them. The 
headma,aer testifie s: ··we receive support fo r buil di ngs and equipment from the Islam ic Edu-
cation Foundat ion of al-Azhar. However. we hope to be more independent ... Our translat ion 
of: ··Kami memperoleh bmuuan gedung clan perlengkapan seko/ah dari layasan Pendidikan 
Islam al-.-l=har. Kami sebenarnva berhaclap muclah-mudahan kedepannvu kami bias /eb ih 
mandiri lagi. ·· 
'
0 For fimhcr information regarding the vi sion and mission of th.: Muhammadiyah. c[ its 
websi tc: http://www.m uhammadiyal1.or.id/id/content- I 7 5-det- matan-kcyak inan-dan-citacita-
hidup. h:m 1. accessed November 15. 20 I 3. 
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commitment. When we introduce other religions. e.g. the principles of 
Christianity. Hinduism and Buddhism, we show them how the Islamic 
foundation differs from it and why it [Islamic foundationl is better 
than others."~ 1 Nahdlatul Ulama advances the teaching of Ahlussun-
nah Walj'amaah, that can be characterized as Is!amic moderation (at-
tawasuth), balance (at-tawazun) and maintenance of harmony (al-
J'tidal). Nahdlatul Ulama is rather exclusive in nature, claiming that 
Islam is the only truth. Even though al-I'tidal implies a more positive 
evaluation of other believers, yet they maintain that only Islam leads 
to salvation. Finally, Al-Azhar is a relatively new Islamic education 
movement. It introduces the idea of Muslim comprehensiveness which 
relates to a literalist understanding of Islam. Al-Azhar schools are not 
directly related to a well-established Muslim organization, but rather 
function as a network of schools sponsored by local foundations and 
administered by a central institution in Jakarta. All schools are re-
quired to use religious textbooks as prepared and produced by the 
headquarters. Al-Azhar appeals for more attention to the Qur'an and 
Hadith. The headmaster of the al-Azhar school explains: ·'Our school 
is a non-sectarian one. We neither belong to Nahdlatul Ulama or Mu-
hammadiyah. nor to any other religious sect. We teach to our students 
that Islam is only one. We try to unite all Islamic sects into a concept 
of so-called Islamic Unity. We also believe that what is written in the 
Qur'an and Sunnah can explain the real truth."42 
• Christian schools 
There is also influence of religious communities on religious educa-
tion in Christian schools, although it is less strong than in Islamic 
schools. As far as normative power concerns, all Christian schools 
expect religious education teachers to be committed members of the 
religious community to which they belong. Since one Christian school 
in Bali provides religious education for Hindu and Muslim students, 
they also hire a Hindu and a Muslim teacher. Only the Adventist 
41 Our translation of: "Pelajaran agama di sekolah ini memberikan pedoman hidup bagi 
siswa supaya memiliki keyakinan yang kuat dan benar. Ketika siswa diperkenallwn dengan 
agama lain, seperti ketuhanan di Kristen, Hindu dan Buddha. kami tunjukkan pada siswa 
bahwa ajaran kita berbeda dan tentunya lebih baik. " 
42 Our translation of: "Kami bukan sekolah yang sektarian. Kami bukan Xahdlatu/ Ulama 
ataupun Muhammadiyah. atau kelompok agama yang lain. Kami mengajarkan kepada siswa 
bahwa Islam itu cuman satu dan coba menyatukan berbagai paham berbeda yang intinya 
mengajarkan pada konsep Islam yang satu. Kami juga hanya menganggap yang tertulis di al-
Qur 'an dan Sunnah yang dapal menjelc,skan kebenaran yang sebenarnya. " 
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school in North Sulawesi implements an 'additional' curriculum of 
religious education next to that of the State. This school also uses a 
textbook developed by the Adventist community. But all other Chris-
tian schools implement the State's curriculum and only use textbooks 
provided by the appointed State publishers. With the exception of stu-
dents of the Adventist school who receive religious education every 
day, the Christian schools in our research offer two credit hours of 
religious education (i.e. 80 minutes per week). As far as coercive 
power concerns, Christian schools are led by an active and committed 
member of the religious community. 43 Again with the exception of the 
Adventist school, all Christian schools participate in the centralized 
State examination for religious education. As for utilitarian power, all 
Christian schools receive material (buildin~ and equipment) and fi-
nancial support from religious communities. 4 
Most Christian religious communities expect the school to provide 
religious education that enhances the knowledge of the own religion 
and stimulates · participation in the own tradition. According to the 
headmaster in North Sulawesi, the Catholic Church gives the Dioceses 
some freedom in the organization of religious education. This could 
explain the differences in policies of religious education in the differ-
ent Catholic schools in our research. The Communion of Churches in 
Indonesia (PGI) says they want to be "[ ... ] a church that reflects 
God's goodness in the midst of a pluralistic society in Indonesia". 45 
This open-minded mission is not really reflected in the religious edu-
cation in schools. All Protestant schools in our study provide 
Protestant religious education only. If other religious traditions are 
mentioned, it concerns the clarification of Christian teaching. The 
Catholic schoo ls different policies towards religious education seem to 
be dependent on whether they are in the majority or minority context. 
In North Sulawesi (Christian majority) the headmaster of a Catholic 
school says: '·It is obvious that as a Catholic institution, we have to 
teach mainly Catholicism to all students. There is an obligation for us 
" The headmaster of the Protestant school in West Jam is a boa~d member of thc Indonesian 
Christian Church (Cereja Kristen Indonesia). while: the headmasterofth<'! Prott:Stant school in 
North Sulawesi is a board member of the Christian Evangeli cal Church in l'vli nahasa ( Gereja 
.\last hi !11jili di Minaha.ia) . 
... The Prokstant school in Nonh Sulawesi rccci vcs 5% of the total school c~p.:nses from the 
Christian Evangelical Church. The Adventist school rece ives up to 10% of their financial 
expenses from the Seventh-day Adventist Church in Indonesia. 
,; PGI website: http ://"\\W.pgi.or.id/indcx.php')option=com_ content& vicw=art icle&id= I 06& 
ltcmi<l=293. accessed Nov.:mbcr 15.20 13. 
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to disseminate the Catholic teachings to our students and ensure that 
students understand the teachings correctly."46 But in Bali (Hindu ma-
jority) the headmaster of the Catholic school says: "Our school aims 
to create an inclusive education environment that attracts and creates 
disciplined, intelligent and independent students. based on love."47 As 
said, this school offers Islamic and Hindu religious education beside 
Catholic religious education. However, it still applies a mono-
religious model: within each classroom the religious education teacher 
looks at other religious traditions from the insider's perspective. The 
Catholic school in West Java finally applies the inter- religious mode l 
by emphasizing dialogue with students from other religions. The 
teacher says: "Through religious education, we stimulate students to 
find differences between religious traditions among their friends . Stu-
dents should understand that their religion is different fi-om their 
friends' and then we invite them to start a dialogue with friends from 
different religious backgrounds." 48 The Adventist school in North 
Sulawesi (Christian majority) does not include other religious tradi-
tions in its religious education.49 
• Hindu schools 
Compared with Islamic and Christian schools. religious communities 
seem to have less influence in Hindu schools. But still, the different 
types of power are exercised. Hindu schools prefer to have teachers of 
religious education that are committed members. They are also expec-
ted to be graduates from prestigious universities. such as the Hindu 
Dharma Institute (lnstitut Hindu Dharma) and the State Bali Universi-
46 Our translation of: "Tentunya kami harus mengajarkan mengajarkan pelajaran agama 
Katolik kepada semua murid kami karena kami adalah institusi milik Katolik. Sudah menjadi 
keharusan hagi kami untuk mengajarkan iman kutolik kepada siswa kami dan memastikan 
bahwa mereka memahaminya dengan benar. " 
47 Our translation of: "Sekolah kami bertujuan untuk menciptakan lingkungan pendidikan 
yang inklusif dan berda_va pikat membentuk peserta didik yang disiplin. cerdas. mandiri 
ber/andaskan kasih " 
48 Our translation of: .. Melalui pendidikan agama kami ingin mengajarkan pada siswa agar 
mengetahui dan mau mempelajari balrwa ajaran agama itu tidak sama Para siswa harus 
memahami balnva ajaran agamanya berbeda dengan agama temannya yang lain. dan 
kemudian kami mengajak sisioa untuk berdia/og dengan le man yang berlainan agama itu. " 
49 The curriculum and textbook of religious education in the Adventist school is developed by 
the Secretary General of the Seventh Day Adventist Church in the USA. Religious education 
consists of faith development, participation in rituals and religious ethics. The headmaster 
says: "Through daily religious education. we remind our students to strengthen their reli-
gious commitment and to share our teachings with others. Others mighJ need time to under-
stand our belie/ 5. but that doesn 't matter. " 
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ty (Universitas Negeri Bali). All three Hindu schools require a mini-
mum Grade Point Average (GPA) of 3.0 (on a four-point scale) of 
their teachers. The headmaster of the Dwijendra school says: "Of 
.::ourse, we expect that the (religious education] teacher interprets reli-
gion in the same way as the community does. But who can guarantee 
that he/she is capable of teaching religion? Teaching religion is not 
only a matter of understanding religion, but includes pedagogical 
capacities as well. We want to have smart teachers and it should be 
shown by the GPA he/she had at his/her university."50 Since all Hindu 
schools offer Islamic and Christian religious education as well, they 
have also Muslim and Christian teachers. The headmasters are Hindu. 
But the schools do not use additional textbooks developed by their 
religious communities, neither do they organize additional exams. All 
Hindu schools in our study receive very little fmancial support from 
the religious communities they are affiliated with. The largest part of 
their budget is fonded by tuition fees .51 
With regard to the theological foundation of the Hindu schools in 
our research, we can say that they are rather open towards other reli-
gious traditions. While Dwijendra is considered to be more orthodox, 
they still stress adaptation towards the local culture. Saraswati holds 
that religious education should be able to unite people from different 
cultural and ethnic backgrounds. People from different backgrounds 
should work to inspire humanitarian purposes. Similarly. the Gandhi 
organizat ion stresses respect for other religions, cultures and ethnici-
ties. 
Conc/11sion 
Schools are a major factor in (religious) socialization. Without doubt 
the models of religious education influence the religious identity of 
students in the long term. State and religious communities directly 
influence the policies of religious education through normative, coer-
cive and utilitarian power. Indirectly the applied models of religious 
50 
Our translation of: "Te11111 saja kami 111engharapka11 memiliki guru agamayang mempw~vai 
pe111aha111a11 <11;w11a ya11g soma. Tapi siapa yang bias 111enja111i11 kalau ia pu11va kemampuan 
mengajar.' .\le11gajar agama bukan sekedar memahami agama. tapi juga harus dida/amnya 
termasuk ke111a111p11w1 pedagogfa. /.:<1nli disi11i i11gi11 pwiva g;iru yang cerdas da11 itu harus 
dihuktikan d<'ngon 11ilai l/'A·.1·,111g dipero/eh di ba11gku kuliah." 
51 
The school bu ildings and c~uipmcnt are provided hy the Hindu educat ion foundations 
( l'ayasa11 l'.•ndidikanJ. In addition. the Dijcndra and Sarnswa1i schools receive about 2% of 
sdio,,J c~pcns~, from lh~ found a1ion. l he tu rther expenses or the Gandhi school arc covered 
h) student tu ition pa)incnts . 
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education influence the religious identity of the coming generation. 
We can summarize our findings as follows: 
First, we found that most religiously affiliated schools employ a 
mono-religious model of religious education. Even though some 
schools introduce teachings about other religions in their curriculum, 
the perspective is from their own point of view only. The Catholic 
school in West Java (Christian minority) offers an inter-religious 
model of religious education. 
Second, we saw that the State and religious communities influ-
ence the policies of religious education at school level in different 
ways. Let us summarize the main findings for Islamic, Christian and 
Hindu schools separately. 
In Islamic schools, all types of institutional power from both the 
State and religious communities are responded to positively. Religious 
education in Islamic schools is in line with what the government 
wants: mono-religious education. The Islamic religious organizations 
affiliated with the schools strengthen this preference for the mono-
religious model. Islamic schools devote three to four times more time 
than the State's requires of them. The religious communities even 
implement additional curricula that strengthen the involvement with 
the own religious tradition. 
In Christian schools the inOuence of the State is less strung than in 
Islamic schools. Four schools comply with the State's regulations. 
One school (the Adventist school) conforms to the State's model of 
mono-religious education, but implements its own curriculum. One 
school that applies the inter-religious model does not comply with the 
State's regulations. Another Catholic school organizes religious edu-
cation for Muslim, Christian and Hindu students separately. This di-
verse picture gives the impression that religious communities (and 
specifically the education foundations) comply to the State ' s regula-
tions when they substantially agree with the choice for mono-religious 
education. Schools in a minority context especially that are looking 
for possibilities to start a dialogue with other religious traditions are 
hindered by the State's regulations. One could critically ask whether 
the State's policies do not rather stimulate segregation than contact 
between religious traditions. 52 
In Hindu schools the State 's regulations are very influential on the 
policies of religious education. Although the Hindu organizations are 
52 See for a similar critique the recent report of Human Rights Watch, In Religion 's Nan1e. 
Abuses against Religious Minorities in Indonesia. New York www.hrw.org 2013. 
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keen to stimulate dialogue, they prefer to organize mono-religious 
education. On the other hand, they are open to organizing religious 
education for all major religious traditions in their own schools. 

Attitudes towards Religious Plurality. 
Comparative Research Among Muslim and Christian 
University Students in Indonesia 
Carl Sterkens and Handi Hadiwitanto 
Religious plurality is one of the key challenges for the truth claims 
that are always. to a certain degree, part of religious traditions. Be-
cause of increased mobility and the growing scale and frequency of 
contacts between different cultural groups (globalization), society is 
characterized by even greater plurality than ever before. Plurality in-
cludes different aspects, ranging from language, ethnicity and cultural 
norms, and includes religion as well. In general, plurality increases the 
number of relevant institutions, in the widest sense of the word, which 
in turn leads to even more variety of convictions, values and norms. 1 
Since pe0ple require their convictions to be endorsed by their social 
environment. religious convictions will change when times are a 
changing. or at least should change if they do not want to fall out of 
step with the surrounding society. Discussing belief in the modern 
plural context, Schillebeeckx2 states: "A person's inner conviction is 
perhaps just as strong as ever as confirmation, but of course more 
modest, more reserved and in this sense to some degree ·relativized': 
modern believers know that there is also truth in other convictions 
about life·'. But whether this is a descriptive observation or a norma-
tive wish, is a point for discussion. After all, religious radicalization 
1 
Cf. Mary Douglas. How lns1i1u1ions Think. New York 1986. 
2 
Edward Schil lebeeckx. Chw·ch. The Human Story a/Cod. London 2014, 49 [1990. 50]. 
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and flourishing of religious fundamentalism are regarded by many as 
modern phenomena as well. 3 
ln this contribution. we will describe how Muslim and Christian 
University students in Indonesia deal with religious plurality. A de-
tailed discussion of these students' attitudes has its place in this sec-
tion reflecting on religious identity. Apart from the cultural differ-
ences one has to deal with on a daily basis, the presence of other reli-
gions in a person's direct environment also leads to intellectual, reli-
gious and theological challenges for individual believers. In a plural 
society, the way one deals with religious plurality is undoubtedly part 
of a person's religious identity. There are many reasons why Indone-
sia offers an interesting point of comparison to the Western context. 
With a theology strongly influenced by Dutch and German culture, the 
iposite to that in European countries. Based on the 2010 national cen-
sus, out of a total Indonesian population of 237,641 ,326, approximate-
ly 87.2 percent is Muslim, 7.0 percent is Protestant, 2.9 percent is 
Catholic, and I. 7 percent is Hindu (Indonesian Statistics 20 I 0). Next , 
religion is prominent in Indonesia. It can be described as belonging to 
the ' normal atmosphere ' that Indonesians breathe. Religion is close ly 
intertwined with culture in general, and is influential in daily individ-
ual and societal life.4 And finally , with its dense population. individual 
believers can hardly avoid contact with (people belonging to) other 
religious traditions - even when distribution of belief is somehow ge-
ographically defined. 5 Failure to develop good communication be-
tween religious communities will inevitably gene~ate tensions. That is 
why communication between religions can be seen as a sign of active 
participation in society more generally. Inter-religious dialogue shows 
that people are at least showing some respect to each other, recognize 
other communities to a certain extent. and are initially willing to solve 
differences through reasoned negotiat ion.6 
3 Michael Emerson and David l lartman. The Rise of Rel igious Fundamentalism. in: . ln1111al 
Reviewo/Sociology32. 2006. 127-1 44. 
' Aloysius Picris. The Place of Non-Christian Religions and Cul tures in the E,olut ion of 
Third World Theologj. in: Chris1iani~v and 01her Religions. John Hick and Arian Heb-
blethwaite (eds). England 2001 . 7 !: Jose Maria Vigil. Theology of Religious Pluralism. Zur-
ich 2008. 17 and 28. 
5 While th e Mus lim population dominates in most of the archipelago. some regions have a 
substantial Chri sti an population. '!he provinces where Chri stian population is above JO per-
cent are East Nusa Tenggara Papua West Papua North Sulawes i. Maluku. West Kalimantan 
and North Sumatra (Statistics Indonesia 2010). 
6 David Herbert. Religion and Civil Sociery. Re1hinking Public Religion in the Comemporarl' 
World. Hampshire 2003 . 88. 
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In the description of how Indonesian university students deal with 
religious plurality, we will make use of the categories established in 
the so-called 'theology of religions'. The classifications within theol-
ogy of religions show how exclusive or inclusive one's religious atti-
tudes towards others are. We shall explore the attitudes toward reli-
gious plurality from theoretical and empirical perspectives. What are 
the attitudes toward religious plurality that can be found amongst 
Muslim and Christian university students in Indonesia, and are there 
any significant differences between Muslims and Christians? Which 
personal (socio-economic and religious) characteristics and which 
contextual characteristics are related to specific attitudes toward reli-
gious plurality among our Indonesian students? First, we present atti-
tudes toward religious plurality based on the theology of religions. 
Second, we investigate how far these attitudes are present in our re-
search population. 
1. Attitudes towards religious plurality from a theoretical 
perspective 
In this se .. tion we will describe different attitudes toward religious 
plurality fro m a theoretical perspective. In the latter hal f o f the 20th 
century, Christian communities woke up to the in1possibility of think-
ing about one's own religion in isolation from other religious tradi-
tions. Making sense of other religions from the perspective of the 
Christian faith gave rise to a 'theology of religions' that deals with 
different attitudes toward religious plurality. Initially, many authors in 
this field worked with three models: exclusivism, inclusivism and plu-
ralism. While exclusivism and inclusivism have a strong basis in the 
history of theology, pluralism became - as a concept - subject to 
growing debate. Are there distinct theological models of pluralism? ls 
pluralism equal to relativism, etc. 'J At the same time, discussions 
emerged whether these distinctions, mainly to be found within Chris-
tian theology, could also be used to categorize convictions in other 
religious traditions. In other words: can one find these different atti-
tudes toward religious plurality among non-Christian believers as 
well? And if so, can we determine and operationalize them in the 
same way? 
It is here that we pick up the discussion. There is abundance of 
terminology in the classification of attitudes towards religious plurali-
ty. Adding another one is not our aim here. We choose for a little 
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modified version of Knitter ' 7 most recent classification. because it was 
empirically tested in a previous cross-religious comparative study 
among Muslims, Christians, and Hindus in Tamil Nadu.8 We use the 
labels of the latter, since this categorization proved applicable to re-
spondents belonging to different religious traditions as operationalised 
in a questionnaire. Before asking to what extent our Indonesian re-
spondents agreed upon these models, we briefly describe the five 
models theoretically, and try to find traces of these models in both 
Christianity and Islam. These five models of interpreting religious 
plurality will be discussed: replacement monism; fulfilment monism; 
commonality pluralism; differential pluralism; and relativistic plural-
ism. 
Replacement monism 
Central to Knitter's9 replacement model is the conviction that one par-
ticular religion is the only true religion. As a consequence, one's reli-
gion is valid and universal, and hence it will replace all other religious 
traditions. The judgment of the early church fathers Origen and Saint 
Cyprian that there is no salvation outside the Church ( "extra ecclesi-
am nu/la salus ") demonstrates the attitude that true faith in God can 
only be found in the community of real Christians. 10 In Protestantism, 
the replacement model emerged in traditional interpretations of the 
dictum "so fa fide, sofa gratia, sofa scriptura", meaning that there is 
no justification outside faith, no salvation without divine grace, and 
that the Bible is the only authoritative word of God. 11 In Islam the 
core of faith, as expressed in the sahada (the confession/witness to 
faith), says: 'There is no god but God (A llah) and Muhammad is 
God's messenger". The revelation through Muhammad is considered 
to be God's final message to the world, and Islam is considered to ~ 
7 Paul Knitter. !,uroducing Theologies of Religions. New York 2002. 
8 Francis-Yinc.:nt Anthony. Chris Hermans and Carl St.:rken~. ln:erpreting Religious Pluml-
ism. Comparative Research among Chri stian. Muslim and Hindu Siudents in Tam il Nadu. 
India in : Journal of Empirical Theologv 18. 2005. 154-1 86: cf. Francis-Vincent Anthony. 
Chris Hermans and Carl Sterkens. Religion and Conflict. An Empirical Studv in the Religious 
Meaning s:vstem of Christian, .\fuslim and Hindu Students in Tamil .\-adu. India. New York 
2014. 
° Knitter. lruroducing Theologies of Religions. 
'° C[ Johann Auer and Joseph Ratzingcr. Kleine Katholische Dogmatik. IX. Regensburg 
1983. 
11 Cf. Karl Barth. The Revelation of Ciod as the Abolition of Rcli 11ion. in: Christianitv and 
Plurality. Classic and Coruemporary Readings. Richard J. Plantinga kJ.). Oxford · I 999. 
227ff. 
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the pure religion of Abraham. The only way to obtain salvation is 
through submission to God in Islam. 12 These few examples make clear 
that there are traces of replacement monism in both Christianity and 
Islam. Generally, replacement monism entails that salvation (or libera-
tion, redemption or compassion) can be found through one religious 
tradition only . Other religious traditions do not contain truth and 
should be replaced by the true one. As many other scholars, the earlier 
Kn itter13 ca lled this the exclusivism model. 
Withi n replacement monism Knitter further distinguishes between 
those who hold out for total replacement and those who defend a need 
for partial replacement. The first group knows a radical monistic ori-
entation and excludes the possibility of divine revelation in other reli-
gious traditions, let alone salvation. 14 The latter group still maintains 
the abso luteness and superiority of the own tradition, but acknowledg-
es the possibility of revelation in other religions, even though they 
cannot offer salvation. 15 Also in present-day Indonesia, replacement 
monism is prevalent in some groups that strive for aggressive Chris-
tianisation or Islamisation. 16 
Fu(filment monism 
Fulfilment monism combines the aftirmation of God' s presence in 
other religions with the non-negotiable aspect of salvation through the 
own tradition. In this model, people believe that God can work in 
many religions, and that other traditions endorse particular religious 
experiences that hold partial truths or parts of the truth. However, only 
one's own religion contains the full truth and can fulfil the shortcom-
ings of other religious traditions. This perspective was already adopted 
by some of the early church fathers in their dealings with the Greco-
Roman world (e.g. Justin Martyr and Tertullian), and has been revived 
12 Sura 2:130.135: 4:59: Norman Calder et al .. C'lassical Islam. A Source of Religious Li1era-
lure. London/New York 2003 . 135-139; Montgomery Watt. Early Islam. Collected Articles. 
Edinburgh 1990. 38. 
13 Paul Knitter. :\ o Olher .Vame? A Crilical Survey o/Chrislians A11i1udes To,rards 1he World 
Regions. New York I 985. 
1
' Barth. The Revelation of God as the Abolition of Religion; Gerald Birney Smith . The Spirit 
of Evangelical Christianity. in: The Journal of Religion 2. 1922. 626-632. 
15 E.g. Paul Tillich. Christianity Judging Itself in the Light of Its encounter with the World 
Religions. in: Richard J. Plantinga (ed.). Christianiry and Plura/i1y. Classic and Co,uempo-
rary Readings. Oxford 1999, 286. 
16 C[ Mujiburrahman. Feeling Threaiened. Muslim-Christian Relations in Indonesia ·s New 
Order, Leiden and Amsterdam 2006; Zachary Abuza, Political Islam and l °iolence in Indone-
s ia, London and New York 2007. 
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by the mainline churches: Roman Catholic. Lutheran. Reformed. 
Methodist. Anglican and Greek Orthodox. In the Catho lic tradition. 
the documents of the Second Vatican Council (Nostra Aetate 2; Ad 
Gentes 9, 11, 15, 18) stopped short at this position by acknowledging 
the presence of"rays of Truth" and "seeds of the Word·' in other reli-
gious traditions, which are thus seen as "preparation for the Gospei" 
(Lumen Gentium 16). More recently, the Congregation for the Doc-
trine of the Faith (2000) writes in its declaration Dominus Iesus (no 
8): "Therefore, the sacred books of other religions, which in actual 
fact direct and nourish the existence of their followers, receive from 
the mystery of Christ the elements of goodness and grace which they 
contain." The pioneering works of Rahner 17 clarify this trend as well. 
Rahner acknowledges that God's grace is active in other religions and 
views them as possible channels of revelation. At the same time, since 
Jesus Christ is God' s ultimate revelation and the final cause of human 
salvation, those who receive grace in their own religions are unwit-
tingly oriented to Christianity and hence can be considered ' anony-
mous Christians'. 18 Newbigin 19 is another modem theologian influen-
tial in Asia that can be categorized clearly into this model. Islam too, 
knows this inclusive approach toward other religious traditions, for 
instance when Muhammad is called 'the seal of the prophets' or 'the 
last prophet' (khatam al-anbiya). He is the greatest and the last of 
prophets of the Abrahamic religions (Sura 33:40; 68:4; 41 :5; 6:50; 
21: 107). This implies the inclusion and acceptance of previous (pre-
Islamic) prophets, even though they did not receive a revelation in the 
same way.20 
As many other scholars, the earlier Knitter called this 'inclusiv-
ism' . But the label 'fulfilment monism' makes the familiarity with 
'replacement monism' more clear. In both the underlying dilemma is 
how to reconcile the universality and the diversity of religions. The 
accent on the uniqueness and universality of one·s own religion is in 
both models so heavy that other traditions are either totally or partially 
17 Karl Rahner. Crace in Freedom, New York 1969; Karl Rahner. Opportunities for Faith. 
London I 970. 
18 Cf. John Cohb Jr .. Transforming Christianity and the World A Way Beyond Absolutism and 
Relativism. New York 1999. 25ff 
19 Lesslie Newbigi n. The Gospel and the Religions. in: Christianity and Pluraliry. Classic and 
Contempora,y Readings. Richard J. Planti nga (ed.). Oxford 1999. 
20 Murata Sachiko and William Chinicf-~ The Vision ()( Islam. London 2006: Abdel Haleem. 
Qur'an and Hadith. in: The Cambridge Companion to Classical Islamic Theology. Tim Win-· 
ter ( ed ), New York 2008. I 9ff. 
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invalidated. They share a monistic perspective: the absolute validity of 
one ' s own religion. Small surprise then, that 'fulfilment monism' and 
·replacement monism' are regularly found to cluster together in em-
pirical surveys in varied research populations. 21 
Commonality pluralism 
The plura lism models do not start from the superiority and absolute-
ness of the own religion, but appreciate plurality positive ly. Setting 
as ide the non-negotiable elements, commonality pluralism prefers to 
f0cus on the underlying common elements of which the various reli-
gions are diversified expressions. The validity of religious experience 
cannot be limited to one religion only. On the contrary, each religious 
tradition can contribute to a complete expression of the ultimate truth. 
To relate across the apparently irreconcilable differences, religious 
traditions need to discover the elements that they share. Knitter - who 
uses the label 'mutuality pluralism' - describes commonality plural-
ism in terms of three complementary perspectives: philosophical-
historical, religious-mystical and ethical-practical. 
The philosophical-historical perspective highlights the historical 
limitations of all religions and the philosophical possibility of one 
Divine Reality underlying all religions. According to Hick22, who rep-
resents this trend, lack of a common source or goal would mean that 
religions are going in different directions. In his view the noumenon is 
.=i.lways more than the phenomenon that is accessible to us. All human 
knowledge is historically conditioned or socially constructed. Thus 
different religions point to differences in the manner of experiencing, 
conceptualising and living in relation to the ultimate Divine Reality 
that transcends the capacity of any one religion. Hick believes that the 
specific expressions of the ultin1ate Divine Reality (i.e. , God, Allah, 
Brahman etc.) are the result of the postulated ground of different 
forms of religious experience. They are human responses to a trans-
cendent reality or the result of human interpretation of religious expe-
rience. 23 To avoid falling into the trap of relativism, Hick suggests that 
21 Paul Vermeer and Johannes Van der Ven, Looking at the relationship between religions. An 
empirical study among secondary school students. in: Jounuil of Empirical Theology 17. 
2004. 36-59; Anthony et al., Interpreting Religious Pluralism. 154-186. 
22 John Hick. God and the Universe of Faiths. Essays in the Philosophy of Religion. Oxford 
1973; John Hick. God Has Many Names. New York 1980; John Hick. Dialogues in the Philo-
sophy of Religion. New York 2001. 
23 Hick. God and the Universe of Faiths. 140; John Hick, An lnterpretalion of Religion Hu-
man Response to the Transcendent. New Haven 1989, 103f.; Hick, Dialogues in the Philoso-
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the value of re ligions be gauged by the extent to which they promote 
self-sacrificing concern for the good of others. 
The reliKious-mystical approach departs from the awareness that 
religious experience in one ' s own tradition is limited. while openness 
is shown for religious experience in other traditions. The religious-
mystical approach holds that Divine Reality is greater than anything 
that can be experienced in one single tradition, and is rather accessible 
in the mystical experiences of various religions. Knitter identifies Pan-
ikkar24 as one of the Asian theologians that embraces this approach. 
According to Panikkar, mystical experience is based on a necessary 
interrelationship among three components: the divine, the human and 
the material world. Insofar as the divine does not exist without the 
human and the material, the divine itself is as diverse as the religions. 
Behind the diversity of religions there is this one religious fact. The 
differences between religions, then, are opportunities for mutual ferti-
lization and growth. 
The ethical-practical perspective points to the common challenge 
of alleviating the needs and sufferings of the poor and the oppressed. 
This responsibility gives religions an opportunity for understanding 
themselves and others. An ethical agenda becomes in other words 
common ground within diversity. This stance can be recognized in 
Asian liberation theology. 25 In Indonesian Islam, the issue of solidari-
ty with the impoverished over the boundaries of the religious divide, 
can be noted in discussions of the legitimate agents to collect and/or 
receive alms (zakiit) .26 Indeed, the World Parliament of Religions in 
1993 and 1999 defiaes the ethical agenda provided by human and eco-
logical suffering as common to all religions. 27 
In brief. in ' commonality pluralism' , joint reflections on tran-
scendence, shared religious experiences or common societal aims 
form the bridge in the encounter of religions. The Indonesian govern-
ment has been stimulating for a long time the idea to seek common 
phy of Religion. 33f: cf. William Placher. Unapologetic Theology. A Chrislian I ·oice in a 
Pluralistic Com·ersation. Louisville. Kentucky I 989. 145ff; Peter Phan. Being Religious 
lnterre/igiously. Asian Perspectives on ln1erfaith Dialogue, New York 2004. I 02ff. 
24 Raimundo Panikkar. A Dwelling Place/or Wisdom, Louisville 1993. 
25 Michael Amalados. The Asian Jesus. New York 2006; Aloys ius Pieris. An Asian Theology 
ofliberalion. New York 1988. 
26 Michat:I Barry Hooker. Indonesian Islam Social change through contemporary fatawa. 
Honolulu 2003. 11 1-11 7; Franz von Benda-Beckmann , Social security be/Ween past and 
f uture: Ambonese networks of care and supporl, Munster 2007. 
27 Hans Kung. Chrislianity and World Religions. Palhs to Dialogue. New York 1993. xvii -xx. 
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ground among religions. During the New Order regime (l 977- 1989), 
·harmony' was a key concept in inter-religious relationships, and the 
Pancasila ideology may be interpreted as an effort to look for joint 
inspiration among the different religious traditions. 28 We could there-
fore expect that it is one of the most popular models to interpret inter-
religious relations in Indonesia. 
Differential pluralism 
Differential pluralism - labelled the ·acceptance model' by Knitter29 -
stresses that traditions demonstrate different religious experiences or 
offer relig!ously different interpretations of diverse events. While dif-
forent religions can be interrelated, connected and brought into unify-
i.'lg relationships, ' the many' cannot be melted down to one. The cul-
tural filters are so different that we cannot measure one religion ac-
cording to the measuring system of another. Every religious tradition 
has its own experiences and its own language that cannot be assessed 
or fitted to pre-existing categories. Because of incommensurability, at 
best traditions can offer some 'theological hospitality' to make room 
within the own identity for the foreign. 30 Knitter identifies three dif-
ferent perspectives in differential pluralism: a cultural-linguistic view 
of religion, plurality of ultimate concerns, and theological comparison. 
The cultural-linguistic view departs from a postmodern discourse 
that emphasizes respect for differences. In postmodernism, there is no 
place for one dominant or superior religion because the entirety of life 
and thought is shaped by diverse and unique cultural and linguistic 
frameworks . .1 1 Because these frameworks simply do not fit, common-
alities between religions are rare. A kind of dialectical process which 
can lead to mutual learning and self-correction might be possible, but 
by no means can one' s own grand theory be imposed on others. 
The plurality of ultimates perspective finds a representative in 
Mark Heim32 who posits that differences between religions are not just 
28 Mujiburrnhman, Feeling 7J1rearened. 268ft; Benyamin lntan, .. Public Religion .. and the 
Pancasila-based state of Indonesia. An ethical and sociological ana~vsis. New York etc. 
2006. 
29 Knitter. l111roducing Theologies of Religions. 
30 Marianne Moyac:rt. Fragile ldenJities. Toward.5 a Theology of lnterreligious Hospitality . 
Amsterdam. New York 2011. 266; c[ Cobb Jr .. Transforming Christianity and the World. 
l 84f; Vigil. Theology of Religious Pluralism. 82. 
31 George Lindbeck. The .l\.ature qf Doctrine. Religion and Theology in a Postliberal Age. 
Philaddrhia. Pennsylvania I 984. 33; c[ Placher. Unapologetic Theolof!Y. 
32 Mark I kim. Salvations. huth and Difference in Religion. Ne\\ York 1995. 
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language-deep. Difterences reach into the very soul of religions. into 
their ultimate elements. Religions can be moving towards different 
destinations or salvations. In the same way, differences in religions 
may also point to differences in the Divine Ultimate. Real differences 
between religions open up possibilities for learning something really 
new. Basically, there is validity in each individual, each community 
and each faith, because they have their own context. understanding 
and destination. It is lherefore impossible to judge them from other 
contexts.33 
The comparative theological approach emphasizes the difference 
between religious traditions as a basis for dialogue. No religion has 
complete information about other religions. To admit this ignorance 
implies the obligation to make an honest effort to converse with other 
religions. Through dialogue and comparison one can build a better 
understanding of the other religious traditions, as well as a better sense 
of one's own. Knitter34 refers to Francis Clooney and James Freder-
icks as proclaiming this approach: "one enters dialogues both as be-
liever convinced of the claims of one religious tradition and as a hu-
man being open to the possibility that one has something to learn from 
representatives of another religious tradition". 
Differential pluralism too, has supporters in Indonesian society. 
Mukti Ali - Indonesia's former minister of religion (1971-1978) pio-
neered the study of comparative religions at the State Institute of Is-
lamic Studies in Yogyakarta. This study departed from respect for 
difference and accepts disagreements between religions. 35 But to what 
extent do Muslims and Christians in Indonesia today accept the basic 
ideas of this model? 
Relativistic pluralism 
Questions about relativism usually appear in pluralism models, be-
cause the ' safe zone' is left where everything is clearly black or white. 
Knitter36 does not describe relativism as a separate model, but refers to 
it as something that can arise within both commonality and differential 
pluralism. Still, commonality pluralism tries to avoid relativism by 
33 Cobb Jr .. Tra11Sforming Christianity and the World. 67-72. 
34 Knitter. Theologies of Religions. 203-207: Cf. Francis Clooney. Comparative Theology. 
Deep learning Across Religious Borders, Chichester etc. 2010: James Fredericks. Faith 
among faiths. Christian Theology and Non-Christian Religions. New York 1999; cf. Cobb Jr.. 
Transforming Christianity and the World. 66 and 180. 
35 Cf. Mujiburrahman. Feeling Threatened. 269f. 
36 Knitter. Theologies of Religions, 162ff; 224-229. 
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finding common ground in a normative content, and differential plu-
ralism does so by looking at other traditions through their own cultural 
glasses instead of using one's own. But even in the attempts to avoid 
it, relativism rebounds again. In the first case one runs the risk of im-
posing one's normative ideas which are not applicable to others, thus 
of becoming 'imperialist'. In the second case, any form of critique 
from outer perspectives becomes impossible. However, relativism is 
described as not being necessarily part of pluralism. Following An-
thony et al. 37, we therefore discuss it as a separate model. 
But what is relativism? The Oxford Dictionary (2012) defines it as 
.. the doctrine that knowledge, truth and morality exist in relation to 
culture, society, or historical context, and are not absolute". This 
sounds more descriptive, as 'relativism' as a term of abuse has some-
times become in theological debates. In theological debates, relativism 
is often seen as the impossibility or the refusal to come to any norma-
tive judgments whatsoever about religious traditions. Relativism is 
then a kind of "twilight world in which all cats are grey"38 or the atti-
tude to consider all norms as equally fair. 39 Formulated positively, 
relativism is the attitude of seeing different particular beliefs or com-
plete religious traditions as always equally valid, equally profound and 
equally humanitarian. Regardless of the question of whether this is a 
valid definition, we have operationalised 'relativistic pluralism' in this 
latter meaning of the word. 40 As formulated by Anthony et al. 41 : rela-
tivism means that "all religions are held to be of equal value and sig-
nificance, irrespective of any common elements and differences that 
may exist among them." 
37 Anthony et al .. Interpreting Religious Pluralism. 
38 Knitter. Theologies of Religions. 162. 
39 Cobb Jr.. Transforming Clv·istianity and the World. 66. 
•o It is a point of discussion whether comparing religions induces rclati\'i sm. After all. one 
cou ld also tum the argument around: comparison - looking for common ground. or weighing 
advantages and disadvantages of different :ipproaches - is a, ital condition for. rather than an 
obstack to. normati,e judgment. Particularly inasmuch the evaluation of rdigious traditions 
and their truth claims form pan of dealing with religious plurality. compar ison or different 
traditions in terms or a meta-theory is essential. Ct: Carl Sto:rkens. Ed ucational Goals in ·1he-
ology and Religious Studies. A Comparison Between University and Secondary School Edu-
cation in Europe. in Hans-Georg Zicbcrtz and Ulrich Riegel (eds). Perspectives un Teaching 
Religion. A Quwuitative Study on Educational Goals and Methods in 25 t:uropean Cowuries. 
Munster etc. 2009. 257-274. 258. 
41 Anthony ct al.. Interpreting Religious Pluralism. 161. 
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2. Attitudes towards religious plurality from an empirical 
perspective 
We will now provide the empirical grounding of the c0nceptual 
framework that has been spelled out in the preceding section. We shall 
explore the empirical tenability of the conceptualisation of the five 
models described above. and explore their presence among Indonesian 
university students. First of all: do the empirical data corroborate with 
the theoretical conceptualisation of the attitudes towards religious plu-
rality? And once measurements are established: what are the attitudes 
toward religious plurality that can be found amongst Muslim and 
Christian university students in Indonesia? Are there any significant 
differences between Muslims and Christians? And finally: which per-
sonal and contextual characteristics are related to speci fie attitudes 
toward religious plura!ity among our Indonesian students? Before we 
answer these questions empirically in separate sections, we briefly 
introduce our measuring instruments and data collection method. 
Measuring instrument and data collection 
The five models described above were operationalised in measuring 
instruments based on Anthony et al. 42 with few modifications for our 
specific research population. Each of the five models was operational-
ised in four items. Students could indicate their agreement with each 
item on a five-point Likert scale ranging from total disagreement ( 1) 
to full agreement (5). A complete list of the items can be found in the 
appendix. The complete questionnaire also included measurements of 
other religious convictions, as well as of personal and contextual 
background characteristics. 43 
The questionnaire was distributed to Muslim and Christian uni-
versity students in two cities in Indonesia. We selected two cities 
where the specific history of relations between Muslims and Chris-
tians is quite different: Ambon and Yogyakarta. In Ambon city, rela-
tions between Muslims and Christians have been quite problematic 
since the late nineties (more specifically since the fall of Suharto in 
May 1998). In Yogyakarta, Muslims and Christians coexist relatively 
peacefully. Please note that the proportion of Muslims and Christians 
is quite different between these two research locations. According to 
42 Anthony et al .. Interpreting religious pluralism, 163( 
43 What is presented here is part of a wider research project on religious atti tudes and geneml-
ized trust We focus on that part of the data that is relevant for discussion on religious truth 
claims. 
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official statistics of the cer,sus 2010, there are about 48 percent Chris-
tians and 51 percent Muslims in Maluku province, while in the city 
Ambon more than 60 percent are Christian. In Yogyakarta city about 
92 percent is Muslim and 8 percent are Christians (Statistics Indonesia 
2010). Within these two cities we selected a State university, an Is-
lamic university, and a Christian university to participate in our re-
search. The selected universities are Pattimura State University (UN-
PATI), Islamic State Institute (IAIN) and Maluku Christian University 
(UKJM); and Gadjah Mada State University (UGM), Islamic State 
University Sunan Kalijaga (UIN) and Duta Wacana Christian Univer-
sity (UKDW). In each university 250 r~spondents were selected ran-
domly from the enrolment lists, which resulted in 1499 valid ques-
tionnaires, of which 46.6 percent were men and 51 .6 percent women; 
and 52.8 percent were Muslims and 47.2 percent Christians.44 
Cross-religious measurement of attitudes towards religious plurality 
Are Muslims ' and Christians ' attitudes toward religious plurality in 
line with the theoretical models? Does a cross-religious comparative 
understanding of attitudes towards pluralism emerge among Muslim 
and Christian students once group-specific differences have been as-
certained? 
To answer these questions, we need to establish measurements 
that are equally applicable to Muslims and Christians. Since our mod-
els come from Christian theologies, this is not self-evident. Technical-
ly fo rmulated, this issue concerns the ·cross-religious comparability' 
of the concepts and the ' measurement equivalence ' of related opera-
tionalisation. As discussed more extensively elscwhere45. co mparat ive 
research necessitates a specific data analysis procedure to reach 
equivalence. This can be done via a three-step procedure of factor 
analyses. The first step involves an exploration of the factor structure 
for the pooled sample of Muslims and Christians together. Second, 
this factor structure is evaluated for each religious group separately . 
...., We limit oursehes to essenti als here. More detailed information on sampl ing and data 
collection can be found in the doctoral disscrtaJion ofHadiwitanto (forthcoming) or is arn il a-
bk on request from the authors. 
, ; William Meredith. Measurement in variance. facto r analys is. and factorial in , ariance. in: 
Psyclw111e1rika 58. I 993. 525-543; Janet Harkness et al.. Cross-cuilural Survey .\ fe1hods. 
l luboken Ne\\ Jersey 2003: Fons Van de Vij,er . . \fullilevel analysis of individuals and rnl-
111rt'S . Ne" York 2008. Cf Frnncis-Vincent Anthony et al.. A Comraraii, e ,tuuy of mysti cal 
c~pcricnce among Christian. Muslim and Hindu ,tudents in Tamil Nadu. India in: Journal for 
lhe S<X:ial Sciell(ific 511,di · of f/eligion 49. 20 I 0. 26.!i -277. 
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These separate factor analyses show whether the overall structure of 
the first step holds good for each religious group. In other words, we 
wish to find out if the categories (i.e., scales) established in the overall 
analysis recurs in the analyses related to particular groups with all the 
items or with less. The purpose of this step is to uncover inter-group 
differences. These differences are eliminated in the third step that in-
volves a factor analysis with the remaining items occurring in both 
religious traditions. In this third step the comparative measurement of 
the concerning concept is established. In doing so, a sieve of com-
monality is applied: what is distinctive is filtered out. This rather 
complicated procedure guarantees cross-religious comparability. We 
will report about the results of the third step factor analysis only, and 
briefly account for the differences filtered out in the second step. 
Table I shows the result of the third step, i.e. , the Principal Axis 
Factoring (Oblimin rotation) of the remaining items for both Muslims 
and Christians. This results in reliable measuring instruments that can 
be used for comparing Muslims and Christians with regard to '·atti-
tudes towards religious plurality". 
Three factors were found which are equally applicable to Muslims 
and Christians. Replacement monism and fulfilment monism cluster in 
one single factor that we label 'monism' (items 5, 19. 4, 8, I 0, 3, I. 6). 
Commonality pluralism is measured by three items (items 7, 9 14), 
and relativistic pluralism is measured by three items as we! I (items 15, 
17, 20). All other items are removed because they either show low 
commonalities (h2), low or double factor loadings. or lead to different 
results for Muslims and Christians. 
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Table 1: Factor analysis (Paf, Oblimin rotation), commonalities (h\ 
percentage of explained variance, and reliability (Cronbach' s alpha) of 
comparative understanding of religious plurality among Muslim and 
Christian students. 
Items Theory Dimension 
Fl F2 F3 h' 
15. Compared with other religions, my religion Fulfillment .82 .65 
pffers the surest way to liberation. monism 
19. The truth about God, human beings and the Replacement .80 .65 
luniverse is found only in my religirm. monism 
4. Eventually my religion will replace other Replacement .76 .61 
eligions. monism 
8. Other religions will eventually find their Fulfillment .72 .60 
fulfillment in mine. monism 
I 0. Other religions do not offer as deep a God- Fulfillment .72 .56 
experience as my religion. monism 
13. Compared with my religion. other religions fulfillment .72 .59 
!contain on ly partial truths. monism 
I. Only through my religion people can attain Replacement .71 .42 
rue liberation. monism 
~- Other religions do not offer a true experi- Replacement .69 .51 
nee of God. monism 
r?. Different religions reveal ditlerent aspects Cormnonal ity .62 .37 
pf the same ultimate truth pluralism 
f:/. Different religions present different paths to Co1~monality .59 .37 
he ultimate liberat ion. pluralism 
14. Different a~pccts of the same divine reality Commonality .42 .22 
pre experienced in <l i ficrent religions. plurali sm 
15. All religions are equally valid ways to Relativistic .89 .75 
IUltimatc truth. pluralism 
17. All religions are equal ly valid paths to Relat ivistic .85 .69 
liberation. pluralism 
~O. Although there arc many religions, at the Relativisti c .50 .38 
klecpcst le, cl there are no real <li fTerences. pluralism 
Cronhach ·s alpha .91 .55 .80 
Number of valid cases 1459 1469 1482 
Total explained variance 52.60% 
Scale: t - Towlly disagree: 2- Disagree: 3 - not sure: ~- Agree: 5 - Tow/Iv agree 
Fl - momsm: F2 - commonality plurahsm: F3 - relativistic p/urahsm 
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To illustrate the latter, we briefly refer to the second step. Christians 
agreed on all items of relativistic pluralism (items 2, 15 , 17, 20) in one 
single factor. Another factor contained mixed items, i.e. , differential 
pluralism (items 13, 11 , 16, 18) and commonality pluralism (items 14, 
12). Muslims were different from Christians. One factor consisted of 
mixed items, namely relativistic pluralism, differential pluralism and 
commonality pluralism (items 17, 15, 20, 16, 2, 12, 18) and another 
factor contained differential pluralism and commonality pluralism. 
Since we should obtain a comparative factor for both traditions, we 
tried to interpret and filter some items. Apparently, the respondents, 
either Muslims or Christians, were confused about differential plura-
lism as the items were scattered throughout the survey. For Muslims, 
differential pluralism items clustered with relativistic pluralism and 
commonality pluralism, whereas for Christians, differential pluralism 
clustered with commonality pluralism in one factor. We filtered all of 
the items of differential pluralism ("Differences between religions are 
an opportunity for revealing truth"; items 11. 13 , 16, 18) because our 
respondents seem not to recognize the di fference between differentia l 
pluralism and other forms of plural ism. Item 2 (re lativist ic plura lism: 
"All religions provide an equally profound experience o f God") and 
item 12 ("The similarities among re ligions are a basis fo r building up 
a universal religion") were also left out because o f low factor loa-
dings. As a result, we got a comparat ive three-factor solution which is 
equally applicable to Christians and Muslims: monism, commonality 
pluralism and relativistic pluralism. 
If we look at the correlation between the comparative models we 
have found in our research population of Christian and Muslim stu-
dents, we notice that monism and commonality pluralism show a low 
but statistically significant positive correlation (.08). It means that 
these two models are not opposed. Those who view their religion as 
the only valid one are rather inclined to agree with the view that there 
is commonality between different religious traditions. But monism 
shows a strong negative correlation (-.51 ) with relativistic plurali sm. 
meaning that these models are strongly opposed. Those who are con-
vinced that their own religious tradition is the only valid one, disagree 
with the idea that all religions are of equal value and significance. 
irrespective of any conunon elements and differences that may exist 
among them. Finally there is a significant positive correlation (. 19) 
between commonality pluralism and relativistic pluralism. This means 
that those who focus on the common elements in their pluralistic ap-
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proach toward different religious traditions are rather inclined to agree 
than to disagree that different traditions are equally valuable. When 
we split up the latter correlation for Muslims and Christians, it is inte-
resting to see that this positive correlation is higher among Muslims 
(.29) than among our Christian respondents (.08). 
Levels of agreement with attitudes towards religious plurality 
Once cross-religious comparability is established, one can ask the 
question whether there are significant differences between Muslims 
and Christians. Table 2 shows the levels agreement with the attitudes 
towards religious plurality for Muslims and Christians, and indicates 
significant intergroup differences. 
Table 2: Levels of agreement (mean and standard deviation) with re-
gard to monism. commonality pluralism and relativistic pluralism for 
Muslim and Christian students. 
Muslims Chri stians 
lulid cases Mean (s.d) la/id cases ,\lean (s.d) 
Monism 792 3.68 (.77) 706 2.79 (.90) 
Commonality pluralism 770 3.41 (.69) 699 3.40 (.65) 
Relativistic pluralism 779 3.13 (1.03) 703 3.73 (.90) 
Scale: l =Tu1allv disagree: 2 - Disagree: 3 - not sure: ./ =Agree: 5= To/ally agree 
Intergroup d,jferences are s1g11ifica111 at p$00 lel'el for mo111s111 (Scheffe's test: F-value: I 1.0./) and 
relalll'tst1c pluralism (Sch~[fe ·s test: F-rnlue: l./.35). 
The model of interpreting religious plurality our Indonesian Muslim 
respondents - on average - most agree with monism (mean: 3.68), 
followed by commonality pluralism (3.41) and relativistic pluralism 
(3.13). Christian respondents on the other hand score highest on rela-
tivistic pluralism (3.73), followed by conunonality pluralism (3.40) 
and monism (2. 79). Thus the order of agreement with the comparative 
models of interpreting religious plurality is exactly the opposite for 
Muslims and Christians. A Scheffe-test shows that the differences 
between the average levels of agreement of Muslims and Christians 
are signifcant for the outer ends of the spectrum: monism and relati-
Yistic pluralism. One could interpret these findings from two perspec-
tives. First from the perspective of the content of the religious traditi-
ons, and second from the perspective of the relative group size (i.e., 
majority versus minority) of these traditions in Indonesia. 
From the first perspective, one could say that Islam seemingly 
provides fertile grounds for monistic attitudes, e.g. in convictions such 
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as the shahada (Islamic confession that there is no god but God and 
that Muhammad is God's messenger), the concept that Muhammad is 
the chosen one (al Mustafa) and the last prophet (khatam al-anbiya). 
Monism may also find support in the orthodox interpretation of the 
innate human nature (fitra) which says that belief in the Oneness or 
Unity of God (tawhid) is the only virtuous path. Without tawhid, sal-
vation is impossible. 46Moreover, any doubt or even refusal to recog-
nize Muhammad as the last prophet is considered as a sin equivalent 
to apostasy. 47 In short, agreement with monism could well be related 
with other traditional theological concepts. Would Christianity on the 
other hand leave more openness for the faithful to interpret the Chris-
tian truth claims more modestly? 
Second, one could look at these attitudes from the perspective of 
the relative size of the religious groups involved on the national level. 
Being the majority religion in Indonesia, Islam can be quite self-
confident in emphasizing their truth claim. But although Muslims 
score highest on monism, at the same time they accept commonality 
pluralism. Seeming openness towards other religious traditions is 
quite possible when looking for sameness. As a minority group. Chris-
tians support pluralism more than monism, and it is in their interest to 
do so. Apparently it is in their context more important to pay attention 
to mutual respect and equality than to find commonalities between 
traditions or even stress religious superiorit y. 
Social location of models of inte,preting religious plurality 
The third research question concerns the social location of attitudes 
towards religious plurality. What are the background characteristics of 
people that agree with the respective models of interpreting religious 
plurality? We will look at these background characteristics for Mus-
lims and Christians separately. The descriptions can help us to inter-
pret the significant differences we have found between Muslims and 
Christians. Of course, such an interpretation is not a statistical causal 
explanation; but we hope that correlations between monism. conuno-
nality pluralism and relativistic pluralism on the one hand, and back-
ground characteristics on the other, will help us to formulate further 
hypotheses on the differences we did find. We used both personal and 
46 Sachiko and Chittick. The Vision of Islam. 145. 
47 Khalid Blankinship. "The Early Creed in: Tim Winter (ed.). The Cambridge Companion to 
Classical Islamic Theology. New York 2008, 33-54; Abd al-Rahman Azzam, The Eternal 
Message of Muhammad. Cambridge 1993. 33. 
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contextual background characteristics to describe where the three mo-
dels of interpreting religious plurality are prevalent: socio-economic 
characteristics, religious characteristics and perceived threat. In addi-
tion we questioned our respondents about one central religious convic-
tion in their tradition: images of Muhammad for Muslims and images 
of Jesus for Christians. 
Before looking at the results, let us say something more about 
these background characteristics. 48 Socio-economic characterist ics 
include age, gender, the highest attained education level of the re-
spondents' parents, and location (Ambon or Yogyakarta). Religious 
characteristics include the father's and mother's involvement in the 
religious choices of the respondents, the students' participation in reli-
gious activities, their involvement with religious organization(s), their 
participation in religious services and religious activities, frequency of 
praying, and the number of friends of other religions. Perceived threat 
indicates to what extent the respondents perceive threats to their 
needs. interests or concerns in specific domains. Economic threat in-
dicates the extent to which the respondent thinks that there are not 
enough job opportunities for him/herself or his/her family. Political 
threat indicates the extent to which one feels oppressed or discriminat-
ed against by those with political power. Social threat refers to the 
respondent's evaluation of the extent he/she and his/her family have 
free access to all levels of education, and the respondent's explicit 
preference for confessional schools. Cultural threat means that the 
respondent thinks that his/her religious values are not respected 
enough in society, and more specifically that society is too supportive 
of a hedonistic lifestyle. Finally, we also added some questions about 
different images of Muhammad for Muslims, and different images of 
Jesus for Christians. Muslims were asked to what extent they agreed 
with each of five models of Muhammad found in the Koran, Hadith, 
Sunnah (the sayings, traditions and customs of Muhammad). STra (the 
history of life and deeds of Muhammad derived from the Hadith), and 
Islamic theological literature. These five models are: Muhammad as 
the ultimate Prophet; Muhammad as unique in his closeness to God; 
as perfection; as a model ( ·uswa ') for today; or as simply a great per-
son in history (humanistic model). Christian respondents in their turn 
were asked to agree with each of the following images of Jesus: the 
"The theoretical construction and empirical measurements of the background characteristics 
a.id religious convictions are elaborated in Hadiwitanto·s PhD dissertation. manuscript 2014. 
Lack of spare obliges us to introdua them only brielly here. 
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classical Jesus image as the Christ from a Trinitarian perspective; the 
Spirit-motivated Jesus; Jesus as model for today; and Jesus as nothing 
more than a great figure in history (humanistic model). 
Table 3: Social location of monism among Muslim and Christian stu-
dents. 
Monism 





Father's in volvement in religious choice . 14** .17** 
Mother"s involvement in religious choice .15** 
Father' s in volvement in religious activities . 12** 
Mother"s involvement in religious acti vities .08* 
Participati on in reli gious service .14** 
Participation in reli gious acti vities .11 •• 
Frequency of praying .10• .13** 
Number of fr iends of other reli gions . 12• • .09* 
Perceived threat 
Economic (job opportunity) .08* 
Political (unfair use power) -.09* 
Socia l (educat ion segregation) .15** 
Cultural (hedoni sm) .1 0•• 
Reli2ious convictions 
Images of Muhammad 
Prophet .11•• 
Unique in closeness to God .29** 
Perfection .27** 
Uswa (mock !) .48** 
Humanistic -.19** 
Images of Jesm 
Class ic .n•• 
Spirit-mot ivated .09* 
Model .21 ** 
Humanistic -. II 
Corre la11ons (Pearson ·s r for ordinal vano bles and era fo r nnmma l vanablcs) are .'i ll.{ll ificunt at p$05 ( * ) 
or p. 'S.00 r••; le l'e l. 7here is no s ignificanl correlation between moms m a nd the fo l/uwmg l'Grtables: 
gender. fathe r ·s educatw n leve l, mother 's educat10n le l-'e l. location and pe.rsonal uffolvement m religious 
orgam'=.at,ons. 
All these background characteristics were related with our three mod-
els of interpreting religious plurality, indicated with the statistical as-
sociation measure Pearson ·s r for ordinal variables and eta fo r nomi-
nal variables. These correlations are shown in tables 3, 4 and 5. 
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Table 3 shows that monism has several significant, if rather low, 
associations with background characteristics among Muslims. Still, 
the tendency is very clear. More agreement with monism can be found 
among Islamic students that score relatively high on the religious 
background characteristics. The greater the involvement of parents in 
religious socialization, the more frequent their mosque attendance and 
the more frequently one prays, the stronger is one's conviction that the 
own religion offers the surest way to liberation and that religious truth 
can be found only in Islam. At first sight, surpr:singly, the number of 
friends of another religious tradition is related with monism. More 
concretely this means in this context: if Muslims have relatively many 
Christian friends, this does not weaken their truth claims - on the con-
trary. This seems to be in line with previous research where the level 
of multi-religiosity. i.e., the number of believers of another religious 
tradition in the direct environment, contributes to the (affective) in-
volvement with the own religious tradition. 49 But perceived threat also 
plays a role: a high level of perceived threat is the locus of monism. 
More specifically, explicit preference for segregation in confessional 
schoo ls (. 15) and the thought that current society is too hedonistic 
(.1 0) is signi fica ntly related with monism. Finally, all images of Mu-
hammad arc assoc iated with monism. Stronger agreement with Mu-
hammad as model ( 'uswa ') implies more monism (.48). Muhammad 
as uswa means that the life of Muhammad functions as a model to ask 
and help people to follow God's rule (Sura 33:21). By following Mu-
hammad's life and sayings, his followers can attain the true path to 
obey God and learn to show their gratefulness to God. Muhammad 
had the ability to inspire confidence in others (al-Amin: the reliable 
one). 50 Also Muhammad, seen as unique in closeness to God (.29), is 
related to monism. In this model Muslims remember the unique expe-
riences of Muhammad's night journey (isra) and his ascension 
(mi 'raj) that culminated in his face-to-face contact with God. In Mu-
hammad as perfection (r .27 with monism) Muhammad is seen as a 
pertect man (insan kami[), ideal in nature and with great moral quali-
ties (khalqan wa khulqan). The traditional image of Muhammad as the 
ultimate prophet shows somewhat lower correlation with monism 
(.17). And finally, it is only a small surprise that the humanistic Mu-
49 Ster kens. fnterreligious learning. I 69-174. 
so Tariq Ramadan. The Footsteps of The Prophet. lessons from The life of Muhammad, New 
York 2007; Annt:marit: Schimmel, And Muhammad is His Messenger. The I ·eneration of the 
Prophet in Islamic Piety. Chapel Hill 1985. 
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hammad image is negatively correlated with monism (-.19), since in 
this model Muhammad is seen as a good and great historical person, 
but no more than that. This means that the humanistic Muhammad 
image is opposed to monism. 
Table 4: Social location of commonality pluralism. 
Commonality pluralism 
Muslims Christians 
Backi?rou od characteristics 
Socio-economic characteristics 
Age .08* 
Gender .14** .02 
Mother·s education level -.08* 
Location .09* .09* 
Religious characteristics 
Participation in religious service -.07* 
Frequency of praying -.11 •• 
Perceived threat 
Cultural (hedonism) . 10•• 
Religious convictions 
Images of Muhammad 
Prophet . 10•• 
Unique in closeness to God .08* 
Perfection .07* 
Humanistic .17** 
Correlations are significant at p~05 (*) or p.g)O (**) level. There is no significant correlation between 
commonality plurahsm and the following variable.<: father ·s education level. father ·s and mother ·, 
involvement m rehgious choice. father ·.'i and mother 's involvement m rehg,ous actrv1t1es. personal m-
vo/vement m relig10us organizations. participat,on m religious acfivities. number of fnends of other 
re/ig,ons. and economic. {JOlitical and social perceived threal. There are also no s1gmjicant correlations 
between commonality pluralism and Jesus images among Christian respondents. neither with ·uswa ' 
among Muslims. 
Among Christian respondents we find for the largest part similar re-
sults. Here too, more agreement with monism can be found among 
Christian students that score relatively high on the religious back-
ground characteristics. When their parents' involvement in their reli-
gious choices is high, it is more likely our Christian students have 
strong truth claims ( .1 7 for the father's and .15 for the mo the( s in-
volvement) . More frequent praying is also positively related with 
monism (.13). But unlike Muslims, perceived threat is not an indicator 
for monism among Christians. Finally, Jesus images are rel::.tted with 
monism as well. The classical Jesus (.22), in which Jesus is recog-
nized as the incarnation of God_ is positively related with monism 
(.22). Agreement with 'Jesus as model' in which Jesus is believed to 
Introduction 
Leo J Kojfeman 
Worldwide growth of religious pluralism constitutes one of the major 
challenges facing all religions, Christianity and Islam included, ac-
cording to the American legal expert on church-state relations, Prof 
James E. Wood: "The worldwide distribution of communities of virtu-
ally all of the major religious traditions exacerbates the concern of all 
religions for guarantees of religious liberty and the protection of the 
religious rights of their own adherents and thereby for rel igio us minor-
ities generally". 
1 
This asks for political instruments, but it also re-
quires religious conununities to enhance dialogue and cooperation: 
'To be sure, the call for the recognition of religious human rights in 
the world community needs to be sounded by the religions themselves 
as well as by instruments of national and international law". 2 
In Indonesia Christians are a minority in terms of their number, 
whereas the vast majority of Indonesians adheres to Islam. The oppo-
site is true for the Netherlands. Religious pluralism, therefore, chal-
lenges both faith conununities in both countries to contribute to a fair 
assessment of the actual situation, and to strengthen joint efforts to 
further peace and justice. The articles in this section of the book have 
to be understood from this perspective. 
Two Christian theologians give complementary accounts of the 
way religion-state relations have developed in Indonesia. Julianus 
Mojau mainly gives an historical survey in terms of institutional rela-
1 
James F: . W,x,d. Jr.. An Apo logia fo r Rel igious Human Ri ght s. in:. Religio11s Human Righls 
in Cloba/ l'erspective. Religious Perspectives. J. Witcc Jr. and J.D. van der Vy, er (ed.,). Tht: 
1 laguc e lc. 19%. -155483. -1 82. 
'Ibid. 
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tions. After a short reference to early colonial times, he focuses on 
developments after Indonesian independence. In his conclusion he 
distinguishes four types of religion-state relations, and finally intro-
duces a fifth model: equal critical partnership, as the preferable solu-
tion for Indonesia's future. Zakaria Ngelow also takes his point of 
departure in historical development, but he focuses on the role reli-
gions themselves have to play: without interfaith trust and tolerance 
no institutional arrangement will be sufficient. 
In my contribution to this part, I first of all aim at describing the 
actual legal framework in the Netherlands, followed by a survey of 
theological positions. This article concludes with an analysis of recent 
reports of the Protestant Church in the Netherlands on the democratic 
constitutional state, and on Christian-Muslim relationships. 
The last author in this part on religion and state is Muslim theolo-
gian Yaser Ellethy. Although he is doing his research in the context of 
a Dutch university, his contribution transcends the setting of Western 
European Islam. In a thorough analysis he seeks to balance two as-
pects: on the one hand the relevance of the holistic nature of Islam in 
terms of political life. and on the other hand the fact that Islam Joes 
not provide a particular political system of rule. His focus on the con-
cepts of ummah and theocracy intends to put well-known misunder-
standings in a wider perspective. and so to dismantle them. 
Dialogue between Christians and Muslims. in an Indonesian as 
well as a Dutch context, on these issues only starts with these contri-
butions. At least, the agenda for further common research has become 
clearer. 
The Relation between Religion and State in the 
Pluralistic Indonesian Society 
Julianus Mojau 
This article aims to delineate prevailing views of the relation between 
religion and state as relevant in the context of a pluralistic Indonesian 
society. 
As history shows, Indonesia is one of the countries whose citizens 
hold diverse religions and beliefs. 1 This historical fact continues to 
determine social reality. 2 The diversity of religions and beliefs serves 
as either a blessing or a disaster. In this context, state policies and re-
ligious awareness are required in order to establish an amicable and 
just pluralist society. This is where the importance of productive rela-
tions between religion and state lies. 
First of all, let me try to show how the relation between religion 
and state was shaped through the history of Indonesia. In general, we 
have to note that there are different phases of religion and state rela-
tionships in the history of Indonesia. Each of those different phases, 
even though there are often overlaps, shows a different form. Based 
on this awareness. this article begins with an historical reading, and 
concludes with summarizing notes . The different types or models of 
relationships between religion and the state in Indonesian history will 
be presented in those final notes. This is done in order to prevent a 
1 
Cf. Bernard 11.M. Vlekke. Nusantara: A His1orv of /he Eas1 Indian Archipelago. Cambridge. 
Massachusetts 194-1: also W.F. Wertheim. Indonesian Socie1v in Transilion: ..I S1udv of Social 
Change. Bandung and TI1e Hague 1956. 
2 
Since Abdurrahman Wahid became President ( 1999). Indonesia has recognized 5 (five) 
religions. they are: Muslim. Christian (Catholic and Protestant). Hinduism. Buddhism and 
Confucianism. 
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During the first decade of Indonesia's independence, 1945-1955, 
the spirit of nationalism was directly linked with different parts of 
Indonesian society. The spirit of nationalism - as the spirit of social, 
economic and r,olitical emancipation - among Indonesian intellectuals 
in the mid-201 ' century was so strong that Daniel Dhakidae once re-
marked that nationalism among Indonesian intellectuals had become 
their 'new religion'. 9 In this case, the differences in terms of religion 
and culture had been immersed in a spirit of ethical nationalism. Here, 
the religions served as religious nationalism. 
Religions, as an integral part of Indonesian nationalism, experi-
enced a setback after the first General Elections (Pemi/ihan Umum, 
1955) and the Constituent Assembly Convention (Sidang-sidang 
Maje/is Konstituante, 1956-1959), especially in the context of the dis-
cussion on the philosophical foundation of the Republik Indonesia. 
Religion-based political parties - especially Muslim parties -- wanted 
Islam to be the philosophical foundation of the Republik Indonesia. 
Therefore, there was a will to turn Islam into a state religion, like state 
religion in the history of Christianity in the Middle Ages: although 
neither the case nor the background are similar, it shows the same 
spirit. According to Kuntowijoyo, '0 Soekarno - who appeared on the 
political scene without bringing about a religious ideology - finally 
stopped the ambition of some Muslim politicians by passing the 5 July 
1959 decree. 11 Through this decree, Soekarno, during his 'guided de-
mocracy' leadership, wanted to restore the religions in Indonesia as 
·religions of Indonesian nationalism', i.e . religions that support the 
spirit of nationalism and the spirit of revolution. 
Soeharto. after taking over power from Soekarno in 1966, ruled 
until 21 May 1998. He was supported by military power. and he was 
more systematic in marginalizing Muslim politics.12 Through his suc-
cess, Soeharto made religions a power in Indonesian modernization. 
Soeharto·s political modernization ran well for approximately thirty 
years, because it was fully supported by Indonesian religious activists. 
Some Muslim and Christian intellectuals and theologians, for exam-
ple, were the ·keynote speakers' of the modernization process as the 
9 Cf. Daniel Dhakidae. Memahami Rasa Kebangsaan dan Mcnyimak Bangsa scbagai Komu-
nitas-Komunita~ Terbayang, in: Imagined Communities - Komunitas-Komuniros Terbayang. 
terj. Omi !tan Naom i, Benedict Anderson (ed.). Yogyakarta 2001. xvi. 
'° C[ Kuntowiwijoyo. Paradigma Islam. 155. 
11 Cf. Ahmad Syafi i Maarif. Islam dalam Bingkai Keindonesiaan dan Kemanusiaan. Bandung 
2009. 135-139. 
12 Cf. M. Rusli Karim. Negara dan Peminggiran Islam Politik. Yog)akarta 1999. 
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implementation of Pancasila. 13 We have to admit that Soeharto in his 
first decade of rule sought to use religions as a driving force in the 
modernization process for the development of Indonesian society. 
This was why some Muslims and Christians intellectuals and theolo-
gians were willing to use their religions as the motor/locomotive of 
Indonesian modernization. 14 Gradually, however, Soeharto's power 
forced the nation ' s power to become hegemonic through the 'sole 
principle politics ' (politik asas tunggal) as regulated in "Law No 8 
year 1985" (UU Nomor 8 Tahun 1985) concerning Societal Organiza-
tion (Organisasi Kemasyarakatan). Through these sole principle poli-
tics, religions were gradually co-opted and subordinated to the state's 
authority. As a result, religions lost their autonomy and this weakened 
the critical attitude of religious intellectuals toward the more demonic 
state's hegemonic authority. In relation to the more hegemonic author-
ity of this ' New Order', some parties, both Muslim and Christian, tried 
to articulate a model of religion-state relations that is in accordance 
with the spirit of liberation theology. 15 Here, religion and state are two 
different powers that antagonistically confront each other. 
Afler the fall of the New Order regime, religious leaders in Indo-
nesia fought over socia l-political influence. As a result politica l par-
ties with re ligious labe ls and principles emerged. Later, this triggered 
social violence on behalfofreligio ns. The case of Ahmadiyah (a strain 
of Islam) and the destruction of some places of worship in the last 
co uple of years are the most obvious examples. In such circumstances, 
the state seems to be very weak and powerless. The state seems to 
have been subdued by religious sentiments that destroy humanity. 
13 
I have tri ed to expose thi s issue in my dissertation (2004) published by BPK Gunung Mulia. 
Cf Julianus Mojau, i\leniakan a/au 1'vlerangkul: Pergula1a11 Teologis Kristen Pro/estan 
dengan Islam Po/itik di Indonesia. Jakarta 2012; meanwhile among Musl ims. cf. Yudi Latif 
lmeligens Muslim dan Kuasa: Genealogi lmeligensia Muslim Indonesia Abad ke-20. Bandung 2005. 
14 
Arnon~ Protestants. for example. we mention T.B. Simatupang and Eka Dannaputra. Cf 
r.u. Simatupang. Iman A"risten dan Pancasila. Jakarta 1985; id .. Kehadiran Kristen dalam 
Perang Revc>lusi dan Pembangunan: Berjuang Alengamalkan Pancasila dalam Terang Iman, 
Jakarta 1986: Eka Darmaputra Pcncasila: ldemitas dan Modernitas - linjauan Eris dan 
Budaya, Jakarta 1987; for the social-theological view of Eka Darmaputra ct: Martin L. Sinaga 
et al.. Pergulatan Kehadiran Kristen di Indonesia: Teks-Teks Terpilih Eka Darmaputra. 
Jakarta 200 I. Meanwhile among Muslims we can mention the social-theological views of 
Abdurrahman Wahid. Nucholi sh Madjid. Djohan Etendi . and Lihat Greg Sanon. in: Gagasan 
Islam liberal di Indonesia: Pemikiran A'eo-11.fodernisme Nurcholish Madjid, Djohan Effendi, 
Ahmad Mahib. dan Abdurrahman Wahid. Abdurrahman Wahid et al. (eds). Jakarta 1999. 15 
Ct:. for example. some writings in: Agama. Demokrasi dan Keadilan. M. Imam Azis. et al. (eds). Jakana 1993. 
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Some people give voice to a separation model of religion-state rela-
tions. They emphasize that religion is a citizen's personal affair. Reli-
gion is the individual's private issue. However, this model does not 
get enough support from religious leaders in Indonesia._ The religious 
leaders urge the significance of the role of religions in public space. 
This role, nevertheless, has to be placed within an awareness of Indo-
nesian nationalism as based on Pancasila, without having to make 
Pancasila a closed ideology. Among Protestants, for example, A.A. 
Yewangoe, General Chairman of the Communion of Churches in In-
donesia - similarly to what T.B. Simatupang and Eka Darmaputra did 
at the beginninfi of the New Order - re-emphasized the effort to sup-
port the cause. 6 On the Muslim side, we have Djohan Efendi 17 and 
Ahmad Syafii Maarif18 • In the midst of the trend among Muslim poli-
ticians to emphasize the significance of the 'Jakarta Charter' (Piagam 
Jakarta), 19 Ahmad Syafii Maarif, former chairman of Muhammadiyah, 
wrote as follows: 
In order to strengthen the sense of being Indonesians and the sense of human-
ity, Piagam Jakarta [Jakarta Charter (read: the goal of state-religion relations, 
J.M.)] does not need to be viewed from a legal formal perspective. However, 
the spirit of it, i.e. equal execution of justice for all citizens of Indonesia, 
without any discrimination, needs to be kept. Meanwhile, Pancasila has to be 
open to adopt moral sources from the existirig religions in lndone3ia and ls-
lam has to give a major contribution.20 
If what Syafii Maarif says above is accepted as representing the ma-
jority of Indonesians who yearn to preserve Pancasila as Indonesia' s 
philosophical foundation, we can conclude that religion as the state' s 
ideology has declined, even though Indonesians still consider the sig-
nificance of the role of religions in Indonesia's social life. Therefore. 
all efforts to make Indonesia a religion-state (in which the state is sub-
ordinated to religion) or a state-religion (in which religion is subordi-
nated to the state), as well as efforts to make religion a personal affair. 
16 Cf. the trilogy of A.A. Yewangoe. ( I) Tidak Ada 1\ ·egara Agama. Satu Susa SaJU Bangsa. 
Jakarta 2009; (2) Tidak Ada Pe11wnpang Gelap: lf'arga Gereja. Warga Bangsa. Jakarta 2009: 
and (3) Tidak Ada Gheuo. Gereja di da/am Dunia. Jakarta 2009. All published by Bf'K 
Gunung Mulia. Cf. also for the Mu5lim view the debate as discussed in: Abdul Mu"nim D.7... 
Islam di Tengah Aros Transisi. Jakarta 2000. 
17 Cf. Djohan Effendi. Pluralisme dan Kebebasan Beragama. Yogyakarla 20 11 . 
18 Cf. Maarif. Islam. 
19 Discussion on Piagam Jakarta (Jakarta Charter) flourished again among Mu5lim intelkctu-
als after the fall of New Order regime. Cf. Mu"nim. Islam. 
20 Maarit: Islam. 3 11. 
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will not be easily accepted by Indonesian society with its pluralistic 
culture. 
3. Four Types of Religion and State Relations 
The historical explanation above, which is more a simplification, 
shows us that there has never been a separation between religion and 
state in Indonesia. What we see is four tendencies. 
Fi rst. a co-optat ive relation, where the state co-opts religions into 
legitimacy too ls of the state's authority. This is obvious both in the 
pre-independence and post-independence periods, especia lly in the 
Old Order where religions arc co-opted into legitimacy tools of chau-
vinistic nationalism and in the New Order where religions are co-
opted into legitimacy tools ofan ideological modernization project. 
Second, the tendency of a relation of mutual subordination, espe-
cially when a particular regime craves to preserve its authority as the 
absolute power and/or when some parties demand to make religions 
the state's ideology. This is obvious in both the Old and New Order, 
and in a particular way it is also present in 'Reformation era' or transi-
tion era, after 1998. 
Third, the tendency of a symbiotic relation, a mutually beneficial 
relation pattern . At a first glance, this pattern is very good. However, 
if we critica lly read this pattern, it in fact causes religion and state to 
fall into collusive relationships. The state can protect religious inter-
ests provided that the religions do not question the state's authority. In 
contrast, religions can protect the state's authority interests and/or 
legitimate the state's projects, no matter how destructive they are, 
µrovided that religions can obtain the facilities they need. This ten-
dency is obvious during the Indonesian pre-independence period and 
in the post-independence period, especially in the New Order. 
Fourth, the tendency of an antagonistic relation. Here, religion 
serves as the power ofa people 's movement that confronts the state's 
authority. It is obvious in the Indonesian pre-independence period. In 
some cases, yet more conceptual, it can be seen in the for m of the ef-
forts of some parties in articulating the spirit of liberation theology in 
the late 1970s and towards the early I 980s. 
The four tendencies above will not be enough to help to amicably 
const,uct an Indonesian pluralistic society. In the first , second and 
third tendencies, religions in Indonesia lose their autonomy and pro-
phetic spirit. This makes the state appear so weak that it is incapable 
11 4 Julianus Moiau 
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first pillar. This rejection of discrimination and of any tendency to 
apply Islamic shari 'a became a crucial point for Indonesian Christian 
political standpoints in favor of a democratic pluralistic nation. The 
motivation behind such standpoints is a strong conunitment to uphold 
religious freedom and other human rights principles. 
The five Pillars of Indonesian Pancasila ideo logy are: 
I. Belief in the one and only God ; 
2. A just and civilized humanity; 
3. The un ity of Indonesia; 
4. Democracy guided by inner wisdom in the unanimity ari sing out of delib-
erations amongst representatives; 
5. Social justice for the all of the people of Indones ia. 
With Pancasi la as its ideology, Indonesia is neither a religious nor a 
secular state. But the religiosity of the people and the existence of the 
Divine are recognized in the nation' s affairs. Some scholars, therefore, 
preferred the term "religious democratic society". The state is based 
on the Omnipotence of the Divinity, and it guarantees the freedom of 
everyone to have her/his own religion and to perform religious duties 
according to her/his religion and faith.3 In January 1946, the Ministry 
of Religious Affairs was founded, initially as a gesture of compensa-
tion to the Muslim majority, but then it was assigned to serve the reli-
gious interest of all citizens. Recently there are ( only) six religions 
that are officially recognized by the government: Hinduism, Bud-
dhism, Islam, Christianity (Protestant, Catholic), and Confucianism. 
The last one was added by a presidential decree by Abdurrahman Wa-
hid. Local or indigenous religions were (unfairly) treated as sects of 
Hinduism. 
Among some Indonesian Muslims the ideal of an Islamic state 
continue to burn. In the past, some separatist rebellious movements 
were founded in different places (West Java, Aceh, South Sulawesi, 
South Kalimantan), but all were crushed by military operations. The 
last decade has seen the influence of global Islamic movements such 
as the Salawist and Hizbuth Tahrir, and even the radicals, have 
emerged in Indonesia. But the majority of Indonesian Muslims, in-
cluding the major Islamic organizations such as Nahdatul Ularna and 
Muhammadiyah, opt for the Pancasila state. Nevertheless, Islamist 
politicians managed to develop various shari 'a-inspired regulations at 
regency or provincial levels. Anti-alcohol policies, a dress code for 
3 Cf. chapter 29 of the Constitution. 
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women, the ability to read Al-Qur'an, and other regulations have been 
applied. 
3. A Christian Party 
Indonesian Christian political thought and practices were developed 
under the strong influence of a Dutch theologian and statesman, Abra-
ham Kuyper ( 183 7-1920) with his party, the Anti-Revolutionaire 
Partij. The main influence of Kuyperian political views on Indonesian 
Christian political circles was that political powers come from God 
and have to be accountable to God; that Christians should develop 
their own potential to be able to compete in the socio-political life of 
t.he country; and that freedom of the church (religions) is a basic re-
quirement for a free nation. 
From 1945 to 1971, a Christian political party, Parkindo - Indone-
sia Christian Party - was the only political party among Protestants. 
Some Christians were active in non-Christian political parties, such as 
the secular nationalist or communist political parties. Roman Catho-
lics had their own Indonesian Catholic Party. Both merged with other 
political parties when the New Order regime under Suharto in the ear-
ly 1970s forced political parties to be limited to only three political 
parties: the Golongan Karya (Workers Group) as the government par-
ty, the Partai Persatuan Pembangunan (Development Unity Party) of 
the Islamic politicians, and the Partai Demokrasi Indonesia (Indonesia 
Democratic Party), into which the Protestant and Catholic parties 
merged. 
After the fall of Suharto, freedom of political expression revived. 
People organized various political parties to compete in the general 
elections. Christians were also caught in the freedom euphoria, and 
founded some Christian political parties. From time to time it was 
clear that Christians did not support any exclusive religious political 
party. The same can be seen among Muslims. Another interesting 
phenomenon was the significant number of church ministers that took 
part in power politics, and competed for legislative positions at vari-
ous levels. Some got enough votes, but the majority fail ed. Churches 
developed different regulations, but generally a church minister has to 
choose, either to serve the church or to serve a political prui y. 
But. on the other hand, some churches openly support certain can-
didates fo r political positions, such as local or national legislators, 
regents and governors. This kind of open support is pract ically jeop-
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ardized if the supported candidate loses the election: theologically it 
betrays the nature of the church as if it were s•1bordinated to certain 
political interests. It is relevant here to note that Indonesian Chris-
tians/churches need a reorientation in order to develop a non-sectarian 
political interest, and to promote common justice, peace and prosperi-
ty. 
While Christians politically stand for a democratic and free state. 
Indonesian church leaders apply Paul' s Epist le to the Romans (Rom 
13: 1-5 - submissio n to the government) as their basic att itude with 
respect to the government. Since the colonial period, Christianity has 
not developed a critical stance towards the government. Under the 
New Order, Indonesian churches in the ecumenical movement devel-
oped a basic approach to church participation in national development 
programs. It was a combination of the positive and the creative, and of 
critical but realistic attitudes. Critical but realistic indicates the appli-
cation of biblical-theological norms to any program in that its process 
and goals must be in line with biblical ethics of justice and peace. 
4. Intolerance 
Since the early 1990s, toward the end of the Suharto regime, interfaith 
problems emerged. Some churches in various places were burned or 
attacked. The years following the Reformasie of 1998 were the worst, 
as communal conflicts, connected with religious (i.e. Christian and 
Islam) identities, broke out in Ambon, Halmahera, Poso and other 
places, taking thousands of lives and displacing many thousands more. 
In the last few years, interfaith intolerance was expressed towards 
other minority religious groups, such as Ahmadiah and Shi'ite Mus-
lims. Their communities were attacked and banned. People have re-
gretted the increased intolerance, but more than that, deep disap-
pointment was expressed over the government's attitude of indiffer-
ence to the problem. Security personnel did not protect the victims, 
and even sided with the attacking mobs. As formulated in the Consti-
tution, the state should guarantee the freedom of each individual to 
choose and exercise her/his own religion. The government or any reli-
gious community has no right to judge any doctrines and practices of 
another religious community. 
Interfaith problems in Indonesia emerged in the late 1960s be-
cause church membership increased after the communists were 
banned, and citizens were obliged to be members of one of the recog-
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nized religions in 1966. In the 1970s the government issued regula-
tions on interfaith relations, limiting the freedom to construct church 
building~. There are plans to issue a regulation on interfaith harmony; 
it will probably be more restrictive towards minorities . In the past 
decade, the government has founded a forum of religious leaders at 
different levels, in order to develop interfaith harmony, but in most 
cases the forum functions to legitimize discrimination against Chris-
tians and other minorities, denying their right to have buildings for 
worship. 
The bright side of the interfaith situation in Indonesia is the com-
mitment of youth interfaith groups to uphold religious freedom and to 
develop peaceful cooperation. Since the early 1990s, interfaith groups 
emerged in various places to develop interfaith dialogue and coopera-
tion, addressing social problems. 
It is also significant that a movement has emerged against the ten-
dency to deviate from the original foundations of the Republic. This 
movement seeks to revive the basic foundations of the nat ion, i.e. the 
Pancasila (the five pillars), the UUD 1945 (the Constitution), the 
NKRI (Indonesia as a single republic state), and Bhinneka Tunggal 
Ika (Unity in diversity). 
As a religiously and culturally pluralistic nation, the future of In-
donesia will depend on the healthy development of democracy and 
freedom, correlating with the socio-economic and education level of 
the people. The founders of the nation invented Pancasila as a good 
common base for a pluralistic nation. But abuse of power under Pan-
casila in the past has caused people to be confused and to reject the 
ideology. A revitalization of Pancasila is needed - a huge task in the 
current situation of a country that is characterized by corruption 
among its power executors. 

Religion and State in the Netherlands. 
A Christian Perspective 
Leo J Koffeman 
Hardly any constitutional principle is causing more public discussion 
in the Netherlands nowadays than the one usually described as 'the 
separation of church and state' . It is a concept that is being understood 
in quite different ways, and - in my view - one that is often misunder-
stood. It is a concept that is supposed to be decisive of the relation 
between re ligions and state in most European countries, as part and 
parcel of the concept of a democratic constitutional state. Neverthe-
less, the way it is being interpreted and implemented is very different, 
if we, for instance, compare the situation in the Netherlands with that 
in neighboring countries like Be lgium, France, Germany and the Unit-
ed Kingdom. 1 
In this contribution I intend to focus on three areas. First , I will 
give a concise description of the way religion and state are mutually 
related in the Netherlands. Secondly, a survey of theological positions 
on this issue will be presented, focusing on the official position of the 
Protestant Church in the Netherlands (PCN) as visible in two recent 
reports. In a third and final section, I want to identify the main theo-
logical questions that need to be discussed, both in an intra-Christian, 
intercontextual dialogue and in an interreligious conversation. A pro-
visional personal response to these questions wi ll be included. 
It is my hope that this artic le will contribute to finding common 
ground in Christian-Muslim dialogue on issues that are immensely 
1 C/ l.egal Position of Churches and Church .·lw ono11(\I. Hild~gard Warnink (ed.). L~uvcn 
2001. 
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relevant, with a view to a just and peaceful future of this world, and 
more particularly of Indonesia and the Netherlands. 
1. A picture of religion-state relationships in the Dutch context 
The Netherlands is proud to be a democratic constitutional state under 
the rule of law. In public debate, nobody would speak against that. 
Even those "vho suggest the need for certain constitutional changes 
like, for instance, the introduction of decisive referenda, only do so by 
referring to democracy and the rule of law as their criteria. 
Usually, five criteria for a truly democratic constitutional state 
under the rule of law are identified:2 
The principle of legality: in a constitutional state it is justice, not 
the government, that has final authority; all powers, including the exe-
cutive, parliament and the judicatory, have to function under the rule 
of law; 
Constitutionalism: the fundamental structures of state are laid 
down in a Constitution, and they are entrenched, i.e. they can only be 
amended by means of a special and more complicated procedure ( e.g. 
final decision only after new elections, two-thirds majority vote ); 
Democracy, i.e. those who bear governmental responsibility, do 
so by virtue of a mandate given by the citizens, represented by a par-
liament ; basically, all citizens have equal opportunities to determine 
what should be law; 
The inclusion of fundamental human rights in constitutional law 
(preferably in the Constitution as such. including entrenchment), on 
the same level as the fundamental structures of state; in this respect 
also the recognition of international treaties/conventions on human 
rights is relevant; part of it is the protection of cultural, ethnic and 
religious minorities; 
Legal protection, i.e. the separation of executive, legislative and 
judicatory powers, and the right of all citizens to appeal - within a 
' fair trial' framework - to an independent and impartial judicatory 
against dec is ions of the executive and the legislative, in order to pre-
vent any kind of arbitrariness of power abuse. For the same purpose, 
public authorities have the 'monopoly of violence'. 
2 Cf. Paul Cliteur. De dcmocratische rechtsstaat aan het einde van de geschiedenis, in: 
Cultuurfilnsojie vanuit /evensbeschouwe/ijke perspectieven. Edith Brugmans (ed.). Open 
Universiteit 1994. 9-41. 
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Basically, the Kingdom of the Netherlands meets these standards, 
although some aspects of state structures may be challenged, like the 
fact that citizens cannot go to court to appeal to the Constitution 
against statutory law, or the fact that the highest court in administra-
tive law, the High Council (Hoge Raad), also plays a role in the legis-
lative process. Usually, the system is referred to as a social constitu-
tional state, which means that public authorities have an obligation to 
promote solidarity and well being (education, health care, etc.). 
In practice, terms like 'state' and 'government' can cause misun-
derstanding, as far as these might fail to convey the fact that a compli-
cated system of public authorities, operative on different levels, and 
differentiated according to executive, legislative and judicatory roles, 
is in place. Although the Dutch Constitution does not explicitly speak 
of the 'separation of church and state', the concept is evident from the 
very fact that churches have no formal place in fundamental structures 
of state, as presented in the Constitution. This means that the church 
has no inst itutionally established responsibility within the governmen-
tal system. Churches have no advantages compared with any other 
institution with regard to their means to influence politics. No church 
has seats in parliament, like the Church of England in the British 
House of Lords. No right of approval by the church of any govern-
mental decision is recognized. In this respect Article I of the Constitu-
tion gives the lead ing principle: 
All persons in the Netherlands shall be treated equally in equal circumstanc-
es. Discrimination on the grounds of religion, belief. political opinion, race, 
or sex or on any other grounds whatsoever shall not be permitted. 
Of course. the prohibition of discrimination includes the prohibition of 
privileges as well. Reciprocally, public authorities have no institution-
ally established responsibility as to the way churches set up their reli-
gious life. The Civil Code recognizes the right of religious communi-
ties to organize themselves legally as 'churches ' (kerkgenootschap-
pen). i.e. as a specific type of legal entities. and, therefore. to be ·ruled 
by their private charter'. 3 Most Christian churches claim this right. 
The same goes for the Jewish communities (synagogues). Although 
Muslim communit ies (mosques) have equal rights to do the same, they 
usually prefer the legal form of an ·association ' or a civil-law founda-
tion to organize communal life. 
3 CC Art. 2:2 BW (Burgerlljk Werboek. i.e. Civil Code). 
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The right of Article 2:2 BW is based on the freedom of religion as 
one of the fundamental rights incorporated in the Constitution as well. 
Article 6 reads as follows: 
1. Everyone shall have the right to manifest freely his religion or belief, ei-
ther individually or in community with others, without prejudice to his re-
sponsibility under the law. 
2. Rules concerning the exercise of this right other than in buildings and en-
closed places may be laid down by Act of Parliament for the protection of 
health , in the interest of traffic and to combat or prevent disorders. 
The wording 'religion or belief (also in Art. l) includes non-religious 
world views like humanism. For the religious communities it is im-
portant that religious freedom is guaranteed, not only as an individual 
right but also as a right to manifest one's religion or belief in commu-
nity with others. 
The essence of the separation of church and state is given with 
this constitutional framework. Since the ' liberal revolution' of 1848, 
church-state relationships have been more or less stable. The separa-
tion of church and state implies that the Kingdom of the Netherlands 
is a secular state. In no way, however, does it as such exclude the pos-
sibility of cooperation between civil authorities and religious organi-
zations, although quite a few Dutch opinion leaders use to say so! As 
long as the principle of equal treatment of all citizens is not violated. 
cooperation between civil authorities or public institutions and all 
kinds of private organizations (including churches, synagogues and 
mosques) is possible; this has developed over the last decades in many 
areas of society. and all private organizations involved have to meet 
the same quality standards. Excluding religious organizations in this 
respect would be as improper as favoring them. Formal cooperation 
with religious communities exists in several areas. On the national 
level an Interchurch Contact on Government Issues (lnterkerkelijk 
Contact in Ovcrheidszaken, CIO), including a number of subcommit-
tees, takes care of cooperation in specific areas like chaplaincy in 
prisons, in the army and in hospitals, and the maintenance of our cul-
tural heritage (e.g. monumental church buildings), on behalf of Chris-
tian and Jewish communities. Government cooperation with Muslims 
takes place in a parallel body, the Muslim Government Contact Body 
(Contactorgaan Moslims Overheid). Chaplaincy in prisons and in the 
army is being taken care of by all religions and beliefs proportionally, 
and financed by the government. Chaplaincy in hospitals is usually 
part of normal health care, financed by health insurance. The govern-
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ment assists financially in maintaining church buildings of historical 
value. CIO also forms a platform for advising the government in more 
general legal issues, e.g., legislation in sensitive ethical areas like eu-
thanasia or family law. Apart from this civil nuthorities on all levels, 
from local to national, cooperate with religious (and non-religious) 
organizations in all areas of life, like education, social work, cultural 
activities, broadcasting, recreation, and sport. 
Religious freedom is not unlimited: it is guaranteed "without pre-
judice to his responsibility under the law".4 As long as church Jaw is 
not blatantly in conflict with civil law or with the Penal Code, 
churches are free . 
In practice, it is the judicatory that has the responsibility to deter-
mine the limitations of religious freedom, especially if there is a colli-
sion with other fundamental rights. Case law is decisive. What if pe-
ople appeal to religious freedom in order to stifle the rights of women 
or homosexuals, or to infringe corporal integrity? From the perspecti-
ve of case law, so far churches have the right to exclude women from 
ordination, hut Christian schools cannot dismiss homosexual teachers 
for the sole reason of their sexual orientation. Jews and Muslims are 
allowed to circumcise young boys. but in the case of female circumci-
sion. the fundamental right of corporal integrity prevail s. Many addi-
tional issues and case law decisions could be presented. and public 
discussion on such issues is vivid. For many decades the freedom of 
religion seemed to be prevalent in nearly all instances, hut recently 
this trend seems to have disappeared. 
It cannot be denied that such religious freedom is no longer self-
evident in the eyes of many people in the Netherlands. The impact of 
9/1 I is indisputable, and the same goes for two political murders -
Pim Fortuyn. 2002. and Theo van Gogh. 2004 - of which the latter 
was clearly religiously motivated, with a Muslim backgro und. More 
recently. the shocking disclosure of sexual abuse in the Roman Ca-
tholic Church, has severely damaged the image ofreligion. 
There is no room to give an overall exposition of the develop-
ments in society that have led to such major changes in public opini-
on. It may suffice to say that cultural aspects (individualization, the 
development of a multicultural and multireligious society), as well as 
economic aspects (globalization!), and political aspects (European 
integration) play a role. 
'Consrir111ion of1he Kingdom of1he Ne/her/ands. Art. 6.1. 
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the (official) churches in the respective cow1tries. Nevertheless, this 
would prove to be a tense relationship. Emperors and kings and the 
like would often try to use the official church to promote their workily 
interests; similarly the public churches would often try to defend their 
privileged positions by all available means, including the armed forces 
of state leadership. The Reformation caused deep divisions in the 
Christian community, but it did not change this overall pattern: the 
principle of cuius regio, eius religio in1plies that in each territory it is 
the sovereign who decides on the religious affiliation of his people. As 
far as mainstream theology deals with such questions, it usually in fact 
legitimizes this principle. Until far into the 20th century, Reformed 
theocratic thinking - i.e. the view that governments have to organize 
life in society in compliance with Reformed principles exclusively -
was not at all as marginal as it is nowadays. 
It was, however, the upcoming Enlightenment - to be understood 
against the background of religious wars! - that challenged such posi-
tions, and that gradually forced churches to reconsider their theologi-
cal views. The aforementioned separation of church and state in the 
19th century is - at least partially - a fruit of the Enlightenment. 
Major changes in theological thinking in this respect were caused 
by the experiences of the German church under national-socialist rule. 
The Theological Declaration of Barmen (1934) rejects any form of 
unconditional obedience to pubic authorities. Churches start to see 
themselves first of all as critical partners of the government, with a 
vocation to witness to biblical values whenever necessary. 
In its third chapter CDCS deals with recent changes in the public 
domain. It points to the growing importance of the civil society as a 
part of the public domain, next to the market and the state. It also cau-
tiously raises the question of whether we should not distinguish a third 
domain, separate from the private and the public domain, i.e. a 'sacred 
domain', as visible in, for instance, monuments and churches, and in 
national memorial days: "They refer in various ways to stories, com-
mon memories and values which determine society (and which there-
fore are constantly under discussion i.n politics and civil society!), but 
cannot be organized at the same time". The yearly Commemoration of 
the Dead on the 4th of May, reminding us of the victims of the Second 
World War, is an example. This 'sacred domain' is inevitably vulner-
able. 
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This chapter also deals wi th recent trends in society, like individu-
alizat ion, globalization, pluri fo rmity and European integration, and 
tries to clari fy the impact of such developments on the democracy. 
More than the afo rementioned chapters, the fourth chapter of 
CDCS is relevant for the issue we deal with here. In charcoal it 
sketches the theological considerations that could guide the church in 
redefining its relation to state and society. Since I have had final re-
sponsibility in drafting this report, I may rightly be expected to agree 
with its line of argumentation. 
Protestant heritage implies that the government is fundamentally 
seen as ·instituted by God ' and a 'servant of God' (cf Romans 13), 
although we are called to obey God rather than human beings (cf Acts 
5:29). In principle, the state - or rather the rule of law - is an instru-
ment in the hand of God, but this does not mean that criticism of au-
thorities and their actions would not be allowed. A massive identifica-
tion of any specific political order with the will of God is impossible; 
rather should we say that we can ' recognize' God's merciful care in 
our democratic order. So, one could say that the terminology of 
' recognition ' implies a certain reservation: from a Christian perspec-
tive a democratic order can certainly be appreciated, but it does not at 
all preclude serious criticism as to the way a democracy functions or 
the results of a democratic process of decision making. 
This also provides a basis for the responsibility of both the 
churches and other Christian organizations. Even the term ' theocracy ' 
could be used in this respect: the church is convinced, indeed, that 
society will prosper if God ' s laws and promises are being taken seri-
ously in legislation and government. However, because fo r many the 
term also suggests - incorrectly! - that the state should obey the 
church, it is better not to use this terminology in public debate. A 
basic theme in the Bible like ' the Kingdom of God' first and foremost 
wants to express the promise-character of the Word of God: in the end 
peace and righteousness are not the fruit of - and therefore completely 
dependant on - actions of people, but they reflect a divine promise 
with respect to the future . 
A key question in this context regards the role of church and the-
ology. Is it the calling of the church to provide a theological basis for 
the democratic constitutional state? Should it present arguments from 
its tradition to say 'this is how it should be'? History taught us the 
risks it brings when churches provide a theological legitimacy for a 
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certain po litica l system. It soon results in the church bless ing weap-
ons, or legitimating unjust structures like the apartheid system. 
The term ' recognize ' is pivotal in this context. The church has 
learned to recognize in the democratic constitutional state something 
of God' s merciful intentions, as expressed in the Gospel of God's 
kingdom. The word ' recognize' means to honor the value of the dem-
ocratic constitutional state in full , but at the same time do justice to the 
fact that there always remains a great distance between the Christian 
tradition and today' s world in the way they formulate their argument~. 
The fowt h chapter of CDCS addresses several aspects of this 
recognition. Without reserve the church recognizes important notions 
from Scripture in the constitutional state: the idea that the government 
is bound to 'justice and righteousness' is a motif that constantly re-
turns in the prophetical books of the Old Testament. In this respect, an 
important anthropological motif is also the awareness of the sinfulness 
of humankind: unlimited and uncontrolled power often appeals more 
to the inclination of men to abuse it at the cost of others than to the 
responsibility to apply it to the benefit of society. 
Even more strongly the term ' recognition' is applicable to the 
church ' s view of the social constitutional state: justice and righteous-
ness are colored by solidarity, by a kingdom which 'will do justice to 
the afflicted of the people and save the children of the needy ' (cf 
Psalm 72:4). Justice is ultimately about human dignity. as a funda-
mental principle in the discussion on the foundation of human rights. 
It is no coincidence that from an historical perspective the devel-
opment of human rights as we know them started with the recognition 
of the freedom of religious conviction. It has often been stated that 
freedom of religion is incompatible with the truth-claim of Christian 
tradition: a history of bloodshed has been the result of this view. To-
day, however, the church recognizes an important biblical motif in 
religious freedom, i.e. the freedom of God ' s Spirit. Faith is a free gift 
of God, and that alone already rules out any form of religious coer-
cion. A religious conviction concerns self-evidently a free choice, not 
enforceable by other people. 10 As a direct consequence the church also 
recognizes the legitimacy of plural society. 
Subsequently, CDCS raises the question from which theological 
perspective the church can speak of human rights and human dignity. 
Here, a bibl ical concept of man, as an impulse for a Christian anthro-
1
° Cf. Dignitatis Humanae. par. 3. 
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po logy, is presented, i.e., biblical talk of man as ' image of God ' (cf 
Genesis I :26f .. and 9:6) . The secret of human dignity exists in three 
relations, to God, of people with each other, and of men to creation. In 
Jesus Christ, ultimately the ·'image of the invisible God" (Colossians 
I: 15), this man reaches his destination in full. To some extent, this 
view can be recognized in the secular concept of human dignity and 
human rights. 
The separation of church and state, and, consequently, the neutral-
ity of the ' secular' state is accepted, as far as it means the government 
as such does not have a religious preference; it should not imply that 
the state could choose a specific non-religious world view. After all, 
the government is impartial: it does not side with one religious or non-
religious party against the other. As CDCS says: 
The Protestant Church in the Netherlands ... knows of the corruptin g effect 
which the sharing of political power sometimes had on churches in hi story. It 
regards it undesirable to have more possibilities than others in society to let 
its convictions influence political life. Its strength can only lie in its convic-
tion itself. ln that sense the Scripture text .. 'Not by might nor by power, but 
by my Spirit,' says the LORD Almighty" (Zechariah 4: 6) is guiding. 11 
A comparable position is being taken with respect to the concept of 
' popular sovereignty' as a foundational condition of democracy. It is 
acceptable in its intention of rejecting the idea that worldly powers 
would rule over people without being accountable to the people in-
volved. It should, however, not be understood as a denial of the signif-
icance of God's commandments and promises for society. The church 
fundamentally accepts the democratic constitutional state, and precise-
ly therefore it maintains the right and the obligation of the church to 
speak critically of the actions of that government. It does so where 
necessary, according to its legitimate role in civil society. Chapter 4 of 
CDCS present an elaborate view of this role, but what has been said so 
far basically suffices to understand its positian. 
Given the stand taken in CDCS, there was no need for the synod 
to deal extensively with the same issues in the Islam memorandum 
Integrity andRespecl (IAR). It may suffice to point to some references 
to these issues that implicitly show how CDCS should be read as its 
background. 
The IAR report refers to the position of Christians in the Islamic 
world and to the Sharia as issues western Christians are concerned 
11 CDCS. rar. 87. 
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about, as they are perceived by some as a threat to the democratic con-
stitutional state. ls not the intention to conquer and to rule the world 
characteristic of the nature oflslam? 12 
However, the report recognizes that different views exist within 
Islam on the position of the state, on life as a minority among a non-
Islamic majority, on the position of minorities such as Christians and 
Jews, and on the missionary character oflslam as well. 13 
Under the heading ' Islam and politics: theocracy' the report states: 
"The strong emphasis on Tawhid in Islam also implies the close rela-
tionship between faith and politics" 14 It will certainly be worthwhile to 
hear an Islamic response to this ( quite generalizing) statement. The 
report continues: 
The Sharia contain s God's will for life in its entirety and thus for society as 
well. The interweaving of religion and politics can be traced back to the role 
of Muhammad in the second part of his acting, in Medina. Therefo:e the Is-
lamic state based on Sharia is the ideal for several mainstreams in Islam. In 
the Islan1ic community there is a debate going on about the consequences of 
this. This is caused by the fact that Sharia is not an unambiguous written 
book of law, but rather a collection of principles and regulations. What an ls-
lam ic state looks like is therefore dependent on the type of law school one 
subscribes to. It depends also on the question whether (re)interpretation of 
classic principles is possible today in a completely different culture. Some 
may point out that Islam is a political Islam by definition; others try to distin-
guish religion and politics more from each other. 15 
An important point of concern in this respect regards the impossibility 
for Muslims to abandon their religion: 
Although the Qur'an states that there should be no pressure with respect to 
religion (Al-Baqara, Sura 2:256), according to all Sunnah law-schools it is 
impossible to change from Islam to, for example, Christian faith . In general 
this calls for the death penalty. On this point there is a debate with in the Is-
lamic communi7 on t!,e pc,ssibility of re-interpretation of the rules in the 
modem setting. 1 
Further, the question is raised whether Islam is not inherently a threat 
to Western free democratic society. The report states: 
It is not a realistic expectation that the Netherlands will shortly be Islamic or 
that the country will be forced to live under Islamic authority. At present the 
12 Cf. Integrily and Respect. Ch. 2.A.i.d. 
13 Cf. op. cit.. Ch. 3.A. 
14 Op. cit. Ch. 3.8.iv. 
l l Ihid. 
16 Op. cit., Ch. 3.B.iv. 
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percentage of Muslims in the Netherlands is too small for that (about 5 - 6 
%). Moreover, th e majority of the Muslims support the Dutch rule of law and 
democracy. This majority experiences no problem in professing their faith 
within the present Dutch context. For most Dutch Muslims an Islamic state is 
not their primary concern , apart from the question what kind of state this 
should be.17 
As to the existing fears in this respect among a great part of the native 
non-Islamic Dutch people, the report makes three points: 
(I) Like Christianity, Islam is a 'missionary' religion . Islam strives for the 
ideal that every human being submits to God in the manner of Islam. Even if 
some Muslims in the Net!1erlands do not emphasize this very much. it is in-
nate to classic Islam. (2) Within Islam there are movements that advocate 
peaceful mea'ls in this missionary objective. These peaceful means vary from 
inviting and convincing people to become Muslim till participation in the 
democratic process to reform society and, if possible, to rule. (3) Beside that 
the view occurs that conquering countries and people by force and violence is 
justified and even is called for. 18 
The report emphasizes that there is intensive discussion on this issue 
within Islam. 
4. Some personal theological considerations 
I have already made clear above that I fully endorse the pos1t1on 
CDCS takes with regard to the relationship of religion and state. 
Therefore, let me conclude with some questions for further debate, as 
well as some suggestions for continued consideration. 
Christian theological views regarding religion and state have con-
siderably changed through history, and even today they can differ ac-
cording to different contexts. In other words: Christian theology is 
contextual theology. The findings above suggest that the same would 
be true for Islamic theological views. That raises the question whether 
it is possible to identify some (common?!) guiding principles with 
regard to such contextual theological thinking. 
From a slightly different perspective, the same question could be 
phrased in hermeneutical terms: is it possible for Christian and Mus-
lim theologians (even in very different contexts) to identify more 
common ground as to the basic rules of the interpretation of sacred 
texts') 
" Op. cit.. Ch. J.C.i. 
18 Ibid. 
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I want to underline the issue of the role of re ligions in public de-
bate. As I po inted to above, there is a tendency in our secular society 
to see religion as a completely private issue. From that perspective. 
religious views are supposed to be irrelevant in public debate. If so, 
this is supposed to be implied in the separation o f church and state. I, 
however, fu lly endorse the view of the Protestant Church in the Neth-
erlands that not only c;ivi! society as a matter of course has to leave 
room for religious convictions, but that society would, indeed, be seri-
ously impoverished if such room would not be fully recognized and 
guaranteed. Religious traditions have a potential to enrich human li fe, 
notwithstanding the fact that they also have a potential to endanger 
society. It is up to religious communities to take responsibility - if 
possible joint responsibility! - in this respect. 
German social ethicist Wolfgang Huber, speaks of the ' openness 
for foundation ' (Begrundungsoffenheit)19 of human rights, and, there-
fore, of the democratic constitutional state as such. It implies that for 
its legitimacy democracy necessarily has to depend on the way secular 
and non-secular worldviews are able to give it theoretical plausibility 
within the faith framework of varying communities in plural society. 
CDCS presents the same conviction. where it says: 
Especia lly in a plural society there is no self-evident consensus on such a 
fundamental question as the one concerning the most profound meaning of 
hwnan rights. Therefore there is not one - accepted by everyone, W1i versally 
valid - philosophical, theological or religious starting point for hwnan rights . 
Each religious or (non-religious) philosophic conviction can have a private 
view here, based among others on a private concept ofman.20 
In principle, all religions may be expected to consider the question if 
they can do so. 
19 Cf. Wolfgang Huber. Review of F. Hafner, ·Kirchen im Kontext der Grund- und Men-
schenrechte·. in : Theologische literaturzeitung l I 9, 1994, 370-372, 37 1. 
2° CDCS, par. 82. 
Islam and the State. 
Renegotiating the Politics of Um mah and Theocracy 
Yaser Ellethy 
Since the 19th century, the emergence of an Islamic model of Renais-
sance characterized almost all the national and transnational reform 
projects in many Muslim countries. This model always presented itself 
as a guaranteed premise of prosperity and success. Nonetheless, any 
political involvement oflslam is rejected, not only by liberal and secu-
lar streams, but also by some modern Muslim scholars. Such an Islam-
state relation creates fears about two main hypothetical consequences 
of the establishment of a so-called "Islamic state". The first fear con-
cerns the transnationalization of Islam and the ambitions of some 
Muslim movements to revive the period of the Caliphate and unify the 
Muslim ummah, as a community of all believers under one political 
power. The second fear concerns the establishment of a theocratic 
state where no room is allowed for personal freedom, human rights 
and democratic apparatuses to guarantee the free choice of the people 
in the selection and evaluation of their political authorities. 
In this article, we wi ll question the credibility of an image of ls-
lam that would imply a de factu concrete socio-political system based 
on textual sources and theological approaches. To understand the Is-
lamic approach to modem state, democracy and secular political prin-
ciples, we must first explore the fundamental theological and philo-
sophical background of political thought in Islam. This will enable us 
to set the relation between Islam and the state in the context of a de-
veloping and evolving Islamic political thought, which is controlled 
by textual authority, but endeavors to respond to modern challenges. 
Therefore, I wi ll begin by discussing the political involvement of ls-
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lam and the Muslim conceptualization of the idea of state. Thereafter, 
I will deal with the hermeneutics of the term ummah and its national 
and transnational dimensions. Finally, I will examine the credibility of 
linking an Islamic political system with the concept of theocracy. 
This paper aspires to contribute to the understanding of the rela-
tionship between religion and politics in Islam and the implications of 
this relationship in the shaping and institutionalization of the state. 
J. The dilemma of Islam and politics 
Throughout its long history. Islam has motivated and inspired individ-
uals and groups with political ideas, and it continues to do so. 1 As I 
mentioned in the introduction, Islam turned its universal message into 
a geopolitical entity. The paradigm par excellence of the socio-
political organization of a Muslim society was the Medina state under 
the leadership of the Prophet. After his death, the three decades of the 
Rightly-Guided Caliphate (632-661 ), as the name clearly indicates, 
also constituted a model of government in Islamic political thought. 
This period, especially at the end of the caliphate of Othman (644-
456), witnessed great political troubles that reached the extent of 
schismatic upheavals and civil war. Nonetheless, all the negativity of 
the period remained less significant, traditionally, if compared with 
the noble and pious genius of the four great companions-Caliphs. 
Their excellence and uprightness, stated by the Qur'an and the Sunnah 
for all the $Gl:ziiba, 2 granted the whole period an epic dimension. Fur-
thermore, the period between the establishment of the Umayyad dyn-
asty (661) and the fall of the last manifestation of an Islamic Cali-
phate, represented in the Ottoman Empire ( 1923 ), presented a wide 
array of political experiences. Throughout all these experiences - i.e. 
the diversity of political systems, state organization, and institutional 
structure building - Islam remained a common characteristic. During 
this long political path, Islam and its Sharia constituted the doctrinal 
incentive and the legislative impetus behind a civilizational project 
based on the geopolitical unity of one nation (ummah) . If this was 
clearly the historical case, where, then, does the tension in the dis-
course on political and apolitical Islam arise? To answer this question 
1 Antony Black, The History of Islamic Political Thought , Edinburgh 2010, xvi. 
2 In the Hadith methodology, the strict criterion of ·adala (uprightness/probity) -as one of the 
principal characteristics necessar; for the reliability of a narrator (rawi) of a Prophetic tradi· 
tion together with his/her precision ((lab!) - does not apply for the $G/:laba. They are all con-
sidered 'udiil (upright). 
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we need to look closely at the very nature of the relation between reli-
gion and politics in Islam To support a political involvement oflslam 
is part of the Muslim conception of the holistic nature of the last di-
vine guidance. 3 The "last", here, refers in the Islamic view to the "per-
fect" religion, which covers all affairs: 
This day have I perfected your religion for you, completed My favour upon 
you, and have chosen for you Islam as your religion (Al-Ma' ida, 5.3); And 
We revealed the Book [Qur'an] to you as an exposition of all things, a guid-
ance and mercy and good tidings for those who submit themselves (as Mus-
lims] (AI-NaJ:il, 16:89) 
In his commentary on the first part of the last verse ("and We revealed 
the Book to you as an exposition of all things"), lbn Kathir reports the 
interpretation of lbn Mas'ud who says that "He [God] has elucidated 
for us in this Qur'an everything and every knowledge". He refers to 
the interpretation of Mujahid as well, who says that it is about "every-
thing permissible and impermissible (}:zaliil and }:zariim)". lbn Kathir 
comments that the interpretation of lbn Mas'ud is more generic and 
comprehensive, because "The Qur'an includes every kind of useful 
knowledge of the past and that which is yet to come; every }:zaliil and 
}:zaram; and all that the people need in their mundane affairs, their re-
ligion and the Hereafter".4 The modern commentator Al-Shaarawi (d. 
1998) interprets the "exposition of all things" also as everything hu-
mankind needs. He puts a rhetorical question that might be asked in 
reaction to this verse: '·If someone says: if it is so, why do we ask the 
scholars [' ulamii'] to exert ijtihiid in order to extract a certain ruling 
for us?" He replies to the question in a way that represents the Muslim 
conception of the comprehensive constitutional nature of the Qur'an, 
the integral role of the Sunnah in Islam and the process of ijtihad: 
We say: the Qur'an came as a miracle and a method of fundamentals (munhaj 
fl al-t1$i1{). Allah the Almighty gave His Messenger (pbuh) the right to legis-
late; He says · And whatsoever the Messenger gives you, take it. And whatso-
ever he forbids, abstain (from it)' [Al-Hashr, 7). Thus the Sunnah of the 
Prophet (pbuh); his saying, deed or confimiation i~ underpinn ed by the Book. 
It explains and clarifies it. [ ... ] The Prophet (pbuh) clarified this issue when 
he sent Mu'adh lbn Jabal as a judge for the people of Yemen and wanted to 
be ascertained concerning his judicial qualifications. He (the Prophet] asked 
him: ·what would you use to judge [among people]?' He [Mu·adh] replied: 
·by Allah's Book ' . The Prophet asked him again: ·what ifyou don't find [a 
J On the concept uf the holistic nature of Islam (shumiil al-Islam) in the contc:,:t of politics, cf. 
Yusuf Al -Qaradawi. al-Din wa af-S(viisa (Religion and Politics). Duhl in 2007. 53-62. 
'lbn Kathir. Taf~ir .~/-Qur ·an af-,l;i111. Cairo 2003. ,ol. II. 725. 
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relevant legal ruling in a Qur' anic text]?' He replied : ' then, according to the 
Sunnah of the Messenger of Allah· The Prophet said: · What if you don ' t find 
[a ruling to deduce from the Sunnah]?' He replied: 'then I will use my inde-
pendent judgment [ajtahid ra'ry,i and I won't spare any effort '. The Prophet 
(pbuh) said: 'A ll praise is for Allah who guided the messenger of the Mes-
senger of Allah to that which pleases Allah and His Messenger' . Thus ijtihad 
is taken from God ' s Book. For every new issue we face, whereupon there is 
no text neither in the Qur'an nor in the Sunnah, we are permitted to practice 
ijtihad 5 
Even if the scriptural background on politics in Islam is not so explic-
it, the Prophetic tradition, seen as the practical clarification of the 
Qur'an, is to be taken as a model. If we explore the Qur'anic revela-
tion. we hardly find direct or explicit texts of political systematic ide-
ology. However, the generic and maximal nature of some relevant 
Qur'anic verses has inspired many Muslim scholars with regard to the 
role of the last divine guidance in the organization of all mundane 
human affairs. No clear demarcation is made between the political and 
the social. Politics and state affairs in the Muslim conception. as in 
pre-modem Europe, were not conceived as a category separate from 
other activities but as an integral part ofreligion. 6 
Nevertheless, the historical moment is another significant factor in 
the emergence of a political aspect of Islam. Presently. this aspect is 
predominant in modern relevant debates within and outside the Mus-
lim world. We do not even speak of a political aspect oflslam but of a 
"political Islam". 7 The salient aspects of contextualizing a certain in-
terpretation of the divine revelation, including politicization, are main-
ly dependent on periods of relevant historical and transitional crises. 
This is almost general in theological hermeneutics. as the reflection on 
faith is not independent from the cultural and socio-economic circum-
stances. 8 Both the modern Islamic reformism and the emergence of an 
Islamic project of renaissance are reflections on a status quo of decay 
5 Muhammad Mutwalli Al-Shaarawi. Tafsir AI-Shaarawi, Dar i\khbar Al-Youm. Cairo 1991. 
,·ol. 13. 8148f 
6 Black. The Histor,,. 5. 
7 Cf. Yusuf AI-Q~dawi. min Fiqh al-Daw/aft Al-Islam. Cairo 2009. 88 IT., where he. on the 
one hand, refuses the label "political Islam .. which makes it look like there are different .. ,s-
lams··. and, on the other. says that Islam cannot be but political. i.e. involved in politics. 
8 Cf. Muhammad Khalid Masud, The Doctrine of Siyiisa in Islamic Law. Recht van de Islam. 
n. 18, 2001. 4t:: "Significantly, the doctrine [siyiisa; politics] surfaced usually at the times of 
political crisis in Islamic history"; Henk Vroom, Understanding the Gospel contextually: 
Legitimate and Suspect?. in: Christine Lienemann-Perrin et al. (eds). Contextuality in Re-
formed Europe: The Mission of the Church in the Transformation of European Culture, Am-
sterdam and New York 2004. 35. 
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and corruption. The general political context presupposes a specific 
political contextualization of faith. This can be exemplified by the 
following Qur'anic verse: 
Say: Truly, my prayer and my service of sacrifice, my life and my death, are 
(all) for Allah, the Cherisher of the Worlds; No partner has He: this am I 
commanded, and I am the first of those who bow to His Will (AI-An ' aam 
6: 162-163). 
The verse is revealed in response to the pagans ' devotion of sacrifices 
to idols and not to Allah, the One and Unique God. Hence, the Prophet 
is addressed to declare the uniqueness of God as the compass of all 
human actions, not only those of sacrifice. The classical exegetes like 
Al-Tabari, Ibn Kathir, Al-Qurtubi and Ibn Atiyya do not show much 
concern for the implications of this verse in a particular political con-
text.9 Nevertheless, Qutb, in his exegesis, utilizes the verse in his theo-
rization of the concept of God's sovereignty (bakimiyya) and the 
unique authority of his legislation, as a continuation in the context of 
h . H . 10 t e prev ious verses. e wntes: 
Th is din cannot mingle with oth er beliefs and conceptualizations, nor can its 
Sharia and system m ingle with other doctrines, positions and theories. There 
can be no double description of any law, position or system , Islamic and 
something else! Is lam is only Is lam; Islamic Sharia is only Is lamic Sharia. 
The Is lamic socia l, politica l or economic system is only Islamic. 11 
To speak about an "Islamic social, political or economic system" 
makes it sound like a concrete religious textual code that determines 
different institutional details. This is, however, not necessarily the 
case. The Qur'an is a book of divine guidance for all o f humanity, 
which surely includes the human status in its different aspects and 
contexts. Therefore, the establishment of some legislative norms, es-
pecia lly in economic and socio-political issues, was intended to cover 
the principal and generic rules without specifications. The sub-issues 
and the detail s of application o f those principles are left to the human 
reasoning in the proper context, as long as this happens in confo rmity 
9 
E\cn among later and modern c~cgetes. like AI -Shawkani (c. 1834). lbn Ashour (d. 1972). 
AI-Shaara\\i. 1998 and others. the interpretation of the verse is more linked to the occasion o f 
re\·elation and the pr inciple of maximal devoti on 10 God. 
'
0 
AI -An·aam 6: 159t:: .. As tor those who div ide the ir rel igion and break up into sects. thou 
hast no rart in them in the lea,t: their affa ir is with All ah : He will in the end tell them the 
truth of all that they did. I le that doeth good sha ll have ten times as much to his credi t: He that 
doeth evi l shall onl y be recompensed according to his evil : no wro ng shall be done unto (any 
of) :hem .. . 
11 San id Qutb.j) Ziliil .-11-Qw··an, Cairo 2003. vol. Ill . 1239. 
--------------------------------------------
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with the objectives of the general legislation. In this context, it can be 
expected that some Qur'anic verses would have generic connotations 
of their specific text to a general mundane issue. The exegetic rule 
concerning the Qur'anic science of usbab al-nuziil (the occa-
sions/reasons of revelation) teaches that the text trespasses the speci-
ficity of the occasion with a view to the general objective. Generally, 
the aforementioned verse is used argumentatively, among other vers-
es, in many of the Muslim modern debates on the relation between 
Islam and politics to illustrate the holistic nature of the dfn of Islam. 
The tern1 "religion" (dfn) , as far as Islam is concerned, has always 
been and remains widely perceived by the majority of Muslims as 
something beyond the spiritual and ritual acts of devotion to God. 
That Islam is a belief and a way of living simultaneously, a drn and a 
dunia (worldly life), rituals (ibadat) and acts of dealing (mu 'amalat) 
are common prototypical syntheses either in the literatures of the Mus-
lim intelligentsia, the daily religious debates, the Muslim media or in 
the discussions with many average Muslims. This is perhaps what 
gives the word "religion" a meaning that is difficult to be conceived in 
the context of secularism and modernity. M. Watt has noticed how the 
meaning of the term "religion" drn in Islam and its world differs from 
the way many understand it in the modern Western world: 
For what does 'religion' now mean to the occidental? At best. for the ordi-
nary man, it means a way of spending an hour or so on Sundays in practices 
which give him some support and strength in dealing with the problems of 
daily life, and which encourages him to be friendly towards other persons and 
to mainta in the standards of sexual propriety; it has little or nothing to do 
with commerce or economics or politics or industrial relationships. At worst 
it fosters an attitude of complacency in the more prosperous indi viduals and 
breeds sm ugness . The European may even look at religion as an opiate de-
veloped by exploiters of the common people in order to keep them in subjec-
tion . How different from the connotations to the Muslim of the verse 3.19: 
' he true religion with God is Islam'' The word translated as ' religion ' is dfn. 
which in Arabic commonly refers to a whole way of life. It is not a private 
matter for individuals, touching only the periphery of their lives. but some-
thing which is both private and public, something which permeates the whole 
fabric of society in a way of which men are conscious. It is - all in one - the-
ological dogma, forms of worship, political theory, and a detailed code of 
conduct, including even matters which the European would classify as hy-
giene or etiquette. 12 
12 Momgomery Watt, What is Islam. New York and Washington 1968. 3. 
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Strikingly, Islam has developed and presented a different experience 
and political model in comparison to Judaism and Christianity. What 
makes the difference in the case of Islam is the idea of congruence 
between the spiritual and the political. A. Black put it as follows: 
"Muhammad's point was precisely that earlier theism, though humani-
tarian in principle, had failed to come to tenns with the problem of 
power". 
13 
Similarly, K. Armstrong has underlined the fact that politics 
had never been central to early Christian religious experience, while it 
was no secondary issue for Muslims. 14 Islam had from its very earliest 
days a significant political involvement already by the establishment 
of the first Muslim state in Med;na. The Prophet acted as a statesman, 
albeit never as a king or even a head of state, who was eager to unite 
this tribal community through a new, tight and unprecedented bond of 
social contract. The constitution of Medina substituted the clan system 
of the pre-Islamic era with a new citizen concept, which is considered 
a major step towards the constitutional state system. 15 What is known 
as the ,Sal:,"ifa of Medina, with its detailed constitutive agreement, rep-
resents the detribalization of society and the emergence of a political 
system with a moral mission. This process achieved, rapidly, a signifi-
cant transition into an organized Empire of Faith. Therefore. it can be 
clearly concluded that Islam has long been involved in the issue of 
power and government. 
However, Islamic jurisprudent ial thought does not lack scholars 
who reject any involvement of Islam as a religion in the question of 
political authori ty and government . One year after the abolition of the 
Islamic Ca liphate represented in the Ottoman Empire (on 3 March 
1924 ), the Egyptian Azharite jurist Ali Abdulraziq issued his most 
controversial work on Islam and the Fundamentals of Rule. 16 He ar-
gues in his book that government in an Islamic state can be of any 
kind. even a dictatorship. a democracy, a socialist government or a 
Bolshevist one. According to Abdulraziq the Prophet was only God's 
Messenger with a purely "religious" call, and without any tendency to 
establish a state or seek authority; the leadership of the Prophet was 
13 
Black. The History. 9[ He argues that .. Judaism had preached an all-embracing [ethnic] 
la11. 11·hik Chris ti anity had preacht!d spiritual [universal] brotherhood. But neither St!riously 
addressed the problem of military power and political authority"". 
14 
Karen Armstrong. Islam A Short History. New York 2002. 157. 
15 
Cf. Yaser Ellethy. Gelijkheid en Verscheidenheid in een lslan1itisch Perspectiet: Christen 
Democratische I ·erkenningen, Summc'r 20 I I. 99. 
1
" Ali Abdulnui4. Al-Islam wa U$iil al-Hukm: Ba/uhji al-Khiliifa wa al-Hukumafi Al-Islam. 
Cairo 1925. 
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necessary for the accomplishment of his message and had nothing to 
do with government. Upon its publication, the views in this book gen-
erated much opposition and criticism in the academic and religious 
circles inside and outside Egypt. 17 The commotion eventually led to 
the dismissal of the sheikh and jurist from his posts by the unanimous 
decision of the High Corps of Scholars ('ulamii ') and the Grand Imam 
of Al-Azhar on 12 August 1925. The list of condemnations addressed 
to him by the same Corps included seven accusations. The most im-
portant were: making the Islamic Sharia a mere spiritual legislation 
irrelevant to rule issues; claiming that the political system in the Pro-
phetic period was obscurt'! and equivocal; and that the main mission of 
the Prophet was the dissemination of God's law devoid of rule; denial 
of the consensus of the sa/:liiba that a political leader should be as-
signed to ordain the religious and mundane affairs of the ummah; and 
claiming that the government of the first Caliph Abu Bakr and his 
followers was non-religious. 18 The outcome of the critiques against 
Abdulraziq's book can be summarized in the fact that Islam produced 
through the Qur'an and the Sunnah general rules for the political sys-
tem that portray the main characteristics of a Muslim state. Those 
rules might be characterized as general or broad, but they still can 
form a certain Islamic political ideology. 
Moreover, mottos like "Islamization of politics" or "politicization 
of Islam", "religious state" (dawla din"iyya), or exploitation of religion 
to rise to power, still prevail in the rejection of any form of a political 
Islam within countries with Muslim majorities. ln the aftermath of the 
so-called Arab Spring in countries like Tunisia. Egypt. Libya and 
Yemen, the emergence of Muslim movements and political parties to 
power has been a common denominator. Nonetheless. on the level of 
debates within the public domain. secular and liberal streams 19 are 
17 For the rele,ant literature cf. Selim AI-Aw"a. (i al-M=am al-Siviisi Ii al-Da,l"!a al-
lslamiyva. Cairo 2006. 113 ff. · · · 
18 Cf. ·Muhammad lmara. Al-Islam wa U$iil al-f:lukm Ii Ali Abdulra::iq: Diriisa ll'a Wathii"iq. 
Beirut 2000. 2 1 ( Later on. according to lmara. Abdulraziq reviewed his opinions and refused 
the republication of his book. Id .. :\'aq(i Kitiib Al-Islam wa lisiil al-Uukm Ii Sheikh Al-Islam 
Muhammad AI-Khidr Hussein. Cairo I 998. 5f.: cf. id .. Filer al-Tamdr bayna al- "Almii11i1y'i11 
wa al-lsliimivy'in. Cairo 1993. 40-44. where he claims. according to contemporary witnesses. 
that Abdulraziq confessed that not he was behind the views in the book but the Egyptian 
intellectual Taha Hussein. This is hard to believe especially when the sheikh himself should 
have used such allegation during his trial. 
19 In fact. speaking about secular. modernist and liberal strcan1s in the Muslim world i~. in its 
major part. a bit different from how the West identifies such concepts. For example. many of 
the Muslim libeml and secular trends can hard!~ rejeL"l room for the ·prin~iples' of Islamic 
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struggling to prove that religion (Islam) cannot offer a system of gov-
ernment today simply because of the lack of a unified Islamic political 
model, not to mention the diversity and controversies between the 
different Islamic parties. According to this perspective, the involve-
ment of religion in politics had produced catastrophic consequences in 
the history of Islamic political development, even during the Rightly-
Guided Caliphate; Islam as a pure and divine faith should remain dis-
tant from the manipulative and unmoral realm of politics. However, 
even Muslim "modernizing elite" continue to regard Islam as an im-
portant and a fundamental part of their identity. 20 
To make a point out of the two main streams concerning the polit-
ical i11volvements of Islam, one can conclude that it is far beyond his-
torical truth that the Prophet separated religion and the poli tical organ-
ization of the Muslim state.21 Similarly, the very notion of khilafa was 
a succession of the Prophet in safeguarding religious and mundane 
affairs of the Muslim ummah. Historically, Islam, embodied in the 
person of the Prophet. presented the legislative, ethical and constitu-
tional fundamentals that permeated the whole structure of all the Cali-
phate-oriented state experiences. This happened consciously. and it 
embodied an Islamic ideal which does not separate the religio us and 
the human, the Hereafter and the here and now, the spiritual and the 
mundane. or. more specifically, between the private and the public . 
The separation between religion and state in Muslim political history 
too k the form of the independence of the '11/ama', the development of 
the different law schoo ls and re ligious groups without governmental 
control. In Islam, religious and political life developed distinct spheres 
of experience with independent leaders and organizations. 22 The Is-
lamic po litical thought was never concerned about a "political" Islam 
Sharia in the post-totalitarian new constitution in Egypt. This can be attributed. mainly. to the 
significanl role Islam plays in the public domain. and its central position in the collective 
cu lt ure. something which imposes a certain "political anitudc" in the comm unication with 
public opinion. Thus. Jhc polarization on the side of the s.::cu lar streams tends tu ddine itself 
in terms of antagonism wi1h "lslamists". a, opportunists in the name of religion. and not with 
· Is lam ... 
20 
Muhammaa Qasim Zan1an. The Ua111a in Co,ue111porary lsla111: Cus1odiam of Change. 
Princeton 2002. 88. He argues: .. That relations between the ·ul ama and th.: mo<kmizing elite 
[ ... j have typically remained tense is not for any lack of the latter's professions of commit-
ment to Islam. [ ... ] Indeed. they have sometimes outdone each other in acknow ledging the 
principk that Islam ought to play a prominent role in public life". 2
' Cf. Al-Qaradawi. min f7qh al-Daw/a. 16. 
22 
Ira Lapidus. The Separalion of Stale and Religion in 1he Develop111em of Earlv Islamic 
S0cie1y. ln1erna1ional Journal a/Middle Eas1 S1udies. vol. 6. n. 4. October 1975. 364: cf. also 
Al-Awwa.ft AI- AI- Ni:;iim. op. cit .. 121. 
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modern state. Firstly, according to AI-Awwa, 40 they should not be 
excluded from political positions for which they can have the qualifi-
cations. even in non-religious fields. Secondly, an Islamic scholar, 
even ifhe were the greatest of his age, is not eligible to be involved in 
politics unless he has the required knowledge and expertise. 
In fact , the Islamic tradition promoted the idea of th e distance between the 
ulamii · and the rulers as established on some Prophetic hadiths. AI-Suyuti (d. 
1505) wrote a relevant treatise on The Dispraise of Coming 10 Those in 
Charge and the Rulers. 41 He compiles in this work a plethora of Prophetic 
traditions related to this idea. Indicatively, some narrations report that "who-
ever comes to the doors of the rulers would be tempted" ; "the more the serv-
ant is closer to the ruler the more he is distant from Allah"; "there will be 
[some) rulers after me. Whoever visits them and believes their lies and sup-
ports th em in their injustice, does not belong to me nor do I belong to him , 
and he will not approach the Cistern (lfawr;f). And whoever docs not visit 
them nor believe their lies nor support them in their injustice, (he) belongs 
then to me and I belong to him and he will approach the Cistern" . TI1e reason, 
as Al-Manawi (d. 1621) explains, is the fear that the ' iilim may become cor-
rupt and hypocrite, under the influence of the political authority.42 
Looking at the Sunnah, we find that the Prophet himself was reluctant 
to receive any expression of authoritarian reverence usually given to 
the kings and Caesars of his era. A hadith reports that when a man wa<; 
trembling and stuttering before him feeling the solemnity toward the 
person of God's Messenger, he addressed him saying: 
Be at ease! I am not a king. I am but the son of a woman of Quraish who used 
to eat the meat dried in the sun.43 
He was also eager to advise his commanders (umarii ') to be careful 
that when they lay siege to a fort, and its people ask for God's judg-
ment/rule (l:rukm Allah), to clarify that they use their own judgment, as 
ijtihiid, because they would be uncertain whether this will meet God's 
judgment. 44 The separation between the realm of human bukm and 
that of the Divine bukm is clear. Following the Prophetic period, Is-
40 AI-Awwa. f iAI-Ni;am, 121. 
41 AI-Suyuti. ma Rawah al-Asa/in fi Dhamm al-Ma;T " ila al-Umara · wa al-Sa/ii/in. Tanta 
1991. He dedicates a chapter (89 ff.) to reports on how the first gem:ratiun of the sahaba and 
the tabi "fn used to avoid public offices especially in judiciary (qadii ") out of piety and fear of 
the huge responsibility before God. 
42 AI-Manawi , Fay(! al-Qadir Shar/, al-Jami ' al-Saghfr. Beirut 1972. vol. Ill. 121; Al-Su)uti. 
ma Rawah. 7. 
43 Al-Albani. Sa/if/, al-Jami ' al-Saghfr. Beirut 1988. vol. II. hadith 7052. 1185. 
44 Moslim. Sa/Jib. Kitab al-Jihad, hadith 1731. Cf. also the explanation in AJ-Nawawi. al-
Minhiijfi Sharb :;,a/if/, Mos/im lbn Al-Hajjaj, Amman 2000. 1116. 
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lamic terms like khiliifa (succession/vicegerency), imiima (leadership, 
imamate ),"5 ri 'aiisa 'iimma (public leadership) are all identical words 
that came to be for the notion of the higher political authority entrust-
ed to a Muslim ruler. Al-Mawardi (d. 1058) defines it as ·'succession 
of prophethood in the guardianship of religion and management of the 
worldly affairs" .46 Furthermore, none of the first four orthodox Ca-
liphs oflslam, with their period seen as the exemplary Rightly-Guided 
Caliphate, claimed infallibility with regard to his political authority, or 
daimed that he represents God on earth. In fact this has never hap-
pened in the early history of Islamic political thought. They were just 
i.he successors of the Prophet who took on the authority to deal with 
the issues of the ummah. That is why the first Caliph, Abu Bakr (632-
634), replied to those who called him 'khalifatu' Ila ' (Allah's 
agent/inheritor on Earth) by saying: "I am not the khalifa of Allah, but 
the khalifa [successor] of Allah's Messenger"47 He also began his au-
thorization to be in charge of the Muslim community with the follow-
ing words: ''I have been entrusted with authority over you, while I am 
not the best among you. If I do good, support me. If I do wrong, cor-
rect me". 48 The Caliphs, especially Abu Bakr and Omar, were eager to 
start their messages by a formula which emphasizes that what follows 
implies their own views, lest it would be understood that they attribute 
it to God.49 
If we claim that Islam denies and opposes every form of theocra-
cy, the concept of fziikimiyya, 'sovereignty of God', can hardly escape 
our notice in this respect. The concept is sometimes believed, by 
scholars like Qutb and Ai-Maududi, to have arisen in modem times, 
although the origin of the religious slogan that grants validity to this 
concept can be traced back to early Islamic history. The story goes 
back to the events of what was called a/-Fitna al-Kubra (the Great 
Upheaval), which brought the Caliphate system to an end and com-
menced a new era of dynastic rule in Islam. When the Kharijites 
(khiiwarij) refused the authority of human arbitration between the 
45 The: term imamale is more linked to the Shiite political literature and hestows more "hol) .. 
characteristics on the person of the Imam according to hi s genealogy as a mc:mber of the 
Prophetic household and to the concept of 'isma (infallibility, sinlessness). 
46 Al-Mawardi. al-Abkiim al-S1J1aniyya. Cairo 2006. 15. He defines the term imiima. which is. 
in the Sunni conception. a synon)m of the khiliifa; cf. the editor's (A. Jad) note. footnote l. 
47 Op. cit.. 39. 
48 lbn Iii sham. a/-S7ra. vo!. IV.3 12. 
49 laha Jabir Al-llwan i. Ta5dir: l:lakimiyya llah iyya am l:lakimiyyat Kitab? in: Hisham Jaafar. 
al-Ab ·aad a/-Siyiis/1,va Ii .Hafhiim al-/·lakimiyya. Herndon-Virgi nia 1995. 32 . 
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fourth Caliph Ali lbn Abi Talib (656-661 ) and his rebel governor in 
Syria, Mu'awiya, 50 they claimed that ··sovereignty belo ngs only to 
God" (in 'ii- f:iukmu ilia Ii' Lfah) .51 The response of the Caliph Ali was 
that --This is a word of justice which seeks injustice" . However. even 
if we ascribe the emergence of the term f:iakimiyya to the Khawarij , it 
was not meant to refuse human authority in mundane affairs. It was 
rather a refusal of the outcome of the arbitration by Amr lbn Al-Aas 
and Abu Musa AI-Ash' ari.52 
Moreover, the word '/:lukm' , usually translated as ' rule ' . including 
its derivatives, has divergent meanings in the Qur' an; like permissibil-
ity and impermissibility in issues related to worship and religion (Al-
Nisa' , 4:60-65; AI-Ma'ida 5:1; Yusuf, 12:40; Al-Kahf, 18:26, Al-
Shura, 42:10); fate and acts of God (Yusuf, 12:67; Al-Ra'ad, 13 :41); 
prophethood and the Prophets ' Sunnah (Al-Anbiya', 21 :74; Al-Qa.,rnJ, 
28: 14; AI-A)nab, 33:34); the Qur'an and its interpretation (AI-Baqara 
2:269; Al-Na/:11, I 6: 125); deep understanding and knowledge (Al-
Shu 'ara' , 26 :83; Mariam 19: 12; Al-An ' aam, 6:89); judicature, adjudi-
cation in disputes and conflicts among people (Al-Zumar, 39:3; Al-
[faj , 22:56; A l-Baqara 2: 113); appointment or a prophet in rule (Sad, 
38: 26). pertection and protection against perversion (Hud, 8: 1; Al-
[faj, 22 :52); clarity and intelligibility (Al 1mran, 3:7); and finall y 
/:lukm in the political meaning of governance (Al-Nisa' 4:58). Within 
the framework of these meanings the notion of f:iakimiyya in the 
Qur'an can be classified into two main categories. The first is the 
'formative' (takwfniyya), which represents God's will and acts in His 
creation, as all that exists in this universe is subject to His sovereignty. 
The second is the 'legislative' (tashri 'f}ya) , related to belief, religious 
acts of dev:::ition, ethics and principles of mundane affairs. Thus, the 
aim of f:iakimiyya becomes double: to adjudicate between people in 
their mundane and eternal life, and to protect against perversion and 
guarantee the interest of humans in this life and the Hereafter. 53 
Finally, that the notion of /:lakimiyya inspired some Muslim 
schools, like AI-Maududi and Qutb, is true. However, this has always 
so Cf. AI-Awwa. j) al-Ni:;am, I OOf. 
51 Cf. the whole context. for example. i11 Al-An'afun. 6:57: ··Say: ·For me. I (work) on a clear 
sign from my Lord. but ye reject Him. What ye would see hastened. is not in my pow~r. The 
judgment rests with none but Allah: He declares the truth. and He is the best of judges" · . 
52 Hisharn Jaafar. al-Ab 'aad a/-Siyiisiyya Ii Mcifhum al-Hakim(vya Herndon-Virginia 1995, 
79. 
53 Op. cit.. 57 fT. Cf. Abu AJ·A' la AI-Maududi, NQ?ariyyat Al-Islam al-Siyiisiyya. Damascus 
1967. 27f. 
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remained a mere political thought and a human reasoning ijtihad. In 
other words, it does not represent a clear scriptural Islamic political 
rule of Sharia, but rather a certain ' political thought' and jurispru-
dence (jiqh siyiisi).54 Additionally, even the extremist Muslim political 
theorists acted in deep awareness of the difference from the authority 
of religious dignitaries in the medieval European experience. 55 Islamic 
scriptural sources, the Qur'an and the Sunnah, do not prescribe a cer-
tain and concrete model of rule, economy, or judicature that can thus 
be called '·the Islamic" rule, economy, or judicature. Islam rather pre-
sents a general philosophy for these human developing notions, leav-
ing the specific technicalities and mechanisms of application to the 
different spatio-temporal contexts. God 's sovereignty does not mean 
that a certain Muslim authority rules in God's name. In Islam, as in a 
democracy, the ummah is the source c f pc,litical authority, but the 
oorders of this authority are the established conclusive and explicit 
religious texts that meet the unbroken consensus ijmii ·. 
In conclusion, there is no doubt that religion remains a point of re-
ference in the Islamic concept of state. This simply means that when 
speaking about human rights, God's rights should be seriously taken 
into consideration. Another important point here is that Islam did not 
know a particular form of government. All forms of government in the 
long Islamic history are the fruit of human reasoning (ijtihiid), under 
the guidance of the general and total rules encountered in the texts of 
the Qur 'an and the Sunnah. In Islam, we cannot speak about an "Is-
lamic government" but rather about an "Islamic philosophy of gover-
nance" . In other words, a statecraft which can realize and incorporate 
the objectives of Islamic legislation can be called, at least politically, 
'·I slamic". 
"Muhammad lmara . . \laqaliit a/-Chuluw al-Dini wa a/-Ladfni (Essays of Keligious and non-
Rc:ligious Extremism). Cairo 200-1. 3 1 f. 
55 Ct: AI -Maudud i. Sa:;ariyyat. 30-33. He call s hi s rnncept of Islamic politi c31 s~stem of state 
"theocratic". but di fli::remiates it from "hat h.: calls a ·medkval European theocracy'. 
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discussions. They had been active in various peacemaking forums in 
Sulawesi, an area that after the fall of Suharto in I 998 had been 
plagued by intermittent outbreaks of sectarian violence. Violent inci-
dents occurred in particuiar around the city of Poso in Central Sulawe-
si. 
One of the main issues during the post-violence discussions had 
been how to map the influence these conflicts had on women's lives 
and what priorities should be set to address the plight of women in 
post-conflict settings. Although the violence had been among Muslims 
and Christians, the roots of the conflicts were mostly economic, social 
and political. Each of these factors directly affected women's lives 
since many women suffered poverty due to lack of access to wealth 
and opportunities to work or to launch a business. Women further-
more suffered from cultural barriers created by patriarchal attitudes. 
for example. stereotypes that considered them to be weaker than men. 
It was clear that women suffer specific effects in the aftermath of con-
flict as they find themselves in vulnerable positions when, for exam-
ple. the husband is murdered, and they become the sole caregivers for 
the children or are victims ofrape.2 
Although these observations derive from the context of conflict. a 
recurring topic during our discussions was that they mirror the 
obstacles experienced by Indonesian women in general and by those 
who are active in interreligious activities. Although in comparison 
with other parts of the Muslim world. Indonesian women have various 
options for social mobility and do serve as leaders of interreligious 
activities of peacemaking and reconciliation. they st ill need to 
navigate blatant forms of discrimination and poverty due to persistent 
forms of prejudice and the Jack of social and economic opportunities. 
The only part where the Indonesian and Dutch situations overlap 
in this context is where it concerns women's invisibility in 
interreligious activities. One of the main differences we could detect 
was the reality that few in Indonesia will deny that such activities are 
vital while in certain circles a ·'dialogue weariness" has taken hold of 
Dutch society. Although on the one hand several groups such as the 
Kerngroep Vrouwentrialoog insist on questions about how to develop 
good relationships while remaining different, on the other hand, a 
2 CL for example. the proceedings of the worksi1op organized hy th~ N-Peace Network . 
.. Nati onal Civil S0eiet: Consultation. Workshop on Perspecti,·es of Women in the Policy on 
Women. Pea<:e and Security:· Manado. North Sula\\csi June;: 8-9.2011. ;\sail able at: http://n-
peace.net/puhlications. 
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certain inertia has taken hold of some parts of Dutch society. This 
level of disinterest is based on several ideas, among others that due to 
material and physical well being, all problems concerning the 
interaction between people of different faiths, backgrounds and 
convictions have been solved. In many circles, the focus of Dutch 
interreligious interactions seems to have mo·,ed to discussions on 
hybridity and the invention of new, interreligious rituals and practices. 
On a certain level these topics allow for another layer of contentment 
as they instill the impression that differences between peoples of 
different faiths have been solved. In that way, Dutch society mirrors 
pre-1998 Indonesia when state-orchestrated and mandated forms of 
dialogue. especially held by raen in high positions, conveyed the 
impression of a harmonious religiously plural society. Poso, the 
Moluccans and other areas in Indonesia revealed the consequences 
when interfaith engagement is superficial and merely serves as a 
Band-Aid on wounds of discontent and disagreement. 
The essays in this section serve as a reminder of our vulnerability 
when trying to understand each other 's religious point of view, and the 
neces:;ity of including all parties ranging from the children, to women 
and others whose vo ices are seldom heard. 

Potential for Women Leaders of Islamic Boarding 
Schools (Pesantren) in Promoting Gender-Inclusive 
Education 
Ema Marhumah 
This chapter discusses the role of women leade.s in the pesantren and 
looks at the various forms of hegemonic power exercised within these 
institutions that obstruct models of gender-inclusive education in 
pesantren. 
Generations of Indonesian Muslim leaders have been trained in 
the so-called Pesantren: Islamic boarding schools. The head of such a 
school is a scho lar of Islam called a kiai and is fully in charge of the 
institution. holding the final authority in all matters. Oftentimes the 
wife of a kiai, the nyai, is in charge of the women's education of a 
pesantren. Her position, howevc,, is not equal to that of the kiai as she 
equally submits to his final authority. When considering the formation 
of the students and the distribution of knowledge and power within the 
pesantren. we observe that the high level of authority held by the kiai 
in fact reflects an imbalance in power. Firstly, male students follow 
more extensive and in-depth curricula. which means that in terms of 
religious authority they gain higher positions. Secondly, the gender 
discourse in pesantren becomes heavily male-dominated . creating the 
regular standards for normative conduct and behavior. Furthermore, it 
sets the tone for the relationships between male and female students in 
the pesantren. 
Nyai and mostly kiai are key figures in pesantren. They not only 
c>.ct as school leaders and teachers, they play important roles in model-
ing Islamic values and concepts. They serve as role models and guide 
cheir students in public and personal matters alike. The relation be-
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tween kiai and nyai with their students (sanlri) is governed by a reli-
gious spirit and the students are not only expected to obey and follow 
the kiai or nyai 's instructions, but also their advice, such as whom to 
marry. This type of relationship gives the kiai as well as the nyai a 
powerful position from which to convey their norms and values to the 
students. 
Education in the pesantren furthermore has a sacred value, trans-
mitting certain models oflslamic authority, and the values, rituals, and 
symbols that are accepted in its related communities. Their education-
al materials are laden with references to truth, correct modes of moral-
ity, and authority structures. 
In their capacity as second most important person in those 
schools, nyais can play foundational roles in introducing models of 
gender-inclusive education into the curricula of pesantren. When giv-
en positions equal to those of the kiai, they would gain the opportunity 
and authority to promote gender awareness and create non-
discriminatory gender relations within the pesantren. Such proactive 
initiatives would not only change the mindset of scores of future lead-
ers of Islam, but also contribute to vibrant gender discourses in con-
temporary Islamic thought. Furthermore it would equip the male stu-
dents in pesantren with gender-sensitive knowledge that they can ap-
ply to the traditional Islamic disciplines of learning. 
Considering the power imbalance between male and female lead-
ers and students in the pesantren, we observe that kiais as well as 
nyais are in positions to change and support an inclusive gender dis-
course. Not only can they raise the st:.idents' awareness on gender is-
sues and promote gender equality in their religious teachings, they can 
also model this type of equality within their own relation and in the 
way they govern the pesantren. 
1. Obstacles for women leaders in the pesantren to achieve 
inclusive education 
Since early 2000, the Indonesian government has introduced the so-
called ·'Gender Mainstreaming" policy aimed at increasing women' s 
participation in all parts of society. It is supported by almost all gov-
ernmental institutions, and nowadays women's involvement in all 
aspects of life has become a center-stage issue. Among other goals the 
government aims at fulfilling a quota to fill 30% of the seats in Par-
liament with women and encourages public and private institutions to 
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follow suit. Gender mainstreaming has even influenced the education-
al systems of the pesantren. 
Arguably, gender-inclusive education is a new idea for the pe-
santren and some have shown fierce resistance to it. Some even creat-
ed a controversy, claiming that such forms of education are Western 
models and not rooted in the Islamic tradition. However, the issue of 
inclusive education, which has given male and female students equal 
opportunities to obtain an education and become members of a 
pesantren community, is suppo1ted by gender sensitivity awareness, 
which is critical of the cultural bias that has long existed within the 
pesantren. 
Since the early 1970s, historians, sociologists, politica l scientists, 
linguists, as well as anthropologists have researched the phenomenon 
ofpesantren However, gender issues as an aspect of social life in the 
pesantren have hardly received any attention until recently. During the 
1980s, Zamakhsyari Dhofier conducted the first comprehensive re-
search on pesanrren. As the title shows, Study on World View of Kiai, 
Dhofier focused on the position and role of kiais in developing the 
social-religious life of the pesantren. In pesantren, the kiai had be-
come the single authoritative person who was supported by a network 
of kinship and the intellectual and symbolic power across pesantrens 
and across generations. Meanwhile the nyai did not have a significant 
place in the discussion ofpesantren as a whole. 
The limited attention given to women and the focus on the domi-
nant male figures of the kiai and the ustaz (teacher) in the pesantren 
discourse point to a blind spot concerning gender sensitivity in the 
early studies on this educational institution. Before 2000, the three 
main underlying research assumptions seem to have been that a 
pesantren is a social institution created, run, and developed by men 
with the kiai and his multiple ustaz as the key figures . Furthermore, 
the positbn and role of women in the pesantren was regarded as less 
important, subordinate or at times as irrelevant. Finally, it was as-
sumed that the pesanlren education did not have any substantial so-
cial, cultural, or political impact on the lives of their female students. 
Even if such an impact was apparent, it was not deemed important in 
the wider socio-religious context. 
This imbalance in available material was corrected when in 2003 
a study appeared focusing on the role of the nyai in the pesantren. The 
research details the experiences of a nyai who supports her husband in 
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indirect manifestations of power. Knowledge is constructed by certain 
regimes of power, and works in tandem with the ruling elite. Accord-
ing to Foucault: 
Power operates knowledge continuou$ly and vice versa, knowledge assumes 
a form of implication and power . ... Knowledge and power are integrated and 
there is no moment in one period of time where knowledge will lose its de-
pendency to power.14 
Since power enables knowledge to form a social reality, the power 
relation among social actors always creates an arena of knowledge. 15 
Referring to this framework developed by Foucault, education as 
a socialization process, including inclusive education in pesantren, is 
a process of production and reproduction of gender discourses that 
reflect certain power relations. The domination of certain gender dis-
course in the pesantren is the manifestation of a power relation where 
one group of agents dominates the other group of agents. Conversely, 
the power structure in the pesantren serves as the explanation of a 
certain dominant gender discourse. This discourse in turn regulates 
and normalizes all actions, behaviors and gender relations among the 
pesantren community members. 
3. The role of women leaders in gender-inclusive education in 
pesantren 
Kiai and nyai have the power to change or support the gender dis-
courses that are currently being created in the pesantren. They can 
raise the students' awareness about gender issues and support gender 
equality in religious teachings, for example, by monitoring the types 
of religious textbooks that are being used. Kiai anci nyai can also 
strengthen their commitment to teaching the values of gender equality 
by their personal behavior and by the way they carry out their daily 
duties. 
They can influence all decisions that regulate the lives of the stu-
dents, in the school, as well as in the dorms. They can even intervene 
in decisions taken by some of the pesantren's governing bodies. Deci-
sions taken by the managing bodies will acquire the status of legal 
power if the kiai and nyai have given their approval. In summary: the 
kiai and nyai's role in creating models of gender-inclusive education 
14 Michel Fou<:au lt. Power1Knowledge. Selected interviews and Other Writings. /972-1977. 
C. Gordon (ed.). Bringhton 1980, 52. 
11 Michel Foucault. Discipline and Punish: the Birth of the Prison. Harmondsworth 1977. 27. 
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is vi tal; they can strengthen negative as well as positive gender stereo-
types. 
Those teaching in the pesantren have various degrees of involve-
ment ranging from majo r, to moderate, to minimalist. The major role 
is played by the kiai who holds the highest authority in the pesantren. 
As the school ' s owner, he makes the most strategic decisions and 
teaches the main religious classes to both male and female students. 
None of the nyai holds this high position, not even if they function as 
associate to the kiai (badal). The moderate role is held by kiai and 
nyai who are in leadership and decision-making positions in the pe-
santren, but are neither involved in the daily learning process, nor do 
they interact directly with students. Most of them are young, junior 
kiai and nyai. Meanwhile, those holding a minimalist role do not take 
part in any decision-making processes. 
As I mentioned earlier the dominant gender discourse in a 
pesantren reflects an ideological truth system that is adopted and ap-
plied by the school's community, specifically the students. It is en-
forced L'1 various ways, often involving a mechanism to discipline 
students' behaviors and attitudes. According to my observation, meth-
ods of regulating the behavior of students include: written sets of rules 
to maintain order within the school; speeches and sermons that convey 
certain values, norms and accepted modes of behavior; religious 
threats and sanctions when students violate the prescribed ethical, cul-
tural and moral codes. Furthermore, there are numerous unwritten 
rules concerning modes of behavior and habits that are considered 
acceptable or unacceptable within pesantren. The disciplinary process 
also takes place within the personal relation between kiai or teacher 
and students and by monitoring the students' learning progress. Inter-
fering in the academic achievement and learning progress in a 
pesantren is also a way of disciplining students, because in this pro-
cess, students are asked to accept, understand and comprehend certain 
gender models and ideologies. Finally, the 5chedule of sermons and 
rituals inside the pesantren by itself can serve as a mechanism to dis-
cipline students, providing certain routines that lead to specific goals. 
At the same time, students have to obey the ever-present demands 
in respecting authority, values, rituals, symbols and certain truths that 
are upheld in the pesantren. 
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Conclusion 
Gender inclusive education in the pesantren should emphasize the 
position and role of tr.e nyai . If given opportunities and the necessary 
platforms, nyais can play important roles in promoting ideas of gender 
equality. Especially when her position is equal to that of the kiai, non-
discriminatory gender relations can emerge in the closed off world of 
the pesantren. This essay attempts to address several issues concern-
ing gender inclusive education in the pesantren. lt is clear that the 
mindset in the pesantren concerning structures of power and authority 
that influence the gender discourse needs to change. In order for this 
effort to succeed, all those present in a pesantren should be addressed, 
including the kiai, nyai and teachers, as well as the associates or ba-
dal. When dealing with the problems of women today, we need new 
understandings about gender relations based on Islamic values. Ry 
using historical analysis, as well as by referring to the traditional dis-
ciplines, the entire pesantren community can become more sensitive 
towards women's issues and understand contemporary gender issues. 
In order to create a more dynamic and open-minded atmosphere, all 
students in the pesantren should be involved. Furthermore, alternative 
studies on gender and Islam need to be added to the curriculum. There 
is a need for a model of understanding gender in Islam that can ac-
commodate traditional gender concepts that are compatible with and 
draw from Islamic teaching. Mining the Islamic tradition will help the 
male leaders, especially the kiai, to become familiar with new ideas 
about gender and prevent them from feeling threatened by the new 
mindsets. Among others, the Sunnite tradition of the Ah/us Sunnah wa 
al- Jama 'ah needs to be reinterpreted in order to infuse it with princi-
ples of gender. Thi~ is an exercise that is already starting at the Islamic 
universities all over Indonesia. After all. the issue of "gender stream-
lining" has taken center stage throughout the country and its strategic 
plans as set forth by the Ministry for Women's Empowerment can 
encourage traditional institutions such as the pesantren to accept 
learning about contemporary issues that affect and influence the life of 
women. 
When the authoritative bodies and teachers in the pesantren have 
become more sensitive towards gender issues, we need to introduce 
gender-inclusive teaching models, followed by gender-sensitive man-
agement models. Lastly, there is a need to develop learning models 
that are dialogical and discursive which will create a more open cul-
ture of dialogue among students, kiai, nyai and teachers. These ap-
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proaches will help students to learn how to express and articulate their 
points of view. Needless to say, the government can assist in each of 
these steps as it concerns the education of an important part ofindone-
sia' s population and the future of Islamic leaders. 
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This essay investigates the private and public rationale people use 
to support the practice of FGM that Muslim families in Kupang do 
voluntarily . FGM deprives a woman of agency over her own body and 
infringes on her reproductive rights. In Indonesia the practice is wide-
spread and has become more prevalent after radically minded Muslim 
groups started to advocate it as a purely Islamic practice. 
I. Background 
The city of Kupang is the capital city of West Timor, or East Nusa 
Tenggara. Indonesia. This city also is, in administrative terms, a kota 
madya (city area) which has the same status as a regency (kabupaten) 
within the Indonesian administrative system. Kupang is a multi-ethnic 
city of the tribe ofTimor, Rote, Sabu, Flores. a small number of ethnic 
Chinese and migrants from Java. Bugis. Buton, Makasar and several 
other tribes. I3ut regardless of the ethnic diversity that exists. Kupang 
residents refer to themselves as ·'Beta orang Kupang" (I am 
Kupangesc ). 
Based on data from the Central Bureau of Statistics (BPS Kupang) 
in 2011, around 13.5 percent ofKupang residents (349,344 total) were 
Muslim, 84 percent Christian (Protestant and Catholic) and the rest 
Hindu or Buddhist. Though they are the second largest religious group 
in the city. in the rest of East Nusa Tenggara, they are just 8 percent of 
the entire population of 4,679,316, which is 89 percent Christian. 3 
The populations at the mosques where I did my research are most-
ly made up of immigrants and represent various parts of lndonesia"s 
population. In the Nurul Mubein congregation, there are about 300 
people who hail from Java, Bugis, Buton, Rote and Solor. Most mem-
bers are fishermen. 4 The Baiturrahmaan mosque was built in a new 
settlement called "Perumnas". It started with one hundred households 
but has seen a sharp increase in members as new residents moved in. 
The majority of people in this area work as civil servants. 5 
The al-Muttaqin mosque is situated in the Kelapa Lima Village. 
Kupang City. When the mosque was established in 1997, there were 
only 150 families. Now, it has over 700 members who work as civil 
servants, entrepreneurs, retirees, professionals, employees, small trad-
3 http://nttprov.go.id/provntt/index.php?option=com _ content&task=view&id= I 08&1temid= 
111 and http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/East_Nusa_Tenggara. 
4 Observation Report by Kelompok Mahasiswa Semester V Fakultas Teologi UKA W. 2011. 
5 Ibid. 
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ers, and unskilled labourers. These members also come from different 
ethnic communities across Indonesia: Buginese, Javanese, Alorese, 
Sumbanese, Solorese, Makasarese, Sumaterans, Rotenese, Sabunese 
and Timorese. 6 ' 
2. Non-religious and Religious Views on FGM 
The World Health Organization (WHO) 
The World Conference on Human Rights in 1993, the International 
Conference on Population and Development in 1994, and the United 
Nations Fourth World Conference on Women in I 995 all considered 
FGM to be a violation of a woman's reproductive and health rights. 
The definition of FGM refers to all proced11res from partial to total 
removal of the external female genitalia or other injuries to the female 
genital organs whether for cultural or any other non-therapeutic rea-
sons (WHO, 1996). 7 Female circumcision is inevitably a form of 
FGM, and thus the term FGM is more accurate and precise. 
There are four types of FGM that can be defined as violating a 
woman's reproductive and health rights. The main three are: I. re-
moval of the clitoris only (clitoridectomy) ; 2. removal of the clitoris 
and inner labia (labia minora); and 3. (infibulation), removal of all or 
part of the inner labia (labia minora) and outer labia (labia majora) , 
and usually the clitoris as well. Typically the wound is fused , leaving 
a small hole for the passage of urine and menstrual blood. It has to be 
opened for intercourse and childbirth. About 85 percent of women 
undergo type I or 2 of the forms of Female Genital Mutilation; the 
rest undergo the third form. Other actions are categorized as type 4; 
these involve the symbolic pricking or piercing of the clitoris or labia, 
removing the skin of the clitoris (prepotium), cutting into the vagina to 
widen the vaginal area, and introducing corrosive substances to tight-
en the vagina. 
In their 2003 report, the Indonesian Population Council, divided 
FGM as practised in Indonesia in two main groups: "symbolic only" 
where there is no incision or excision (28% of all the cases they stud-
ied) and .. harmful'' forms. involving incision (49%) and excision 
(22% ). 
In the ir research of 1999, Andree Feillard and Lies Marcoes, still 
observed that most forms of Female Genital Mutilation (FGM) in In-
0 Ibid. 
7 
Popul ation Council : F~maJe Circumcision in Indonesia 5. 
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community to practice FGM with the rationale that it "cleans" the 
girls. He was aware that the practice is mentioned in the Qur'an and 
Hadith but was not sure where to find the precise passages and the 
advice they contained. In his mosque, girls were circumcised between 
the ages of 40 days and 7 months. FGM is done not by season or dur-
ing specific celebrations in the congregation, but at the family's re-
quest. During the past three years, more than one hundred girls had 
been circumcised in his mosque. 
Both Abdul Kadir Maliasen and his wife, Nurhayati Maliasen-
Ark.iang ( 49 years), viewed FGM as a legacy of the prophets. There-
fore, as Muslims, they felt compelled to continue the tradition. They 
also argued that FGM should be done for reasons of hygiene and 
health. Mr. Adam Asrakal (47 years), a teacher in one of the high 
schools in the city of Kupang, said that there were two purposes of 
female circumcision. Firstly, it enhances a woman's sexual pleasure 
and secondly. it mutes the female desires. One of the women perform-
ing the procedure at the Baiturrahman Perumnas mosque, Mrs. Nir-
wana Hajjah Kandolo Bajo (62 years old). also considered cleanliness 
during the ritual prayer as the most important reason to perform FGM. 
According to her, if a woman has not been circumcised. urine will 
store inside the clitoris, which can make her sick or even cancel the 
validity of the ritual prayers. 
According to Hajji Amir Kiwang (66 years old), the imam of the 
Baitturrahman mosque, FGM is very important. When viewed in 
terms of health, FGM for women would be useful. healthy and clean, 
for in his opinion, it prevents illnesses of the female genitals. He also 
adhered to the religious rationale that FGM should be performed so 
that the girls are pure and clean during the ritual prayers (shalat). An-
other reason he provided for performing FGM was that it would re-
d . l . . 1s uce excessive sexua passions m women. 
Mr. Suyanto (63 years old), a retired civil servant who serYed as 
chairman of the board of the Al-Mutaqin mosque, confirmed that 
FGM was based on a command of the Prophet. He argued that FGM 
was necessary for women so that they could satisfy their husbands and 
give them pleasure. He also argued that the practice reduced women's 
11 Researchers: rredrik Y. A. Doeka. Devisun Armando lttu. Febby Wellyannie Nguru. 
Enggelina Muduhina Tri Nepa Fay 11 /02/12. 
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sexual passions and could lead to perfecting one self by constrainiJ1g 
physical desires. 16 
The procedure is carried out by a female modin or religious spe-
cialist who uses basic instruments, such a small pair of scissors. for 
example, Mrs. Sueba Maliasen (age 80), who is the modin in the Mas-
jid Nurul Mudin Mubein, used to use a small rusty pair of scissors to 
cut off the end of the clitoris. According to her, FGM was an im-
portant religious requirement. 
Another modin, Mrs. Nirwana Ha.ijah Kandola Bajo (age 62) was 
a retired teacher and had performed the procedure since she was 
young. According to her, the procedure of FGM is very simple: the 
end of the clitoris is clipped with the fingers and then cut off Then 
she presses her thumb on the wound on the genital organ to prevent 
bleeding. 
The researchers witnessed the procedure on May 6, 2011 , when 
Mrs. Nirvana circumcised her seven-month-old granddaughter. The 
event took place at 07.00 a.m. and took ten minutes total. Loud Arabic 
chants or anasheed 
17 
drowned out the baby's crying. Before and after 
the circumcision, Mrs. Nirvana recited a prayer in Arabic. She did not 
know what it meant but told us that the prayer was selected from a 
copy of the mosque's prayer book. 
Finally, when we asked nineteen Muslim women who had under-
gone the procedure if they had experienced any effects on their sexua l 
behavior. fifteen sa id they fe lt no impact on the ir sexual behavior. We 
had similar answers tro m women who had co nverted to Islam at a 
later age; eight out of ni ne interviewees fe lt there had been no change 
in their post-circumcision sexual life. 18 One of them, Sit i Fatimah (70 
years old) who converted to Islam as a teenager, was circumcised at 
the age of seventeen years. She told us that in order to purify herse lf 
before the FGM procedure she had taken seven clay baths and seven 
16 
Researchers: Fn:drik Y. A. Doeka Cindy E. Obehetan. Adriyan i Am ni tu. Kcsalon Loni 
Peni. EndrYasmi Marawal i 14/02/12. 
17 
Anash~~d (Arabic: si ngular na~hTd. plural AnashTd}. meaning: ··chants .. Anasheeds are 
pop'.Jiar throughout the Islam ic world. ·1he mate rial and i)Tics of anasheed usually make 
reference to Islamic belit'fs. history. and rd igion. as well as current events. http1/en.wiki -
ped ia.or!.!/wiki / Ana~hccd. 
18 
We distributed 30 questionnai res to 30 respondents in the Nuru l Mubcin congregation. 
They were chosen b~ th,;: researchers bccau,c they have sullicient knowledge about FGM and 
also practise FGM. Of the 30 quest ionnaires. only 28 questionnai res were returned. Respon-
dents who returned the questionnai re consisted of 19 women who had been Musl im since 
binh and 9 c,Jnvens (mualaf). Thci r ages range trom 17 to 70 years. 
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baths with water. Guided by a modin or religious specialist she had 
furthermore pronounced the Shahada or Muslim creed. 
4. FGM: an Islamic Doctrine? 
Our investigations clearly show that in the three congregations we 
visited in Kupang, the views on FGM are, first and foremost, based on 
reasons of religion and the desire to follow Islamic rules. Furthermore, 
sexual pleasure and purification are mentioned as justification for the 
procedure. The Muslim believers interviewed consider FGM to be part 
of their religious tradition and obligations. A recurring argument is 
that it purifies the woman. Being impure could render one's ritual 
prayer invalid which would be an unacceptable infringement of the 
religious precepts. The religious texts are not clear on whether FGM is 
allowed, but the fact that the Hadith mentions it suffices. Although it 
is not a requirement, it has become a religio-cultural tradition prac-
ticed in various degrees by Muslims in Kupang. as well as in the rest 
oflndonesia. 19 Although there is no verse in the Qur'an that supports 
FGM, most people associate the practice with the Hadith according to 
which the Prophet instructed the one performing it not to cut off too 
much in order to prevent the loss of libido in women. 20 As a result, the 
majority of Muslims in Indonesia, as well as in the three congrega-
tions in Kupang city. understand circumcision to be compulsory for 
men as well as for women. 
By imposing certain degrees of modesty on women to prevent 
sexual licentiousness, women are made the principal actors responsi-
ble for preserving the sanctity of the family and reproduction. Within 
Indonesia' s patriarchal society, satisfying the husband sexually has 
become part of the regulations concerning gender roles, dress codes, 
veiling and seclusion. This, of course. indicates gender inequality. 
Meanwhile Qur'an Sura 2: 187 clearly states there should be sexual 
equality between husband and wife: 
Permitted to you. on the night of the fasts. is the approach to your wives. 
They are your garments and ye are their garments. Allah knoweth what ye 
used to do secretly among yourselves; but He turned to you and forgave you ; 
19 Sumami D.W .. Siti Aisyah and Julia Madarina Su11111 Perempuan di Bawah Bayang-
Bayang Tradis1, Yogyakarta 2005. 58-64. For an English summaf) of thi s book. see: 
http://www.rahi ma .or.id/index. php?option=com _ content& vie"= arti cle&id=802 :women-and-
thc-tradition-of-circumcision-ideology-behinds-female-gen i tal-mut ilation-!grn--focus-27th-
edition-&catid=6 I :focus-&Item id=382. 
20 See: Marhumah. Mencari akar. 20 12. 
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so now associate with them, and seek what Allah Hath ordained for you, and 
eat and drink, until the white thread of dawn appear to you distinct from its 
black thread; then complete your fast till the night appears; but do not associ-
ate with your wives while ye are in retreat in the mosques. Those are Limits 
(set by) Allah. Approach not nigh thereto. Thus doth Allah make clear His 
Signs to men: that they may learn self-restraint. 
As Riaz Hassan argues, over the centuries, the way male scholars of 
Islam have interpreted the sacred texts has led to the development of 
an institutional framework for the management and satisfaction of 
human sexuality through the imposition of control over women. FGM, 
in this case, has become part of the framework for the management 
and satisfaction of the husband's sexuality. 21 
The third view on FGM is that it can make women pure. With re-
spect to this, Islam views the body as the locus of human existence 
and activity. Islamic law stipulates the regular purification of the body 
to perform the religious rituals. The body is viewed as the site of so-
cial continuity as well as punishment in the case of violating social 
norms. Purification and renunciation of the body are required for both 
men and women in Islamic law. Ritual purification involves washing 
and wiping certain parts of the body, and is invalidated by natural 
bodily emissions (urine, feces, pus. blood and vomit), sleep, uncon-
sciousness, insanity and sexual contact. Most jurists agree that touch-
ing one·s genitals (penis, vagina, and anus) also invalidates purifica-
tion.22 
Gender lnj11sfiCI! 
From a gender perspective, the decision to have the procedure ofFGM 
is genera lly not in the hands of the women themselves. The parents, 
en.::ouraged and/or supported by the modin, imams, people who work 
in the mosque, and even by the government of Kupang cit y, decide for 
the girl. At times this decision is made under considerable social pres-
sure. This observation agrees with Nursyahbani's assessment that In-
donesian women have no decision-making authority over their repro-
ductive rights, including actions that may interfere with or even de-
stroy their sex organs. 23 In the three Muslim congregations we de-
"Riaz I lassan. Religion. Society and the State in Indonesia and Pakistan. in: lsla111ic Studies 
38. 1999. -15-62. 
22 
Brannon Who:der .. Body. Significance or·. in Richard C. Martin (ed.). Ei19'C/opaedia of 
Islam and the Muslim World. 2004. 111. 23 
Surnarni DW. Siti Aisyah and Julia Madarina. Sunat. 82. 
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2. Findings 
The method of narrati"e inquiry empowers a storyteller; rather than an 
object and a victim, one becomes an actor. When the other person 
hears the story, it is affirmed and validated. In order for stories to 
emerge. participants need a safe space to openly share stories, includ-
ing sad ones. about family, church, and society. When we apply theo-
ries from gender studies and feminist theology to these stories, we will 
also be able to pose questions concerning issues of inequality and in-
justice. At the same time, we can point out the moments we need to 
express respect for others, restore self-dignity within the community, 
and when we shouid show solidarity. 
By approaching the issue via multiple learning techniques, we al-
so learn to position a problem within its context and understand the 
complexity of realities. Since the issues we deal with are closely relat-
ed to issues of culture, religion and gender, this approach allows us to 
avoid going into dogmatic discussions. 
Furthermore, gender studies can help to create awareness of the 
holistic person and her needs. In fact , courses in pastoral care and 
peace education have the same goal. This, in tum, will benefit future 
leaders of religion when, for example, engaging in pastoral counsel-
ing, which is an important part of their work. A religious leader will 
no longer be satisfied with merely analyzing a situation, but will also 
engage in it with examples from her personal experience. For exam-
ple, when discussing issues of justice in the classroom, students can 
theoretically understand the importance of justice values. They ap-
prove of them and would like to apply them in their own lives. How-
ever, within their personal families, communities, and within the na-
tion of Indonesia they encounter myriad problems related to forrns of 
injustice. Academic study and community engagement will help them 
to translate this sense of justice into society where it can serve as a 
tool for peace building. 
3. The Classroom: a Place to Build Peace 
As I have argued, the classroom can become a space of healing for 
students and teachers, as well as community members. To reach this 
goal, we need to reinvestigate our views on what constitutes 
knowledge and how we transfer it. Such an exercise would require 
changing our educational philosophy, educational process, and, even-
tually, the entire curriculum. The steps I have discerned are that we 
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fir st shift the intellectual focus to the needs of the people instead of 
those o f the school or the students only. Secondly, we need to find a 
balance between transferring knowledge and ways of learning together 
as a community. Finally, it requires building a high degree of trust as 
part of the bonding process among participants. 
Designing the classroom as a space to rebuild our human commu-
nity transfe rs the process of education from the teacher and formally 
educated people. It takes away their authority based on knowledge. By 
mo ving to an approach of sharing knowledge, our current models that 
re ly on intellectual isolationism are being balanced by models based 
on pragmatic approaches. 4 This alternative method especially chal-
lenges the curricular models that remain dominant and are based on 
imperial and disciplinary views of education. Embodying the struggles 
and hopes of the community means that apart from the explicit curric-
ulum we also need to be mindful of the implicit curriculum and the 
null curriculum. This multi-level strategy will guarantee that issues of 
justice are incorporated in the curriculum so that all participants will 
be empowered to commit to the practice of justice and peace. 
Finally, we need to address participants about their personal expe-
riences and social condition. In the Maluku islands, many young peo-
ple suffered from the violent conflicts. Being children at the time, it 
was too early to discuss the various reasons behind this violence. Al-
lowing them now as young adults studying in our universities to relate 
and reflect on their personal experiences will give them a voice and 
open ways for them to heal. Equipped with this new knowledge, they 
can enter society and assist others in finding healing and a sense of 
peace and justice. 
4 
Cf. Cameron McCarthy and Gree Dimit ri ad is. Postcolonial Lit~raturc and the curricular 
imaginations. Wilson ll~rr is and th~ pedagogical impli cations of the camhalesque. i,r Edu-
cational Philosophie and Theorv 36. 2004. 20 1-213. 212. 
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actual numbers of women who are part of the governing bodies. Of 
the 56 members of the Indonesian Council of Ulema eight are wom-
en; 7 in the core management of the Nahdlatul Ulama organization, 
there is not one woman among its 29 members. One woman sits on the 
Central Board of the Muhammadiyah organization that has thirteen 
members. In both organizations there is the assumption that women 
need not have a strong presence in the leadership structures as their 
voices are already being represented by the women's branches of 
these organizations. 8 The situation is similar among the Christian lead-
ing bodies: the Indonesian Conference of Catholic Bishops, at all its 
levels, is entirely led by Bishops; meaning that there is no single 
woman. The Indonesian Council of Churches had three women among 
the thirteen members of its executive council. 
The low numbers of women in these governing boards aftect dis-
cussions, conversations, formulations of policies, and the decision-
making processes since the opinions of women could differ from those 
of the men. If they happen to be on such boards, it does not automati-
cally mean that they were elected or invited based on the desire to 
create a gender balance. The organization might merely want to fill a 
quota in order to comply with governmental emancipation policies. In 
some cases, however, women were invited based on their professional 
skills. such as expertise in finance. For example. WALUBI (the Indo-
nesian Buddhist Council) was headed by Hartati Murdaya who was 
one of the most successful women business leaders in Indonesia. 9 
However, there is no guarantee that the women who are present in the 
governance bodies of religious institutions arc advocating women's 
rights. In fact. they might lack the gender awareness to challenge cer-
tain misogynic patterns and at times they might even approve of and 
support them. 
Of course, we should not forget that men can be ardent advocates 
just as well fo r women's rights. However, until now we seldom see 
7 Cf. the 2009 li st published on the Internet: http ://"ww.mui.or.id/index.php?Option=com 
conten&view=article&id=52&1temid=54. 
8 According to Mariaulfah Anshor. in the Main Conference of NU in 2003/2004. there was an 
agreement that women should be included in the structure of NU at all level s. starting from 
the core management to the branch management. However. this notion was denied in 
MukJamCD· 2005 to Muktamar 2010. Their ju:aification was that there is already Fatayat NU. 
an institution under NU especially for young women. The same case applies in Muhammad-
iyah. as there is A isyiah (for women only). (Anshor and lbu Nurhayati. personal communica-
tion, August 16. 2010). 
9 Unfortunately. at the time of this writing she is in jail for corruption. 
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such individuals influence the various decisions made by religious 
institutions and infuse them with a strong perspective on gender. If 
this was the case, we would find much more support for recovering 
women' s respect and dignity and a desire to achieve justice for all 
citizens of Indonesia. 10 
2. Personal Experiences 
My observations of the mindsets of what I call the religious elite and 
their perception towards women are based on my own experiences and 
those of other women. In 1999, Margareth, one of my colleagues at 
lnterfidei, attended a closed meeting of Protestant churches that was 
mostly attended by Protestant pastors, several of whom were lecturers 
of theology. Others were leaders of local churches, or members of the 
Indonesian Council of Churches. Some of them were active in inter-
faith movements or in non-governmental projects. Margareth, a 
Catholic, was the youngest participant and the only non-Protestant in 
the group. 
When she returned to Yogya, we discussed her impressions of the 
meeting since it had struck her that those present all had shown certain 
patterns of behavior. They had valued power and titles and degrees. 
People with doctoral degrees had been highly praised, as if they were 
of great importance, whereas those without a graduate degree had 
been considered of lesser value. Furthermore, when talking about 
women they had used inappropriate language: telling pornographic 
stories or jokes that degraded women, including their own wives or 
the wives of their friends . Finally, men had dominated all the discus-
sions. 
Although we cannot generalize, the above observations are not 
untypical for such meetings of religious leaders in Indonesia. Howev-
er, we have to discern between the various groups that are emerging as 
nowadays more male leaders have gained deeper understanding of 
gender issues and related problems. They are not that many yet, 
whether Protestant, Catholic , Muslim, Buddhist, or Hindu. They treat 
women with respect, however when they hold high positions in their 
10 Various aspects. ,1heth..: r economic. political. or cul tural. are analyzed in terms of com-
prehending the issue and looking fo r the solution fo r liberation of women. wi th rel igion being 
no exception. This is understandabk as rel igion is a social inst itution. especiall y for the Asian 
community. and in general actuall y detennines the whole development of the communi ty. 
Farid Wajidi. Percmpuan dan Agama: Sumbangan Riffaat I lassan in Fauzie Ridjal et al.. 
Dinamika Gerakan Perempuan. I 1-22. 
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learn the right way to live with and for others is also related with mon-
ism (.21 ). But among the Christians that agree with the humanistic 
idea that Jesus was no more than a great figure in human history, mon-
ism is unlikeiy to be observed. 
Table 4 shows that commonality pluralism is significantly related 
with few background characteristics among Muslims. Women are 
more likely to agree with commonality plur::i.lism than men (.14), but 
other correlations are not relevant. Still, commonality pluralism dis-
plays some correlations with images of Muhammad. Commonality 
pluralism is more likely to be found among respondents that do not 
fully reject the humanistic image of Muhammad (.17). There is also 
positive correlation between Muhammad as prophet, Muhammad as 
unique in closeness to God and Muhammad as perfection on the one 
hand, and commonality pluralism on the other hand, but less signifi-
cantly so and hardly relevant. 
For Christian students, we also find few significant (and hardly 
rd:vant) correlations between commonality pluralism and the back-
ground characteristics. We can therefore conclude that the social loca-
tion of the ·moderate' model of commonality pluralism is less out-
spoken than the social location of the models at the outer ends of the 
spectrum, namely monism and - as we will see below - relativistic 
piuralism. 
A somewhat clearer pattern is indeed shown for the social location 
of relativistic pluralism (Table 5). For Muslim respondents, relativistic 
pluralism is more likely among women than men (.13) and more 
agreed upon in the more 'modem' city of Yogyakarta than in Ambon 
(.11 ). Opposite to monism, respondents that agree more ( or disagree 
less) with the items of relativistic pluralism, are those who score low 
on religious characteristics. This means that relativistic pluralism is 
more likely to be found among those students with low participation 
rates in religious services and religious activities, and among those 
who show little involvement with religious organizations. Relativistic 
pluralism is positively associated with humanistic Muhammad, mean-
ing that agreement with the statement that all religions are equally 
valid ways to ultimate truth is more likely among those who see Mo-
hammad as nothing more than a great figure in human history (.29). 
But the more traditional religious conviction of Muhammad as model 
( 'uswa ') is negatively associated with relativistic pluralism (- .19). 
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Table 5: Social location ofrelativistic pluralism. 




Age .04 -.09* 
Gender .13** .03 
Location .11 •• . 19** 
Religious characteristics 
Father's involvement in religious activities . 13** 
Personal involvement in religious orn.anizations .11 •• .09* 
Participation in religious service -.14** 
Participation in religious activities -.09* 
Frequency of praying 
-.05 -.1, .. 
Number of triends of other religions -. 10•• 
Perceived threat 
Economic (job opportunity) 
-.11 •• 
Religious convictions 
Images of Muhammad 
Perfection -.09* 




Correlations are significant at p$05 (*) or p.g)O (**) level. There 1s ~o significant correlation beMeen 
relativishc pluralism and the following vanables: father ·sand mother ·s involvement in relig1011s choice. 
mother 's involvement m religious acttvit1es. and political, social and cultural perceived threat. WUh 
exception of the humamstic Jesus image. there are also no significant correlati()ns between rela11v1sm 
and Jesus images among Christian respondents. neither with 'Prophet" and ·uniqueness in closeness to 
God· among Muslims. 
Christian respondents in Yogyakarta are more likely to agree with 
relativistic pluralism than their fellow believers in Ambon (.19), so-
mething we have also found for Muslims. But not only the more mo-
dem context of Yogyakarta (in terms of rationalization in all societal 
domains) might play a role here. The whole context of latent and ma-
nifest conflicts between Muslims and Christians in Ambon - in con-
trast with the relatively peaceful and cooperative relations between 
Muslims and Christians in Yogyakarta - is important as well. After 
tfie major conflicts between Muslims and Christians that devastated 
the region from 1999 until 2002, Arnhem city remains religiously seg-
regated, and even now violence frequently flares from the most trivial 
of causes. 51 Further, we find a striking significant and relevant correla-
51 Cf. International Crisis Group (!CG]. Cautious Calm in Ambon. Jakana/Brussels 2012. 
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tion between relativistic pluralism and the humanistic Jesus model 
(.22), indicating that relativistic pluralism goes together with a per-
spective on Jesus that stresses his humanity only. 
To conclude: looking at the three models of interpreting religious 
plurality, monism has the most outspoken social location. Both among 
Muslims and Christians, monism can be found mainly among respon-
dents who score relatively high on religious characteristics and among 
those with more traditiona l re lig ious images of Muhammad and Jesus. 
In addition, among Muslims monism is more likely to be found among 
those who feel threatened in their social position. Commonality plura-
lism shows a somewhat blurred picture. The social location of relati-
vistic pluralism is opposite to that of monism. Relativism can be found 
primarily among respondents who score relatively low on religious 
characteristics and traditional religious images, and among those who 
do not fully reject humanistic interpretations of Muhammad or Jesus. 
In general, religious characteristics and specific religious convictions 
are better indicators for attitudes towards religious plurality than 
socio-economic characteristics and perceived threat. 
3. Discussion 
In this section we highlight some salient features of our findings. 
First of all, we found three cross-religious comparative models of 
interpreting religious plurality: monism, commonality pluralism, and 
relativistic pluralism. Although these models are derived from the so-
called ' theology of religions' mainly based on Christian theological 
literature, this result allows meaningful comparisons between Muslims 
and Christians on their attitudes towards religious plurality. For both 
Muslim and Christian students in Indonesia 'replacement ' and 'ful-
fillment' - although theoretically distinguishable - cluster in one sin-
gle factor 'monism'. Theologians might make these fine-tuned distinc-
tions, but ordinary Indonesian believers who hold inclusivist attitudes 
also hold exclusivist attitudes, and the other way around. They are 
simply intertwined, and this is true for both Muslims and Christians. 
This finding is completely in line with other empirical research in Eu-
rope and elsewhere in Asia. 52 In other words: as far as 'religious iden-
tity' deals with the way we interpret religious plurality, Muslims and 
Christians can be meaningfully compared. 
52 Anthony et al.. Interpreting religious pluralism. 
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groups.58 Otht:r factors that affect the perception o f threat are relat ive 
power and size of the in-group and history of intergroup relations. At 
first sight. it might be surprising that in our research only Muslims' 
attitudes towards religious plurality are influenced by perceived threat. 
In Indonesia. however, Muslims perceive more threat than the Chris-
tian minority. This is the case in our sample, but also confirmed in 
other studies. 59 This finding is especially surprising for Y ogyakarta, 
where Muslims are a majority on both national and regional lt>vels. 
Van Bruinessen60 offers a possible explanation by referring to the rise 
of anti-Muslim sentiments in the Western world. which is used by the 
Indonesian government to create the perception that Islam is under 
threat and needs to be defended. Muslims might also experience more 
economic threat than Christians since the latter are - on average -
economicall y better off and have significantly higher education lt:vels 
than their Muslim fellow citizens. 6 1 The (in)famous aphorism that 
Indonesian Muslims are a majority with a minority complex possibly 
refers to the combination of these elements. If groups feel threatened 
and if their influence declines, exclusionary reactions are more likely 
to happen. Could we look from this perspective to rising negative 
prejudice towards Islam in the Western world as well? 
Appendix: Measurement of attitudes toward religious plurality 
• Replacement monism 
I. Only through my religion people can attain true liberation. 
4. Eventually my religion will replace other religions. 
6 . Other religions do not offer a true experience of God. 
19. The truth about God, human beings and the universe is found only in my 
religion. 
• Fulfillment monism 
3. Compared with my religion, other religions contain only partial truths. 
5. Compared with other religions, my religion offers the surest way to libera-
tion. 
58 Cf. Blake Riek et al .. Intergroup Threat and Outgroup Attitudes: A Meta-Analytic Review. 
in: Personality and Social Psychology Review 10. 2006. 336-353. 
59 Agnieska Kanas et al.. Religious Identification and lnterreligious Contacts: A Study of 
Muslims and Chri stians in Indonesia and the Philippines. Submitted article 2014. 
60 Martin van l:lruinessen. Post-Soeharto Muslim Engagements with Civil Society and De-
mocratization. in : Indonesia in transition. Rethinking 'Civil Society·. 'RPgion ·. and 'Crisis·. 
Samuel Hanneman and Henk Schulte Nordholt (eds). Yogyakarta 2004. 37-66. 
61 Evi Ari fin. Regional Heterogeneity of the Large Market and Production Base. in: The Indo-
nesian Economy: Entering a New Era. Aris Ananta Mulyana Soekami . Sjamsul Ari fin (eds). 
Signaporc 2011. 23 1. 
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8. Other religions will eventually find their fulfillment in mine. 
I 0. Other religions do not offer as deep a God-experience as my religion. 
• Commonality pluralism 
7. Different religions reveal different aspects of the same ultimate truth. 
9. Different religions present different paths to the ultimate liberation. 
12. The similarities among religions are a basis for building up a universal re-
ligion. 
14. Different aspects of the same divine reality are experienced in different 
religions. 
• Differential pluralism 
11 . Differences between religions are an opportunity for discovering truth. 
13. Differences between religions are part of God 's plan to save the world. 
16. Differences between religions are a basis for mutual enrichment and 
growth. 
18. Differences in God-experience made possible by various religions chal-
lenge the idea that God is one. 
• Relativisitic pluralism 
2. All religions provide an equally profound experience of God. 
15. All religions are equally valid ways to ultimate truth . 
17. All religions are equally valid paths to liberation. 
20. Although there are many religions, at the deepest level there are no real 
differences. 
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Religion and State 
Introduction 
Leo J Koffeman 
Worldwide growth of religious pluralism constitutes one of the major 
challenges facing all religions, Christianity and Islam included, ac-
cording to the American legal expert on church-state relations, Prof 
James E. Wood: "The worldwide distribution of communities of virtu-
ally all of the major religious traditions exacerbates the concern of all 
religions for guarantees of religious liberty and the protection of the 
religious rights of their own adherents and thereby for religious minor-
ities generally". 1 This asks for political instruments, but it also re-
quires religious communities to enhance dialogue and cooperation: 
'To be sure, the call for the recognition of religious human rights in 
the world community needs to be sounded by the religions themselves 
as well as by instruments of national and international law". 2 
In Indonesia Christians are a minority in terms of their number, 
whereas the vast majority of Indonesians adheres to Islam. The oppo-
site is true for the Netherlands. Religious pluralism, therefore, chal-
lenges both faith communities in both countries to contribute to a fair 
assessment of the actual situation, and to strengthen joint efforts to 
further peace and justice. The articles in this section of the book have 
to be understood from this perspective. 
Two Christian theologians give complementary accounts of the 
way religion-state relations have developed in Indones ia. Julianus 
Mojau mainly gives an historical survey in terms of institutional rela-
1 
James F. Wood. Jr.. An Apologia for Religious Human Rights. in:. Religious /-lu111a11 Rig/us 
in Global l'erspective. Religious Perspectives. J. Witte Jr. and J.D. van der V~,er (ed.,). The 
Hague etc. 1996. ~55--t83. 482. 
~ Ibid. 
The Relation between Religion and State in the 
Pluralistic Indonesian Society 
Julianus Mojau 
This article aims to delineate prevailing views of the relation between 
religion and state as relevant in the context of a p luralistic Indonesian 
society. 
As history shows, Indonesia is one of the countries whose citizens 
hold diverse religions and beliefs. 1 This historical fact continues to 
detennine social reality. 2 The diversity of relig ions and he liefs serves 
as either a blessing or a disaster. In this context, state policies and re-
ligious awareness are required in order to establish an amicable and 
just pluralist society. This is where the importance of productive rela-
tions between religion and state lies. 
First of all, let me try to show how the relation between re ligion 
and state was shaped through the history of Indonesia. In general, we 
have to note that there are different phases of religion and state rela-
tionships in the history of Indonesia. Each of those different phases, 
even though there are often overlaps, shows a different form. Based 
on this awareness. this article begins with an historical reading, and 
concludes with summarizing notes. The different types or models of 
relationships bct,vccn religion and the state in Indonesian history will 
be presented in those final notes. This is done in order to prevent a 
1 
Cf. Bernard 11.M. Vlek.ke. Nusantara: A Historv of the East Indian Archipelago. Cambridge. 
Massachusetts 1944: also W.F. Wertheim. Indonesian Sociezv in Transition: ..I Studv of Social 
Change. Bandung and TI1e Hague 1956. 
2 
Since Abdurrahman Wahid became President ( 1999). Indonesia has recognized 5 (fiw) 
religions. they are: Muslim. Christian (Catholic and Protestant). Hinduism. Buddhism and 
Confuc ianism. 
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simplification of the dynamics of religion and state relations in a very 
complex Indonesian history. 
1. Pre-lndependence Period: Kingdom/State-Religion versus 
People's Religion 
Let me start with the period before Indonesia gained its independence. 
Long before Muslims and Christians had a strong influence on the life 
of Indonesia ' s society, Hinduism played a role. During the golden age 
of Hinduism, Hinduism and the Mataram Kingdom were closely con-
nected. For example, in the history of the Mataram Kingdom we see 
how an 'official genealogy to authorize power' is constructed in order 
to institutionalize the dynasty of the Mataram kingdom; this is done 
through the concept of 'the unity of lay people and god' (manunggal 
kawulaJusti) - in which the king is seen as the worldly reincarnation 
of God. Here we see that religion - in this case Hinduism - has be-
come a tool to legitimate social stratification in society, i.e. servants 
(kawula) and lay people (wong cilik) , as represeming God's will. Hin-
duism became the religion of the Mataram Kingdom. 
In that context, Islam appeared as a religion that em3ncipates the 
people. Kontowijoyo, while referring to W.F. Wertheim· s conclusion, 
notes that historically Islam became one of the religious movements 
that encouraged a movement of economic emancipation among small 
traders in the coastal areas. Later on, during the era when the spirit of 
nationalism began to grow, according to Kontowijoyo,4 Islam as the 
people's political-economic emancipation movement was accommo-
dated by Sarekat Dagang Islam (SDI, the Muslim Traders Associa-
tion) that in 1912 changed its name into Sarekat Islam (SI ; Muslim 
Association). The spirit of Muslim religious emancipation is also visi-
ble in the relig ious spirit ofMuhammadiyah (a Muslim organization in 
Indonesia) which later grew sinrnltaneously with Indonesian national-
ism. 5 
In the case of Christianity. we need to be careful not to fall into 
generalization. In some cases, especially during the periods of the Por-
3 Ct: Kuntowiwijoyo. Paradigma Islam. !nterpretasi untuk Aksi. Bandung 1991. 148. Cf. 
Sartono Kartodirdjo. Pengantar Sejarah Nasional Baru: 1500-1900: Dari Emporium Sampai 
lmperium. Jakarta 1999. 48 . 
4 Cf. Kuntowiwijoyo. Paradigma Islam. 147-151 . 
5 Cf. Abdul Munir Mulkhan. Jejak Pembaharuan Memihak Kaum Duafa in:. Satu Abad 
Muhammadiyah Gagasan Pembaharuan Sosial Keagamaan. Syarifuddin Jurdi (ed.). Jakarta 
2010. xxvii-lvii: a lso Abdul Munir Mulkhan. ,\larhaenis i'vluhammadiayah Yogyakarta 2010. 
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tuguese trade and the Dutch East India Company as well as during 
some periods of the Dutch era, Christianity appeared more as an elite 
religion or a state religion or, to be more precise, the religion of the 
rulers in the colonized land.6 However, in the case of Christianity, the 
mission institutions (Dutch: zending) developed Christianity more into 
a people's religion, in such a way that Christianity inspired economic 
and political emancipation among Indonesians. In the case of the 
Utrecht Mission Society ( Utrechtsche Zendingsvereeniging; UZV) in 
Halmahera, for example, the missionary played a role as a motivator 
that stimulated economic and cultural emancipation among the people, 
through farming, education and health ventures. 7 We can also mention 
the case of the mission leaders conference in 1941, in Karangpandan 
(near Solo) that discussed the importance of political emancipation 
awareness among Christians in Indonesia and the independence of 
congregations that were the fruit of mission, along with a stronger 
aware11ess of Indonesian nationalism.8 
The notes above show that religions in Indonesia, at least in the 
case of Islam and Christ ianity, can serve as the ba1mer of struggle or a 
means for the lay person to fight against suppressing hegemonic pow-
ers. Here, religions serve as people's religion; religions as grasped by 
the people confront the state 's authority. 
2. Post-Independence Period: Nationalism-Religion (Pancasila) 
versus State-Religion 
During the independence period, the discussion about a fom1at for 
religion-nation relationships in the pluralistic Indonesian society be-
came more intensive than in the pre-independence period . Social sci-
entists and theologians - especially Muslim and Christian inte llectuals 
- actively discussed the question of what form of religion-state rela-
tions is relevant to a pluralistic Indonesian society. Why is it only 
Muslims and Christians who discussed this issue most intensively? I 
think that this is related to the competition between the two religions 
with Middle Eastern origins regarding social, economic and political 
influence. 
°٢ Ct: Th. van den End Ragi Cerita: Sejarah Gercja di Indonesia I: 1500-1860. Jakarta 1985. 
22-35. 
7 Cf Julianus Mojau. Panisipasi GMIH dalam Pembangunan Daerah: Kcmandirian adalah 
Pilar Panisipasi Gereja dalam Pembangunan Daerah di Era Otonomi Daerah. Presentation at 
Study Meeting of the Synod of the GMIH. 27 August 2012. 
8 Ct: M. Abednego. Suatu Partisipasi. Jakarta 1976. 27-29. 
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During the first decade of Indonesia's independence, 1945-1955, 
the spirit of nationalism was directly linked with different parts of 
Indonesian society. The spirit of nationalism - as the spirit of social, 
economic and rolitical emancipation - among Indonesian intellectuals 
in the mid-20t century was so strong that Daniel Dhakidae once re-
marked that nationalism among Indonesian intellectuals had become 
their 'new religion'. 9 In this case, the differences in terms of religion 
and culture had been immersed in a spirit of ethical nationalism. Here, 
the religions served as religious nationalism. 
Religions, as an integral part of Indonesian nationalism, experi-
enced a setback after the first General Elections (Pemilihan Umum, 
1955) and the Constituent Assembly Convention (Sidang-sidang 
Maje/is Konstituante, 1956-1959), especially in the context of the dis-
cussion on the philosophical foundation of the Republik Indonesia . 
Religion-based political parties - especially Muslim parties -- wanted 
Islam to be the philosophical foundation of the Republik Indonesia. 
Therefore, there was a will to turn Islam into a state religion, like state 
religion in the history of Christianity in the Middle Ages: although 
neither the case nor the background are similar, it shows the same 
spirit. According to Kuntowijoyo, 10 Soekarno - who appeared on the 
political scene without bringing about a religious ideology - finally 
stopped the ambition of some Muslim politicians by passing the 5 July 
1959 decree. 11 Through this decree, Soekamo, during his 'guided de-
mocracy' leadership, wanted to restore the religions in Indonesia as 
'religions of Indonesian nationalism' , i.e . religions that support the 
spirit of nationalism and the spirit ofrevolution. 
Soeharto. after taking over power from Soekarno in 1966, ruled 
until 21 May 1998. He was supported by military power. and he was 
more systematic in marginalizing Muslim politics.12 Througli his suc-
cess, Soeharto made religions a power in Indonesian modernization. 
Soeharto's political modernization ran well for approximately thirty 
years, because it was fully supported by Indonesian religious activists. 
Some Muslim and Christian intellectuals and theologians, for exam-
ple, were the ·keynote speakers' of the modernization process as the 
9 Cf. Daniel Dhakidae. Memahami Rasa Kebangsaan dan Mcnyimak Bangsa scbagai Komu-
nitas-Komunita, Terbayang, in: Imagined Communities - Komunitas-Komunilas Terbayang. 
terj. Omi ltan Naom i, Benedict Anderson (ed). Yogyakarta 2001. xvi. 
1° Cf. Kuntowiwijoyo. Paradigma Islam. 155. 
11 Cf. Ahmad Syafii Maarif. Islam dalam Bingkui Keindonesiaan dan Kemanusiaa1i Bandung 
2009. 135- I 39. 
12 Ct: M. Rusli Karim. Negara dan Peminggira11 Islam Politik. Yog)akarta 1999. 
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implementation of Pancasila. 13 We have to admit that Soeharto in his 
first decade of rule sought to use religions as a driving force in the 
modernization process for the development of Indonesian society. 
This was why some Muslims and Christians intellectuals and theolo-
gians were willing to use their religions as the motor/locomotive of 
Indonesian modernization. 14 Gradually, however, Soeharto's power 
forced the nation's power to become hegemonic through the 'sole 
principle politics ' (po/itik asas tunggal) as regulated in "Law No 8 
year 1985" ( UU Nomor 8 Tahun 1985) concerning Societal Organiza-
tion ( Organisasi Kemasyarakatan). Through these sole principle poli-
tics, religions were gradually co-opted and subordinated to the state's 
authority. As a result, religions lost their autonomy and this weakened 
the critical attitude of religious intellectuals toward the more demonic 
state's hegemonic authority. In relation to the more hegemonic author-
ity of this 'New Order', some parties, both Muslim and Christian, tried 
to articulate a model of religion-state relations that is in accordance 
with the spirit of liberation theology. 15 Here, religion and state are two 
different powers that antagonistically confront each other. 
Aller the fall of the New Order regime, religious leaders in Indo-
nesia fought over socia l-political influence. As a result. political par-
ties with religious labels and principles emerged. Later. this triggered 
social violence on behalf of religions. The case of Ahmadiyah (a strain 
of Islam) and the destruction of some places of worship in the last 
couple of years are the most obvious examples. In such circumstances, 
the state seems to be very weak and powerless. The state seems to 
have been subdued by religious sentiments that destroy humanity. 
13 I have tried to expose this issue in my disst:rtation (2004) published by BPK Gunung Mulia. 
Cf. Julianus Mojau, Aleniakan a/au Merangkul: Pergulatan Teologis Kristen Pro/es/an 
dengan Islam Politik di Indonesia. Jakarta 2012; meanwhile among Muslims. c[ Yudi Latif. 
fnteligens Muslim dan Kuasa: Genealogi lnteligensia Muslim Indonesia Abad ke-20, 
Bandunl! 2005. 
14 Amon-g Protestants. for example. we mention T.8. Simatup· ng and Eka Darrnaputra. Ct: 
l'.B. Simatupang. Iman Kristen dan Pancasila. Jakarta 1985; 1d .. Kehadiran Kris/en dalam 
Perang. Revalusi dan Pembangunon: Berjuang MenganUJ!kan Pancasila dalam Terang Iman, 
Jakarta 1986: Eka Darmaputra Pcncasila: ldentitas dan Modernitas - linjauan Dis dan 
Budaya. Jakarta 1987; for the social-theological view of Eka Darmaputra ct: Martin L. Sinaga 
et al.. Pergulatan Kehadiran Kristen di Indonesia: Teks-Teks Terpilih Eka Darmaputra. 
Jakarta 2001. Meanwhile among Muslims we can mention the social -theological views of 
Abdurrahman Wahid. Nucholish Madjid Djohan Etendi. and Lihat Greg Banon. in: Gagasan 
1'/am liberal di Indonesia: Pemikiran Neo-Modernisme Nurcholish Madjid. Djohan Effendi. 
Ahmad Mahib. dan Abdurrahman Wahid, Abdurrahman Wahid et al. (eds). Jakarta 1999. 
15 CL for example. some writings in: Agama. Demokrasi dan Keadilan. M. Imam Azis. et al. 
(eds). Jakarta 1993. 
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Some people give voice to a separation model of religion-state rela-
tions. They emphasize that religion is a citizen's personal affair. Reli-
gion is the individual's private issue. However, this model does not 
get enough support from religious leaders in Indonesia. The religious 
leaders urge the significance of the role of religions in public space. 
This role, nevertheless, has to be placed within an awareness of Indo-
nesian nationalism as based on Pancasila, without having to make 
Pancasila a closed ideology. Among Protestants, for example, A.A. 
Yewangoe, General Chairman of the Communion of Churches in In-
donesia - similarly to what T.B. Simatupang and Eka Darmaputra did 
at the beginnin~ of the New Order - re-emphasized the effort to sup-
port the cause. 6 On the Muslim side, we have Djohan Efendi 17 and 
Ahmad Syafii Maarif18 • In the midst of the trend among Muslim poli-
ticians to emphasize the significance of the ' Jakarta Charter' (Piagam 
Jakarta), 19 Ahmad Syafii Maarif, former chairman of Muhammadiyah, 
wrote as follows: 
In order to strengthen the sense of being Indonesians and the sense of human-
ity, Piagam Jakarta [Jakarta Charter (read: the goal of state-religion relation s, 
J.M.)] does not need to be viewed from a legal formal perspective. However, 
the spirit of it, i.e. equal execution of justice for all citizens of Indonesia, 
without any discrimination, needs to be kept. Meanwhile, Pancasila has to be 
open to adopt moral sources from the existirig religions in Indonesia and ls-
lam has to give a major contribution.20 
If what Syafii Maarif says above is accepted as representing the ma-
jority of Indonesians who yearn to preserve Pancasila as Indonesia's 
philosophical foundation, we can conclude that religion as the state's 
ideology has declined, even though Indonesians still consider the sig-
nificance of the role of religions in Indonesia's social life. Therefore, 
all efforts to make Indonesia a religion-state (in which the state is sub-
ordinated to religion) or a state-religion (in which religion is subordi-
nated to the state), as well as efforts to make religion a personal affair. 
16 C( the tri log) of A.A. Yewangoe. ( I ) Tidak Ada .\"egara .-lgama. Satu Susa Saru Bangsa. 
Jakarta 2009; (2) Tidak Ada Penumpang Gelap: Warga Gereja. Warga Bangsa. Jakarta 2009: 
and (3) Ticink Ada Ghe11a: Gereja di dalam Dunia. Jakarta 2009. All published b) BPK 
Gunung Mulia. Cf. al so for the Muslim view the debate as discL!ssed in: Abdul Mu"nim D.Z. . 
Islam di Tengah Arus Transisi. Jakarta 2000. 
17 Cf. Djohan Effend i. Pluralisme dan Kebebason Beragama. Yog)akana 201 I. 
18 Ct: Maarit: Islam. 
19 Discussion on Piagam Jakarta (Jakarta Charter) flourished again among Muslim intelkctu-
als after the fall of New Order regime. Cf. Mu"nim. Islam. 
20 Maari t: Islam. 3 1 I. 
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will not be easily accepted by Indonesian society with its pluralistic 
culture. 
3. Four Types of Religion and State Relations 
The historical explanation above, which is more a simplification, 
shows us that there has never been a separation between religion and 
state in Indonesia. What we see is four tendencies. 
First_ a co-optative relation, where the state co-opts religions into 
legiti macy too ls of the state 's authority. This is obvious both in the 
pre-independence and post-independence periods, especially in the 
Old Order where re ligions are co-opted into legitimacy tools of chau-
vinistic nationalism and in the New Order where religions are co-
opted into legitimacy tools of an ideological modernization project. 
Second, the tendency of a relation of mutual subordination, espe-
cially when a particular regime craves to preserve its authority as the 
absolute power and/or when some parties demand to make religions 
the state's ideology. This is obvious in both the Old and New Order, 
and in a particular way it is also present in 'Reformation era' or transi-
tion era, after 1998. 
Third, the tendency of a symbiotic relation, a mutually beneficial 
relation pattern . At a first glance, this pattern is very good. However, 
if we critically read this pattern, it in fact causes religion and state to 
fall into collusive relationships. The state can protect religious inter-
ests provided that the religions do not question the state's authority. In 
contrast, religions can protect the state's authority interests and/or 
legitimate the state's projects, no matter how destructive they are, 
provided that religions can obtain the facilities they need. This ten-
dency is obvious during the Indonesian pre-independence period and 
in the post-independence period, especially in the New Order. 
Fourth, the tendency of an antagonistic relation. Here, religion 
serves as the power ofa people's movement that confronts the state's 
authority. It is obvious in the Indonesian pre-independence period. In 
some cases, yet more conceptual, it can be seen in the form of the ef-
forts of some parties in articulating the spirit of liberation theology in 
the late 1970s and towards the early 1980s. 
The four tendencies above will not be enough to help to amicably 
const~uct an Indonesian pluralistic society. In the first , second and 
third tendencies, religions in Indonesia lose their autonomy and pro-
phetic spirit. This makes the state appear so weak that it is incapable 
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of upho ld ing the law. Meanwhile, in the fourth tendency. we will find 
continuous conflicting relations. Ho wever. a separation model, as it is 
being carried out in secular countries. does not help to mend this situa-
tion either. This is because, in this case, religion no longer plays a ro:e 
in public spaces: it remains in an individualistic private space. 
In the pluralistic Indonesian society where it is difficult to realize 
separation between religion and public space, a model or pattern of 
religion and state relationships that goes beyond the four tendencies 
above needs to be developed. Here, equal critical partnership can be 
considered. In this model of religion and state relations, both religion 
and state are merely instruments to uphold human values and social 
justice. Religion plays a role in exerting it~ critical function toward 
demonic state authority. In contrast, the state will act justly toward 
religious groups in Indonesia and act firmly with regard to the destruc-
tive articulation of a spirit of diversity. 
Religion and State in Indonesia. 
A Christian Perspective 
Zakaria J. Ngelow 
Indonesia is a pluralistic country, from a cultural as well as a religious 
perspective. While Indonesia is not an Islamic state, it is the biggest 
Muslim country, with a Muslim population of about 200 million peo-
ple. Indonesians live in an archipelago of more than 17,000 islands, 
they consist of more than 600 ethnic groups with their respective eth-
nic religion, and they speak some 700 different languages. World reli-
gions - Einduism, Buddhism, Islam and Christianity - came to Indo-
nesia at different times. Their coming is related to the development of 
political centers of kingdoms and sultanates in various places in Indo-
nesia. This short article is an historical sketch of the relation between 
religions and the state in modem Indonesia.' 
1. Background 
Hinduism arrived from India as early as the 1st century A.O. Then 
Buddhism came, in the 6th century, and Islam around the 11 th century. 
The development of these three world religions was closely related to 
political circumstances, and the development of t:enters of politica l 
power. The first kingdoms in Indonesia were the Hindu kingdoms of 
1 C[ in Engli sh: Robert Ken Arakaki, Religion and Stale Building in Pos1 Colonial Sou1heas1 
Asia - A Comparalive Analysis of Slate Building Strategies in Indonesia and ,\Jalaysia, Hono-
lulu 2004; Luthfi Assyaukanie. Islam and the Secular S1a1e in Indonesia. Singapore 2009; 
Benjamin Flemming lntan. Public Religion and 1he Pancasia/a Based S1a1e of Indonesia. An 
E!hnical and Soci/ogical Analvsis. New York 2006; Paul 1-1. Nitze. Religion and Religiosiiy in 
1he Philippines and Indonesia Essays on S1a1e. Socie~v. and Public Creed,. Washington 
2006. 
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Kutai (ca. 350-400) in East Kalimantan, Tarumanagara (ca. 350-700) 
in West Java. and Kalinga (ca.650-850) in Central Java, as well as 
both the Mataram and the Majapahit kingdom in Central Java. 
Buddhism is the second oldest religion in Indonesia after Hindu-
ism, arriving around the 6th century. Buddhism is famous for the 
Borobudur temple in Central Java, built in the 9th century by the 
Sailendra dynasty. The great maritime kingdom of Srivijaya (7th -
14th century) in South Sumatra was also a Buddhist kingdom. The 
history of Buddhism in Indonesia is closely related to the history of 
Hinduism, as a number of empires based on the Dharmic culture were 
established around the same period. The Indonesian archipelago has 
witnessed the rise and fall of powerful Buddhist empires such as the 
Sailendra dynasty, and the Mataram and Srivijaya empires. The arrival 
of Buddhism in the Indonesian archipelago started with the trading 
activi\Y that began on the maritime Silk Road between Indonesia and 
India. 
Both Indian religions developed a concept of political power in 
two aspects, i.e. a moral-ethical (the characteristics of a good king) 
and a mythical legitimization (a king is a divine incarnation). The spe-
cific relation of the Mataram sultans with the deity queen of the South 
Sea in Java is much alive in popular belief. Another religious concept 
of political power in Javanese is the messianic hope of the coming of 
Ratu Adil (the just King) that developed when people suffered injus-
tice or poverty under a regime. In pre-Islamic kingdoms in South Su-
lawesi the concept of tomanurun (the one who descended from heav-
en) was applied to the origin of different monarchical dynasties. The 
ideal moral-ethical character of the monarchy was expressed in an old 
Malay aphorism: Raja adil, raja disembah, Raja Lalim, raja disanggah 
(A just king is to be served, an unjust king is to be rejected). 
Muslim historians have claimed that Islam already arrived in In-
donesia a century after Islam emerged. But historic evidence has been 
found from the 11 th century, such as Islamic inscriptions on grave-
stones and written reports of a few travelers. Islam gained political 
power in the 13 th century in the Pasai sultanate of North Sumatera. 
The spread of Islam in the archipelago resulted in various sultanates, 
such as Aceh ( since the 16th century), Banten ( the mid 16th century), 
Banjar, Demak (since 1478), Gowa (that became an Islamic sultanate 
in 1601), Mataram (the successor of the Majapahit, 17'h century), Ter-
2 Cf. http://en. wikipediaorg/wiki/Buddhism_in _ Indonesia. 
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nate (1475), etc. The period of Islam almost coincided with the arrival 
of Western colonial powers. Three Western European countries, Por-
tugal, Spain, and the Netherlands, contested to win a monopoly in the 
spice trade. In the I 6th century case of Portugal and the Ternate sul-
tanate in the North Moluccas, the native identified either with Islam 
(Ternate) or with Portuguese Roman Catholic Christianity. Resistance 
to Dutch colonialism in the 19th century in Java (the Diponegoro war) 
and Sumatra (the Paderi and Aceh wars) carried Islamic symbols. 
2. Against Islamic Shari'a 
The Indonesian nationalism movement for independence - begun in 
the second decade of the 20th century- also made use of Islamic sym-
bols. Eventually, communism and (secular) nationalism emerged as 
c~mpetitors to the Islamic ideology. An abortive coup d'etat by 
Communist elements in 1926 ended in strong measures by the colonial 
government. Communism was banned and its leaders were banished 
to different colonial prisons. Some young followers of communism 
struggled underground. The Islamic political movement was weak-
ened by internal conflicts, while nationalist leaders divided into differ-
ent factions of co-operation and non-cooperation with the colonial 
government. It was in 1918 that a small Christian politica l party, with 
pro-colonial political views, was founded among the Indo-Dutch and 
joined by some indigenous Christians. But in the 1920s some young 
Indonesian Christian students emerged as pro-Indonesian nationalist 
Christians. Soon after Indonesian independence, they founded an In-
c!onesian Christian political party. 
An Indonesian independence committee was set up toward the end 
of the Japanese military occupation. On I June 1945, a sub-committee 
- Panitia Sembilan (Committee of Nine) - concluded the draft of a 
Constitutional Preamble, later known as Piagam Jakarta (the Jakarta 
Charter), in which the future Indonesian independent state would be 
based on five pillars. The formulation of the fifth pillar, the religious 
basis, was a compromise between the Islamic and the secular national-
ist movement, in a controversial seven-word clause containing the 
right for Indonesian Muslim citizens to apply the Islamic shari 'a. But 
on 18 August 1945, the day after the Indonesian independence was 
proclaimed, Christian and other nationalist leaders from eastern Indo-
nesia objected to the Islamic clause in the Preamble draft. The clause 
was refo rmulated into a neutral religious phrase, and positioned as the 
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first pillar. This rejection of discrimination and of any tendency to 
apply Islamic shari 'a became a crucial point for Indonesian Christian 
political standpoints in favor of a democratic pluralistic nation. The 
motivation behind such standpoints is a strong commitment to uphold 
religious freedom and other human rights principles. 
The five Pillars of Indonesian Pancasila ideo logy are: 
I. Belief in the one and only God ; 
2. A just and civilized humanity; 
3. The un ity of Indonesia; 
4. Democracy guided by inner wisdom in the unanimity ari sing out of delib-
erations amongst representatives; 
5. Social j ustice for the all of the people of Indones ia. 
With Pancasi la as its ideology, Indonesia is neither a religious nor a 
secular state. But the religiosity of the people and the existence of the 
Divine are recognized in the nation' s affairs. Some scholars, therefore, 
preferred the term "religious democratic society". The state is based 
on the Omnipotence of the Divinity, and it guarantees the freedom of 
everyone to have her/his own religion and to perform religious duties 
according to her/his religion and faith.3 In January 1946, the Ministry 
of Religious Affairs was founded, initially as a gesture of compensa-
tion to the Muslim majority, but then it was assigned to serve the reli-
gious interest of all citizens. Recently there are ( only) six religions 
that are officially recognized by the government: Hinduism, Bud-
dhism, Islam, Christianity (Protestant, Catholic), and Confucianism. 
The last one was added by a presidential decree by Abdurrahrnan Wa-
hid. Local or indigenous religions were (unfairly) treated as sects of 
Hinduism. 
Among some Indonesian Muslims the ideal of an Islamic state 
continue to burn. In the past, some separatist rebellious movements 
were founded in different places (West Java, Aceh, South Sulawesi, 
South Kalimantan), but all were crushed by military operations. The 
last decade has seen the influence of global Islamic movements such 
as the Salawist and Hizbuth Tahrir, and even the radicals, have 
emerged in Indonesia. But the majority of Indonesian Muslims, in-
cluding the major Islami1.: organizations such as Nahdatul Ulama and 
Muhammadiyah, opt for the Pancasila state. Nevertheless, lslamist 
politicians managed to develop various shari 'a-inspired regulations at 
regency or provincial levels. Anti-alcohol policies, a dress code for 
3 Cf. chapter 29 of the Constitution. 
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women, the ability to read Al-Qur'an, and other regulations have been 
applied. 
3. A Christian Party 
Indonesian Christian political thought and practices were developed 
under the strong influence of a Dutch theologian and statesman, Abra-
ham Kuyper (1837-1920) with his party, the Anti-Revolutionaire 
Partij. The main influence of Kuyperian political views on Indonesian 
Christian political circles was that political powers come from God 
and have to be accountable to God; that Christians should develop 
their own potential to be able to compete in the socio-political life of 
t.he country; and that freedom of the church (religions) is a basic re-
quirement for a free nation. 
From 1945 to 1971, a Christian political party, Parkindo - Indone-
sia Christian Party - was the only political party among Protestants. 
Some Christians were active in non-Christian political parties, such as 
the secular nationalist or communist political parties. Roman Catho-
lics had their own Indonesian Catholic Party. Both merged with other 
political parties when the New Order regime under Suharto in the ear-
ly 1970s forced political parties to be limited to only three political 
parties: the Golongan Karya (Workers Group) as the government par-
ty, the Partai Persatuan Pembangunan (Development Unity Party) of 
the Islamic politicians, and the Partai Demokrasi Indonesia (Indonesia 
Democratic Party), into which the Protestant and Catholic parties 
merged. 
After the fall of Suharto, freedom of political expression revived. 
People organized various political parties to compete in the general 
elections. Christians were also caught in the freedom euphoria, and 
founded some Christian political parties. From time to time it was 
clear that Christians did not support any exclusive religious political 
party. The same can be seen among Muslims. Another interesting 
phenomenon was the significant number of church ministers that took 
part in power politics, and competed for legislative positions at vari-
ous levels. Some got enough votes, but the majority fail ed. Churches 
developed different regulations, but generally a church minister has to 
choose, either to serve the church or to serve a political party. 
But. on the other hand, some churches openly suppo11 certain can-
didates for political positions, such as local or national legis lators, 
regents and governors. This kind of open support is practically jeop-
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ardized if the supported candidate loses the election: theologically it 
betrays the nature of the church as if it were s•1bordinated to certain 
political interests. It is relevant here to note that Indonesian Chris-
tians/churches need a reorientation in order to develop a non-sectarian 
political interest, and to promote common justice, peace and prosperi-
ty. 
While Christians politically stand for a democratic and fi-ee state. 
Indonesian church leaders apply Paul' s Epist le to the Romans (Rom 
13: 1-5 - submission to the government) as their basic attitude with 
respect to the government. Since the colonial period, Christianity has 
not developed a critical stance towards the government. Under the 
New Order, Indonesian churches in the ecumenical movement devel-
oped a basic approach to church participation in national development 
programs. It was a combination of the positive and the creative, and of 
critical but realistic attitudes. Critical but realistic indicates the appli-
cation of biblical-theological norms to any program in that its process 
and goals must be in line with biblical ethics of justice and peace. 
4. Intolerance 
Since the early 1990s, toward the end of the Suharto regime, interfaith 
problems emerged. Some churches in various places were burned or 
attacked. The years following the Reformasie of 1998 were the worst, 
as communal conflicts, connected with religious (i.e. Christian and 
Islam) identities, broke out in Ambon, Halmahera, Poso and other 
places, taking thousands of lives and displacing many thousands more. 
In the last few years, interfaith intolerance was expressed towards 
other minority religious groups, such as Ahmadiah and Shi ' ite Mus-
lims. Their communities were attacked and banned. People have re-
gretted the increased intolerance, but more than that, deep disap-
pointment was expressed over the government' s attitude of indiffer-
ence to the problem. Security personnel did not protect the victims, 
and even sided with the attacking mobs. As formulated in the Consti-
tution, the state should guarantee the freedom of each individual to 
choose and exercise her/his own religion. The government or any reli-
gious community has no right to judge any doctrines and practices of 
another religious community. 
Interfaith problems in Indonesia emerged in the late I 960s be-
cause church membership increased after the communists were 
banned, and citizens were obliged to be members of one of the recog-
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nized religions in 1966. In the 1970s the government issued regula-
tions on interfaith relations, limiting the freedom to construct church 
building~. There are plans to issue a regulation on interfaith harmony; 
it will probably be more restrictive towards minorities. In the past 
decade, the government has founded a forum of religious leaders at 
different levels, in order to develop interfaith harmony, but in most 
cases the forum functions to legitimize discrimination against Chris-
tians and other minorities, denying their right to have buildings for 
worship. 
The bright side of the interfaith situation in Indonesia is the com-
mitment of youth interfaith groups to uphold religious freedom and to 
develop peaceful cooperation. Since the early 1990s, interfaith groups 
emerged in various places to develop interfaith dialogue and coopera-
,ion, addressing social problems. 
It is also significant that a movement has emerged against the ten-
dency to deviate from the original foundations of the Republic. This 
movement seeks to revive the basic foundations of the nation, i.e. the 
Pancasila (the five pillars), the UUD 1945 (the Constitution), the 
NKRI (Indonesia as a single republic state), and Bhinneka Tunggal 
Ika (Unity in diversity). 
As a religiously and culturally pluralistic nation, the future of In-
donesia will depend on the healthy development of democracy and 
freedom, correlating with the socio-economic and education level of 
the people. The founders of the nation invented Pancasila as a good 
common base for a pluralistic nation. But abuse of power under Pan-
casila in the past has caused people to be confused and to reject the 
ideology. A revitalization of Pancasila is needed - a huge task in the 
current situation of a country that is characterized by corruption 
among its power executors. 

Religion and State in the Netherlands. 
A Christian Perspective 
Leo J. Kojfeman 
Hardly any constitutional principle is causing more public discussion 
in the Netherlands nowadays than the one usually described as 'the 
separation of church and state'. It is a concept that is being understood 
in quite different ways, and - in my view - one that is often misunder-
stood. It is a concept that is supposed to be decisive of the relation 
between religions and state in most European countries, as part and 
parcel of the concept of a democratic constitutional state . Neverthe-
less, the way it is being interpreted and implemented is very di fferent, 
if we, for instance, compare the situation in the Netherlands with that 
in ne ighboring countries like Belgium. France, Germany and the Unit-
ed Kingdom. 1 
In this contribution I intend to focus on three areas . First, I will 
give a concise description of the way religion and state are mutually 
re lated in the Netherlands. Secondly, a survey of theological positions 
on this issue will be presented, focusing on the official position of the 
Protestant Church in the Netherlands (PCN) as visible in two recent 
reports. In a third and final section, I want to identify the main theo-
logical questions that need to be discussed, both in an intra-Christ ian, 
intercontextual dialogue and in an interreligious conversation. A pro-
visional personal response to these questions will be included. 
It is my hope that this article will contribute to finding common 
gro und in Christian-Muslim dialogue on issues that are immensely 
1 Cf I.ego! Position of Churches and Church .-llllonomy. Hild-:gard Warn ink (ed.). L-:uwn 
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relevant, with a view to a just and peaceful future of this world, and 
more particularly of Indonesia and the Netherlands. 
l. A picture of religion-state relationships in the Dutch context 
The Netherlands is proud to be a democratic constitutional state under 
the rule of law. In public debate, nobody would speak against that 
Even those who suggest the need for certain constitutional changes 
like, for instance, the introduction of decisive referenda, only do so by 
referring to democracy and the rule of law as their criteria. 
Usually, five criteria for a truly democratic constitutional state 
under the rule of law are identified:2 
The principle of legality: in a constitutional state it is justice, not 
the government, that has fmal authority; all powers, including the exe-
cutive, parliament and the judicatory, have to function under the rule 
of law; 
Constitutionalism: the fundamental structures of state are laid 
down in a Constitution, and they are entrenched, i.e. they can only be 
amended by means of a special and more complicated procedure ( e.g. 
final decisio n only after new elections, two-thirds majority vote) ; 
Democracy, i.e. those who bear governmental responsibility, do 
so by virtue of a mandate given by the citizens, represented by a par-
liament; basically, all citizens have equal opportunities to determine 
what should be law; 
The inclusion of fundamental human rights in constitutional law 
(preferably in the Constitution as such. including entrenchment), on 
the same level as the fundamental structures of state; in this respect 
also the recognition of international treaties/conventions on human 
rights is relevant; part of it is the protection of cultural, ethnic and 
religious minorities; 
Legal protection, i.e. the separation of executive, legislative and 
judicatory powers, and the right of all citizens to appeal - within a 
'fair tr ial' framework - to an independent and impartial judicatory 
against decisions of the executive and the legislative, in order to pre-
vent any kind of arbitrariness of power abuse. For the same purpose, 
public authorities have the 'monopoly of violence'. 
2 Cf. Paul Cliteur. De democratischc rcchtsstaat aan het einde van de geschiedenis. in: 
Culruurji/n,,ofie vanuit levensbeschouwe/ijke perspectieven. Edith Brugmans (ed.). Open 
Un ivers iteit 1994. 9-41. 
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Basically, the Kingdom of the Netherlands meets these standards, 
although some aspects of state structures may be challenged, like the 
fact that citizens cannot go to court to appeal to the Constitution 
against statutory law, or the fact that the highest court in administra-
tive law, the High Council (Hoge Raad), also plays a role in the legis-
lative process. Usually, the system is referred to as a social constitu-
tional state, which means that public authorities have an obligation to 
promote solidarity and well being (education, health care, etc.). 
In practice, terms like 'state' and 'government' can cause misun-
derstanding, as far as these might fail to convey the fact that a compli-
cated system of public authorities, operative on different levels, and 
differentiated according to executive, legislative and judicatory roles, 
is in place. Although the Dutch Constitution does not explicitly speak 
of the 'separation of church and state', the concept is evident from the 
very fact that churches have no formal place in fundamental structures 
of state, as presented in the Constitution. This means that the church 
has no institutionally established responsibility within the governmen-
tal system. Churches have no advantages compared with any other 
institution with regard to their means to influence politics. No church 
has seats in parliament, like the Church of England in the British 
House of Lords. No right of approval by the church of any govern-
mental decision is recognized. In this respect Article I of the Constitu-
tion gives the leading principle: 
All persons in the Netherlands shall be treated equally in equal circumstanc-
es. Di scrimination on the grounds of religion, belief. political opinion, race, 
or sex or on any other grounds whatsoever shall not be permitted. 
Of course, the prohibition of discrimination includes the prohibition of 
privileges as well. Reciprocally, public authorities have no institution-
ally estab li shed responsibility as to the way churches set up their reli-
gious life. The Civil Code recognizes the right of religious communi-
ties to organize themselves legally as 'churches' (kerkgenootschap-
pen). i.e. as a specific type of lega l entities. and, therefore, to be 'ruled 
by their private charter·. 3 Most Christian churches claim this right. 
The same goes for the Jewish communities (synagogues). Although 
Muslim communities (mosques) have equal rights to do the same, they 
usually prefer the legal form of an ·association' or a civil-law founda-
tion to organize communal life. 
3 CC Art. 2:2 RW (Burgerlijk Wetboek. i.e. Civil Code). 
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The right of Article 2:2 BW is based on the freedom of religion as 
one of the fundamental rights incorporated in the Constitution as well. 
Article 6 reads as follows: 
1. Everyone shall have the right to manifest freely his religion or belief, ei-
ther individually or in community with others, without prejudice to his re-
sponsibility under the law. 
2. Rules concerning the exercise of this right other than in buildings and en-
closed places may be laid down by Act of Parliament for the protection of 
health, in the interest of traffic and to combat or prevent disorders. 
The wording 'religion or belief (also in Art. l) includes non-religious 
world views like humanism. For the religious communities it is im-
portant that religious freedom is guaranteed, not only as an individual 
right but also as a right to manifest one's religion or belief in commu-
nity with others. 
The essence of the separation of church and state is given with 
this constitutional framework. Since the ' liberal revolution' of 1848, 
church-state relationships have been more or less stable. The separa-
tion of church and state implies that the Kingdom of the Netherlands 
is a secular state. ln no way, however, <loes it as such exclude the pos-
sibility of cooperation between civil authorities and religious organi-
zations, although quite a few Dutch opinion leaders use to say so! As 
long as the principle of equal treatment of all citizens is not violated. 
cooperation between civil authorities or public institutions and all 
kinds of private organizations (including churches, synagogues and 
mosques) is possible; this has developed over the last decades in many 
areas of society. and all private organizations involved have to meet 
the same quality standards. Excluding religious organizations in this 
respect would be as improper as favoring them. Formal cooperation 
with religious communities exists in several areas. On the national 
level an Interchurch Contact on Government Issues (lnterkerkelij"k 
Contact in Overheidszaken, CIO). including a number of subcommit-
tees, takes care of cooperation in specific areas like chaplaincy in 
prisons. in the army and in hospitals, and the maintenance of our cul-
tural heritage (e.g. monumental church buildings), on behalf of Chris-
tian and Jewish communities. Government cooperation with Muslims 
takes place in a parallel body, the Muslim Government Contact Body 
(Contactorgaan Moslims Overheid) . Chaplaincy in prisons and in the 
army is being taken care of by all religions and beliefs proportionally, 
and financed by the government. Chaplaincy in hospitals is usually 
part of normal health care, financed by health insurance. The govern-
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ment assists financially in maintaining church buildings of historical 
value. CIO also forms a platform for advising the government in more 
general legal issues, e.g., legislation in sensitive ethical areas like eu-
thanasia or family law. Apart from this civil uuthorities on all levels, 
from local to national, cooperate with religious (and non-religious) 
organizations in all areas of life, like education, social work, cultural 
activities, broadcasting, recreation, and sport. 
Religious freedom is not unlimited: it is guaranteed "without pre-
judice to his responsibility under the law".4 As long as church law is 
not blatantly in conflict with civil law or with the Penal Code, 
churches are free. 
In practice, it is the judicatory that has the responsibility to deter-
mine the limitations of religious freedom, especially if there is a colli-
sion with other fundamental rights. Case law is decisive. What if pe-
ople appeal to religious freedom in order to stifle the rights of women 
or homosexuals, or to infringe corporal integrity? From the perspecti-
ve of case law, so far churches have the right to exclude women from 
ordination, but Christian schools cannot dismiss homosexual teachers 
for the sole reason of their sexual orientation. Jews and Muslims are 
allowed to circumcise young boys, but in the case of female circumci-
sion. the fltndamental right of corporal integrity prevails. Many addi-
tional issues and case law decisions could be presented. and public 
discussion on such issues is vivid. For many decades the freedom of 
religion seemed to be prevalent in nearly all instances, but recently 
this trend seems to have disappeared. 
It cannot be denied that such religious freedom is no longer self-
evident in the eyes of many people in the Netherlands. The impact of 
9/1 I is indisputable, and the same goes for two political murders -
Pim Fortuyn. 2002, and Theo van Gogh, 2004 - of which the latter 
was clearly religiously motivated, with a Muslim background. More 
recently. the shock ing disclosure of sexual abuse in the Roman Ca-
tltolic Church, has severely damaged the image ofreligion. 
There is no room to give an overall exposition of the develop-
ments in society that have led to such major changes in public opini-
on. It may suffice to say that cultural aspects (individualization, the 
development of a multicultural and multireligious society), as well as 
economic aspects (globalization!), and political aspects (European 
integration) play a role. 
'Co1151i1wion of the Kingdom ofrhe Netherlands. Art. 6.1. 
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2. A survey of theological positions 
The democratic constitutional state under the rule of law is a modem 
phenomenon. Therefore, there is, of course, no long-lasting theologi-
cal tradition regarding this political arrangement. Nevertheless, we can 
speak of centuries of theological thinking with regard to the role of 
state authorities. 
Hardly any theological issue has been so influenced by contextual 
factors as this one. Especially after the schism of 1054 between the 
Western and the Eastern Church, the Orthodox or Byzantine tradition 
- in Russia, Georgia, the Balkans and, with modifications, in the Mi-
ddle East - developed in a direction significantly different from Wes-
tern thinking. The still current concept of 'symphonia' implies strong 
links between throne and altar in, for instance, Russia. In this contri-
bution we have to ignore that part of Christianity. But even the Wes-
tern tradition is all but uniform. Basically, three streams have to be 
distinguished . 
For centuries, Roman Catholicism claimed in fact authority in 
worldly affairs as well. In medieval tin1es the Emperor and the Pope 
contended over such issues, sometimes using armed violence. Even in 
the 19th century official Roman Catholic teaching rejected 'modem 
liberalist' ideas about freedom of religion, rejecting the 'error' that : 
"[l]n the present day it is no longer expedient that the Catholic reli-
gion should be held as the only religion of the State. to the exclusion 
of all other forms ofworship". 5 It is only at the Second Vatican Coun-
cil ( 1962-1965) that this position changed dramatically. The Decree 
on Religious Freedom Dignitatis Humanae says: 
This Vatican Council declares that the human person has a right to religious 
freedom . This freedom means that all men are to be immune from coercion 
on the part of individuals or of social groups and of any human power. in 
such wise that no one is to be forced to act in a manner contrary to his own 
beliefs. whether privately or publicly, whether alone or in association with 
others. within due limits.6 
It is important to understand the basic argument for this ( change in) 
position. DH recognizes that "the exercise of religion. of its very na-
ture, consists before all else in those internal. voluntary and free acts 
5 Syllabus Error,1111. 1864. par. 77. http ://www.ewtn.com/library/Pi\PALDOC/P)SYLL.I ITM 
accessed Febr. 22. 2013. 
6 /Jignitatis Humanae. par. 2. http:i/www.vatican.va./archi ve/hist ooundls/ ii-counLi 1/docu 
mcnts/vat-ii_ dccl-19651207 _ dignitatis-humanac _ en.html accessed F ;;-br. 22. 2013. 
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whereby man sets the course of his life directly toward God. No mere-
ly human power can either command or prohibit acts of this kind" .7 
The Reformation, a 16th century schism in the Western church, 
gave birth to a number of Prokstant traditions. On the one hand, the 
so-called Radical Reformation (Anabaptists, Mennonites) tended to be 
extremely suspicious of worldly powers. Some of them developed a 
revolutionary ethos. Others, on the contrary, alienated themselves as 
much as possible from any connection with the authorities: they re-
fosed to take up arms, or to swear an oath. In some cases they were 
seen as a danger to the existing order, which could result in political 
persecution. 
On the other hand, for some centuries a strong link between the 
church and secular authorities continued to exist in many countries, 
especially when the official or public church became Protestant as a 
consequence of political decision-making. Kings, princes and other 
state authorities, were eager to cooperate with the church because of 
its dominant role in society. 
Only gradually was more room given to 'free churches '. In the 
Nether lands, for instance, the Netherlands Reformed Church was the 
public church. Smaller gro ups of ·dissenters ' like Arminians. Men-
nonites and Lutherans were tolerated as long as they were not very 
visib le. The same was true for the Roman Catholic Church, which 
continued to represent about half of the population. 
Only in the 19th century was a formal separation of church and 
state gradually implemented in the Netherlands and in many other 
European countries. The aforementioned 'liberal revolution' of 1848 
can be seen as the watershed. 
This nuanced and complicated picture of political reality was re-
flected in a variety of theological views, even within the Protestant 
tradition. The 19th century was the age of upcoming nationalism, and 
many defended the concept of the Netherlands as a 'Christian nation' , 
with consequences for the role of the church and the role of the state. 
Not a few would continue to favor close cooperation between the gov-
ernment and especially the Netherlands Reformed Church as self-
evident. Even after World War II the 'Christianization of national life 
according to Reformation views' 8 was part of the official church 
agenda. Others, like the Reformed Churches in the Netherlands (the 
7 Op. cit .. par. 3. 
8 Cf. Kerkorde der Nederlandse Hervormde Kerk [Church Order of the NRCJ. ·s Gravenhage/ 
Zoetermeer 1969 ff .. art. VIII. 
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second largest Protestant denomination in the Netherlands). would 
rather keep a certain distance between the church and the state; for 
them, not the church but Christian organizations like political parties, 
newspapers, schools and universities (the Free University!) were 
called to play a role in public life - as actors in what in current terms 
is called 'civil society' (s~e below). 
Christianity in Western Europe eventually has come to accept the 
separation of church and state and the democratic rule of law, however 
without limiting religion to private life. But even within this common 
scope a range of theological positions can still be distinguished. In this 
contribution, however, I have to limit myself to the way in which the 
Protestant Church in the Netherlands recently dealt with the issue. 
3. Reports of the Protestant Church in the Netherlands 
The Protestant Church in the Netherlands is the result of the merger of 
three churches, the Netherlands Reformed Church (NRC), the Re-
formed Churches in the Netherlands (RCN), both already mentioned 
above, as well as the Evangelical Lutheran Church in the Kingdom of 
the Netherlands (ELC). The unification was implemented in 2004. 
The general synod is the national governing body of the Protestant 
Church in the Netherlands. Its task includes the responsibility of giv-
ing guidance to the way members of the church might deal with cur-
rent discussions in public debate. Within the context of this article 
three recent reports should be mentioned. 
In April 2008, the synod adopted a report on The Israeli-
Palestinian Conflict in the Context of the Arab World of the Middle 
East . In November 2009, the synod discussed and adopted a report on 
The Church and the Democratic Constitutional State (CDCS). in order 
to stimulate discussion in the church and its local congregations. Fi-
nally, in April 2011, the Islam memorandum Integrity and Respect 
was adopted. 
Although from different perspectives, all three reports deal with 
issues regarding religion and the political, the most fundamental ap-
proach is to be found in The Church and the Democratic Constitu-
tional State, which was written in order to stimulate discussion in the 
church and its local congregations. A discussion on such issues 
seemed useful for two reasons. On the one hand, there was a need for 
internal discussions on the value of traditional views as expressed in 
documents like the Belgic Co,?fession ( 156 1 ). On the other hand, cur-
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rent challenges in society - including the rise of populist political par-
ties, as well as public debate on the contents and limits of religious 
freedom in relation to other fundamental rights - triggered this discus-
sion. 
CDCS starts with an introductory chapter focusing on an interpre-
tation of the concepts used : democracy, (social) constitutional state, 
and separation of church and state. These terms are interpreted accord-
ing to the understanding presented in the opening paragraphs of this 
artic le. An important recent concept is added: 'civil society', which is 
understood as: "the atmosphere where citizens, without government 
interference, can shape society in freedom, and through numerous 
voluntary based organizations, in promoting interests or in sports, in 
the forming of public opinion or in vo lunteer work". 9 Civil society, as 
a relative ly young phenomenon, is said to be of great interest for the 
vita li ty of the democratic constitutional state. One of the reasons for 
the church to deal with the issue of the democratic constitutional state 
is exact ly the need to come to grips with its role in civil society. 
The second chapter of CDCS deals with history, and more specifi-
ca lly with the way NRC, RCN and ELC respectively, have understood 
the responsib ility of public authorities with regard to religion. Again, I 
have to refrain from an extensive exposition. Self-evidently, changing 
contexts have played an important role in the way such views have 
developed through the ages. Probably the most decisive era was the 41" 
century CE, when Christian religion became the public re ligion of the 
Roman Empire. This marks the beginning of the era of the corpus 
christianum, a societal order that continued to dominate until modem 
times and in which it is more or less self-evident that the Christian 
church and political authorities together represent the (spiritual and 
inaterial) interests of the population. Shortly afterwards it is the 
church father Saint Augustine (t 430) who founds a tradition of dis-
tinguishing different roles for church and state. In the long run, this 
distinction has proved to be pivotal, even though there have been 
times when throne and altar seemed to coincide and publ ic authorities 
actively supported majority churches, sometimes with the effect of 
persecuting people with dissenting religious views. Augustine's way 
of thinking implies a positive appreciation of the role of public author-
ities, and at the same time a certain degree of independence needed for 
9 
The Church and the Democratic Constitutional State f= COCS]. par. 3. http://www 
. pkn. nl /Lists/P K N-8 i bl i ot heck/The-ch urch-and-the-dc:rnocrat i c-consti tut i onal -sta te . pdt: ac-
cessed F ebr. 22. 20 13. 
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the (official) churches in the respective countries. Nevertheless, this 
would prove to be a tense relationship. Emperors and kings and the 
like would often try to use the official church to promote their worldly 
interests; similarly the public churches would often try to defend their 
privileged positions by all available means, including the armed forces 
of state leadership. The Reformation caused deep divisions in the 
Christian community, but it did not change this overall pattern: the 
principle of cuius regio, eius religio in1plies that in each territory it is 
the sovereign who decides on the religious affiliation of his people. As 
far as mainstream theology deals with such questions, it usually in fact 
legitimizes this principle. Until far into the 20th century, Reformed 
theocratic thinking - i.e. the view that governments have to organize 
life in society in compliance with Reformed principles exclusively -
was not at all as marginal as it is nowadays. 
It was, however, the upcoming Enlightenment - to be understood 
against the background of religious wars! - that challenged such posi-
tions, and that gradually forced churches to reconsider their theologi-
cal views. The aforementioned separation of church and state in the 
19th century is - at least partially - a fruit of the Enlightenment. 
Major changes in theological thinking in this respect were caused 
by the experiences of the German church under national-socialist rule. 
The Theological Declaration of Barmen (1934) rejects any form of 
unconditional obedience to pubic authorities. Churches start to see 
themselves first of all as critical partners of the government, with a 
vocation to witness to biblical values whenever necessary. 
In its third chapter CDCS deals with recent changes in the public 
domain. It points to the growing importance of the civil society as a 
part of the public domain, next to the market and the state. It also cau-
tiously raises the question of whether we should not distinguish a third 
domain, separate from the private and the public domain, i.e. a 'sacred 
domain', as visible in, for instance, monuments and churches, and in 
national memorial days: "They refer in various ways to stories, com-
mon memories and values which determine society (and which there-
fore are constantly under discussion in politics and civil society!) , but 
cannot be organized at the same time". The yearly Commemoration of 
the Dead on the 4th of May, reminding us of the victims of the Second 
World War, is an example. This 'sacred domain ' is inevitably vulner-
able. 
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This chapter also deals with recent. trends in society, like indi vidu-
alization, globalization, pluriformity and European integration, and 
tries to clarify the impact of such developments on the democracy. 
More than the aforementioned chapters, the fourth chapter of 
CDCS is relevant for the issue we deal with here. In charcoal it 
sketches the theological considerations that could guide the church in 
redefining its relation to state and society. Since I have had final re-
sponsibility in drafting this report, I may rightly be expected to agree 
with its line of argumentation. 
Protestant heritage implies that the government is fundamentally 
seen as 'instituted by God' and a 'servant of God' (cf. Romans 13), 
although we are called to obey God rather than human beings ( cf Acts 
5: 29). In principle, the state - or rather the rule of law - is an instru-
ment in the hand of God, but this does not mean that criticism of au-
thorities and their actions would not be allowed. A massive identifica-
tion of any specific political order with the will of God is impossible; 
rather should we say that we can 'recognize' God's merciful care in 
our democratic order. So, one could say that the terminology of 
' recognition' implies a certain reservation: from a Christian perspec-
tive a democratic order can certainly be appreciated, but it does not at 
all preclude serious criticism as to the way a democracy functions or 
the results of a democratic process of decision making. 
This also provides a basis for the responsibility of both the 
churches and other Christian organizations. Even the term 'theocracy' 
could be used in this respect: the church is convinced, indeed, that 
society will prosper if God's laws and promises are being taken seri-
ously in legislation and government. However, because for many the 
term also suggests - incorrectly! - that the state should obey the 
church, it is better not to use this terminology in public debate. A 
basic theme in the Bible like 'the Kingdom of God' first and foremost 
wants to express the promise-character of the Word of God: in the end 
peace and righteousness are not the fruit of - and therefore completely 
dependant on - actions of people, but they reflect a divine promise 
with respect to the future. 
A key question in this context regards the role of church and the-
ology. Is it the calling of the church to provide a theological basis for 
the democratic constitutional state? Should it present arguments from 
its tradition to say 'this is how it should be'? History taught us the 
risks it brings when churches provide a theological legitimacy for a 
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certain political system. It soon results in the church blessing weap-
ons, or legitimating unjust structures like the apartheid system. 
The term ' recognize ' is pivotal in this context. The church has 
learned to recognize in the democratic constitutional state something 
of God's merciful intentions, as expressed in the Gospel of God's 
kingdom. The word ' recognize' means to honor the value of the dem-
ocratic constitutional state in full , but at the same time do justice to the 
fact that there always remains a great distance between the Christian 
tradition and today's world in the way they formulate their argument~. 
The fou1th chapter of CDCS addresses several aspects of this 
recognition. Without reserve the church recognizes important notions 
from Scripture in the constitutional state: the idea that the government 
is bound to 'justice and righteousness ' is a motif that constantly re-
turns in the prophetical books of the Oki Testament. In this respect, an 
important anthropological motif is also the awareness of the sinfulness 
of humankind: unlimited and uncontrolled power often appeals more 
to the inclination of men to abuse it at the cost of others than to the 
responsibility to apply it to the benefit of society. 
Even more strongly the term 'recognition' is applicable to the 
church's view of the social constitutional state: justice and righteous-
ness are colored by solidarity, by a kingdom which 'will do justice to 
the afflicted of the people and save the children of the needy ' (cf. 
Psalm 72:4). Justice is ultimately about human dignity, as a funda-
mental principle in the discussion on the foundation of human rights. 
It is no coincidence that from an historical perspective the devel-
opment of human rights as we know them staited with the recognition 
of the freedom of religious conviction. It has often been stated that 
freedom of religion is incompatible with the truth-claim of Christian 
tradition: a history of bloodshed has been the result of this view. To-
day, however. the church recognizes an important biblical motif in 
religious freedom, i.e. the freedom of God's Spirit. Faith is a free gift 
of God, and that alone already rules out any form of religious coer-
cion. A religious conviction concerns self-evidently a free choice, not 
enforceable by other people. 10 As a direct consequence the church also 
recognizes the legitimacy of plural society. 
Subsequently, CDCS raises the question from which theological 
perspective the church can speak of human rights and human dignity. 
Here, a biblical concept of man, as an impulse for a Christian anthro-
1° Cf. Dignitati s Humanae. par. 3. 
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po logy, is presented, i.e., biblical talk of man as 'image of God' (cf. 
Genesis I :26f., and 9:6) . The secret of human dignity exists in three 
re lations, to God, of people with each other, and of men to creation. In 
Jesus Christ , ultimately the ·'image of the invisible God" (Colossians 
I : 15), this man reaches his destination in full. To some extent, this 
view can be recognized in the secular concept of human dignity and 
human rights. 
The separation of church and state, and, consequently, the neutral-
ity of the ' secular' state is accepted, as far as it means the government 
as such does not have a religious preference; it should not imply that 
the state could choose a specific non-religious world view. After all, 
the government is impartial: it does not side with one religious or non-
religious party against the other. As CDCS says: 
The Protestant Church in the Netherlands ... knows of the corrupting effect 
which the sharing of political power sometimes had on churches in hi story. It 
regards it undesirable to have more possibilities than others in society to let 
its convictions influence political life. !ts strength can only lie in its convic-
tion itself. In that sense the Scripture text ·"Not by might nor by power, but 
by my Spirit,' says the LORD Almighty" (Zechariah 4: 6) is guiding. 11 
A comparable position is being taken with respect to the concept of 
'popular sovereignty' as a foundational condition of democracy. It is 
acceptable in its intention of rejecting the idea that worldly powers 
would rule over people without being accountable to the people in-
volved. It should, however, not be understood as a denial of the signif-
icance of God's commandments and promises for society. The church 
fundamentally accepts the democratic constitutional state, and precise-
ly therefore it maintains the right and the obligation of the church to 
speak critically of the actions of that government. It does so where 
necessary, according to its legitimate role in civil society. Chapter 4 of 
CDCS present an elaborate view of this role, but what has been said so 
far basically suffices to understand its positian. 
Given the stand taken in CDCS, there was no need for the synod 
to deal extensively with the same issues in the Islam memorandum 
Integrity andRespect (IAR). It may suffice to point to some references 
to these issues that implicitly show how CDCS should be read as its 
background. 
The !AR report refers to the position of Christians in the Islamic 
world and to the Sharia as issues western Christians are concerned 
11 CDCS. rar. 87. 
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about, as they are perceived by some as a threat to the democratic con-
stitutional state. Is not the intention to conquer and to rule the world 
characterist ic of the nature oflslam? 12 
However, the report recognizes that different views exist within 
Islam on the position of the state, on life as a minority among a non-
Islamic majority, on the position of minorities such as Christians and 
Jews, and on the missionary character oflslam as well. 13 
Under the heading ' Islam and politics: theocracy' the report states: 
"The strong emphasis on Tawhid in Islam also implies the close rela-
tionship between faith and politics" 14 It will certainly be worthwhile to 
hear an Islamic response to this ( quite generalizing) statement. The 
report continues: 
The Sharia contains God's will for life in its entirety and thus for society as 
well. The interweaving of religion and politics can be traced back to the role 
of Muhammad in the second part of his acting, in Medina. Therefo~e the Is-
lamic state based on Sharia is the ideal for several mainstreams in Islam. In 
the Islamic community there is a debate going on about the consequences of 
this. This is caused by the fact that Sharia is not an unambiguous written 
book of law, but rather a collection of principles and regulations. What an Is-
lamic state looks like is therefore dependent on the type of law school one 
subscribes to. It depends also on the question whether (re)interpretation of 
classic principles is possible today in a completely different culture. Some 
may point out that Islam is a political Islam by definition; others try to distin-
guish reli gion and politics more from each other. 15 
An important point of concern in this respect regards the impossibility 
for Muslims to abandon their religion: · 
Although the Qur'an states that there should be no pressure with respect to 
religion (AI-Baqara, Sura 2:256), according to all Sunnah law-schools it is 
impossible to change from Islam to, for example, Christian faith . In g1:neral 
this calls for the death penalty. On this point there is a debate within the Is-
lamic communi7 on t!1e pe,ssibility of re-interpretation of the rules in the 
modem setting.1 
Further, the question is raised whether Islam is not inherently a threat 
to Western free democratic society. The report states: 
It is not a realistic expectation that the Netherlands will shortly be Islamic or 
that the country will be forced to live under Islamic authority. At present the 
12 Cf. lmegrity and Respect. Ch. 2.A.i.d. 
13 Cf. op. cit.. Ch. 3.A. 
14 Op. cit. Ch. 3.8.iv. 
15 Ibid. 
16 Op. cit.. Ch. 3.8.iv. 
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percentage of Muslims in the Netherlands is too small for that (about 5 - 6 
%). Moreover, the majority of the Muslims support the Dutch rule of law and 
democracy. This majority experiences no problem in professing their faith 
within the present Dutch context. For most Dutch Muslims an Islamic state is 
not their primary concern, apart from the question what kind of state this 
should be. 17 
As to the existing fears in this respect among a great part of the native 
non-Islamic Dutch people, the report makes three points: 
(I) Like Christianity, Islam is a 'missionary' religion. Islam strives for the 
ideal that every human being submits to God in the manner of Islam . Even if 
some Muslims in the Net!1erlands do not emphasize this very much, it is in-
nate to classic Islam. (2) Within Islam there are movements that advocate 
peaceful mea'ls in this missionary objective. These peaceful means vary from 
inviting and convincing people to become Muslim till participation in the 
democratic process to reform society and, if possible, to rule. (3) Beside that 
the view occurs that conquering countries and people by force and violence is 
just ified and even is called for. 18 
The report emphasizes that there is intensive discussion on this issue 
within Islam. 
4. Some personal theological considerations 
I have already made clear above that I fully endorse the pos1t1on 
CDCS takes with regard to the relationship of religion and state. 
Therefore, let me conclude with some questions for further debate, as 
well as some suggestions for continued consideration. 
Christian theological views regarding religion and state have con-
siderably changed through history, and even today they can differ ac-
cording to different contexts. In other words: Christian theology is 
contextual theology. The findings above suggest that the same would 
be true for Islamic theological views. That raises the question whether 
it is possible to identify some (common?!) guiding principles with 
regard to such contextual theological thinking. 
From a slightly different perspective, the same question could be 
phrased in hermeneutical terms: is it possible for Christian and Mus-
lim theologians (even in very different contexts) to identify more 
corrunon ground as to the basic rules of the interpretat ion of sacred 
texts9 
" Op. cit.. Ch. 3.C. i. 
18 Ibid. 
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I want to underline the issue of the role of religions in public de-
bate. As I pointed to above, there is a tendency in our secular society 
to see religion as a completely private issue. horn that perspective, 
religious views are supposed to be irrelevant in public debate. If so, 
this is supposed to be implied in the separation of church and state. I, 
however, fully endorse the view of the Protestant Church in the Neth-
erlands that not only c:ivi! society as a matter of course has to leave 
room for religious convictions, but that society would, indeed, be seri-
ously impoverished if such room would not be fully recognized and 
guaranteed. Religious traditions have a potential to enrich human lite, 
notwithstanding the fact that they also have a potential to endanger 
society. It is up to religious communities to take responsibility - if 
possible joint responsibility! - in this respect. 
German social ethicist Wolfgang Huber, speaks of the 'openness 
for foundation' (Begrundungsoffenheit) 19 of human rights, and, there-
fore, of the democratic constitutional state as such. It implies that for 
its legitimacy democracy necessarily has to depend on the way secular 
and non-secular worldviews are able to give it theoretical plausibility 
within the faith framework of varying communities in plural society. 
CDCS presents the same conviction. where it says: 
Especially in a plural society there is no self-evident consensus on such a 
fundamental question as the one concerning the most profound meaning of 
hwnan rights. Therefore there is not one - accepted by everyone, universally 
valid - philosophical, theological or religious starting point for hwnan rights. 
Each religious or (non-religious) philosophic conviction can have a private 
view here, based among others on a private concept ofman.20 
In principle, all religions may be expected to consider the question if 
they can do so. 
19 Cf. Wolfgang Huber. Review of F. Hather, ·Kirchen im Kontext der Grund- und Men-
schenrechte·. in: Theologische literaturzeitung I I 9, I 994, 370-372, 371. 
2
° CDCS, par. 82. 
Islam and the State. 
Renegotiating the Politics of Um mah and Theocracy 
Yaser Ellethy 
Since the 19th century, the emergence of an Islamic model of Renais-
sance characterized almost all the national and transnational reform 
projects in many Muslim countries. This model always presented itself 
as a guaranteed premise of prosperity and success. Nonetheless, any 
political involvement oflslam is rejected, not only by liberal and secu-
lar streams, but also by some modern Muslim scholars. Such an Islam-
state relation creates fears about two main hypothetical consequences 
of the establishment of a so-called "Islamic state". The first fear con-
cerns the transnationalization of Islam and the ambitions of some 
Muslim movements to revive the period of the Caliphate and unify the 
Muslim ummah, as a community of all believers under one political 
power. The second fear concerns the establishment of a theocratic 
state where no room is aliowed for personal freedom, human rights 
and democratic apparatuses to guarantee the free choice of the people 
in the selection and evaluation of their political authorities. 
In this article, we will question the credibility of an image of Is-
lam that would imply a de factu concrete socio-political system based 
on textual sources and theological approaches. To understand the Is-
lamic approach to modern state, democracy and secular polit ical prin-
ciples, we must first explore the fundamental theological and philo-
sophical background of political thought in Islam. This wi ll enable us 
to set the relation between Islam and the state in the context of a de-
veloping and evolving Islamic political thought , which is controlled 
by textual authority, but endeavors to respond to modern challenges. 
Therefore, I will begin by discussing the political involvement of Is-
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lam and the Muslim conceptualization of the idea of state. Thereafter, 
I will deal with the hermeneutics of the term ummah and its national 
and transnational dimensions. Finally, I will examine the credibility of 
linking an Islamic political system with the concept of theocracy. 
This paper aspires to contribute to the understanding of the rela-
tionship between religion and politics in Islam and the implications of 
this relationship in the shaping and institutionalization of the state. 
1. The dilemma of Islam and politics 
Throughout its long history. Islam has motivated and inspired individ-
uals and groups with political ideas, and it continues to do so. 1 As 1 
mentioned in the introduction, Islam turned its universal message into 
a geopolitical entity. The paradigm par excellence of the socio-
political organization of a Muslim society was the Medina state under 
the leadership of the Prophet. After his death, the three decades of the 
Rightly-Guided Caliphate (632-661 ), as the name clearly indicates, 
also constituted a model of government in Islamic political thought. 
This period, especially at the end of the caliphate of Othman (644-
456), witnessed great political troubles that reached the extent of 
schismatic upheavals and civil war. Nonetheless, all the negativity of 
the period remained less significant, traditionally, if compared with 
the noble and pious genius of the four great companions-Caliphs. 
Their excellence and uprightness, stated by the Qur"an and the Sunnah 
for all the $G/:zaba, 2 granted the whole period an epic dimension. Fur-
thermore, the period between the establishment of the Urnayyad dyn-
asty (661) and the fall of the last manifestation of an Islamic Cali-
phate, represented in the Ottoman Empire ( 1923 ), presented a wide 
array of political experiences. Throughout all these experiences - i.e. 
the diversity of political systems, state organization, and institutional 
structure building - Islam remained a common characteristic. During 
this long political path, Islam and its Sharia constituted the doctrinal 
incentive and the legislative impetus behind a civilizational project 
based on the geopolitical unity of one nation (ummah). If this was 
clearly the historical case, where, then, does the tension in the dis-
course on political and apolitical Islam arise? To answer this question 
1 Antony Black, The History of Islamic Po/irical Thought , Edinburgh 20 IO, xvi. 
2 ln the Hadith methodology, the strict criterion of ·adala (uprightness/probity) -as one of the 
principal characteristics necessar;,• for the reliability of a narrator (rawi) of a Prophetic tradi-
tion together with his/her precision ((lab!) - does not apply for the 0a/:laba. They are all con-
sidered 'udu/ (upright). 
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we need to look closely at the very nature of the relation between reli-
gion and politics in Islam To support a political involvement oflslam 
is part of the Muslim conception of the holistic nature of the last di-
vine guidance. 3 The " last", here, refers in the Islamic view to the "per-
fect" religion, which covers all affairs: 
This day have l perfected your religion for you, completed My favour upon 
you, and have chosen for you Islam as your religion (Al-M a' ida, 5.3); And 
We revealed the Book [Qur 'an] to you as an exposition of a ll things, a guid-
ance and mercy and good tidings for those who submit them selves [as Mus-
lims) (Al-NaJ:il , 16:89) 
In his commentary on the first part of the last verse ("and We revealed 
the Book to you as an exposition of all things"), Ibn Kathir reports the 
interpretation of Ibn Mas' ud who says that "He [God] has elucidated 
for us in this Qur'an everything and every knowledge". He refers to 
the interpretation of Mujahid as well, who says that it is about "every-
thing permissible and impermissible (balal and f:iaram )". lbn Kathir 
comments that the interpretation of lbn Mas'ud is more generic and 
comprehensive, because "The Qur'an includes every kind of useful 
knowledge of the past and that which is yet to come; every l:zallil and 
1:zarlim; and all that the people need in their mundane affa irs, their re-
ligion and the Hereafter" .4 The modern commentator Al-Shaarawi (d. 
1998) interprets the "exposition of a ll things" also as everything hu-
mankind needs. He puts a rhetorical question that might be asked in 
reaction to this verse: "If someone says: if it is so, why do we ask the 
scho lars [' ulama' ] to exert ijlihiid in order to extract a certain ruling 
fo r us?" He replies to the question in a way that represents the Muslim 
conception of the comprehensive constitutional nature of the Qur' an, 
the integral role of the Sunnah in Islam and the process of ijtihlid: 
We say: the Qur'an came as a miracle and a method of fundamenta ls (munhaj 
fl af-u$iil). Allah the Almighty gave His Messenger (pbuh) the right to legis-
late; He says · And whatsoever th e Messen ger gives you, take it. And whatso-
ever he forbids, absta in (from it)' [A l-Hashr, 7) . Thus the Sunnah of the 
Prophet (pbu h); h is saying, deed or confimiation b underpinned by the Book. 
It explu ins and clarifies it. [ ... ] The Prophet (pbuh ) cl arifi ed th is iss ue when 
he sent Mu' adh lbn Jabal as a j udge for the people of Yemen and wanted to 
be ascertained concerning his j ud ic ial qualifications. He (the Proph et) asked 
him: ·what would you use to judge [among people)?' He [Mu'adh] replied : 
·by Allah 's Book'. The Prophet asked him again: ·what if you don' t fi nd [a 
3 On the w rn.:ept or the holi stic nat ure of Islam (shumu/ al- Islam) in !he context of politics, c[ 
Yusuf Al-Qaradawi. al-D111 wa al-S(vasa (Rel igion and Politi cs). Duhl in 2007. 53-62. 
'lbn Kathir. Tef.~ir AI-Qur ·an al-A;i111. Cairo 2003. ,ol. II. 725. 
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relevant legal ruling in a Qur'anic text]?' He replied: 'then, according to the 
Sunnah of the Messenger of Allah' The Prophet said: ·What if you don't find 
[a ruling to deduce from the Sunnah]'1' He replied: 'then I will use my inde-
pendent judgment [ajtahid ra'i"yi] and I won't spare any effort'. The Prophet 
(pbuh) said: 'All praise is for Allah who guided the messenger of the Mes-
senger of Allah to that which pleases Allah and His Messenger'. Thus ijtihiid 
is taken from God's Book. For every new issue we face, whereupon there is 
no text neither in the Qur'an nor in the Sunnah, we are permitted to practice 
ijtihad 5 
Even if the scriptural background on politics in Islam is not so explic-
it, the Prophetic tradition, seen as the practical clarification of the 
Qur'an, is to be taken as a model. If we explore the Qur'anic revela-
tion, we hardly find direct or explicit texts of political systematic ide-
ology. However, the generic and maximal nature of some relevant 
Qur'anic verses has inspired many Muslim scholars with regard to the 
role of the last divine guidance in the organization of all mundane 
human affairs. No clear demarcation is made between the political and 
the social. Politics and state affairs in the Muslim conception. as in 
pre-modern Europe, were not conceived as a category separate from 
other activities but as an integral part ofreligion.6 
Nevertheless, the historical moment is another significant factor in 
the emergence of a political aspect of Islam. Presently. this aspect is 
predominant in modern relevant debates within and outside the Mus-
lim world. We do not even speak of a political aspect oflslam but of a 
"political I slam". 7 The salient aspects of contextualizing a certain in-
terpretation of the divine revelation, including politicization, are main-
ly dependent on periods of relevant historical and transitional crises. 
This is almost general in theological hermeneutics. as the reflection on 
faith is not independent from the cultural and socio-economic circum-
stances.8 Both the modern Islamic reformism and the emergence ofan 
Islamic project of renaissance are reflections on a status quo of decay 
5 Muhammad Mutwalli Al-Shaarawi , Tajsfr AI-Shaarawi, Dar Akhbar AI-Youm. Cairo 1991. 
,ol. 13. 81481: 
6 Black. The Historv. 5. 
7 C[ Yusuf Al-Q~dawi. min Fiqh al-Dawlaji Al-Islam, Cairo 2009. 88 tr. , where he. 0n the 
one hand refuses the label .. political Islam .. which makes it look like there are different .. Is-
lams .. , and, on the other. says that Islam cannot be but political. i.e. involved in politics. 
8 Cf. Muhammad Khalid Masud, The Doctrine of Siyiisa in Islamic Law. Recht van de Islam. 
n. 18, 2001. 4t:: --significantly, the doctrine [siyiisa; politics! surfaced usually at the times of 
political crisis in Islamic history·; Henk Vroom, Understanding the Gospel contex1ually: 
Legitimate and Suspect?. in: Christine Lienemann-Perrin et al. (eds). Contextuality in Re-
formed Europe: The Mission of the Church in the Transformation of European Culture, Am-
sterdam and New York 2004. 35. 
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and corruption. The general political context presupposes a specific 
political contextualization of faith. This can be exemplified by the 
following Qur'anic verse: 
Say: Truly, my prayer and my service of sacrifice, my life and my death, are 
(all) for Allah, the Cherisher of the Worlds; No partner has He: this am I 
commanded, and I am the first of those who bow to His Will (AI-An'aam 
6:162-163). 
The verse is revealed in response to the pagans' devotion of sacrifices 
to idols and not to Allah, the One and Unique God. Hence, the Prophet 
is addressed to declare the uniqueness of God as the compass of all 
human actions, not only those of sacrifice. The classical exegetes like 
Al-Tabari, lbn Kathir, Al-Qurtubi and lbn Atiyya do not show much 
concern for the implications of this verse in a particular political con-
text.9 Nevertheless, Qutb, in his exegesis, utilizes the verse in his theo-
rization of the concept of God's sovereignty (bakimiyya) and the 
unique authority of his legislation, as a continuation in the context of 
the previous verses. He writes: 10 
This din cannot mingle with other beliefs and conceptualizations, nor can its 
Sharia and system mingle with other doctrines, positions and theories. There 
can be no double description of any law, position or system , Islamic and 
something else! Islam is only Islam; Islamic Sharia is only Islamic Sharia. 
The Islamic social, political or economic system is only lslamic. 11 
To speak about an "Islamic social, political or economic system" 
makes it sound like a concrete religious textual code that determines 
different institutional details. This is, however, not necessarily the 
case. The Qur'an is a book of divine guidance for all of humanity, 
which surely includes the human status in its different aspects and 
contexts. Therefore, the establishment of some legislative norms, es-
pecially in economic and socio-political issues, was intended to cover 
the principal and generic rules without specifications. The sub-issues 
and the details of application of those principles are left to the human 
reasoning in the proper context, as long as this happens in conformity 
9 E,cn among lruer and modern cxcgctes. like AI-Shawkani (c. 1834). lbn Ashour (d. 1972). 
AI -Shaar,\\1i . 1998 and others. the interpretation of the verse is more linked to the occasion of 
re, elation and the principle of maximal devotion to God. 
10 AI-An·aam 6: 1591:: .. As fo r those who divide their rdigion and break up into sects. thou 
ha,t no part in them in the lca,t: their affair is with Allah: He will in the end tell them the 
truth of all that they did. I le that dxth good shall have ten times as much to his credit: He that 
doeth evil shall only be recompensed according to his evil: no wrong shall be done unto (any 
of) ,hem". 
11 Sayyid Qutb.ji z;ta/ .-11-Qw··an. Cairo 2003. vol. Ill. 1239. 
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with the objectives of the general legislation. In this context, it can be 
expected that some Qur'anic verses would have generic connotations 
of their specific text to a general mundane issue. The exegetic rule 
concerning the Qur'anic science of asbab al-nuzul (the occa-
sions/reasons of revelation) teaches that the text trespasses the speci-
ficity of the occasion with a view to the general objective. Generally, 
the aforementioned verse is used argumentatively, among other vers-
es, in many of the Muslim modern debates on the relation between 
Islam and politics to illustrate the holistic nature of the din of Islam. 
The term "religion" (din), as far as Islam is concerned, has always 
been and remains widely perceived by the majority of Muslims as 
something beyond the spiritual and ritual acts of devotion to God. 
That Islam is a belief and a way of living simultaneously, a din and a 
dunia (worldly life), rituals (ibadat) and acts of dealing (mu 'amaliit) 
are common prototypical syntheses either in the literatures of the Mus-
lim intelligentsia, the daily religious debates, the Muslim media or in 
the discussions with many average Muslims. This is perhaps what 
gives the word "religion" a meaning that is difficult to be conceived in 
the context of secularism and modernity. M. Watt has noticed how the 
meaning of the term "religion" din in Islam and its world differs from 
the way many understand it in the modern Western world: 
For what does 'religion' now mean to the occidental? At best, for the ordi-
nary man, it means a way of spending an hour or so on Sundays in practices 
which give him some support and strength in dealing with the problems of 
daily life, and which encourages him to be friendly towards other persons and 
to maintain the standards of sexual propriety; it has little or nothing to do 
with commerce or economics or politics or industrial relationships. At worst 
it fosters an attitude of complacency in the more prosperous individuals and 
breeds smugness. The European may even look at religion as an opiate de-
veloped by exploiters of the common people in order to keep them in subjec-
tion . How different from the connotations to the Muslim of the verse 3.19: 
' he true religion with God is lslam' 1 The word translated as ' religion ' is r!in, 
which in Arabic commonly refers to a whole way of life. It is not a private 
matter for individuals, touching only the periphery of their lives. but some-
thing which is both private and public, something which permeates the whole 
fabric of society in a way of which men are conscious. It is - all in one - the-
ological dogma. forms of worship, political theory, and a detailed code of 
conduct. including even matters which the European would classify as hy-
giene or etiquette. 12 
12 Montgomery Watt. What is Islam. New York and Washington 1968. 3. 
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Strikingly, Islam has developed and presented a different experience 
and political model in comparison to Judaism and Christianity. What 
makes the difference in the case of Islam is the idea of congruence 
between the spiritual and the political. A. Black put it as follows: 
"Muhammad's point was precisely that earlier theism, though humani-
tarian in principle, had failed to come to terms with the problem of 
power". 13 Similarly, K. Armstrong has underlined the fact that politics 
had never been central to early Christian religious experience, while it 
was no secondary issue for Muslims. 14 Islam had from its very earliest 
days a significant political involvement already by the establi shment 
of the first Muslim state in Medina. The Prophet acted as a statesman, 
albeit never as a king or even a head of state, who was eager to unite 
this tribal community through a new, tight and unprecedented bond of 
social contract. The constitution of Medina substituted the clan system 
of the pre-Islamic era with a new citizen concept, which is considered 
a major step towards the constitutional state system. 15 What is known 
as the Sahifa of Medina, with its detailed constitutive agreement, rep-
resents the detribalization of society and the emergence of a political 
system with a moral missio n. This process achieved, rapidly, a signifi-
cant transition into an organized Empire of Faith. Therefore, it can be 
clearly concluded that Islam has Jong been involved in the issue of 
power and government. 
However, Islamic jurisprudential thought does not lack scholars 
who reject any involvement of Islam as a religion in the question of 
political authority and government. One year after the abolition of the 
Islamic Ca liphate represented in the Ottoman Empire (on 3 March 
1924), the Egyptian Azharite jurist Ali Abdulraziq issued his most 
controversial work on Islam and the Fundamentals of Rule. 16 He ar-
gues in his book that government in an Islamic state can be of any 
kind. even a dictatorship, a democracy, a socialist government or a 
Bolshevist one. According to Abdulraziq the Prophet was only God's 
Messenger with a purely "religious" call, and without any tendency to 
establish a state or seek authority; the leadership of the Prophet was 
!l Black. The History. 9f. He argues that ··Judaism had preached an all-embracing [ethnic] 
la\\. while Christianity had preached spiritual [universal) brotherhood. But neither seriously 
addressed the problem of military power and political authority ... 
14 Karen Armstrong. Islam A Short History. Ne11 York 2002. 157. 
15 Cf Yaser Ellethy. Gelijkheid en Verscheidenheid in een lslamitisch Perspcctiet: Christen 
Democratische 1 ·erkenninge11. Summer 20 I I. 99. 
10 Ali AbdulraLiq. Al-Islam wa U~iil al-/jukm: Babthfi al-Khilafa wa al-/juk11mafi Al-Islam, 
Cairo 1925. 
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necessary for the accomplishment of his message and had nothing to 
do with government. Upon its publication, the views in this book gen-
erated much opposition and criticism in the academic and religious 
circles inside and outside Egypt. 17 The commotion eventually led to 
the dismissal of the sheikh and jurist from his posts by the unanimous 
decision of the High Corps of Scholars ('ulama ') and the Grand Imam 
of AI-Azhar on 12 August 1925. The list of condemnations addressed 
to him by the same Corps included seven accusations. The most im-
portant were: making the Islamic Sharia a mere spiritual legislation 
irrelevant to rule issues; claiming that the political system in the Pro-
phetic period was obscur~ and equivocal; and that the main mission of 
the Prophet was the dissemination of God's law devoid of rule; denial 
of the consensus of the $G/:laba that a political leader should be as-
signed to ordain the religious and mundane affairs of the ummah; and 
claiming that the government of the first Caliph Abu Bakr and his 
followers was non-religious. 18 The outcome of the critiques against 
Abdulraziq's book can be summarized in the fact that Islam produced 
through the Qur'an and the Sunnah general rules for the political sys-
tem that portray the main characteristics of a Muslim state. Those 
rules might be characterized as general or broad. but they still can 
form a certain Islamic political ideology. 
Moreover, mottos like "Islamization of politics" or ''politicization 
of Islam", "religious state" (dawla din'iyya), or exploitation of religion 
to rise to power, still prevail in the rejection of any form of a political 
Islam within countries with Muslim majorities. In the aftermath of the 
so-called Arab Spring in countries like Tunisia. Egypt. Libya and 
Yemen, the emergence of Muslim movements and political parties to 
power has been a common denominator. Nonetheless, on the level of 
debates within the public domain, secular and liberal streams 19 are 
17 For th e relevant literature cf. Sdim Al-Awwa. .ft al- ,\i;am al-Szviisi Ii al-Dall'la al-
lslamivva. Cairo 2006. 113 ff 
18 Cf. ·Muhammad lmara Al-Islam wa U, iil al-/:f11km Ii Ali Abdulra::iq: Diriisa H'a lfo1hii'iq. 
Beirut 2000. 21 ( Later on. according to lmara. Abdulraziq rc:viewed his opinions and refused 
the republication of hi s book. Id .. :\'aqd Ki1iib Al-Islam wa Cszil al-llukm Ii Sheikh Al-Islam 
Muhammad AI-Khidr Hussein. Cairo 1998. 5f.: cf. id .. Fikr al-Tam,·,r bavna al-'Almii11il1'111 
wa al-lsliimivy,n. Cairo 1993. 40-44. where he claims. according t(I conte.mporary witne~;cs. 
that Abdulraziq confessed that not he was behind the views in the book but the Egyptian 
intellectual Taha Hussein. This is hard to believe especially when the sheikh himself should 
have used such allegation during his trial. 
19 In fact. speaking about sc:cular. modernist and liberal strcan,s in the Muslim world i~. in its 
major part. a bit d ifferent from how the West identifies such concepts. For example. many of 
the Muslim libeml and secular trends can hardly reject room for the: ·principles· of Islamic 
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struggling to prove that religion (Islam) cannot offer a system of gov-
ernment today simply because of the lack of a unified Islamic political 
model, not to mention the diversity and controversies between the 
different Islamic parties. According to this perspective, the involve-
ment of religion in politics had produced catastrophic consequences in 
the history of Islamic political development, even during the Rightly-
Guided Caliphate; Islam as a pure and divine faith should remain dis-
tant from the manipulative and unmoral realm of politics. However, 
even Muslim "modernizing elite" continue to regard Islam as an im-
portant and a fundamental part of their identity. 20 
To make a point out of the two main streams concerning the polit-
ical involvements of Islam, one can conclude that it is far beyond his-
torica l truth that the Prophet separated religion and the political organ-
izat ion of the Muslim state .21 Similarly, the very notion of khiliifa was 
a succession of the Prophet in safeguarding religious and mundane 
affairs of the Muslim ummah. Historically, Islam, embodied in the 
person of the Prophet presented the legislative, ethical and constitu-
tional fundamentals that permeated the whole structure of all the Cali-
phate-oriented state experiences. This happened consciously . and it 
embodied an Islamic ideal which does not separate the religious and 
the human, the Hereafter and the here and now, the spi rit ual and the 
mundane. or. more specifically, between the private and the public. 
The separat ion between re ligion and state in Muslim polit ical hi story 
took the Corm of the independence o f the ' ulamii', the deve lopment of 
the different law schoo ls and religious groups without governmental 
cont ro l. In Is lam, religious and political life developed distinct spheres 
of experience with independent leaders and organizations. 22 The Is-
lamic political thought was never concerned about a "political" Islam 
Sharia in the post-totalitarian new constitution in Egypt. This can be attributed. mainly. to the 
sign ificant role Islam plays in the public domain. and it s central position in the collective 
culture. something which imposes a certain .. political attitude .. in the communication with 
public opinion. Thus, the polarization on the side of the secular streams tends to define itself 
in terms of antagoni sm with .. lslamists ... as oppo11uni sts in the name of reli gion. and not with 
· tslam .. . 
20 Muhammad Qas im Zan1an. The Ulama in Contemporary Islam: Cusrodicms of Change. 
Princeton 2002. 88. He argues: .. That relations between the ·ulama and the modernizing elite 
[ . .. ] havt: typically remained tense is not for any lack of the latter"s protessions of commit-
ment to Islam. [ .. . ] Indeed. they have sometimes outdone each other in acknowledging the 
principle that Islam ought to play a prominent role in public life ... 
'' Cf. AI-Qaradawi . min Fiqh al-Daw/a . 16. 
22 Ira Lapidus . The Separation of State and Religion in the Development of Earlv Islamic 
Society. International Journal of Middle East Studies. vol. 6. n. 4. October 1975. 364; c[ al so 
AI-Awwa.fi AI-AI-Ni;;am. op . cit.. 121. 
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but rather about "political views" in Islam. The difference is to be 
considered great once we realize that the former formula attributes 
politics more to Sharia while the latter makes it a mere chapter in the 
Islamic fiqh of state. This, consequently, m:::ans that it remains an is-
sue of ijtihiid, an issue of speculative texts. Moreover, this implies that 
more room is to be given to the objectives of Sharia (maqii:fid), in con-
formity with both the changing spatio-temporal context and the gener-
ic rules. Here, there should also be space for core democratic values, 
simply because there is no particular political system of rule in Islam, 
but a rigorous system for the ethics of govema.,ce and statecraft ac-
cording to Islam. 
2. The ummah 
One of the most predominant terms in the political discourse on Islam 
and state is the term ummah. Its religious and political connotations 
are especially connected to transnational prospects in the Islamic view 
of state. Historically, the notion of ummah remained a normative ex-
perience in Islamic political thought. It constituted, and still consti-
tutes, the reference point in the Islamic discourse on reformism and 
revivalism. On the one hand, this can be attributed to the fact that the 
term is rooted in the scriptural sources. On the other hand, it has de-
veloped into a geopolitical description of the Muslim state as early as 
its beginning in Medina under the leadership of the Prophet. Thus, 
both the religious and the political dimensions of the term ummah 
developed side by side. Nevertheless, we can distinguish semantic anc 
technical differences in the usage of the term. Thi s is important in the 
discussion of the relation between Islam and politics, the concept of 
state and the issue oftransnationalization in Islam. 
It is true that the ummah began as a persecuted minority in the 7'h 
century city of Mecca, and developed into a state in Medina,23 but was 
it restricted to a certain religious and sociopolitical group? The Islamic 
notion of ummah is beyond the narrow concept of a "religious com-
munity of Muslims" . The term, as is the case with every other Islamic 
term, cannot be religiously understood away from its linguistic impli-
cations established in the text of the Qur'an. The word ummah is one 
of the Qur 'anic identical words that have various meanings (mushta-
23 John Esposito and John Vol l. Islam and Democracy. New York and Oxford 1996. 40. 
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rak la/?i)H The word ummah is mentioned in the Qur'an with different 
meanings. It may refer to: a group or a league of people, like the folk 
of Abraham and Ismail and their offspring (Al-Baqara, 2:128,134); a 
group from the People of the Book (Al Irnran, 3:113; Al-A'raf, 
7: I 59); religion/Islam or a denomination (mil/a) (Al-Anbiya' , 21 :92; 
Al-Zukhrut: 43:33); a long period of time or years (Yusuf, 12:45; 
Hud, 11 :8); a nation/former nation (Yunus, 10:47; Al-Mu'minoun, 
23:43; Fatir, 34:24); one single person, meaning Imam. exemplar or 
leader, as in the case of Abraham, the "Father of the Prophets" (AI-
Nal)l, I 6: 120); a genus or species of creation (Al-An'aam. 6:38); final-
ly, it refers to the nation of Islam in particular (Al-Baqara, 2: 143; Al-
Irnran, 3:110).25 
Furthermore, the concept of ummah is defined in the text of the 
Sabffc, of Medina without any exclusiveness to the Muslims. We read 
there that the Jews ofBanu Awf, the other Jewish clans of Medina and 
all those who participated in the new constitutional agreement, com-
prise, together with the Muslims, one um mah. 26 Even when this exclu-
siveness is granted to Muslims by the Qur'an as the best ummah in 
comparison to other nations, this primacy is predicated on and identi-
fied by enjo ining good and forbidding evil: 
You are the best nation [ummah] . evolved for mankind, enjoining what is 
right. forbidding what is wrong, and believing in Allah (Al ' lmriin, 3:110).27 
The ummah, in religious terms, can denote a "society of the Muslim 
believers". but politically, was never meant to denote a ··community 
jor the Muslim believers". The early Muslim implementations of the 
idea of ummah. as a continuity of the Muslim state in Medina, have 
largely expanded and fundamentally developed since the three-decade 
period of the Rightly-Guided Caliphate ( 632-66 I). Beginning with the 
Umayyad and the Abbasid dynasties (661-1258) and reaching the Ot-
toman Empire (1299-1923 ), the religious aspect of ummah, with few 
24 Ct: AI-Zarkashi. al-Burhanfi · Uliim AI-Qur·an. Beirut 2005. vol. I. 134. He uses the word 
ummah as an example in hi s introduction to the Quranic science of al-wujzih wa al-na:;a 'ir 
(identical words with ditlerent meanings). 
25 AI-Damaghani. al-11'1y1ih wa al-Xa:;a 'ir. Beirut 2003. 42-44; cf. lbn AI-Jawzi. ,\'o~hm al-
A :vim al-l1'awii:;irfi '!Im al-W1y iih wa al-.Va:;a'ir. Bei rut 1984. 142-144; Al-Askari. al-ll'iyiih 
wa al-Xa=a 'ir. Cairo 2007. 31-37. 
26 lbn lli~ham. al-Sira al-.\'abaw~vya. Beirut 1990. vol. 11. 144f. ; .\1uhammad Hamidullah. 
Maj1111i ·at al-Watha 'iq al-Siyasiyya !i al- 'A hd al-/l'abawi wa al-Khilafa al-Rashida. Ikirut 
2009. 59-62 (esp. n." 25); Alfred Guillaume. The life of ,\/uhammad. A Translation of lshaq 's 
Si rat Rasul Allah. Part Ill. Oxford I 955, 231 t: 
27 Ct: Ellethy. Gelijkheid. 99. 
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exceptions, witnessed a significant shift toward a more political prac-
tice of a monarchical state. 28 The geopolitical entity of this Muslim 
nation remained the utmost goal without any referential role of this 
ummah in the choice of its political authority. Reaching the postcolo-
nial era, the concept nation-state emerged among the Muslim coun-
tries. Nationalism prevailed and the emerging nation-states, in the 
patronage of the capitalist or the socialist bloc, developed more mo-
tives of political fragmentation. The notion of ummah (community of 
believers) maintained its religious dimension as part of the "Muslim-
ness" which unites a virtual Muslim world scattered in geopolitical 
ummahs (nations). 
Nonetheless, some justification for the transnational political ref-
erence of the term to the concept of the Muslim state could still be 
found in the writings of modem prominent Muslim scholars like Qutb. 
He argues that the revelation of the Qur'an was intended to build an 
ummah that involv~s one state, where the scattered portions are gath-
ered and pulled all together to one source and authority. His argument 
is that "this is the true religion, as it is for God, as the Muslims knew 
it, when they were 'Muslim'!"29 What Qutb tries to elaborate here in 
detail is a commonly established notion that negates any separation 
between religion and state in Islam. Through their long history, Mus-
lims never knew a distinction between religion and state until the rise 
of secularism. A Prophetic tradition, though in a weak narration, 
warns about the separation between religion (Islam) and state. It reads 
as follows: 
The wheels of Islam are rotating, so keep in rotating with Islam. Yt:rily, Islam 
and authority (state) will separate, so do not abandon the Book. Verily, yol' 
will be ruled by rulers who will judge to themselves what they do not judge 
to you. If you disobey them , you will be killed, and if you obey them , you 
will be in delusion. They said: ' What should we do then, Messenger ofGod9 ' 
He said: · Act as the companions of Jesus, the son of Mary, they were cruci-
fied and sawn. Death in the obedience of God is better than living in the dis-
obedience ofGod." 30 
In fact. this was the reflection of Qutb on the sociopolitical status in 
Egypt in the middle of the 2ot11 century, for which he was executed by 
a socialist regime. His usage of the term ummah is heavily charged by 
28 Cf. Lapidus. The Separation. 366 ff. 
29 Qutb. ti Zilal. \'O I. II. 825. 
3
° Ct: Al-Qaradawi. min Fiqh al-Daw/a. 17, n. 2. He cites the ha<l ith with its tahkrij (rutributi-
on lo sources of narration) and discusses its authenticity. 
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a deep nostalgia to an Islamic transnational model and a ··moral" polit-
ical experience that should achieve the expected reform. This is a clas-
sical orientation almost in all Islamic revivalist approaches in times of 
severe sociopolitical crises and civilizational decline. The ummah po-
litical model represents the Muslim aspiration to an era of power, jus-
tice and prosperity, more than hegemonic ambitions. This is probably 
the reason why it is always linked to the notion of the Caliphate. 
To conclude, how is this ummah-state to be represented today by 
those scattered and sporadic Muslim ethnic-states within a globalized 
world of national ethnocentric sub-entities? The answer to this ques-
tion is relevant to the history of Islamic political thought, which al-
ways tried to base its theorization on the scriptural sources of the 
Qur'an and the Sunnah. With a variety of practical applications, which 
all perceived it as a sociopolitical entity, or the "Abode of Islam", the 
ummah reached its present interpretation which tends to trespass geo-
political barricades and nationalistic failures by a spiritual and univer-
sal bond between all Muslims. 31 This was again originally founded on 
the Qur'anic usage, which denies any spatio-temporal limit to the con-
cept of ummah as it is identical to Islam ("Verily, this ummah [reli-
gion] of yours is a single ummah, and I am your Lord: therefore wor-
ship Me"). 32 Accordingly, it is a brotherhood in faith, which unifies all 
Muslims no matter where or when. Muslims, from this perspective, 
are one ummah even if they do not comprise one state. This bond of 
brotherhood in Islam is lite.ally incarnated in the following authentic 
Prophetic tradition: 
The parable of the Muslims in their mutual kindness, compassion and sympa-
thy is as one human body. If one of its limbs suffers, the whole body re-
sponds with wakefulness and fever. 33 
3. Theocracy 
To claim that an '·Islamic governance" (l:zukm isliimi), an elusive term 
in my view, is a sort of governance in the name of God or a revival of 
a theocratic form of rule, is both untrue and non-Islamic. This is not 
only because of scriptural restrictions or jurisprudential reasons, but 
31 In many Muslim debates the discourse on a transnational union of the Muslim or Arab 
World is inspired by the modem European experience; that is maintenance of national inde-
pendence and formation ofan intra-Islamic/Arabic confederation. 
32 Al-Anbiya·. 21 :92. 
JJ Moslim. SaM/:1 ,\,fos/im. Beirut 2007, Kitab al-Adab, hadith 2586; Al-Bukhari, Sabih A/-
Bukhari. Beirut 2007, Kitab al-Adab. hadith 6011. 
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also because of historical facts . Islam neither knew nor prompted its 
adherents to establish a theocratic rule. No single Muslim can claim 
rule or authority on behalf of God or as a representative ruler of God 
on Earth. 34 The concept of vicegerency (istikhliif> on Earth is general 
for those who believe and do good as a community. The Divine prom-
ise concerns ··succession" of the unrighteous by the righteous: 
Allah has promised to those of you who believe and do good that He will 
surely make them to succeed (the present rulers) in the Earth even as He 
caused those who were before them to succeed (others), and that He will 
most certainly establish for them their religion which He has chosen for 
them , and that He will most certainly, after their fear, give them security in 
exchange; they shall serve Me, not associating aught with Me; and whoever 
is ungrateful after this, these it is who are the transgressors (A I-Nour, 
24:55).35 
When the Qur'an refers to the human authority to which a Muslim 
should show obedience, after God and His Messenger, it uses the plu-
ral of ''those who are in charge" (uli al-amr): 
0 you who believe! Obey Allah, and obey the Messenger, and those charged 
with authority among you (AI-Nisa ·a, 4:59). 
The Qur'anic commentaries differ concerning this category of people 
who have a certain authority and should be obeyed. The narrations 
vary whether they were those in charge of military missions (umarii · 
al-sariiya); the people grounded in knowledge (in general) , and fiqh 
(ahl al- 'i/m wa al-fiqh/al-din); the companions (safliiba; esper::ially 
Abu Bakr and Omar); or the governors (al-a 'imma wa al-wulii) . Al-
Tabari prefers the last interpretation, because it is affirmed by the 
Sunnah concerning the obedience of those in authority " in all that im-
plies obedience [of God] and interest (masla/:la) for the Muslims". He 
narrates the following Prophetic saying:36 
After my death some [other] people will be entrusted with authority upon 
you. The righteous will be in charge upon you with his righteousness, and the 
34 The Shiite system of wil{ryat al-faqih (governance/guardianship of the jurist) and its inde-
pendence on the concept of the imoma (imamate). ascribed to Ayatollah Khomeini. remains a 
Shiite-Iranian form of reasoning. 
35 Cf.. for example. Al-Baqara 2:30: ··Behold, thy Lord said to the angels: ··1 will create a 
vicegerent on earth·· : Al-An 'afun 6:165: ·· ft is lie Who has made you inheritors of the earth'" . 
36 He begins "ith another authentic hadith in the context of hi s interpretation of the obedience 
of the Prophet: .. Whoever obeys me has indeed obeyed Allah. and whoever obe)S my ap-
pointed commander (amiri) has indeed obeyed me. Whoever disobey~ me has indeed dis-
obeyed Allah. and whoever disobeys my appointed commander (amiri) has indeed di sobeyed 
me"'; cf. Al-Bukhari. Sa/:zii:i. Kitab al-Jihad. hadith 2957; Moslim. Safiib. Kitab al-lmara. 
hadith 1835. 
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unrighteous with his unrighteousness. Obey th em in all that is in accordan ce 
with the right, and pray behind them. lfthey do right, it (the reward] will be 
for them and for you, if they do wrong it will be for you and against them.37 
The hadith restricts the obedience clearly to '·all that is in accordance 
with the right'' (koll ma wiifaq al-haq), regardless of whether those in 
authority are righteous or not. The hadith addresses the people and not 
the rulers. Al-Tabari supports his argument saying: 
if it is known that obedience is obligatory for nobody except Allah , His Mes-
senger and a jus: ruler (imam 'iidil) ( ... ] it is then concluded that those who 
Allah the Almighty designates to be obeyed among humans are those in 
charge, the rulers of the Muslims,[ .. . ] whom Allah ordered His servants to 
obey them in that which they order, being something for the good of all the 
people[ ... ] and everything that does not imply disobedience ofGod.38 
lbn Hajar AI-Asqalani (d. 1448) reports that one of the tabi'zn was 
asked by some of the leaders of the Umayyads: 
Has God not ordered you to obey us by saying ·and those charged with au-
thority among you?' He replied: " ls it not taken away from you - obedience -
if you violate the right by His saying ' If you differ in anything among your-
selves, refer it to Allah and His Messenger?"'39 
Thus, it is clear that: a) those in charge are distinguished from the reli-
gious scholars and the jurists ·ufamii '/fuqahii ', b) obedience, on the 
people's side, is conditioned by the justice of the ruler, c) the subject 
of obedience is for the common good of the people, and does not im-
ply any disobedience of God. In this regard, those who are to be en-
trusted with political authority should have the qualifications allowing 
them to bear this responsibility. Having the title.faqzh, 'ii/im or a mufti 
is not adequate if the relevant political expertise is missing. Islam rec-
ognizes the importance of specialization. Moreover, this involves two 
important things as far as the 'ulamii ' are concerned in the context of a 
37 Al. Tabari cites this hadith as sahih. Cf. Al·lla)1harni. Majma · a/.Zawa 'id wa ,\fanba · al· 
Fawa"id. Beirut 2001. vol. V. Kitab al·Khilafa hadith 9105, 282, who criticizes one of the 
narrators as da"ifjiddan (\"ery weak). 
38 A!· Tabari. Jami · al·Bayan ·an Ta ·wu Ayy A/.Qur ·an. Cairo 2008. vol. Ill . 2389·2393; cf. 
Al·Qurtubi , a/.Jami · Ii A/:lkam A/.Qur ·an. Beirut 2006. vol. YI. 428 fi'. lbn Kathir. in his 
Ta/sir A/.Qur ·an al·A:rim. vol. I. 638. ter.ds to include the ulamll 'a and those in charge under 
the category of uli a/.amr. In this case as well, their authority is not absolute. and their obe· 
dience should not imply disobedience to God. The guardianship of the ulama 'a in rdigious 
issues remains subject to the recognition of the common Muslims who have the right to criti· 
cize. review. compare and di sregard their opinions. cf. Zaman. The /./lama. I 0. 
39 lbn Hajar Al·Asqalan i. Fath ..J/.fl{Jri bi Sharh Sabih Al.Bukhari. Amman 2000. vol. Ill. 
Kitab al·Abkam. 3194. 
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modern state. Firstly, according to Al-Awwa, 40 they should not be 
excluded from political positions for which they can have the qualifi-
cations, even in non-religious fields . Secondly. an Islamic scholar, 
even if he were the greatest of his age, is not eligible to be involved in 
politics unless he has the required knowledge and expertise. 
In fact, the Islamic tradition promoted the idea of the: distance betwc:en the 
ulama · and the rulers as established on some Prophetic hadiths. AI-Suyuti (d. 
1505) wrote a relevant treatise on The Dispraise of Coming to Those in 
Charge and the Rulers. 41 He compiles in this work a plethora of Prophetic 
traditions related to this idea. Indicatively, some narrations report that ·-who-
ever comes to the doors of the rulers would be tempted''; "the more the serv-
ant is closer to the ruler the more he is distant from Allah" ; "there will be 
[some) rulers after me. Whoever visits them and believes their lies and sup-
ports them in their injustice, does not belong to me nor do I belong to him, 
and he will not approach the Cistern (lfawr;I). And whoever does not visit 
them nor believe their lies nor support them in their injustice, (he) belongs 
then to me and I belong to him and he will approach the Cistern" . The reason, 
as AI-Manawi (d. 1621) explains, is the fear that the 'a/im may become cor-
rupt and hypocrite, under the influence of the political authority. 42 
Looking at the Sunnah, we find that the Prophet himself was reluctant 
to receive any expression of authoritarian reverence usually given to 
the kings and Caesars of his era. A hadith reports that when a man wac;; 
trembling and stuttering before him feeling the solemnity toward the 
person of God's Messenger, he addressed him saying: 
Be at ease! I am not a king. I am but the son of a woman of Quraish who used 
to eat the meat dried in the sun.43 
He was also eager to advise his commanders (umara ') to be careful 
that when they lay siege to a fort, and its people ask for God's judg-
ment/rule (/:zukm Allah), to clarify that they use their own judgment, as 
ijtihad, because they would be uncertain whether this will meet God's 
judgment. 44 The separation between the realm of human /:zukm and 
that of the Divine l:zukm is clear. Following the Prophetic period, Is-
40 Al-Awwa..fi AI-Ni4am, 121. 
41 Al-Suyuti. ma Rawah al-Asa/ln fl Dhamm al-Mafi" ila al-Umara · wa al-Sala,ln. Tanta 
1991. He dedicates a chapter (89 ff.) to reports on how the first gem:ration of the ,a/:iiiba and 
the tabi Tn used lo avoid public offices especially in judiciary (qada ") out of piety and fear of 
the huge responsibility before God. 
42 Al-Manawi. Fayd al-Qadir Sharl:, al-Jami · al-SaghTr. Beirut 1972. vol. 111 , 121 ; Al-Su1uti. 
ma Rawah. 7. 
43 Al-Albani. SabTh al-Jami ' al-Saghlr. Beirut 1988. vol. II. hadith 7052. 1185. 
44 Moslim. SaJ.11/:,. Kitab al-Jihad. hadith 1731. Cf. also the explanation in Al-Nawawi. al-
Minhaj fi Sharl:, Sahlh Moslim lbn AI-Hajjaj, Amman 2000. 1116. 
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lamic terms like khi/afa (succession/vicegerency), imama (leadership, 
imamate),45 ri 'aasa 'amma (public leadership) are all identical words 
that came to be for the notion of the higher political authority entrust-
ed to a Muslim ruler. Al-Mawardi (d. I 058) defines it as ·'succession 
of prophethood in the guardianship of religion and management of the 
worldly affairs" .46 Furthermore, none of the first four orthodox Ca-
liphs of Islam, with their period seen as the exemplary Rightly-Guided 
Caliphate, claimed infallibility with regard to his political authority, or 
r.laimed that he represents God on earth. In fact this has never hap-
pened in the early history of Islamic political thought. They were just 
i.he successors of the Prophet who took on the authority to deal with 
the issues of the ummah. That is why the first Caliph, Abu Bakr (632-
634), replied to those who called him ' khalifatu' Ila ' (Allah's 
agent/inheritor on Earth) by saying: " I am not the khalifa of Allah, but 
the khalifa [successor] of Allah's Messenger"47 He also began his au-
thorization to be in charge of the Muslim community with the follow-
ing words: "I have been entrusted with authority over you, while I am 
not the best among you. If I do good, support me. If I do wrong, cor-
rect me".48 The Caliphs, especially Abu Bakr and Omar, were eager to 
start their messages by a formula which emphasizes that what follows 
implies their own views, lest it would be understood that they attribute 
it to God.49 
If we claim that Islam denies and opposes every form of theocra-
cy, the concept of f:iakimiyya, 'sovereignty of God', can hardly escape 
our notice in this respect . The concept is sometimes believed, by 
scholars like Qutb and Ai-Maududi, to have arisen in modern times, 
although the origin of the religious slogan that grants validity to this 
concept can be traced back to early Islamic history. The story goes 
back to the events of what was called al-Fitna al-Kubra (the Great 
Upheaval), which brought the Caliphate system to an end and com-
menced a new era of dynastic rule in Islam. When the Kharijites 
(khawarij) refused the authority of human arbitration between the 
'
5 The term imanwte is mor<:: linked 10 the Shiite political literature and bestows more "hol) .. 
characteristi cs on the person of the Imam according to his genealogy as a mt:mber of the 
Prophetic hous<::hold and to the: concept of 'isma (infallibility, sinlessness). 
"'Al-Ma\\ ardi . al-A/ikiim al-Sultcmivya, Cairo 2006. 15. He defines the term imiima. which is. 
in the: Sunni concc:ption. a S)nonym of the: khiliifa; cf. the editor' s (A. Jad) note. lootnote I. 
"Op. cit.. 39. 
'
8 lbn llishmn. al-STra. vo!. IV. 312. 
49 Taha Jabir Al -llwani . Ta5dTr: l:lakimiyya llah iyya am l:lakimiyyat Kitab? in: Hisham Jaafar. 
al-Ab ·aad al-Siyiisi_i:va Ii .Hajhiim aH·lakimiyya. Herndon-Virginia 1995. 32. 
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fourth Caliph Ali lbn Abi Talib (656-661) and his rebel governor in 
Syria, Mu·awiya. 50 they claimed that ··sovereignty belongs only to 
God" (in 'ii- }:zukmu ilia Ii' lliih). 51 The respo nse of the Caliph Ali was 
that .. This is a word of justice which seeks injustice·'. However. even 
if we ascribe the emergence of the term }:ziikimiyya to the Khawarij , it 
was not meant to refuse human authority in mundane affairs. It was 
rather a refusal of the outcome of the arbitration by Amr lbn Al-Aas 
and Abu Musa Al-Ash'ari. 52 
Moreover, the word '}:zukm', usually translated as ' rule ', including 
its derivatives, has divergent meanings in the Qur' an; like permissibil-
ity and impermissibility in issues related to worship and religion (AI-
Nisa', 4:60-65; Al-Ma'ida 5:1; Yusuf, 12:40; AI-Kahf, 18:26, AI-
Shura, 42:10); fate and acts of God (Yusuf, 12:67; AI-Ra'ad, 13:41); 
prophethood and the Prophets' Sunnah (Al-Anbiya', 21 :74; Al-Qa.Ja.J, 
28: 14; Al-A}:zzab, 33:34); the Qur'an and its interpretation (AI-Baqara 
2:269; AI-Na}:zl, 16:125); deep understanding and knowledge (Al-
Shu 'ara', 26:83; Mariam 19: 12; Al-An'aam, 6:89); judicature, adjudi-
cation in disputes and conflicts among people (Al-Zumar, 39:3 ; Al-
lfaj. 22:56; Al-Baqara 2: 113); appointment of a prophet in rule (,'>'ad, 
38: 26). perfection and protection against perversion (Hud, 8: I; Al-
lfaj, 22:52); clarity and intelligibility (Al 'Irnran. 3:7); and finally 
}:zukm in the political meaning of governance (Al-Nisa' 4:58). Within 
the framework of these meanings the notion of }:zakimiyya in the 
Qur'an can be classified into two main categories. The first is the 
'formative' (takwzniyya), which represents God's will and acts in His 
creation, as all that exists in this universe is subject to His sovereignty. 
The second is the 'legislative' (tashri 'i).ya), related to belief, religious 
acts of dev~tion, ethics and principles of mundane affairs. Thus, the 
aim of }:ziikimiyya becomes double: to adjudicate between people in 
their mundane and eternal life, and to protect against perversion and 
guarantee the interest of humans in this life and the Hereafter. 53 
Finally, that the notion of }:zakimiyya inspired some Muslim 
schools, like Al-Maududi and Qutb, is true. However, this has always 
5° Cf. Al-Awwa . .fi al-Ni:;iim. I OOf. 
51 Cf. the whole context. for example. iu Al-An'aam. 6:57: .. Say: 'For me. I (work) on a clear 
sign from my Lord. but ye reject Him. What ye would see hastened. is not in my pow~r. The 
judgment rests with none but Allah: He declares the truth. and He is the best of judges"' . 
52 Hisham Jaafar. al-Ab'aiid a/-SiyiisZvya Ii Mqfhiim a/-/jiikimZvya Herndon-Virginia 1995, 
79. 
53 Op. cit.. 57 fI C( Abu AJ-A'la Al-Maududi, NQ?ariyyat Al-Islam al-SZviisiyya. Damascus 
1967. 27f. 
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remained a mere political thought and a human reasoning ijtihad. In 
other words, it does not represent a clear scriptural Islamic political 
rule of Sharia, but rather a certain ' political thought' and jurispru-
dence (fiqh siytisi). 54 Additionally, even the extremist Muslim political 
theorists acted in deep awareness of the difference from the authority 
of religious dignitaries in the medieval European experience. 55 Islamic 
scriptural sources, the Qur'an and the Sunnah, do not prescribe a cer-
tain and concrete model of rule, economy, or judicature that can thus 
be called "the Islamic" rule, economy, or judicature. Islam rather pre-
sents a general philosophy for these human developing notions, leav-
ing the specific technicalities and mechanisms of application to the 
different spatio-temporal contexts. God ' s sovereignty does not mean 
that a certain Muslim authority rules in God's name. In Islam, as in a 
democracy, the ummah is the source c f political authority, but the 
oorders of this authority are the established conclusive and explicit 
religious texts that meet the unbroken consensus ijmti ·. 
In conclusion, there is no doubt that religion remains a point of re-
ference in the Islamic concept of state. This simply means that when 
speaking about human rights, God's rights should be seriously taken 
into consideration. Another important point here is that Islam did not 
know a particular form of government. All forms of government in the 
long Islamic history are the fruit of human reasoning (ijt ihtid), under 
the guidance of the general and total rules encountered in the texts of 
the Qur'an and the Sunnah. In Islam, we cannot speak about an "Is-
lamic government" but rather about an "Islamic philosophy of gover-
nance". In other words, a statecraft which can realize and incorporate 
the objectives of Islamic legislation can be called, at least politically, 
"Islamic" . 
54 Muhammad lmara . . \ faqalat al-Ghuluw al -Dini wa al- l adfni (Essays of Religious and non-
Rdi11ious Extremism). Cairo 200-t 31 f. 
55 Cf Al-Maududi. Xa:;ariyya1. 30-33 . He calls his concept of Islamic politic:il s>stem of state 





Nelly van Doorn-Harder 
ln this section on gender, four women and two men reflect on the 
agency and role of women in interreligious and intercultural dialogue. 
Four, Nancy Souisa, Ema Marhumah, Elga Sarapung, and Fredrik 
Doeka are lndonesian; Tijani Boulaouali is Dutch-Moroccan while l 
myself originate from the Netherlands. 
Each of the writers represents a vast ly different background, even 
within lndonesia where Nancy Souisa's experience with episodes of 
extreme violence in the Moluccan islands is neither shared by Ema 
Marhumah and Elga Sarapung as they both live on the island of Java 
in Yogyakarta, nor by Fredrik Doeka who resides in East Nusa 
Tenggara, also known as West Timor. Tijani Boulaouali is a Dutch-
Moroccan journalist and philosopher while I myself am Dutch-
American. As our contributions will show we all present very 
different positions in the spectrum of ideas about women's role and 
agency in dialogue . 
We started this section in Indonesia by meeting twice with the au-
thors who reside there; the first time was in January 2012 with a fo I-
low up meeting in July of that same year. 1 Our desire to meet was 
based on the fact that we all were aware of the topic but up to then few 
of us had studied it in depth. Thus to educate ourselves our discus-
sions provided opportunities to survey the various ideas, theories and 
publications available about the topic. Kemerlien Ondang who teaches 
at the Christian University in Tomohon, North Sulawesi and .luberlian 
Pade le who was writing her dissertation in Salatiga were part of these 
1 I \\ould lik.: to l!xprcss my gratitude to Corri<: van de Ven of the PKN in Utrecht whose 
generous fund made these m.xtings possible. 
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discussions. They had been active in various peacemaking forums in 
Sulawesi, an area that after the fall of Suharto in 1998 had been 
plagued by intermittent outbreaks of sectarian violence. Violent inci-
dents occurred in particuiar around the city of Poso in Central Sulawe-
si. 
One of the main issues during the post-violence discussions had 
been how to map the influence these conflicts had on women's lives 
and what priorities should be set to address the plight of women in 
post-conflict settings. Although the violence had been among Muslims 
and Christians, the roots of the conflicts were mostly economic, social 
and political. Each of these factors directly affected women's live~ 
since many women suffered poverty due lo lack of access to wealth 
and opportunities to work or to launch a business. Women further-
more suffered from cultural barriers created by patriarchal attitudes. 
for example, stereotypes that considered them to be weaker than men. 
It was clear that women suffer specific effects in the aftermath of con-
flict as they find themselves in vulnerable positions when, for exam-
ple. the husband is murdered, and they become the sole caregivers for 
the children or are victims ofrape.2 
Although these observations derive from the context of conflict. a 
recurring topic during our discussions was that they mirror the 
obstacles experienced by Indonesian women in general and by those 
who are active in interreligious activities. Although in comparison 
with other parts of the Muslim world. Indonesian women have various 
options for social mobility and do serve as leaders of interreligious 
activities of peacemaking and reconciliation. they still need to 
navigate blatant forms of discrimination and poverty due to persistent 
forms of prejudice and the lack of social and economic opportunities. 
The only part where the Indonesian and Dutch situations overlap 
in this context is where it concerns women' s invisibility in 
interreligious activities. One of the main differences we could detect 
was the reality that few in Indonesia will deny that such activities are 
vital while in certain circles a ·'dialogue weariness" has taken hold of 
Dutch society. Although on the one hand several groups such as the 
Kerngroep Vrouwentrialoog insist on questions about how to develop 
good relationships while remaining different, on the other hand, a 
2 Cf.. for example. the proceedings of the workshop organi zed by the N-Peace Network . 
.. National Civil Society Consultation. Workshop on PerspectiYes of Women in the Polic,· on 
Women. Peace and Security:· Manado. North Sulawesi June 8-9. 2011. Available at: hnp://n-
peace.net/puhlications. 
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certain inertia has taken hold of some parts of Dutch society. This 
level of disinterest is based on several ideas, among others that due to 
material and physical well being, all problems concerning the 
interaction between people of different faiths, backgrounds and 
convictions have been solved. ln many circles, the focus of Dutch 
interreligious interactions seems to have mo·,ed to discussions on 
hybridity and the invention of new, interreligious rituals and practices. 
On a certain level these topics allow for another layer of contentment 
as they instill the impression that differences between peoples of 
different faiths have been solved. In that way, Dutch society mirrors 
pre-1998 Indonesia when state-orchestrated and mandated forms of 
dialogue. especially held by men in high positions, conveyed the 
impression of a harmonious religiously plural society. Poso, the 
Moluccans and other areas in Indonesia revealed the consequences 
when interfaith engagement is superficial and merely serves as a 
Band-Aid on wounds of discontent and disagreement. 
The essays in this section serve as a reminder of our vulnerability 
when trying to understand each other's religious point of view, and the 
necessity of including all parties ranging from the children, to women 
and others whose vo ices are seldom heard. 

Potential for Women Leaders of Islamic Boarding 
Schools (Pesantren) in Promoting Gender-Inclusive 
Education 
Ema Marhumah 
This chapter discusses the role of women leade.s in the pesanlren and 
looks at the various forms of hegemonic power exercised within these 
institutions that obstruct models of gender-inclusive education in 
pesan/ren. 
Generations of Indonesian Muslim leaders have been trained in 
the so-called Pesan/ren: Islamic boarding schools. The head of such a 
school is a scho lar of Islam called a kiai and is fully in charge of the 
institution. holding the final authority in all matters. Oftentimes the 
wife of a kiai, the nyai, is in charge of the women's education of a 
pesantren. Her position, however, is not equal to that of the kiai as she 
equally submits to his final authority. When considering the formation 
of the students and the distribution of knowledge and power within the 
pesan/ren, we observe that the high level of authority held by the kiai 
in fact reflects an imbalance in power. Firstly, male students follow 
more extensive and in-depth curricula. which means that in terrns of 
religious authority they gain higher positions. Secondly, the gender 
discourse in pesantren becomes heavily male-dominated. creating the 
regular standards for normative conduct and behavior. Furthermore, it 
sets the tone for the relationships between male and female students in 
the pesantren. 
Nyai and mostly kiai are key figures in pesantren. They not only 
c>.ct as school leaders and teachers, they play important roles in model-
ing Islamic values and concepts. They serve as role models and guide 
cheir students in public and personal matters alike. The relation be-
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tween kiai and nyai with their students (sanlri) is governed by a reli-
gious spirit and the students are not only expected to obey and follow 
the kiai or nyai 's instructions, but also their advice, such as whom to 
marry. This type of relationship gives the kiai as well as the nyai a 
powerful position from which to convey their norms and values to the 
students. 
Education in the pesantren furthermore has a sacred value, trans-
mitting certain models oflslamic authority, and the values, rituals, and 
symbols that are accepted in its related communities. Their education-
al materials are laden with references to truth, correct modes of moral-
ity. and authority structures. 
In their capacity as second most important person in those 
schools, nyais can play foundational roles in introducing models of 
gender-inclusive education into the curricula of pesantren. When giv-
en positions equal to those of the kiai, they would gain the opportunity 
and authority to promote gender awareness and cr<!ate non-
discriminatory gender relations within the pesantren. Such proactive 
initiatives would not only change the mindset of scores of future lead-
ers of Islam. but also contribute to vibrant gender discourses in con-
temporary Islamic thought. Furthermore it would equip the male stu-
dents in pesantren with gender-sensitive knowledge that they can ap· 
ply to the traditional Islamic disciplines of learning. 
Considering the power imbalance between male and female lead-
ers and students in the pesantren, we observe that kiais as well as 
nyais are in positions to change and support an inclusive gender dis-
course. Not only can they raise the stadents' awareness on gender is-
sues and promote gender equality in their religious teachings, they can 
also model this type of equality within their own relation and in the 
way they govern the pesanlren. 
L Obstacles for women leaders in the pesantren to achieve 
inclusive education 
Since early 2000. the Indonesian government has introduced the so-
called "Gender Mainstreaming" policy aimed at increasing women's 
participation in all parts of society. It is supported by almost all gov-
ernmental institutions, and nowadays women·s involvement in all 
aspects of life has become a center-stage issue. Among other goals the 
government aims at fulfilling a quota to fill 30% of the seats in Par-
liament with women and encourages public and private institutions to 
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follow suit. Gender mainstreaming has even influenced the education-
al systems of the pesantren. 
Arguably, gender-inclusive education is a new idea for the pe-
santren and some have shown fierce resistance to it. Some even creat-
ed a controversy, claiming that such forms of education are Western 
models and not rooted in the Islamic tradition. However, the issue of 
inclusive education, which has given male and female students equal 
opportunities to obtain an education and become members of a 
pesantren community, is supported by gender sensitivity awareness, 
which is critical of the cultural bias that has long existed within the 
pesantren. 
Since the earl y 1970s, historians, sociologists, political scientists, 
linguists. as well as anthropologists have researched the phenomenon 
ofpe.rnntren. However, gender issues as an aspect of social life in the 
pesantren have hardly received any attention until recently. During the 
1980s, Zamakhsyari Dhofier conducted the first comprehensive re-
search on pesantren. As the title shows, Study on World View of Kiai, 
Dhofier focused on the position and role of kiais in developing the 
social-religious life of the pesantren. In pesantren, the kiai had be-
come the single authoritative person who was supported by a network 
of kinship and the intellectual and symbolic power across pesantrens 
and across generations. Meanwhile the nyai did not have a significant 
place in the discussion of pesantren as a whole. 
The limited attention given to women and the focus on the domi-
nant male figures of the kiai and the ustaz (teacher) in the pesantren 
discourse point to a blind spot concerning gender sensitivity in the 
early studies on this educational institution. Before 2000, the three 
main underlying research assumptions seem to have been that a 
pesantren is a social institution created, run, and developed by men 
with the kiai and his multiple ustaz as the key figures. Furthermore, 
the posifr:m and role of women in the pesantren was regarded as Jess 
important, subordinate or at times as irrelevant. Finally. it was as-
sumed that the pesantren education did not have any substantial so-
cial, cultural, or political impact on the lives of their female students. 
Even if such an impact was apparent, it was not deemed important in 
the wider socio-religious context. 
This imbalance in available material was corrected when in 2003 
a study appeared focusing on the role of the nyai in the pesantren. The 
research details the experiences of a nyai who supports her husband in 
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managing a pesantren on Java. 1 The author, Faiqah, investigates in 
particular the nyai's role in the traditionally domestic and public div i-
sion of labor, emphasizing her economic, social and educational con-
tributions. The research concludes that a nyai plays an important role 
in keeping the pesantren sustainable as an educational institution by 
creating innovations in learning methods (272f., 347). These findings 
contradict previous assumptions that women lack agency when influ-
encing the dynamic ofpesantren life. 
Currently research on the role of women in the pesantren is still 
too limited to construct a conceptual map of social interactions in the 
pesantren based on gender. In principle, a hierarchical structure rules 
the pesantren with the kiai in the top position that defines all relation-
ships between him, the students, and the other teachers. 2 Being the 
final authority, the kiai is considered to be the main actor who directs 
the social dynamics within the pesantren. Meanwhile, students are 
placed at the bottom of the hierarchical structure and strive to move up 
the ladder to become a kiai and one day open their own pesantren.3 In 
this process, the student is assumed to be male. 
The limited literature that is available about the topic interprets 
the role and position of the nyai in the pesantren in relation to this 
hierarchical model as in general she has a lower position and exercises 
less power than the kiai. The status and position of a nyai is deter-
mined by her position as the wife of a kiai, who in certain cases she 
was forced to marry. Several studies report cases where the nyai's 
parents forced her to marry a kiai in order to strengthen family rela-
tionships. 4 However, some studies focus on the important role the nyai 
plays in the pesantren general and religious education.5 In some cases, 
1 Faiqah . .Vyai Agen Perubahan di Pesantren. Jakarta 2003. 
2 Chumaidi Syarief Romas. Kekerasan Kerajaan Surgawi. Yogyakarta 2003. 27. Romas did 
not say that all pesantren had a rigid hierarchical structure and were patriarchal. He also com-
pared hi erarchi c structures within various pesantren ranging from conservati ve to more 
horizontal models thaJ helped monitor and limit the k.iai's authority (cf. 39). 
3 Zamakhsyari Dhofier. Tradisi Pesantren: Studi tentang Panandgan Hidup Kiai. Jakarta 
1986. 52f. and 82. 
4 Faiqah, ,Vyai Agen Perubahan. 307 and Martin van Bruinessen and Farid Wajidi. ··syu· un 
ijtima" iyah and the kiai rakyat: Traditionalist Is lam. civil societ) and social concerns'". 
http:/ / igitur-archi ve. library. uu. nl/let/2007-0312-083 048/bruinessen _ 06 _ s) 11unijtimaiyahandth 
ekiairaJ...-yat.pdf. 2007. accessed I 1/04/08. 34f. 
5 Faiqah. Op cit.. 272: Van Bruincssen and Wajidi. S~11·un. Op cit . 35: and Masruchah and 
Briget Keenan. Working from Within: Using the Legitimacy of Reli gion to Create Change in 
Indonesia in : Gcentanjali and Chandimarani (eds). Sexuality. Gender and Righ1s: faploring 
Theory and Prac1ice in Sowh and Southeast Asia. New Delhi and London 2005. 175. 
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a nyai a lso leads the pesantren6 and has gained the authority to inter-
pret religio us teaching. 7 Nevertheless, in general as teacher, interpreter 
and leader of the pesantren, a nyai tends to interact with female stu-
dents only. 
2. Hegemony of power obstructing Islamic forms of gender-
inclusive education 
As I have shown so far, gender-inclusive education in the majority of 
pesantren faces tremendous barriers due to the persistent imbalance in 
power between the kiai and the nyai. This imbalance is not only based 
on gender, but also on knowledge. Following Foucault. there is a con-
nection between power and knowledge perpetuated by the forms of 
education in this religious institution. Various mechanisms within 
pesantren education create gender-biased power structures: behavioral 
requirements based on certain values and disciplinary actions applied 
when these value codes are broken;8 a strict adherence to authoritarian 
values. sets of rituals, symbolic actions and the supremacy of certain 
forms of truth that are strongly influenced by cultural codes;9 adher-
ence to these truths leading to certain degrees of cultural control 1° and 
resulting in the institutionalization of norms that hold up certain fig-
ures and beliefs as ultimate. 11 Thus gender-biased education can be-
come one of the strategies and mechanisms that keep certain individu-
1 · 12 a s 111 power. 
These patterns of pesantren education lead to what Foucault has 
called a discourse intermingled with power; certain sets of messages, 
discourses, values, norms, beliefs and moral models underpin the con-
struction of a gender ideology. 13 Therefore, all ideas, teachings, mes-
sages and forms of understanding on women and men in a society are 
6 Faiqah, \vai Agen Perubaha11. 178. 
7 
Masruchah and Keenan, Working from Within. 175. 
8 
D.A. Rosenthaland and S.S. Feldman. The acculturation of Chinese imm igrants: etlects on 
family functioning of length of residence in two cultural contexts. in: Jouma/ of Generic 
Psychology.J. 1990. 495-514. 
9 
Aziz Talbani and Parven Hasanali. Adolescent femal es J:x:t,,een tradition and modernity: 
gender role socialization in Soulh Asian immigrant .:ulturc:. in: Journal of Adolescence 23. 
2000. 5 I 9-644, 6 I 6. 
10 Ibid. 
" J.S. Hirstand L. Thomas. Introduction: Playing for Real : Hindu Role Models. Rel igion and 
Gender. in: Hirstand Thomas (eds). Playing for Real: Hindu Role Models. Religion and 
Gender. Oxford 2004. 2f. 
12 Aziz ·1 al bani and Parven I lasanali . Adolescent fomale. 616. 
13 
Michel Foucault. 7he 1/istory ofSexunlizv. An lnrroduction. 1978. JOO. 
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indirect manifestations of power. Knowledge is constructed by certain 
regimes of power, and works in tandem with the ruling elite. Accord-
ing to Foucault: 
Power operates knowledge continuou~ly and vice versa, knowledge assumes 
a form of implication and power .... Knowledge and power are integrated and 
there is no moment in one period of time where knowledge will lose its de-
pendency to power. 14 
Since power enables knowledge to form a social reality, the power 
relation among social actors always creates an arena of knowledge. 15 
Referring to this framework developed by Foucault, education as 
a socialization process, including inclusive education in pesantren, is 
a process of production and reproduction of gender discourses that 
reflect certain power relations. The domination of certain gender dis-
course in the pesantren is the manifestation of a power relation where 
one group of agents dominates the other group of agents. Conversely, 
the power structure in the pesantren serves as the explanation of a 
certain dominant gender discourse. This discourse in turn regulates 
and normalizes all actions, behaviors and gender relations among the 
pesantren community members. 
3. The role of women leaders in gender-inclusive education in 
pesantren 
Kiai and nyai have the power to change or support the gender dis-
courses that are currently being created in the pesantren. They can 
raise the students' awareness about gender issues and support gender 
equality in religious teachings, for example, by monitoring the types 
of religious tex.1books that are being used. Kiai and nyai can also 
strengthen their commitment to teaching the values of gender equality 
by their personal behavior and by the way they carry out their daily 
duties. 
They can influence all decisions that regulate the lives of the stu-
dents, in the school, as well as in the dorms. They can even intervene 
in decisions taken by some of the pesantren's governing bodies. Deci-
sions taken by the managing bodies will acquire the status of legal 
power if the kiai and nyai have given their approval. In summary: the 
kiai and nyai's role in creating models of gender-inclusive education 
14 Michel Foucault. Power/Knowledge. Selected interviews and Other Writings. /972-1977. 
C. Gordon (ed.). Bringhton 1980, 52. 
15 Michel Foucault. Discipline and Punish: the Birth of the Prison. Harmondsworth 1977. 27. 
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is vital; they can strengthen negative as well as positive gender stereo-
types. 
Those teaching in the pesantren have various degrees of involve-
ment ranging from major, to moderate. to minimalist. The major role 
is played by the kiai who holds the highest authority in the pesantren. 
As the school ' s owner, he makes the most strategic decisions and 
teaches the main religious classes to both male and female students. 
None of the nyai holds this high position, not even if they function as 
associate to the kiai (badal). The moderate role is held by kiai and 
nyai who are in leadership and decision-making positions in the pe-
santren, but are neither involved in the daily learning process, nor do 
they interact directly with students. Most of them are young, junior 
kiai and nyai. Meanwhile, those holding a minimalist role do not take 
part in any decision-making processes. 
As I mentioned earlier the dominant gender discourse in a 
pesantren reflects an ideological truth system that is adopted and ap-
plied by the school's community, specifically the students. It is en-
forced L'l various ways, often involving a mechanism to discipline 
students' behaviors and attitudes. According to my observation, meth-
ods of regulating the behavior of students include: written sets of rules 
to maintain order within the school; speeches and sermons that convey 
certain values, norms and accepted modes of behavior; religious 
threats and sanctions when students violate the prescribed ethical, cul-
tural and moral codes. Furthermore, there are numerous unwritten 
rules concerning modes of behavior and habits that are considered 
acceptable or unacceptable within pesantren. The disciplinary process 
also takes place within the personal relation between kiai or teacher 
and students and by monitoring the students' learning progress. Inter-
fering in the academic achievement and learning progress in a 
pesantren is also a way of disciplining students, because in this pro-
cess, students are asked to accept, understand and comprehend certain 
gender models and ideologies. Finally, the <,chedule of sermons and 
rituals inside the pesantren by itself can serve as a mechanism to dis-
cipline students, providing certain routines that lead to specific goals. 
At the same time, students have to obey the ever-present demands 
in respecting authority, values, rituals, symbols and certain truths that 
are upheld in the pesantren. 
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Conclusion 
Gender inclusive education in the pesantren should emphasize the 
position and role of the nyai. If given opportunities and the necessary 
platforms, nyais can play important roles in promoting ideas of gender 
equality. Especially when her position is equal to that of the kiai, non-
discriminatory gender relations can emerge in the closed off world of 
the pesantren. This essay attempts to address several issues concern-
ing gender inclusive education in the pesantren. It is clear that the 
mindset in the pesantren concerning structures of power and authority 
that influence the gender discourse needs to change. In order for this 
effort to succeed, all those present in a pesantren should be addressed, 
including the kiai, nyai and teachers, as well as the associates or ba-
dal. When dealing with the problems of women today, we need new 
understandings about gender relations based on Islamic values. Ry 
using historical analysis, as well as by referring to the traditional dis-
ciplines, the entire pesantren community can become more sensitive 
towards women's issues and understand contemporary gender issues. 
In order to create a more dynamic and open-minded atmosphere, all 
students in the pesantren should be involved. Furthermore, alternative 
studies on gender and Islam need to be added to the curriculum. There 
is a need for a model of understanding gender in Islam that can ac-
commodate traditional gender concepts that are compatible with and 
draw from Islamic teaching. Mining the Islamic tradition will help the 
male leaders, especially the kiai, to become familiar with new ideas 
about gender and prevent them from feeling threatened by the new 
mindsets. Among others, the Sunnite tradition of the Ah/us Sunnah wa 
al- Jama 'ah needs to be reinterpreted in order to infuse it with princi-
ples of gender. This is an exercise that is already starting at the Islamic 
universities all over Indonesia. After all the issue of "gender stream-
lining" has taken center stage throughout the country and its strategic 
plans as set forth by the Ministry for Women's Empowerment can 
encourage traditional institutions such as the pesantren to accept 
learning about contemporary issues that affect and influence the life of 
women. 
When the authoritative bodies and teachers in the pesantren have 
become more sensitive towards gender issues, we need to introduce 
gender-inclusive teaching models, followed by gender-sensitive man-
agement models. Lastly, there is a need to develop learning models 
that are dialogical and discursive which will create a more open cul-
ture of dialogue among students, kiai, nyai and teachers. These ap-
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p,oaches will help students to learn how to express and articulate their 
points of view. Needless to say, the government can assist in each of 
these steps as it concerns the education of an important part oflndone-
sia ' s population and the future of Islamic leaders. 

Female Genital Mutilation (FGM) in Kupang. 
A Study of the Views and Practices of FGM in three 
Islamic Communities 
Frederik YA. Doeka 
While hard figures are difficult to come by, researchers have found 
that even today, considerable numbers of Muslim girls in Indonesia 
are being circumcised. 1 Although in 2006 the Indonesian government 
banned the practice, in 2011, the Ministry of Health issued official 
guidelines for performing it. Large parts of the Muslim community 
living in the city of Kupang are following the same practice that is 
known as Female Genital Mutilation (FGM). Although Muslims are a 
minority in the city that has a predominantly Christian population, 
Kupang's mayor even coordinates an FGM event annually. To get an 
idea of the scope of this practice, in one mosque, we counted the 
number of girls circumcised during the year 2012 in the Istiqomah 
Tuak Daun Merah or Kupang Mosque, and arrived at the number of 
thirty-four girls. 2 Similar activities were organized by pri vate commit-
tees in the Nurul Mubien Namosain Mosque, the Baiturrahman Pe-
rumnas Kupang Mosque, and the AI-Mutaqin Walikota Kupang 
Mosque. 
1 
Ct: Meiwita Budiharsana. Lila Amaliah; Budi and Erwinia Utomo. Research Repurt Female 
Circunicisiun in hulunesia: Ecteiu. lmp!icatiuns and Possible lmen ,emions to L'phold Wom-
en ·s Health Rights. Jakarta 2003 : Andree Feil lard and Lies Marcoes. Female circumcision in 
Indonesia To· Js lami ze· in .xremony or secrecy. in: Archipe/ 56. 1998. 337-367; The Popula-
ti on Coum:i l: Femak Circumcision in lndones ia Extent. Implications and Possible Interven-
tions to Uphold Women' s Health Rights. Research Rcpon. Jakarta. September 2003. Avail a-
ble at: ~.llp :// 11 1111 .poprnuncil.org/pdfs/ frontiers/r.:ports/lndonesia _FGM.pdt: 
2 
Sufali Ahmad I la:;an (53 years). head of Sub Oi vision of Social and Religion in the C ity 
Gowrnment ofK upang. imcrvic11 . Kupang June 29. 20 12. 
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This essay investigates the private and public rationale people use 
to support the practice of FGM that Muslim families in Kupang do 
voluntarily. FGM deprives a woman of agency over her own body and 
infringes on her reproductive rights. In Indonesia the practice is wide-
spread and has become more prevalent after radically minded Muslim 
groups started to advocate it as a purely Islamic practice. 
I. Background 
The city of Kupang is the capital city of West Timor, or East usa 
Tenggara, Indonesia. This city also is. in administrative terms, a kota 
madya (city area) which has the same status as a regency (kabupaten) 
within the Indonesian administrative system. Kupang is a multi-ethnic 
city of the tribe ofTimor, Rote, Sabu, Flores, a small number of ethnic 
Chinese and migrants from Java. Bugis. Buton, Makasar and several 
other tribes. I3ut regardless of the ethnic diversity that exists, Kupang 
residents refer to themselves as ·'Beta orang Kupang" (l am 
Kupangese ). 
Based on data from the Central Bureau of Statistics (BPS Kupang) 
in 2011 , around 13.5 percent of Kupang residents (349,344 total) were 
Muslim, 84 percent Christian (Protestant and Catholic) and the rest 
Hindu or Buddhist. Though they are the second largest religious group 
in the city. in the rest of East Nusa Tenggara, they are just 8 percent of 
the entire population of 4,679,316, which is 89 percent Christian. 3 
The populations at the mosques where I did my research are most-
ly made up of immigrants and represent various parts of Indonesia's 
population. In the Nurul Mubein congregation, there are about 300 
people who hail from Java, Bugis, Buton, Rote and Solor. Most mem-
bers are fishermen. 4 The Baiturralunaan mosque was built in a new 
settlement called "Perumnas". It started with one hundred households 
but has seen a sharp increase in members as new residents moved in. 
The majority of people in this area work as civil servants. 5 
The al-Muttaqin mosque is situated in the Kelapa Lima Village. 
Kupang City. When the mosque was established in 1997, there were 
only 150 families. Now, it has over 700 members who work as civil 
servants, entrepreneurs, retirees, professionals, employees, small trad-
3 http:/ /nttprov .go. id/provntt/index.php?option=com content&task=view&id= l 08&ltemid= 
111 and http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/East_Nusa_Tenggara. 
'Observation Report by Kelompok Mahasiswa Semester V Fakultas Teologi UKA W. 2011. 
5 Ibid. 
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ers, and unskilled labourers. These members also come from different 
ethnic communities across Indonesia: Buginese, Javanese, Alorese 
Sumbanese, Solorese, Makasarese, Sumaterans, Rotenese, Sabunese' 
and Timorese. 6 ' 
2. Non-religious and Religious Views on FGM 
The World Health Organization (WHO) 
The World Conference on Human Rights in 1993, the International 
Conference on Population and Development in 1994, and the United 
Nations Fourth World Conference on Women in 1995 all considered 
FGM to be a violation of a woman's reproductive and health rights. 
The definition of FGM refers to all procedures from partial to total 
removal of the external female genitalia or other injuries to the female 
genital organs whether for cultural or any other non-therapeutic rea-
sons (WHO, 1996). 7 Female circumcision is inevitably a form of 
FGM, and thus the term FGM is more accurate and precise. 
There are four types of FGM that can be defined as violating a 
woman's reproductive and health rights. The main three are: 1. re-
moval of the clitoris only (clitoridectomy); 2. removal of the clitoris 
and inner labia (labia minora); and 3. (infibulation), removal of all or 
part of the inner labia (labia minora) and outer labia (labia majora) , 
and usually the clitoris as well. Typically the wound is fused, leaving 
a small hole for the passage of urine and menstrual blood. It has to be 
opened for intercourse and childbirth. About 85 percent of women 
undergo type I or 2 of the forms of Female Genital Mutilation; the 
rest undergo the third form. Other actions are categorized as type 4; 
these involve the symbolic pricking or piercing of the clitoris or labia, 
removing the skin of the clitoris (prepotium), cutting into the vagina to 
widen the vaginal area, and introducing corrosive substances to tight-
en the vagina. 
In their 2003 report, the Indonesian Population Council, divided 
FGM as practised in Indonesia in two main groups: "symbolic only" 
where there is no incision or excision (28% of all the cases they stud-
ied) and ··harmful'" forms. invo lving incision (49%) and exc ision 
(2 2% ). 
In their research of 1999, Andree Feillard and Lies Marcoes, still 
observed that most forms of Female Genital Mutilation (FGM) in In-
0 Ibid. 
7 Porulati on Council: Female Circumcision in Indonesia, 5. 
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donesia, involved cutting (memotong) off the tiny upper part of the 
clitoris until it was bleeding.8 In Arabic, the term that is usually em-
ployed is khajd, meaning "reduction of the clitoris" . 
Views Based on the Qur 'an and Hadith 
The Qur'an teaches Muslims to encounter God through prayer (sha-
lat) . To pray, Muslims must be clean or pure. Bemg clean or holy in-
dicates the nature of God's essence. This is confirmed in Qu'ran 30 
verse 30, "So set thou thy face steadily and truly to the Faith: ( estab-
lish) Allah ' s handiwork according to the pattern on which He has 
made mankind: no change (let there be) in the work (wrought) by Al-
lah. That is the standard Religion: but most among mankind under-
stand not." 
The Hadith or Tradition mentions five requirements to reach a 
state of ritual purity: (I) to cut the pubic hairs. (2) to cut the whiskers, 
(3) to cut the mustache, (4) cutting the nails and (5) the circumcision 
of men (sunat). Abraham, who is an important prophet and model for 
Muslims, is believed to have been the first believer who introduced 
the practice of circumcision. According to the Tradition, Abraham 
circumcised himself using a hatchet at age 80.9 
As for the procedure for women, according to the Hadith collec-
tion by Abu Dawud, a woman was being circumcised in Medina "A 
woman used to perform circumcision in Medina. The Prophet (pbuh) 
said to her: Do not cut severely as that is better for a woman and more 
desirable for a husband." 10 Thus the Prophet Muhammad advised to 
refrain from extensive cutting, as it would interfere with a woman·s 
pleasure during sexual intercourse. Some contemporary Indonesian 
Muslim scholars interpret this quote to be an indirect prohibition of 
FGM as it hurts women and diminishes their sexual desires. 
Classical Muslim jurists, however, have interpreted this Tradition 
literally; the influential scholar al-Shafi'i (d. 820 CE), for example, 
stated that circumcision is obligatory for men and women. However, a 
clear consensus about the circumcision of women is lacking as many 
8 Feillard and Marcoes, Female circumcision. 359. 
9 Online hadith collection: http://www.hadithcollection.com/component/itpgooglesearch/ 
?view=search. accessed 16/02/13. 
10 Book 036. Hadith Number 525 I, http://www.hadithcollection.com/download-hadith-books/ 
download-abu--:lawud/397-abu-dawud-book-36-general-behavior/download.html. 
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jurists consider the practice as just sunna (recommended) rather than 
obligatory (wajib) . 11 
Lack of consensus is also visible among official government of-
fices as well as among Indonesia's Muslim organizations that guide 
the large population of Muslim believers. The practice has been on the 
rise as a confirmation of Muslim identity and spurred the organiza-
tions of Muhammadiyah, Nahdhlatul Ulama (NU) and the national 
ulama council (MUI, Majelis Ulama Indonesia) to issue official state-
ments of guidelines concerning the practice. The MUI strongly op-
posed the government's decision to ban the practice and in 2008 is-
sued a fatwa advising that women undergo the procedure but that not 
too much is being cut. 12 The Muhammadiyah organization advised 
against it although many within its circles believe it to be advisable for 
women. 13 In 2010, NU followed the advice of the MUI and issued a 
fatwa approving FGM but also advising against "cutting too much". 
3. FGM Practices in Three Mosques in Kupang 
The WHO rejects a ll forms of FGM and there is no clear consensus 
concerning the practice of FGM among the scholars of Islam. Thus 
our guiding research question was what rationale was given by indivi-
dual Musl ims in the three mosques of Nurul Mubein-Namosain, Bai-
turrahman -Perumnas and Al-Mutaqin-Walikota to have their female 
children circumcised. Why do they, or their parents, think the practice 
is necessary, and do they follow any of the teachings in the Qur'an, 
tradifon. or the opinions of the Muslim scholars in their reasoning? 
A legacy of the Prophets. Hygiene, Sexual Pleasure, and Reducing 
Female Desires'• 
The imam of the Nurul Mubein mosque, Abdul Kadir Maliasen (51 
years). only has a high school education but was trained to lead a 
mosque by his father Awam Maliasen. Mr. Maliasen was a construc-
tion worker and served as the second imam of the Mosque Nurul Mu-
bein during the 1950s. Mr. Abdul Kadir Maliasen encourages his 
11 Ema 1\larhumah. fvkncari Akar Ajaran Khitan dalam Islam. Unpublished raper. Yogyakar-
ta 2012. 
11 l'olitik lmloncsi,l .. Dunia Medis Tak Mengenal Sunat l'erernpuan ... 05/02/ 11. Accessible.: at: 
hllp://,1w" .rnl itikindonesia.corn/index.php?k=politik&i=2 I 534. 
13 Center for Porulation and Policy Studies Gad_jah Mada Un iversi ty ... l\,lale and Female 
Genital Cutting among Yog)akartans and Madurans ... Yogyakarta 2002. 12. 
" lntervic\\ers: frt:drik Y. A. Docka Ami Oematan. Marlina Ouwpol~ . Mine<: Modok 
08/02/12. 
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community to practice FGM with the rationale that it "cleans" the 
girls. He was aware that the practice is mentioned in the Qur'an and 
Hadith but was not sun· where to find the precise passages and the 
advice they contained. In his mosque, girls were circumcised between 
the ages of 40 days and 7 months. FGM is done not by season or dur-
ing specific celebrations in the congregation, but at the family's re-
quest. During the past three years, more than one hundred girls had 
been circumcised in his mosque. 
Both Abdul Kadir Maliasen and his wife, Nurhayati Maliasen-
Ark.iang ( 49 years), viewed FGM as a legacy of the prophets. There-
fore, as Muslims, they felt compelled to continue the tradition. They 
also argued that FGM should be done for reasons of hygiene and 
health. Mr. Adam Asrakal (47 years), a teacher in one of the high 
schools in the city of Kupang, said that there were two purposes of 
female circumcision. Firstly, it enhances a woman ·s sexual pleasure 
and secondly, it mutes the female desires. One of the women perform-
ing the procedure at the Baiturrahman Perumnas mosque, Mrs. Nir-
wana Hajjah Kandolo Bajo (62 years old), also considered cleanliness 
during the ritual prayer as the most important reason to perform FGM. 
According to her, if a woman has not been circumcised, urine will 
store inside the clitoris, which can make her sick or even cancel the 
validity of the ritual prayers. 
According to Hajji Amir Kiwang (66 years old), the imam of the 
Baitturrahman mosque , FGM is very important. When viewed in 
terms of health, FGM for women would be useful. healthy and clean. 
for in his opinion, it prevents illnesses of the female genitals. He also 
adhered to the religious rationale that FGM should be performed so 
that the girls are pure and clean during the ritual prayers (shalat). An-
other reason he provided for performing FGM was that it would re-
duce excessive sexual passions in women. 15 
Mr. Suyanto (63 years old), a retired civil servant who serYed as 
chairman of the board of the Al-Mutaqin mosque, confirmed that 
FGM was based on a command of the Prophet. He argued that FGM 
was necessary for women so that they could satisfy their husbands and 
give them pleasure. He also argued that the practice reduced women's 
15 Researchers: rredrik Y. A. Doeka. Devison Armando lttu. Febbv Wellvannie Nguru. 
Enggelina Moduhina Tri Nepa Fay 11/02/12. · • -
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sexual passions and could lead to perfecting one self by constraining 
physical desires. 16 
The procedure is carried out by a female modin or religious spe-
cialist who uses basic instruments, such a small pair of scissors. for 
example, Mrs. Sueba Maliasen (age 80), who is the modin in the Mas-
jid Nurul Mudin Mubein, used to use a small rusty pair of scissors to 
cut off the end of the clitoris. According to her, FGM was an im-
portant religious requirement. 
Another modin, Mrs. Nirwana Hajjah Kandola Bajo (age 62) was 
a retired teacher and had performed the procedure since she was 
young. According to her, the procedure of FGM is very simple: the 
end of the clitoris is clipped with the fingers and then cut off. Then 
she presses her thumb on the wound on the genital organ to prevent 
bleeding. 
The researchers witnessed the procedure on May 6. 2011, when 
Mrs. Nirvana circumcised her seven-month-old granddaughter. The 
event took place at 07.00 a.m. and took ten minutes total. Loud Arabic 
chants or anasheed1 7 drowned out the baby's crying. Before and after 
the circumcision, Mrs. Nirvana recited a prayer in Arabic . She did not 
know what it meant but told us that the prayer was selected from a 
copy of the mosque's prayer book. 
Finally, when we asked nineteen Muslim women who had under-
gone the procedure if they had experienced any effects on their sexual 
behavior. fifteen said they felt no impact on their sexual behavior. We 
had similar answers from women who had converted to Islam at a 
later age; eight out of nine interviewees felt there had been no change 
in their post-circumcision sexual life. 18 One of them, Siti Fatimah (70 
years old) who converted to Islam as a teenager, was circumcised at 
the age of seventeen years. She told us that in order to purify herself 
before the FGM procedure she had taken seven clay baths and seven 
16 Researchers: Fn:drik Y. A. Doeka Cindy E. Obehetan. Adriyani Amnitu. Kcsalon Loni 
Peni. Endrrnsmi Marawali 14/02/ 12. 
17 Anash~d (Arabic: si ngular na,hTd. plural AnashTd). meaning: .. chants .. Anasheeds are 
popular throughout the Islamic world. 'the material and !)Tics of anasheed usually make 
retercncc to Islamic beliefs. history. and reli gion. as well as current events. http :1/en.wiki-
pedia.on!lwiki /Ana,hccd. 
18 We distributed 30 questionnaires to 30 respondents in the Nurul Mubcin congregation. 
They were chosen b) the researchers bccau,c the) haw sullicient knowledge about FGM and 
also practise FGM. Of the 30 questionnaires. only 28 questionnaires were returned. Respon-
dents who returned the questionnaire consisted of 19 women who had been Muslim since 
birth and 9 wnverts (mualaf). Their ages range from 17 to 70 years. 
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baths with water. Guided by a modin or religious specialist she had 
furthermore pronounced the Shahada or Muslim creed. 
4. FGM: an Islamic Doctrine? 
Our investigations clearly show that in the three congregations we 
visited in Kupang, the views on FGM are, first and foremost, based on 
reasons of religion and the desire to follow Islamic rules. Furthermore, 
sexual pleasure and . purification are mentioned as justification for the 
procedure. The Muslim believers interviewed consider FGM to be part 
of their religious tradition and obligations. A recurring argument is 
that it purifies the woman. Being impure could render one's ritual 
prayer invalid which would be an unacceptable infringement of the 
religious precepts. The religious texts are not clear on whether FGM is 
allowed, but the fact that the Hadith mentions it suffices. Although it 
is not a requirement, it has become a religio-cultural tradition prac-
ticed in various degrees by Muslims in Kupang. as well as in the rest 
oflndonesia. 19 Although there is no verse in the Qur'an that support5 
FGM, most people associate the practice with the Hadith according to 
which the Prophet instructed the one performing it not to cut off too 
much in order to prevent the loss of libido in women. 20 As a result. the 
majority of Muslims in Indonesia, as well as in the three congrega-
tions in Kupang city. understand circumcision to be compulsory for 
men as well as for women. 
By imposing certain degrees of modesty on women to prevent 
sexual licentiousness, women are made the principal actors responsi-
ble for preserving the sanctity of the family and reproduction. Within 
Indonesia's patriarchal society, satisfying the husband sexually has 
become part of the regulations concerning gender roles, dress codes, 
veiling and seclusion. This, of course. indicates gender inequality. 
Meanwhile Qur'an Sura 2: 187 clearly states there should be sexual 
equality between husband and wife: 
Permitted to you. on the night of the fasts. is the approach to your wives. 
They are your garments and ye are their garments. Allah knoweth what ye 
used to do secretly among yourselves; but He turned to you and forgave you; 
19 Sumami D. W .. Siti Aisyah and Julia Madarina. Sunat Perempuan di Bmrah Baya11g-
Baya11g Tradis1. Yogyakarta 2005. 58-64. For an English summar, of thi s book. see: 
hnp://www.rahima .or.id/index.php?option=com content&vie,~= article&id=802:women-and-
thc-tradition-of-circumcision-ideology-behinds-f~male-genital-mutilation-tgm--focus-27th-
edition-&catid=6 I :focus-&Itemid=382. 
20 See: Marhumah. Mencari akar, 20 I 2. 
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so now associate with them, and seek what Allah Hath ordained for you, and 
eat and drink, until the white thread of dawn appear to you distinct from its 
black thread; then complete your fast till the night appears; but do not associ-
ate with your wives while ye are in retreat in the mosques. Those are Limits 
(set by) Allah. Approach not nigh thereto. Thus doth Allah make clear His 
Signs to men: that they may learn self-restraint. 
As Riaz Hassan argues, over the centuries, the way male scholars of 
Islam have interpreted the sacred texts has led to the development of 
an institutional framework for the management and satisfaction of 
human sexuality through the imposition of control over women. FGM, 
in this case, has become part of the framework for the management 
and satisfaction of the husband's sexuality. 21 
The third view on FGM is that it can make women pure. With re-
spect to this, Islam views the body as the locus of human existence 
and activity. Islamic law stipulates the regular purification of the body 
to perform the re ligious rituals. The body is viewed as the site of so-
cial continuity as well as punishment in the case of violating social 
norms. Purification and renunciation of the body are required for both 
men and women in Islamic law. Ritual purification invo lves washing 
and wiping certain parts of the body, and is invalidated by natural 
bodily emiss ions (urine, feces, pus, blood and vomit), sleep, uncon-
sciousness, insanity and sexual contact. Most jurists agree that touch-
ing one's genitals (penis, vagina, and anus) also invalidates purifica-
tion. 22 
Gene/er /11j11stice 
From a gender perspective, the decision to have the procedure o f FGM 
is generally not in the hands of the women themselves. The parents, 
encouraged and/or supported by the modin, imams, people who work 
in the mosque, and even by the government of Kupang cit y, decide for 
the g irl. At times this decision is made under considerable social pres-
sure. This observation agrees with Nursyahbani's assessment that In-
donesian women have no decision-making authority over their repro-
ductive rights, including actions that may interfere with or even de-
stroy their sex organs. 23 In the three Muslim congregations we de-
" Riaz I lassan. Religion. Society and the State in Indonesia and Pakistan. in: Islamic Studies 
38. 1999. 45-62. 
21 Brannon Wheeler .. Body. Significance Of". in Richard C. Manin (ed.). Encyclopaedia of 
Islam and the Muslim World. 2004. 111. 
23 Sumami OW. Siti Aisyah and Julia Madarina. Sunat. 82. 
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scribe here. a system of social management is being supported that 
puts women under control of the men. 
Muslim Communal Identity 
In Kupang city, where Muslims are a religious minority, FGM can 
also be seen as a powerful and central religious strategy to assert Mus-
lim identity. Although it is mixed with local beliefs and traditions, it is 
a prime symbol of Islamic identity that is further strengthened by 
songs and prayers in Arabic. Since this aspect of identity doc:s not 
have a political agenda, the local government does not prohibit FGM; 
rather it supports the practice by organizing and financing it at certain 
times in the year. 
Conclusion 
FGM is a medium that does not support women's rights and agency 
over their own body and puts them in a secondary position to men. It 
is a practice that serves the sexual desires of men, regardless of the 
health risks it poses to women. In fact, when taking into consideration 
the arguments WHO makes against it, it can be viewed as a form of 
violence against women. 
In Kupang it has become a powerful symbol of Muslim identity 
that not only serves the Muslim communities but also the local gov-
enunent. It is politically expedient to support the practice in order to 
assert Muslim private rights. In the meantime, Indonesian Muslin: 
activists for women's reproductive rights stress the reality that the 
Islamic tradition this practice is based on remains ambiguous. Hence 
they argue that the re-interpretation of the Islamic sources is vital for 
the restoration of women's personal rights. 
Adding Issues of Peace and Justice 
to the Theological Curriculum 
Nancy Souisa 
The violence and ethno-po litica l-religious conflicts that erupted be-
tween 1999 and 2004 on the island of Ambon in the Maluku (or Mo-
luccas) archipelago resulted in serio us mental problems for the entire 
local society. The conflicts, which claimed at least 5,000 lives and 
displaced over a million people, were especially harmful to children 
growing up in the area. An early experience of violence destroyed 
self-confidence, infringed on daily lives, and affected development of 
their worldview. Growing up in this setting, violence became a life 
value. Some children who grew up with this violence now are students 
in the seminary where 1 teach. 
This reality places a heavy responsibility on educational institu-
iions in the islands and on me as a teacher as we are faced with the 
challenge to manage these feelings of grief and pain, as well as to 
hope. Violent experiences have to be deconstructed and transformed 
into experiences that allow for peaceful and pluralist living. In this 
essay, I argue that in our classrooms we should apply methods from 
gender and feminist studies to promote the study and practice of rec-
onciliation, since many tools from these studies concern issues of jus-
tice and creating space for the other. I furthe:-more propose to recreate 
our classrooms into a place where students, teachers and community 
!llembers can meet to find healing. This approach, however. would 
require us to change our focus from the conventional methods of 
transmitting knowledge to finding new ways of learning together. It 
would involve revising specific parts of our curriculum since every 
course we teach should be related to peace building efforts in the wid-
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er social context. Such a change would not only involve an interdisci-
plinary approach, but also require that the classroom be changed into a 
space where students as well as teachers can all participate in process-
es of healing. 
Seminaries that train future Christian leaders play an important 
role in creating such a new culture of peace. To convey new cultures 
to young people we must use a variety of media that take us beyond 
the classroom, ranging from the village square to the Internet. Being a 
teacher of gender studies at a theological school that greatly suffered 
from the conflicts, I feel responsible for guiding my students through 
confronting their pain by studying works that can help them transform 
their experiences. In fact, every course I teach, whether in gender 
studies, contextual theology, or Christian education, has at its core an 
element of peace building that can be applied to our direct experience 
and real-life situation. My feminist perspective on teaching and learn-
ing informs my vision that education should be a community oriented 
activity that allows space for sharing one 's life story. Only in this way 
we can open our horizons to include everyday concerns. 
1. Theory and Process 
In my class on gender theologies, I combine personal and conununal 
experiences with theoretical approaches. In particular I am inspired by 
the works of Maria Harris ( 1989) about curriculum and the spirituality 
of education, and by Parker J. Palmer' s (2009) concept of the Circle of 
Trust. Furthermore I combine Palmer ' s ideas on "the inner teacher'· 
with the indigenous Indonesian concept of " learning through feeling 
(rasa)". 
Gender Studies 
Gender stud ies and feminist studies are not just about women: their 
tools help us infuse not only awareness about gender issues, but also 
about justice into the theological education curriculum. This is vital 
knowledge fo r future leaders of religion, as we need to rethink the 
patterns of relationships between God. human beings and nature. ln 
my view, gender studies as such are closely related to issues of justice 
and peace. In my classes, I engage the big general topics in gender 
study along with local needs and challenges such as sociopolitical 
conflicts. 
In order to bridge the gap between the curriculums taught in theo-
logical institutions and those taught in the community. I use approach-
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es from gender studies in all of my classes. These studies not only 
help us to understand concepts of equality and justice, but also how to 
reflect on the types of equality and justice that are needed in a (post) 
conflict context and how to practice or apply these concepts in real 
life. Furthermore, 1 strive to help my students understand what hap-
pened in our society from a gender perspective; the political conflicts 
of interest, the religion-based conflicts, and the communal conflicts. 
Thus, gender studies can contribute perspectives of just ice and peace 
to the processes of reconciliation. 
The Spirituality of Education 
In her book, Fashion Me a People: Curriculum in the Church, Maria 
Harris proposed to step away from narrow interpretations of Christian 
education that focus on "schooling" as the transmission of knowledge 
and practices in a classroom setting only. Instead, she developed a 
holistic educational approach that not only embodied a community's 
beliefs, but also taught how to apply and engage these values within 
one ' s life. Inspired by five forms of church vocation: proclamation, 
instruction, worship, community and service (koinonia, leiturgia, dia-
!wnia, kergyma and didache, respectively) found in the Book of Acts, 
she proposed to integrate these five elements into curricular methods 
and create a system through which the priestly, prophetic, and political 
calls of a church could be translated into everyday action. Thus, the 
Church itself would become the curriculum, rather than the curriculum 
being limited to a set of printed materials. 1 According to Harris: 
Where education is the fashioning and refashioning of these forms in inter-
play, curriculum is the subject matter and pr0cesses that make them to be 
what they are. Where education is the living and the fashioning, curriculum is 
the life, the substance that is fashioned (64). 
Circles of Trust 
Parker Palmer's ideas of Circles of Trust are based on the belief that 
we all have an inner teacher that guides us through life· s challenges. 
Listening to this source helps us to find the imperatives for our work 
and lives and teaches us how to challenge each other without being 
1 Maureen 0-Brien·s online bibliographic essay with excerpts from Maria Harris" work: 
http://www2.talbot.edu/ce20/educators/view.efm?n=maria_hanis. The same page provides an 
essay by Joanmarie Smith. eulogizing Maria Harris and published in: Religious Education 
I 00. 2005. 235-238. 
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judgmental. 2 The process of sharing our inner thoughts and ideas 
needs to take place in a safe space that allows us to engage in truth 
telling without being punished or shamed. In life, as people and as 
societies, we all move through good and bad times. through periods of 
darkness and light. Thus by becoming familiar with each other' s life 
stories, we come to levels of mutual understanding; we start to see the 
complexities and the paradoxes we all face and learn to deal with them 
and accept them. 
Learning through Feeling 
When using the tool of learning through feeling, I refer to the concept 
of rasa that the people in Maluku understand as connecting the inner 
self, the body and the mind. In the Indonesian language, "rasa" (to 
feel) is associated with a subjective evaluation by paying close atten-
tion to the inner self when making decisions that are correlated to the 
past and in connection with other people. The presupposition is that 
feelings reveal the truth, even when there is no proof or explanation 
yet for what one observes. In this context, relying on one's rasa be-
comes being mindful of what is happening around us: to observe 
signs, be aware, pay attention, to remain connected, in order to create 
meaning or find an explanation for what we see. Consciously explor-
ing "what the feeling is about" will gather positive energy and trans-
form one's perspective for one's own benefit and that of other people. 
A "certain feeling" can motivate the mind to investigate the why and 
how of this feeling and vice-versa. For example, the term "apply your 
feelings" means that feelings guide a person to show compassion to 
others. On the other hand, "do not apply your feelings" results in a bad 
attitude lacking empathy due to the absence of feelings. In Central 
Maluku people call this process "ale rasa beta rasa (I feel what you 
feel and you feel what I feel)" referring to a mutual process of empa-
thy that forms the foundation for creating modes of brotherhood and 
sisterhood. "Feeling", then, is the formative element of building com-
passion - for the actor as well as the receiver. Since feeling or rasa 
relates to the inner being of every human being, we should accept it as 
part of the learning process, since it is the most sincere form of respect 
we can give an individual. In my view, in higher education that is 
based on texts, there should be a space for the concept of rasa since it 
is an integral part of our culture. 
2 Cf. the explanation and application of these ideas on: http://www.couragcrcncwaJ .org/about 
/ foundations. 
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The Classroom 
On the island of Ambon, all of us (teachers and students) have experi-
enced traumatic incidents of violence during the period 1999-2004. 
This means that we all come to class with personal experiences. Fur-
thermore, we understand the impact of what happened on the lives of 
families. on local situatio ns, and how Indonesia's national problems 
play a role in these particular situations. The classroom can become 
the space where people can share their personal stories and experienc-
es. These exercises lead to forms of self-transformation toward a cul-
ture of peace. For that reason, a classroom has to change from a space 
in which we transmit a published curriculum with written texts to one 
where we can also engage with what Maria Harris calls an implicit 
curriculum and a null curriculum. 3 
An implicit curriculum reveals our assumptions about schooling 
and learning. For example, when the teacher stands in front of the 
classroom and lectures, it conveys the understanding that the teacher 
is in control, the center of attention, and the source of knowledge. The 
null curriculum refers to materials that are not taught; what teachers or 
the study books leave out or do not want to bring up in class. It also 
refers to the methods we use or do not use . This curricu lum exists be-
cause it does not exist. Often what is not taught is not neutral but 
based on assumptions that the curriculum should follo w certain pre-
scribed guidelines. Being mindful of what type of knowledge the cur-
riculum transfers, and adding what is being left out, can help recreate 
the classroom into a space for healing processes as well as intellectual 
exercises. 
This approach has important consequences for our teaching and 
learning methods as apart from the usual academic learning styles, we 
start to be mindful of our own educational prejudices. Furthermore, it 
allows us to include learning through feeling and service learning. 
"Encounter" becomes the new paradigm for a pedagogical model that 
involves teachers as well as students engaging in authentic dialogue 
across differences, as in fact the knowledge that emerges is beyond 
their control. By going out into the community and hearing peoples' 
stories, the students are ;:hallenged to apply critical forms of peda-
gogy, as indirectly they become co-teachers. Needless to say, for such 
an educational journey, it is vital to have safe, trustworthy spaces the 
students can return to and share their experiences. 
3 Maria Harris. Fashion Me A People. Louisville. KY 1989. 68f. 
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2. Findings 
The method of narrati\e inquiry empowers a storyteller; rather than an 
object and a victim, one becomes an actor. When the other person 
hears the story, it is affirmed and validated. In order for stories to 
emerge. participants need a safe space to openly share stories, includ-
ing sad ones, about family, church, and society. When we apply theo-
ries from gender studies and feminist theology to these stories, we will 
also be able to pose questions concerning issues of inequality and in-
justice. At the same time, we can point out the moments we need to 
express respect for others, restore self-dignity within the community, 
and when we should show solidarity. 
By approaching the issue via multiple learning techniques, we al-
so learn to position a problem within its context and understand the 
complexity of realities. Since the issues we deal with are closely relat-
ed to issues of culture, religion and gender, this approach allows us to 
avoid going into dogmatic discussions. 
Furthermore, gender studies can help to create awareness of the 
holistic person and her needs. In fact, courses in pastoral care and 
peace education have the same goal. This, in tum, will benefit future 
leaders of religion when, for example, engaging in pastoral counsel-
ing, which is an important part of their work. A religious leader will 
no longer be satisfied with merely analyzing a situation, but will also 
engage in it with examples from her personal experience. For exam-
ple, when discussing issues of justice in the classroom, students can 
theoretically understand the importance of justice values. They ap-
prove of them and would like to apply them in their own lives. How-
ever, within their personal families, communities, and within the na-
tion of Indonesia they encounter myriad problems related to forrns of 
injustice. Academic study and community engagement will help them 
to translate this sense of justice into society where it can serve as a 
tool for peace building. 
3. The Classroom: a Place to Build Peace 
As I have argued, the classroom can become a space of healing for 
students and teachers, as well as community members. To reach this 
goal, we need to reinvestigate our views on what constitutes 
knowledge and how we transfer it. Such an exercise would require 
changing our educational philosophy, educational process, and, even-
tually, the entire curriculum. The steps I have discerned are that we 
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first shift the intellectual focus to the needs of the people instead of 
those of the school or the students only. Secondly, we need to find a 
balance between transferring knowledge and ways of learning together 
as a community. Finally, it requires building a high degree of trust as 
part of the bonding process among participants. 
Designing the classroom as a space to rebuild our human commu-
nity transfers the process of education from the teacher and formally 
educated people. It takes away their authority based on knowledge. By 
moving to an approach of sharing knowledge, our current models that 
rely on intellectual isolationism are being balanced by models based 
on pragmatic approaches. 4 This alternative method especially chal-
lenges the curricular models that remain dominant and are based on 
imperial and disciplinary views of education. Embodying the struggles 
and hopes of the community means that apart from the explicit curric-
ulum we also need to be mindful of the implicit curriculum and the 
null curriculum. This multi-level strategy will guarantee that issues of 
justice are incorporated in the curriculum so that all participants will 
be empowered to commit to the practice of justice and peace. 
Finally, we need to address participants about their personal expe-
riences and social condition. In the Maluku islands, many young peo-
ple suffered from the violent conflicts. Being children at the time, it 
was too early to discuss the various reasons behind this violence. Al-
lowing them now as young adults studying in our universities to relate 
and reflect on their personal experiences will give them a voice and 
open ways for them to heal. Equipped with this new knowledge, they 
can enter society and assist others in finding healing and a sense of 
peace and justice. 
4 Cf. Cameron McCanlw and Gre11. Dimitriadi s. Postcolonial Literature and the curricular 
imaginations. Wilson I l~rris and th~ JJ<!dagogical implications of tht: cami, alcsque. in: Edu-
cational Phi/osophie and Theory 36. 2004.201-213. 212. 

Religious Elite and Perceptions towards Women 
Elga Sarapung1 
This essay concerns the so-called "religious elite": men and women 
who govern religious communities and institutions and are involved in 
the processes of decision-making. One could argue that I am part of 
this elite; 1 am a pastor and the director of the Institute for Interfaith 
Dialogue in Indonesia (lnstitut DIAN/lnterfidei) in Yogyakarta, Indo-
nesia. In fact, this position allows me to observe positive as well as 
negative attitudes towards women and at times I have experienced 
them myself. 
Many of the attitudes I have encountered I ascribe to our culture 
and to religious mindsets. In my opinion, women in Europe and North 
America enjoy more opportunities that are equal to men in most 
spheres of life. The process of emancipation of women in my country 
seems slower than in the west and coincides with the socio-cultural-
political and religious context. 
Yet Indonesian society is undergoing rapid changes. The women's 
movement has resulted in women taking leading roles in the econom-
ic, educational, and political life of our country. In fact, the women's 
movement in Indonesia is quite old, but more or less stalled during 
Suharto's New Order Regime (1966-1998), which promoted the 
Dharma Wanita women 's organization that discouraged any criticism 
1 
This essa~ is bas.:d on my presentation at the Conference on Religious Acti, ism and Wom-
en·s Development in Southeast Asia: Highlighting Impediments. Exploring OpJX)rtunities. 
Nov~mber 20-21. 1999. A slightly different version of the essay was also published in: Noor 
Aisha Abdul Rahman (ed.) . l<eligiuus : lcrivis111 a11d IV0111m ·., D,•1·,dop111~111 i11 Sour/wast : lsiu. 
Singapn, c 20 12. 
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and expounded a philosophy of loyalty to husbands and the regime. 2 A 
new phase started during the 1980s, often through the activities of 
non-governmental organizations, and has been gaining strength ever 
since. 
Several of the organizations advocating for the rights of women 
are religious. For example, in Protestant circles, women started to ral-
ly around the ideas of feminist theology that became known in Indo-
nesia during the early 1980s. 3 They became even more engaged when 
the World Council of Churches declared 1988-1998 to be the decade 
for women. The mP.mber churches of the Communion of Indonesian 
Churches (the PGI) also participated in the activities of this decade by 
organizing workshops on gender issues and highlighting women's 
activities. 
Women's organizations have been independently active in educa-
tion as well as in the transference of religious and cultural awareness. 
They have become part of civil society and have been successful in 
creating awareness about the role of women as citizens who are in-
volved in many areas of the public sphere, namely in politics, econo-
my, education, technology and religion. 
Despite the aforementioned progress, a lot more needs to be done 
concerning the role of women in society. Patriarchy still prevails in 
many places in Indonesia and in many areas of the nation women's 
main role is still domestic . When working. women often do the ad-
ministrative jobs as secretaries or receptionists, and rarely take part in 
the decision-making process. Furthermore, incidences of domestic 
violence and discrimination in public and private life still prevail in 
many parts of Indonesia. 
1. The Religious Elite and Women 
Many of the world religions are considered to be patriarchal. What 
does this tem1 mean? Is religion only a creation or projection of the 
interests and imaginations of men and a justification for men's wish to 
demean and control women? Does the adjective .. patriarchal .. refer 
only to a social organizational system within which heredity is traced 
down from the male line? Or does this expression refer to a compli-
cated social reality and history, involving not only differentiation of 
2 Julia Suryakusuma Seksualitas da/am Pengaturan .Vegara Lita HadiL Astrid S. Susanto. 
Dalam fVacana Politik Orde Baru: Pi/ihan Artikel Prisma. Jakarta 2004. 354-377. 
3 This movement was initiated by Marianne Katoppo. an internationally known Indonesian 
feminist theologian. 
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gender, but also a division in gender roles based on geographical, so-
cial, economic and psychological conditions?4 
For me, there is no easy answer to this question. When consider-
ing the attitudes of men belonging to the religious elite, there does 
seem to be a tendency to patriarchal attitudes towards women. How-
ever, religion is not the only force influencing these attitudes; tradi-
tion, culture, local practices and beliefs are just as important. The Ho-
ly Books of male religion also contribute to this reality as they pre-
scribe norms and regulations that convey a certain gender ideology 
that places women's position under that of men and allows for male 
domination.
5 
For example, according to Catholic activist Nunuk Pra-
setyo Murniati, 
In the Catholic Church, the ones in control are men . Women are not allowed 
to be leaders ofa ceremony or service. The Catholic Church has a very strong 
patriarchal structure. The hierarchy is controlled by men. Women are in-
volved in religious service, but are hardly included in any decision-making. 
The work of women tends to be in the service of men. In spite of what the 
Bible says that the Church is the Body of Christ (Ephesians 4: 16), only the 
males are considered to be members of the Body. Even the position of St. 
Mary as the Mother of the Church has not changed the structure of the Catho-
lic Church.6 
Another question concerns the identity of the religious elite. Who are 
they? Are they the officials or bureaucrats of religions who control the 
religious institutions such as the Indonesian Council of Ulema, the 
Indonesian Communion of Churches, or the Indonesian Catholic 
Bishops Conference? Or are they the individuals leading re ligious 
communities, such as the leaders of Qur'an schools (kiai), priests, 
pastors, pedande, Bhikku? 
In my view, both groups form the religious elite as they belong to 
the circles that make the various religious policies, rules and guide-
lines, and make decisions that affect their religious communities or 
institutions. Not only men, but also women play important roles in 
both spheres of influence. 
To get an idea ofthe role of women in the management of a num-
ber of religio us institutions in Indonesia it would help to look at the 
4 
Katherine I\.. Young in: Arvi nd Shanna. Pere111pua11 da/0111 Aga111a-Aga111a Dunia. Yogya-
karta 2006. 7. 
5 
A. Nunuk Pra~el)O Murniat i. ··Pengaruh Agama dalam ldeologi Gender:· Fau? ie Rid_ja l. 
Lusi Margi)an i and Agus Fahri Husein (eds). Dinamilw Cerakan Perempuan di Indonesia. 
Yog1akana 1993. 6. 
0 op. di.. s. 
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actual numbers of women who are part of the governing bodies. Of 
the 56 members of the Indonesian Council of Ulema eight are wom-
en; 7 in the core management of the Nahdlatul Ulama organization, 
there is not one woman among its 29 members. One woman sits on the 
Central Board of the Muhamrnadiyah organization that has thirteen 
members. ln both organizations there is the assumption that women 
need not have a strong presence in the leadership structures as their 
voices are already being represented by the women's branches of 
these organizations. 8 The situation is similar among the Christian lead-
ing bodies: the Indonesian Conference of Catholic Bishops, at all its 
levels, is entirely led by Bishops; meaning that there is no single 
woman. The Indonesian Council of Churches had three women among 
the thirteen members of its executive council. 
The low numbers of women in these governing boards aflect dis-
cussions, conversations, formulations of policies, and the decision-
making processes since the opinions of women could differ from those 
of the men. If they happen to be on such boards, it does not automati-
cally mean that they were elected or invited based on the desire to 
create a gender balance. The organization might merely want to fill a 
quota in order to comply with governmental emancipation policies. In 
some cases, however, women were invited based on their professional 
skills. such as expertise in finance. For example. WALUBl (the Indo-
nesian Buddhist Council) was headed by Hartati Murdaya who was 
one of the most successful women business leaders in Indonesia. 
9 
However, there is no guarantee that the women who are present in the 
governance bodies of religious institutions arc advocating women's 
rights. In fact. they might lack the gender awareness to challenge cer-
tain misogynic patterns and at times they might even approve of and 
support them. 
Of course, we should not forget that men can be ardent advocates 
just as well for women's rights. However, until now we seldom see 
7 Cf. the 2009 li st published on the Internet: hnp://ww,, .mui.or.id/index.php?Option=com 
conten&view=article&id=52&1temid=54. 
8 According to Mariaulfah Anshor. in the Main Conference of NU in 2003/2004. there was an 
agreement that women should be included in the structure of NU at all level s. starting from 
the core management to the branch management. However. this notion was denied in 
MukJamar 2005 to Muktamar 20\0. Their justification was that there is already Fatayat NU. 
an institution under NU especially for young women. The same case applies in Muhammad-
iyah. as there is Aisyiah (for women only). (Anshor and !bu Nurhayati. personal communica-
tion, August 16. 2010). 
9 Unfortunately. at the time of thi s writing she is in jail for corruption. 
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such individua ls influence the various decisions made by religious 
institutions and infuse them with a strong perspective on gender. If 
this was the case, we would find much more support for recovering 
women's respect and dignity and a desire to achieve justice for all 
citizens of lndonesia.10 
2. Personal Experiences 
My observations of the mindsets of what I call the religious elite and 
their perception towards women are based on my own experiences and 
those of other women. In 1999, Margareth, one of my colleagues at 
Interfidei, attended a closed meeting of Protestant churches that was 
mostly attended by Protestant pastors, several of whom were lecturers 
of theology. Others were leaders of local churches, or members of the 
Indonesian Council of Churches. Some of them were active in inter-
faith movements or in non-governmental projects. Margareth, a 
Catholic, was the youngest participant and the only non-Protestant in 
the group. 
When she returned to Yogya, we discussed her impressions of the 
meeting since it had struck her that those present all had shown certain 
patterns of behavior. They had valued power and titles and degrees. 
People with doctoral degrees had been highly praised, as if they were 
of great importance, whereas those without a graduate degree had 
been considered of lesser value. Furthermore, when talking about 
women they had used inappropriate language: telling pornographic 
stories or jokes that degraded women, including their own wives or 
the wives of their friend s. Finally, men had dominated all the discus-
sions. 
Although we cannot generalize, the above observations are not 
untypical for such meetings of religious leaders in Indonesia. Howev-
er, we have to discern between the various groups that are emerging as 
nowadays more male leaders have gained deeper understanding of 
gender issues and related prob lems. They are not that many yet, 
whether Protestant, Catholic. Muslim, Buddhist, or Hindu. They treat 
women with respect, however when they hold high positions in their 
'
0 Various aspects. ,,heth-:r economic. political. or cul tural. are analyzed in terms of com -
prehendi ng the issue and looking for the solut ion for liberation of women. ,, ith religion being 
no except ion. This is understanc.labk as religion is a soc ial institution. es pecia lly for the Asian 
community. and in general actua lly detenn ines the whole development of the communi ty. 
Farid Waj idi. Pcrcmpuan dan i\gama: Sumbangan Ritfaat I lassan in Fauzie RidjaJ et at.. 
Dinamika Gerakan Pere111puu11. I 1-22. 
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religious institutions their voices are often not heard as their opinions 
do not agree with the interests or policies of the organization. 
Then there are leaders who do have a good understanding of gen-
der issues, and at times even advocate women's rights. This level of 
awareness, however, does not translate into their personal behavior 
towards women as their minds are still clouded by stereotypes. They 
value their power and position and oft.en undermine women in posi-
tions of power. Many of the leaders Margareth observed in the meet-
ing at Puncak fall into this category. At times they advocate to have 
women's voices heard , but in fact they simply comply with govern-
mental or public expectations and do nothing more than window-
dressing. Finally there are still many leaders who neither understand, 
nor are open to the concerns of women. In genera l they support gen-
der-biased policies, whether in the religious or public sphere. They 
ignore the rights of women and any form of appreciation towards 
women. In their perception. theologica ll y if they are religious elites, or 
in their cultural, social, and political discourse. women are secondary 
to men. 
Although many Protestant churches in Indonesia nowadays have 
female pastors, in institutional policies they are often not considered 
equal or fully accepted. For example, many churches also have inter-
nal rules that allow a female pastor to work in general service only 
and prevent her from being the Chair of the Congregation as well as 
the Synod. When attending meetings where important decisions are 
being taken, misogynist and patriarchal ideas dominate the discus-
sions. This reality is due to: a) the theological influence of the Dutch 
missionaries; b) the educational level of the male and female pastors 
and other religious leaders present; and c) inexperience and lack of 
awareness of gender issues. We need to rethink how we prepare our 
future leaders, male and female, and how women can be truly includ-
ed in the religious hierarchies. 
Conclusion 
When considering biased attitudes towards women in religious leader-
ship, we have to realize that the concept of religiosity is sometimes 
applied differently by men and women. While the male version may 
seem repressive, it might not be experienced as such by women and 
there may be differences in perception and practice. Furthermore, 
there can be great disagreement concerning the role women are al-
lowed to play. For example, when Megawati Sukarnoputri became 
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Indonesia's first female president (2001-2004) , there was a heated 
debate among Muslim leaders whether or not the Islamic sources al-
lowed a woman to be president. Based on the Holy Scriptures, opin-
ions ranged from acceptance to strictly forbidden.11 
Religious discrimination against women is still pervasive in Indo-
nesia; in most religious institutions, women enjoy very little space: 
decisions are made by men; no woman can yet be ordained as a 
Catholic priest, a Muslim imam, a Buddhist bhikuni or a Hindu pandi-
ta. Although in several Protestant Churches women have been accept-
ed as pastors and can have higher positions in the hierarchy, those 
churches are not free of gender bias either. Discrimination against 
women due to stereotyping remains. Only education can change this 
mindset; for example we should scrutinize the respective Holy Books 
to understand how certain ideas about gender became part ofreligion. 
In addition, it is also crucial to discuss and study the issue of gen-
der via interdisciplinary studies. Such efforts will not only benefit 
women but are vital to strengthening the position of women as actors 
in interfaith and peace-building activities. Thus, the role and perspec-
tive of religious leaders means a great deal, not just for religious insti-
tutions, but for the entire nation. 
11 Cf among others. Ndly ,an Doorn-Harder. The Indones ian Islam ic Debate on a Woman 
Pres ident. in: Sojoum 17. 2002. 16-1 -1 90. 

Muslim Women in the Netherlands and the 
lntercultural Dialogue 
Tijani Boulaouali 
In 1995, one of the Dutch Protestant newspapers, het Reformatorisch 
Dagblad, wrote that "Unlike their mothers, many Turkish and Moroc-
can girls now pursue advanced educations, a professional career, or 
both" (RD, 3). Now, almost two decades later, this wish that still 
seemed unachievable at the time, has become reality. Nowadays, Mus-
lim women are active within all levels of Dutch society, creating ven-
ues of upward mobility for those following in their footsteps. This 
essay discusses the many ways in which Muslim women claim a space 
in and contribute to the various forms of dialogue that are being held 
within the Dutch context. Furthermore, I investigate the positions 
these women hold when operating in their own Muslim communities. 
1. Defining Dialogue 
Why should we engage in interreligious and intercultural forms of 
dialogue? ln my opinion it helps us to gain a better understanding of 
each other and of various aspects of realit y. Understanding and know-
ing are the first steps to peaceful coexistence in an open setting where 
everybody is welcome and \\·here ethnicity. skin color, religion. belief 
and culture play no role. Moreover. engaging in dialogue helps us to 
overcome societal and ideological barriers. According to Michelange-
lo Jacobucci 1• it is the best way to conquer 'the enemies of dialogue' 
who try to reject those who are different or think differently. They 
1 Michelangelo Jacobucci , De vijanden van de dialoog. De oorzaken en aspecten van 
de intolerantie, unpublished paper. read in Arabic. Cairo 2010. 
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despise cultures other than their own and allow themselves to be 
locked up in an egocentric world where there is no criticism or self-
examination. 
In my view, dialogue is the highest form of communication used 
by humans. Even when alone and removed from the world we are 
engaged in inner dialogues as we deliberate certain matters, for exam-
ple, in the form of self-reflection, remembering things we did, or re-
considering an opinion we have held onto. Such exercises bring relief 
and assurance. Thus being in dialogue is not only important for social 
equilibrium and for human interactions, it also feeds our spiritual side. 
Inner dialogues or monologues on a micro level feed the mind in a 
world filled with tension and selfishness. Finding inner stability and 
peace improves society. 
Engaging in dialogue in society does not mean that one's point of 
view should prevail or be confirmed, disregarding the opinion of oth-
ers. It is also not meant to convey a certain message or push approach-
es that are polemical or apologetic and hinder true dialogue which 
takes place when we exchange ideas and sentiments during spontane-
ous and interactive discussions. We need to listen to each other and 
not only try to understand the other's story, but also her emotions. 
A dialogue reaches its zenith only after those involved go through 
three consecutive phases that complement each other. First there is 
getting to know each other when we are being introduced and making 
contacts with new people. Many encounters do not go beyond this 
phase of interaction limited to the exchange of general information. 
Some people move to the second phase where we get to know each 
other better via conversations. meetings , vi sit s and neighborly interac-
tions. These interactions can happen when at work, in school, on the 
street, during public meetings or via social media. Only when people 
know each other better and feel comfortable in the new relationship 
can they start to truly understand the other' s value and move to the 
level of mutual appreciation. 
Dialogue is never unilateral; it has to be bilateral as well as multi-
lateral and takes place in various forms within multiple dimensions of 
society. It affects the individual as well as the community in many 
ways. Cultural and religious diversity have beco me characteristics of 
Dutch society. This reality leads to different forms of dialogue that 
contain numerous possibilities and promises for new forms of interac-
tion. 
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Roger Boonen understands intercultural dialogue to be "A conver-
sation about a cultural topic between two or more discussion partners 
of different cultural backgrounds who are of different opinions. The 
goal of the dialogue can range from the minimal goal of mutual under-
standing and acceptance, cooperation, or friendship, to the most ambi-
tious and least attainable goal of mutual transformation and growth.',2 
This definition also applies to interreligious dialogue, whether it is 
part of a cultural dialogue or stands by itself. In fact, if we could re-
place the word "culture" with "religion", the quote would still have 
the same meaning. 
2. Engaging in Dialogue in a Pluralistic Society 
When we discuss the contributions of Muslim women to the various 
forms of dialogue within Dutch society, we need to keep in mind that 
often these women are stuck in and dazed by two conflicting worlds. 
Each world has its speci fie conditions and characteristics that cause 
substantial differences between the two. As a result. a Muslim woman 
regularly faces problematic dilemmas that are not easy to solve. 
To her, Islam does not just represent a set of rituals and texts but a 
holistic system that governs all aspects of lite. This in fact is also the 
reality of those who resist being a Muslim. For example, the actress 
playing in the movie Submission who challenges the Sacred and the 
Word of God with her alluring body engages in a form of religious 
interpretation as she communicates with Al !ah by ask ing. begging. 
questioning. and chiding His injunc tions. 3 In other words, "the Islamic 
factor" represents an existential dimension in the life of a Muslim 
woman living in the Netherlands. This dimension not only encom-
passes visible aspects such as clothing. customs. habits and social 
conventions. but also mindsets. Upon deeper investigation. many 
Muslim women who claim to be liberal or secular turn out to be more 
religious than ordinary belie\ ers: Islam is simply engrained in their 
lives , consciousnesses and identities. whether they are practicing or 
non-practicing Muslims. 
2 Boonen. Roger. Irina. Jos. Ali en lvlics. !n1erc1d1Uraliteit in maa/schappij en school. 
Antwerpen and Apeldoom 2003. 277. 
3 Submission was a movie dealing with vio lence against Muslim women based on certain 
interpretations of the Qur 'an. It kd to the murder of its director. Theo van Gogh ( 1957-2004). 
who was murdered by a young Dutch-born Muslim radical. Somali-born Ayaan Hirshi Ali co-
authored the script. 
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Living in the Netherlands not only means being in a geographical 
context, but also joining a world of norms and values in which mani-
fold religions, cultures and visions on life interact and compete. Phi-
losopher of Religion Henk Vroom describes it as follows: 
People coming from all over are living together and the boundaries between 
cultures and religions no longer run across continental lines but across our 
cities and villages. Behind the green meadows filled with cows we see a min-
aret next to a church steeple with high-rise buildings on the horizon. In 
neighborhoods where immigrants live, churches have revived. The Dutch-
born population knows individuals who ~ympathize with Buddhism or Hin-
duism or have converted to Islam. There are Christians who are open to the 
beliefs and lives of others, and there are those who consider the other to be 
competition; or at times even see her as the enemy. We see the same phe-
nomenon among Muslims and Hindus.4 
We could say that the pluralistic society creates ideal new spaces 
where people can freely practice their religions or beliefs and express 
their views. Where religion used to be the shared social value, now it 
has been replaced by citizenship based on giving and taking. This is a 
responsible type of citizenship that does not arise from a top-down 
relation but emerges from communities, from the people.5 All aspects 
of Dutch society need to be considered from this legal framework, as 
do its Muslim communities in which women are torn between their 
religious identity and loyalties to the Dutch environment. So the ques-
tion for many Muslim women is: how to overcome this discrepancy 
and integrate into Dutch society while maintaining our own identities? 
Our future queen Maxima, who hails from Argentina, said in an 
interview with the NRC Newspaper: ·'How wonderful it is to be home 
in two cultures and to move between the two without any problems."6 
In fact. many Muslim women who are firmly established within Dutch 
society straddle two cultures. This type of existence requires them to 
be constant ly engaged in dialogue. inside the Muslim community as 
well as when operating in Dutch society. Dialogue here is ever pre-
sent; it does not only consist of regular conversations and encounters. 
but comprises every aspect of life: at home. in school. on the street, at 
work, in the media and so forth. The rest of this essay discusses how 
Muslim women in the Netherlands participate in this comprehensive 
dialogue that reaches all corners of Dutch society. 
4 H. M. Vroom. £en ,maier van visies godsdiensrfilosojie en pluralisme. Kampen 2003. I 0. 
' Dieter Verhue (ed.). Bouwstenen van burgerschap fen onder=oek in het kader van het 
1/andvest voor J ·eramwoordelijk Burgerschap. Amsterdam 2009. I. 
6 Maxima (Princess). Een Nederlander bestaat 11.iet. .\RC Handelsblad. September 25. 2007. 
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3. A Multilevel Dialogue 
According to the Central Bureau of Statistics (CBS), during the past 
seven years the participation of Moroccan women in higher education 
has increased by seventeen percent while the number of Moroccan 
men did not increase. During the year 2011-2012 more Moroccan 
women than men entered institutes of advanced education. In 2003-
2004 the numbers were the opposite. Since that year, when compared 
to Dutch-born citizens and immigrants from Suriname and the Dutch 
Antilles, Turkish as well as Moroccan immigrants have all caught up 
on levels of education. 7 
Research by the Dutch Central Office for Statistics (CBS) has 
shown that around fifteen percent of Muslim immigrants are interested 
in participating in politics. In this category, percentage-wise, partici-
pation of Moroccans is equal to that of Dutch-born citizens. These 
figures indicate that the dreams Muslim girls had over two decades 
ago seem to have come true. Those girls have become the current 
career women who contribute to Dutch society in numerous and valu-
able ways. From an interesting newspaper item or a political problem, 
Muslim women now have become a party in the national and local 
dialogues that are developing in educational institutions, civic dis-
courses, politics and the media. and in intellectual achievements. 
Education 
Now that education has become accessible to diverse groups in our 
population. Muslim women not only participate as students but also as 
teachers. counselors, researchers and student advisors. Bringing their 
religious dress, views and rituals into the work place, their sheer pres-
ence creates many opportunities for interreligious and intercultural 
dialogues. At times these interactions can be carried to the public level 
of media and politics. 
Social and Cultural Work 
Civic work is brimming with Muslim women who are active in com-
munity centers and non-governmental organizations that provide a 
range of services. Often one of the goals ofthis type of work is to cul-
tivate and encourage inter- and intra-religious interactions. They foster 
communication between Muslims of different backgrounds and be-
7 Centraal Bureau voor de Statistiek, Jaarrapport integratie 20 I 2. Den Haag(Heerlen 2012. 
85 . 
8 Op. cit.. 162. 
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tween Muslims and Dutch society. Currently several organizations 
have been launched to raise awareness about Muslim women: among 
others there is the Moslima Network in Amsterdam, the National Is-
lamic Organization for Women in the Netherlands (Landelijke Jsfami-
tische Vrouwenorganisatie Nederland) in Rotterdam., Moslima's for 
Moslima's in Groningen, the AlNisa organization for Muslim women 
in Utrecht, and the Foundation for Intercultural Participation and Inte-
gration (Stichting Interculturefe Participatie en Jntegratie) in Amster-
dam. 
Politics 
As I mentioned earlier, Moroccans tend to be as politically active as 
Dutch-born citizens. This is not only the case among men but also 
among women. In 2012, fourteen Muslim members joined the Dutch 
Parliament; of whom five were women: Khadija Arib, Keklik Yucel, 
Sadet Karabulut, Vera Bergkamp and Wassila Hachichi. Other well-
known political figures are Nebahat Albayrak who was the Secretary 
of the Department of Justice in 2007 during the fourth cabinet of 
Prime Minister Balkenende. A well-known former Dutch politician is 
Ayaan Hirsi Ali. 
Journalism 
Striking numbers of Muslim women have become journalists, working 
with TV, newspapers and other types of media channel s. Most of them 
are of Moroccan descent. Some names are: Lamia Abbassi, Hadjar 
Benmiloud, Touria Ahayan, Lana Abid, Jamila Zemouri, and Bou-
taina Azzab. 
Academics 
Several Muslim women are teaching at Dutch univers1t1es. At the 
same time, fifty percent of Muslim students are women. Among oth-
ers, Stella van de Wetering teaches at the Center for Islamic Theology 
(CIT) at the Vrije Universiteit in Amsterdam where she has engaged 
in numerous interreligious dialogues. 
Intellectual Ltfe 
With thi s term I refer to women who are catalysts in public conversa-
tions on living in a pluralist society. Most of them are novelists or 
writers of nonfiction works. Several have become established writers· 
for examp le, Naema Tahir (A Muslim Woman Unve ils. The Bride: 
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Lonely Presence, and Precious Possessions). Zohra Zarouali has be-
come famous for her books written for adolescent girls such as Amel: 
a Moroccan Girl in the Netherlands, Amel and Faisal, Pursuing My 
Goal and Sanae. Some women write on Islamic history; Asma Claas-
sen has probed the life of the Prophet Muhammad while Ceylan 
Pektas-Weber and Samira Bouchibti have probed their Muslim identi-
ties. 9 
4. Muslim Women in Dialogue 
The Dialogue of l!fe 
Based on the examples I have provided so far, we can observe that 
Muslim women participate in Dutch society at all levels. At the level 
of daily life, in local settings. women use any opportunity available to 
participate in social dialogues among Muslims or with non-Muslims. 
For example, in Amsterdam-West. Islamic Feasts are considered 
prime moments to gather, not just to eat and celebrate, but also to get 
to know each other. The women do not consider the fact that it con-
cerns a religious holiday an obstacle for involving those of other 
faiths. In fact, without realizing it, they spontaneously practice the 
Qur'anic injunctions of Sura al Mumtahanah (60:8) that encourages 
the believers to show respect and justice to those who are not Muslim. 
These local initiatives are the foundation of strong social bonds of 
cohesion that help stimulate discussions on religious acceptance and 
shared values. However, since most of the women active at this level 
are not well educated or professionally involved, their activities are 
often overlooked in the national media. The intellectual contributions 
of famous Muslim women writers and politicians get most of the at-
tention. 
Creating New Discourses 
Women who engage in the various forms of dialogue, be it within 
their own Muslim community, intercultural or interreligious, are risk-
takers. When highlighting issues of diversity, improving the Muslim 
image and conveying what happens in the Muslim community, at 
times they touch on controversial topics. 
9 The list is long; two more writers that need to be mentioned here are Naima El Bezaz (The 
Road North, The Devil's Concubine, The Outcast. The Happiness Syndrome, and Vinex wom-
en) and Fadoua Bouali (Liberated by Allah If Only I Had Studied French and The Return). 
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Women's engagement in dialogues has also involved connecting 
with non-Muslims via the various feminist discourses that are emerg-
ing among Muslim women in the Netherlands. The first group, albeit a 
small one, rejects Islam in its entirety. The few women who adhere to 
this conviction find much support from the Dutch media and politics. 
Women who propose a feminist discourse calling for liberal forms of 
Islam represent the second group. They are heavily influenced by 
Western secular philosophies and represented by young women writ-
ers, journalists and politicians. The third group proposes moderate 
forms of discourse that combines Islamic and Western values. Those 
belonging to this group are open to participating as Dutch citizens 
while maintaining their Islamic identities. The fourth group adheres to 
a conservative Islamic discourse that al!ows no room for other opin-
ions. In spite of residing in the Netherlands, those belonging to this 
group distance themselves from Dutch society. They follow a literalist 
interpretation of the Islamic religious texts, reading them without re-
gard for context, time frame or circumstances. 
In their own way, all these four discourses encourage forms of di-
alogue: intellectual, ideological, humanist or religious. Some carry a 
political agenda while others propagate a religious message. However, 
the majority support a humanitarian agenda that promotes human val-
ues in the context of responsible citizenship. 
The contributions of some Muslim women are daring as they push 
the moral boundaries, break open forbidden topics, and bring to light 
all kinds of taboos. While some of the younger writers push the enve-
lope too far by writing erotic literature for its own sake, many discuss 
sexual themes to educate and raise awareness. lt is debatable whether 
all these intellectual dialogues only serve a woman's emancipation. 
Often they tie into a discourse that portrays Muslim women as back-
ward and oppressed. However, true liberation does not come from 
exposing the body and throwing off the veil. True emancipation 
comes from the brain and lifting the invisible veil that prevents Mus-
lim women from thinking for themselves. 
These types of discussions do convey realistic views of the Mus-
lim community: its composition and the dilemmas it faces. Many 
Muslim women engage in this type of dialogue. in schools, communi-
ty centers, by trans lating their stories and poems to movies and docu-
mentaries. Contributing to intra- and inter-religious and inter-cultural 
dialogues, these initiatives convey Muslim realities while at the same 
time correcting negative stereotypes about Muslim communities. 
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5. Two Initiatives: Fadoua Bouali and Hagar-Sarah 
The first initiative by women l would like to highlight in this essay is 
the intellectual and literary experiment by the young writer fadoua 
Bouali. She describes in a brave manner the inconsistencies, dilemmas 
and challenges faced by her Muslim community. The second initiative 
is the so-called Hagar-Sarah project for dialogue between Jewish, 
Christian and Muslim women. For both initiatives I will analyze how 
they encourage interreligious dialogue . 
Fadoua Buuali 
Fadoua Bouali is a Dutch-Moroccan writer, who was born in 1970 in 
the town of Alhoceima in Northern Morocco . She worked for fourteen 
years as a nurse in the Netherland s but in 2007 retired from her work 
to spend a year in Morocco and write her book. Her writing career 
started in 2001 when she began to compose op-eds about subjects that 
concerned her personally: Islam, Muslim women, immigrants. Writing 
allowed her to express her frustrations with the nonsense and misin-
formation she read and heard in the media about her Islamic faith. 
After becoming a columnist, she started to write books: Liberated by 
Allah (2006), If Only I Had Studied French, and Adventures of a 
Nurse (2007). 10 
According to Fadoua Bouali, everyone is allowed to understand 
and know about the problems Muslims go through. This approach 
provides space for all: Muslims and non-Muslims, immigrants and 
Dutch-born, women and men, young and old. In Liberated by Allah 
she tells how she approached writing the book: 
I decided to go to Morocco for one month to work on the book. In fact it was 
like a puzzle that needed to be put together. The pieces came from people in 
my environment; family, friends, neighbors, colleagues, and people I hap-
pened to meet at work or during meetings. They all were from different 
backgrounds: Muslim , Christian , Jewish, atheist, heterosex,ual or homosexu-
al. Some were highly educated while others never attended school ( 15). 
The writer indicates that from the beginning she positions her thinking 
within the framework of interreligious and intercultural dialogue. She 
is not only concerned with problems within the Muslim community, 
others have an important presence within her discourse as well. While 
she engages with the paradoxes and problems the Muslim community 
'
0 For the column cf: https ://sites.google.com/site/fadouaboual i/home. 
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faces, non-Muslims play a role in her story as compatriots, witnesses, 
and partners. 
Bouali' s book searches for the core of the true Islamic society, 
which differs radically from how contemporary Muslims experience 
it. Her society is saturated with critique on all types of situations and 
themes ranging from sexuality, to morality, to emancipation, to raising 
children. Realizing that the emancipation of Muslim women has be-
come a hot topic, she considers the subject by looking at her mother, 
grandmother, sisters and herself. This strategy allows her to balance of 
her life as a woman, since in her view every woman, Moroccan or 
Dutch, should now and then stand still and reflect on her position as a 
woman (103). While paying attention to the Muslim woman who in 
name of "Islam" experiences suppression within her own community, 
Fadoua Bouali contributes to dialogue within Dutch multicultural so-
ciety. For the sake of this dialogue and to improve the position of 
women, she encourages Muslims to return to the sources of Islam and 
to reread and reinterpret the holy texts. 
The Hagar-Sarah Project 
In recent years Muslim women have launched numerous interfaith 
projects, nationally as well as locally. The Hagar-Sarah project started 
in 2009 with a focus on the shared roots of the Jewish, Christian and 
Muslim religions. These three religions of Abraham share the same 
foundational story in which "women pass on life." They have named 
the project after the two patriarchal mothers of humanity, Hagar and 
Sarah, since without these women the patriarchal father, Abraham or 
Ibrahim, would not have existed. 11 
This initiative encourages interreligious dialogue between the 
daughters of Hagar and Sarah who all are Jewish, Christian and Mus-
lim. They all share the source of our being, our truth and tradition. So, 
the project's founders wonder, why can they not share a common 
goal? The project furthermore pays attention to the role of women 
within society when facing male authority. The leaders of the project 
explain that their point of departure is that .. Men have always held the 
religious authority. During the last decades this reality is changing and 
women have started to speak fo r themselves. They investigate the in-
11 hnp://www.hagar-sarah.nl. 
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fluencc of male interpretations tor religious texts] and how these in-
terpretations can hinder women·s personal growth in their faith."
12 
Conclusion 
In this essay I have described how Muslim women contribute to inter-
religious and intercultural di alogues in the Netherlands. As I have 
shown, their presence in these activities is so prevalent that each 
theme and level of dialogue discussed here merits discussion in a sep-
arate article. Although we can limit our investigation of women's 
agency to their participation in various fom1s of dialogue, I have pro-
posed to look at Muslim women ' s role in the Netherlands from the 
point of view of their presence and participation in areas of society 
that influence constant efforts of intercultural and interreligious dia-
logue. As I have shown, Muslim women are highly active at all levels 
of society and hence engage in myriad forms of dialogue. We can wit-
ness the influence of their contribution throughout society; from Mus-
lim homes, to schools, at work, and in the media. Women are the ones 
who have made "Muslim" in the Netherlands part of the mainstream. 
12 http://www.vrouwensynode.nl. 
Women's Agency and Role in Inter-Religious Dialogue 
Indonesia - the Netherlands 
Nelly van Doorn-Harder 
The short essays in this section cover a broad range of discussions. 
What I found the most striking is that none of the Indonesian writers 
discusses the manifold Indonesian projects and institutes for interfaith 
and peacemaking launched and led by women. Neither do they ad-
dress the myriad activities Indonesian women are involved in. They 
live in a pluralist society that not only counts six official religions but 
also plural ethnicities and cultures, so the urgent need for activities 
that strengthen interreligious harmony is obvious. However, they write 
about issues that ideally speaking should be addressed first before 
entering such dialogues as equal partners. 
Ema Marhumah points at conventions with regard to the hierarchy 
among men and women leaders in the pesantren, the traditional board-
ing schools where students engage in deep study of the Qur'an and 
Islamic texts. Guided by the kiai, the religious scholar who is the pe-
santren's religious and administrative leader, male students gain 
deeper knowledge of the Islamic texts than women. As many of these 
texts transmit hidden and open biases about women, entire generations 
of future leaders graduate with misogynist mindsets. 
Fredrik Doeka investigated the symbolic and religious meaning of 
the practice of circumcising Muslim girls in the city of Kupang. Dur-
ing the past two decades, this practice that undermines a woman's 
reproductive rights and in many instances causes real physical harm is 
becoming more widespread and institutionalized in Indonesia. Even 
though it is officially forbidden by the government, religious leaders 
encourage the practice and believers follow it since it is considered a 
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guarantee of a woman' s purity and has become a powerful symool of 
Islamic identity. This ooundary is ever-present also when engaging in 
interreligious dialogues. 
Not only can the focus on a woman's body create boundaries 
between religions, as feminist scholar Jeannine Hill Fletcher has 
pointed out, interfaith gatherings can also become platforms where 
·'interfaith harmony takes place over women's bodie.s." 1 Often women 
are not part of such meetings. 
Nancy Souisa suggests applying methods from gender and peace 
studies throughout the curriculum at the level of higher education in 
the Moluccas in order to allow students to come to terms with the vio-
lence they witnessed during the early years of the new Millennium. In 
her view, due to their stress on matters of justice and equality, these 
studies are natural places to find tools that help students overcome 
their traumas and help them to develop and be engaged in models of 
reconciliation. She furthermore argues for broadening the scope of 
teaching methods to include community-driven elements. Instead of 
placing the teacher's academic knowledge at the center, the curricu-
lum shifts to including the experiences and life stories of the students. 
Nancy Souisa furthermore highlights the importance of paying atten-
tion to the concept of rasa, feeling that is an integral part of culture in 
the Moluccas and elsewhere in Indonesia Feeling here refers to be-
coming mindful of one's surroundings by connecting the inner self 
with oody and mind. Souisa's plea to pay attention to the element of 
rasa coincides with feminist voices who call for strengthening the 
interpersonal dimension of interfaith. Michelle Voss Roberts has ex-
plored this concept by analyzing rasa in the context of Hindu-
Christian dialogue in which rasa carries the meanings of taste, relish-
ing, or the essence of a thing.2 According to Voss-Roberts, exploring 
the various connotations of rasa (physical , mental or emotional), can 
help to unpack the under-theorized work that emotion plays in inter-
religious dialogue. "Rasa offers a theoretical framework for under-
standing and incorporating affective responses to religious difference" 
(189). 
1 
.. Gift to the Prophet from a King. The Politics of Women in lnterreligious Dialogue: · 
(forthcoming). 
2 Michelle Voss Roberts, Beyond Beauty: Aesthetics and Emotion in lnterreligious Dialogue. 
in: Catherine Cornille and Jillian Maxey (eds). Women in lnterreligious Dialogue, Eugene. 
Oregon 2013, 188-208, 189 f. 
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Elga Sarapung reflects on hidden biases among the religious lead-
ing elite in Indonesia that she observes while she herself belongs to 
this group in her capacity as the Director of Interfidei, a large organi-
zation for interfaith dialogue. Her observations resemble the mecha-
nisms that Frances Adeney describes in her monograph about Indone-
sian Christian women: double burdens, ambivalent attitudes and unre-
alistic expectations towards women in the church. Adeney's quoting a 
woman pastor who wonders if "Christian influence actually harmed 
women?" underscores the complex interaction between religion and 
culture.3 
Tijani Boulaouali argues that we should broaden our definitions of 
what it means to be in a dialogue; religious as well as cultural. Look-
ing at Muslim women's involvement in Dutch society, ranging from 
grassroots activities of celebrating feasts together, to the contributions 
of women intellectuals, novelists and politicians, he argues that by 
their sheer presence and the ideas they espouse, these women are in 
constant modes of dialogue. This point is pertinent to the Dutch situa-
tion where many Muslim women entered the country as spouses of 
uneducated immigrant workers. Boulaouali starts his article with a 
quote from a Dutch newspaper that in 1995 predicted how second 
generation Muslim girls would be much more highly educated than 
their parents since they all aspired to finish high school, college and 
even pursue graduate studies. Boulaouali writes that "Now, almost 
two decades later, this wish that still seemed unachievable at the time, 
has become reality." This situation is starkly different in Indonesia, 
where since the 1980s society has taken for granted that Muslim 
women hold high positions as politicians, ministers, professors and 
medical doctors. Another point Boulaouali makes is that women are as 
much engaged in inter- as in intra-religious dialogue. This observation 
in fact seems to run through all the essays; formulating attitudes to-
wards the other is one of many forms of religious dialogue that first 
st:irts within the community. 
Thus the essays in this section of the volume represent two sides 
of the coin that constitutes the dichotomy of women ·s role in interreli-
gious and intercultural dialogues. Many women, often highly educat-
ed, are involved in myriad activities. yet remain invisible and across 
nations their voices seem overshadowed by those of men. Although 
we do not have much hard data about why women are left out, we do 
3 Frances S. Adeney. ('hrisrivn II omen in fmlu11esia. A Sarrative Stum, of Gender and Religi-
on. New York 2003. 65. 
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know that within their own communities women face many forms of 
bias and misogynist behavior. In dialogue, men as well as women take 
those biases with them and further complicate the picture when engag-
ing with people of different faiths and cultures. 
The writings in this section concern two large themes; !he first one 
is about women's role and agency in the interrelig ious and intercultur-
al dialogue and the second one concerns the importance of intra-
religious dialogues, especially where it concerns women's issues. In 
this essay I will elaborate further on the first topic, ::is space does not 
permit to discuss the second theme at greilt length here. 4 
1. The Women in Dialogue Project 
The inspiration for the topic of the role of women in interreligious 
encounters came from a Dutch project on the same subject. 5 The un-
derlying rationale for launching thi s initiative was my own observa-
tion that in spite of all the economic, social. cultural and religious dif-
ferences between the USA, the Netherlands, and Indonesia, in all three 
countries women's role in dialogue was often not as prominent as that 
of men. Somehow they seemed to be held back or to be holding them-
selves back from prominent positions in interreligious and peace-
building meetings, especially those at the higher levels. 
Forms of gender inequality are not lin1ited to Indonesia but are 
still widespread in the USA and many European countries as well. In 
order to understand the mechanisms that perpetuate gender discrepan-
cies, I gathered an interdisciplinary group of colleagues in the Nether-
lands and the USA who represent the study of gender, gender and re-
ligion, psychology, and anthropology. Using theories and approaches 
from our respective fields of studies we investigated case studies of 
interfaith and peacemaking activities with the role and agency of 
women as focus. 
Our observation that women in interfaith dialogue seem invisible 
seemed to be confumed by international governing bodies as well. In 
the year 2000, the United Nations passed Resolution 1325 which stat-
4 See, for example: Nelly van Doom-Harder. In Search of New Approaches to Inter- and 
Intra- Religious Christian and Muslim Debates, in: James Buckley and Michael Root (eds), 
Christian Theology and Islam, Eugene OR 2013. 
5 Riet Boos-Storm and Nelly van Doom-Harder (eds), Dubbele Dialoog, De ro/ van Gender 
in interreligieuze Ontmoetingen [Double Dialogues. The Role of Gender in lnterreligious 
Encounters], Gorinchem 2012. Several of my observations in this essay are based on the 
various contributions in that volume. 
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ed that research was urgently needed to understand why men are more 
prominent at the international and national level of political and 
peace-building meetings than women. 6 A follow-up report published 
by the Council of Europe in 2005 acknowledged that it had not been 
possible to answer this question and that we know little about the cul-
tural and social factors that prevent women in the various countries 
from rising to the highest levels. 7 
Equally inspired by UN Resolution 1325, the Berkley Center for 
Religion, Peace and World Affairs at Georgetown University invited 
fifty women and men active in interreligious and peace-building work 
to discuss the topic in July 2010.8 One of the main conclusions of this 
meeting was that women are active in launching and guiding all types 
of projects, however, there are few hard data about what exactly they 
do. Few researchers have looked into the subject. The participants 
agreed that women are seldom invited to high-powered, political inter-
religious or peace-building meetings, neither are they asked for ad-
vice. Benedictine nun and Director of the Benetvision Organization, 
Joan Chittister saw the following as one of the main problems in the 
West: 
Our societies are nowhere near as egalitarian as we think they are. People are 
sincere in thinking that there has been progress. But there are real differences 
biologically and spiritually between men and women . The prevailing attitude 
is that if you have a man, you really have both, because the man will know 
what is good for both men and women .9 
According to Ms. Chittister, the dynamics change when women are 
included at high-level meetings: 
I am completely convin ced that until women are more than token members of 
any movement and in stitution , there will never be peace or action on envi-
ronment or real action on poverty. Women bring real differences in terms of 
style, goals, agendas, presence, and real skill s in conflict resoluti on. The fact 
that existin g in stitutions do not dea l with women in any systematic fashion is 
a real issue. No one in governm ents or international in stitution s sits down 
6 C[ hn p://www. un.org/womcm,atch/osagi /"ps/. 
7 The Council of Europe. ··The Role of Women and Men in intercultural and interreli gious 
dialogue for the pre, enti on of conflict. fo r pcacebuilding and for democratizat ion··. 
h1tp://coe.int/equali ty (Directorate General of Human Rights. Strasbourg. 2005). 59. 
8 An Ex plorati on by the US Insti tute of Peace (USII' ). the l3erk ley Center fo r Re li gion. Peace. 
and Worl d Affai rs. and the World Faiths Devdopment Dialogue ( WFDD). C[ 
http:// berkleycenter .georgetown .edu/puhlications/\\ omen-i n-rd igious-peacebui !ding. 
9 lmp://he rk.leycenter. gcorgetown.cdu/ intcn icws/a--discussion-with-sister-joan-ch ittister-exec 
utive-d irector-bcnetv ision. accessed l'cbrua1> 28.20 13. 
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with women's groups as they consider m;;;jor legislation and other measures. 
But that is what they should do. 10 
At the same time we see the baffling reality that organizations such as 
Unicef, that work with networks of men as well as women, have ob-
served that women officials tend to be more efficient than their male 
peers. Women set realistic goals and their promises are often less am-
bitious than those of their male colleagues. As a result they deliver. 
Furthermore women are Jess prone to corruption and encourage coop-
eration between men and women. 11 
It remains a mystery why there are so few publications about the 
topic while studies on women and gend<:!r abound. What is available 
tends to be theological. 12 Nowadays we hear more voices coming out 
of the business world wondering what keeps women from being part 
of high-level management. The answers range from motherhood to 
lack of negotiation skills for what still is a men ·s world. At the same 
time, the number of women in leading positions in businesses is in-
creasing and they are competing with men on equal footing as manag-
ers and leaders. 
ln summary, through our research we found that being invisible 
and absent from the highest levels of decision-making venues is not a 
situation that is limited to women in Indonesia or to Muslim women. 
It is a phenomenon that equally occurs in highly developed Western 
countries. Although, depending on people's beliefs, mindsets and in-
terpretation of their holy scriptures, in certain cases religion does play 
a role; not being able to participate at all levels occurs in many types 
of venues and activities. 
2. Invisible Walls 
One of the reasons women stay under the radar seems to be connected 
with the types of work they do. Especially at the grassroots, in activi-
ties aimed at improving the conditions of women and children and 
10 Ibid. 
11 Interview Afeefa Syeed. Advisor US Bureau voor International Development. http://berkley 
center.georgetown.edu/interviews/a-discussion-with-afeefa-s}eed-senior-advisor-us-agency-
for-international-development-middle-east-and-asia-bureaus. 
12 The most quoted works are: Helene Egnell. Or her / 'oices: A Study of Christian Feminist 
Approaches to Religious Plurality E.ast and West. Uppsala 2006. Jeannine Hill Fletcher, 
Monopoly on Salvation? A Feminist Response to Religious Pluralism. New York 2005, and 
the two books by Maura O'Neill. Women Speaking, Women listening. Women in lnterreli-
gious Dialogue, Maryknoll , NY 1990 and id .. Mending a Torn World. Women in Jnterreli-
gious Dialogue, Maryknoll, NY 2007. 
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strengthening local communities, women tend to work in groups and 
collaborative networks. Furthermore, women tend to focus on remov-
ing obstacles caused by, for example, natural disasters and poverty. As 
a result, education and health care are prime areas of women's work. 
By virtue of the communal character of most of these activities, indi-
vidual women remain unknown since a group seldom yields visible 
faces. Taking away women's influence from these building blocks of 
society can have disastrous effects on civil society. 
Michael Trice, whose research focuses on peacemaking, observes 
that when women are included it happens purposefully with full 
awareness. He insists that at high negotiation platforms men seldom 
intentionally exclude women who are their peers in terms of education 
and credentials. However, in many situations the process of exclusion 
happens unintentionally. Blind spots, cultural and engrained forms of 
prejudice, and other hidden mechanisms somehow work together to-
wards forms of exclusion. 13 
The essays by Elga Sarapung and Ema Marhumah seem to agree 
with the mechanisms of exclusion described by Trice. In his view 
these mechanisms represent "the deception built into the ruse between 
the intent of the 'outstretched arm· of acceptance and the actual struc-
turally hindering sliding walls of exclusionary practice." 14 Women 
think they have a chance to participate on higher levels only to be met 
by a wall that did not exist before. Elga Sarapung writes about women 
who did participak in the meetings with men while Ema Marhumah 
discusses the role of the nyai. the wife of the kiai who in most cases 
holds the second highest position within the pesantren. However, the 
limits are real and thinkers such as moral philosopher Annette Baier 
don't consider this type of treatment to be merely unfair. but to be a 
form of deception that is situated at the intersection of our expecta-
tions for success and systemic structures that pretend to include and 
promise inclusion. and in the end turn out to be empty. 15 
Cognit ive psychology research confirms that most people intend 
to be fair but carry unconsc ious prejud ices that influence our evalua-
tions of others and their work. Researchers point at the problem of the 
1.1 Michael Tri ce . Cruelty and the Exclus ion or Women in Leadership. paper read at the AAR 
meeting on Women. Interfaith and Peacemaking. Atlanta October 29. 2009. Publi shed in 
Dutch:- Lietdcvolle" wreedhcid: mannen en vro~we n in overleg. in: Sons-Storm and van 
Doorn-Harder (t:ds). D11bbele Dialoog. -12. 
"Trice. "Liefdevollc" wreedheid. 43. 
"Annette C. Baier. Morali sm and Cruelty: Reflections on Hume and Kant. in: E1hics. An 
International Jounuil a/Social. Political. and Legal Philosophy 19. 1993. 436-457. 
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differences in how women and men present themselves, which topics 
they discuss and how they work at reaching their goals. For example, 
a USA study analyzing the applications for the position of professor in 
a medical school found that men referred to themselves as "research-
ers and colleagues," while women described themselves as "teachers 
and students." Women had four times more references to their person-
al lives and often unintentionally usec! language that raised doubt 
about their capacities. 16 In other words, women did not present them-
selves as well as the men did. 
Unconscious forms of prejudice are formed when people speak or 
act differently than we do. Assumptions of lesser capacities are easily 
formed. For example, USA research shows that students evaluate 
teachers who speak English with an accent lower than those who are 
native speakers. Philosopher of Religion, Maura O'Neill has spent 
much of her time looking at differences in discourse between men and 
women. She came to the conclusion that men and women have differ-
ent opinions about how we acquire knowledge and reach judgments 
and have different styles of communication. 17 
In line with Maura O'Neill 's observations, linguist Robin Lakoff 
found that men often express themselves in statements that end with 
an invisible exclamation mark while women often produce open-
ended remarks that allow room for further discussion. Men consider 
the invisible question mark at the end of statements made by women 
as a sign of weakness. while women see it as a way to leave room for 
further discussion. 18 
Women themselves cons ider their own contributions of lesser va l-
ue and importance than those of men. According to Joyce Dubensky, 
Director of the Tanenbaum Center for lnterreligio us Understanding, 
when the Center solicits nominations for it s annual peace award, it 
often experiences problems in gathering enough names of women 
candidates. It does not occur to women, even those who are very ac-
tive in interfaith or peacemaking projects. to nominate each other or 
themselves. They simply don 't consider their work important enough 
and often end up nominating a man. Men have no problem nominating 
themselves. This negative self-selection translates into women's par-
16 Donna M. Stringer. Creati ng and Sustaining Cultural Diversity. unpubli shed paper 
presented at Wake Forest Uni versity. April 2.2012. 
17 
o ·Neill. Women Speaking. and id .. Mending a Torn World. 
18 Lakoffs most famous book is Language and Women ·s Place ( I 975. re-published by 
Oxford University Press, 2004). Also see: The Language War. Los Angeles CA 2001. 
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ticipation in high-level meetings. Dubensky thinks that this mecha-
nism is so deeply rooted that women themselves start to believe it to 
be true that their work is of less value than a man's. 19 As a result, 
women make themselves invisible. 
Before concluding this essay, I have to point out that so far I have 
used gender as the category to analyze some of the power differences 
between men and women. However, feminist scholars from Asia and 
Africa such as Kwok Pui Lan and Mercy Oduyoye criticize this ap-
proach as too narrow a lens that does not take local, economic and 
cultural factors into account.20 In Indonesia as well as in the Nether-
lands, there are not only differences in ethnicity, but also in local his-
tories and cultures, and between rural and urban communities. The 
contributions in this section, although taken from a limited number of 
geographic locations, clearly show this need to start with the local 
conditions before moving to more general conclusions. 
Conclusion 
The essays on wo men and interfaith show that by using the analyt ical 
category o f gender to look at th is topic. we can see how and why in-
terfaith dialogues fai l. In spite of co untless grassroo ts init iati ves, the 
most visib le interfaith activities sti ll seem to be the high leve l meet-
ings. Those tend to be fo rmal. ignoring many of the real problems 
people face . Certain gro ups tend to be excluded: women. youth. the 
poor. and those o f rad ical mindsets. Just looking at the issues women 
address revea ls the comp lexity o f the issues that need to be discussed 
and that are avoided during fo rma l meetings between mostly re ligio us 
elite. Women's contributions .,how us that true interreligious dia logue 
goes far deeper than re ligion. Women in fac t lead the way in showing 
that we need to address the under lying issues of gender bias that pre-
vent dialogue activities fro m becoming fo rces of true social change. 
19 http J/bcrkleycenter.georgetown .cdu/ inteniews/peoplc/jo}CC·dubensky. 
2° Kwok Pui Lan. Postcolonial lmnginarion and Feminisr Theology. Louisvi ll e 2005 and 






In this part of the book. we want to acquire more clarity about the 
praxis of interreligious reading, both in the Netherlands and in Indo-
nesia. We hope that this research may eventually contribute to a deep-
ened understanding by Christians of the Islamic Scripture and vice 
versa. 
The different articles are all the products of authors who are in-
volved in different forms of interreligious contact. Our main question 
IS: What.forms of interreligious reading of Bible and Qur 'an exist be-
tween Christians and Muslims in the Ne therlands and Indonesia and 
hmv can we evaluate them? 
ln this introduction. we sum up the context from which we oper-
ate, and the perspectives we take. 
In our present-day late modem soc ieties, the Qur'an and the Bible 
are reaching a hitherto unprecedented readership. These Sacred Scrip-
tures I are being read increasi:i.gly by people who do not belong to the 
faith communities that are their guardians and that have shaped the 
horizons of their received interpretation'>. Many non-Muslims are be-
1 I use the term ·Scripture ' . inspired by the use of the term in Wilfred Cantwell Smith. What is 
Scripture? A Comparative Approach. Philadelphia 1993. What I particularly like about the 
approach of Cantwell Smith is that it is sometimes difficult to define which texts are sacred in 
a religious tradition. When we talk about the Quran. we should bear in mind that for most 
Muslims. a number of collections of Hadith are also essential. In this article. I refer to the 
Bible and the Quran. but I am aware that these texts. although they are at the centre of Islam 
and Christianity. do not exhaust the amount of texts that can be regarded as guidelines for the 
community and in so far also as ·sacred' . 
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coming familiar with Qur'anic texts, and many non-Christians know 
( or think they know) what the Bible is all about. 
Sometimes, such external readings fit in with the age-old polemi-
cal tradition. The Muslim .is then perceived as the (potentially hostile) 
Religious Other whose Scripture has to be challenged. Or the Chris-
tian has to be refuted by texts from his/her own Scripture. 
Sometimes also, these readings fit in with the modernist tradition 
of 'objective scholarship'. Then, the Qur'an or the Bible is seen as the 
foundational document of another Middle Eastern religious tradition 
that can be objectively analyzed and de-mythologized. 
But there is a third strand of reading by outsiders, an interreli-
gious Qur'an or Bible reading where an appeal is made to the common 
origins of Judaism, Christianity and Islam. 
1. Who is reading and to what purpose? 
We are aware our Scriptures themselves already contain a discourse 
on the religious other. The reflections on these outsiders are partly 
positive (they may have some knowledge of the Divine), partly nega-
tive (their interpretations of the will of the Divine are defective; they 
may be relentless enemies of the true Revelation) . Increasingly, we are 
also aware that our Scriptures have an intertextual relationship with 
other Scriptures. It is, for instance, obvious that a reader of the Gos-
pels will not come to a true understanding of their meaning without a 
thorough knowledge of the earlier Hebrew Bible, to which each v~rse 
of the Gospels constantly refers. Likewise, the Qur'an assumes that 
God has revealed Himself before in other Scriptures, and the Qur'anic 
narratives of the Prophets before Muhammad can be read in conversa-
tion with the biblical narratives. 
This intertextuality of our Scriptures is not confined to references 
of 'later' texts to what is written in 'earlier ' texts. Recently, some 
Christian and Jewish biblical scholars have explored the way in which 
their readings of their own Scripture can be enriched by bringing in 
the Qur'anic perspective. 
In his introduction to the Qur·an. Farid Esack distinguishes be-
tween the different readerships, both among Muslims and non-
Muslims. The Muslim readers, he divides into three groups, between 
which there is considerable overlap: ordinary readers, who read the 
text as a source for their faith in God and of their commitment to the 
Ummah, confessional Muslim scholars who in a pious way and in 
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connection with the cumulative Islamic tradition search for the deeper 
implications of the text and its translation into rules for behavior, and 
critical Muslim scholars. who search for new meanings of the text in 
new contexts. 2 It may be clear that it is not always easy to distinguish 
between these three categories. The critical scholar, who may be stud-
ying the early history of Islam, can go home and pray from the 
Qur'an. Critical and more traditional scho lars are often part of a lively 
and respectful debate among themselves. 
Likewise, there are according to Esack three different groups of 
readers of the Qur"an outside the Muslim community: polemical read-
ers, who are only interested in the Qur'anic text as a body of proof-
texts for their attacks on Islam, ·revisionists ' or scholars who set 
themse lves up as critical, but objective outsiders and last but not least 
participant observers, who engage themselves with the meaning of the 
Qur' anic text. For them, the Qur'an is not just any book, but a book of 
faith that they can find inspiring and challenging in many ways. 3 Be-
tween all these groups of readers, both Muslim and non-Muslim, dif-
ferent types of conversation are taking place about the meaning of the 
text. The same distinctions Esack makes for the Qur'an can also be 
made with regard to the Bible. Just as there are polemical, 'objectiviz-
ing' and assenting readers of the Qur'an from among the non-
Muslims, these categories of Bible-readers also exist within the Mus-
lim community. Many polemical debates of Muslims with Christians 
are taking the texts from their Scriptures as a focus of attack. On the 
other hand, there is also a growing body of shared scholarship and 
mutual respect when it comes to the analysis of Scriptures. And, last 
but not least, there is a small but growing community of people read-
ing Scripture together. 
Of course, this interreligious form of interpretation has older 
provenance than is often assumed. Islamic mutafassirs in the classical 
period made good use of available information from Jewish and Chris-
tian resources to clarify the Qur'anic text. Scholars like Petrus Ven-
erabilis and Robert Ketton wrote their translations of the Qur'an with 
polemic purposes, but were sometimes quite accurate in their assess-
ments of the meaning of the text.4 
In the Netherlands, these three forms of reading by outsiders: the 
polemic, the 'scholarly objectivist' and the interreligious reading are 
2 Farid Esack. The Qur ·an. A Short Introduction. Oxford 2002. 3. 
3 0p. cit., 5. 
4 Thomas E. Burman. Reading tht> (Juran i11 I.at in Christendom. PhilaJ elphia 2009. 
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all there, sometimes inextricably mixed, sometimes existing side by 
side. In the Netherlands, there is an increasing stress on the incompat-
ibility of Islam with the secular discourse by some politicians and in-
tellectuals5, side by side with an impressive increase in scholarly siud-
ies of Islamic tradition6 as well as a number of groups and publica-
tions aiming at the reading of the Qur'an in dialogue with Muslims. 7 
A comparable production of texts about the Bible from Muslim opin-
ion leaders and scholars does not as yet exist, a fact that may be at-
tributed to the relatively recent arrival of Muslims in Dutch society. 
In Indonesia, these three strands of reading also occur. Here, the 
practice of reading Scriptures or telling stories derived from the di-
verse religious traditions is stronger than in the Netherlands. In every-
day praxis, people of Christian and Muslim background in some parts 
of Indonesia do share a common heritage of storytelling and a.-ts, 
where among other resources textual references to the Qur'an and the 
Bible play a part. So, there may by intercultural and intertextual read-
ings, which are not explicitly perceived as interreligious readings. 
As authors of the articles in this part of the book, we all are posi-
tioning ourselves within either the Christian or the Muslim communi-
ty. This does not mean that we are not in conversation with colleagues 
who are looking at Islam or Christianity from an outsider position. 
Some of their comments and findings have been very helpful for us. 
As readers of our own Scripture, we are ' insiders', but not uncritical 
or unreflecting insiders. Likewise, we want to be participant observers 
in the tradition of the other. That is to say, we take our position at the 
boundaries between both the Muslim and the Christian traditions, and 
are ready to open ourselves up for a respectful conversation with the 
insiders of another religious tradition. We are aware of the real and 
enduring differences between our traditions. We hope that we can 
learn new things from our conversation partners from the other side. 
We want in particular to learn from each other's Scriptures. In short : 
we are scholars who want to read in an interreligious way. 
1 The name of poli ti cian Geen Wilders comes 10 mind. but also influent ial Arabist Hans 
Janssen. Islam voor varkens. apen. e::els en andere beesten [Islam for pigs . apes and other 
beasts]. Amsterdam 2008. 
6 For instance. GHA Juynboll. Muslim Tradition. S111dies in Chronolog;v. Provenance and 
Authorship of Early Hadith. Cambridge 1983. 
7 Two imponant Dutch authors contributi ng to the movement of interre li gious reading of the 
Quran are Anton Wesse ls and Karel Stecnbrink. 
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2. Hermeneutics 
We can distinguish bet ween different reader strategies in interreligious 
reading of the Qur' an by Clu·istians. or the Bible by Muslims. Some-
times. the appropriation of a Scripture by readers from another reli-
gious community is aiming rather naYvely at the discovery of a com-
mon ground in the existence of similar terms and figures. The Qur'an 
and the Bible both speak of God, Peace, Justice etc. In the Qur ' an and 
in the Bible, names of people like Musa/Moses, Ibrahim/ Abraham and 
Isa/Jesus occur. So Christianity (and Judaism) and Islam are more or 
less the same thing! In our experiences of interreligious encounter, 
there are sometimes flashes of recognition, of the possibility to trans-
late concepts from one religious tradition in terms of the other. There 
are however, also experiences of estrangement and deep difference, 
and these experiences should not be ignored. We like to assume that 
there are indeed enduring differences, both between the texts and the 
diverse hermeneutical traditions. 
Yet, in spite of these differences, there is the intriguing given of 
the common origin of the Jewish, the Christian and the Islamic faith 
communities. A common origin for which there is space in Islamic 
theology, but less so within the other two traditions. So, a part of the 
job of theologians engaged in the practice of interreligious reading 
wilt have to be the opening up of theological space for the religious 
other, without succumbing to the theological temptation to equalize 
what is deeply and enduringly different in the other tradition. Much 
work has been done the last decade on the topic of interreligious her-
meneutics. 8 
In the present-day situation, the term ' hermeneutics' is often asso-
ciated with a certain Western praxis. This obscures the fact that in 
both the Christian and the Islamic tradition, there has always been a 
need to interpret the text in new contexts. In classical Tafsir, the con-
text of the early Meccan and Medinan society was reconstructed in 
order to know in what culture the Qur'an was revealed. Likewise, 
Christian theologians gathered knowledge about the community into 
which the biblical stories were first passed on. 
The traditional Islamic system of tafsir employs very sophisticat-
ed forms of hermeneutics. These are not always employed, however, 
in the modern Islamic approach to the Qur'an. Also, they need to be 
8 C[ Catherine Cornille and Christopher Conway (eds). lnterreligious Hermeneutics. Eugene 
2010. 
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expanded in order to do justice to the present-day context. Stella van 
de Wetering is reading some difficult texts as a Muslim woman, bring-
ing in both her knowledge of traditional exegesis and her context as a 
modern Dutch Muslim woman. She does not use extra-Islamic 
sources, but she does question the well-worn ways to deal with certain 
prescriptive texts from the Qur'an. She shows that, when Muslims are 
not critical about their own hermeneutical tradition, their words and 
acts can run counter to the original intention of the text. 
As Christian and Muslim students in Indonesia share the study of 
hermeneutics, they become aware of the tendency in both their com-
munities to fix the interpretation of Scripture in traditional categories, 
so that new questions cannot be asked of the text. If this is the case, 
there may be a danger that the meaning of the text cannot become part 
of us and our world. 
Sahiron Syamsuddin, who in cooperation with Robert Setio has 
introduced a shared course in hermeneutics for Christian and Muslim 
students in Indonesia, gives some insight into the discoveries such a 
mixed group will make when they enter into a dialogue on hermeneu-
tics. 
3. Strategies in interreligious reading 
Starting from the assumed commonalities and differences between 
both Scriptures, the theologian engaged in interreligious reading could 
go different ways. Variant possibilities are: the study of the shared 
historical sources 9, study of shared narratives 10, comparative theology 
where symbolic concepts of one tradition are used to clarify and modi-
fy another tradition 11 , or forms of 'scriptural reasoning' where the 
same is done with texts. 12 
Dorothea Erbele-Kiister and Robert Setio are two Christian bibli-
cal scholars who make reflective use of Islamic sources in order to 
enter into a textual dialogue between the biblical and the Qur' anic 
narrative. They deal with the same complex of biblical narrations, i e. 
9 Cf. Angelica Neuwirth et al. (eds), The Qur ·an in Comext. Historical and literary Investi-
gations i,uo 1he Qur 'anic Milieu, Leiden 20 I 0. 
1
° Cf. Martha Frederiks. Vorslinnen. verleids1ers en vriendinnen van God fslamilische 
verhalen over vrouwen in Bijbel en Ko,an [Princesses. Seductresses and Friends of God. On 
women in the Quran and the Bible]. Zoetermeer 20 I 0. 
11 Cf. Franci s X. Clooney, Divine Mother. Blessed .\4other · Hindu Goddesses and the Virgin 
Mary, New York 2004. 
12 http://www.scripturalreasoning.org, consulted 11 /03/ 13 . 
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the story of Abraham/ Ibrahim, Sara, Hagar/Hajar and their sons Isaac 
and Ishmael. Narratives often contain conflicts. They show the multi-
fold perspectives of moral dilemmas with which we as present-day 
readers identify. They may, if analyzed and retold in a skilful way, 
save us from falling into all-too-easy identifications with the protago-
nists in the story. All readers and listeners want to identify with the 
heroic forefathers and foremothers. But does not the story tell us also 
about the negative sides that their lives carried with them? By using 
the Qur'anic material as a counter-reading of the well-known and 
well-worn interpretations of the stories, the authors present them to 
Christian readers in a new light. And maybe, they manage to do so as 
well for Muslim readers. 
4. From narrative to praxis 
lnterreligious reading is by no means only an academic exercise. Both 
in the Netherlands and in Indonesia, there is already a greater audience 
sharing the resources of both religions in their daily life. In Indonesia, 
much of the culture is colored by Islamic, pre-Islamic and sometimes 
Christian elements. In the Netherlands, contacts between groups of 
Christians and Muslims are sometimes leading to a shared study of 
Scriptural texts. Ge Speelman shares the results of two meetings of 
dialogue groups from the Netherlands that read Scripture in an interre-
ligious manner. 
These groups could be classified into four categories: 
I. Story-centred groups 
2. Community-centred groups 
3. Daily life-centred groups 
4. Topic-centred groups 
What are the reading strategies used in these groups and what can we 
learn from them about interreligious hermeneutics in practice? One of 
the outcomes of the meeting is that the central interest of the group is 
decisive for the use of texts. Interreligious reading in these groups is 
not an academic exercise, but an existential experience, steered as 
much by group dynamics as by hermeneutical considerations. Or, in 
other words. group dynamics often direct the hermeneutics used. 

A Gender Critical Approach to Islamic Theology and 
Dialogue. The Case of Slander (Qadhf) and Rape 
Stella el Bouayadi - van de Wetering 
Since I wrote my master' s thesis at the end of the nineteen-seventies, 
the subject of the so called Qur' anic punishments (l:zudii.d, sing. f:zadd) , 
which are part of the Islamic Penal Code, has preoccupied me. These 
punishments are medieval on the one hand ; they resemble the punish-
ments of the Old Testament, like an eye for an eye and a tooth for a 
tooth. On the other hand they are mostly based on Qur'anic texts, that 
are for Muslims the Divine Revelation or the Word of God. The 
Qur 'an is considered Holy and unassailable and the Qur' anic rules and 
punishments are also considered as such. 1 
As a Dutch Muslim and an expert on Arabic language and Islamic 
Studies, I look for opportunities to discuss this topic with Muslims as 
well as non-Muslims. With Muslims because the Qur' anic texts on 
which the punishments are based are less evident than they seem to 
be. Eventually it is important to look at the correct interpretation of 
the Qur 'anic texts in interaction with texts of the prophetic tradition 
(l:zadfth) and the reason or occasion of revelation (asbiib al-nuziil) . 
With non-Muslims, because as a Dutch Muslim I am aware of the fact 
that the often incorrect ways the Islamic punishments are implemented 
in a small number of Islamic states - the greater part of the Islamic 
1 The Qur·anic puni shments (!1ud11d. sing. /:,add) are confi ned to the pun ishments that are 
mentioned in the Qur" an i.e .: mu rde r. the ll. ad ultery. slander. drunkenness. apostasy and 
upri sing agai nst the state. Of these the punishment for apostasy and uprisings against the state 
is not ment ioned clear! : in the Qur·an. All other cr imes and puni shments under penal law fall 
under the principle of ta"zTr (chasti sement). which means that they are the responsibility of the 
lawful ruler of the state and can di tle r h: circumstances a nd place. 
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states don't apply the Islamic Penal Code - harm the image of Islam 
and Muslims in the West. Neither are most non-Muslims aware of the 
precise meaning the Qur'anic texts have for Muslims and of the way 
Islamic scholars (fuqaha ') have used those texts to build a large sys-
tem of Islamic rules that influence many spheres of life. These rules 
range from the way a Muslim should perform his or her daily prayer 
to the way the Islamic state should collect its taxes . 
Because non-Muslims are most ly unaware of the rea l meaning of 
the system of moral codes called ·shari::t ' by Muslims, they look at 
many non-Islamic or even anti-Islamic traditions and customs in the 
world and consider them as Islamic, not hindered by any knowledge 
about the issue. One can compare such an att itude with somebody who 
would see the fact that the death penalt y is app lied in the U.S. as a 
result of Christianity. 
In the following paper I want to try, however. to discuss texts 
from the Qur'an, the prophetic tradition (}:radith) and Islamic jurispru-
dence (/iqh) on the topic of slander (qadh/) from a gender critical ap-
proach for a public of Muslim as well as non-Muslim readers. 
The problem that occurs here is that texts that were originally 
meant to protect women from unjust accusations are interpreted in 
such a way that they became a hindrance for women. It became very 
difficult to accuse the aggressor when women were victims of rape or 
abuse. In this article, I will give a comprehensive explanation of the 
original texts, how they were interpreted and inserted in the Islamic 
jurisdiction as it developed through centuries and how they became a 
hindrance for women who are victims of rape even today. 
1. Slander (qadhj) in the sources of Islamic theology 
There are two reasons why I have chosen the subject of slander 
(qadhf). The first reason is, because it is a topic that gives a clear in-
sight into how the Islamic ' penal code' has developed through centu-
ries from the first events in the days of the prophet Muhammad (s)2 
until the development of a comprehensive system of Islamic legal 
rules. This system covers all aspects of daily life, including rules in-
volving major crimes and their punishment. Another reason is that it 
shows how the female perspective, which was still important at the 
2 The (s) stands for: $alla "llahu ·alayhi wa sallam (May God bless him and give him peace). 
This is what Muslims habitually say after mentioning the prophet. 
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time of revelation of the Qur'an verses on the topic, disappeared soon 
after. 
In the following paragraph I will present the texts of the Qur'an 
and l:zadith on slander and the way slander was dealt with during the 
lifetime of the prophet and afterwards. It will become clear that texts 
that were originally meant to protect honorable women against slander 
soon were used to protect men also and finally became a hindrance for 
women who were victims of rape. 
In the end, I will show that Qur'anic penalties are seldom applied 
and why this is the case, but that the penalty on slander still is a hin-
drance for women who are victims ofrape or abuse. 
The most important Qur'anic text revealing slander as a crime that 
deserves punishment is: 
Those who accuse chaste women, then cannot bring four witnesses, whip 
them eighty lashes, and do not ever accept their testimony. For these are the 
immoral (Sura, 24:4).3 
From this text it becomes clear that the crime of slander (qadh.f) con-
cerns accusing honorable women (mul:z$anat) without any legal proof 
Later on in Islamic jurisprudence, slander was clearly defined as fol-
lows: accusing a person (mul:z,san) of prohibited sexual intercourse 
(zina). The word mul:z~·an is used here because the above-mentioned 
Qur'an verse points to muh$anat, i.e., chaste women. The translation 
of this word means literally women that protect their chastity. This 
word is derived from the verb 'ahsana' which means: ' to make inac-
cessible, to fortify' i.e. the woman who protects herself from penetra-
tion. 
In later Islamic jurisprudence the term mul:z$an is also used for an 
adult person, Muslim and free, who has consummated sexual inter-
course in a previous legal relation, but in the case of slander, it is used 
in its fust meaning: i.e. an adult Muslim person in possession of his 
full mental capabilit ies. so that nobody would expect him to be guilty 
of prohibited sexual intercourse. The crime of prohibited sexual inter-
course (zina) is defined in Islamic jurisprudence as fo llows: 
The act of a man having sexual intercourse with a woman who 
does not belong to him in any legal way. At least this is the definition 
according to the Hanafite. Malikite and Shafi'ite school of law. Ac-
cording to the_ Hanbalite schoo l it also concerns other prohibited sexu-
3 For the translati on of the Qur' an I have used several translations and added my own transla-
ti on if necessary. 
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al deeds apart from having sexual intercourse.~ The Qur'anic punish-
ment on prohibited sexual intercourse is one hundred lashes according 
to Sura 24:2. 5 
The first thing to bear in mind is that the punishment on slander is 
almost as great as the punishment on sexual intercourse. Many readers 
would be tempted to focus only on the impact of this kind of physical 
punishment that is quite unusual in our era but I want to draw atten-
tion to something else. Let us look instead into the consequence of 
those two mentioned punishments. The Qur'an condemns both crimes 
prohibited sexual intercourse as well as slander. Both are obviously, 
from a Qur'anic perspective, blameworthy and should be prevented. 
At the same time we see that the punishment for prohibited sexual 
intercourse will in many cases be blocked by the punishment for slan-
der for how can someone be accused of illegal sexual intercourse 
without the person who witnessed it incurring the risk of being ac-
cused of slander? - unless the witness ha .; irre fotable external proof of 
what he or she saw, or if a woman comes forward with a confession in 
free will and on her own initiative. This rule applies especially where 
it concerns slander against women. 6 It sho\.vs that the Sura on slander 
4 
Abdullah al-Bashar1. Diriisiit qiinuniyya: turuq 1hubu1 aki11ii al-mujab Ii "f-hadd shar'an 
[trans. Juridical studies: ways of proving =inii thai re4uir~s the Qur\111ic punishment accord-
ing to the shari"a]. University of Benghazi 1975. 448. J.P .M. Mensing. /Je bepaalde straifen 
in het Hanbalietische recht [trans. The confined punishments in 1-lanbaJi law], Leiden 1936. 18. 
5 
In the hadith and thcjiqh we also find stoning as a punishment for an adulterer who is mar-
ried or was married before. In some accounts of liadi1h a person is mentioned who will come 
from hi s/ her own accord to the prophet {s) and then confesses four times on his / her own 
initiative that he / she has committed adultery (=inii) and at the same time asks the prophet to 
purify him/ her (by applying the penalty). The prophet at fir st tries four times to deny this 
person and finally asks him / her whether he / she is fully aware of hi s/ her confession and has 
really committed the things he I she says to have committed. When the person persists in hi s/ 
her confession. the prophet gives the order to havt! the person stoned (Muslim. kitiib al-!:J.ud11d. 
4205). Some scholars say that the texts in the Qur· an about the punishment of whipping for 
prohibited sexual intercourse have abrogated the practice of stoning. a practice originally 
applied in Judaism. Most scholars however say that this practice was also applied after the 
revelation of the verse on prohibited sexual intercourse in the era of the prophet, as well as 
afterwards in the era of the successors of the prophet (al-khulafo a/-riishidin) and that is why 
it should be applied also nowadays. Their opinion is that the text of the Qur·an does not au-
tomatically abrogate the text of the hadith, because they consider both sources equivalent in 
Islam. The Qur'an is the revelation, God's Word to the prophet and the hadith reflects the 
sunna (tradition), the words and deeds of the propht:t who was under God's guidance. (Abdu 
·r-ral:,miin al-Jazayri, Kiriibu '/-jiqh ·a/ii "1-madhiihibi 'l-arba ·a [trans. The book of fiqh 
according to the four Islamic school s of law] part V. JJ:iyii"u ·J-Turathi '1-"Arabf, Beirut, Leba-
non, 1392 A.H. f = 1972/3 A.D.J, 58-69). 6 
An exception to this rule is made in Qur'an 24: 6-9 as to slander (qadhj) when a husband 
accuses his own wife of adultery. In that case Ji"an i5 appli ed. This means that the husband 
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only mentions slander against chaste women (mu/:1$aniit). Women are 
of course extra vulnerable as regards to slander, especially in cultures 
where the good name and fame of the family depends traditionally on 
the chastity of the women. The Islamic scholars (fuqahii ') of all 
schools of Islamic jurisprudence, however, punished slander (qadhj) 
in the same way when men were accused of prohibited sexual inter-
course without legal proof. That is because the punishment for prohib-
ited sexual intercourse was considered so severe (in some cases even 
the death penalty7), that they considered the slander of men just as 
serious. So they applied the principle of qiyiis, reasoning from analogy 
in a situation that cannot be found literally in the text of the main Is-
lamic sources (Qur'an and /:ladith) , but that can be compared to anoth-
er situation. They concluded that men as well as women can be vic-
tims of slander in a very painful manner. 
2. Rape as a Case Study 
The above-mentioned reasoning, which led to applying reasoning 
from analogy in the case of men accused of prohibited sexual inter-
course, seems to be logical and sound enough. But it leads to a prob-
lem in the case of rape. The problem the victim of rape faces is then 
how she can raise a complaint against her aggressor without facing the 
risk of being convicted fo r the crime of slander. In many cases of rape 
it is after all very difficult to bring legal evidence (i .e. four eyewit-
nesses).8 
Of course a woman that is the victim of rape can never be con-
demned for prohibited sexual intercourse in Islamic jurisprudence. 
because she is the victim of fo rced sexual intercourse. So even if she 
confesses that forced sexual intercourse took place, she will not be 
convicted and it will have no negative consequences on her behalf. 
When she, however, accuses the aggressor and he denies it. she will 
be asked to bring four eyewitnesses who have seen the rape happening 
with their own eyes and when she fa il s she will be considered guilty 
of slander and can thus be punished with eight y lashes. Of course in a 
case of rape it will be ge nerall y imposs ib le to find fo ur eyewitnesses. 
swears four oaths by (jod. that he sps:aks the truth and a lilih oath that God ma) curse him 
when ht'. is lyi ng. Th..: "iii: than can irHaliJate his oath by swearing four oaths th at hc is lyi ng 
~nd a fi fth that God"s anger nrn) come o,cr he r if he "a, sps:ak ing th..: trut h. 
See note 4 ahme. 
8 
Of course the same occurs when a man is th ..: vict im of se~ ua l abuse or rape. It will be how-
ever very rare that a "nrnan is the ag.grc,,or. 
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Unfortunately, this is not only a hypothetical event. Since western 
coloni:zation and influence in the 19th and 20th centuries in most Islam-
ic countries, Qur'anic punishment has been officially abandoned, but 
since the I 970s, we have also witnessed a revival of Islamic move-
ments and a revival of Qur'anic punishments in some Islamic coun-
tries like Pakistan, Iran, Libya, Sudan and Nigeria. In Sudan the 
above-mentioned theme prompted a coalition of nine social organiza-
tions under the name Coalition 149. This coalition demanded that the 
definition of prohibited sexual intercourse (zinii) in the law be separat-
ed from the crime of rape as it is mentioned in article 149 of the Suda-
nese Penal Code, because of the confusion that occurs when this arti-
cle is intermingled with the Qur 'anic laws of punishment for zinii and 
qadhf (slander) . 9 
When the victim does not succeed in proving the rape, she will be 
condemned either because of zinii or of qadhl 
3. A Gender Critical Approach 
Islamic jurisprudence (jiqh) is a legal sc ience. which covers a large 
domain, is quite detailed and discusses all kinds of practical situations. 
So also in the case of slander (qadhf), there are all kinds of exceptions. 
In the jiqh books of the four legal schoo ls we find circumstances in 
which qadhf wi ll not be punished. In some cases qadhfis actually ob-
ligatory ( wiijib) instead of forbidden (fzariim). 
So I supposed the above-mentioned problem of slander in case of 
rape would be described somewhere as an exception in thefiqh books. 
I have consulted severa l books, but did not find any reference to the 
victim of rape and how to act when she wants to lodge a complaint 
against the aggressor. 
What can be the reason for the absence of discussion in this case? 
Could it be that the men who have worked on Islamic jurisprudence 
did not feel the above-mentioned example of rape and how to press 
charges against the aggressor without being accused of slander to be a 
real problem? Didn' t the juqahii who are all men see this as an omis-
sion? Is not rape of any importance for them as far as the perspective 
of the victim is concerned? 
9 
http://www.peacewomen.org/news_anic1e.php?id=2257&type=news The crime of rape in 
Sudan and the si lence about it in law!! 3 I okrober 20 IO http://www.refugeesi ntemational .org 
/blog/sudan-women-E2-80-99s-groups-advocate-rape-law-reform Women ·s groups advocate for rape law reform 20 I 3. 
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In addition, the texts explaining the Libyan laws of the revival of 
the Qur' anic punishments (f:,udud) in 1972 do not mention any excep-
tion as to the punishment for slander in the case of rape. 10 The fact 
that I did not succeed in finding any texts that made an exception in 
the case of rape is strange especially in the light of the clear intentions 
of both the Qur' anic texts as well as the J:,adfth texts, where the pun-
ishment for qadhf is exclusively applied to the case of slander against 
women. This would lead the reader to assume that the Qur'an and the 
J:,adfth have a clear preference fo r the protection of the most vulnera-
ble party, i.e., women. 
We see an example of this in the following J:,adfth text: 
And the Messenger (s) said: "Whoever performs the five prayers and avoids 
the seven great sins, will be call ed on the Day of Judgment to enter Paradise 
from whatever entrance/ gate he wants" And he mentioned the slander of 
chaste women and it is also reported that he has said: "The slander (qadhf) of 
chaste women has invalidated the deeds of 100 years."
11 
Qur'an Suras that forbid the slander of honorable women are the 
above mentioned Sura 24:4 but also the Sura 4: 11-23 . 
Those who slander honorable. innocent , believing women are cursed in this 
li fe and in the Hereafter. They will have a terrible punishment. (Sura 24:23) 
The last Sura are revealed as a result of the so-called ljk incident. In 
this incident Aisha the wife of the prophet (s) was accused of adultery. 
What happened was that Aisha was accompanying the prophet 
during the expedition against the Bani al Mustaliq. She was travelling 
in a sedan chair atop a camel. The chair was veiled by curtains. When 
they stopped for a rest Aisha left the chair to answer the call of nature. 
Afterwards she discovered that her necklace made of shells was gone. 
She went to search for it. but when she came back the group had left 
without her. They bad lifted the sedan chair onto the camel without 
noticing that she \Vas not in it. She decided to wait until they would 
miss her and come back to search. Instead however. Safwan the son of 
Mu'attal aJ.Salmi found her at that spot. He had fo llowed the group 
from a distance for security reasons. He took her with him on his 
10 Mohammed Sarni an-Nabrawi . Dirruot qoniinivya. al-qadhf a/mu ·aqab ·atavhi fladdan 
(trans. Juridi cal studies: slander (qadh/). which must be punished by Qur'anic punishmt:nt). 
Univ.:rsity of Benghazi I 975. Libya: the G.:neral People Comite for Justice. The principle of 
legitimacy according to the sharfa of the crimes to be punished by a Qur'anic punishment 
2010. 
11 Op. cit.. 269. 
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mount to catch up with the group. But then the gossip started. Some 
people suggested that something had happened between Aisha and 
Safwan. Because Aisha became ill when she arrived in Meclina, she 
had not heard of the gossip around her and the prophet did not tell her. 
She noticed however that his attitude towards her had cooled. When 
somebody told her about the gossip, her illness increased and she 
asked the prophet for permission to go to her parents. She hoped in 
that way to find out more about what was being said of her. Aisha was 
desperate until finally the revelation of Sura 24: l l-23 was sent down 
and this was proof of her innocence. According to the fam0us Qur'an 
exegete lbn Kathir from the 14th century we can find the following 
badith about this incident in the co llection ofibn Hanbal. 
While we were in that state, the Messenger of God came in, greeted us and 
sat down . He had never sat with me since the rumors began, and a month had 
passed by without any revelation coming to him concern ing my case. The 
Messenger of God rec ited the creed (shahada) when he sat down, the:i he 
said : ''Thereafter, 0 'A' isha, I have been told such and such a thing about 
you, and if you are innocent, then God will reveal your inn ocence, but if you 
have committed a s in, then seek God's forgiveness and tum in repentance to 
Him, for when a servant confesses h is sin and repents to God, He accepts his 
repentance." 
When the Messenger of God finished what he had to say, my tears 
stopped complete ly and I not longer felt even one drop. Then I said to 
my father, 'Answer the Messenger of God on my behalf.' He said, ' I 
do not know what I should say to the Messenger of God.· 
So I sa id to my mother. ·Answer the Messenger of God on my behalf.' She 
said, · 1 do not know what I should say to the Messenger of Go<l. · 
So even though I was just a young girl who had not memorized much of the 
Qur'an. 1 said: 
'By God, 1 know that you have heard so much of thi s story that it has.become 
planted in your minds and you believe it. So now if I tell you that I am inno-
cent - and God knows that I an1 innocent - you will not believe me; but if 1 
admit something to you - and God knows that I am innocent - you will be-
lieve me. By God. 1 cannot find any examp le to give you except for that 
which the Prophet Yusufs father sa id. 
(So (for me) patience is most fitting. And it is God Whose help can be sought 
against that (li e) which you describe). (Sura 12: I 8) 
Then I turned my face away and lay dO\\~l on my bed. By God. at that point I 
knew l was innocent and that God wou ld prove my innocence because I was 
innocent, but by God. l did not think that God would reveal Qur'an that 
would be forever recited concerning my situation , because I thought of my-
self as too insignificant for God to reveal an11h ing concerning me. But I 
hoped that the Messenger of God would see a dream in wh ich God would 
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prove my innocence. By God, the Messenger of God did not move from 
where he was sitting and no one left the house before God sent down revela-
tion to His Prophet, and he was overtaken by the state that always overtook 
him when the revelation came upon him, until drops of sweat like pearls 
would run down him, even on a winter's day; this was because of the heavi-
ness of the words which were being revealed to him. When that state passed 
- and the Messenger of God was smiling - the first thing he said was, Be 
glad O · A'isha, God has declared your innocence. 
My mother said to me, 'Get up and go to him. 'I said, ' By God, I will not go 
to him and I will not give praise to anyone except God, may He be glorified, 
, for He is the One Who has proven my innocence.' 12 
In this story we see something of the love of Aisha for the prophet but 
also her sincerity and spirituality. Her trust is in God and she defends 
herself against the wicked gossip as well as against the lack of trust of 
the prophet and her own parents. 
Both the Qur'anic text and the J:,adith narrative above show that 
the perspective of women can be found in the Qur'an as well as in the 
f:,udith. In the above-mentioned revelation (24: 11-23) it is again made 
clear that slander against innocent honorable women is condemned in 
a way that cannot be misinterpreted. In all texts of the authentic 
sources of Islam. i.e .. Qur'an and f:,ad,th, it becomes clear that accus-
ing women of prohibited sexua l intercourse (zina) without legal proof 
is a very serious crime. There is no doubt about it: there is no room for 
such behavior. let a lone that there would be any room for violence and 
revenge against those women. as is co mmon in some traditional Is-
lamic societies where revenge is practiced to prevent the loss of the 
family's good reputation. In those societies many women and men 
become victims of murder because they are suspected of prohibited 
sexual intercourse. Only too often there is no reason for those suspi-
cions except gossip. In some cases, suspicions are based on reality, but 
even if this is the case, traditional sources advise that one should keep 
his or her mouth shut as long as legal proof is lacking. And legal proof 
consists of the testimony of four eyewitnesses. Some scholars 
(Juqaha) and schools of law don ' t even accept the pregnancy of an 
unmarried woman as proof. Didn't Maryam (Maria) in the Qur'an 
give birth without having had sexual intercourse? 
Beside the problem of proving the crime of zina, which is mostly 
blocked by the punishment of slander, it is not at all encouraged in 
Islam to confess such a crime publicly. One should rather apply the 
12 Tafsir ibn Kathir on Sura 24:11. 
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principle of covering up a sin or misdemeanor as is shown in the fol-
lowing text from a book oflslamic jurisprudence (fiqh): 
Islam asks from a Muslim, when he is guilty of great sins, to purify himself 
from it and show repentance and ask forgiveness from God the Most High 
and that he should cover himself and not expose his sins by talking about his 
guilt before the people and announcing the misdemeanor. And it is told about 
the Messenger (s) that he said: "Oh people, it is time for you to keep away 
from the boundaries (f,udiid) of God and whoever has done something of 
these bad deeds let him cover it up with the protection that God gives him, 
• but whoever will show us what he has done, we will apply the [regulations 
of] God's Book on him."13 
Because of this text, Muslims are on the one hand encouraged to keep 
their sins with them and not to come forward with confessions. On the 
other hand, however, there are also texts in Qur ' an and l:zadith with the 
opposite purpose: i.e., to encourage Muslims to prevent injustict by 
informing about those crimes, such as doing good deeds and forbid-
ding the bad (al 'amal bi- '!-ma 'ruf wa- 'l-nahi 'an al-munkar) .14 
Conclusion 
So we come to the conclusion that although Qur'anic punishment 
(l:zudud) often at first sight seems to be severe and medieval in our 
eyes, in classical texts we see that mercy and forgiveness mostly pre-
dominates. It becomes clear that forgiveness and covering up each 
other's misbehavior is better and that a situation where somebody 
would be blamed for something he did not commit is terrible and un-
thinkable . 
Finally, in all cases of Qur ' anic punishment the principle stands 
that any doubt (shubha) will avert punishment. This means that in the 
case of the slightest doubt whether somebody is or is not guilty, the 
punishment (l:zadd) should not be applied. The result is that Qur' anic 
punishment is very rarely practiced. 
It appears that when one explores the existing texts on zina and 
qadhf in Qur 'an exegesis (tafs"ir ) and Islamic jurisprudence (fiqh) one 
13 
"Abdu ·r-Rabman al-J a?""'1)TT. Kirobu °l:fiqh "a/ii ·/-madhohihi ·/-arha "c1 (trans. The hook or 
fiqh according to the fou r Islamic schools of la\\') rart V. ll)ya·u ·1-Turat hi ·1 -'ArabT. Beirut 
Lebanon 1392 A. H. ( = 1972/3 A.D.). 129. TI1e /wdirh cannot be found in the six most appre-
ciated fiadirh collections. 
14 Michael Cook. Cummwuling Righi and Forbidding II rung in Islamic [huugh1. Cambrid<>c 
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is confronted with references to the purposes of the shari'a 15 (al-
maqii$id al-shar 'iyya). These purposes or intentions can be seen as the 
original juridical principles behind the texts of the _fiqh. The above-
mentioned purposes are: protection of the soul, religion, the intellect , 
possessions and honor. In penal law protection of the victim as well as 
protection of the perpetrator is at stake. So according to the purposes 
of the shari ' a it is important to practice the utmost constraint when 
regulations cannot guarantee justice to the individual. 
S9me scholars speak of 'the Shari'a' as the revealed law. They 
want to say that Islamic Juri sprudence is the outcome of the study of 
Islamic Scriptures. based on revelation: Qur·an and f:,adTth. The 
Qur' an is considered by Muslims to be the revealed Word of God. and 
therefore universally valid and app li cable. But this revelation in Ara-
bic should at least be understandable to the inhabitants of Mecca and 
Medina and the rest of the Arabian Peninsula in the beginning of the 
61" century CE. It was revealed in a certain specific time and place. 
That is why in tafsTr (exeges is) it is necessary to take into account the 
language as it was understood in those days as well as the reason why 
certain Sura were revealed. So we can say that even the Qur' an cannot 
be free from contextual influences. let alone the f:,ac/Tth that evokes 
questions like: How authentic is a specific tradition? Does it really 
contain the words of the prophet (s) literally, and if it does in what 
circumstances has the prophet said those words? 
That is to say that in Divine Revelation there are always many 
contextual factors playing a role. The task of the exegete (mufassir) is 
then to scrutinize the texts to find the Divine Message they contain, a 
Message that can in our days be so precious and important, without 
being led astray by the opinion of former scholars who have interpret-
ed the texts taking into account their own context and age and their 
own gender perspective as men. In our present-day context a gender 
critical approach is needed, because it becomes clear from the study 
on the subject of slander (qad~/), that the perspective of masculine 
scholars does not automatically include the feminine perspective. 
"Shari'a stands for the Islamic law that is based on the main Islamic sources Qur'an and 
/:iadith. Islamic jurisprudence (fiqh) is the di sci pline that is used to obtain the right regulations 
from those sources. 

In Search of the Integration of Hermeneutics 
and 'Ulum al-Qur'an 
Sahiron Syamsuddin 
One of the controversial issues in the field of the interpretation of the 
Qur 'an is whether hermeneutics that is used for the interpretation of 
the Bible can be used for the interpretation of the Qur ' an. Some Mus-
lim scholars point out that it is impossible, or even not allowed for 
Mus! ims, to interpret the Qur ' an using hermeneutical methods. The 
most famous reason for this is that hermeneutics does not match with 
the nature of the Qur'an. Some others tend to see that it can be includ-
ed into the 'Sciences of the Qur'an ( ·u/um al-Qur 'an). They argue that 
through it one can even improve the discipline. This essay will show 
that some hermeneutical theories accord with the Qur' an interpretation 
and therefore should be part of the 'ulum al-Qur 'an. Before mention-
ing these theories, it would helpful be to give some reasons why we 
need hermeneutics. 
1. Hermeneutics 
First of all, in terms of the definition of hermeneutics (in a broad 
sense) in the Western tradition of thinking, we find four terms that are 
related to each other: Hermeneuse , hermeneutics (in a sense), philo-
sophical hermeneutics and hermeneutical philosophy. Ben Vedder 
defines in his work the term Hermeneuse as "die inhaltliche Erkliirung 
oder Interpretation eines Textes, Kunstwerkes oder des Verhaltens 
einer Person" (interpretation of a text, arts or behavior of a person). 1 
1 Ben Vedder. Was ist Hermeneutik? Ein Weg von der Textdeutung =ur Interpretation der 
Wirk/ichkeit. Stuttgart 2000. 9. Ct: also Matthias Jung. Hermeneutik zur Einfiihrung. 
Hamburg 2001. 19-23. 
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According to this definition, the tenn refers to the practice of explain-
ing all things that can be or must be interpreted. It does not refer to 
any exegetical methods. The field that speaks of certain exegetical 
methods for the purpose of getting 'correct ' and deep understanding of 
an object is called "hermeneutics".2 In "philosophical hermeneutics", 
the exegetical methods are not given much importance. Rather the 
concern is with things that can be regarded as foundations and re-
quirements of interpretation and its methods. Thus, its core is to 
search for conditions that pave the way for interpretation. 3 Henneneu-
tical philosophy is meant to be a philosophical branch that deals with 
interpretation, in which human beings are considered first and fore-
most as "exegetical beings". It mostly discusses epistemological, onto-
logical, ethical and aesthetic aspects of human beings. 4 
If we look at the Islamic tradition related to interpretation (i.e. 
'ulum al-Qur 'an), we will find that out of the four hermeneutical 
tenns and fields only two tenns, namely Hermeneuse and 
hermeneutics in the sense of methodical procedures, are given enough 
attention by Muslim scholars from different countries and periods. In 
terms of Hermeneuse, or tafsirlta 'wil in Arabic, they have produced a 
huge number of ta/sir-works , such as Jami' al-Bayan fl Tafsir al-
Qur 'an (by at-Tabari), Mafatih al-Ghayb (by Fakhr ad-Din ar-Razi), 
al-Manar (by 'Abduh and Rashid Rida) and Tafsir al-Mishbah (by 
Quraish Shihab). Some works that are not intentionally dedicated 
purely to the interpretation of the Qur'an, but consist of the 
interpretation of several Qur'anic Sura also beiong to this field. 
Sermons in mosques and other places, in which preachers quote and 
explain the meaning ofQur'anic Sura, belong to Hermeneuse as well. 
In short, all exegetical practices can be included in this term. As in 
relation to Hermeneuse, Muslims have a long tradition of Qur'anic 
hermeneutics. This can be seen from the fact that many scholars 
(' u/ama) have written so many books on methods of interpreting the 
Qur'an, such as al-Burhan Ji 'Ulum al-Qur 'an (by az-Zarkashi), al-
ltqan fl 'Ulum al-Qur 'an (as-Suyuti), al-Fawz al-Kabir fl Usu/ at-
Tafsir (ad-Dihlawi), Mabahith fl 'Ulum al-Qur 'an (as-Subhi) etc. 
However, it seems that their exegetical methods would not be 
2 Cf. Vedder. Was isl Hermeneulik. 9f.; Jung. Hermeneutik :ur Einf iihrung. 9. On page 20 
Jung defines hermeneutics as Me1hodenlehre der sachgerech1en Auslegung [method of correct 
interpretation]. 
3 Ct: Vedder. Was isl Hermeneutik?. IOt: ; Jung. Hermeneu1ik zur Einfiihrung, 21 f. 
4 Vedder, Was isl Hermene111ik?. 11. 
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approved by the majority of Muslim scholars in the contemporary 
period. in which Western scholars have deep experience in 
hermeneutical methods in interpreting texts, methods which are seen 
to be more appropriate to modernity and modern civilization. Only a 
few Muslim scholars. such as Nasr Hamid Abu Zayd.5 Muhammad 
Taibi 6 and Abdullah Saeed. 7 are eager to develop the Qur'anic 
hermeneutics by adopting some hermeneutical methods embeded in 
the Western tradition in order to respond to contemporary challenges. 
Unlike Hermeneuse and Qur' anic hermeneutics, philosophical 
hermeneutics and hermeneutical philosophy have not yet received 
enough attention from Muslim scho lars. On the contrary, Western 
experts in hermeneutics are very familiar with these two fields. I be-
lieve that the embryos of philosophical hermeneutics and hermeneuti-
cal philosophy were already proposed by Muslim philosophers and 
scho lars in the past. However, these have not been approved by later 
generations of Muslim scho lars . In order to develop Islamic theories 
of interpretation, Muslims have to search for what Muslim philoso-
phers and scholars proposed in this field and to learn from Western 
hern1eneutics. This article, however, wil! focus on what Muslims can 
learn from Western hermeneutics. 
2. Muslim Thinkers and Hermeneutics 
As stated above, few Muslim thinkers are interested in integrating 
hermeneutical theories in a broad sense to the 'ulum al-Qur 'an, inso-
far as they accord with the nature of the Qur' an as divine revelation. 
This has been deemed acceptable for several reasons. First, Muslim 
scholars have adopted knowledge from other cultures in the past. Such 
philosophers and theologians as al-Kindi, al-Farabi and Ibn Rushd 
learnt Greek philosophy, lndo-Persian sciences and technology. Thank 
to this openness, they were able to establish ' advanced' Islamic civili-
zation. Second, hermeneutics and 'ulum al-Qur 'an have the same ob-
ject, i.e., text. Third, many hermeneutical theories may strengthen 
what is found in the 'ulum al-Qur 'an. Fourth, through hermeneutics 
(in a broad sense), the 'ulum al-Qur 'an can be developed in a more 
sophisticated way, especially if the field of 'ulum al-Qur 'an is com-
bined with philosophical hermeneutics and hermeneutical philosophy. 
: Cf. Nasr Hamid Abu _Zayd. !shka/iyvaJ _al-Qira ·a wa Al(vyat at- Ta 'wit. 
Cf. Muhammad Taibi . '/val Allah. Tums 1992. 7 . 
Cf. Abdullah Saeed. /11Jerpre1ing 1he Qur ·an. London and New York 2006. 
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In this way it will not only represent a pedagogic knowledge of the 
interpretative strategies, but also become stronger and more advanced 
due to philosophical thoughts . Fifth, combining exegetical methods 
found in the ·utum al-Qur 'an and those in hermeneutics will result in 
an interpretative product more appropriate to contemporary needs. 
3. Text and Context: Jorge J. E. Gracia 
Although the usage of hermeneutics in the interpretation of the Qur'an 
is plausible, it does not mean that all hermeneutical theories can be 
applied. One should search for some theories that are in accordance 
with the nature of the Qur'an as divine revelation. One theory that 
does not accord with its nature is, for example, that one should go into 
the psyche of the author in order to understand the text he composed 
correctly. It is impossible to apply Friedrich Schleiermacher's theory 
to the Qur'an, because its author is Allah and no one can go into His 
psyche. 
However, there are many applicable theories . Here I would like to 
give two examples: Jorge J. E. Gracia's and Hans-Georg Gadamer's 
hermeneutics. Gracia builds a quite comprehensive concept of herme-
neutics. In his book, Theory of Textuality, he discusses the fundamen-
tal issues of hermeneutics. He begins his book by proposing the nature 
of text, which is the object of his hermeneutics. Then he goes on to 
explore a theory of understanding before focusing on the nature and 
method of interpretation. In this article, I explore in outline his 
theories of interpretation and to what extent they can be used for 
developing Qur'anic hermeneutics. 
Gracia defines a text as a historical entity, in that it is produced by 
the author or emerges in a certain time and place for a certain purpose. 
Thus, it is always part of the past, and when we interact with it, one 
must play the historian's role and try to ' enter into ' the past. The prob-
lem that arises is that the interpreter does not have direct access to the 
meaning of the text. The interpreter only has access to the entities 
used by the author of a text in conveying certain message or meaning. 
So, discovering historical meaning is a fundamental problem in her-
meneutics. Gracia tries to propose a solution to this hermeneutical 
problem by "the development of textual interpretation" whose aim is 
to bridge the gap between the situation in which a text was produced 
and the contemporary one in which an interpreter tries to discover the 
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meaning of a historical text. Before elaborating his thoughts more 
deeply, view on the nature of interpretation is first explained here. 
Gracia explains that '"interpretation" is an English term from the 
Latin "interpretatio ,. derived fro m the verb interpres which etymolog-
ically means ··to spread abroad". He asserts that the word interpres 
also means an agent between two parties, a broker or negotiator, and 
an explainer. expounder and translator. The Latin term interpretatio 
has at least three possible meanings: (I ) "meaning", so that to give 
interpretation to something is equivalent to giving the meaning of 
whatever is being interpreted. (2) "translation" (a translation of a text 
from a certain language to another) , and (3) "explanation" and by this 
he means that an interpretation strives to bring out what is hidden and 
unclear, to make plain what is irregular, and to provide an account of 
something or other.8 Gracia realizes that the object of interpretation is 
essentially not only a text, but also facts, behavior, people and even 
the world. He asserts however that the hermeneutics he constructs in 
his two major books is a textual hermeneutics, in which the termino-
logical meaning of interpretation is as follows. 
Gracia states that terminologically, interpretation can be given a 
tripartite definition. First, an interpretation is the same thing as an 
understanding one has of the meaning of a text.9 In this case, he refers 
to, for example, Hirsch. 10 In some cases, understanding is indeed only 
one, for example: 2+2=4. However, in many cases, interpretation is 
indicated by two things: 
(1) a certain interpretation is not the only possible and valid un-
derstanding of a text, and (2) the interpreter' s subjectivity plays a sig-
nificant role in interpretation. 11 With regard to to this matter, Gracia 
states that the truth of interpretation can be plural. Second, an interpre-
tation is a process or activity whereby one develops an understanding 
of a text. In this meaning, an interpretation involves decoding the text 
to understand its meaning; this understanding cannot be identical with 
the meaning itself. 12 Third. an interpretation refers to texts which in-
8 Cf. Jorge J. E. Gracia A Theory of Textuality: the logic and Epistemology. Albany 1995. 
147. 
9 
Gracia. A Theorv o/Textualitv. 148. 
1
° Cf. Eri c Donald Hirsch. Jr. . :.Three Di mensions of Hermeneuti cs:· in: 1\'ew literary History 
3. 1972. 246. 
11 Cf. Gracia A Theory of Tex tualitv. 148. Cf. also Ernst Konrad Specht. Literary-Criti cal 
Interpretation - Psychoanalytical Interpretation. in: John M. Conolly and Thomas Keutner 
(eds). Hermeneutics versus Science? Three German I "iews. Notre Dame 1988. 154. 
12 Gracia A Theorv of frx 111a/i11·. 148. 
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volve the three things, ( I) interprelandum (the text being interpreted), 
(2) the interpreter, and (3) interprelans (the commentary added to it). 
!nterprelandum is a hi storical text. while interprelans is the commen-
tary added by the interpreter, so that interpretandum is more easily 
understood.13 Thus, interpretation consists of both of interpretandum 
and interpretans. 
According to Gracia, the general function of interpretation is ·to 
create in the contemporary audiences ' mind understanding to the text 
being interpreted ' . He divides this into three spec ific functions, i.e. 
historical function, meaning function and implicative function. First, 
an interpretation functions to produce in the contemporary audience 
an understanding of the author and of historical audiences of a text. 
This is the historical function . The second function is to produce in the 
contemporary audience an understanding, by which they can under-
stand the meaning of the text, whether or not this is the meaning in-
tended by the author or historical audiences or not. The third function 
is to produce an understanding so that contemporary audiences can 
understand the implication of the meaning of the text being interpret-
d 14 e . 
As previously stated, each interpretation, according to Gracia, 
must contain information/explanation added to the interpretandum. It 
then brings out what Gracia called the ·interpreter's dilemma', espe-
cially as related to the function of historical interpretation. On the one 
hand, the additional commentary indicates the distortion of the text 
being interpreted, and on the other, without interpretans, the interpre-
tation may not be able to allow contemporary audiences to understand 
the text being interpreted, for there are cultural and time distances 
between them and the text. To solve this problem or dilemma, Gracia 
proposes ' the Principle of Proportional Understanding '. This principle 
requires that the interpretation must firstly produce objective meaning. 
Gracia argues that the understanding contemporary audiences gain 
through interpretation must be similar to that of the author of the text 
and the historical audiences. Thus, the main aim of interpretation is: 
To create a text that produces in the audience (the contemporary 
audience) acts of understandings that are intentionally the same as 
13 Op. cit., 148f. The concept of differentiation between understanding and making under-
standable found also in Schleiermacher. Hermeneutics. 96. This differention is :-ejected by 
Hans Georg Gadamer Truth and Method. 2nd rev. edi tion. ew York 2004. 274. 
14 Cf. Gracia, A Theory o/Textuality. 155-164. 
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those produced by the historical text in the historical author and the 
historical audience of the historical text. 15 
Furthermore, an interpreter has the right to develop understanding 
as the continuation of objective understanding, so that the text being 
interpreted has significance for and is applied in accordance with the 
time and place in which it is interpreted. It is this development of the 
meaning to which Gracia refers by the meaning and implicative func-
tion. 
Gracia then divides the interpretation into two categories: (I) tex-
tual interpretation, and (2) non-textual interpretation. Whether an in-
terpretation is classified under the first or second of these depends on 
the aim of interpretation. Gracia observed that: 
A textual interpretation is precisely the sort of interpretation we have been 
discussing in this chapter. It is an interpretation of a text that adds to the text 
whatever is thought by the interpreter to be necessary to get certain results in 
contemporary minds in relation to the text, when those results are taken in 
one of three ways: First, as the re-creation of the acts of understanding of the 
historical author and the historical audience, that is, as the understanding of 
the meaning the historical author and the historical audience had; second, as 
the production of acts of understanding whereby the meaning of the text, re-
gardless of what the historical author and historical audience thought, is un-
derstood by the contemporary audience; and third, as the production of acts 
of understanding whereby the implications of the meaning of the text are un-
derstood by the contemporary audience. 16 
The definition above shows that textual interpretation is an effort to 
grasp the meaning of the text being interpreted (interpretandum). On 
the basis of the reality of interpretation, textual interpretation aims to 
grasp the original or historical meaning of interpretandum, as intended 
by the author and the historical audiences, to produce a new meaning 
by the interpreter, assuming that the interpreter has a role in producing 
the meaning for the context in which the text is interpreted, and to 
grasp the implications of a text. Gracia's exploration of the three 
interpretative functions and result of interpretation here does not relate 
to the concept of interpretive truth, but merely to the reality of inter-
pretation. 
As for the second type of interpretation. i.e .. non-textual interpre-
tation, his definition is, "it is one that, although it may be based on a 
textual interpretation, has something else as its primary aim even if 
11 Gracia. A Theon · ofTextualit\'. 15 7. 
~ . . 
Op. cit.. 164. 
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such an aim involves or is a kind of understanding." 17 To him, this 
non-textual interpretation does not function or aim to reveal the mean-
ing of the text or the implications of the meaning of the text, as is in-
tended by the textual interpretation. but to reveal what lies beyond the 
textual meaning. According to Gracia, in its broad meaning. historical 
interpretation, in which an interpreter tries to add some historical 
accounts that are not mentioned in the text under interpretation, is one 
example of non-textual interpretation. l listorical interpretation does 
not only interact with the meaning and implications of the text being 
interpreted, or in Amin al-Khulli 's terms .. mafl n-nass (what is inside 
the text), but also reveals and explains --ma hawla n-nass (what is sur-
rounding the text) . 18 It is interesting to consider Gracia ' s statement 
that: 
Th e ultimate a im of the historian is to produce an account of the past and that 
account includes not only textual interpretat ions, but a lso the reconstruction 
of the larger context in which the text was produced. the ideas that the histor-
ical author did not put down in writing or express in speech, the re lations 
among various texts from the same author and from other authors, the causal 
connections among texts, and so on . 19 
In sum, the historical interpretation and other non-textual interpreta-
tions, such as psychological, philosophical, legal , scientific, literary 
and inspirational interpretations, aim to produce understanding which 
involves not only the text being interpreted, its meaning and implica-
tion, but also its relation to others. 
When we carefully look at the theory of the nature of interpreta-
tion proposed by Gracia, we will come to the conclusion that interpre-
tation, textual or non-textual, is composed of some other information 
that is added to the authorial meaning. This is closely related to the 
theory of interpretive truth. 
For Garcia, the truth value of interpretation can be plural. The 
questions arising are what interpretive truth is and whether it is possi-
ble to say that an interpretation is correct or incorrect, true or false. He 
insists that it is not easy to determine the truth value of an interpreta-
tion, especially textual interpretation, for, as it has been mentioned 
above, it has three functions. Someone who conducts a historical in-
terpretation claims that her or his interpretation is true, for he or she 
17 Op. cit.. 164f. 
18 Cf. Amin al-Khuli , Manahij Tajdidfi n-Nahw wa-1-Balaghah wa-t-Tafsir wa-1-Adab. Kairo 
1961 , 312-317. 
19 Gracia, A Theory ofTextuality, 165. 
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has produced in contemporary audiences an understanding that is the 
same as what was understood and intended by the author of a text 
being interpreted. One who focuses on the meaning function states 
that his or her interpretation is true, for he or she succeeds in produc-
ing in contemporary audiences an understanding of the "significance" 
of a text being interpreted for the contemporary period. Meanwhile, 
when the interpreter produces an interpretation stressing the implica-
tive function, he or she considers his or her interpretation as true, 
because it produces an understanding of the implications of the text's 
meaning for contemporary audiences. Accordingly, Gracia says that 
determining whether an interpretation is correct or false is irrelevant. 
What is relevant is to say that such interpretation is more effective or 
less effective, more appropriate or less appropriate. 20 The relativity of 
exegetical truth here does not tend to 'negative relativity', unlimited 
relativity. This relativity of truth does not mean that everybody is al-
lowed to interpret a text on the basis of his or her own will or subjec-
tivity, in an unlimited way. An interpreter who wants to discover the 
original or historical meaning of a text should analyze the language 
used at the time in which it emerged and pay attention to its historical 
context. Moreover, when one is willing to extend the interpretation 
into its meaning and implications. he or she is subject to certain rules, 
so that his or her explanation retains a close connection to the original 
meaning. 
On the basis of the nature and reality of interpretation explained 
above, Gracia argues that interpretive truth is not monolithic, but plu-
ral. The plurality of interpretive truth is not only related to non-literal 
interpretation in which an interpreter has more roles in determining 
the meaning, but also to textual interpretation. The meaning and 
implication functions of interpretation admit interpretive differences 
among interpreters due to the diversity of their horizons. Gracia gives 
the example that. in the rea lity of interpretation, Aristotle 's works 
have been interpreted by many people. In this case, Gracia agrees with 
Immanuel Kant. who argues that we will never reach the ' final and 
definitive descriptions in sc ience and philosophy. ' 21 This statement is 
in line with the view of Issa J. Boullata. an emeritus professor at 
McGill University, when he describes reality in the Qur'anic interpre-
tation. He says, ··Meaning has been shown to depend on so many ele-
20 Op. cit .. 173. 
21 
Op. cit.. 168 r. 
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ments in the text and its context, as well as in the relationship of both 
to other texts and contexts, that a single interpretation can no longer 
be considered to be sufficient or claim finality for itself." 22 Jane D. 
McAuliffe says, "No exegetical agenda is ever finally fixed. The last 
word has yet to be spoken "23 
The plurality of textual interpretation does not mean that interpre-
tive truth is relative and unlimited, or in Gracia's term, ' infinitive re-
gress', for each interpretation must contain interpretandum (the text 
being interpreted) and interpretans (additional commentary which is 
still related to interpretandum),24 in which the additional commentary 
depends on many factors, such as the expertise of the interpreter and 
his or her background and experience. Neither does it mean that all 
interpretations are true, in the sense that an interpreter interprets mere-
ly as he or she wishes. An interpretation will be considered true as 
long as the additional commentary (I) explains the intention of the 
text being interpreted, and (2) is not contrary in principle to what is 
intended by the text. 
That an interpretation must be composed of inlerprelandum and 
inlerpretans indicates that for Gracia. it must contain objectivity and 
subjectivity at the same time. This raises the question of to what ex-
tent the subjectivity of an interpreter and the objectivity of interpre-
tandum play a significant role in an interpretation. On that basis, an 
interpretation will be considered highly subjective if an interpreter 
pays little attention to the role in determining a text's meaning played 
by the language of the text being interpreted and its historical factors. 
An interpretation is regarded as highly objective, if in the interpreta-
tion interpretandum and other factors determining the historical mean-
ing of the text become the interpreter's priority. 25 
4. Gracia's Hermeneutics and 'Ulum al-Qur'an 
Understanding Gracia's hermeneutical theory and method, I will 
prove in what follows that his thought is beneficial for the develop-
ment of the ' Qur'anic sciences ' ('ulum al-Qur 'an) as well as for exe-
getical activity. I also want to show the significance of the integration 
22 
Issa J. Boullata, !ntrcxluction. in: Issa J. Boullata (ed.). literary Structures of Religious 
Meaning in the Qur ·an. Richmond 2000. xi. 
23 
Jane D. McAuliffe, Qur 'anic Christians: an Analysis of Classical and Modern Exegesis 
Cambridge 1991 , 292. 
24 
Gracia, A Theory ofTextualiry, 171. 
25 Op. cit. , 174. 
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between Gracia' s hermeneutics and Ulurn al-Qur 'an. In this regard, 
this integration has at least two benefits: (I) the possibility of 
developing a philosophical theory ofQur'an interpretation, and (2) the 
strengthening of interpretation ethics. 
I acknowledge that it is difficult to find philosophical works on 
'ulurn al-Qur 'an in the Islamic world; one can find only a few works 
that discuss it. On the other hand, philosophical hermeneutics, a 
branch of general hermeneutics that discusses fundamental issues 
related to interpretive act1v1ty (tafsir, exegesis, Auslegung; 
Herrneneuse) and the method of interpretation, has rapidly developed 
in the West. Such works as Truth and Method by Hans Georg 
Gadamer and A Theory of Interpretation by Gracia are just two 
examples. Further, Western scholars, such as Heidegger in his Sein 
und Zeit, have achieved what they called hermeneutical philosophy. 
The small number of such works in the Islamic world is partly due 
to a pragmatic factor, in the sense that 'ulurn al-Qur 'an is merely 
viewed as the pedagogical aspect of the field of Qur'anic interpreta-
tion, which accommodates only what is applicable in interpretive 
practice. Scholars of 'ulurn al-Qur 'an do not consider the addition of 
philosophical aspects to this methodical one important. Philosophical 
hermeneutics, however, has been found in embryonic fonn in some 
classical works in Islamic history, such as Qanun al-Ta 'wil by al-
Ghazali and Fash/ al-Maqal by lbn Rusyd. Nowadays, some works of 
Nasr Hamid Abu Zayd. Hasan Hanafi and Muhammed Abid al-Jabiri 
can be classified as works on ·ufum al-Qur 'an. which have philosoph-
ical characteristics. This model needs to be developed. 
To develop 'ulum al-Qur 'an. Muslim scho lars need to study the 
thinking of some Muslim scholars in the past as well as by scholars of 
hermeneutics of the Western tradition. Attention to henneneutical 
thought from the Islamic tradition is needed. for in addition to the fact 
that one would find the embryonic form of such philosophical herme-
neutics, this thought is rooted in the same. or similar. theological 
tradition. The ·necess ity' of tak ing into account Western thought in 
this field is based on th<.: fact that contemporary scholars of 
hermeneutics in the West have succeeded in achieving a huge number 
ofhermeneutical theories. Moreover. they have come to what they call 
hermeneutical philosophy. These are expected to strengthen the posi-
tion of ·ufum al-Qur 'an in the foture. 
One example of how some aspects of 'u/um al-Qur 'an can be 
developed concerns with the defin ition of the term ta/sir. In the books 
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of the discipline, the term tafsir, which etymologically means kasyf (to 
reveal) and bayan (to explain), is defined as: "fahm kitab Allah al-
munazzal 'ala nabiyyihi Muhammad wa-bayan ma 'anihi wa-istikhraj 
ahkamihi wa-hikamihi" 26 (to understand the book of God, to explain 
its meaning and to extract its laws and wisdom) . The above-mentioned 
definition of ta/sir proposed by Badr al-Din al-Zarkashi shows us 
three substantial activities in the interpretation of the Qur'an, i.e., (I) 
to understand (jahm, verstehen), (2) to explain (bayan, erklaeren) and 
(3) to extract (istikhraj, extrahieren). These three components have 
essentially covered substantial matters in the activity of interpretation. 
However, they are not explained in a sophisticated way. The question 
of ' what is the distinction' between these three words is not found in 
the work of al-Zarkashi. Probably. he wanted to let his readers to 
check them in other works. However, without direct explanation, 
readers may not realize the significant distinctions among of them. It 
is clear that Gracia's exploration of the nature of understanding and 
interpretation (including the definition and functions of interpretation) 
could complete the explanation of the definition of tajl'ir. Gracia ex-
plores the term 'understanding· deeply. He says: ' 'Understanding is 
not, however, the same as meaning. Understanding is a kind of mental 
act whereby one grasps something. which in the case of texts is their 
meaning." 27 Understanding is a mental act. an effort to grasp the 
meaning of the text. Thus. understanding is psychological and person-
al. in the sense that it is in the interpreter's mind before he or she ex-
presses it publicly. in a written or oral form. 
Bayan (explanation) is the continuation offahm (understanding). 
After an understanding of a text emerges in the interpreter's mind or 
soul, he or she continues another activity, i.e .. to explain the meaning 
of the text by analyzing possible aspects that are related to it, such as 
linguistic and literary aspects. in order to deliver its message to the 
public in written or oral form. This activity is called in Arabic bayan. 
Unfortunately, al-Zarkasyi does not deeply explore the term bayan in 
his definition of ta/sir. Perhaps he had his reasons for this. Therefore. 
it becomes the responsibility of contemporary scholars to complete. 
The theory of the function of interpretation. especially the historical 
and meaning functions, can help us to explain the form of bayan. 
Likewise, the concept istikhraj ahkamihi wa-hikamihi can be elaborat-
26 Badr al-Din al-Zarkasyi. al-Burhanfi ·u/um al-Qw· ·an. Cairo n.d., I :13. 
27 Gracia, A Theory ofTextuality. I 03. 
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ed by the term 'implicative function of interpretation'. In sum, there 
should be such explanation of the definition of tafsir in the Islamic 
tradition, for it really helps readers to understand its aspects. Yet, it is 
difficult to find them in the works of 'ulum al-Qur 'an. By integrating 
hermeneutical theory, in this case the theory of Gracia, into the 
Islamic tradition, we can construct a more sophisticated and deeper 
definition of tafsir. 
The second benefit of the integration of hermeneutics into the 
'ulum al-Qur 'an is that it may develop the ethics of interpretation. For 
example, such theories as those of pluralistic truth, diversity of 
interpretative functions and subjectivity-objectivity in interpretation 
can play an important role in avoiding the truth claim. Recently, fun-
damentalist groups have emerged in many places in the Islamic world. 
They consider their own interpretation of religious texts as the only 
true interpretation. This kind of view and attitude is contrary to the 
ethics of interpretation, which says that an interpreter should not claim 
that his or her interpretation is the only true interpretation, for in fact 
there are many factors which limit an interpreter's quest for the sole 
exegetical truth. Practically, some earlier scholars provided lessons to 
help us overcome the truth claim these gro ups make. Al-Imam al-
Syafi'i, for example, said: "What I think is true, but it is poss ibly 
false, while what others think is fa lse. but it may also be true''. His 
statement indicates that he did not regard himself as the most correct. 
Mutual respect among sc holars of Islamic law, sufis .. and Muslim phi-
losophers in the past also showed clearl y that they followed the cor-
rect etrucs of interpretation. Such ethics should continue to be 
strengthened and developed in the current situation, so that we have 
tolerant attitudes towards different interpretations. 
5. Gadamer and Ulum al-Qur'an 
Another example of hermeneutical theories that might develop 'ulum 
al-Qur ·an is that of Hans-Georg Gadamer. He proposes the theories of 
' historically effected awareness·, 28 ·pre-understanding· , 29 'fus ion of 
horizons ' 30 and ·application' . 31 In short, we can say that, according to 
these theories. everyone has his/her own horizon of understanding 
18 Hans-Georg Ga.darner. Wahrheit 1111d Alethode. Grund=iige einer Philosophischen Herme-
neutik. Tiibingen 1986. 306f. 
29 Ga.darner, Oas Problem des his1orische11 Bewuss/seins. TU bingen 200 l . 5. 
'
0 Ga.darner. Wahrlieit und .\1erhode. 367. 
"Gadamer, Wahrheit 1111d ,\fethode. 3 13; Idem .. Text and f,uerpretalion, 393f. 
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which results from the historical situations in which s/he lives. This 
horizon creates pre-understanding, through which s/he can understand 
a text and 'dialogue' with it. However, this pre-understanding should 
not be imposed on his/her understanding of the text and cause misun-
derstanding. Rather, s/he should let the text speak to him/her. He 
should also be aware that the text has its own horizon. So, if one inter-
prets a text from the past, he must consider its historicity, meaning 
that he must look at its historical situation. In this case, both horizons 
have their own position and must be fused in the process of under-
standing. Awareness of the historicity of a text can prevent interpret-
ers from misunderstanding it. Thus, the pre-understanding of the in-
terpreter and his/her contemporary horizons of understanding could 
impose on the interpretation without any proper reflection. This was 
already emphasized by Gadamer: 
Das (d.h. den Text zu verstehen] bedeutet aber, dass die eigenen Gedanken 
des lnterpreten in die Wiedererweckung des Textsinnes immer schon mit 
eingegangen sind. lnsofem ist der eigene Horizont des lnterpreten bes-
timmend, aber auch er nicht wie ein eigener StandpW1kt, den man festhalt 
oder durchsetzt, sondem mehr wie eine MeinW1g W1d Moglichkeit, die man 
ins Spiel bringt W1d aufs Spiel setzt W1d die mit dazu hilft, sich wahrhaft an-
zuzeigen, was in dem Texte gesagt ist.32 
The interpretation of a text, Gadamer argues, is like a conversation in 
which an interviewer tries to understand those who are being inter-
viewed: "Die Auslegung ist wie das Gesprach ein <lurch die Dialektik 
von Frage und Antwort geschlossener Kn:is·· 33 (the interpretation is 
like the conversation through the dialectic of question and answer 
closed circle). This comparison aims to avoid any misunderstanding of 
what someone says or what a text means. In conversat ion, this avoid-
ance is easier than that in the interpretation of a text. but the herme-
neutical mechanism is the same. The task of an interpreter resembles 
the task of a journalist: to get true info rmation about what happened 
and what someone said. In other words, the first task of interpretation 
is to find out the original historica l mean ing that is in fact something 
fixed and immutable. The other task of interpretation is to explain how 
the Qur'an can be of importance for Muslims living in the moment of 
" It [i .e. to understand the text]. however. means thai the thoughts of the interpreter are al-
ways brought in in the reawakening of the meaning of the text. To this extent. the hori zon of 
the interpreter could be influential. but it is not like a spccitic position that must be enforced 
firmly; it is rather an opi nion and a possibility that one brings into ~lay. and through it s help. 
it is truly shown what is said or meant in the texts. See Gadamer. Wahrheit und Methode. 392. 
ll Ibid. 
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interpretation (i.e . in the present and future) , in which the challenges 
and situations are or will be different from those at the time of the 
revelation. 
In terms of religious and moral texts that should be implemented 
in life, Gadamer adds the theory that these texts should be reinterpret-
ed by paying more attention to their main messages ("meaningful 
sense", sinngema/3) , not to their literal meaning. This represents bal-
anced hermeneutics that gives a fair position to the objectivity of the 
text and the subjectivity of the interpreter. To my mind, these theories 
are very suitable for interpretation of the Qur ' an. They accord, for 
example, with the theories of asbab an-nuzul (occasions of revela-
tion), naskh (abrogation), makki-madani (Meccan and Medinan reve-
lation), etc . Through herrneneutical explanation these theories of 
'ulum ul-Qur 'un may even beco me more ·elegant ' and reasonable. 

Reading My Neighbor's Scripture 
Robert Setio 
The relationship between Muslims and Christians in Indonesia has 
never been constant. There were times and places where it was perme-
ated with tensio n. misunderstandings, di slike and even conflict. How-
ever, there were also times and pl aces where a harmonious relation-
ship, a willingness to cooperate and the sense of being fellow-citizens 
grew. A portrait of Muslim-Christian relations that exposes only one 
side is obviously not representing the whole reality, and may well be 
suspected of a hidden political agenda. All in all, an imbalanced de-
scription will result in a misleading view of Indonesia, especially 
among outsiders. It only shows either that Muslims and Christians in 
Indonesia never get along well or that they live harmoniously without 
any problem whatsoever. To avoid such a misleading impression, in-
formation on the relationship between Muslims and Christians in In-
donesia should equally expose the two sides. 
That either overt or covert conflicts often take place among Mus-
lims and Christians in Indonesia is hard to deny. But, at the same time 
there is also an increase in cooperative activities. These activities in-
creasingly lead to reflections on the similarities and differences they 
find in the teachings of their religions. No less worth mentioning is 
that dialogue activities have become more evident in some regions, 
including the regions that have just experienced conflict and those that 
still bear the trauma of the conflict. 
One of the dialogical activities that this article wants to specifical-
ly highlight is the joint reading of Scriptures. In this activity, Chris-
tians undertake a Qur'anic reading whereas Muslims read a portion of 
the Bible. In Y ogyakarta, and maybe in some other places too, some 
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students from Islamic and Christian universities constitute a dialogue 
group in which one of the activities they perform is the shared reading 
ofooth the Qur'an and the Bible interchangeably. 1 What was once just 
taken for granted - that the scriptures have overlapping stories - is 
now put into deliberate consideration. It is not surprising that whatev-
er they find through such an activity will bring new insights in their 
own tradition as well as enlightening them in the faith of the other 
tradition. My own experience as a lecturer in a course on hermeneutics 
that I co-teach with Sahiron Syamsuddin, a lecturer from Kalijaga 
Islamic State University, is another example of how reading the 
Qur'an and the Bible together by Muslims and Christians (in our class 
the students are a mix of Muslims and Christians from a few coun-
tries) promises a widening of horizons as well as more in depth under-
standing not only of the other scripture, but, also of one's own scrip-
ture.2 
In the same line of argument we can nowadays find more reflec-
tions on Easter or Christmas written by a Muslim as well as a medita-
tion on Eid al-Fitr or Eid al-Adha by a writer from the Christian tradi-
tion appearing in national newspapers. In the past, when the relations 
between Muslims and Christians were even better, such an occurrence 
could hardly be found, if at all. 3 This means that in the midst of the 
worsening of the relations between Muslims and Christians, people 
feel more encouraged to learn about the other religion. There is also 
more openness to discuss what would otherwise be a delicate issue 
and even to exhibit it in the public arena as shown by the articles in 
the newspapers. This irony should be understood as a sign of hope for 
religious harmony (especially between Muslims and Christians) in 
Indonesia, without closing the eyes to the fact that religious fanaticism 
is also increasing. 
1. Reading the Neighbor's Scripture 
Reading the neighbor 's Scripture (a metaphor for reading a Scripture 
of the other religious tradition) is one of a few models of dialogue. 
'·Reading" here is taken to mean a process of interpretation or appro-
1 For example. Sekolah Lintas Iman (SLI) [Inter- fa ith schoo l! run by Kali_jaga Islam ic State 
Universit). Duta Wacana Chri stian Universit). ~acult) of Thcolog) Wcda Bha l..1i (Catholic) 
and DIAN lntertidei. Yogyakana 
'. A course offered by Indonesian Consortium for l{eligious StudiL-S ( IC RS ). Yogyakan a. 
' The change has occured since the end of 1990s. lollowing the demise ofSoeharto· s 32-year 
reign. 
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priation of a text (Paul Ricoeur). ~ Reading the neighbor's Scripture 
has its own strength that is likely not shared by other models of dia-
logue. Both Muslims and Christ ians view Scripture as God 's revela-
tion (whatever the understanding of the revelation), on which their 
beliefs rest. Scripture is presumed to be the main source of teachings, 
ethics and rituals. Therefore, Islam and Christianity are justly called 
'Religions of the Book '. As Scripture plays a very important role, 
Muslims and Christians would justifiably guard it at all cost. They 
would make sure that the Scripture they adore above anything else is 
not mistreated, especially by those who do not belong to their tradi-
tion. Because of this attitude, reading the neighbor's Scripture be-
comes a very sensitive issue. Offense may easily be given over this 
issue as some real cases - such as an explosion of riots following a 
supposedly disrespectful treatment of the Qur'an by non-Muslims in 
Indonesia and elsewhere - prove. 5 
Thus, we can conclude that on the one hand, reading the other's 
Scripture is a very delicate problem, but, on the other hand, it has an 
enormous capacity to substantially reduce alienation between Muslims 
and Christians. For a willingness to read the other Scripture is already 
an important step, showing that one is capable of overcoming the feel-
ing of strangeness - that he/she is not used to it - which could have 
permeated his thought all along. On the other hand, by allowing an-
other person to read one's own Scripture, one is already able to do 
away with any suspicion that the Scripture one reveres is going to be 
misused. Allowing the other the right to interpret one's own Scripture, 
also shows courage in taking the risk that one's Scripture will be used 
in a way one has never known. When barriers and suspicions are 
overcome, the reading of one's neighbor's Scripture can be expected 
to bring people to a deeper understanding of the other religion. Dis-
cussions on fundamental issues will likely unfold along the way. The 
4 Paul Ricoeur. From Text to Action. Essavs in Hermeneutics. II. Evanston Illinois I99I , l l 8f. 
5 For example. the case of US troops at Bagram military base Afghanistan who burned dis-
carded copies of the Qur·an that had been used by Taliban prisoners to write messages to each 
other in February 2012 fueled anger among Muslims all over the world. A similar anger also 
occured when Terry Jones. an American pastor ofthc Christian Dove World Outreach Center 
in Gainesville, Florida announced that he would bum 200 Qur·ans on the 2010 anniversary of 
the September 11 attack. But. Qur·an burning in ··Pesantren (Islamic boarding school) 
BunteC. Cirebon, Indonesia. which takes place every now and then, especially on the days 
approaching Eid al-Fitr. causes no fury. This proves that not every Qur'an burning will im-
mediately provoke Muslims. 
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success of the reading of the neighbor' s Scripture promises indeed to 
improve the quality of Muslim-Christian dialogue. 
This article shows one way among many ofreading the neighbor 's 
scripture. In this attempt I, as a Christian, want to read a passage from 
the Qur'an. But, before doing so, I need to emphasize what is possible 
and impossible for me in doing so . As a non-Muslim, I need to admit 
that in relation to the Qur'an I am only an outsider. As an outsider, I 
will see the Qur'an, albeit clearly an important ·classic' , a text that 
changed the world, as not having direct revelatory value for me as a 
non-Muslim. It should be clear, however, that by taking that position I 
do not have any intention to look down on the Qur'an. On the contra-
ry, what I am going to do is motivated by my willingness to appreciate 
the Qur'an and to treat the Qur'an with respect. However, no matter 
how great my respect for the Qur'an is, I am profoundly aware that 
my reading is not going to match that of a Muslim. Ifl claim that I can 
match Muslims' readings, I would be lying and I would be arrogant. 
Therefore, in this case, in all honesty it is better to locate myself out-
side the Muslim tradition. 
Unlike the Muslim tradition that understands the Qur'an only in 
its Arabic version, I will use the Qur'an in its English translation. In 
the Islamic view, the translated Qur'an is seen as less valuable than 
the Arabic version. Any translation of the Qur'an is regarded merely 
as an interpretation and given a secondary status. I surely appreciate 
this view and am ready to accept criticism if my reading, which is 
taken from the translated version of the Qur' an, is considered rather 
inappropriate. However, I will try my best to understand the Qur'an, 
even though only through its translation. 
The exercise of reading of any text at all can hardly be done with-
out certain apriori knowledge. It is impossible for a reader to come to 
a text without any presuppositions if s/he wants to get something out 
of it. Moreover, if a reader gains some understanding from a particular 
text, he/she cannot claim that what he/she gets purely comes from the 
text. Any understanding derived from a text is only possible with 
some involvement of the reader's thought. Starting from these presup-
positions, I need to admit that the way I read the Qur' an is never neu-
tral. My familiarity with the Bible and with the world of biblical stud-
ies will lead me to read the Qur'an in my own way, both as a Christian 
and a biblical scholar. As such, I realize that the result of my reading 
will be very different from readings available in Islamic tradition. 
Therefore, I do not intend to claim that my reading is an Islamic as-
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sessment, or, for that matter, expect my Muslim counterparts to readi-
ly accept my reading. 1 lowevcr. I also do not want to be trapped in 
relativism. in the at titude of ""my reading is fo r me, others' reading is 
for them". This attitude would only fail to benefit the effort to build a 
good relationship between Muslims and Christians. More than that. 
such a form of relativism would a lso close any possibility of discover-
ing similarities amo ng people of different backgrounds. Instead, I ra-
ther open myself to the possibility that my reading may in one way or 
another overlap with Islamic understanding. However, it is not up to 
me to decide whether this is true. Let Muslims judge to what extent 
my reading is similar or different from theirs. Furthermore, in this 
attempt I will not read the Qur' anic Sura in isolation. I will consult 
some readings from within Islamic tradition. In this case, I choose 
contemporary readings of some Indonesian Islamic scholars. These 
contemporary readings, which are mostly in the form of sermons, un-
doubtedly represent the traditional view, but, interestingly enough 
they also contain a number of contextual and updated struggles of 
present life in Indonesia. It can clearly he shown how Muslims in In-
donesia are unhesitatingly involved in secular affairs. 
I have already mentioned my profession as a lecturer in biblical 
interpretation. In relation to this profession, I need to reflect on the 
fact that I have been trained to employ historical-critical methods in 
interpreting the Bible. These methods lead us to see the present text as 
the result of a long historical process that must be looked into closely, 
in order to obtain the right understanding. The basic philosophy of this 
method, one can say, is that knowledge of history judges the aptness 
of an interpretation. It is also important that the originality of a text is 
taken as the highest priority. The task of interpretation is to seek what 
was the original or the source of the present text. If this method were 
to be applied for the text of Qur'an, then, the question would obvious-
ly be: "where does the Qur'anic text come from?" If, in fact, some 
texts from the Qur'an were to have originated from other former texts, 
as a source of information, the final version of the Qur'an cannot be 
accepted without looking into its source. At least, there needs to be an 
effort to compare which texts precede and which texts are later addi-
tions; which texts ' borrow' their content and which ones 'lend' it. 
Similarly to the efforts above, the issue of for what community and in 
what context the texts in the Qur'an were written as well as how loyal 
or deviating the final texts are as compared to their source, are ques-
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tions that need to be raised when people read texts like the Qur' an 
from historical point of view. 
Although I am aware that my training would direct me to take 
such a course of inquiry, I would rather seek another course here. In 
the latest development of biblical studies, historical criticism is only 
one among several other methods. There is a model of interpretation 
that is gaining more proponents nowadays, especially in Asia, that is, 
a pragmatist interpretation that takes the readers with all their specific 
struggles as the focal point. The main quest ion underlying this type of 
research is how one understanding of a text occurs and what are the 
factors that make such an understanding occur. This paradigm does 
not concern the origin of the texts, or at least it does not make it the 
main concern, as Jong as it is not related to the issue of hermeneutics. I 
prefer to follow this trend. By adopting the pragmatic paradigm, I am 
reasonably able to treat the Qur'an as it is without bothering myself 
with the question of its origin. The historical endeavor of historical-
critical scholars to find the Ur-text has contributed to the polemical 
problem of legitimacy as Judaism, Christianity and Islam each lay 
equal claim to being the religion that uses the original text as its scrip-
ture. To me such a polemic is unnecessary. I do not want waste my 
time on it. I agree with the opinion of Vernon Robbins and Gordon 
Newby: 
It became clear to some that the Qur'an could be viewed as a product of the 
coparticipation of reading God's Holy Word by Jews, Christians, and Mus-
lims. From this perspective, the polemir-al interpretations of the "borrow-
ing/lending" metaphor as well as the reductionist search for the Ur-text could 
be replaced by the more generative method of analyzing the rhetorical struc-
tures of the Qur'an 's readings of God's Holy Word. 6 
Robbins and Newby, along with the other writers of the volume that 
includes their article, have successfully shown that it is possible to 
study the Qur'an and the Bible without having recourse to polemics. 
And not only that it is possible, but that it is also enriching. 7 This rich-
ness is impossible to find in the kind of detective study typically im-
plemented by historical-critical scholars. The principle I use is more 
or less similar to the reading principle of the writer of the anthology 
published by SBL. We try to see the texts of the Qur'an and the Bible 
6 Vernon K. Robbins and Gordon D. Newby. A Prolegomenon to the Relation of the Qur' an 
and the Bible, in: Bible and Qur 'an. Essays in Scriptural lmertextuality, John C. Reeves (ed.). 
Atlanta 2003. 25. 
7 Cf. Reeves. Bible and Qur"an. 
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as a reflection of the tradition that seems to have the same source but 
actually developed in different directions. The differences will be 
linked in a dialogical framework, from which the life-world of each 
tradition appears. Through the inter-tradition dialogue we will get a 
picture of how each tradition fo rms its religious ideas that are ever 
developing, if not chang ing, and are not fini shed yet. 
On the other hand. as ideologies work, criticism is inevitable. The 
readers of Scripture are not expected to be passive, to be readers who 
accept whatever Scripture says. This attitude is not intended as an en-
couragement to do battle with Scripture. Rather, it is meant as an ap-
preciation of Scripture. The readers have indeed appreciated Scripture 
by demonstrating their critical attitude. If Scripture reflects the unfin-
ished formation of ideology, readers' critical attitude needs to be seen 
as their involvement in the ideology formation process. Therefore, 
Scripture has succeeded in inviting readers to enter the world it is de-
veloping. Scripture is no longer a strange ancient book for its modem 
readers. The distance of the writing of Scripture from the readers 
~eems to dissolve when they are involved in a critical dialogue process 
with Scripture. 
The text I chose for this article is the narrative of the sacrifice of 
Abraham' s son. This story is recorded both in the Qur'an (As-Siiffiit 
37: 102-107) and in the Bible (Genesis 22:1-19). Even though the text 
is selected only as an example of how interscriptural reading can be 
conducted, this text also possesses a very special position in both 
Muslim and Christian tradition. In addition to these two traditions, 
Jewish tradition puts great value on this story as well, calling it the 
Aqedah Yitzhak (the Binding of Isaac) . The three religions that each 
see themselves as the successors of Abraham - that is why they are 
called Abrahamic Religions - regard the sacrifice of Abraham' s son as 
a pillar, or support, of their beliefs. A Jewish scholar, Jon D. Levenson 
puts it as follows, ' 'Indeed, Abraham is a paradigm of faith in Judaism, 
Christianity, and Islam alike, and in all three traditions the Aqedah 
serves as the parade example of the extraordinary depth of his faith". 8 
2. Inter-text and Inter-tradition Dialogue 
The story of the sacrifice of Ibrahim's son 1s written m Sura (As-
Sdffat) 37: 102-108: 
8 Jon D. Levenson. Inheriting Abraham. the Legacy of the Patriarch in Judaism. Christianity 
& Islam. Princeton and Oxford 20 12. 73 . 
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102. And when he atlained 10 working with him, he said: 0 my son.1 Surely I 
have seen in a dream that I should sacrifice you; consider £hen what you see. 
He said: 0 my father.' Do what you are commanded; i/Allah please, you will 
find me of the pmient ones. 
103. So when they both submi1ted and he threw him down upon hisfiH-el1ead, 
10./. And We called ow to him saying· U Ibrahim .' 
105. You have indeed shown the tr111h ufthe 1·ision; surely thus do we reward 
the doers ofgood: 
106. Most surely this is a manifest £rial. 
107. And We ransomed him with a Feat sacrifice. 
108. And We perpetuated (praise) to him among the later generations. 
If the text is compared to Genesis 22 some differences can be found : 
I. The name of Ibrahim's son is not mentioned, unlike in the biblical 
version 
2. Ibrahim asked his son's opinion about the divine command whereas 
in the Bible the son was brought to the sacrific ia l altar without pri-
or notice, not to mention being consulted 
3. Trial as the ultimate aim of the sacrifice is just revealed later in th~ 
text; in Genesis, it is declared very early in the opening part 
4. Qur' anic Ibrahim talks a lot while Biblical Abraham is very eco-
nomical with words. Abraham' s reticence has led to many com-
mentaries, contrary to Ibrahim 
5. The point of submission is clearly important 
6. It is not only Ibrahim who demonstrated submission, but also his 
son. 
In addition to that, if we bring the Eid al-Adha festival into considera-
tion, these points can be mentioned : 
1. An offer of animal sacrifice by the ummah is also a form of submis-
sion 
2. The submission in the form of animal sacrifice becomes a Muslim 
custom. 
In the Qur'an God does not appear directly, but, through a dream that 
only Ibrahim saw. It was in that dream that Ibrahim learned he had to 
sacrifice his only son. Upon hearing the command, Ibrahim ap-
proached his son who would be the object of the sacrifice. The Bible 
does not contain this part of the story. Isaac was just asked to follow 
his father without knowing what was actually going on and what 
would happen to him when they arrived at the intended place. Ibra-
him, on the other hand, not only told his son about the command, but, 
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alsc let the son express his opinion. 9 The willingness of Ibrahim to 
discuss the matter with his son is worth noting. We do not know how 
old Ibrahim's son was. Neither do we know the age of Isaac in the 
Genesis story. However, the Qur'an gives a hint. It says that the son 
had reached the stage where he could assist his father with his work, 
probably as a farmer. That means he was not a child anymore. He 
could at least be a teenager at the time of the story. As a teenager he 
could think about the meaning and impact of what his father said. He 
could also articulate his disagreement if he wanted to. It would be 
logical if, as the object of sacrifice, he did so. However, strangely 
enough he did not show any sign of disagreement whatsoever. He was 
ready to be made the sacrificial object, put on the altar and slain. He 
promised his father that he would undergo the sacrifice to the end. 
That means he was ready to take all risk of what might happen with-
out complaining. The Islamic tradition supplies a story about the son' s 
request to his father to tie his hands so that he would not rebel and 
thwart the sacrifice ritual. The promptness of the son indicates that the 
sacrifice commanded by God was no longer Ibrahim's problem only 
but had become the son's problem too. Similarly to Ibrahim, the son 
was also faced with the challenge of whether he would obey God's 
difficult command. All difficulty, fear and sorrow felt by Ibrahim was 
also felt by his son, even more intensely. M. Shahid Alam, a Professor 
of Economics at Northeastern University, Boston reflects on this point 
as follows, 
The Qur' anic account of Abraham and Ishmael testifies to its weighty nature. 
Although he is a minor, Abraham does not make the life or death decision for 
Ishmael : the onus of that decision is placed firmly in the hands of young Ish-
mael. Arguably, Abraham could have chosen to ignore Ishmael's wishes be-
cause he was following an order from God: what could be more important 
than submitting to God"s command. But he decides otherwise, suggesting 
that one person cann ot sacrifice another's autonomy even when he (she) be-
lieves he is following orders from God. 10 
In line with the focus on the son, one may wonder what would be the 
impact of the fact that his name is not revealed. Unlike in the Qur'an, 
Islamic tradition recognizes the son as Ishmael. But, the Qur ' an itself 
remains silent as to the identity of the son. In the ensuing Sura of the 
same Sura (l 12f.) the name of Isaac is. indeed. mentioned. But, it is 
• Also in the Jewish tradition Isaac is described as giving his consent to the command of God 
and the plan of his father to sacrifice him. 
10 
His writing is available at http J/ssm.com/ahstract= l 715 104. 
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impossible to put him as the son to be sacrificed. He was just born 
after the event of the sacrifice. Isaac is described as the son given to 
Ibrahim because of his obedience in keeping God's command to sacri-
fice his son. The different explanation of who the son was has led 
Muslims and Christians (also Jews) to sp lit. Or, rather the discrepancy 
is used to underline the split. Ishmael became a symbol of Islam, 
whereas Isaac is a symbol of Christianity and Judaism. But, that is if 
the Islamic tradition is taken as the basis. It would be different if the 
basis were what is revealed, or, rather concealed by the Qur'an. By 
concealing the name the Qur'an has opened itself to all possibilities. 
The son can be anybody's. Any son is a possible candidate for the son. 
Of course. Ibrahim could just have sacr ificed a son. But, since he is 
unnamed, it is, then, not necessary to tie him to a spec ific figure. On 
the other hand, the flexibility in the text ca lls for attention by the read-
ers. An attracted reader could not leave the gap created by the uniden-
tified son without filling it with a part icular son, this time no longer 
Ibrahim's, but theirs. The story is no longer a story ofa lofty figure in 
ancient times, but a contemporary story of a parent that has to sacri-
fice his child. The command to sacrifice Ibrahim's son is a command 
to sacrifice everybody's child. The submission demonstrated by Ibra-
him and his son is also the submission expected from a reader for 
whom the story is alive. In that way, Ibrahim and his son have become 
a universal model of pious humanity. 
Universality seems to be a hallmark of the Qur'an. The universali-
ty can or should be understood from a scripture that, according to his-
torical chronology, came later than the Jewish and Christian scrip-
tures. Islam's claim upon its existence as a correction to older Abra-
hamic religions becomes meaningful when it distinguishes itself by 
making itself a universal representation of religion. The particularity 
of the two religions that Islam presumes to correct lies with the claim 
of being "the chosen people". The Jews claim to be the chosen people, 
likewise the Christians. The Jews ' claim takes the physical lineage as 
evidence. They are descendants of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob in the 
flesh. The story of the Aqedah props up the claim of the lineage of 
Israel. The son asked to be sacrificed was Isaac, as he was the only 
one who was with Abraham when the command was given. It was 
only Isaac who was called the son of Abraham. It was Isaac who begot 
Jacob who was also called Israel (Genesis 32:28). Christians do not 
deny Isaac as the true son of Abraham, but they made him a prefigura-
tion of Jesus Christ. By then the story of the sacrifice of Abraham's 
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son was understood in the light of the suffering and death of Jesus 
Christ, the only son of God. By accentuating the Aqedah in the radi-
ance of Jesus Christ, Christians have absorbed the Jewish tradition as 
well as Genesis 22 into their own tradition. Not only that, a claim 
based on an allegorical interpretation by the Apostle Paul has also 
made Isaac a symbol of Christians (Romans 9:7-10; Galatians 4:28-
29). Paul has put forward two models of the lineage of Abraham, the 
one according to the flesh (the Jews), the other according to the spirit 
(the Christians). But Paul did not seem to render the two models an 
equa! status. Rather he esteemed the spiritual stream more. In this case 
the influence of Greek dualistic thinking is apparent. Paul, after all, 
realized that he had to depart from Judaism, a tradition he himself 
lived for the first part of his life before he set up a new tradition that 
was later recognized as Christianity. Despite the claim of Paul and 
other disciples of Jesus, the rest of the Jews remained with the old 
tradition that acknowledged Abraham as their forefather according to 
the corporal line. Then, what about the Muslims? As there were two 
brothers, Islam also has a claim on its sole legitimacy as Ibrahim' s 
heir. It is just that the claim is not associated with lineage. Islam 
claims to be a genuine descendant of Abraham by deeds, that is, sub-
mission to God. In the playful words of H. Ferry Nur: "you should 
know that Ibrahim is not a Jew, nor a Christian, nor a wicked man, 
but, he is a muslim who has submitted himself totally to God". 11 Is-
lam, like the meaning of its name, teaches submission that is learned 
from Ibrahim and used as evidence of the true children of Abraham. 
The justification through attitude locates Islam as a religion that is 
open for all. Anyone able to demonstrate true self-submission would 
merit recognition as a Muslim. 
Both the Bible and the Qur' an show that the command given by 
God to Abraham is a trial. However, they do not unveil the motive in 
the same location. While the Bible places the motive at the very early 
stage of the narrative (in verse 1 of Genesis 22:1-19), the Qur' an dis-
closes it only after the sacrifice ( verse 106 of Sura 37: 102-1 07). Alt-
hough the two scriptures do not portray Abraham/Ibrahim as being 
aware of the trial. the differe nt placement of the disclosure inevitably 
has a different impact on readers. Poss ible tension in reading this story 
11 Ferry Nur. T dadan Nabi Ibrahim I The Model of the Prophet Ibrah im] as Khutbah ldul 
Adha 1-1 33. http://1rn".eramus lim.com/peradaban/pemikiran-islam/kh utbah-idul-ad ha-1 433-




will be reduced if the reader already knows that God's conunand is 
only intended as a temptation (as in the biblical version) . This means 
there is less tension in the biblical version than what readers will like-
ly find in the Qur 'an. This difference would also influence their sense 
of the seriousness of the sacrifice. Whether God is seen as really de-
termined about his conunand depends on whether the readers see the 
command as a trial or not. In the case of the Qur'an, the readers do not 
know anything about the trial and would certainly think that the son 
will unquestionably soon be killed as a sacrific ial offering. In the mind 
of the readers Ibrahim cannot withdraw from the sacrifice willed by 
God. In fact, God's response as indicated by the Qur'an reinforces this 
impression. To Abraham God said '·you have indeed shown the truth 
of the vision" (verse 105). In Genesis 22. the angel of God stopped the 
slaying of Abraham's son with a command: "do not lay your hand on 
the boy or do anythi ng to him" (verse 12). The following command 
that invalidated the first commandment (to kill) does not appear in the 
Qur'an. Presumably the Qur'an want s to assure that the sacrifice of 
Ibrahim's son is not going to be reduced by the understanding that it 
will not really happen. So, even though there is st ill the temptation 
motive, the Qur'an does not seem to make it too conspicuous. 
The question is, then, why did the Qur'an ever mention the trial ? 
The answer is presumably related to the meaning of trial according to 
the Qur' an. Trial here is probably not intended as a way to prove 
something that is still in doubt, as might be commonly understood . 
Ibrahim was not put on trial because God doubted his obedience. Ibra-
him had been introduced as an obedient man (Sur& 37: I I l) at the out-
set. There are no grounds to challenge the impression that he was 
faithful all along until the sacrificial event took place. The occurrence 
of the idea of temptation was apparently just meant to show that the 
potential already recognized in Ibrahim would be realized in practice. 
Ibrahim's obedience was not only a hypothetical possibility, but an 
attestable fact. But the evidence was unlikely to be addressed to God 
himself It is rather God who wanted to have it demonstrated to other 
parties, Ibrahim's contemporaries, as well as to following generations. 
As is apparent in v. I 08, the next generations are the actual target of 
this proof of obedience. They are the ones who will testify for Ibra-
him' s virtue, while at the same time they are expected to be inspired 
by Ibrahim's obedience. Thus, the Qur'an has addressed the contro-
versy over the trial motif of this story. The inclusion of the test at the 
beginning of the story in the Bible has raised a debate over whether an 
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omniscient God could not have known what would be the result of his 
command. Referring to Jewish interpretations on this point Levenson 
says, 
... many Jewish exegetes over the centuries have felt compelled to interpret "I 
know" (yada'ti) in verse 12 as if it were a different word, "I have made 
known" (hoda'ti I yidda 'ti). But this is not the only place where the descrip-
tion of the personal, dynamic, and feeling God of Israel is not easily recon-
ciled with the perfect, static, and perfectly static God of the philosophers. 
However the formidable conundrum of divine learning is to be understood 
philosophically (if at all), the end of our narrative leaves no doubt that God 
has acquired knowledge he did not have at its outset. 12 
To this debate the Qur' an chooses to explain that the event was just a 
contest to show yet another evidence of Ibrahim' s submission to God. 
The audience for the contest it imagines to be the umat (believers of) 
Islam throughout the ages. 
3. Eid al-Adha 
The actualization of Ibrahim 's sacrifice does not only stop with him-
self. Learning from Ibrahim's experience, Muslims are called to also 
actualize the sacrifice. which Muslims do every year through the Eid 
al-Adha celebration, reenacting the sacrifice. Animal sacrifice, such as 
cows, buffaloes, goats. and sheep is obligatory for those who can af-
ford it. 13 Eid al-Adha sermons in Indonesia repeatedly strive to raise 
the awareness of the wealthy to willingly share their wealth with those 
who in need through sharing of sacrificial animals. On similar occa-
sions the wealthy are also reminded that the pleasure of prosperity is 
actually a temptation. Are they more concerned with materia l value or 
with devotion to God who commands them to sacrifice? 14 Satirical 
allusions to the perpetrators of corruption a lso appear in these homi-
lies. 15 The corruptors are those who do not practice the true under-
standing of Eid al- Adha. Their se lfishness contradicts the meaning of 
sacrifice, which is giving and caring for others. In the context of Indo-
nesia. where poverty is evident. the distribution of the sacrificial meat 
,: Levenson. Inheriting. 80. 
1
' httr ://\\W\\ .anal isadail y.corn/11<.:11s/r..:aJ/20 12/ I 0/23/830 17 /waj ib _ berkurban _ bagi _ orang_) 
ang_mampu/#.UPRrQCdJ~rn I ac<.:<.:ss<.:d 22/0 I /13 al 7. 19 a.m. 
IJ Take fo r examrlc Ghufron "s sermon in httr ://1111" .laLUard ibi rru.org/duniaislam/lembar 
jumal/idul-kurban-dimensi-1ertikal-dan-horisontalnya-bagi-umat-i slam/. ac<.:essed 22 /0 1/ 13 
at 7.38 a m. 
15 Take fo r exam ple Sarjuni·s sem1on in http://\\ ww.suaramerdekacom/vl/ index.php/read/ce 
tak/20 12/ 10/23/203055/Kurban-dan-Mi si-Memerangi -Korupsi. accessed 22/01 / 13. 
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is a form of compassionate action for the poor who presumingly can-
not afford to buy meat for their meals. The sermons also remind the 
people that compassion should not be limited to the Eid al-Adha cele-
bration only, but must endure beyond the festival. Eid al-Adha is ex-
pected to be a life turning point from caring about oneself to caring 
about others. It is accepted as a social piety that is just as important as 
a ritual piety; given the current situation, it is even more relevant. 16 
In the teachings of Islam, Eid al-Adha is a component of the Hajj, 
which is the fifth pillar of Islam. The Hajj consists of a series of rituals 
that culminate in Eid al-Adha. Therefore, Eid al-Adha is also known 
as the feast of Hajj . However, this does not mean that only those in the 
Hajj who can or must celebrate Eid al-Adha. Muslims who are not 
present on the pilgrimage also celebrate Eid al-Adha. 17 However, its 
bond with the Hajj strengthens Eid al-Adha, imbuing it with the value 
of egalitarianism, since the Hajj teaches that everybody is equal. Dif-
ferences in social and economic status are reserved in the Hajj, where 
people wear the same clothes, share a place to stay and perform the 
rites together. Egalitarianism is a value often underscored in Islam, 
which uses it as a kind of identity marker. Islam unhesitatingly de-
clares that every human being is equal before God. No one person or 
group of people enjoy a higher position than others. 
If we go back to the obligation to sacril!cc in Eid al-Adha, we can 
see how the sacrifice of Ibrahim 's son is not only commemorated 
(knowledge) but is also reenacted (action). Eid al-Ad ha is a call to 
witness to the truth of the sacrifice of Ibrahim 's son through a real 
action. Muslims are challenged to go into Ibrahim' s experience ; by so 
doing the sacrifice becomes theirs too. If they find buying the animal 
kurban is not that cheap and the sacrifice creates a certain burden on 
their shoulders, they must understand that the harder the burden of the 
sacrifice, the truer it is for them. 18 On the other hand. the greater the 
willingness to respond to the challenge of sacrifice. the greater the 
degree of submission to God. Even though Muslims do not have to 
resort to human sacrifice as in the case of Ibrahim, the challenge re-
mains just as hard. It is true that the offering is just a symbol, nonethe-
16 Mentioned by some preachers. one of them is Supadiyanto in http://www.pelitaor.id/baca 
.php?id=6051 l , accessed 22/01 / 13. 
17 This differs from the sacrifices conducted by th~ Jews before the destruction of Jerusalem 
Temple in 70 CE; at that time the sacrifices were focused on the Temple. 
18 The direction to keep the animal to be sacrifict:d in the house of the people who will sacri-
fice it days before the event creates a close relationship between the family and the animal. 
This closeness will make the sacrifice even harder. 
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less it does not just dwell in the memory (Christian), but in a real ac-
tion. The power of symbolic action is much more pronounced than 
one that relates to memory. 
4. Child Sacrifice 
No matter how difficult it is to sacrifice an animal, this cannot match 
the severity of child sacrifice. Chi ld sacrifice has ever been a contro-
versial practice, though its traces have been detected throughout hu-
man history. There have been, of course, voices on both sides, both 
agreeing and disagreeing. The Bible also mentions the controversy: 2 
Kings 17:17; 23:10 and Jeremiah 32:35 consider child sacrifice a dis-
gusting practice dedicated to foreign gods. By contrast, Exodus I 3 :2 
mentions a demand to offer the firstborn to Israel's God which, ac-
cording to this text should include a human firstborn as there is no 
indication of an alternative. 
Consecrate to me all the firstborn; whatever is the first to open the womb 
among the Israelites. of human beings and animals, is mine. 19 
The child sacrifice is also crystal clear in the story of Jephthah (Judges 
11) where the Israelite leader has to sacrifice his own daughter to ful-
fill the vow he previously made in order to obtain the blessing of God. 
The story of the sacrifice of Isaac in Genesis 22 is similar to the story 
of Jephthah"s daughter in the way that there is a demand to sacrifice a 
child. But experts tend to sec the Bible as standing on a principle of 
rejecting human sacrifice. at least when the present form of the Bible 
is taken as the basis of consideration. 20 The replacement of Isaac with 
a ram confirms the biblical disapproval of human sacrifice. If this is 
so, the Qur'an. which also mentions the replacement of human sacri-
fice with animal sacrifice. can be understood as disapproving human 
sacrifice too. 
According to Jon Levenson. the point of Genesis 22 is not on 
what is being sacrificed. human or animal, but on whether Abraham 
holds onto the precious things in his life. or willingly gives them to 
19 Numbers 18: 15 contains an additiona l command to redeem the tisrtborn of human being: 
"the first issue of the womb of all creatures. human and animal. which is otfored to the 
LORD. shall be yours; hut the lirsthorn of human heings you sha ll redeem. and the firstborn 
of unclean animals you shall redeem". All hihlical quotations are taken from New Revised 
Standard Version (NRSV). 
20 Scholars commonly view Genes is 22 as containing a combination of two scenarios. One 
scenario ends with the death of Isaac (verse 16 and 19 confirm it). whereas the other scenario 
(the more dominant one) tells that Isaac was saved 
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God.21 He also objects to the moral judgment - that the story reflects 
an immorality - as does Immanuel Kant and many other people in this 
modern world. Levenson also needs to argue against the charge that 
the story of the sacrifice of Abraham' s son has inspired those who 
sacrifice human beings in the name of God. An example is a scholar 
who tries to relate the 9/11 tragedy to the sacrifice of Ibrahim's son 
based on some writings left by one of the terrorists that indicated that 
he was inspired by the story of the sacrifice of Ibrahim's son.22 For 
Levenson, one cannot directly say that the story of the sacrifice of 
Abraham' s son inspires someone to kill others without considering 
various other factors. Linking the murders committed in the name of 
religion and the story of the sacrifice of Abraham's son is a "ery 
forced interpretation. 23 
Levenson ' s apology is understandable within the framework of 
violence directed at others on religious grounds (that the violence was 
carried out at God ' s command). For instance, the text has been used to 
explain the behavior of perpetrators of vio lence against their own 
children, as happened in a case in Califo rnia where a father who had 
just finished a bible study that discusses Genesis 22 killed his own 
daughter.24 The man turned out to be susceptible to disturbaP-ces in the 
brain, and this mental disorder led to his aggressive behavior. In these 
kinds of cases, it is too simplistic to say that people are driven by the 
story of the sacrifice of Abraham's son. However, beyo nd these cases 
we can also fmd numerous subtle references in modem times to '·child 
sacrifice" . 
The recruitment of young people as sold iers. later sent to the bat-
tlefield to die in war or to be disabled for the rest of their lives. should 
be considered as a version of child sacrifice. Noble reasons. such as 
·10 sacrifice fo r the nation and the country··. ··to be ready to die fo r the 
greater good". and ··not to be se lfish. but to prioritize others'·. may 
hypnotize the young to offer their precious lives. When they die, their 
death is then recognized as heroic. even as a fo rm of martyrdom. All 
of those fine depictions shou ld not pass without posing the existentia l 
question, why should they be the target? Why should those young 
so ul s that have yet to undergo long years of maturation be selected to 
end in such a sacri fice, however noble it may seem? The answer usu-
21 Levenson. Inheriting. 84. 
22 Op. cit. . I 08. 
" Op. cit.. I 06/f. 
24 Op. cit.. I 09. 
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ally given is surely emotionally uplifting: '·because they are the best". 
Young life is indeed the best , no doubt about it, but once it becomes a 
sacrificial object it no longer means anything. Again and again we 
meet the same story of child sacrifice even in these times called mod-
ern. This is how the sacrifice of Isaac or Ishmael has been made rele-
vant. 
Outside the context of war there are several other examples of 
child sacrifice. In the context of poverty, children are often made the 
object of exploitation by their neighborhood, or even by their own 
parents. They have to earn money to support their family. Not infre-
quently they have to drop out of school to support their family. Their 
own interests are obviously sidelined. Their future becomes bleak. 
However, children who willingly help their parents earn praise. Their 
decision is praised and highly honored. On the other hand, if a child 
wants to prioritize his / her education or personal interests while their 
parents need his / her help, this kind of child would be accused as one 
who does not know how to behave properly. ls not this a kind of child 
sacrifice. one that strongly reminds us of what happened to Isaac and 
Ishmael? 
Child trafficking often intersects with the business of sex and is 
yet another example of child sacrifice in a modem society marked by 
high mobility . It is true that such cases have been declared a crime. 
Nevertheless. despite the efforts to fight this type of crime it keeps 
recurring and even increas ing. How this could happen without peo-
ple ·s consent? Consent is perhaps too strong a word. but ignorance on 
the part of the community is ::i lso a kind of permission. It is precisely 
because of that ignorance that crimes against children are constantly 
increasing both in quantity and in quality. 25 Indeed, there are many 
factors that cause cases of child abuse, but the main thing is the basic 
worldview that sees a child as a worthy sacrifice in service to selfish 
desires. Again, we find a similarity with that of our main story. 
In Asia, with its impressive economic growth, the younger genera-
tion does not seem to be as independent as it may look. Trends govern 
the lives of many Asian youth. In the field of education, they are dic-
tated to by the current dominant discourse that the only reason to go to 
school is to get a job. At the level of higher education, they are made 
25 Nat'onal Committee of Protection of Children (Indonesia) reported the increase in the 
amount of violence toward children starting Ji-om 2009 ( l.552 cases). 2010 (2.335 cases) to 
20 I I ,2.508 cases). cited from http://indonesia.ucanews.com/2012/10/17/kasus-kekerasan-
terhadap-anak-terus-mcningkat/. accessed 23/01 / 13. 
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to choose majors that promise a quick job and a good salary. The ma-
jors that do not promise quick jobs and good salaries are forsaken. 
Young people with talent and interests that are not in accordance with 
trendy fields are forced to bury their talent and interests in order to 
follow the trend. Basic sciences, which were revered in former times 
are now losing their appeal simply because they do not seem to offer a 
ready-made answer to the needs of job providers. Applied sciences, on 
the other hand, gain preference because their graduates will imn1edi-
ately be recruited by the companies that need a ready-to-work staff. 
Research institutions have more difficulty in freely determining their 
research program, because donors are only interested in research that 
will produce formulas or techniques that can be easily put to commer-
cial use. Commercialization of education, which should not be al-
lowed in principle, has become the norm as educational institutions 
must compete with one another in order to get students into their 
schools. This worldwide trend is no doubt responsible for the loss of 
idealism in education. But, the major victim of this neo-capitalistic 
practice is the young person, the one strongly affected by such trends. 
While young people may not always be aware of the indoctrinacion 
they suffer from trends, those whose eyes are still clear would defi-
nitely recognize the signs of another story of child sacrifice. 
Conclusion 
The values recorded by the Abrahamic traditions based on the story of 
the sacrifice of Abraham's son are st ill relevant today, especially for 
the followers of those traditions. Studying the va lues inter-scripturally 
is also very useful as it will enrich and strengthen existing understand-
ing. Nuances previously not recognized will be realized when people 
read the same story as it appears in the scripture of the other's reli-
gion. However, the inter-scriptural read ing is not motivated merely by 
the quest for similarities. The di fferencr.s between the Bible and the 
Qur'an also need to be elaborated. For adherents of the three religions, 
the differences wi ll develop each one· s understanding of the other 
relig ions on the one hand. and on the other. will deepen one·s under-
stand ing of his/her own religion. 
Above a ll , the sacrifice of Abraham· s son leaves soc iety with an 
existential question; that is. whether society can rea ll y allow incidents 
that harm young people to continue unopposed? Relating various 
forms of violence against young people to the story of the sacri fice of 
Abraham's son may, as indicated before. be too farfetched, but to ne-
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glect the possibility that they may coalesce on a deeper level, is also a 
denial of reality. The latter is even more dangerous, for it allows the 
society to think there is nothing wrong with sacrificing youngsters. 
But if we agree that child sacrifice has to be stopped, then we must 
also eliminate nohle justifications for such evil deeds. This is not to 
say that the lesson to be learned from the story of the sacrifice of 
Abraham's son should be discarded. Yes, the story has and still does 
inspire many, and for that reason it surely deserves a tribute. But, how 
marvelous it would be if we could gain something good without hav-
ing to sacrifice anyone. If such a sacrifice cannot be avoided, perhaps 
it is our faith in it that needs to be rethought. Why would a supposedly 
good faith demand a sacrifice that denies someone else's best inter-
ests? 

Towards a Poetical Ethics of lnterreligious Reading 
in the Face of Sara and Hagar 
Dorothea Erbele-Kuster 
Re-reading the Sara-Hagar story facing Sarai and Hajar likewise de-
scribes a hermeneutical struggle: How to deal with two or more con-
tradictory contextual readings? Besides a hermeneutical it is a theo-
logical problem and an existential one. If I take a stance in the story as 
a Christian woman how can my reading be communicated to a Mus-
lim or a Jewish woman? In the process of writing it became more and 
more difficult to take my own stance as a European Christian teaching 
Old Testament at the university in this story; whereas Sara seemed to 
be so easily identified with by my Jewish and Muslim colleagues alike 
and Hagar by the latter ones as well. 1 It would be much safer and easi-
er to read the story just on my own; or to omit the ambiguous parts in 
the story, for example, the conflict between Sara and Hagar, as one of 
the first re-writings of Genesis in the Book of Jubilees 17 from the 2nd 
century BC does. However this is impossible for me, last but not least 
as we are indebted to the kinship between the so called Abrahamic 
religions. 2 And to put it from the other side of the coin: the story 
would not be this story without these troubles. 3 
1 Hibba Abt:gideiri, Hagar. A historical model for --Gender Jihad'" in: Yvonne Y. Haddad and 
John L. Esposito. Daugluers of Abrahani Feminist Thouglu in Judaisn~ Christianity and 
Islam. Gainsville 2001 , 81-107. 82 stresses that ··To be the daughter of Hagar discards the 
Islamic iineage of Sarah. Muslim affinities extend to both matriarchs quite comfortably and 
without contradiction ... 
2 Cf. Volker Kiister, Indebted to Kinship - The project of Abraharnitic ecumene contested, in: 
Islam in the Netherlands, 163-180. C( initiatives like: www.sarah-hagar.net; http://sarah-
hagar.org/index.html or www.interkultureller-rat.de/projekte/abraharnisches-forum. 
3 After the presentation of my paper I was asked why I made it so complicated. Couldn ' t we 
stick just to one side of the story? 
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This article explores the Sara/Hagar stories from different scrip-
tures and religions, wrestling with the challenges of a contextual, in-
tercultural and interreligious reading of one' s own scriptures and fig-
ures which are sacred to other religions or with whom wo/men of oth-
er religions identify as well. In the analysis of the texts I shall there-
fore not follow a strictly historical order as we face them simultane-
ously in the interreligious dialogue. 
This story with its diverse prominent characters such as Abra-
ham/Ibraim, Sara, Hagar/Hajar, Ishmael and Isaac belongs to at least 
three religious traditions, implying that their stories are told in differ-
ent contexts where the protagonists already have different spell-
ings/pronunciations of the names. Interestingly, these are often ex-
plained symbolically, as in the case of Hagar/Hajar being derived 
from the Hebrew ger (foreigner) or the Arabic word hijrah (migra-
tion); her name seems therefore to be "a symbolic description of the 
wornan"
4
• In every tradition, religion or cultural context, the story is 
retold differently. Next to the context, therefore, it seems helpful to 
take the narrative structure into consideration. 
My study is indebted to earlier manifold readings of the sto-
ry/stories. 5 It shares with them several goals, such as first of all mak-
ing sources available and engaging in counter-readings. Finally these 
counter-readings may serve as empowerment and reconciliation. Letty 
Russel and Phyllis Trible phrase it this way in their introduction to 
"Hagar, Sarah, and their children": "we can advocate as women of 
diverse faiths who refuse to allow those faiths to be used against us or 
against outsiders"6• The aim of the study is thus not just to present 
another contextual Christian reading of the story but to derive from 
the different conflicting readings strategies/conclusions for an interre-
ligious hermeneutics. As it is about reading and retelling narratives, 
narrativity shall play a core role on a methodological level. 
4 Martha Frederiks. Hagar in Islamic Tradition . in: On rhe Edge of ,\/any Worlds. Festschriti 
voor Karel Steenbrink. ed. by Freek L. Bakker and Jan Sihar Aritonang. Zoetermeer 2006. 
23 7-247. 240. 
5 Cf. Martha Frederi ks. Hagar in Islam ic Tradition: Phyll is Trible and Letty Russel (eds). 
Hagar, Sarah, and their Children. Jewish, Christian. and Ai/uslim Perspecrives. Louisville 
2006; the more empirical study of Anne Hege Grung. Gender Justice in Christian-Muslim 
Readings. Chrisrian and Muslim Women in Non vay making Meaning a/Texts/ram the Bible. 
the Quran and the Hadith : http://www.uio.no/engli sh/research/interfacul ty-research-reas 
/culcom/publications/phd/20 11 /grung.html . 
6 Phyllis Trible and Letty Russel. Unto the Thousand Generations. in: id .. Hagar. Sarah, and 
their Children. 1-29. 25. 
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Narrati vity7 comes to play a core role in a twofold manner: How 
do we read the narratives and how do they read us? The concept of 
narrati vity refers to the fact that we live our lives by stories; while 
conversely stories are capable of engaging us to the point of making 
us feel part of them. Therefo re, the narrative structure of any story is 
more than just a quali ty o f the text, it is an anthropological realit y. 
Telling stories is crucial to the way we open up our world. Stories not 
only allow us to put our own experiences into words, to sort and inter-
pret them, they also enable us to take part in other worlds, even to 
project alternative realities. With the help of the concept of narrativity 
and intertextuality I shall try to develop an po/et(h)ical approach to 
interreligious reading. 8 
1. Encounters and Confessions 
Before re-reading the story I want to describe briefly the place from 
which I am reading and wrifr1g: I am a "philo-log", a woman who has 
fallen in love with texts, biblical texts in particular. While absorbed by 
the aesthetics of the texts, at the same time I struggle with these texts, 
which are rooted in a patriarchal setting. Even as scholar applying 
methods from the field of literature and cultural anthropology I am 
affected by the so-called historical-critical methods I was brought up 
with. · 
My re-reading starts and ends with re-translating. My awareness 
of its contextuality has been sharpened through participation in a Bible 
translation project rooted in the German speaking context ("Bibel in 
gerechter Sprache").9 Facing injustice (social, religious, gender) two 
main endeavors were: How to translate an androcentric text (the Bi-
ble) in a way which shall empower wo/men? And how can we do jus-
tice to the fact that the Hebrew Bible is a Jewish book and is read in 
Jewish communities? Dialogue as in our case and the question of the 
other were central. 
Having described my reading room it becomes clear that even if I 
am engaged here in Christian-Muslim Dialogue focusing on Dutch 
7 Cf. Dorothea Erbele-Kiister. A Short Story of Narrativity in Biblical Studies, in: R. Ruard 
Ganzevoort et al. (eds). Religious Stories we live by. Narrative Approaches in Theology and 
Religious S1udies, Leiden and Boston 2014. 75-87. 
8 Referring to a concept from the studies of literature. the question has been raised in the 
discussion whether we can read the Quran as literature. 
9 Cf. Bibel in gerechter Sprache. Ulrike Bail et al. (eds) . Giitersloh 4th revised ed. 2011 and 
www .bi be! ingerechtersprache.de. 
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(European) and Indonesian Perspectives, the third dialogue partner, 
Jewish readers from different cultures, is present at the (my writing) 
table . 
I want to allude to some personal reading experiences of the story 
of Abraham, Sara and Hagar in Genesis 16 and 21. During my studies 
of theology at university in the early nineties I felt "emancipated" 
when I identified with Sara. The focus came on Sara and not on Abra-
ham her husband, the male figure who has been called "patriarch" in 
the exegetical commentaries. Against this background there seemed to 
be reasons to be proud of Sara, the newly discovered matriarch. Con-
sequenti, they were labelled no longer patriarchal stories but ancestor 
stories.' 
When I became acquainted with the Mexican theologian Elsa 
Tamez in a personal encounter in 1997 and her interpretation of this 
story 11 I had to realize that I had made a choice that was restricted by 
my perspective, by my white middle class situation. Sara fits into it. 
This theologian working in Costa Rica identified herself with Ha-
gar, the woman who is oppressed threefold: 12 in terms of gender, as a 
woman; in terms of her class, as slave; and in terms of race as Egyp-
tian. 13 Black African American Christians like Dolores Williams ar-
gued in this vein as well. 14 Blackness was regarded as a uniting con-
cept for reading together and rediscovering Hagar and their "Wilder-
ness experience" in the diaspora. Tamez' reading alerted me to the 
implicit criticism of Sarai's role that the text contains. The messenger 
of God promising at the end of his speech in Genesis 16:9 that God 
has overheard the oppression of Hagar recalls the same word which 
was used for Sarai's behaviour in v6 thus thereby criticizing it implic-
itly. 
1
° Cf. lnntraud Fischer, Die Erzeltern Israels. Feminislisch-Theologische Stud/en zu Genesis 
12-36, Berlin and New York 1994 and id., On the Significance of the " Women Texts "in the 
Ancestral Narratives, in: id. and M. Navarro Pueno (eds). Torah. The Bible and 1he Women 
Vol. I, Atlanta 2011, 251-293. 
11 Cf. Elsa Tamez, The Woman Who Complicated the History of Salvation, in: New Eyes for 
Reading. Biblical and Theological Reflections by Women of the Third World, John S. Pobee 
and Barbel von Wartenberg-Potter (eds). Geneva 1986. 5-17. 
12 Elsa Tamez. "Worship Service: This Hour of History ... in: Virgina Fabell a and Sergio 
Torres (eds). frruplion of1he Third World: Challenge 10 Theology. Maryknoll. NY 1983. 183-
185. 
u A member of the group identified Hagar easily wi th the position of migrant workers in 
Indonesia 
14 Cf. Dolores S. Williams. Sis1ers in 1he Wilderness. The Challenge of Womanisl God-1alk. 
Maryknoll , NY 1994 and id.; Hagar in African American appropriat ion. in: Trible and Rus-
sell, Hagar, Sarah, and 1heir Children. 17 1-184. 
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It is time for Sara to see this and to confess that she has oppressed 
Hagar! Phyllis Trible, for her part, after a feminist-rhetorical analysis 
of the repudiation of Hagar in Genesis 16 and 21 designates them 
therefore in her early groundbreaking work as 'texts of terror' . 15 In her 
latest contribution to this iss:.ie in a volume on interreligious dialogue 
this classification is missing. 16 Is it too harsh to pronounce facing Jew-
ish women and/or has it after 9/ l I other overtones? 
Years later when l presented the interpretation of Elsa Tamez in a 
meeting on Jewish-Christian encounter, one of the Jewish colleagues, 
a female rabbi in the Netherlands, felt offended and defended Sarah 
while stressing that Hagar did wrong. According to this colleague, 
Hagar showed no respect for Sarah and her position. She reproached 
me for not taking into consideration the rabbinical commentaries on 
Sarah. 17 Even if I had not misused Sara by identifying myself with her 
and appropriating her as Christian, as has been done in Christian re-
ception history starting from Galatians 4, I did wrong - according to 
her perception and likewise according to the rules of the dialogue to 
which I subscribe: to understand the other as s/he understands 
her/himself 
While studying rabbinical sources from the Talmud and Midrash I 
read: "Sarah was perfect in wisdom, in beauty, in innocence, in ac-
complishment, in consistency", referring to Rashi (Medieval Jewish 
cornn1entator from Northern France), which explains the note on 
Sara's lifespan in Genesis 23: 1 that all her years were equally good. 
The way she treated Hagar comes to my mind (Genesis 16:6, 21 :10) 
and her laughter of disbelief (Genesis 18:12). The critical question 
rises in my mind: Is Rashi blind to her faults, to the physical and psy-
cho logical abuse she has committed? Rabbi David Kimichi (medieval 
Provence), however, condemns Sarah's treatment. Ramban (Spain 
1194- I 271) states "the matriarch sinned by such maltreatment and 
15 Phyllis Trible. Texts of Terror. literary- Feminist Readings of Biblical Xarratives. Philadel-
phia 1986. 
16 Phyllis Trible. Ominous Beginnings for a Promise of Blessing. in: Trible and Russell. /-!a-
gar. Sarah and their Children. 33-69. 
17 Cf. for a discussion of them: Adele Reinhartz and Miriam-Simma Wal fi sh, Conflict and 
Coexistence in Jewish Interpretation. in: Trible and Russell. /-!agar. Sarah and their Chil-
dren. IO 1-125; Irene Pabst. The interpretation of the Sarah-Hagar-stories in rabbinic and 
patristic literature. Sarah and Hagar as female representations of identity and difference, lectio 
difficilior 2003. http::11V1vw.lectio. unibe.ch, OJ _ J.p abst.htm and Gianrranco Milleto . ... nur 
wegen Sara ... Sara in der rabbini schen und mystischen Tradition. in: Rainer Kampling (ed.). 
Sara lacfll . . .. Eine &=muller und ihre Geschichte. Paderborn etc. 2004. 157-167. 
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Abraham too by permitting it" 18 . 1 restrict myself to these quotes that 
display two different assessments of Sara within one tradition. 
Thus applying one basic rule of interre ligious dia logue - that the 
other should recognize herself in my de:,cription of herself - I search 
fo r the strengths of the reading strategies of the Jewish tradition. Sara 
serves as a positive ident ification figure next to Abraham. She is the 
matriarch. Her contribution to the history of the .. children of Israel" is 
not muted as it has been in western Christ ian exegesis up to the nine-
ties but praised. As it is promised by God in Genesis 17: 16: "T will 
bless her so that she shall give rise to nations; rulers of peoples shall 
issue from her". In the Jewish tradition the life of Sara is remembered. 
In what follows I shall likewise unfold how I was challenged by the 
Muslim readings of the story. 
Therefore the question arises: How can we wo/men from different 
religious backgrounds read the story together? Can womanhood serve 
as a common place to start the reading community, as the Swedish 
feminist theologian Helen Egnell has argued? 19 In the case of the 
Sara-Hagar story it becomes even more complicated, as the two wom-
en are rivals. 
2. Deciphering the narrative structure 
In this article I can't provide a close reading of the whole story in the 
Bible and in the Hadith and the verses in the Qur 'an which allude to 
the story of Abraham and Ishmael. I focus on Genesis 16 and its re-
ception history. Form-critical and source-critical studies brought to the 
fore the different perspectives and themes in Genesis 16. Whereas the 
first part of Genesis 16 seems to be about a rivalry between two wom-
en, the second part is labelled as an announcement scene of offspring 
to a woman. The final verse (from the so-called priestly layer) is a 
closing genealogical remark. Perspectives and themes vary thus within 
one story. If we address this issue from the standpoint of narrative and 
rhetorical studies we explore the different persons and perspectives 
18 Cf. the quote of Ramban by Nahum Sarna, Genesis: The Traditional Hebrew Texr with 
New JPS Translation, Jewish Publication Society (Philadelphia. PA). l 989. 120; Cf. as well 
the discussion in: Reinhartz and Walfish, Conflict and Coexistence in Jewish /nrerpretation. 
112-114. 
19 Helene Egnell, Dialogue for Life. Feminist Approaches to lnterfuith Dialogue, in: Viggo 
Mortensen (ed). Theology and the Religions: A Dialogue, Grand Rapids and Cambridge 
2003, 249-256. 
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with the help of questions like: Who speaks up? Who is acting? How 
are the persons introduced? 
The story starts with Sara and her problems; however, from the 
beginning she is introduced as woman of Abraham. Hagar is intro-
duced as the Egyptian slave of Sara. ~here is thus clear social and 
economical dependency. "Beginning with Sarai and ending with Ha-
gar, the sentence opposes the two women around the man Abra-
ham". 20 
Abram consistently refers to Hagar as 'your (i.e. Sarai's) maid' 
(Genesis 16:6). Neither Sarai nor Abram ever mention Hagar's name. 
Apart from the narrator, the messenger of God is the only one to do so 
(Genesis 16:8). Through the dialogues (verses 2.5.6a) we have insight 
into the thoughts and emotions of Sarai and Abram. Then in verse 6b 
the perspective switches to Hagar and her actions, her flight. The very 
fact that the messenger of God addresses Hagar gives her the' possibil-
ity to speak up. 
At the very end it is about Abraham and his offspring: "Abram 
was eighty-six years old when Hagar bore Ishmael to Abram" (vl6). 
The whole narration seems to be reduced (Hagar's pregnancy) to 
Abram and the son born to him. 
In Genesis 16 we face three speech acts of God's messenger (in 
verses 8. 9 and 1 I), each begun with an introductory formula: 
7 An angel of the ETERNAL found her by a spring of water in the wilder-
ness, the spring on the road to Shur, and said : 
8 Hagar, slave of Sarai , where have you come from , and where are you go-
ing? 
And she said: l am running away from my mistress Sarai. 
9 And the angel of the ETERNAL said to her: 
Go back to your mistress, and submit to oppression. 
The angel of the ETERNAL said to her: 
Behold, you are with a child and shall bear a son ; 
You shall call him Ishmael, 
For the ETERNAL has paid heed to your oppression. 
He shall be a wi Id ass of a man: 
His hand against everyone and everyone·s hand against him . He shall dwell 
alongside of all his kin . 
Each address has a different meaning. Whereas in v9 Hagar is asked 
to return to her mistress and to submit herself to oppression, in his last 
speech the messenger announces: God has overheard your oppression. 
20 Trible. Ominous Beginnings for a Promise of Blessing. 38. 
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It becomes obvious from this short analysis of the narrative struc-
ture of Genesis 16 that the story itself encompasses different, indeed 
even rival, perspectives. The gaps, contradictions, comments and in-
terruptions in the biblical stories, and I would say others likewise, 
make it possible to identify with the diffrrent panies. 2 1 1 argue that the 
rival perspectives or the conflict is part of the story from the very be-
ginning. Ambiguity and changing loyalties, however with a clear loy-
alty to justice, are rooted in the narrative structure. It invites the reader 
to encounter the Other - while foreclosing any once-and-for-all read-
mg. 
3. From contextual to postcolonial readings 
I come back to two conflicting readings: one by the Christian theolo-
gian Elsa Tamez, who stresses the threefold oppression of Hagar, and 
the other by the Muslim scholar Hibba Abugideiri, who interprets Ha-
gar as a role model of faith and women 's liberation. Hagar as God-
chosen is a symbol oftaqwa (reliance on God/God consciousness) .22 
We can see that a contextual reading is about making sense and 
being relevant in one's own context. However, if one chooses the po-
sition of justice and empowerment one is alert in general to injustice. 
Once you have identified with the powerless or your power position 
you will be able to identify with other powerless people, even those 
over whom you dominate; this is at least the hope. To quote once 
again Phyllis Trible and Letty Russel: "To ask about the presence of 
women in the grand narrative is, by extension, to ask what the voices 
of all marginalized people can contribute to overcoming division and 
hostility."23 There is therefore a consequent move from liberationist 
contextual hermeneutics to intercultural and postcolonial hermeneutics 
which shows us our blind spots as they relate the colonizer/dominant 
culture and the colonized in liberationist interdependence. 24 
Post-colonial exegesis has provided an angle from which to criti-
cally examine the narrative perspectives of biblical narrative allowing 
dissident readings. Basic questions in this line of research, according 
21 C( Frederiks, Hagar in Islamic Tradition, 247 stressing the popularity of Hagar I in the 
devotional life of Muslims: ·'Exactly because the story of Hagar is not a smooth and easy tale, 
people identify with her and recognize in the Hagar story their own hurdles in life". 
22 Abugideiri, Hagar: A historical model for "Gender Jihad··. 85-88. 
23 Trible and Russell, Unto the Thousand Generations, 25. 
24 On the relation between contextual and interculturalipostcolonial hermeneutics/theology cf. 
Volker Kuster, Einfahrung in die lnterkulturel/e Theo/ogie, Gottingen 2011 , § 2 and 3. 
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to Musa Dube, are: 'how does this text construct difference: is there 
dialogue and mutual interdependence, or condemnation and rejection 
of all that is foreign?' In fact, these questions include the gender issue: 
'does this text employ gender representations to construct relation-
ships of subordination and domination?' 25 
Musa Dube has coined the term Rahab 's Reading Prism to refer 
to this new reading strategy, which uncovers the colonial traits of texts 
and their common interpretations. The biblical figure of Rahab from 
Jericho (cf. Joshua 2; 6) symbolizes the protest against the encroach-
ment of her story by the West. In this line I would like to speak of 
Hagar 's Reading Prism. The first step is to re-discover Hagar as a 
figure of one's own tradition. The second step is to discover Hagar as 
the figure of another tradition/religion to which you do not belong. 
The third step would be to try to combine these readings of the Hagar 
story/to read the Hagar stories together while noticing the conflicting 
and common reading strategies. 
Indeed we can observe acts of hijacking of the tradition of the 
other: From the very first beginnings the story was claimed by differ-
ent traditions. Figures were said to belong to one's own tradition. For 
example the church father "Augustine of Hippo (d. 430) argues that 
Jews, contrary to their claim, descend from Hagar while Christians are 
the 'seed of Abraham"'. 26 
Having the questions of Musa Dube in mind we were struck as we 
read by the note in Genesis 25 : 11 almost at the end of the Ha-
gar/Ishmael/Isaac story that tells us that after the death of Abraham 
Isaac settled near Beer Lachai Roi.27 It seems to be an act of occupy-
ing a place that in fact belongs to the other, his brother Ishmael ' s 
family , as it is the well where Hagar was found by the angel of God. 
This well is named after the revelation of Hagar, the mother of his 
brother Ishmael (Genesis 16: I 3 f.) . 
Hagar gives God a name in accordance with the experience she 
has had. She is the fir st person in the Hebrew Bible to name GOD. 
Her act inscribes itse lf in the landscape and gives the well the name 
Beer Lachai Roi, meaning ·'the well o f seeing" or "well of my (Ha-
21 Musa W. Dube. Postco/011ial Feminist /111erpre1mio11 of the Bible. Saint Louis. Missouri 
2000. 57 . 
26 Tri ble and Rt1~se l. Unt o the Thousand Generat ion. in : id .. Hagar . Sarah. and Their Chil-
dren. 7. 
27 Gen 25: 11 : ··And it was afkr the ,kalh of Abraham that God blessed Isaac his son. and 
Isaac sen led ncar Beer Lachai Roi··. 
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gar's) vision of the living one", referring back to Genesis 16:13 . Does 
Isaac expel Hagar's offspring from their sources (of water)? Or is the 
remark in Genesis 25:11 that Isaac settled near Beer Lachai Roi a sign 
that he is looking for Hagar and her experiences? Will drinking from 
this well allow him to see the injustice his mother Sara has done and 
the promise that was given to his brother?2 8 This short analysis around 
Genesis 25 unfolds the ambiguity of one text and the interrelatedness 
of texts. 
4. Intertextual Readings29 
Thus we never read just one text. Texts dialogue with each other. l n-
tertexuality describes this phenomenon of interrelatedness of texts: 
The notion of intertextuality is also an extension and concretization of the 
philosophical position that there is no such thing as a true. objective mimesis 
of reality in lang uage. Reality is always represen ted through texts that refer to 
other texts, through language that is a construction of the historical, ideologi-
cal, and social system ofa people. 10 
Allusions in texts presuppose the alluded to story as one that is 
known.
31 
For example Sura Ibrahim/14 :37 was connected to the Ha-
gar-Ishmael story. The hadith told by Sahih Al-Bukhari (died 870) in 
book 55, Number 583 on the prophets (anbiya) quoting Sura Ibrahim 
14:37 links it to the situation after Abram had just expelled Hagar and 
her son: 32 
Abraham brought her [Hagar] and her son Ishmae l while she was suckling 
him, to a place near the Ka'ba under a tree on the spot of Zam-zam, at the 
highest place in the mosque. During those days there was nobody in Mecca, 
nor was there any water. So he made them si t over there and placed near 
them a leather bag containing some dates, and a small water-skin containing 
28 
According to Genesis R.LX, 14 Isaac came to the place to look for Hagar. Cf. Magdalena L. 
Frettloh. Isaak und seine Miltter. Beobachtungen zur exegetischen Verdrangung von Frauen 
am Beispiel von Gen 14.62-07. in: Evangelische Theologie 54. 1994. 427-452, 447-449 on the 
importance of the well. 
29 
For the use of imertextuality regarding the interreligious reading practices cf. Grung, Gen-




Daniel Boyarin, lnrerrextuality and the Reading of Midrash. Bloommington and Indianapo-
lis 1990, 14. 
31 
For example regarding biblical texts: Psalm superscriptions shorten down narratives, like 
the one in Ps 5 I: ""When Nathan comes to David after he had come to Bathseba ... This short 
notice would not be understandable if one would not know the story in 2 Sam 11. 32 
The Sahih of Bukhari, Volume 4. Book 55. Number 583 quoted by Frederiks. Hagar in 
Islamic Tradition, 243f. 
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some water, and set out homeward. Ishmael's mother followed him saying, 
·'O Abraham! Where are you going, leaving us in this valley where there is 
no person whose company we may enjoy, nor is there anything (to enjoy)?" 
She repeated that to him many times, but he did not look back at her. Then 
she asked him, "Has Allah o~dered you to do so?" He said, "Yes." She said, 
"Then He will not neglect us," and returned while Abraham proceeded on-
wards, and on reaching the Thaniya where they could not see him, he faced 
the Ka'ba, and raising both hands, invoked Allah saying the following pray-
ers: 'O our Lord! I have made some of my offspring to dwell in a valley 
without cultivation, by Thy Sacred House; In order, 0 our Lord, that they 
may establish regular Prayer. So fill the hearts of some among men with love 
towards them, and feed them with fruits: so that they may give thanks.' 
(14.37))) 
Ishmael's mother went on suckling Ishmael and drinking from the 
water (she had). When the water in the water-skin had all been used 
up, she became thirsty and her child also became thirsty. She started 
looking at him, tossing in agony: She left him, for she could not 
endure looking at him, and found that the mountain of Safa was the 
nearest mountain to her on that land. She stood on it and started loo-
king at the valley keenly so that she might see somebody, but she 
could not see anybody. Then she descended from Safa and when she 
reached the valley, she tucked up her robe and ran in the valley and 
reached the Marwa mountain where she stood and started looking, 
expecting to see somebody, but she could not see anybody. She repea-
ted that (running between Safa and Marwa) seven times. The prophet 
said: "This is the source of the tradition of the walking of the people 
between them (i.e. Safa and Marwa). When she reached Marwa (for 
the last time) she heard a voice and she asked herself to be quiet and 
listened attentively. She heard the voice again and said: "O! You have 
made me hear your voice; have you got something to help me?" And 
behold! She saw an angel at the place of Zam-zam, digging the earth 
with his heel (or his wing) till water flowed from that place. 
The name of Hagar and her story are missing in the Qur' an, there-
fore an intertextual reading with other sources written and oral alike is 
needed in order to understanJ the prayer from Ibrahim and to give 
Hagar a voice. In tem1s of reader response criticism the gaps open a 
lot of freedom to narrate and interpret the Hagar-Ismael story. 
33 A. Yusuf Ali. The Holv Qur ·an. Text. franslation and Commentary. Maryland 1983. re-
print of the first edition from 1934. 
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5. Re-enacting direct speech 
Reading the texts (aloud) is performative. The gap of time and space 
between readers and texts blurs then, as it often happens in dialogical 
imaginative retellings of the stories34 and in (interreligious) reading 
groups. We are invited to listen to the dialogues within the stories in 
order to perform our own interreligious dialogue. Dialogue generally 
is an important way of presenting the protagonists in any narrative . 
Specifically, direct speech allows the reader to take varying inter-
nal focalisations, through its one-to-one representation, which estab-
lishes a close connection between the character and the reader. 
In Genesis 21 we hear the desperate voice of Hagar in the wilder-
ness: 
16 
Then she went and sat down opposite him a good way off, al::out the dis-
tance of a bowshot; for she said, ·oo not let me look on the death of the 
child.' And as she sat opposite him , she lifted up her voice and wept. 17And 
God heard the voice of the boy; and the messenger of God called to Hagar 
from heaven, and said to her, 'What troubles you, Hagar? Do not be afraid; 
for God has heard the voice of the boy wh ere he is. ' 
The story cites Hagar ' s direct speech to God. Her prayer opens up a 
second dimension: reading may become an act o f praying. Following 
Hagar's expulsion into the wilderness and the emptying of the skin of 
water, she casts her child under one of the bushes and leaves him as 
she can't stand to watch him dying. Genes is 2 I and the Hadith go 
along with each other on this point. According to Genesis 21 she cries 
out: "Do not let me look on the death of the child '·. The text does not 
say that her outcry is heard - but the voice of the boy is heard by God. 
An angel intervenes and gives blessings to her and her offspring. After 
these encounter her eyes can see the we ll of water. For Abugideiri this 
active struggles of Hagar are "'integral aspects of taqwa. not simply 
passive faith in God"35. 
According to al-Bukhari, Hagar left her child behind in despera-
tion as she could not endure looking at him and walked up the moun-
tain of Safa in order to look out over the plain and to seek help, but in 
vain. Then she went up the other mountain/hill Marwa - again, in 
vain. We see Hajar running back and forth between the hills - seven 
times. Finally she hears a voice and responds to that voice: "O! You 
34 
For the term cf. Kwok Pui-Lan and for imaginative retellings in Judaism: Adele Reinhartz 
and Miriam-Simma Wallish, Conflict and Coexistence in Jewish Interpretation, I 17vv. 35 
Abugideiri, Hagar, 86. 
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have made me hear your voice; have you got something to help me?" 
She then sees an angel digging a well at Zam-zam for her. 
The Hadith sketches a communication between Hagar and a heav-
enly voice. Sura 14 Ibrahim, 37 quoted in the same passage by Al-
Bukhari contains a prayer as well, but from Ibrahim: 
0 our Lord! I have made some of my offspring to dwell in the valley without 
cultivation, by thy Sacred House; in order, our Lord, that they may establish 
regular Prayer, so fill the hearts of some among them with love towards 
them , and feed them with fruits: so that they may give thanks. 
The prayer of Ibrahim expresses his wish that his offspring - why 
does he not explicitly mention Hagar as well? - may find a place and 
way to pray alike even in the wilderness. The placement of this prayer 
in the mouth of Abraham in the narration of the Hagar and Ishmael 
story by al-Bukhari after he had just sent them into the wilderness 
could be partly understood as Ibrahim accusing himself. Riffat Hassan 
gives a different interpretation of the prayer: "Abraham's prayer[ .. . ] 
shows that he believes that in order to fulfill the prophetic mission of 
building the Sacred House of God [ ... ] it was necessary to leave a part 
of his family in the uninhabited and uncultivated land. His prayer fur-
ther indicates his faith that this uninhabited land will become populat-
ed and fruitful and that God will ensure that those whom he is leaving 
behind will find sustenance and love'·. 36 
We can conclude that direct speech serves as a strong possibility 
to be part of the sto ry: With Hagar we name God in Genesis 16, with 
Abraham in Sura 14:37 we express a wish for survival. And in Sara 's 
speech acts we are confronted with her egoism and abuse of Hagar. 
6. Ethics of Reading 
As readers we face multiple and often contradictory options and must 
identify which we will choose, depending on our situation and on the 
way the narrative is told. for P,Xample, in the use of direct speech. Elu-
cidating these different narrative perspectives may help us to under-
stand the different identification options. 
The narrative in Genesis 16 uses an all too clear vocabulary to de-
scribe Sarai"s actions, as it is said that Sarai 'oppressed ' her slave Ha-
gar (Genesis 16:6) . "Sarai would treat Hagar in Canaan much as she 
herself was treated in Egypt : the object of use for the desires of others. 
36 Hassam. Islamic Hagar and lier Famil). 153. 
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Like oppressor, like oppressed"37. The verb connotes harsh treatment 
- what the descendents of Abraham shall undergo in Egypt (Exodus 
1: 11.12). In our story, however, it is used for what the Egyptian slave 
has to undergo. It is likewise no coincidence that the narrator puts the 
same root in the angel's mouth as he addresses Hagar later on in the 
desert. The angel's assurance that ' God has heard your oppression' 
(Genesis 16:11) constitutes a serious criticism of Sarai's attitude to-
wards Hagar. 
There are other points of identification with Hagar. In Hajar, the 
abandoned mother, Amina Wadud sees a foreshadow of her own ex-
periences and other mothers within the Muslim community. 38 She asks 
for taking the Hajar experienr.es into consideration on a legal and so-
cial level, arguing for an egalitarian notion of family and domes-
tic/childcare responsibilities beyond a patriarchal bias of the nuclear 
family. She alludes to the examples of "our modern-day Hajars [the 
African-American SiRgle, heads of household) the women who have 
had to do both, while having her role in one sphere make her role in 
the other sphere invisible or impossible"39 . 
Ethical awareness, then, arises through an exploration of the mul-
tiple points of identification that a story offers. and their discontinui-
ties. This leads us to an ethical stance in our reading. 
As narratology gains importance, interpretation of texts from Bib-
le and Qur'an may shift away from the direc t moral application of the 
text, towards an ethical understanding of the act of reading itself. This 
'ethics of reading' realises that multipl e ethical perspectives are con-
tained in the contradictions and gaps within narrative structures. In the 
stories at hand we encounter ambiguity as well in the way we perceive 
God's action and presence: '·God both cares for Hagar and orders her 
to suffer"40 . The strangeness of these perspectives makes us aware of 
the ·other ' and its fragility. This provides first of all a framework that 
allows difference and the encounter with the other within the so-called 
own tradition. In a second stance it may serve as a fruitful ground for 
an interreligious reading. Reading stories from the Bible, the Qur'an 
.,, Trible. Ominous Beginnings/or a Promise of Blessings. 38. 
38 
Amina Wadud A New Hajar Paradigm: Motherhood and Family. in: id .. Inside the Gender 
Jihad Women 's Reform in Islam. Ox ford 2006. I 20-15 7. 
39 
Wadud . .4 ,'-:eiv Hajar Paradigm. 157 ct: a~ well 153. 
40 
Trible and Russell. Umo the Thousand Generation. 25: ·· ... promises Sarah a child but 
withholds the fulfilment until after problems arise and rejects Ishmael as the child of promise 
but makes of him a great nation. If Scripture yidds no single ansl\cr to God's preferences. it 
does show that human beings yearn above all else to be among God"s chosen··. 
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and the tradition together becomes what might be called committed 
reading. 
In this act of reading we address the (moral) dilemmas in the texts 
from within our context. We bring in our ethical stances and cultural 
perspectives. Anne Hege Grung stressed this at a meeting on the eve 
of Woman' s day in Utrecht in March 2012: "Gender Justice is a fluid 
concept and connects to the notion of justice in the Christian and Is-
lamic tradition". 
7. Poetical re-writings of the stories 
I have moved from one tradition to another in a kind of contrapuntal 
interreligious reading, as we cannot read the story just from one per-
spective. The many stories we tell and listen to, are far from consistent 
in themselves or with each other, reflect our conflicting human expe-
riences. Likewise, the multiple traditions and narratives, Muslim, 
Chr istian and Jewish. testify to the fact that there is no such thing as 
one single (his- or her) story. 
l f we take the narratives seriously the poetical and esthetical char-
acter of these texts becomes important. Listening to Sahiron 
Syamsuddin and her stress on mystic traditions in order to create 
space for understanding and dialogue confirms this. Having shown the 
power of narrativity and aesthetics 1 want to conclude with three poet-
ical re-writings of the stories.4 1 One from a contemporary Arab Syri-
an-Libanese background: /\donis. pseudonym for Ali Ahmad Said 
Asbar (born 1930) who struggles with war, escape and life in exile. 
The second from Nelly Sachs (l 891-1970) of European Jewish back-
ground, struggling likewise with these issues after the Shoa. For both 
authors living in exile the search for a "well", in order to survive 
stands central. Nelly Sachs' poem recalls to the thirsty their wells.42 
But your wells are your diaries. 0 Israel 
You, thirsty in the flesh of the earth 
many encounters are safeguarded for you 
in the fluid prayer shrine of the wells. 
41 For another poem cL Mohja Kah[ ·The Water ofHajar and Other Poems', Muslim World 
91. 2001. 31 ff quoted by Frederiks. Hagar in Islamic Tradition, 242. 
42 Translation into English by the author. Cf. Nelly Sachs, Fahrt ins Staublose. Gedichte, 
Frankfurt a.M. 1988. 98f: Aber dcinc Brunnen /si nd deine TagebGcher / o Israel / lhr. durch 
das Fleisch der Erde Dilrstenden./vie le Begegnungen sind euch aufbewahrt /im fliel3enden 
Gebetschrein der Brunnen. /Gesicht des Enge ls /Gber Hagars Schulter geneigt/wie eine Ne-
belhaut/ihren Tod fortblasend. 
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Face of the angel, 
bowed down over Hagar's shoulder 
like a skin of fog 
blowing away her death. 
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Nelly Sachs addresses her own community - the Jewish post-
holocaust community. The wells belong to them. However she wants 
to dig the wells and drink the water in order that humanity as a whole 
may survive. Remembrance serves as a means to survive. In the wells 
the encounters are guarded. The well is like a prayer-niche. The water 
in the well reflects the face of the angel tenderly embracing Hagar -
not Sara. Death can be blown away. 
Adonis, the Syrian poet and essayist, after having fled to the 
neighboring country of Lebanon in the sixties, escaped the Lebanese 
Civil war in the eighties and migrated to France. His book "Histoire 
qui se dechire sur le corps d'une femme" is a dialogical re-imagining 
of the Hagar story written in lyrics.43 It is a story that tears apart the 
body ofa woman. 44 
The land which is muted and sleepy 
Begins to talk 
Opens his eyelids 
Opens under my garment an abyss 
And my breast aspens with hers 
My roots are those who nourish themselves from this land 
The water ofZamZam becomes a second blood in my veins 
Ahead ofme the uni verse is closed 
My ch ild is the dawn of the morning 
1 get lost in him 
I meditate on a star and feel that l fall asleep in his arms 
Finally a poem written by one of the Indonesian Christian members of 
the consortium: In her poem Nancy Novitra Souisa45 binds the voices 
of Sara and Hagar together. 46 In their sights and hopes they are united. 
43 
Histoi re qui se dechire sur le corps d"unc femme. Traduction de 1·arabe et postface de 
Houria Abde louhed 2008. 
44 
Translation into English b:- the author. Cf. Adonis. I li stoire 4ui se dechin: su r k corps 
d"une femme.123: La tem: qui fut silence el sommcil / Commence a parler /OuHc ses pau-
piercs / s·engouffie sous mon \'Clement / Et ma poitrinc palpitc a,cc la sicrmc [ ... . J / Mes 
racines sont cclle qu i se nourrisscnt dans cene terre. 1-· cau de Zamzam de1 ient un second 
sang dans mes 1eines. /Devam moi en ce moment I u~i\'C:rs est clos: man enfant est crepus-
cule totale- je m·eparpi ll e en lui I Je contemplc un amc ct sens que jc sommeille dans scs 
bras. 
45 
Mengapa /Jika rahim kami adalah anugcrah/ Kami di sudutkan/ di ternpat hampir tak ber-
pi lihan/ Uh /Kami berkeluh/ Ahl kami meratap/Sampai/Tuhan membela kami /satu per 
satu/Sarah - ditempatku Tuhan membuatku terscn:-um/ Hagar - di pelarianku Tuhan me-
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That night 
the moon shrinks from smil e 
TI1e night clouds arduous to move 
when they see the gloom 
two troubled hearts and their daughters47 burst out 
lfthe birth ofa new hum an being is a gift 
Why our womb being so anxious whereas we want to rejoice 
I four womb is a gift 
Why they put aside into an area where we almost have no choice 
Uh - we sigh 
Ah - we mourn 
Until God defends us one by one 
Sarah - in my place God makes me smile 
Hagar - on my flight God sees 
Wail and lament - let your voices be heard continuously 
So that our sufferings enough up here 
just end on us 
Never again our daughters shal l cry 
separated by ideol og ical chasms 
Let them rejoice since their birth is a gift 
No pain - no sorrow - no curse 
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L.:t them tell their descenciants about blessings from a woman, a mother, a 
human being. 
The multiple possibilities of identification offered by the texts from 
our intertwined traditions are the seeds of narrative ethics. In re-
reading her and his stories we rewrite history. Hagar and Sara join 
each other in their care for their daughters. Sharing our wells and their 
beauty shall be fruitful. 
lihat/Ratap dan keluh /perdengarkan suaramu terus/ Supaya derita kami cukuplah sampai di 
sini iSampai pada kami saja /Jangan Jagi anak-anak kami menangis/Karena terpisah dalam 
jurang-jurang ideologi/ Biarlah mereka bersuka .. karena kelahiran mereka adalah anugerah 
/Bukan derita - nestapa - kutukan/Biarlah keturunan mereka bercerita /tentang berkat dari 
kehidupan seorang perempuan /seorang ibu / seorang manusia For my translation I gratefully 
made use of the English translation of the poet Nancy Souisa herself and of a translation into 
Dutch by Josien Folbert/Kerk in Actie. 
46 Or like Letty Russell. 185 puts it: .. how can we re\\Tite the story so that the two women are 
reconciled?" 
47 Nancy Souisa herself translated anak,,va with .. daughters··. unlike the Dutch translator who 
choose ··children·· . According to http://ftrefox.sederet.com/translate.php it could mean son, 
her son. his son. children. daughters and seems therefore not a gendered noun. 

Women as Disciples. 
Female Authority in Christian Scripture 
Sycifa 'atun A fm irzanah 
"Truly I tell you what she has done will be told in memory of 
her. ''(Matthew 26: 13; Mark 1-1: 3-9) 
Women of all time have made babies within their bodies. In this sense 
they are vessels of life. They tran.~form food - bread and wine - into 
the body and blood of their children. They are the first priests in a 
very physical sense (Rosemary Luckett, "Women make Eucharist 
Too.") 
Formerly, both in the Church and in the Muslim community, women 
were seen as valuable, but lacking in religious authority. Nowadays, 
many women do claim that they have the right to speak and to inter-
pret their tradition In order to do that, rereading and reinterpreting the 
scriptures is necessary. As a Muslim female scholar, I have been in-
terested in the way Christians interpret their Scripture, especially the 
Gospels. In this article, I would like to focus on the concept of 'disci-
pleship ' and its changed meanings in the Christian tradition. This is 
important, as in traditional Christian thinking, Jesus passed on his own 
authority to his disciples. They were to be the ones to spread the 
words of God throughout the earth. Traditionally, the Church has 
claimed that the disciples of Jesus were confined to the twelve men he 
called in the Gospels. But is an alternative reading of these Gospel 
texts possible, and what would that mean for female authority? 
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1. Hermeneutical space 
This research begins from the standpoint that insight and enlighten-
ment are provided in various contexts and by various people. Thus, 
everybody has his or her right to understand the words s/he hears or 
reads. S/he has his/her own reflection on the Bible. It is in the spirit of 
the Second Vatican Council that there is no exclusive right for celibate 
males only. 
In addition, faith is not something static that appears once and for 
always. Faith, rather, is of a dynamic character that knows both the 
rhythm of negative development ( decreasing, failing, becoming weak) 
and a positive growth (increasing, deepening and becoming stronger). 
Christians follow two pillars, the Scriptures (The Bible) and the 
Tradition. It should be noted that there are a number of factors, which 
can influence what the outcome of an individual's understanding of 
the scriptures is. Sociological, cultural and intellectual circumstances, 
or what Arkoun describes as the 'aesthetics of reception', are signifi-
cant in determining the forms and substance of interpretation. 'Aes-
thetics of reception' means, 'how a discourse, oral or written, is re-
ceived by listeners or readers'. It refers tCJ the conditions of individual 
perception of each level of culture corresponding to a social group in 
every phase of historical development. 1 
Different intellectual inclinations influence the effort to under-
stand the Scripture and thus lead to different interpretations of a par-
ticular doctrine. This can take the form of recovering the true meaning 
of the doctrine as literally expressed in the text, or finding general 
principles of doctrine beyond its literal or textual expression. 
One also has to take into account the sociological influences while 
interpreting a divine scripture, let alone the tradition. No interpreta-
tion, however honest, can be free of such influence. The theologians 
of the 1st century of Christianity who have acquired great prestige and 
whose opinion is taken as final in Christian traditions were themselves 
not free from such influence:;. Their formulations and interpretations 
must be seen against the sociological perspective of their time, and 
cannot be seen apart from these limitations. Thus, any interpretation of 
scripture bears marks of the ethos of its own times. 
If we carry this argument a little further we can say that while the 
scriptures were undoubtedly revealed for the whole of humankind and 
1 CL Mohammed Arkoun. The Concept of Authority i:1 Islamic Thought. in: Klaus Ferdinand 
and Mehdi Mozaffari (eds), Islam: Stare and Society. London 1988. 58. 
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for a ll times to come. they contained that which had significance for 
the peoples to whom it was revealed in order to be acceptable to them 
in their place and time. To be acceptable to the people to whom it is 
revealed, scripture must have immediate relevance for them. One 
might say that scripture is contextually determined by their history, 
cultures and traditions. Indeed, the Gospels themselves are "four dif-
ferent statements reflecting at least four primitive Christian communi-
ties who believed that Yeshua (Jesus) was the Messiah. They were 
composed from a variety of sources, written and oral, over period of 
time and in response to certain needs felt in the communities and indi-
viduals at the time." 2 Furthermore, according to Mary T. Malone, 
"none of Gospels is an eye-witness account of the events it narrates 
and it appears that none of the named evangelists was an actual fol-
lower of the historical Jesus. Each writes from his own church context 
some forty to seventy years after the death of Jesus." 3 One cannot 
therefore deduce from verses in the scriptures in isolation from their 
historical context as constitution or as legal code. It is for this reason 
tha! reinterpretation is needed when turning to the gospels. Mark, for 
example, wrote for a church enduring persecution in the early seven-
ties of the Christian era, and thus, his main interest is in Jesus' suffer-
ing. John, however, is addressing a community whose need is more 
practical and mystical and offering a correction to some synoptic 
themes. 
If early Christians were able to interpret the scriptures and other 
sources according to their context, contemporary Christians should be 
able to do the same at the present time. Throughout its history, the 
understanding and implementation of Christianity has been influenced 
by the social and political realities of Christian communities. 
Unless the text and its context are continually being reheard in the 
ever new texture, one is really not hearing what the text means. When 
there are real shifts or changes within the texture, especially when 
human experience evolves from tribal to global, there must be new 
interpretation of the text. Thus, no single scripture trajectory of any 
teaching should be absolutized and allowed to absorb the others. The 
evolutionary process of interpretation that makes up the scriptures 
must continue today in the same manner in which it took place then, in 
continuity with what went before, preserving the past without em-
2 Lt:onard Swidler, reshua. A Model.for Moderns. Kansas City 1988, 69. 
3 Mary T. Malone. Women and Christianity. Vol. I. Maryknoll. NY 2001. 24. 
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balming it, faithful to the past without being limited by it. We should 
be aware of the historical context in which Christianity grew up, and 
take it into consideration when interpreting the doctrine. 
2. Discipleship in the Gospels 
What is the nature of discipleship? 
The usual questions raised about the subject are : what is discipleship? 
Is it a matter of becoming or is it a process of being a disciple? Is dis-
cipleship a process of being educated by a teacher, or is it a process of 
becoming like a master? Is discipleship a process for everyone or is it 
just for a select few? 
Mathe/es is the word used in Greek for the word disciple. It served 
as a term complementary to didaskalos, meaning teacher. In Greek 
tradition, disciples were "those who were devoted to the Greek philo-
sophical school, as well as those engaged in learning in general."4 In 
this meaning it is important to notice that there was a strong element 
attached to the Hellenistic use of mathetes, disciple . 
In Christian tradition, Jesus never schooled his disciples in meth-
ods of interpretation, rather he communicated to them directly the will 
of God. But this does not mean that the disciples learned nothing of an 
intellectual content. In the Gospel of Matthew the word 'disciple ' and 
its related verbal form have also at times an educational, intellectual 
sense. 5 In this case discipleship simply means the process of being 
educated by a teacher. Mark also uses didactic terms in a very emphat-
ic way in describing the person and work of Jesus. Here the teacher-
disciple relationship has a definite intellectual aspect of content to be 
learned. 6 More frequently, however, "discipleship seems to involve 
life transformation."7 In such cases, discipleship means a process of 
becoming like a master. While at times the scripture (Matthew 27: 57 
and Acts 14: 21) focuses on the beginning of the process, that is, the 
process of becoming a disciple, more frequently (Luke 14: 21) it fo-
cuses on being a disciple, that is, the process of becoming like a mas-
ter. 
4 Robert P. Meye, Jesus and the Twelve, Discipleship and Revelation in Mark's Gospel, 
Grand Rapids 1968, 93. 
5 Cf. for example Matthew I 0:24 and 13 :52. 
6 Meye, Jesus and 1he Twelve. 96. 
7 James G. Samra, ··A Biblical View of Discipleship: · in: Bibliotheca Sacra 160. April - June 
2003 : 219. Here he refers to Matthew 16: 24 and Mark 8: 34. 
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Who were the disciples, according to the Go!;pel writers? 
If we look at the different Gospels, in fact there are various references 
for the word 'disciple '. Matthew 8: 2 1 refers to those who occasional-
ly followed Chr ist. Thus, it means "discipleship was a process where-
by the masses learned more about Christ."8 The word ' disciple' is also 
is used of those se lect few who were being trained to be leaders of the 
church. In such cases discipleship means the process of selecting a 
specific people to become like Jesus. 
Meier' s book, A Marginal Jew, notes that the term 'disciple ' itself 
is not the usual term used to address each other by the early Chris-
tians, but was later applied to members of early church by Luke. His-
torically and strictly speaking a person qualified to be called disciple 
if he was called at Jesus' command to follow him. Here, "following" 
is not simply absorbing and practicing his teaching, but literally and 
physically following, as Jesus undertook various preaching tours of 
Galilee, Judea and surrounding areas. And once a disciple answered 
the call, he was no longer free to dror out. They had to be absolutely 
committed to him and his mission. Thus, strictly speaking, today 
there are no more disciples of Jesus. 10 
Although Mark recorded relatively little about Jesus' teaching, his 
major theme is discipleship. In this case Mark uses of the term 
'twelve' which is used interchangeably with the word 'disciple'. Thus 
it is clear that according in Mark's conception, the twelve were disci-
ples who followed Jesus' example. In Mark, disciples were required to 
come after Jesus, deny themselves and take up their crosses (Mark 8: 
34). "Come after me" or "follow me" is a general command, which 
specifically links discipleship to Jesus. It is a challenge to those who 
would be his disciples. According to Ernest Best, this call is not to 
accept a certain teaching, live by it, continue faithfully to interpret it 
and pass it on; nor it is a call to accept a philosophical position; nor it 
is a call to devote one's life to the alleviation of the suffering of oth-
8 Op. cit.. 220. 
9 Cf. John P Meier. A Marginal Jew. Rethinking the Historical Jesus. New York 2001 . 
10 Except if the word ··disciple'· refers to all believers. which is used in Acts. According to 
James Samra the term ··disciple'· is not used outside the Gospel and Acts. He said that John, 
Paul. Peter and others never spoke of their own followers as disciples. He is also questioning 
whether this might be an indication that the term disciple is not the best term for believers to 
use today. C[ Samra. A Biblical View of Di scipleship. 12. 
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ers. "It is a call to fall in behind Jesus and to go with him. It is further 
a call to deny oneself" 11 
Unlike Mark, Luke recorded a large quantity of Jesus ' teaching on 
discipleship. For example, he recorded one who wanted to become 
like Jesus had to go with him to Jerusalem. 12 Thus, it can be inferred 
that discipleship is a matter of becoming like Christ by following him 
physically, seeing what he did, hearing what he said and following his 
example.
13 
Besides that, Luke 14 says, that one must "hate ' all one's 
family members and one's own lite, must take one's cross and must 
forsake all one owns. Otherwise, one cannot be his disciple. Thus. '·as 
long as one thinks anything may really be more valuable than fellow-
ship with Jesus in his Kingdom, one cannot learn from him. " 14 And 
learning was an activity of disciples during the life of Jesus, as it says 
in Matthew 11: 29, 'Take my yoke upon you. and learn from me ... ". 
Discipleship as a mission 
Quoting from the story ofE!iz.abeth of Hungary, the meaning of disci-
pleship according to feminist theologian Elisabeth Schussler-Fiorenza 
seems to have had a broader meaning, i.e. , following the example or 
life of Jesus in his poverty. It is a radical discipleship. 15 Although ac-
cording to Mayer the term 'disciple' is never applied to women, or the 
whole group of women followers , Schtissler states that the calling of 
Jesus is the same for men and women, i.e., to be called to discipleship 
and sainthood. Even in the New Testament, she says, the title 'ftriest ' 
is for all believers and Christians, not to any church 'office '. 6 And 
because the gift of the spirit is not restricted to a certain group, all 
members of the church community are called to exercise their spiritual 
gifts for building up the body of Christ. Every person has the capabil-
" Ernest Best, Disciple and Discipleship. Srudies in rhe Go;pel according lo Mark, Edinburgi, 
1986, 8. 
12 
Cf. Luke 9:23-27: 57-o2; 14: 25-33 ; 18 : 18-30. 13 
In Islamic tradition they are called .. sahabah"·. one who accompanied Muhammad. saw 
what he did, heard what he said and also followed his example. Thus. today there are no more 
.. sahabah''. 
14 
Dallas Willard, How to be a Disciple. in: The Chris1ian Cemury. April 22-29. 1998, 434. 15 
Eliz.abeth Schussler Fiorenza, Discipleship of Equals. A Cririca/ Feminisl Ekklesia-logy of 
LiberaJion, New York 1993, 43. So Joseph of Arimathea a rich man, is also called disciple, 
although he was not among the disciples in the itinerant group with Jesus. The crowd as the 
object of Jesus ' ministry at the Sermon on the Mount followed Jesus just as the disciples 
followed him. And there is no reason to say that following in this case is less committed than 
of the disciple. Cf. Talvikki Mattila, Cirizens of 1he Kingdom, Followers in Mau hew from a 
Feminisl Perspecrive, Helsinki 2002, 182. 
16 
Eliz.abeth Schussler Fiorenza, Discipleship of Equals, 34. 
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ity and authority to preach, to forgive sins, to participate in the cele-
bration of the Lord's Supper. All have capability and rights to fulfill 
ecclesial and liturgical functions. This is why she says that both or-
dained and non-ordained members of the church have to contribute to 
building up the body of Christ and his mission in the world. 17 She sets 
out to explain how the Markan and Johannine traditions support an 
alternative vision of discipleship and leadership that is inclusive of 
women in her seminal work in Memo,y of Her. 1 At the same time she 
also cautions aga inst those who focus only on women. 19 
According to the gospe l of Mark, discipleship begins with a call 
by Jesus. This is one of the basic aspects of discipleship. "It is an 
event, a condition, or a status, which is initiated by Christ himself."20 
The focus of the call to discipleship was the Kingdom of God 
(God's reign) . And it was this call that attracted the would-be disciple. 
The call to the Kingdom of God is urgent. Jesus called to a man to 
follow him, but the man answered that he has to bury his father first. 
Jesus reacted as though offended; he knew that this was an attempt to 
diminish the call. His call is a warning for people not to be so ab-
sorbed in worldly affairs and ignore God. Thus, the call was a com-
mand for repentance. that is, conversion, which means turning around 
/changing one's way of life to a new direction. This call was radical, 
unconditional, comprehensive and costly. The most radical challenge 
was Jesus ' saying "whoever of you does not renounce all that he has 
cannot be my disciple" (Luke 14:33). "He who loves father or mother 
more than me is not worthy of me . . . (Matthew: 10: 3 7) and "If any-
one cornes to me and does not hate his own father and mother, he can-
not be my disciple" (Luke 14: 26) . Thus again, "Jesus' call for disci-
pleship is a call first and foremost to recognize the reality of God's 
rule and a call to follow him."21 
Other basic aspects of discipleship according to Mark are disciple-
ship as a mission, discipleship as a diakonia, discipleship as 
17 Op. cit.. 18. 
18 C(, Elizabeth Schiissler Fiorenza. In Memory of Her. A Feminist Theological Reconstruc-
tion of Christian Origin, London 1995. 
19 Op. cit .. xiv. 
20 Bishop Demetrios Trakatellis. ·Follow me ' (Mark 2. 14) Discipleship and Priesthood, in: 
Greek Orthodox Theological Review 30, 1985. 272. 
21 James Dunne, Jesus· Call to Discipleship. Cambridge 1995. 30. 
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knowledge of Christ , and discipleship as a total offering of one 's 
self. 22 
Discipleship: following Jesus 
According to Dennis M. Sweetland, in Our Journey with Jesus, in 
order to answer the question of who is the disciple, the logical place to 
start is to look at the story of Jesus' call and commission in the Gos-
pel. Besides looking at the Gospel of Luke, this author will also look 
at the story in the Acts to determine if there were any changes in the 
requirements for disciplesh~ during Jesus ' era (the earthly Jesus) and 
the post Eastern church era. 3 
ln Luke a communal dimension to discipleship is important. After 
praying all night, Jesus called his disciples and chose from them the 
twelve. Here there is a difference between Luke and Mark, i.e., Luke 
stressed the importance of prayer as the e lement of discipleship and 
differentiated missions between the Twelve and the Seventy. The 
Twelve were specifically sent out to preach the Kingdom of God. The 
Seventy were sent to foreshadow the universal mission. 24 
In Acts, disc ipleship is not expressed exp licit ly as to follow Jesus. 
Luke might be avo iding the use of the word ·following ' after the death 
of Jesus. Or he may be using the word in a fig urative way, which 
means that it is not only physical. Thus, discipleship is the .. identifica-
tion of oneself with the master 's way of life and destiny in an intimate, 
personal followinf him. Following Jesus means making progress in 
the life of faith. " 2 Thus, to be a follower of Jesus is to find oneself in 
the same situation as that of Jesus. Here the definition of discipleship 
seems broader. It can be inferred that whoever follows Jesus' way can 
be called a disciple. It does not demand that one follow him physical-
ly. I can say, according to the above definition whoever follows Jesus ' 
way can be called a disciple irrespective of any religious affiliation. 
Thus, conversely, a Christian who does not follow Jesus ' way cannot 
be called Jesus ' disciple . This can also be supported by Peter's words: 
'Truly I perceive that God shows no partiality, but in every nation 
anyone who fears him and does what is right is acceptable to him" 
(I 0: 34-35). 
22 
For the whole di scussion of those aspects, see Trakatellis. op. cit.. 27 1-285. 23 Ibid. 
24 
Sweetland, Our Journey with Jesus, 24-29. 
25 Op. cit., 54. 
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3. Jesus' attitude towards women 
In the Gospel of Mark we can see how Jesus behaved toward women. 
He never said nor did anything to inciicatc that he was treating women 
as inferior to men. Jesus even freely associated with women (Mark I: 
30-31; 3: 31-35; 5: 25-34; 7: 24-29; 15: 40-41). Women were included 
along with men in Jesus' ministry of teaching, preaching and healing. 
This inclusion of women was a radical departure from the thinking of 
the time. For Jesus, "women just like men are called to do the will of 
God."
26 
Women also are mentioned explicitly when Jesus discusses 
the costs and rewards of discipleship.17 
From the resurrection stories in the Gospels we also can learn 
much about Jesus' attitude toward \W>men. In these stories the resur-
rection is closely involving women. The first example is the account 
of the raising of a woman. Jairus· daughter (Matthew 9: l 8ff, Luke 8: 
41 ff). The second account was the raising of the only son of the wid-
ow ofNaid, performed by Jesus, ··Ami when the Lord saw her. he had 
compassion on her and said to her. ·Do not weep"' . The third resurrec-
tion performed by Jesus was Lazarus, at the request of Mary and Mar-
tha. In the first resurrection case, and only in this case, that is the case 
of Jairns ' daughter . .Jesus touched the corpse. Touching the corpse 
made him ritually unclean. In the otb.:r two cases, Jesus did not touch 
them. He simply said. "Young man : say to you arise", or "Lazarus. 
come out.'' We might wonder why .Jesus chose to violate the laws for 
ritual purity in helping a woman. bu t not a man. 
Jesus approacl1el~ ,,omrn not a~ sex objects as other people did in 
hi s time. When Jesus ,,as invited for dinner at the house ofa Pharisee 
(L uke 7: :;6ft). a ,,oman nl" ill n:putc cnten.:d and ,,ashed Jesus· feet 
with her tears and ,, ipcd them ,, ith '.1cr hair and anointed them. The 
Pharisee saw her as an c,il sexual c~c:ature and Jesus rebuked him and 
spoke of her lme. her sin. her bcing forgiven and her faith. Jesu s 
spoke to her as a human being. ··Ycu sins are forgiven .. .. Your faith 
has saved you. go in peace." Jesus treated a woman who was accused 
or adultery and commanded to be st:111ec to death in the same way. He 
treated her as a human being. saying t) the accusers. "If there is one of 
:,, Joanna Dc\\c~. /!iscir>ln o/ //1,· 11 01 · .\/,111: U11 /)i.,cif!lcshif>. Womcn· s Division Ooard of 
lilohal tv1inistrics I he l 'nitcd ~ kthodi,t Chux h. 'l76 . 127 . 
~- I rulY I '-la , Ill ,ou. lh~r\.'. i, 111, nn..: \\ho 11:is 1.: tl hou se: or hrothcr~ nr sistt:rs or mother or 
lather ;,r d1iiJrc1; nr licid, ti,r m, ,al-c and 1, ,r . ·1c s,tl,;c of the ~nspcl. "ho" ill not rc cci, ca 
hundred time, IH'" in thi, .H.!e. IHn1."·' and hrnth, r, .,nd sist.:rs and mother.; and ch ildren and 
liclJ, - \lith pcr,ccutio1h .'m,I in th: .t).!e to w ir e. eternal lite (Mark 10: 2~1-30). 
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you who has not sinned, let h~m be first to throw a stone at her," and 
to the accused women he said with compassio11, .. ' Woman, where are 
they? Has no one condemned you?' She said, 'No one Lord ' And 
Jesus said, neither do I condemn you; go, and do not sin again."' 
4. Women as Disciples 
We shall look more closely at the Gospels to sec how they portray 
women in relation to Jesus. 
One of the characteristics of discipleship. as described above, is 
service. In the case of women we can l~nd at least two stories in the 
gospel of Mark where Jesus i:raiscs individual women who demo n-
strate the way of service. We can see from the stories in the Go,pe l 
how the accions o f women stand out as the only instances in which 
individual actions are given Jesus· explicit appro va l. The first story is 
as follows: 
And si: ting J own opposite the temrlt: treasury. he watcheJ how the cruwJ 
was gi ving money to the trca , ury. And 111 any ri ch people ga ve a great dea l. 
And one roor widow came, an c Dut in tv.o cor r er coins. that is a penny. And 
summoning the disciples, he , aiJ t,.> them. "Tru l) I say to you this r oor wid-
ow has g iven more than all the r rnple wll(l have· g i\en to the treasury. For 
th t:) al l gave out of ' their ahL .1dancc: hur , Ire· ou t of lre-r f'U\c rl y tias gi vccn 
everyth ing sir cc had. her wh ,.ilc liv i11g" (l'vl:11 ~ I 2: ·11--1-1 ). 
We can inkr from the above .·.t.>r> ho w Jesus li1 r111 a ll y su mmons his 
discirlcs to po in t o ut the good c:xa mp k· of thL· \\ oman :111d to teach 
them that h\.:r gill wa~ in fact g~ ..:al.:r 1ha11 till· g ill s o f a ll o ther reorl c 
put together. The rich gave c,nly ,,hat tl~c) had kli over; the woman 
on the other hand gave all tha t she haJ . She has trul y given of hcrsclC 
''she has followed the command to deny herself. She trust s in God to provide . " 2x 
The second story is as follov .. s: 
And while he was at lkthany ,1 the house uf Simon the leper. as he was eat-
ing. a \\Oman came. having \~ith her a sm:1 11 ho1tk of ointment of pure nard. 
very expcnsiw. She broke the ::'><)ttk :u1d poured it O\ Cr his head. Some of the 
people there ,,cre sa:- ing to each uth.:r inJ ignantl :-. "What ,1 as the reason fo r 
this warn~ of the ointment" For thi , ointm en t rnuld havc heen so ld fur mort: 
than th ree hundred dcn::irii . ar, d tl·e ,none::, gi\·Cn to the poor ... And they 
scolded her hut Jesus said, "Let .- er he. wh:· are )O U ~ausing her trouble? She 
has done a tine deed to me. '.vhal shi: had in her rowi:r, she did; she has 
anointed my body ahead oftim ,~ in preparation for burial. Truly I say to you, 
28 
Dewey. Disciples. t 28 . 
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wherever the gospel is preached in the whole world, also what she has done 
will be told in memory of her" (Mark 14: J-9}. 
Almost the same story is told in Luke, where a woman is overcome by 
emotion and weeps on Jesus' feet. In the midst of emotion, perhaps 
forgetting that it was improper, she quic'.,dy anoints Jesus' feet with 
her hair, both a clear violation of rabbinic custom of propriety and the 
laws of clean and unclean. Jesus rebukes his host, a Pharisee, for his 
lack of hospitality in not anointing Jesus' head with oil, saying: 
"You see this woman: when I came tc, yC<Jr house you did not perform for me 
the gestures of gracious host - fmE wa,hing, the kiss of i,.Teeting, or the 
anointing of my head with oil. By contrast, this woman, wh:ise sins are in-
deed many. bathed my lcet with her tears and wiped them with her hair. 
Since I came in, she has not ceased :o Ids, my feet. You die not anoint my 
head with oil. yet :;he has anointed 111: f1:et with perfume" (Luke 7 : 46). 
In both stories we can see how Jesus det~:ided the women and told the 
pcopk: to leave them :ilorn:. Jesus praises the v,omen ·s acts as a lovely 
and good work. "'Not only is Jesus willing to accept the touch of a 
sinful woman. hut even suggests that hl'r act ion is 111or::- welcome to 
him than of his host. .. ~'' In this story w,:: al .:io can sec a clear example 
of the reverse - a sinful woman is praised at the e:xpensc or and by 
comparison to a ·good · Jewish man . It should he noted that what a 
woman did was a true and hcautif.tl act of service. l3oth of those 
women's acts ofscr\'icc in Mark were sd as a contrast to the expected 
!idelity of the male disciples. 
There is C\'Cn gcnl'.ral agreement wit :1 regard to the Gospel of 
Mark that the male disciples' pcrti,rma:icc is rather dismal. ·10 Male 
disciples repeatedly fai! tu undcr~t.ind Je sus· teachin g on the true na-
ture of his Mcssiahship and mission, and or their own discipleship. 
"By contrast. the Markan Wll •llcn. whu ,m: genuine disciples by Gos-
pel·s own dc!inition (they follow. minister and ·come with Jesus·) . 
often take the initiati\'e. and cnnsist;:ntlv demonstrate br, ld and acti\'c 
faith.' 'J I Marla Schlcrling \~ and .loh:1 S;hmitt even pos:r. that women 
:•, H,m arJ Marshall. The ( iosrcl ,,r I .u~c. J\ C.rnir :rntar: on the Gr~c k Text. Exeter I 978. 
310. cit ed b: \kn Witherington Ill. ll 'tJ1J1<'11 i11 ,he .',ti•1i.,tn· of .le.m s . . ·I S,11dv o( Jesu1· · Alt i-
tudes to Women u11d their Roles ,,s Re/leckd i11 His Lanl:i1• Li/e. l..ondur- 1984. 56. 
1.1 For ftinher di scuss ion cf. Ernest i,est. /)i.m;1/c a,ki iJisL:i_olesh ip Stu~'tes i11 the Cospei 
:lccordi11g to .\fork. Edinbur gh \'!Xll : F. li1ah<:1h S.;huS> lcr Finrc1v~1. In \kmori· of I-fer . . 1 
Feminist Theological Recnmtruction o/ ( "Jv· istian (k1,-i,; . London 1995. anti id .. Discipleship 
of Fq,111/: . . ·I ( "riricul Feminist Fkkl,·ssi<Jlogv of Lihe.-at•o,1. London 19'13. 
31 Margaret M Beirne. ll"om,'11 and \f<'n in th, r :1w·1h (i,rq,el. .·I (ie ,11,:ne Discipleship of 
lcc11wls. Journal for the Stud: ,if the \c" I esta nenl . Suprlcmcnt Series 2~ 2. Shctlicld 2003. 
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characters provide a posit:ve model of discipleship over against the 
negative model of male dis::iples. 33 
Although Mark portrays women with Jesus right from the begin-
ning of his ministry to his death, yet almost all women 's interactions 
and conversations with him are invisible. According to Schussler-
Fiorenza, in this case we may infer that Markan generic words indicat-
ing the wic:er circle of the followers such as ·thus who were around 
him' (4.10) and ' the crowd' must actually be meant to include both 
male and female. 
34 
Additio:1ally, women 's discipleship in Mark, espe-
cially their 'following' and ' serving' can be understood only within 
his whole description of what disciple means. 
Anothe:- acco unt which infers the ac: of disc ipleship among wom-
en can also be seen from the story of Mary and Martha in Luke I 0: 
38-42. Schclars argue whet:1er this story is idea lized or legendary. but 
according to Ben Witherington. it is more rrobable that this story has 
a sound bas'. s in hi storical fact, and Luke has written and presented the 
story in his own language and style. 35 The ro le o f Mary and the task 
Jesus perfonns in this story in contrast to what was expected of Jewish 
men and wome n is of the s ignificant miss ion. While Mary is taking on 
the not so traditional role o f cisciple. Martha is engaged in providing 
hospitality for her guest. 11 ut M.;1rtha was comr laining and accusing 
Mary of ne~Jccting her when she needed he r he lp . Jesus· response is 
neither an attempt to devalue Martha·s effo rt at hospitality. nor an 
attempt to .. :Htaek a woma:1's traditional rok . .. rather He defends 
Mary's rights to learn from him and says this is the crucial thing for 
those who wish to serve him."36 It is clear from this narrative that, in 
Jesus ' view. fo r wo men as \ve ll as men. one·s primary task is to be a 
proper Giscip le a nd only in tiiai c,)ntext can 0 11c be ;:i pro per hos tess. It 
is also c lear that th is narrative is not a matter or contrast ing the ac ti ve 
to the contemp lative lil"c : ra ther. it is a mc1t tcr or co ntrasting the im-
5. H,,1h M.ilho11. Fallihk h1ll,,<1er.;: \J."<1mell a11 d \k11i1111,,· (i<1,p<.'I ll i' i\lar~. i11: S,·111eiu ]8, 
I '/8_1 , 29--1 :l .iml _. illrrn1.1. /11 \f,111un ,,1 .'/,·,. 111c1t1i<111 , iii,· , .1111,· 1lii11~. 
'' M.irl a SchkrlinJ. \\ ,1111rn '" l.cadc, . , the \f.irl-.111 l'<1111r,1u11i1ic,. i11: l.1.,te11i11g 15. 1980. 250-]So. 
"CT. John Sdwi11. \\ "m,11 i·1 /vhu- , ·, ,; ,,,sr,d. ·\11 l·arl_, l l11i,1i,111 Vic\\ nf \\ omen·, Role. 
in: !he llihi'i: li~i n· I l/. I 1JX 1. nx-2.1.1 ci1,·d h i\ b lh""· I .,llihk !'nil"" ,·rs. 3.1. 
"Schuss kr-Fior,; nn1. le, i\'km,.ir> o f I kr . .l 2<i. a ls<1 ci 1cd h: 1 lisa,,, 1'i nuka" ::i. Women lli s-
: ipks o f Jesus ( 15. 40--l 1: 15. -17; 16.1 ). i11 : .· · !- ,•111 i 11is r i ·u,,,p,11u·o11 tu .\fork. Am:-Jill Le, i11e 
.1nd Marian:ic l31 idens1a lf (eds). England 200 I. 175. 
;i Hen 111 Wither i 1gton. ll'omen in the \finistn · of.Jesus . . -1 .,111</1 • o(.J<'sus .· lll itudes to Women 
a,uJ their Roles w Re/leered inf l,s L.1r:i11·,. l £'i:. London I l/8-1 . IO I. 
'
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portance of listening to and learning the word of God to anything else. 
And here Luke portrays Mary as a :li:5ciple si:ting and kaming at the 
feet of Jesus. her Master. She is a di~ciple who has the right to learn 
from Jesus. 
The Gospel or Luke includes women in the community of disc-
pleship. It is one of the consequence :,; Jf.lesus· call. which emphasizes 
the marginalized. Luke mentioned thr.it women also follow the exarr.-
plc of Jesus: they 1'1111ction as mi~sio:iaril:s (Acts 8: 8. 261. Womec are 
traveling with Jesus ( l.uke 8: 1-3). T:ius. if as stril:tly defined, d:sc i-
pleship required following Jesus phy:-ieally. women can be included 
as disciples. This was the case for JoJna. the wile of Chuza. Besides 
her presence \\'ith Mary at the tomb and in the:: upper room. and there-
a!kr hearing witness. she had lclt he- home :rnd J:m1ily to heco:ne a 
to llower and tra\'L'lin g l'(\1llpa11ion ()r .l.:sus. 
In l.uke . it also SL'l' l11s tL;1t tkirc is 110 Jil'k-rcncc in rank withir the 
rnmmunity ll!' discipksh ,p. I h,· 111\l :i l import ant thi ng is scr\'icc. Ser-
\ ice reti:rs to Christi :11 1 prc:1L·hi11g and 111 iss ionary work. Church leai.:-
crs mu:,; t hcha ,·c :1 :, S<.T \ ,rnts. 
Althmq;h there is llll c:1111paign n I .ukc-!\~ts on se :--.u:il abstinence 
or any indication that ,mrriagc is ,n inferior way of foLov.:ing Jesus. 
throughout mul:h of Christian histo, y. the married state has been :,.ecn 
as inferior to the celibate state. Alth·JLgh Luke: also portnys a married 
pair as the idea l missionary cuupie ( ,\;;ts 18: 2. 18. 26). 
With the Greco-Roman setting. Matthew in his Gospel "struggles 
to incorporate \Vomen moving froir the periphery to greater involve-
ment and ti-om being victims and survivors to being disciples and 
leaders··. 17 Indeed. in Matthew we End women used as important im-
ages. Matthew 2: 18 for ex:11,1ple. p,: ~trays Rachel as image of Israel. 
In Matthew 13: :n a woman with le8·,en is an image of God; in \1at-
~hcw 21: 5 a woman is the daughter ::if Zion: and in Matthew 23 : 3 7 
.Jerusalem is portrayed as a Moth<!r. 
Matthew also see ms to contrast :he faith of the women to the :aith 
of the male disciples. When 0;1 the one hand Jesus accuses the disciple 
as having little faith. he praises the fai th of women, on the other.3t 
\1atthew uses several phrases to express the concept of disciple-
ship. such as "he called them., ( 4: '.;. J 1. "come after me" ( 4: 19). '·fol-
,; Jane Kopas. Jesus and Women in Manhc". i,: Th,m/ogi• Tvdav 47. 1990. 13-21. cited hy 
Parambi Baby. YC. The LJiscipleship uf tht· ll'r. :ntn in the Gospel according tc, ,'vfauhew. An 
F..xegetical Theological Study o( \lu11he11· 2'7 · 5 lc-56. 57-61 c. ,ul 28. 1-/0. Rome 2003. 
38 Cf. Matthew 8: 26 and 9: 22. 
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low me" (9: 9), .. follow alter me' ' ( I 0: 31s) ... follow me" ( 16: 24: 8: 
22), "come aft er me'' (16: 24). 
As stated above, there are rwo significant characteristics or the 
discipleship of Jesus. a call !Tom Jesus and a literal or phys ical follow-
ing behind Jesus. In order to reter to both a cal l from Jesus as wel l as a 
response to the call, Matthew uses the word .. to follow". 'The New 
Testament uses this \Nord as 0::1~ of the technical words designating h d. . I h' fJ "39 t e 1sc1p es 1p o esc.s. 
In the case of women disci:;:,les, Matthew's story can be found in 
the story of the women witnesses to the death of Jesus. Those women 
formed the group that followed Jesus from Galilee (Matthew 21: 55-
56). This verse is the only reference in Matthew that speaks clearly 
about the women as '·followers,., of Jesus. 40 Here Matthew uses the 
same vocabulary for women "'followers" with the male "disciples". 
The problem discussed by schohrs is, docs these women's following 
of Jesus indicate their discipleship of Jesus? J\ccording to Matthew, 
when disciples followed Jesus J was definitely in response to a direct 
call from Jesus (4: 19, 4: 21, 9: 9). In the case of women, however. 
Matthew does not specify that L1ey followed Jesus in response to a 
direct call from Jesus . '\/everth;:less. "whether o r not Jesus called the 
wc,men to follow him. their actM)n of following Jesus resembles the 
male disciples' action c,f followi r,g him (4 : 20. 22: 9: 9).·-ll Thus. even 
though there is no direct call from Jesus. the reality that women con-
tinued to follow Jesus implies c:rtain ckments of discipleship. Ac-
cording to Baby. this fact can Je supported h.trther by two factors in 
the Gospel: first, the place whero: the women started following Jesus 
(from Galilee). which makes them Galileans. and second from the 
words "to service ... 
Baby argues that Jesus was from Nazan.:th of Galilee, the place 
wl:ere Jesus started his ministry. calling hi s tirst disc iple. According to 
Jof-.n 1: 46. 7: 52. the Jews (Jesu.s· <>riginal community) v.·ho lived in 
Galilee were considered interior t,J the pious k\\·s or Jerusalem. Thus. 
the disciples of Jesus who are identified as <,a lileans are also marginal 
i:: cc•ple. Women \\\Tc :he same as tlm ~c who fo llowed Jesus from 
Gaiilee. D. Senior argLes that jj'..;c iplcsh ip consists in taking pan in 
"' U st·). lh,: Disnj1/csl11p. I OS. 
·"' C S. Keener. ,\.'a11h,•11 ·. l.ciccst:r i '197. (d~. 
'' !Lt.) . Th,· Di.,·,·ip/eship. I ~9. 
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the journey from Galilee to Jerusalem. 42 ; since women had followed 
Jesus from Galilee to Jerusalem. then. women can also be called dis-
ciples. 
In addition. women· s prcscrn.:c at the cross and later at the tomb 
shows that they folknved .lcsus continuously. "/\!though Matthew 
does not call them disciples. unlllistaknbk discipleship implications 
are certainly undeniable. The following ,.1r .J.:sus is fundamental to the 
discipleship or Jesus." 1 ' 
The seco nd essential cleme nt ,.)r disc ipk:ship is service. as also 
stated belorc. following .Jesus is serving Jesus unto his death. This is 
what the women han: done I'm Jesus. Service marks the true charac-
teristic of <1 follower or .ksus ( IV!atthew 20: 27-28). 
Thus. it can he concluded that l"Ven though Matthew docs not call 
women disciples. their continued li..lllowing or .Jesus give them certain 
discipleship qualities. Besides that. the Matthean burial narrative on 
\·crses 27: :J7-(l 1 a!su contains clements or male and kmalc disciple-
ship. The \vorncn whu \\ere sitti ng in front or the tomb arc also exam-
ples of faithful disciples frnm a d:fkrent point or view. Matthew·s 
detinition of the disciples or Jesus is not limited to the twelve male 
disciples around him. This includes Matthcw·s description of a rich 
man called Joseph of J\rimathea. who was called a disciple of Jesus. 
The gospel of Mark even tells us that after Jesus had been arrested 
and the twelve have !led. after Jesus has been tried and condemned 
and Peter has denied him. after Jesus has been cmcificd and died, Je-
sus had women disciples. ,vho had indeed been following him all 
along. 
Women were \,atching (the crucifixion) from a distance, among 
them Mary Magdalene. and Mary the mother of James the younger 
and of Joses. and Salome who. when Jesus was in Galilee, followed 
him and served him: and many other women who came up with him 
to Jerusalem (Mark 15 : 40-41 ). 
From this we can see that women seem to have been among the 
large group of disciples since the beginning of Jesus' ministry in Gali-
lee. They were with him, too. like the twelve. Women. unlike men 
disciples, do not flee when Jesus is arrested. They remain faithful. 
'The women had not failed Jesus as the men did , they have not be-
trayed him or denied him. and they have not fled. They are going to 
4) Donald Senior. The Passion .\'arrc1ti1·e !.lccording to Mallhi!w. A Redactional Srudy. Leuven 
1975.331. 
4
J 13aby. '/he Discipleship. I 32. 
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the tomb to give Jesus the last snvic<.: th1.:y know how to offer. to per-
form the appropriate burial rites . "·14 Parambi Baby states: "In the ab-
sence of male disc iples, Matthew present s the women headed by Mary 
Magdalene as true discipleship rnod<.:l s. Th<.:y have followed Jesus 
from Galilee, serv ing him.'' 45 Thus. when the wor ld had turned to 
darkness and all others had abandoned Jesus. the women were still 
standing there. Who were these women? These were Galilean women 
who had followed Jesus up to Jerusalem. Iler<.: Mark uses the word 
'following' (akolouthon), which is the technical biblical word for dis-
cipleship, as stated before. In this story we learn of an entire group of 
women who had left their homes and country and followed Jesus to 
the end. In this case Luke 8: 1-3 confirms Mark 's story of women dis-
ciples accompanying Jesus. 
The fourth Gospel also portrays women as among those who 
"while not explicitly identified as 'the disc iples·, nevertheless satisfy 
the Gospel 's criteria for discipleship ."46 It provides a positive repre-
sentation of women disciples. It even presents women disciples as of 
equal standing with men. This Gospel consistently portrayed women 
and men in literary partnership. as disciples. in ministerial and apos-
tolic leadership, and as a catalyst for driving the Gospel's central pur-
pose.47 Unlike in the Markan Gospel, in the fourth Gospel women and 
men disciples alike are exemplary in their faith, insight, witness and 
loyalty. In the portrayal of major men and women believers, according 
to R. E. Brown, there is no difference of intelligence, vividness , or 
response. 
48 
They are gender pairs. It can be concluded that the Johan-
nine Gospel is supporting the essentially inclusive discipleship. lt 
"maintains gender difference but demonstrates ·equality' by the struc-
tural balancing of male and female characters. ·--1 9 
..., Dewey. Disciples. 1.U . 
'' Raby. The Discipleship. 207. 
46 
Heime. rVomen and Men. 7. An,krsun says that thi s imcrprctution depends on 11h.;ther 
'discipleship· is viewed a, a memb.:rship in the d1ara..:ter group ·the dis..: ip lc· or a, a proper 
response to belief in Jesus.· CL Janice Capel ,\ndcrso11. 1'.btthc\\ : Gender and Reading. in: 
Semeia 28. 1983. 3-27. I agree with Heirne in ,housi ng the later meaning to define a Johan-
nine ·disciple·. even though at times the e.xprcssion ·the dis..:ipks · rdi::r.; to an inner group. I 
also agree with her in her propo,;al lor the rnethodolog) that i, genuind) indusive and looks for a balance ofwornen and men . 
,; Ct: Verse 20:31. 
48 
Raymond E Brown. Ou: C/111rc/ies Iii<· .·lpo.,rles l.e/t H, ·lii11d, N~" York 1984. 94. cited hy I3eime. Women and :\/en. 9. 
'° lkime. II omen and .\/<!11. 33. 
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Thus. Jesus· teaching and actions. and also the relationship he was 
involved in and th1.: events surrounding his death and burial led to the 
acceptance of women as valid witnesses and genuine disciples of Je-
sus. 
( ·011c/11sio11 
h.:malc authority is not Lknicd in the most important core of Christian 
Scripture. Women were in the broadest sense of the W()rd ·disciples· 
of Jesus and they share the responsibility to preach the Gospel. In 111) 
understamiing. even ii' it is '.rue that Jesus never called women as dis-
ciples. and even though he never appointed women to hecome apos-
tles. it docs not mean that Jesus prohibited women to be '. ncluded in 
Jesus' ministry as disciples or apostles . Jesus lived and thought within 
the cultural context of his age . 
Being Christian is to follow .Jesus Christ as the Way (imitatio 
Christi). To follow Jesus Christ as the Way means to be with him 
where he is and to do what he did and is doing. Orthopraxy has priori-
ty over orthodoxy. and hoth need to he contextually performed. 
There arc ample examples from the Gospel stories elaborated 
above concerning Jesus· attitude to women and showing that Jesus 
was a feminist. His treatment of women with a revolutionary equality 
even shocked the masculine prejudice of his disciples . 
While Christianity is not a monolithic religion. in order to under-
stand Jesus· mission and teaching. it is not enough to understand the 
Gospel literally. A new understanding is needed in addition, to trans-
cend our apparently limiting sociological and historical necessity. We 
are often unaware of the extent to which we are bound by sociologi-
cal, cultural and historical circumstances, and this makes us see them 
as absolute 
There is also no justification in the words or in the acts of Jesus 
Christ for the exclusion of women from any spiritual office. That 
standard is available in the Gospels and in the examples from Jesus. 
Life cannot exist without the polarity of men and women. So too 
sext.:al differentiation has to be understood within the category of rela-
tion. Women and men as they arc. arc the products of complex social 
relations, which are constantly in flux. They have a continuing history. 
This is true for the Christian tradition. and is likewise true for the Is-
lamic tradition. The Prophet dealt with his female companions on a 
basis of spiritual equality. Yet , in the generations after him, this equal-
ity somehow got lost. to the detriment of the Muslim community. An-
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nemarie Sc/:irnrrn.:I said in her book. My Suu/ is u Woman. '"when the 
iron anc flint unite. for example. our of thl' ·union· of these two com-
ponents arises something higher, namely lire. It is only when the mas-
culine and the feminine clements collaborate and work together that 
life can ascend to higher stage . ... A Yang element and a Yin element 
are insepara·Jly linked, like analysis and synthesis or like science and love."50 
What is needed is a creative effort to develop a theological an-
thropology that studies the dynamic of human personality, and to de-
velop a theology of the women-men relationship. Jesus was a person 
who prcposed the ideal of individual allegiance to God regardless of 
sex, race, tribe and nation. He emphasized the equality of all people in 
God's eyes. Thus Jesus stands as a great example of the person we ail should be. 5 1 
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Annemarie Schimmel. ,\Iv Soul I.~ a il onw11. lhe femi11i11,, i11 Islam. Ne\\ York 1997. 2 1 t: 5
' ln blamic traJirion rh c Prophet Muhammad (Pb 11) is callcJ ··,,.,walr lrasanafr:· rhc grear and best example. 
lnterreligious Reading Strategies. 
A Case Study from the Netherlands 
Ge Speelman 
Larger groups of Muslims started to settle in the Netherlands in the 
1970s. Besides many informal encounters between these migrants and 
the original Dutch population, churches and other organizations have 
been active almost from the onset in informal dialogue groups. Lately, 
many of these groups have been engaged in the joint reading of texts 
from the Qur'an and the Bible. This article ac.dresses this practice of 
joint readings . 
The topic of interrcligious hermer.eut:cs is discussed in some pub-
lications. ' The meaning of the tem1 is n:it always clear however. Mar-
tha Frederiks distinguishes two meanings: 'Interreligious Hermeneu-
tics' as a way of interpreting the text, or as a way of interpreting the 
encounter with the other. \Vher. it refers to the text, one can further 
distinguish between: 
I . Re-interpreting Christian Scripture in the light of the encounter with 
the religious other. 
2. Employing the same hermeneutical methods across religious 
boundaries, like feminist or liberation hermeneutics, or hermeneu-
tics of suspicion, by people of different fc.ith traditions. 
3. The theory of understanding :exts and context s across religious 
boundaries. 
1 David Cheetham. ct al. (~ds). lnrtrrclig inu.,· Hermeneutics in Plura!,sric F.urupe. Between 
Tex ts and People . Amsterdam and N~11 \ u;k 20 11 . 
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lfon.: uses the krm as an i:1krrr.:ta: i,in r,t'thL· natun.: ot'thc .:ncountcr. 
one could see th:.: strangcr. th~ .'_, thcr .1s hL·i11!:' thc text ·reau· by me. 2 
For peopk experi..: :11.:.:d in the rractic,· or intcm:l igious encounter. 
it is clear that there i, no irom:laJ houmlury hctween these different 
meanings. When Christians are. for instance . engaged in encounter 
with Muslims. they star1 rea:iing their own Scripture in a new light. 
Texts about the encounter w:th outsiJers ahounJ in the Bible, and 
these texts can acquire r.ew rn~ning in the light of these encounters. 
This may go hand in hand with the rel1ection on the meaning of the 
encounter itself. A new layer is being added when Christians start 
reading texts from Scripture together with Muslims. Here, the ques-
tion of readini; strategies has :,:, b.: raised, as well as the question of 
how we can really understanc. the meaning of the text of the other and 
how the other can reall: learn to understand ·our' text. These ques-
tions come as it were on top of other 4ucstions about the religious 
interpretation of the encounter with people of a di ffercnt faith. 
In this article, a study is made of the way Scriptural texts are em-
ployed in interreligious encoumer oetween Christians and Muslims in 
the Netherlands. The cen-.rai c_ue.stion is: in what ways are participants 
sharing texts from the Bible a:1d the Qur'an? What are questions that 
arise out of this praxis? And how are these questions being dealt with 
by the participants'? 
Sharing of Scripture' can be done in different ways. Sometimes, 
prayer texts or spiritual quote~ ::-om Scripture arc brought in marginal-
ly into a conversation in some ·::>ther t:eld. Sometimes, stories from the 
Bible and the Qur'an are the subject of conversation. Sometimes, 
normative texts from Bible anc Qur'an are studied together in a con-
versation about peace or reconciliat ion. In whatever way it is done. 
people in interreligious encounter sometimes read texts from both 
traditions together and exchange interpretations of these texts. I want 
to look at their experiences, and bring these experiences into conver-
sation with some of the current debates about i.i.,terreligious hermeneu-
tics. So, my focus is on the way people learn to understand the texts 
from their own Scripture and texts of the ·other' Scripture, their read-
i Martha Frederiks: I k nncneutic; !rJm ar. intcm:ligious pcrspccti,c·>. in: bchw,ge 3./. 2005. 
102-1 10. 
3 I prder the use of t.1e tcnn ·Scripture· ll•r texts thJt arc held to be sacred b) a religious 
community. This impli es that fer Muslims.. fc,r insi .. rn:c:. sometimes text s from the Hadith may 
as well function as Scripture. For a rcJ.;O·cd discussion or the meaning or the term. ct: 
Wilfred Cantwell Sm:th . ll'hw is Scrip:urt: .' 4 C'.Jm;)()r{l[i.-e .·lppruach. Philaddphi3 1993. 
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ing strategies. These reading strategies can eventually be linked to 
different ideas in the field or interrel:gious hermeneutics. but they are 
not always articulaied explicitly. Yet. it makes sense to connect read-
ing strategies in practice to more reasoned debates about the scope and 
meaning of interreligious hermeneutics. That is, I refer back to the 
third meaning of ·intcrreligious hermeneutics' as a way of interpreting 
texts. 
1. Interreligious hermeneutics: three approaches - two dilemmas 
In this more narrowly defined field, one can distinguish the approach 
of Scriptural Reasoning 4, that of Comparative Theology5 and the ap-
proach of feminist theologians set down in the thesis of Anne Hege 
Grung. 6 Without entering into an evaluative debate about the merits of 
these approaches 7• I appreciate that there are at least two topics that 
appear to be pertinent to all three approaches, and that seem to address 
some of the basic questions and implicit problems arising out of the 
dialogue practice of interreligious groups in the Netherlands. 
I will briefly mention them: 
The 'outsiders/insiders' dilemma 
To whom does the text belong? Obviously, to the community that 
considers this text to be indeed Scripture. So, the Bible is 'owned' by 
the Christians participating in a dialogue group and the Qur'an is 
'owned' by the Muslims. This is important, because there is always so 
much more than the words of the Bible and the Qur'an written on pa-
per. The Scriptures themselves can only be understood, believers will 
claim. in the context of the way in which they function in living com-
munities. The text is always vulnerable to the misunderstandings of 
outsiders. It has to be protected and cherished by the insiders. One of 
'Cf. David Ford and C.C. Pccl-nold. The Promise of Scriplliral Reasoning. Cambridge 2006. 
Cf. also the wchsitc of the Societ, for Scriptural Reasoning: http://www.scripturalreasoning 
.org/. 
' Cf. Francis Xa,·icr Cloonc:,. Comparative lheoh~,v. Oeep Leamin)!. across Religious 
Boundaries. London 20 I 0. 
0 Anne I kge Grung. G,,nder Justice in ( "/u·is1ian- .' fllslim Readings. https://ww\\ .uio.no 
/ lorskning /t,errlakkulcom/puhli ka,ioner/doktora·, ban.II ingt!r/2011 / A vhandli ng-Grung.pdf. 
7 For an interesting debate ahnut the merits and ccmc its of Scriptural Rciboning and Com-
parati1c fhrnlogy. cf.: Da·, id Ch,·ctham ct al. (c,.lsl. /11tcrreligiow ll,·m1c11,·111ics in f'lura l-
istic Lurope. Rct11·c,•11 t;•.r1s ,111,/ l'eu11l,·. :\mstcrJarn a 1d Ne" York 201 1 lrrnc<.0c<ling:; of the 
ESITIS conkrence in 2009 in S,1l1hurgl: Franci,, X. Clooncy (ed.). lh<' ,\ ·ew Comparativr 
Theology. /111erreligious !mights Jiw11 th<' .\ext O:ic11cruti1m. 1.on<lnn and New York 2010: 
Catherine Cornillc and Chri,tophcr C,irl\la, (eds). /11tc •rdigiow; llermeneutics. Eugene 2010. 
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the dear rules or the Scriptural Reasoning grnurs is that the Muslim 
participants explain the Qur'anic text in terms or the Islamic tradition, 
and the Jewish and Christian participants explain the Bible in terms of 
Christian/ Jewish exegesis and doctrine. 8 Aiso. in Comparative Theol-
ogy the readers from the outside have to ray careful attention to the 
tradition of explanation of the text by insiders to the community. 9 But 
can we draw such a clear bour:dary between outside and inside? One 
of the problems is that in different ways. this ckar-cut distinction be-
tween 'insiders· and ·outsidas· or the text docs not work in interfaith 
groups. Sometimes there is a problem or power diftercnce. Then, the 
dominant group (in the Dutch context usually the Christians) lays 
down the principles of interpretation for the whok group. They set 
their own rules as the standard. J\nothcr rrohlcm is that sometimes, 
the members of the group lee: hesitant to claim ·ownership' of the 
tradition in question. Some women. for instance. would feel reluctant 
to set up as specialist in text exegesis in their own tradition. They do 
not feel like an ·owner' of the Qur'an or thc Bible; these books are 
'owned' by religious specialists. 10 It is for this reason that feminists 
working in interfaith groups are critical of the too clear. too pat dis-
tinction between ·outsiders' and 'insiders'. Then again, there are inter-
faith groups where the boundaries between insiders and outsiders 
begin to be blurred. Think of scmc groups that share readings in mys-
tical traditions. For them. the boundaries may not be between Muslims 
and Christians, but between the more orthodox members of their faith 
tradition and themselves. In sue:, groups. it may happen that the mem-
bers of the group assume a sort of·joint ownership' of both (mystical) 
traditions. However it may be approached, there is need of awareness 
of the outsider-insider dilemma if one wants to avoid frustration on 
the part of the readers. The dilemma is a dilemma because the motiva-
tion for participants in interfaith groups is often the wish to build up a 
relationship with persons who are viewed as outsiders in their own 
8 
http://www.scripturalrcasoning.org/pdfsJorganise.pdt' (consulted 11 january 2013) gi,es a 
set of rules for the setcing-up of a group. I !ere ii is s•ated: 'For example Muslims and Jews 
tend to read their scriptures more &om within their rcs[lCcti vc lfaditi ons (using ta ts ir and 
midrash). whereas Chri stians are more fam iliar with the moves of hi stori ca l criticism. The key 
thing is that the reading is authentic to the prest:nt~T and hi s or ht:r 1rad i1ionaJ way of reading the scripture.' 
9 
Clooney. 20 I I. 14 l. 
10 
Women and other people marginal in the commtmil) arc someiimc::s reti:!rrt:d to '15 ·outsider 
within', cf. Michelle Voss Robens. Gendering Comparatiw Theology in: Clooney. lhe ,Vew Compara1ive Theology, 116. 
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religious community (they want to cl-.ange ·outsiders · into ·insiders' ), 
whereas when they participate in these meetings, they have to assume 
the role of·insiders· to their own ccmmunity. The question could thus 
be formulated: how can we build a new group of insiders, the dialogue 
participants, and at the same time remain insiders in our own religious 
communities? How can we be loyal both ways? 
The similarity I d!fference dilemma 
i..,ately, tnere has been much criticism by people engaged in dialogue 
of the earlier generation of dialogue theologians, who seemed to claim 
that ail religions are paths to the sane goal. This is felt to be a too 
easy and superficial attempt to equalize traditions that are, in fact, 
quite different. 11 In contrast to the~e earlier, liberal theologies, in 
Scriptural Reasoning, the particulariry of each tradition is one of the 
basic principles. 12 In the debate with liberal theologians, the advocates 
of Scriptural Reasoning argue that differences between Muslims, Jews 
and Christians are deep and permane:1t. Moreover, a common ground 
is not required in order to engage in dialogue. It may be a possible 
outcome, but not a precondition. Understanding is privileged above 
agreement. The outcome of the sha:-ed reading of Scripture may be a 
higher quality disagreement. and nc,t so much agreement. The aim of 
the practice of shared reading is not to reach a consensus, but to expe-
rience friendship and collegiality . 13 This point of view has been criti-
cized by feminist theologians. 1 lelene Egnell argues that the insistence 
on the incommensurability of traditions may lead to essentializing 
discourses: the great diversity within Christianity or Islam is somehow 
lost in the attempt to set each of th~m these down as unique tradi-
tions. 14 Anne Hege Grung devotes p,ut of the second chapter o f her 
book to a discussion of the implications of this privileging of differ-
ence. She comes to the conclusion that there is less space for internal 
differences within the community (like differences between young and 
old. men and women) if ·differcncl.!· is defined in terms of religious 
11 er Ga, in d"Co,ta ( ed.). C '/u-istiu11 ( 11i411t?11t'.r< ?.t'comitlered Th<' .\/1·1h o( He!igious Plural-
ism. Mar, knoll 1990. and ( i~,,rµc 1.indh..:,~. / >,,. \u!11r,· o( I Joctri11,· Rt'figio11 u11d Ti1,,oln?J 
in u l'os1-l.iherul .·lge . l'h it· ,dctrhia I '/8~. 
i: Ahout the .:onncction, hc111,·cn ScrirturJI Kc:t-,mi n[! an ,• l'nstl ihcr,d thcolot!:· er. Maria:in, 
Mo; aat. Compara1i 1c lh:ol n).!:• in ,carcl1 .,J'" knr.cn..: u1 ic·,d fram ,·11,,rk . in: Cheetham 1 11c 
Winkler. /111a religio11., I /crm,·11,·1111n. I h 1-185. 
1
' Nicholas i\Jan1'. Scriptur,d R,,1'11n;ntc and l:11,r fo ith I k ·mcn.:i nic-s . in: Ch..:~tham . .', ;1ern•-
lig1ou.\ I /cr111t•11t·111ic:.,. )\J -X::?: . 






There is another p::-oblem why the approach of postliberal 
forms of theology that want to 5tress the differences between religious 
traditions can be problematic in the actual encounter. In the experi-
ence of existing dialogue groLps. there is also a permanent need to 
affirm basic similarities. especially at the beginning of the encounter. 
This can create mutual trust aild understanding. The dilemma could 
then be formulated as follows: how and ·.vhere Jo you stress similarity 
and how anJ where Jo you m.:.:d to guard rartieularity. and how are 
these moments related to the need to be respect ti.II and faithful to both 
traditions'? 
2. Focus Group Meeting 
In ,.nder to get an ic.ka of what s happen in!:'. in lhL· liclJ of thi.: inti.:rrc-
ligious reading of Bibk and Qur an. thi.: lslarn-Jcsk or the Prott:stant 
ChJrch in the Netherlands organized two mei.:tings in the years 2011 
and 20 I 2. In these meetings. Muslim anJ Christian participants in 
difterent interreligious groups earn:: togcthcr to discuss their practices 
and to learn from each other. ~ he organizl.:rs haJ sent a small ques-
tionnaire to the groups beforehand. Some ofthl.! groups who could not 
attend the meetings neverthl.:lcss !,l.:l1I in tilled in questionnaires. 16 The 
first meeting brought local and regional dialogue groups together. as 
well as some people who try to pr,)motc intern:ligious reading by pub-
lications and social rnl.!dia. Abou: the Sl.:conJ llll.:eting. ml.:ant exclu-
sively for womcn· s groups. I will repon in another article. 
In the first plenary session of the focus group meeting. I inter-
viewed a number of representaL Vt: group~. chosen on the basis of va-
riety in approach that emerged from thl.: questionnaire. 17 In the after-
noon the representatives of the groups came toge ther in subgroups. 
organized in accordance with the difierences in approach. In the re-
pons of the discussion groups. th(· same topics \Vere again addressed, 
and they were finally discussed in the plenary session at the end. Ex-
pens in the dialogue field were asked to reflect on the experiences 
brought into the groups and fron each group. a written report was 
15 
Anne Hege Grung. Gender .lu<1ice in J;'u::lim- ( 'hri.Hiw, Headings ( 'hri.<1ia11 and .\/1«/im 
Women in Norway Making Meaning of Tex:s from the Bible. the Korw, ond the Hadith. Oslo 2011. 60-67. 
1
• Jn the Appendix. there is a list of the groups invited and the questionnaire. 17 
C( the topic list I addressed in the intcrvi<:·,1; (annc:x). 
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made that highlighted the main topics. 18 I will begin with a presenta-
tion of the groups that were interviewed in the plenary session. 
The Bible and Qur 'an prof eel 
This project was started by the Interchurch broadcasting company 
IKON. Since 2007, they have hosted the website 'Bible and Qur'an' 
(www.bijbelenkoran.nl) that gives visitors access to the texts of both 
communities. These texts are searchable, but the website also offers 
stories that are parallel. One of the contributors to the website, Marlies 
ter Borg, has, in collaboration with Islamic publicist Karima Bisschop, 
made a comparison of Biblical and Qur'anic narratives presented on 
the website; this has resulted in the publication of a b:iok, Sharing 
Mmy. Marlies and Karima try to tell the stories 'just as they are'. 
without having recourse to the exegetical traditions. In the discussior. 
it emerged however that it is almost impossible to read the narratives 
without interpretation. What also emerged was the question of how 
one can enter into a conversation with real life communities wher_ 
making use of a website and a book. Although they get many reac-
tions from visitors to the site. it is not possible to channel them into 
real life meetings. 
Daughlers of Hugar and Sara, Province of Norlh Holland 
This is a group of Jewish, Christian and Muslim women meeting regu-
larly.19 Their aim is to take responsibility for a sustainable and just 
society and the improvement of their position as women. They share 
similar experiences of motherhood and relationships_2!l Their meetings 
are an exercise in diversity. Sharing texts from their ow1: tradition has 
been a difficult process. Time and again they experienced their being 
together as a group as a fragile and vulnerable process. They have 
become aware that power differences exist between the communities. 
Jewish and Muslim women have to take on the C:hris~ian frame of 
reference when they want to explain the meaning of texts and words. 
as this is the more accepted common framework. Another ~xper ience 
JR l.inda f10rs1 (,:dl. 1 ·,·rs/11g /-.,p ,·rt 11 1eet i11g 1/ijl><"i c11 },: on11• c;,-, 11 ,,,.,1. Maandag. 21 no,~mhi: r 
20 I l. l'ro1estan1s 1.anJ~li_jl- Dic11 s1 cn, c11trn111 I<: l ·1rcd11 ( un:,ubli :,hcd r aper: . 
1
•
1 http:li \\W\\ .hi.1gar-~:1IaJ1. 11I . 
'" I kknc Lgn~II. Other , oic·c·.,· . I \111.'1 u/ ( ·t,ristiC111 /-i•111 i ·1 i.11 1/l/lU1C1Ciies 10 'frlig iuus l'h-
rc1 /i1_1· 1-:ust mu/ II ,·.,t. I ·Pp, ab 211111, _ I gnc· II Jis1ingui,h~s 1.omc,1· s ,lial,,g1 c grou ps that tak~ 
their l"t.l lll llHHl ~ruu11d i11 1h..: :-. h~1 rl·d L''.\kT i l ' th.:1..· ~ that rl..! fi.: r ha...:k t, th L' tradi( lmal n1lc of \Hlff -
l.'.n anJ grlHlJb that ta\... 1..· tlh:ir -..1 ;111 ing point in an 1.: m~u1i.:i r aH,r~ t , .. kmi nist .u·k11tation: ir. th ·~ 
µ. n111p it \L'l.:111, tli 1.:r1..· j..., ;111 ll \ L·r L q1 ,d \)( •t h 
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is that there are difficult issues between their communities. The situa-
tion in the Middle East is an example. They are aware that some dif-
ferences of opinion cannot be harmonized or resolved. For a real ex-
change, they need to create a sense of safety. One of the rules they 
employ in order to achieve this is that they speak in the 'I' form: 'I 
experience this text in such and such a way, and how do you read it?' 
They try to connect the texts to their personal context. By c,perating in 
such a way. they sometimes feel a tension between their loyalties to 
their religious community and the:r loyalty to the group and to tl:em-
selves. They gradually came to realize that their interpretation of the 
texts is never just an individual exercise: some of the women have 
really deepened their knowledge ,.) r the trc1dit ional interpretat ion, of 
Scripture in their community in order to explain the texts to the others. 
Male Dialogue Group Rollerdam 
This group is organized around tht: !)L'rsonal friendship of Protes1ant 
pastor Martijn van Laar and Muslim theologian Airer /\lasag. They 
meet regularly as an inti..,rmal g~ot.p or male friends. Sometimes they 
talk about personal stories and prckr..:nccs. like the time each one 
brought the music that insrircd him . Somctin1L·s. they discuss a topic. 
like the education or their children. the mc,1ni11g of prnycr or of faith. 
Every toric is rrepared befor,:hand h_\" i\luslim and a Christ ian. The_\ 
ot1en read text s from both Scriritur.:s tlwt ck,il 11ith the topic in hand. 
All men are committed hdievers ; 1 their rL·li giuus tradit ion .:: nJ L1cy 
are all highly educatt:d. This group has also st ruggkd with the real and 
deep diflerences in their relig ious outlook and experience. \,\,'hen it 
comes to Jesus. fi.1r instance. the cisagret:ments can hloe.'; conversa-
tion. There are other areas. however, where there is much more over-
lap and mutual recognition. When they speak about prayer and what it 
means to them. they come very c!ose to each other. and this helps 
them to develop the mutual trust necessary to discuss the more diffi-
cult issues. 
C'hristian-.Hus/im Coffel! Ake!ings Am.11adwn 
This group meets regularly in a Community Centre in the multicultur-
al neighborhoods of Amsterdam-West. This is not a stable group; eve-
ryone who lives in the neighborhood is welcome. and the participa:its 
shift with every meeting, although there is a small core group that 
plans the meeting and decides the tcpics, things like the celebration of 
Ramadan or Christmas. The idea is that ordinary people can get ,m-
S\\ClS to their llUCSli(llb ,it1, 1ut 11'' ,,thL'i', \\fl;tl do the: helie\l', hL)\\ d, 
they live and \\hy d,, the:, lllal-.c thL· ,·ho icL· ~ the:, do '.' lkcausc the 
gnntp wants to \\elc,Hnc e\,·r:, h,,d:. th,: 1111<.mnati\ln is ,1tien ra the1 
basic aml sup..:r!ieial. I lie c\ltL' member:-- 01· the group (among them a 
Protestant pastor and a )DUil!,;. \\ell cducatcd Musl im \\Oman) scr\'c as 
info rmers o f the grmq1 . ·1 hey arc also the refe rees when the de bates 
heat up, li ke the times that a young k ma le convert to Is lam, w ith hijab 
and a ll dressed in black. used the mee tings as a platform fo r her prop-
aganda of the · true fa ith '. A lso, the core me mbers can deconstruct 
many o f the re ligious dirte rences the neighborhood people have co n-
structed. 
Abraham House Genk (Belg i11111) 
This is a group supported by the local churches, espec iall y the Roman 
Catho lic church, and the local mosque organizatio ns, especia lly the 
Turkish mosque. In 1990/ 1 ( fi rst G ulf War). representat ives or these 
commun iti es came together to pray fo r peace . Still , the most important 
meeting o r the group is the year ly Peace Vig il on October 41" (St. 
Francis Day), where representatives of the communities organize a 
large meeting, usuall y in the loca l mosque. where they share texts 
from both Scriptures, as well as relig ious poetry and music. This is a 
yearly apex, but there are other shared activities the year through. like 
the shared participatio n in a house fo r the homeless and projects to 
fight local poverty. The year round , some one hundred volunteers see 
each other regularly in the 'Abraham house' . The use of texts from 
Scripture is not confined to the Peace Vigil. As the religio us leaders of 
the community are much invo lved in the Abraham house , they are the 
ones who often decide what topics and texts are addressed. T hey try to 
look for texts that deal w ith hospitality. generosity and peace . and they 
avoid texts about difference. 
3. Type of Group/Rules of Behavior 
From the above description. it can be seen that the focus o f these 
groups is different. On the bas is of the preliminary questionnaire, we 
decided to divide them into fo ur types. The central interest o f the 
group is deci sive for the use of texts. We also disco vered that each 
type of group had the ir own rules of behav ior, o ften connected to the 
central interest o f the group. Sometimes these rules were very explicit 
and outspoken, somet imes not. In the analys is of the mater ial brought 
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in hy the groups. l tried to idcntit) what Pao lo hc irc ca ll s the ·gencra-
tin: themes · aro und which the group had orgaililed itse lf. ~1 
i·,'trny-ce/1/erec/ }!,!'OIi/JS 
These g roups (somet imes individuals) 11ere 1:1sc in atcd by the s imilari-
ties betvveen bi b li ca l and Qur·anic narrative s. In d iffere nt ways, these 
narra ti ves we re explo red. Some part icipant s 1,1erc more aware than 
others or the int errretatil'C work that is do ne in the r,rese nta tion or the 
sto ries. 1\nother dilfen.:nee is the llll'a11i.1g the) a ttach to the sto ries. 
l·o r some. c1 cr; biblical and ()ur· ,llli c 11,1nat i1\' is fi rs! and fo remost to 
be ta ken in a metaphorical wa} as a part or the sto ry of human li ves. 
I he suffer ing o r I la!,!a r alon L' in thL' d 'Sert. the pa in or /\hra-
ham lhrahim 11ho has tu sc1crificc his ~on. arc in .i 11 u1 rccog ni za hle as 
forms of' pain and suffering that m;iy t,1ke pl:iCL' in their lives . fo r oth-
ers. however. thi s was no t so e vide nt . Rcsrect fo r the text and fo r the 
charac ters in the s tory made an easy ide ntifi cat ion mo re difficult. ln 
the groups. the wisdom was that onc had to make a place fo r this di f-
fere nce in the approaches of the text. Some gro 11ps d iscovered that 
things started to move when these po ints of d iffe re nce in the he rme-
ncutical approach were exp lored in a respectfu l way. If there was suf-
fic ie nt trust there was a lso space fo r pa11icipants to connect the narra-
tives o r Scripture to the ir ind i,·idua l li fe sto ri es. and even to discuss 
the pai n and vulnerabi lity of the ir re li g ious communit y vis-a-v is the 
o ther commu nity. Stories were a good \\ ay to come to th is trust build-
ing. as many readers were able to ide nti ty with them. Aga in. this was 
experienced by the groups as an open ing up and a deepening of the 
understanding of the texts. One might fo rmu late as a rule : the respect 
fo r differences in approach can help the gro up to reach deeper levels 
o f understanding. · Re.<,pect' was freque ntly brought up. and can be 
considered as a hermeneutical key fo r the shared understanding of 
Scripture . 
Community-cenrered groups 
A good example is the Belg ian gro up . Here . community leaders were 
the fo unders o f the group. and made themselves responsible for its 
continuation. In these g roups, the rules were more explicit. Some rules 
had to do with respect for particularity and difference. For instance: 
when there was a joint prayer meeting for peace, participants would 
listen to the prayers of the other communities. but would not partici-
21 
Paolo Freire. Pedagogv a/the Oppressed. Nm York 1972. 
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pate actively in them. The leaders or the community would have to 
guard their role as re presentatives or their community. The disco\"ery 
was that the boundaries between communities would so metimes be 
more porous than assumed. One imam for instance brought up the 
possibi lity that he could participate in the Roman Catho li c choir. as he 
loved s ingin g. 011 the \\\)(,k. tk kaders \\CIT can:!'ul in their bound,i-
ry-crossing activitie s. I he, cnuld not go !'unhcr than their co111111u11i-
ties ,,uuld alkl\, them. 111 a \\a\. this u,uld be seen as a limitati1111 ,ii 
the activities u!' the gniup, I hL·: ,,ould !unction best \\hen peopk 
were engaged un a practica l Jc,L·L sharing th.: care for the ho111clc ~~ ()r 
the puor. or gathering mone: alter the earthquake in Turke). On the 
other hand. the fact that they ,,ere engaged as religious leaders made a 
broad participation of old and young people possible. When it came to 
the joint readings of Scripture. there was the same awareness that one 
shou ld respect the difference s aml be can:ILil about boundary crossing. 
One aspect mentioned many times over was the fear on the part of 
Christians that they might abuse their power to set the frame or refcr-
em:e fo r the meetings. 1r such co111munit y-w ide activities want to suc-
ceed. there must be absolute clarity that each community is the ·own-
er' of their own tradition and Scripture. · Afutuul lwspito/il_l.- was a key 
word. bringing together the notions of openness, generosity and re-
spect. 
Daily-life-centered groups 
These are groups of people sharing the same space (neighborhood, 
street, village) and where the a im of the group meetings is to build a 
sen$e of community. One example among many is the group operating 
in Amsterdam. In these groups. there was generally a tension between 
the small core-group of organizers (sometimes. like in Amsterdam, 
consisting only of one Muslim and one Christian), who possess more 
knowledge and experience in interreligious encounter, and the occa-
sional or regular visitors of the meet ing. In these groups. ·diversity · 
was the key word. Most vis itors did not identify with existing church 
or mosque communities. and many had only very basic knowledge of 
the tenets of 'their' faith . l f the aims of the core-members, like build-
ing trust in the neighborhood, were to be met. this required ski llful 
operating and the employment of a great variety of methods and top-
ics. An absolute must for the success of neighborhood groups is that 
there is already a great amount of mutual trust and respect between the 
members of the core group. T hese people also needed skills in the 
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management of the irrner diversity of the more casual visitors. They 
had to take the input of these visitors seriously by involving them in 
the agenda of fi.iture meetings. This could lead to a sense of disconti-
nuity: one week, the visitors could be debating the birth stories of Je-
sus and Muhammad. reading text s from Scripture together. and the 
next week they might be exchanging recires for meals. Co re members 
needed to be able to handle thi s di sco ntinuit y by their awareness of the 
main target of the meetings . Also. the: had to be able to defuse possi-
ble conflicts bct\\'ccn more ·strict· and 11101\' ·Jibcral· Muslims and 
Ch ri stians. Because of the difkrcnces in ll'\el in the grour. there were 
also dirterences of po\,·er in deciding about the firture or the group. 
Organi;,ers of the grour needed to he ,l\\,ll"L' \lfthis. 
l\.fost of the e.,rlicit rules in these groups had to do with the need 
tti remind all particirant s of the mutual respect they owed to other 
grou p members. In order to build trust in till' local comm unity. they 
aim at the discover) of points in common in spite of the great diversi-
tv of the visito rs. 
l"hc reading or Scrirture in such grours i, the refore co ncentrated 
Ll11 the disemery of commonalities bct\\L'en till Bible and the Qur·an. 
'\Jarratives about the rrorhets as \\·ell as ,lcrnt1onal texts can be em-
pluyeJ. :\lthuugh the organizers m,t) he dl\drL of the complex ity 111 
the exegesis of suc h texts. this is not a topic for the \isito rs. 
J'opic-ct'llfert'd groups 
These are groups where all members decided on a 
1
)rogram of study or 
conversation on a number of topics of interest. The all-male discus-
sion group in Rotterdam is a case in point. but so is the gro up ·daugh-
ters of Hagar and Sara·. These groups usually attract a membership of 
well educated and committed Christians and Muslims (as well as 
Jews. in the case of the Daughters of I !agar and Sara). They come 
together to discuss religious and social topics. and they frequently 
read Scripture texts together. In these groups. not all participants iden-
tified completely with the majority in their religious community. 
Many had become invo!Yed in dialogue groups precisely because they 
were critical of a more parochial. exclusivist community identity. 
Some chose a deliberately critical perspective within their community, 
like the ·Daughters of Hagar and Sara·. who are mostly reading Scrip-
ture from a gender justice perspective. 22 This does not mean that these 
21 
With Grung. I prefer thi s term to ·temini sm·. as gender justice is more inclusive. Cf. Grung. Gender .lustict'. 370. 
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participants are not involved in or aware of the current debates in their 
own mosque or church. They often experience the need to explain ' the 
way we are ' to their conversation partners, becoming in a way inter-
preters of their ·own' tradition and so taking ownership of their com-
munity's frame of reference. So, where the visitors of the daily life-
centered groups and the narrative-centered groups experience them-
selves mainly as individuals, and the participants of the community-
centered groups see themselves mostly as representatives of their 
community. the participants of topic-centered groups take the middle 
ground between these alternatives. They see themselves as bridge-
builders between communities. In their capacity of builders, they need 
to translate constantly. So. ·1runsla1ion' is the key word in the rule-
book of these groups. Rules exist to prevent the more powerful from 
c!eciding upon the frame of reference. or to lay down the hermeneuti-
cal rules in the group. In some groups, for instance. there is an iron-
clad rule that a Christian may never explain the Qur' an to a Muslim. 
The Christian may only say: · l have the idea that Musi ims explain this 
Qur'anic verse in this way. am I right' /' Also . great attention is paid in 
these groups to points of disagreement and tension. as the example 
from the Daughters of Hagar and Sara shows. Other groups recog-
ni zed the suggested approach that yo u talk abo ut di fticult issues in the 
-r form. 
4. The Focus Groups on the di lemm as 
Insider or outsideri 
When one is panicipating in a shared reading. there is the risk or the 
one group being defined in nppos it inn to the other group. You arc 
present ·as a Muslim · or ·as a Christian·. not as yourself. 1'11c co111111u-
nities ser\'e as \\Cll dc!incJ units "ith clear-cut bounlbrics. \\'hat \\ C 
learn from the groups i-.. l'll thL· \1l1C hunJ. that it is \Cr: important to 
guard the boundaries bct\\L'Cll l,utsidc rs and insiders. and. on thL' other 
hand. that these boundariL'S arc constant!: shitting. 
Sometimes. in the dialogue groups. a nC\\ ·,,c · would c111crge : the 
members o f the group started to c:,;perienec their kilo,\ 111c111bers as 
an in-gro up. Thi s happened must in the topie-orienteJ groups anJ in 
the sto ry-te ll ing groups. hir instaneL·. in the Daughters or Hagar and 
Sara. the women discll\crcd that the: shared their position as \\llll1Cl1 
(relationships. mutherh,H,dl a~ \,ell a~ a certain critical stance lO\\ard~ 
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their religious communities. 23 The men in the Rotterdam group shared 
their position as relatively young, highly educated city dwellers. who 
were also committed members of their mosque or church. Ifa group is 
able to create this sort of ·common we '. if they become ·insiders ' to 
each other. the impact of the .;hared reading of Scripture is very great. 
They can learn to trust each other so wel I that they are able to reach 
new level s of understanding of the text. As one participant remarked: 
·Jr yo u have a more homogeneous group. you arc ab le to go more 
deeply into the text'. 
Th is common ·we· was far less noticeable in the da ily life-
centered groups and the community-centered groups. In the first type 
of groups. there was a co nstant cominp and going of very different 
persons; in the second instance. the community leaders were very 
carefu l to gua rd the proper boundaries between their co mmunities. On 
the ot her hand, in a more private setting there was the possibility to 
build mon.: mutual trust and a ·common 11c· bct\veen some members 
of these groups. Some or the communit\ kadcrs. for instance. cou ld 
ha\·c deep tics of friendship \.Vith their colleges from across the reli-
1:ious houndary. and so d id the li)undn, of mall\ neighborhood 
grnurs. In spite of the foct that 111 ,omL· gruups. a ne\\ ·common we· 
u>uld ari,e. hO\\t'\Cr. the groups p,iinkd lllll 1h It tl1L·;, \\Crc nen:rthc-
k,,. \L'r\ care1·u1 \\ith the distincti\lll hL'l11c·c·11 111s1ders and outsiders. 
I he;, had e\reriences \\ ith sudden L'l'ISL's 111 the· group 11 here suddenly 
il1L· c,>nse11sus \1ould he hn1ken. ·br:1c·I· 11.1, .i l\lpic or pain and \'UJ-
nerability for the Daughters of Hugar and Sara. for instance. Then th-.: 
boundaries bet\1een ·Chri stinns· .. k\\s· :ind ·Muslims· would shift 
hack into position again. In such u si tuation. the gcncrat i\'C themes of 
·respect' for dilfrrences and ·translation· of meanings were brought in 
to action. The first ster to deflate the possible conflic t would be to 
respect the fact that thc:re \\erc differences in the group: the second 
step \\·o uld he to translate \\ hat this topic 111ec111t for each participant 
personally. ·Translation· here means that tilL' rarric ipants would not 
only operate as ·insiders· in their O\\,ll tradition. hut also assume the 
rosit ion of outs iders to their tradition. as they had to expla in their po-
sition in terms that \\'ere understandahk for their Jclkm group mem-
bers. They would opera te as · insidersloutsiders ·. 2·1 
~, Although not all women would call their position ·tc:minisr'. 
"Cf Farid Esack. !he ()ur 'an .1 Shor, lmroduc1io11. Ox ford 2002. 3. 
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Sameness or d([ference '! 
For all the groups concerned, it was important that they departed from 
a certain ' common ground·. As was explained above, in the phase of 
trust building it is necessary that the group members do not experience 
the others as strangers with whom one has nothing in common. This 
did not mean that the groups considered the differences between Islam 
and Christianity as superficial. Yet, there were different accents in 
their approach to differences and commonalities. The narrative-
oriented groups mostly tended to harmonize differences, but in the 
discussion of the stories they discovered that there were differences in 
the interpretation of stories between traditions. These differences were 
also noticeable in the way participants could identify with the charac-
ters in the narratives. For some, it would have been disrespectful to 
have implied criticism of a person like Moses or Abraham. whereas 
for others this was not so dinicu\t. The d ifferences that appeared be-
neath the surface similarities vvere not always di scussed extensive ly. 
For the community-oriented gro ups. the difle rences betwee n the 
communities were obvious. ·1 he: saw thcse communities as ·houses· 
that could be visiteu by outsidl'. ·guests· . \n the daily -li fe groups. then; 
were many di fferences bet\,een thl'. visitors. but it ,, as more dirlicult 
to attach these differcnc..:s exc\usin:\::, to the rel igious hack.ground ur 
the participant s. They were pcn.:l'.iH:d more as individual differences. 
and the inner di,·e rsit:- of the communities ,,as more ob, ious than 
with the community-orirntcd groups. The topic-or iented groups \\ere 
very much aware u1· di!frrl'.nce:--. and the::, also tl'.ndl'.d to ascrilx: theSL' 
dilTcrenccs pardy to thl'. n.:li111t1us hack.ground or the participants. and 
part \y to the d iffl'.rence~ i 11 cu ltuw I hm:l--l:'n1und. 
5, The pcrspcctin: uf trnn-;formati, c hospitalit~ 
Lool--ing back tu the effort~ \ll. participants in l'.nClH1ntcr l:'n,up~ ,,I 
Muslims and Christian'i in the. ·ethcrlands. \\e sl'.e that the:- are a,,arc 
of both the differences and the cnmmona\itics bL't,,ccn their Scripture~ 
and their traditions of intcrprLlation. Dl'.pendinl:' on the nature of each 
group. the gcneratiw themes ·respect ·, ·Ji,crsity· . ·mutual hospita\i-
t) · and ·translation proce~ses· ,,ere at the centre of their way of lirnc-
tioning. These themes p\a) a role in three essays by Paul Ricoeur on 
the proces'> oftrans\atinn. 25 
'' Paul Ki cocur. 011 /ruw l,uin11. I uml,111 ,,nJ '.',~\\ YorJ.. 200(1. 
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In a way, Ricoeur argues, the translator is serving two masters at 
the same time: the ' foreign' author and the reader, with whom he 
shares the same ·native' language. The reader is resisting the idea that 
anything foreign can be brought in to his mother tongue, whir;h is 
. d. bl 26 umque an mcompara e. 
And it is true, each language is unique. just as each religion is. It 
would be betrayal to each language to assume that languages are 
·more of the same'. And yet, people cross borders. seek to understand 
each other and start translating from one language in to the other. How 
can we explain the human ability to translate? Many people have giv-
en the answer: ·because underneath the seemingly endless variety of 
languages. there is a hidden unity. Once. there was an original lan-
guage. the language of paradise. A common origin in the past is then 
the uniting principle. 
27 
Others look for the underlying unity by trying 
to develop a universal language. A common foture for all languages is 
fo reseen. But these attempts. both to find the original language and to 
deve lop a super-language are bound to fo il. 28 
In the same way. earlier attempts to construe a ·generalised reli-
gion · have Jailed. Each remains unique and incomparable. The at-
tempt s to creak a commo n relig ious language .ire often perceived by 
the adherents of religious communities as imperialistic projects. ro b-
bing their communit:, of all colour and ~pecilicii:. 
But if languages arc incommensurable. ho11 is it ever poss ible fo r 
speakers of difterent languages to real I: understand each other? And 
ho11 can you understand the human abilit) to trans late·) There is no 
apr iori theory e:,;pfaining how \\'c can com111t111ica1<: or tak ing away 
our an:,;iety about the gaps in understanding. We can only point out 
!hat people ha1e been translating hack and f<)rth :d i the time. Th <.; work 
()ftranslators bct11el'n languages. cu ltures or rL'l1gions is never perfec t. 
\\'ha1 thL·1 can achic1L' is not PL'rli:ctit)ll. but E1ithfulncss. linguist ic 
hospitalit:. :,, I he foithtiil transl;1t\l! 1s tr:, lllg It) dn justice to tl;e lan-
guage he translates from as 11cll as he lo)al It> the language he trans-
1.ite:, 111. :--.u . It 1:, th· lr<1n,btor ,rnd nu1 ,1111w llll/,lf,1c· outside standard 
11fjudgmcnt that enahks rhe \1lwle proc-?ss 11( transla tion. This is a 
risky prncess. RicoL'Ur puirns out thut there I\ ,tl11a ~s the chanc<.; of 
betrayal. in spite of the attempt on the part ofth<.; tnu{slator to be loya l 
_, Op. c i1.. 5. 
-- Op. cit.. 16. 
" Op. cit.. I 7. 
" Op. c it.. 23. 
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to both sides. 30 Nevertheless. translators go back and forth between 
languages. cultures and religions. aiming at the faithful and loyal 
bridging of the gaps hetween communities. In our dialogue groups 
they learn to translate the messages of their respective Scriptures back 
and forth. 
There is no guarantee that interreligious reading in a dialogue con-
text may lead to success. We can only hear from some participants 
a llerwards that they ha,·e experienced moment s of real transformation. 
Anne Hege Grung gives the follo"ving definition of interreligious 
dialogue: ·a mutual encounter hetween equal parties. without hidden 
agendas. not aiming at transforming the other. but at taking part in a 
mutual translormat;on that ma) happen through the encounter. .1 i 
In taking the experiences ,,ithin dialogue groups seriously . \\e can 
see that they all attach great importance to respect. faithfulne ss and the 
tolerance of difference. \'hese may he brought together under the 
lll·ading of,vhat !Zic\leur call:,, ·\inµuistic hospitality'. Such a forrn or 
openness and tlexibilit:, i11 lo:,altics may sornctimes end up in trans-
forming the mcmhn:,, ll. ,\1-1\tlgue !:'.lllllJ•~ 111 1hc11 cumer:,,atiu11, "11\1 
their o,,n Scripture a11d the Snipture:,, ,ll' uthcr,-
Appendix 
l'reli111i11u1y (j11l'.1tio1111u1r,' /iir hic11, Ciro11f) .lfrl'li11g. 
I. Who took the initiati,c to ti.nm your gruup and why'? 
2. Who is responsible li.lr the organi1.atio11· 1 
3. What is your target group·., 
4. What is the aim nl':,uur mcctings·.1 
5. What parts/ narrati\\.:s/thcmes of Scripture did : ou share '1 
6. \.Vhat is the structure nfthe cn\1\ersation·) 
7. \.Vhere do ,ou meet ') 
8. What is the feedback of the participants0 
9. During the meeting. ,,hat arc topics of discussion/debate. and ho,, 
do participants handle the Jiscussion·l 
10. Are there any difficulties or dead enJs. and ho\\ do you respond to 
them0 
11 . Are there any comments Crom the larger community about this 
group? 
3
'' Op. cit.. 8. 
H Urung. (il'lhlt:r .lu.,Jh L'. 59. 
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12. Are you aware of other groups in your area that are engaged in 
shared readings of Scripture? 
Topic listjorfocus group interviews. Aims a/the group 
What are the aims of the group and what are the conscious or uncon-
scious rules of behaviour within the group? 
Insider or outsider! 
How does the group pay attention to possible power differences? rs 
Scripture explained in terms of the group that ·owns' it? Where are 
moments of shared ' we ' in the group, where are moments of es-
trangement, also vis-a-vis the texts? 
Sameness or difference? 
In what ways is attention paid to the similarities m the texts? How 
does the group deal with differences? 
Translation processes 
Who chooses the texts0 Are Lhcrc instances \\ hen the group mem bers 
deve lop new terms in try ing lo c:-;plain the k:,;t to ·outsiders ' ? Give 
examples of new meanings coming out of the discussion? 
Theology of Dialogue 

Introduction 
1 ·11/ker Klis/er 
The distinction bet wci.:n a thi.:ulogy or Jialogue and a theology or reli-
gions is programmatic. 1 While the latter in my understanding is re-
flecting from an internal Christian po int or view upon the role of other 
religions within its own thought system. a theology of dialogue cross-
es this very boundary and takes into consideration the positio n of the 
other. This differentiation is based on the observation that each and 
every religion faces an i.:xclusivism-inclusivism dilemma. In Chri st ian 
tem1s the question is. whether ad herents or other religions arc exc lud-
ed from salvation when they Jo not convert to Christianity or whether 
they are always already included in God·s grace no matter what. The 
third option suggested by the postmodern pluralist theology of reli-
gions. namely that all religions are equal ways to salvation in their 
own right, on closer analysis turns out to be a sublime inclusivism as 
well. The suggested way from the ecclesiocentrism or Christocentrism 
of the exclusivist position to the theocentrism of the inclusivist model 
and finally to a position beyo nd the theism/ non-theism of the pluralist 
option takes seriously neither the Christian tradition nor the identity of 
the other religions. 
Contrary to the assertion of some representatives of the pluralist 
theology of religions Christo logy does not have to be circumvented . 
The kenosis, the self humiliation or emptying of Jesus Christ and his 
way of the cross are theological patterns that emphasize an attitude of 
vulnerability and respect towards the other. The Trinity. which is also 
1 Cf. Volker Klister. Who. with whom. about what? Exploring the Landscape of lnter-
reli gious Dialogue. in: Exchange 33 . 2004. 73 -92: id .. Einfi.ihrung in die /111erkulturelle Theo-
logie. Gottingen 201 \. 
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rega rded as an obs tacle in some intcrrt.·ligiou s encoun ters. can be in-
terpreted as a Chri sti an way of thinking plural it:,, The perichoresis. the 
mutual penetration of the three persons of the trinity or the unity of 
immanent and economic trinity as well as pncumatology as such. are 
often referred to in this regard, 
By crossing the borders of the Christian frame of reference and 
conmrnnity a theology of dialogue creates an interstitial or third space, 
Whoever crosses these borders makes him or herself vulnerable to the 
other. This vulnerability applies also to one ·s own community, which 
may be suspicious about whoever has been .. out there" and encoun-
tered the other, Still a theology of dialogue does not mean giving up 
one's own position. To the contrary. if one cannot take a stance and 
give witness to his or her faith convictions, how can a dialogue evolve 
at all? This is true also for other believers in relationship to his or her 
conmrnnity as welJ as their Christian counterpart The third space is 
therefore not a space free of power, but minors the power relation-
ships of the communities involved through the participants in the dia-
logue. Nevertheless, those who are willing to cross boarders, both 
forth and back, are important in keeping these borders open and com-
municating interreligious knowledge in both directions. Basically 
there are three types of interreligious dialogue, The dialogue of life is 
pre-conceptual and focuses on ethical issues enhancing 'neighborolo-
gy' among the common people. The dialogue of the heart is post-
conceptual and brings together the mystics of the different religious 
traditions in their spiritual quest. Finally. because it challenges loyal-
ties to the doctrinal systems of the respective religions and their 
learned representatives. the conceptual dialogue of the mind is the 
most conflict-ridden, .. Agreeing to disagree .. is often the outcome of 
these nevertheless necessary encounters. 
M. Amin Abdullah and Syafa'atun Almirzanah describe how in-
terreligious dialogue began to flourish in Indonesia from a Muslim 
perspective by pointing out the function of the peculiar Pancasila con-
stitution and the roles that universities. intellectuals and NGO·s have 
played in this process, Emanue l Gerrit Singgih focuses on the para-
digm shift in the Christian discourse in lndonas ia from religious free-
dom to religious pluralism and its conseq uences for the relationship 
between mission and dialogue, My own contribution reflects on the 
cxhi bitio n that \Vas held in conjunct ion \\ it h the conference in Yogya 
that brought together Christian and Mu s] im an ists initiating a .. Dia-logue through the Arts ... 
Celebrating Differen ces through Dialogue in Indon es ia. 
The Significance of Understanding Religions Today 
M. Amin Abd11/lai1 and Syafa 'atun Almir:::.anah 
Interfaith dialogue is one or the most impressive intellectual discours-
es of the 20111 century. lt became the topic of the day. from the fo rmal 
frira of academia to popular discussion in the cafes. Like any other 
phenomenon, it does not stand by itself. Lt emerged as a result of many 
factors. One of them. if not the most important. is what Gilles Kepe l 
called the ··crisis or modernity" .. 
1 
With the exception of those who a priori reject such discussion. a 
lot of people assume that the intensity and quality of the dialogue will 
inc1ease in the future. 2 Even today. there is no more discussion about 
the importance of the dialo gue. but rather about what is the most ap-
propriate approach/method for the dialogue, and how the dialogue can 
yield praxis consciousness at the grass root level and not only at the 
academic or intellectual levels. 
The contemporary globalizing context of religious pluralism is un-
like any of its precursors in that never before have so many different 
religious communities and individuals existed in such close proximity 
to - and even interdependence on - one another. The very existence of 
the fairly recent interreligious movement is an indication that today 
the world's religions are interacting on an unprecedented scale. 
1 Gilles Kcpel. The Revenge of Cod The Resurgence of Islam. Christianity and Judaism in the 
Modem ll'orld. Pennsyh an ia 1993. 19 1. 
2 Just one current example:\.\ akcd Ei-Ansar> and David Is.. Linnan (eds) . . \11,slim and Ou'is-
tian (.;ndersranding: Theory and Applicat ion of "A Common ll'ord ". Ne" York 20 I 0. for the 
Indonesian context cf. J.B. Bana" iratma d al .. Dialog .-l11tarnmar Be,·agama: Gag(l5all da11 
f'rakrik di Indonesia [Dialogue w no11g. ldhl'rt' llfS of Religions · Ideas a11cl Practice in Indone-
sia]. Jakarta 20 I 0. 
3-W \ I. . I 111111. I hc/11//,i/1 dlld .\ 1 <1/<1 ·u111n l/111ir::cinoh 
Oprim,lil:, spc:1h1nl,.'. 11c !ind rh,11 our 1anous rraditions share so mc 
or rhc same l'undarnc111al 1·,ilues rhar each llf us cher ish in our own 
religions. albe it expressed in dif'ii.:renr 11;1:, s. \\ 'c also realize that we 
are be ing cha ll enged 10 articularc our 01111 ri.:ligious identities in an 
increas ingly religiously plura l setting 11 here other~· are. in many ways. 
li stening and asking questions or us as we do so. What this means is 
that whether we like it or not 10 he relix iou.1 lociay is to he interreli-gious. 
Friedrich Max Muller·s famous dictum "l le who knows one reli-
gion knows none", is perhaps large ly referring in his own scholarly 
context to those who aspired to become expert s in the study of a par-
ticular religious tradition. Yet today, this dictum seems to have signif-
icance well beyond the membership of the American Academy of Re-
ligion and similar sc holarly soc ieties. In today·s increasingly reli-
giously plural soc ial contexts. these ½ords suggest that a failure to 
engage pluralism, including in this case to engage multiculturalism, is 
an act of self-marginalization within our own social contexts. 
They also suggest that, without some understanding of the faith 
and culture of our neighbor, the religious person (or community) liv-
ing in a religiously and culturally plural society cannot even under-
stand oneself (or itself). Thus, the understanding of religions is vital 
because of the massive power that religions have wielded. something 
that no one can deny. We can ask ourselves whether one can under-
stand any culture and history - political or social - without under-
standing the relevant religions. 
I. Indonesia as a Pluralistic and Pancasila State: No dhimmi in 
Indonesia 
Plurality is a fact of our contemporary world. both on a global scale 
and on the level of specific societies. Throughout most of recorded 
history, humanity has experienced a rich plurality of religions. This is 
due to the manifoldness of the divine revelation and of its human pur-
suit in different cultures. "Religions are many and varied and they 
reflect the desire of men and women throughout the ages to enter into 
relationship with the Absolute Being". 3 
Theological exp lanations of this plurality vary from tradition to 
tradition as well as within a single trad ition. Tn the Abrahamic faiths 
such explanations tend to fall into t1,,10 disrinct. but not always mutual-
1 
Pope: John Paul II in J\s isi. ~7 Oc1 1986. 
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ly cxclusiw. catc\?.nries. I 11-:rc arc thosl.: c:-.rlanations that attribute 
religious rlurality either to ignorance ot' the truth. or pcnnsity in the 
face of truth. Yet there arc other e:-.rlanations that suggest that reli-
gious plurality is somehow a ran of the di\'inc design to bring human-
ity together as one family before God. Suffice to say that it is this sec-
ond category of explanations that one most often finds at the theologi-
cal heart or efforts at interfaith dialogue. 
For many Western observers. or course, Indonesia is not what first 
comes to mind when one thinks or the Muslim world. The average 
Westerner is perhaps more fam iliar with its ancient Hindu-Buddhist 
temples and graceful Balinese arts than with the fact that Indonesia -
the fou rth most populous nat ion in the world - is also the world's 
largest majority-Musl im country. Some 88 percent of this nation· s 220 
to 230 million people officially profess Islam. On these grounds alone. 
what Indonesian Muslims think and do should be a matter of general 
interest. 
Plurality is also the very texture of Indonesia. In terms of religion 
in Indonesia. many researchers maintain that there is a demographic 
paradox: despite the huge Muslim majority population, Indonesia is 
constitutionally not an Islamic state. On the other hand, it is not a sec-
ular stat~ either. Constitutionally it is a unitary state that embodies and 
simplifies a philosophy called Pancasila (''Five Principles"). These 
principles are: 
( 1) Belief in the one Supreme God; (2) a just and civilized human-
ity; (3) the unity of Indonesia; (4) democracy led by the wisdom of 
unanimity arising from deliberations among representatives of the 
people; and (5) social justice for the whole people of Indonesia. 
Therefore, Muslims' acceptance of Pancasila is no doubt one of the 
most important roots of pluralism in Indonesia. 
Despite its religious diversity. Indonesia has until recently been 
generally known as a country \Vhere a number of great world religions 
meet and develop in peaceful co-existence. The region is also known 
as one of the least Arabicizcd areas throughout the Muslim world. 
Pancasila can be viewed as a secular as well as an equality defini-
tion of monotheism since religion is defined as ethics and separated 
from the state. This is the fo undation which made it possible to over-
come the tension between Islam and a secular national state in lndone-
.\ I . I 111i11 . I hd11/!<1h c111d .\ 1 ·utu ,111111. I /111ir::unuh 
sia and tll dcmo11:>tratc a succe;;s/ ul patte rn lc11· kirmonious unit y of 
cultura l-ethnieall_\ and rel ig.ioush dil fr ring n1 111 muni ties.~ 
Hasa m l'ibi in an art ic le in l·m11k/111wr. l!lge111e111(' Zeitung Octo-
her 27. 1995 . opines that the /\rah corL' countries or Islamic ci\'iliza-
tio n have neither a cu lt ural-et hni cal and religious fo undat ion fo r inner 
reace, nor can ortcr an econom ica lly successfu l dcvclormcnt mode L 
despi te their oil -based rrosrcr it_\ . Thcrcl<.l re the ques tion comes up 
\\ hether it is Southeast Asia. that is Indonesia. that wil l become the 
center of Is lamic ci\·il iza tion as it mo\'L'S into the 21 ' ' cent ury because 
of' it s model capab il ities. 
It is important to note the deliniti lln or a tokrant and plu ralistic 
mo notheism by then Pres ident Sukarno. \\ ho descr ibed the first prin-
cip le or Pancasila as fo llows: 
It' s the princi ple of be lie f in God . It rneans that all ln donc:s ians believe in 
God in the sen se that the Christi ans be lieve in God in harmony with th e 
teachings of Jes us Christ. th e Mus lirn s in lin e wi th th e teachings of Muham-
mad, th e Buddhists practice th eir relig ion as prescribed in the ir holy scrip-
tures. But we a ll togeth er believe in God . The Indonesian state is a state 
where every beli ever can worship God accordin g to hi s own choice of reli-
g ion. Th e Indones ian people believe in God in a refined manner that is with-
out the egoism of any one relig ion. 
Thi s Pancasila definition of monotheism is a clear-cut deviation 
fro m the traditional Islamic Dhimmi5 principle. Pancasila puts Mus-
lims. Christians, Hindus and Buddhists on an eq ual level. That is r.ot 
only a revolution in Islamic thinking but also a translation of the mys-
tica l ideas of the great Sufi Muslim [bn Ara bi into a political program. 
The Sufi Islamic tolerance and its rejection of any dogmatism has be-
come the basis of political reality in Indonesia. 
In Indonesia, non-Muslims are not "dhimmi.1'' but citizens of 
equal standing. It offers a model for an equal definition of Islam and 
Christianity, which is also extended to Buddhism, Hinduism and Con-
fucianism, religions which are not mentioned in Islamic revelations. 
' In the state administration. Indonesia has a special ministry in charge to administer religious 
atTairs. the Ministr) of Religious Affa irs. It has five Directorates General. namely the Directo-
rate General of Islam. the Directorate General of Catholicism. the Directorate General of 
Protestanti sm, the Directorate Genera l of Buddhism and the Directorate General of Hinduism. 
' A dhimmi may be defined as a person with accountab ili!) and inviolability (holiness), he is 
granted human ri ghts and constitutional ri gh1 s. [n classical [slamic j uri sprudence th~ term 
dhimmah means accountabilit) and inviolability. whi ch is usually termed personhood in 
modem legal di scourse. Dhimmah is also commonly understood as "protecti on" , "treary·· and 
"peace" because ii is a treaty tha1 puts non-M uslims under ihe protection of Muslims (it is the 
concept of the righis of mi norii it:s }. 
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Thus. re ligious harmony exceeds by for the parable of Lessing as 
demonstrated by Indonesia : it has to embrace the other world re li-
gions, and Indonesia represents here a mode l fo r peace. Even today 
one finds in Indonesia a blei1d or C1dC1£ (loca l customs and traditions 
often from pre-Islamic times) and religious Islamic rules . The result is 
an Indonesian version of Islam that is, t~ot seldom but often, quite in-
dependent. 
The former Indones ian Minister for Religious Affairs, and the 
founding father of Comparative Religion in Indonesia, the late Prof. 
Dr. H. A. Mukti Ali , on the occasion of the First Conference on Islam-
ic Civilization, caused consternation among his audience when de-
scribing adal as the nucleus of Indonesian Islam. Responding to the 
provocation that this would not be Islamic and that he would have to 
decide whether he is Muslim or Indonesian, he stated: "I am an Indo-
nesian and a Muslim." 
Indeed, most Indonesians are Muslims, and the rest are Christian 
(Catholic and Protestant), Hindus, Buddhist. Confucians; there is even 
a very small Jewish community. The reality of religious pluralism is 
not just a matter of the historical past , but also a reality of the living 
present, reflected in curiosity about other religions, studying them at 
various levels and reading each other's scripture . As we do so, we are 
often inspired by each other·s insights and practices. 
Pluralism is more than to leration. Pluralism necessitates a will-
ingness to build constructive understanding about "others" . Thus, plu-
ralism is a dialogue. The Qur·an commands dialogue (shura) for prob-
lem solving. God has given us the way to plurali sm. and every prob-
lem should be solved by dialogue. 
2. Reconstructing "diversity" 
In this situation. it is impo rtant to reconstruct ··diversity .. in the current 
social change. Divers ity is a fac t and cannot be avoided but more im-
portant is how diversity can built the spirit of pro-existence. Diversity 
can result in a commitment to build Indonesian justice and harmony. 
Diana Eck (2002) . the director of the Plura li sm Project at Harvard 
University, highlights the meaning o f plura lism. That is. pluralism is 
an ac:1ive engagemc111 in divers ities and di fferences . Diversity necess i-
tates a par1 ic ipo1i1·e ullilllcl<'. thus plura li sm actually is about fact and 
rea lity. and not al:xi11t theologica l differe nces. It means that on the IC\-
el of thco logy. \Ve ha\c to admit that e\ery relig ion has it s O\,n rituals 
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that differ trom one religion to others. On the socia l leveL pluralism is 
more than ·admitting · differences. we need active engagement be-
tween communities to build togetherness/coo peration. Only by coop-
eration the nation will grow better. 
Thus. this new interpretation or pluralism in the Indonesian con-
text is crucial to avoiding fotal misunderstandings. what Edward W. 
Sa id called 111i.1interpn:1wion and 111i.1n-p!"l'.l"l'11tc11io11. The ri se of arbi -
trary interpretation or pluralism \\ill hme a ser il)US impact. especially 
for di\·ersit:, itself. 
,\ grcnt nation is a nation that c.111 recon.,1ruct pluralism to build 
lllgL'lilL-rness and unit\ 111 di\ersit:, . ..\s D1<111a h:k sa id . pluralism is a 
process llf co ntinuous creati\ it:,. bec.1u:-,c pluralism is an etfort to 
solve the rrobk:111 ol'di\ersit:,. and not an L'llort 10 di\ide. let alone to 
create social unrest. 
3. The Role of Universities in Dialogue/Ac tive f<~ngagement 
Academically. it can be said that the dc'partment of the comparative 
study of rel igion in the faculty of theology in the l~lamic University in 
Indonesia. is the pioneer of dialogue. The department was established 
in 196 l by Prof Dr. 1--l. J\. Mukti Ali. it s first dir.-.:ctor. He was a stu-
dent or Wilfred Cantwell Smith at Mc(iiil l .J ni\crsity. Montreal , Can-
ada. When he was appointed as a Minister of Religious Affai rs (Sep-
tember 1971 ). his primary interest was intcrreligious harmony. In fact. 
others had undertaken the quest fo r religious harmony before him. 
Leaders of religions held a meeting to discuss re ligious harmony in 
Indonesia. At this meeting, Muslim leaders objected to Christian 
evangelization among Muslims. 6 The Protestant and Catholic leaders 
maintained. however. that evangelization of all peoples is one of their 
responsibilities according to their religion. Ultimately. no agreement 
could be reached, and the dialogue failed. 
Mukti Ali continued the effort. but in a different way. According 
to the former model. religious leaders were invited to be the main par-
ticipants. One of Mukti Ali"s principal contributions to the develop-
ment of this dialogue was to shift the foc us from religious leaders to 
academics with expertise in religion or related fields from premier 
institutions such as the Institute of Islamic Studies, major Christian 
6 
Th Sumartono in hi s thesis written in 197 1 used the term ··prosd)1 is111··. Ct: hi s unpublished 
thes is Soal-Soai Theologis Dalam Penemuan .~mar Agama !Thc:oiogical Matters in the En-
counter of Religions]. Sekolah Theologia Djl. Proklamasi 27. Djakarta 197 I. 42. 
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schools of theology. and major graduate programs from a variety of 
different universities. lf in the fo rmer efforts, the initiator was the 
government (top-down). in Mukti-Ali"s era this changed to initiators 
who were themselves experts (bottom-up). If in the former the subject 
discussed was theological problems, in his era the theme discussed 
was "development" and the role or place of religion in the develop-
ment process. He established a theory of'"living in religious harmony" 
(kerukunan hidup beragama). and '·dialogue". His very well known 
concept is "agree in disagreement". 
lt should be noted, however, that until 1971 in Indonesia, no one 
was talking about religious harmony and the means necessary to sup-
port it. Since independence. the relationship between the state and 
religion had been a hotly contested issue. Religious people feared that 
Indonesia would become a secular state. Conversely. people also 
feared that Indonesia would become a theocratic state. Mukti Ali also 
took these problems into consideration . He did not agree with those 
who insisted that religion ought to be a strictly personal affair. In Pan-
casila as the way of life of the nation. the belief in one God is a life 
ethos for the Indonesian people. Thus. he came up with the phrase. 
"Indonesia is not a secular state. but it is not a theocratic state either. 
Indonesia is a Pancasila state·· . At times he also said that Indonesia is 
a socio-religious state. 
In order to stimulate the effo rts fo r interreligious harmony. the 
Department of Comparati ve Religio n at the Islamic University o f In-
donesia, Sunan Kalij aga Yogyakarta. also founded an Indonesian 
branch of the International Assoc iation for the History o [ Religion in 
1990. In 1993 this depa1 ment took the initiati ve to convene a nat ional 
conference. commemorating the l 893 World Parl iament of Re ligions 
held in Chicago. Prominent members of Hinduism. Buddhism and 
Christianity were im ited. Dr. Sularso Sopater. Genera l Chairman of 
the Indonesian Council of Churches. delivered a speech on the future 
of religious plura li sm. \\hile two l lindus from Bali. I Gust i Ngurah 
Bagus and I Ketut \Viana also spo ke about the themes of pluralism 
and the pan icipation of religions in national de\'elopment. Finally the 
Congress adopted the te:..J ol" a dec laration express ing the same 
themes. The conterern.:c also inaugurated the National Foundation for 
the Study of I ntene\i !:_:it1us I \arinun:. \\ hich later started an intcrna-
tiumtl journal pubii~hu: ·1, I 11g\1sh. N.l'iigw.10. l11douc·s ia11 .luurnal ()11 
Religious llarmon:. lhc -1,,,,ciati,rn busted an l;\IIR Regiunal l"un-
!'crcnce on Religiuu\ l larnH1n,: \>rnbkms. Practice and hlucati,,n in 
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Yogyakarta and Semarang, Indonesia. 27 September - 3 October 2004. 7 
Actua lly. since the I 960s, discussions have been initiated among 
yo ung Muslim inte llec tuals abo ut the visions or the Islamic student 
organization for the future Islamic soc iety. One of the results of the 
ensui ng hea ted debates was a greater awareness on the part o f some 
Muslim leaders of the plura listic character or Indonesian soc iety. 
Pointi ng to the fo urth pillar of the Pancasila. many agreed that mutual 
,k libera tion and co nsensus should include. 011 equa l term. representa-
tives horn other re ligious groups in helping dctine the fi.1ture ideolog i-
cal and mo ral orientatio n o r! ndonl'sians. In lh<.' task of nat ion building 
C\'er) group should participate and no one. these Muslims included. 
cou ld force others to accept an outcomL' against their wi ll. 
In 1980 a forum was established through the Department o r Reli-
gious Affa irs \\here relig ious ques tions and lllattns o ( interfa ith re la-
tions could he discussed . Members o t't h<.' foru lll we re to be the leaders 
or dirkrent relig ious co mmunities. The fo rum was charged with con-
sidering the relationship of the fir st pillar or the Pancas ila. the belief in 
Supre me Cod. to the ot her pillars ,)r inclusi\ ·L' hulllani ty. nationali sm. 
consensus and social _jw;tice. In the come:-.1 nt this fo rum. leaders or 
th<.' religious communities han: th..:: chance to llll'l't and try to resolve 
issues that othern ise ~, ould be di s..::uss<.'d only ,,ithi n their individua l 
communities. 
The subsequent development or the rok· or the universiti es in 
mak ing dialogue was the establishment or Indones ian Consortium fo r 
Re ligious Studies (I CRS-Yogya) in 2006. This is a consortium of 
three uni vers ities: Gadjah Mada Univers ity (UGM). State Islamic 
University (UIN) Sunan Ka lijaga. and Duta Wacana Christian Uni ver-
sity (UKDW). Together they offer an internationa l PhD program in 
interrelig ious studies. This is the only doc toral program in interreli-
gious studies that is based in a major. mu lt i-re ligious national univer-
sity and cosponsored by Islamic and ChJistian universities. 8 
The primary strength of ICRS-Yogya is the st udy of Indonesian 
rel igions. especially !slam. Indonesia includes the largest and most 
dynamic Muslim population in the wo rld. !CRS-Yogya also has strong 
reso urces fo r the study of Indonesian Christian ity and can facilitate 
7 
Cf also Michael Pye and Ed ith Fr..mke (eds). Religious llam w ,n,: Problems. Practice and Education. Berlin 2006. 
s Cf the lea fl et. An Inter-Reli gious lntemar ional Ph.D. Program in Yogyakarra. ICRS (Indo-
nesian Consortium for Relig ious Studi es) -Yog_)a. Ed ition: March 20 1 t. 
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research on Balinese Hinduism, Indonesian Buddhism, Indonesian 
Chinese religions, and indigenous local religions. ICRS-Yogya en-
courages comparative study with religious movements in other parts 
of the world. Although this international PhD program is primarily 
academic, the daily social encounters among the lectures and the stu-
dents are very stimulating and significant for building bridges and 
mutual trust between different religious adherents and perhaps among 
their activists. 
Considering the pluralistic character of Indonesian society, it is 
clear that such contributions from each citizen would work toward 
complementarity and cooperation rather than supporting the domina-
tion of any one. It gives the opportunity to every religious group to 
develop a vision of socie ty that is rea lly inclusive. taking into account 
the rights and tasks of other communities as well as their own. The 
impetus for cooperation necess itates the identification of a theological 
rationale and justificat ion that acknowledges the existence of adher-
ents of other religions and fa iths. 
4. The Role of Intellectuals and NGOs 
There are severa l th inkers who arc significant contributors to this new 
form of conversation. One is Nurchol ish Madj id. known for his earlier 
attack against the .. Islamic state·· concept hera lded by the older gener-
ation. In his article. ·The ;\ctualizat ion of the Teaching of Ahlussun-
nah wal Jama ·a·· he de\e loped the theme that the understanding o fan 
cxci usivc Islamic society is unacceptab le in Indonesia. He cites histor-
ical precedent fo r an ant isectar ian perspecti\C. arguing that Musli ms 
should accept other interpretations of tru th pnw ided they arc conso-
nant with belief in Orn: Cilld. 1·11Us. he says. the exclusi\c claim ltl 
truth and knowkdge goes against the Word of God and its spirit. What 
is demanded from helien.'r" is mutual respect and undcrst:rnding. -\e-
cording to him. this inclusi ,e theology is no t the process of Islamic 
adaptation to modern ity. hut it is inherent in Islam. Afte r a brilliant 
career in the student rnowment and a PhD under Prof Fazlur Rahman 
in Chicago ( 198-+). he ~ct the tone fo r his later ,,u rk in Indonesia ,, ith 
the tit le of a book in 1987. l.1ll1111 ll\ Cl .\foe/cm C111(/ !11clo11t!sio11 FC1ill1. 
The two key words in his th inking are seculari zatio n and contex-
tualization. He used the ,er::, contro,ersial word seculari zat ion in tht.: 
earl y 1970s ( fo !km ing I Jar, e::, Co:-; s 7/1£' Sern/ur ( ·;,_,· and the posi-
tive interpretation ut" this tern, b: hicdriL:11 Gogartcn) to inJ icate the 
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necessity to make the message of the Qur'an concrete and relevant 
under new conditions in every society. Secular ization, according to 
Madjid, means bringing the ethical doctrines of Islam up-to-date. 
Modem Muslims should study the Qur'an and formulate the basic 
values found therein. These shou ld be the basis for the application of 
these values to a modern Islamic society. In the late 1980s the less 
controversia l word, contextualization, was used to indicate the perma-
nent task of finding new formulations for the ethical ca ll ofislam. 
From a wide reading of Western and Christian books, Madjid 
made many overtures towards Christian theologians. such as the fol-
lowing comment on Sura 3 :64: 
Say Peop le of the Book 1 Come nm, to a word common between us and you, 
that we serve none but God and that we associate not aught with Him. The 
Qur'an asks us , that is the followers of th e scriptural religions. not the adher-
ents of natural religions li ke animism or paganism, to abandon all practices of 
creating our own gods, in th e sen se that we have to free ourselves from ob-
jects that are binding and suffocatin g us spi ri tua l! ). Thi s is in line and identi-
cal with the meaning of th e first line of ou,· confession: I witness, that there is 
no god: thi s mean s: · 1 declare m)selffrcc from the lin1 itation s of fa lse bel iefs 
th at bind and suffocmc my spirit' Then. 111 order to complete this process of 
liberation. thi s stat..:ment has to he rnntinu,·d 111th· c·,ccpt All ah (al-I/a h. i. e. 
the true (,od) \1ho is unders t,xxl acrnrd111g II> th, doctrine 01· 1hc One and On-
1) Cnd. tu11hid 11/11/un·u ,ir strict 11w111llhc·"1 11 1111, I' the true theology of 
liherat1n11. 1f\1C. are :ilhmed to the' d LL·1111111 >llll!\ 1ha1 has becom e popular 
amongst Catholic 1·cl igious ac t1\ i:,ts in I .11 "' \1 >c·r1c 1. I h,·re 1s no true li bera-
tion ltir a hwnan 111divid11a l before s Ill' recd!) u hkrst.mds and tr uly practi ces 
these \1 ords in her or 111, Ii k." 
/\ noth l.' r b iding figure of cooperation bl.'t\\el.'11 i\,·fus lims and non-
l'vluslims in Indonesi a is Abdurrahman \\/ahid. a former president and 
elected general chairman of the Nahdlatul l llama (the biggest [slamic 
Soc ial Orga nization). in 1984. Generall y considered a trad itionalist. he 
is nonetheless not a proroncnt of a ki nd of froze n tuqlid. He enter-
tai ned that Muslims and non-Muslims must strugg le for the goal of 
Pancas ila together. And like >lurcho li sh. ht.' _j ustifies this by pointing 
to the jltro o f humankind. 
In the 1990s he was elecied as one of the presidents of the inter-
fa ith World Conference on Religion and Peace. During the aftermath 
of the Situbondo riots and the attacks on chu rc hes in 1996. he ordered 
0 
Nurcholis Madjid. Beberapa R<::nungan tcntang Kehidur an K.:agamaan untuk Generasi 
Mendatang [Some Reflections concerning the Religious Life tor the Com ing Generations]. in: 
Uumul Qur 'an 4. 1993. 4-25. 
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his youth organization, Anshor. to work together with Christian youth 
organizations to secure the safety of religious buildings. 
On the non-Muslim side, Religious leaders also feel the urgent 
need to develop standards of ethical and moral behavior relevant to 
their developing society. They have to come to some insight into theo-
logical meaning of such interdependence with adherent of other faiths 
in the context of the nation. The Communion of Churches in Indone-
sia, for example. offers an annual seminar in which representatives of 
the different religious communities are invited to share their insight on 
the challenges before them. The organization tries to contribute to the 
kinds of common efforts that are being envisaged and proposed by 
Muslim thinkers such as Nurcho li sh Madjid and Abdurrahman Wahid. 
There is a development in mutual understandi ng between reli-
gions. In Indonesia, besides the co ncern for interfaith dialogue in de-
partments of comparative re lig ion in several universities which has 
been increasing for ckcades. there is a lso notab le involvement in inter-
faith dialogue by NGOs. The Indones ian government is not the only 
body active in the lie Id nr interfaith relations . There an.: se\·eral pri\ate 
organiz~nions. commonly rckrred to as NGOs or non-governmental 
organizations. that deal \\ith the same issue. The most strik ing differ-
ence between government initiati,es and NGO policie s is that the lat-
ter combine socia l activism with interfaith commitment. The Lembaga 
Kajian Islam dan Sosial (LKIS. Foundatio n for the Study of Islam and 
Society) started in the early 1990,;; in Yogyaka11a is a debating club of 
yo ung Nahd latul lJla111a· students ;.111d sc holars. They dc\cloplxl ideas 
about civil society as a soc iet y in whic h the gnvernment shou ld not be 
the sole player in the political game so that many dilkrcnt parties 
could fultill their de111t11.:ratie rnlc. I he~ initiated contacts with peork 
who were not \luslim s . .1nd Je\otcd se\eral seminars to interfaith 
relat;ons. In 1993 tlK\ started a publishing house that issued . amorn..: 
others. studies about lfasan I lanati and translations of ,\orks by Alt 
Asghar Enginee1 and ,\bdullah an-Na · im. an author who is particular-
ly outspoken in his remarks ,,bout ;--.1usli111 atti tudes to women and to 
other religions. 
On the initiative of Protestants. lnstitut DlAN/lnterfidei (Dialog 
Antar Iman. Interfaith Dialogue) was founded on 20 December. 199 1 
in Yogyakarta. Indonesia by notaria l document no.38. and then public-
ly announced on l O August. 1992. 
The Institute does not represent institutional religion, but is a 
community of various religious adherents. The work ing scope of the 
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institution is not limited to the state-recognized religions (Islam, 
Christian, Catholicism, Hinduism, Buddhism), but includes all reli-
gious expression in Indonesian society, such as Confucianism, tribal 
religions and traditional beliefs. The institution serves as a forum, 
wherein religious thinking and faith concepts that evolve from the 
dynamics of discourses on pluralism, as well as real life encounters, 
are shared and discussed. 
DIAN is also active in the interdenominational struggle for the de-
fense of human rights. The largest national human rights organiza-
tions, the Lembaga Bantuan Hukum (Foundat ion for Legal Aid) and 
Forum Keadilan (Platform for Justice), are interdenominational, and 
prominent Christian and Muslin1 leaders are active in both of them. 
Cooperation for the sake of democracy and justice is here a higher 
priority than theological dialogue. 10 
Conclusion 
Indonesia, like other countries in the world. is not alone in facing the 
dynamics of the new political waves across the world and resu lting 
disturbances. As the former Soviet Un ion laced new demands for 
democracy in the 1990s. followed by Listern Europe and the Balkan 
regions. Indonesia too experienced the same political changes, in 
v. hich the New Order regime lead b) Sodiarto had to step down in 
1998 and the new regime of Reformation Order came to power. The 
po litical atmosphere in Indonesia totally changed from 1998 on. 
Today. the political climate is more open. not only from the 
perspective of' the media. but a lso from that or the political, social and 
cultural movements. Many new political parties and new non-
governmental organizations have mushrnumcJ. Crcater intercultural 
collahorat ions anJ grcatt:r interfaith i ntcract iuns as \\·e II as frequent 
socia l anJ communal conflicts han: colourcJ this new dc,·clopment in 
the countr~. One examrlc of' this cultural .rnd pl1litica l orcnness is the 
gu,crnmcnt·s acknowledgment of' ConJ'uc1an1s m as a formal 
tirgan izcJ religion in Indonesia. 1n aJdit1l>n ltl lsl;un. Christianity 
( ( ·c11ht1lic ,rnd J>rotcsunt 1. I finduis111 .111u l\u,fdl11~111. r!1is discussion of 
h.ir (Omprd1L"11 . ...,1,c inform~1io11 tHJ lh1...· Jeh.·l,1p1m.:nt 1)! 111f...·n-... .. 11gruus dialogue in Indonesia 
,·I'. J.H. Hana\\ iratma. /.ain,li Ahidin llnqir. er ,ri .. /)i.,log. /111,1ru11h1/ Beragoma Gagasan clan 
l'ru/.;1ik di /11do11<'sia !Dialogue arnong :\Jhcrcni, ,,f Rcl igi,,,,_ /Jca., and Pracrice in Indone-
sia]. Jakarw l0/0 Aho cf ',uhaJi Cholil. 7ainal .·\hidin lfoqir. er.al.. Laporan Tahuna11 
Kahidupcm Beraga111a di /11donesia r :\ :earl: rcrons on rhe d:namics and devclopmcnr of 
religious life in lnJoncs iaJ issued b: the Ccn1er lur Rdigi,,us -~ Cross-Culturnl Studies 
(CRCS1. GaJjah t-.,laJa Lini,ersil). Yog:akana 2009. 
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the new social. cultural and political upheaval would not be complete 
without mentioning the diverse responses from Muslim communities. 
Part of these Muslim communities' response can be cate~orized as 
what the society and religions experts call a global salafism. 1 
Again the state philosophy or Pancasila - as a political response to 
the problem of pluralism and multiculturalism in the early stage of a 
new independent state. the idea of Constitutionalism behind it 
(fo rmally known as UUD 1945) anJ the Unity of the Indonesian 
arch ipelago (NKR.1) which were established through agreement by the 
founding fathers/mothers as the solid foundation of modern Indonesia 
at the time of inJependence in 1945 is really under severe examination 
in the time of globalisation. As has been illustrated above, not only the 
state has the duty and th<.: tTsponsibility to defend the Constitution. 
Pancasila and th<.: Unity or lnJoncsia. but all the citizens as a whole. 
regardless of their cthnicit\. religion. class or race background . Each 
one has their O\,'ll Juty ~111d responsibil ity to dcknd the noble 
agrcl.!ment or ha, ing. ,111 I mlrn1c-.;ia in their 0\\11 \\'ay and through th<.:ir 
0\\11 initiatives. 1·1ic di,crs.: 111e111hers or ~CiOs. universities. 
academici,rns. intellectuals. politicians. community as ,veil as religious 
leadcrs anJ their manili.ild nrga 11i1atio 11 s. local leaJcrship. cultural 
leaders. youth orga11i1.at1\lllS. all tho-.;c stake holders must. \\ ith their 
own styles anJ commitments. dcknJ the idea or Constitution and 
Pancasila as an umbrella for living together in harmony. Cultural. 
social and religious dialogue should always take place and be 
seriously maintained throughout tllL' country. not only at the initiative 
of the state. but also at that nr ci\il society itself As long as thcse 
stake holders maintain their \·iew to defend the idea or Constitutional-
ism. Indonesia - the founh most populous nation in the world - and 
the wortd ·s largest majorit) Muslim country - will significantly prO\'e 
that Islam and Muslim citizens are really compatible \Vith the idea or 
democracy. with it s modern idea or pluralistic and multicultural 
society. 
11 Roel Meijer (·~d.). Global Salajism: Islam ·s Xew Religious .\love111ent, London 2009. For 
the cf:.Se of Indonesia d'. 169-220. 

Mission and Dialogue as Means of Communication. 
A Paradi gm Shift in the Indonesian Context' 
E11wn11el Gerri! Singgih 
It seems that discourse euneern ing communication by Christians in 
Indonesia can be diYided into two periods: before the nineties people 
talk abou t communiec1t1on in its relationship \,·ith religious freedom 
and after tl:e nineties peopk t,ilk c1bnut eommunication in its relation 
ship with re ligious plurality. If ,,e look at these two topics as repre-
senting difterent paradigms. then ,,e can say that the tirst is tailing 
abo ut communication within the framewo rk or relig ious freedom. and 
that the second is talking about communication within the framework 
of religious plurality. 2 We can trace the roots of the fir st paradigm far 
into the colonial period when the Dutch government. as Europe at-
tempted to consolidate its life fo llowi ng the chaos of the Napoleonic 
wars. applied the policy of religious freedom or liberty in its realms in 
the 19th century. The policy was also applied to the colony of Dutch 
East India. It was in this period that the Catholic mission returned to 
1 This is a re,i sed Engli sh ,ersi on of m) ani ck in Indones ian. '"Mi si. Komunikasi dan Pcr-
pindahan Paradigma d i Indonesia··. in: Rud) Tindagc-R.ain) and MP I luiabarat (eds) . Teologi. 
J.:.0111u11ikasi dun Rekomiliasi. Jakarta 2009. -19-62. 
2 C[ Thomas Kuhn. The Structure C!/ Scientific Revolutions. l111ernatio11al F.ncyclopedia of 
Unified Science. vol. 2. no. 2. Chicago and London 1962. I am us ing the revi sed edition of 
1970. which contains Kuhn' s reply to hi s critics. rhe Indonesian translation is done by Tjun 
Surjao1an. Peran Paradigma dalam Revolusi Sai11s. Dr. Li li Rasyidi (ed.). Bandung: Rcmaja 
Offset "hich refers to the revised edition I 970. Thinking about paradigm is introduced into 
theology by Hans KUng and David Tracy (eds). Paradigm Change in Theology: A Symposium 
for the Future. Edinburgh I 989. In the field of Missiology the paradigm model is used by 
David Bosch, Tran.iforming Mission. Paradigm Shifts in Theology of Mission. New York 
1991 . The lndonesian translation of Bosch· s work was done by Stephen Suleeman. Transfor-
masi Misi Kristen. Jakarta 1997. 
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the archipe lago. after a long absence . In add it ion to the Catholics, oth-
er mission bodies were also working in this colony with the aim to 
Christ ianize the indigenous population, who are followers of the tribal 
religions, mystical groups. Muslims. Hindus and Buddhists. In the 
beginning of the 20th century, they even began to convert the Chinese 
community. 
Although in principle the colonial government followed the policy 
of religious freedom, they applied qualifications to the policy in areas 
that were mainly Muslim. Past experience had proven that these areas 
were able to defend themselves and even to fight against colonial in-
terests. The 19th century colonial government was keen not to provoke 
the Muslims, and so they did not give permiss ion for the mission bod-
ies mentioned above to penetrate these areas, for instance the 
Minangkabau area of West Sumatra. But on the whole we can say that 
the colonial government's policy of religious freedom was a blessing 
for the Catholic and other missions that were working in the colony. 
When Indonesia became independent after the Second World War, in 
addition to the regions where Christians had lo ng formed the majority 
(the Mollucans, Flores), there were also areas where a Christian ma-
jority was relatively recent phenomenon. such as Tapanuli, J'viinahasa, 
Torajaland; even Kalimantan and Java had a substantial number of 
Christians. All of these are the fruits of the successful work by the 
Catholic miss ion and the Protestant miss ion bodies in the 19th and the 
beginning of the 20th century. Using Karel Steenbrink's term, we can 
say that Christ ians in Indonesia remain a minority. but a strong minor-
ity.3 This successfu l enterpri:.e seems to become the norm for many 
Christians in the post co lonia l period to continue mission to the non-
Christians. The reason is theological. namely the Great Commissio n 
which is derived from the New Testament text of Matthew 28: 18-20. 
but there is a lso a political reason. namely the principle of religious 
liberty. I think in general many Christians in Indo nes ia followed this 
idea of mission until the end of the 20th century. 
However. as can be seen above. at rhe end of the nineties. many 
tried to co nvince Christians to pa) att ention to. acknowledge and ap-
preciate the fact o f plurality in Indonesia. a plu ra lity that has to be 
understood not only as a plurality of ethnic ity. triba l associations. cul-
ture and art (which is more or less becoming commo n di scourse). but 
also as reliy,ious plu ra lity (which is not common). In Indonesia there 
· CL l(urd Sil'l'llhrin~. /\ C hrist i.u1 \li nori1, in., Strnn~ l'.isi1iu11. in: \ fiHio!ogy .· In Ecume-
,,1, <1/ !111ro.l11, ·//·>11. I .J. \ <'rstr"l'kll and \ 1.R. "1,indk 0 , ,! 1. C ,r.,:d RapiJ, I 995. X8-98. 
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are people who are \'ery appreciative of ethnicity. tribal associations. 
culture and art. but not necess,irily apprcciati\·e toward or even hostile 
to religious pluralit_ ·. This hostile attitude to\,ard religious plurality is 
caused to some extent b::, the acceptance or the phenomenon llf secu-
brization. ~\·hich is understood as de-sacralization. But in the eighties. 
this understanding ,1r seculan1:.itio11 failed in its prediction that reli-
gions. especially the n:ligions nfthe Last ( I linduism. Buddhism. Islam 
and Confucianislll) but alsll Christianit::,. \\mild lose their lwkl amonJ 
/\s ian peoples. On the .:ontrar). in Asia these religions actual!) expe-
rienced rev italization and re\ ivals. and so ihve follow the understand-
ing of sec ul ariation abO\e \\C can sa) \\-hat has happened is not dc-
sacralizatio11 but n:-sacralizarion 11 This rc-sacralization brings to the 
fore the fact of religious plurality. includ ing the Indonesian context. In 
the context of religious liberty. there is no need to appreciate religion. 
because such appreciation is directed toward !he person/.\·, the adher-
ents of a certain religion . But in the context of religious plurality. ap-
preciation is directed toward !he reliJ.;ion adhered to by the person/s. 
and this causes problems. because not every religion teaches parity or 
equality of religions. 
Our problem in this article is mission and dia logue as means or 
communication. How do we relate mission and dialogue to the fact of 
religious plurality in the context or Indonesia? Or. how do we perform 
mission and dialogue within the context of the paradigm of religious 
plurality? Before attempting to answer this problem, it is good to be 
aware that we are not talking abo ut paradigm change but paradigm 
shiji. A new paradigm has appeared, but it does not make the former 
paradigm disappear. Even if we use the term ·'paradigm change", it 
does not necessarily mean replacement of the older paradigm with the 
new one.5 Here also the views of Muslim theologians are considered, 
to acknowledge that communication is a two-way street. 
'Cf. Philip E. Hammond (ed). The Sacred i11 a Secular Age. Bcrkelc) and London 1985. 
5 Cf. Kiing and Tracy. Paradigm Change. 7 and 29. Actually Kling is also thinking in the 
same vein. Sometimes he uses the tcnn .. parad igm change ... but on other occasions he uses 
also the term .. paradigm shi fl·· . 
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I. Mission and Dialogue as means of communication within the 
paradigm of religious freedom 
Mission and Dialogue co ntain communication." A certain message is 
forwarded to the other, communicated to the other. It is necessary that 
all the conditions pertaining to communication are observed, so that 
the communication is effective. But the main condition, which can be 
said to be the penultimate condition, is acknowledge ment of and ap-
preciation toward the other as equal. It is only by meeting this condi-
tion. that communication becomes humane. Communication can be 
effective when it is done between master and slave. Through this 
communication a slave will know his/her place. which is below the 
master, and the master can be assured of his place. which is above the 
slave. But it is not an equal relationship. lfthe master is aware that the 
slave is a fellow human being, then communication could happen be-
yond the structure of inequality, but this is not ideal cornmunicat1on 
because the structure of inequality remains unchanged. In the 2008 
movie The Boy in the Striped Pajamas, the hero (a boy), who is the 
son of the Nazi commandant of a slave labour camp has an accident 
and suffers a leg wound. The household slave, a medical doctor before 
being brought to the camp, came to his aid and bandaged the wound. 
When the mother comes home after doing some errands, she sees what 
happened. It takes a great effort from her side to say "thank you" to 
the slave, because by doing so she will acknowledge that the slave is a 
fellow human being, and that is precisely what is denied in the Nazi 
doctrines: a Jew is not a fellow human being! 
It is interesting to check what happens in communication within 
the paradigm of religious liberty with regard to equality. According to 
Komaruddin Hidayat, an Indonesian Muslim scholar. the history of 
the entry of religions into the realm of Nusantara follows the pattern 
of supersession. Seen from the perspective of the birth of religions. 
Islam regards itself as superior to Christianity. and Christianity re-
gards itself superior to Judaism. But seen from the perspective of the 
entry of religions into Indonesia. this supersess ion can also be seen 
differently: a religion which manages to ~akc ho ld in the realm regards 
it self as being superior to the religion which arrived before it, or 
which existed before it. Hinduism and Buddhism regard themselves as 
being superio r to the tribal or indigenous religions, [slam regards itself 
°Ѿ Cr Pierre 13ahin "ith Mercedes Iannone. !he \('\I'!-., ,1 i11 H,!iigio11s Co1111111111ica1ion. Minne-
~rol is 1991. 
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as being superio1 to I lindu ism anJ Buddhism. and Chri stia nit y. wh ich 
came last. regards itself as superior to all the others \\hich ban : ar-
rived before. 7 This pattern of supersession can be detected in popular 
stories of conversion. \\ here the convert is always pictured as moving 
from a dark period to a brilliant one. The reaction of the earlier reli-
gion to this kind of placcm-:nt can be imagined: in turn it pictures the 
incoming religion as an .. i111po11ed religion ... While on the whole the 
term .. imported'. has a positive meaning. (see for instance the recent 
case of the local automobile produced at Solo whi ch had to undergo 
numerous tests that were never required of imported au tomobiles) in 
the context or religion, .. imµorted .. has a negati ve meaning. It is not 
original and therefore is not good ! According to Komaruddin Hidayat, 
as long as religions in Indonesia follow this pattern of supersession, 
reconciliation among religions in Indonesia can never be achieved. 
Komaruddin Hidayat' s theory of supersession can be compared 
with the view of Aloysius Pieris. a Catholic contextual theologian 
from Sri Lanka, who observes that religious conversion en masse rare-
ly happens in Asia (including in lndonesia). This is because the great 
metacosmic religions such as Hinduism, Buddhism, Islam and Christi-
anity that arrive in Asia. all absorb. to some extent, the cosmic or the 
indigenous/ local religions. After the process of absorption is complet-
ed, the area can no longer receive a different metacosmic religion. 8 
Thailand was a Buddhist country (except in the south, EGS) and still 
is, aithough for many years Christian missions have been very active 
in the country. The Philippines is a Christian country (again except in 
the south, EGS), although for many years there has been a Buddhist 
mission in that country. ln Indonesia, Christianity was able to pene-
trate into areas that were under the influence of the cosmic religions. 
But Bali remains Hindu and Java remains Muslim. Individual conver-
sion can happen, but group conversion never happens in these two 
islands (group conversions happened in the Batakland and among the 
tribal people of Central Sulawesi, which fall into the sphere of the 
cosmic religions). 
7 Cf. Komarruddin Hidayat. Pluralitas Agama dan Masa Depan lndonesia [K.eligious Plurality 
and the Future of Indonesia]. in: Socgeng l lardi)anto el al. (eds). rl gama dan Dialog [Rcli gi-
or. and Dialogue]. Festsehrift Olaf ~krhcn Schumann. hkarta 1999. 206. 
8 Cf Aloysius Pit:ris. Does Christ have a place in Asia9 A Panoramic View. in: Anv Room/or 
Christ in Asia>. in: Conci/ium 1993/2. Leonardo l:loff and Virgil Elizondo (eds). London and 
Maryknoll. NY 1993. 34f 
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P1ens· theory can tx: quesuoncJ. but thb is not the place to dis-
cuss it. I h,l\ e anal) ;:cd his t hcnr) c lsc,, hcrL'. ' fl 1eris is posit ive toward 
the religious demograp hy or Asia . I th111J... ,,hat he has in mind is the 
Chr istian miss io n. wh ich always tries to penetrate into non-Christian 
areas, and in so doing. creates con nicl. For Picr is it is good that the 
number of Christians in Asia is small (onl y 2-3% of the population of 
Asia) . With a small population , miss ion is to be understood as doing 
everything except conversion or Christianization. But on the other 
hand. his theory is based on what I term the ·'s tatus-quo of settled 
conquests". in which space or land becomes identified with religion 
(one example: in North Sulawesi. Minahasa is Christian. but its neigh-
bour Bolaang Mongondow is Muslim). This could also explain why 
the great religions of Asia, which all share in the a bsorption of cosmic 
re ligions, cannot acknowledge this commo na lity in everyday life; each 
lives separately from the other. We can see this separation in the life 
of Christians and Muslims in the Mollucans. The two communities 
share commona lity in the form of pela gandong culture, but even so, 
they still live separately and could come (and have come) to blows. 
From Komaruddin Hidayat and Aloysius Pieris we can learn that 
the history of encounter between religions in Indonesia is coloured by 
the atmosphere of supersession and separation. But can we also have a 
picture of how the encounter is done in the more recent times? How 
do religions relate to one another in our contemporary life within the 
paradigm of religious freedom? In the nexi paragraph we will see how 
it is done by Christians in Indonesia. 
2. Mission and Cultural Communication 
There are several ways of doing mission within the paradigm of reli-
gious freedom in relation to cultural communication. First: in regard-
ing one's own religion as representing light and other religions repre-
sent darkness. Ifwe use one ofR. Niebuhr's t~o logies, then here we 
see the workings of Chris! again.st Culture. 1 Christianity is against 
the existing culture and religion, and communicates itself as a new 
9 
Cf Emanuel Gerrit Singgih. Any Room for Christ in Asia" Statistics and the Location of the 
Next Christendom. in: Exchange 38/2/2009: 13-1-146. An Indonesian version is Adakah tern-
pal baginya di Asia" Statistik dan penentuan loka, i Chri stendom. in: Gema leologi. 2008. 35-
43. 
'° Cf. R. Niebuhr. C'hr isr and C'ulrw·e. Ne\\ York and 1.ondon 195 1. Th~ other typologies arc 
ful fillm ent (Chri st as li.!lfillment ol' Cult ure). S)nthi:ti,: (Christ a, in tegrntor of Cul:ure) . 
Dua li sm (Chr ist in t\\ O .:ult ures) illlJ Trnnsformatinn (('hrist as tmnslorrner of culture). 
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religion and a new cultun: better eyuipped to face th1.: modern era and 
its challenges. When lmlon1.:sia faced fundamen tal crisis in eve ry as-
pect at the end or the presidency of General Soeharto in 1998. many 
churches in Indonesia were involved in a program called, '"lunch from 
God". Every day volunteers prepared meals in front of churches or 
church-related buildings - for the poor, the becak drivers and low in-
come people, all of whom suffered from a lack of food. All of them 
were non-Christians. There are of course volunteers who do this work 
from unselfish motives, but on the whole, the message which is com-
municated to the others is that Christians are richer and are better pre-
pared for this kind of crisis. lt is no surprise that in several places, 
these poor non-Christians were prevented from coming to these free 
lunches, because indirectly they made the non-Christians ashamed that 
they were not doing what the Christ ians were doing. This "lunch from 
God" was also seen as a tool for mission. Before these hungry people 
start eating their lunches, everyone was asked to participate in a Chris-
tian prayer, led by a Christian, because the meals came from Lord 
Jesus, the Christian God. So the message becomes broader: if you 
convert to Christianity, you will no longer experience hunger. The 
program did not last long - from daily it went to once a week, then 
every two weeks and, finally, ended after about six months. Why? 
Because it was clear that the people who came for these free lunches 
were not interested in converting to Christianity. This again, produced 
a message, that Christians are only interested in helping others if they 
show the potential to become Christian. 
Second: to accept to some extent, features of the earlier religion. 
Traditional culture became the means or strategy for introducing the 
Christian religion. An example from Yogyakarta is the effort to utilize 
the culture of leather shadow play (""wayang kulif'), which is still 
popular among the people today. Much time and energy have been 
spent to create a special shadow play that could be used in catching 
the attention of non-Christians to the Christian message. One of these 
special shadow plays is called wayang prajanjian. This set of shadow 
puppets consists of almost all the known figures of the traditional 
shadow play. with the addition of some new. Christian. figures such as 
Jesus and Paul. The figures of Jesus and Paul are not original, howev-
er, rather they drew on some traditional figures which were deemed to 
be suitable, such as the figure of Nayarana (the god Krcsna in hi s 
younger years) used to represent Jesus. The creators of wayang pra-
jcmjian were faced with a dikmma: if they created entirely new fig-
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ures. ones un fa mili ar tu tlJL· uudiL· nce. thL· ris.' \\as that the message 
\rn uld fail to be communicated: the' aud JL'llL'e \\ Hild !~cl a lienat ed. But 
ii the n:rresenta tions tlr.les us and l'aul \\L' IL' ,1t1 rnorL than the existi ng 
traditio nal fi gures. then it \\ould not he :1 Chri!> lian shadow rla)- . and 
such. the message \\Ould al so fai l to be co 111111unica ted. The so lutio n 
\\as to adapt tradit io nal fi gures. for instance 1he head o f Nayarana now 
\\Cars the crown of thorns. p laced in such a \\ a) that it does not mar 
the symmetry o f the puprct. Wh) Nayarn na o r Narayana? Because of 
theo log ica l li ke ness : bo th Nayarana and Jesus are incarnations: the 
one is the incarnation o f Wisnu the 1-!indu (jod . while the other is the 
incarnation o f the Father. the Chri stian ·s Ciod. 
Is the message successfully commu nica ted by wayanf; prajanjian'? 
I have not ye t read any resea rch on this topic. but it is clear that this 
new type of shadow play did not ga in popularity. and because of this, 
is rarely performed nowadays. The reason li es in it s functio n as a tool 
for mission. cul ture ut iii zed as a bridgehead for Christianity to gain a 
foothold on an al ien shore. Within the body o f the Christian religion in 
Java, the same culture is rejected. In several Protestant Javanese 
churches game/an music acco mpanies Christian hymns, as has been 
the case in many Catho lic churches. But thi s too is c!ose to failure 
because there is only minimum interest. Ironically, many church ser-
vices in Java are more and more attracted to westerni zed or even 
Amer ica nized charismatic models of worship. It is c lear that to utilize 
cu lture as a tool for C hristian communication or cultural approach as a 
mission strategy fails in this instance. Wayang prajanjian and game-
/an music will succeed, if they are not used as strategy, but as means 
to live the Gospe l within the community itself But this is precisely the 
problem: the same culture that is used to communicate with the out-
side world is not used for communication within the community! 
Third: by living in an integral way with people of other faiths in 
the Indonesian society. Here we see how the principle of religious 
freedom is applied in full. Other religions or/and cultures are still re-
garded as inferior, but this valuation is kept inside, and does not hin-
der normal personal interaction and conununication with others. Peo-
ple used to rely on the principle of religious freedom because it was 
advantageous for Christians as a minority in Indonesia, but now the 
principle is seen as a self-standing entity and holds for all. Religious 
liberty will guarantee freedom to choose whatever religion one wish-
es, and this act of choice has to be respected even if one does not 
agree with others' choices. A Christian can disagree with the tenets of 
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Islam and vice versa. but the principle of religious liberty guarantees 
that the other will be seen as an equal human being in everyday deal-
ings. Because religious claims of super ior it y ca1mot be proven in eve-
ryday life, this superiority could be proven in concrete acts, for in-
stance, participation in development programs that are run by the gov-
ernment or by the state. In this kind of interaction an evangelical 
Christian can live together with non-Christians. And even dialogue 
can take place, as long as those who are involved in this dialogue pay 
respect to the differences between religions. This approach was sum-
marized by Mukti Ali, a Minister of Religious Affairs during the 
Soeharto period, who once said: we can agree to disagree. 
A strange picture of Indonesian Christianity slowly emerges: there 
are ecumenical Christians (who are eager for dialogue with Catholics) 
who are not in dialogue with the Muslims, and evangelical Christians 
(who are not eager for dialogue with Catholics) who are in dialogue 
with the Muslims. It seems that in Indonesia the first and the second 
kind of communication frequently happen, while the third is just re-
cently happening. It could give a mislead ing impression that this third 
way is already applying the paradigm of religious plurality, while in 
reality it is still working within the framework of the paradigm of reli-
gious freedom. It could also lead to a misunderstanding that the 
above-mentioned ecumenicals and evangelicals have exchanged their 
positions, i.e., ecumenicals turning into evangelicals and vice versa. 
But it is true that followers of the third way manage to bridge the se-
paration of religions inherited ti-om the past. Although the base for 
commonality is looked for outside religion, i.e. in common citi-
zenship, this secular base could break through separation. Its position 
is close to the paradigm of religious plurality, to which we now turn 
our attention. 
3. Mission and Dialogue as means of communication within the 
paradigm of religious plurality 
As has been said above concerning thi s paradigm. it is the religion and 
not the person that is the pi\'o tal point. Communication within this 
paradigm can also happen in two \vays. The first way is to regard in a 
negative way the emphasis on the uniqueness of every religion. Some 
have argued that th: effort to JlrO\C this uniqueness in an objective 
way has failed because religions share many commonalities. Others 
show that discourse :.ibout uniqueness otlen functions as :.i guise meant 
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to po int o ut one ·s superio rit y O\er others. Superior it y breeds exclu-
siveness. The discuss io n is sim ila r to the problem of the notion of 
e lection in the C hri st ian Bible . I low could Christians (and the Jewish 
people) argue that they are the e lect of God' 1 Does not God create hu-
man beings as t:quals') l: lsewhere I h:we tried lo read passages about 
elect ion in the Bibk as a kind ur vocational awareness o f ministry 
toward the needs of the world. whik admilling that these passages had 
indeed been used hi therto in a context of triumpha lism. 11 The sam e 
line of thought cou ld be used in rep!~ ing to the objec tio ns to the 
uniqueness of' every relig ion. No doubt religions ~hare many co m-
!l1llnalities. but on the other hand therL· .. re <11,o differences . Many of 
these Jitkrcnccs arc superticial ,111d c<1n bL' d1~cardcd (as we discover 
111 the process of hcing aware of the place of Christianity in the con-
tL'\t of lndonL·,ia :tnd thL· Southern \\,1rld1 hut there arL· also differ-
ences that are not supcrticial. but deeply ingrained as the res ult of a 
long process of identity (re)construction. 
Thi s nega ti ve approach is aga in intlurnccd by a certain under-
stand ing of seculari zation or secula rism. whic h te nds to see religion as 
part of the problem and not part of the solution to the problem. Ac-
cording to this understanding. a relationship among re lig ions is best 
achieved by using a sec ular. ··objective .. foundatio n rather than a sub-
jective fo tmdatio n such as the idea of the uniqueness of one ' s religion. 
From the New Order era up lo the Reformation era and no w in the so-
called Post-Reformation era. many Christians have he ld to secular 
fo undations such as "co mmo n c itizenship ... The nat io n and state of 
Indones ia is God-given. and we can li ve together in this country as 
good citizens. The criteria of a good citizen can be measured from the 
Pancasila. which is a secular ideology. but very accommodating to-
ward the plurality of religions in Indones ia. This is why many Chris-
tians blame the recent limitation of religious freedom. such in the case 
of GKI Yasmin, as a retreat from a state ideology of Pancasila. 
This objection to the uniqueness of relig ion is also voiced by mys-
tical groups ("kebatinan"') who assume that religion has lost its spir-
itual core, i.e .. W1iversalism. and become exponents of particularism 
or exclusivism. lfonly religions retain their spiritual core (which is the 
11 
Cf E.G.Singgih. Ide Umat Tcrpilih dalam Pcrjanji an I .ama !The Idea of an Elect People. 
following H.H. Rowley]. in: id .. Iman dan Politik dalam era Reformasi di Indonesia [Faith 
and Politics in the era of Reformation in Indonesia]. Jakarta 2000. 126-141 and E.G. Singgih, 
From Oppressive Calvinism to Transformative Cal,inism in Indonesia. Learning from South 
Africa in: Christoph Stueckelberger and Reinhold Bernhard t (eds), Calvin Global: Holl' Faith 
Influences Societies. Globethics.net 217-230 (following De Gruchy). 
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same core in all of the religio ns in Indonesia), then conflict among 
religions, especially between Muslims and Christians such as hap-
pened from 1999-2002 in the eastern part of the country does not need 
to happen. There is of course something to be reflected on in this as-
sumption. A positive formulation of this position can be seen in many 
discourses on pluralism in Indonesia, especially following (and inter-
preting) the idea of John Hick, that religions could be involved in dia-
logue based on this unifying core.12 If this core is regarded as part of 
commonality among religions, besides their differences, then of 
course to be reminded of this spiritual core is remedial for religions. 
However, the assumption abe, ve holds that religions have lost their 
spiritual core, but the mystical groups have preserved it. So this is also 
a claim of superiority, albeit in a different form. 
Whether the mystical groups are free from exclusivistic emphases 
could of course be questioned, but it is clear that an "objective" 
ground or core, whether a secular one or a spiritual one (which actual-
ly contradicts one another) can be mentioned together. The message 
that is communicated is also clear: if you want a harmonious relation-
ship between religions in Indonesia, become spiritual or become secu-
lar! In some Christian circles, this idea of secularity as a base for dia-
logue can be seen in pleas to stop regarding the Bible as the word of 
God. The influence of modern bibl ical historica l methods should not 
be lamented, because it is prec isely this "de-scripturalization" of 
Scripture that could help re ligions. fo r instance. Islam and Christianity 
to relate better to one another. The sacred texts are full of admonitio ns 
to hate non-believers. despite the teachings o f Jesus to love o ur ene-
mies . If these "'hate .. texts lost the ir grip on the people. then we can 
stop regarding people of other faiths as our enemies. Of course the 
application of biblica l historical method happens only in Christian 
c ircles. i.e. , in theo logical schoo ls. but. so the argument goes. others 
may follow the Chr istians. These pleas are pushing the base of secu-
larity too far (the same holds for the mystica l groups \\·ho also tend to 
see sacred texts as being inkrior , ·chicles of div ine co mmunication 
compared with the d ivine ,o icc within the hearts of human beings). lt 
could also be do ubted \\hcther the proponents of this kind of "'dc-
scriptura li zation·' rea ll ) mean \\hat they say. Perhaps \Vhat they reall y 
,,ant to say is that .. the: utile,· should de-scr iptural ize their ~cripture 1 
,: Cl'. for in,t.in(~ Sur.11110. /frli1.;i<1111 /'/1 r,1/1"11 111 1/1,· 1ho11t:IU o/ .John 1/1<·!. I 1 ·1111,·,,I \111,/i-. 
i\1.A. l hl.'.s i~. l ('lltn: l\ll Rdi~ll'~I"- .U' 1 1 r1•s., i...ultu1~1l 'tuJ il.'.s. I h-: l ni\ cr,11: n( <.. ,·1d1dl 
,\,ladu. Yog)ak.ir ta 2002. 
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For better or for worse. the sacred texts form an important part (if not 
the most important part) of rel igions· idt:ntity. especially in Islam, but 
also in Christianity. In Chri stianity there arc various opinions concern-
ing the sacredness of the Bible, from the ··high'. view. which regards 
the Bible as revelation of God, to the "'low" view. which regards the 
Bible as a symbol of the word of God. In the first view the Bible is 
placed in a par with the position of Christ_ while in the second the 
Bible is placed under Christ. I lowcver. thost.: who follow the second 
view cannot be regardt.:d as desacralizing the 13ible. precise ly because 
the R ible roints to Christ. 
The second way is the opposite or the first \\a~. Here the unique-
ness or religion is not denied. \,hat is r,·eardcd as good in religion is 
confirmed. and it is acknowledged that there is much that has been 
done by religions for the good of our coumry. csrecially in communi-
ty emrowerment through social criticism. It dil1i.:rs from the parad igm 
of religious freedom and from the first tyre or raradigm of religious 
freedom, in that other rdigions arc no longer regarded as being inferi-
or to one· s Ov\11 religion. All religions arc cqunl. It counters the idea of 
surcrscss ion. /\t the sa me time there is humility in being open to the 
shortcomings of religion. Acknowll:dgemcnt of the limitat ion of reli-
gion hecnrnes the charactt.:ristic or this understanding or living togeth-
er. \Vhile in the third way within the paradigm or religious freedom. 
religion rarticiratcs in rrograms or co111111unit~ deve lorment. wi th 
ranicira tion mostly organized b) the gc)\ernment. in this paradigm. 
religion ranicirates in community cmrcmermcnt. which is mostly run 
by non-governmental organizations. 
To my knowledge. this second way within the paradigm of reli-
gious plurality is introduced in Indonesia by Mega I lidayati, a Muslim 
woman theologian_ 1.i She uses the thinking of Gadamer. who points to 
the limitation of human beings who ha\·e to live in open dialogue with 
others because of it. 14 But as we know. Gadamer comes from an era 
when dialogue among people of different faiths had not yet begun, so 
Mega complements her view by looking at Pau l Knitter's four models 
of religious dialogue, namely the Replacement Model (which aimed to 
unify rel igious plurality), the Fulfillment Model (which aimed to ere-
13 
Mega l-lidayati. Jurang di amara Kira. Yog:,akarta 2008. She is now pursuing doctoral 
studies al The Indonesian Consort ium of Rdigious Studies (ICRS). Yogyakarta. a PhD pr0-
gram under the auspicies of Gadjah Mada Stale Universit:, ( UGM). Islami c Stale Universi ty 
(UIN) and Duta Wacana Christian Uui versitv. 
"Cf. Mega l-lidayati. chapter 2. · 
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ate a balance between particularity and universality), the Mutuality 
Model (which emphasizes commonality), and the Acceptance Model 
(which does not believe that there is commonality). 15 According to 
Mega, Gadamer's thinking is akin to the Acceptance model, and she 
also accepts this model for interactions among religions in Indonesia. I 
am not sure whether Knitter 's Acceptance will entirely fit within our 
description of the paradigm of religious plurality. If it does not believe 
there is commonality, then it is different from what has been described 
above, that religions contain both commonalities and differences with 
one another. Precisely because of their complex character, religions 
always need to be in dialogue with one another. This is their mission, 
or in other words. in this new paradigm, mission and dialogue are not 
a'1tithetica l to one another. nor arc they parallel to one another, but 
they are one: mission is dialogue! 16 
Conclusion 
The second way within the paradigm of religious pluralism which 
accepts that all religions are equa l in the sense that all contain surp lus-
es but also shortcomings. and that is why they always have to relate in 
dialogue with one another. is a good model (but not the best model) to 
oe a lied in tne com licaico relati n an on reli 1ion in I ao e ia, 
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ate a balance between particulari ty and universality), the Mutuality 
Model (which emphasizes co mmona lity), and the Acceptance Model 
(which does not believe that there is commonality). 15 According to 
Mega, Gadamer ' s thinking is akin to the Acceptance model, and she 
also accepts this model fo r interactions among religions in Indonesia. I 
am not sure whether Knitter 's Acceptance will entirely fit within our 
description of the paradigm of relig ious plurality. Ifit does not be lieve 
there is commonality, then it is different from what has been described 
above, that religions contain both commonalities and differences with 
one another. Precisely because of their complex character, relig ions 
always need to be in dia logue with one another. This is their mission, 
or in other words. in this new paradigm, miss ion and dialogue are no t 
a11tithetical to one another. nor an: they paralle l to one another. but 
they are one: miss ion is dia logue! 16 
Conclusion 
The second way within the paradigm o r re lig io us plura lism whic h 
accepts that a ll re ligions are equa l in the sense that a ll contain surp lus-
es but also shortcomings. and that is why they a lways have to relate in 
d ialogue w ith one another. is a good model (bu t not the best mode l) to 
be applied in the complicated relations among re li gions in Indonesia. 
But as we have seen above in our theo ry o f paradi gm shift. a new par-
ad igm does not necessaril y cause the de mi se of the earli er paradigm. 
So the appearance o f the new paradigm of re li gious pluralism docs no t 
cause the dem ise o f the old paradigm o f re lig ious freedom. Both can 
be used in our common struggle to ach ie\ e a be tt er li fe o f good and 
ne ighbourly re b tionship bet\\cen re ligio ns in Indones ia. I have al so 
tr ied to show that within each paradig m. there arc a lso trends that arc 
not conduc ive in mo\ing tLl\\ard thi., aim. So concretely I propose that 
we follow the third \\ ay \\ithin the paradigm o!'religiuus ti-eedorn. and 
the seco nd way within the paradigm or religious plurality. 
I ho pe it is also clear from 111) descr iption above that while I men-
tion miss ion in the !ir:>t paradigm more often than dialogue. this doc~ 
1
' Cl'. i'Jul Knitter. !11trod11,·111!.; Jl,,·0/,·,,;1,, n/ l<, ·i1g1om. \\ ar,~11"11. ~ '\ 2UU2. 
10 Long ago D.C. MulJc:r has ti,rc,ccn Lili, merger hct\\ccn mi"iu11 and dial,>guc. Cf I J.C. 
1\-luldcr. Dialuog als ~cndiug I diCJk1guc ,L, n, i,,iou 1- in /e11di11g Of! 11 eg ,war de tot'ko/1/sl. 
ess,J\"s ,w11s:~hvde11 ,,w, l'rul .I 1·<'1/..w;I. Ii. llaarJa cl al. (cd,J. l-,. ,11111-.:11 1'1 78. 1.17- 1-1.'i. 
.\,lul.Jer is ~arc l°ul lo e,plain ·that thi, delin it1\ln ,huuld 11<1l he understood in the sen,~ nf Jia-
lnc11c ~ ... a means 1..11 rnissi\111. l)1,dl1i.!.UL' is a \\,l\ nl' lifr. c.1 ,,itncs~. But pcrhap:,, ii' thl' titk 
a~)\l' is r~,~rscd ... /1..'.!lJin~ a\7' Ji.il{ .. )\ig"' lrni,·dl~n us dialogue:! . thi:n it is d ear that mi"'.'linn 
could he imtkrsttx)J a-; dialn}lUC \\Ill_, 11kr it i ... idL·,11i fi,,:d ,, ith Jiah)~Lll'. 
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not mean that mission is more suited to the first paradigm of religious 
freedom, while dialogue is more suited to the second paradigm of reli-
gious plurality. In the second paradigm a thorough theology of reli-
gions is needed in order to undertake dialogue as a means of commu-
nication with the other. But mission in a new sense as part of dialogue 
can also play a role in the s~cond paradigm. When all religions are 
seen as eguaL containing both surpluses but also shortcomings, they 
need to learn from each other. and at tht" same time they also need to 
teach one another! 
Dialogue through the Arts. 
Towards an Aesthetics of Interreligious Encounter 
Volker Kiister 
From its very beg inning Chri stiani ty has bern a trans lat io n movL'-
ment.1 Cross ing borders. leadi ng to the encauntcr w ith other cultures 
and re ligio ns early on. was inevi table fo r adherents or a re ligio n that 
proc la imed universal sah at ion in Jesus Christ. The wandering chari s-
matic Jesus still represen ted an inner Jewi sh reformatio n mon ~rnent. 
He felt himse lf sent to the Jews. /\ t the same time his life wor ld was 
affected by the Roman Empire and l lc lleni sti c culture - the Via Mar is 
passed the sea or C,alilcc. \\hik cities like Tiberias. Sephoris and the 
Deeapo lis were \\it hin \\alking distance. Pagans li ke the S)ropheniei-
an women (Mark 7:2-.+-JO: \l<1tthe\\ 15:21 -28) and the Roman centu-
rion (Luke 7:1- 10: i'vL1tthL'\\ X:5-131 \\ ere not rejec ted hut there \\as 
no miss ion agenda yet. I his dc\clorcd in the ci rc les or .lcsus symp<1 
th izers around Diaspora ": nagugut.:s. In the early di scuss ion;, about a 
suitable mi ss io n strategy Paul success Ii. ti ly de fe nded his stance that 
non-.lcv,; ish com crts did nut ha\·c to become circumci sed neither had 
they to obey the dietary rules of Judaism (Galatians 2.1-1 0: Act s 15.1 -
35) . This opened the door to LLtl tural divers ity within Chr istianity. The 
emergence o f a new re ligio n para ll e l to the identity reconstruction 
taking place in Rabbi nic Judaism at the same time. however. la id the 
fo undat ion for Christian anti-juda ism. 
Islam and Buddhism share missio nary zeal with Chr istianity and 
interact with local cultures a,:d re lig io ns in their own ways. A good 
example fo r iconograph ic cross over a long the silk road - travelled by 
1 Cf. Lamin Sanneh. Tru11slllti11g rhe ,\lt!,sllge. fl ,e .\ /issionary lmpacr 011 Culrure. Maryk noll. 
NY I 989 !revised edition 2009 J. 
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Nestorian Christians and Buddhist monks alike - is the gender switch 
of the Buddhist bodhisattva Guan yin from male to female, inspired by 
the iconography of local goddesses or the Christian Mother Mary. 
Later in the Jesuit period the iconography of Guanyin influenced the 
Asian look of Mary. With the exception of the Hindu-Buddhist king-
doms of Southeast Asia (3 rd;4 th c. - I 5111/16 111 c .), Judaism and Hindu-
ism have mainly spread as migrant religions, forming Diasporas. Yet 
they also have interacted with local cultures and religions as can be 
seen by looking at synagogue architecture2 or the integration of local 
deities into the Hindu pantheon. The reception of modem themes in 
traditional art forms or the transposition of temporary sand paintings 
or murals on canvas shows that tribal cultures are open to iconograph-
ic exchanges as well. 
Interreligious dialogue is a modern project mainly initiated by 
Christianity. Its root cause was Christian guilt and repentance with 
regard to the Holocaust. In a certain sense .Jewi sh-Christian dialogue 
is the mother of all interreligious dia logues. Yet in earlier times there 
was interest in interreligious conversation fro m the Muslim side in 
Andalus ia (th - 15 th c .) and at the Mugha l court in India (16111 /I t" c.). 
In bo th cases a lso ico nographic interactions too k place . like Mozara-
bic e lements in the archit ecture o f Ro manesq ue Churc hes or the 
Mugha l mi nia tu res that cover Muslim. I l indu and Christ ian themes.3 
In Chri stian miss io n hi story there is mater ial C\ idc nce o f interre ligious 
enco un ter thro ugh the arts al ready ti-o m the t " 181" century onwards. 4 
Thi s art ic le is a first at tempt to dc\clo p an aesthetic o f interre li-
g io us enco unter . A ft er an hi sto ric O\e n ie\, (I). I s~etch a typology of 
interre ligio us aesthet ics (2). drawing o n tcrn1 ino lo gics. concepts and 
theo ries derived from interc ult ural theo log) . In the conc luding prac ti-
ca l part. the theory is tes ted on a sample or Indo nes ian artists fro m 
Christi an and f\ luslim hackgro unus (.°1). 
I h .. : huildl·r, i,)flhl' lh,11...,1,: ,.:hur\.'.h ,ind thL' ...,,nal!lh!lll.' 111 l)u:--.1 l1ir11tN,1s ha ,t: ht.'en makim.! u~c..! 
1!' I k·!kn1-iti\.· h.'\HH)t!rarh: in similar \\d."" 1 _1· \.0l'r1~1un 1 · .... 
. (. 'I. j l ):, t,_" h .. Tlld/l Je, :\fL'rld ::> . ru. l rc/Ullt 'Cf//r (J \lu::urdhl, 11.r2. Jaqt 11: :"\ Furuainc. /. ·-1r1 .\ lo;:a~ 
'1n, I ··I rr l'rim111w 1 l/1.,p, 11 11q11,•. Vul. 2. I t l'i nrc-q111-\ ,r,· ·1•1'15. J. r-.1. Rol!crs . . \ ful!hal 
\li111<1111re., . I ,1t1don 191/.1: l·c li\ 7lt I iil1cns1c in. lhrrn/i,lt, /11/J,r 111 .//1i11dis(her .\/al~r ei . 
'vHi nstc r 1958. 
'er Volker Kiistcr. Art.: t\n and Religion : 111. 2.i. Asi,l. •\lric.1. I a1in America. in: Relig ion 
!'11.11 and l'res.:11/ f."nci-clupc,lia of llll'o!og1 u,u/ Relil! IOII I R/' i' J. Vnl. I. Leiden and Hoston 
2007. 4 11-~ 13: id .. Chri sti an An in J\sia: Yes1crda, and I mla,. in: The Chrislicm S1orv: Five 
-tsianAr1is1s loJa ,,._ M1Lscum ofl-l ihli cal ArL :,..c" ·Ynr, and I ~mdnn 2(X) 7. 28-4 3. · 
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1. Christian iconogniphy in interreligious encounters through the 
ages 
At the beg inning there was an aniconic phase in Christ ian re ligion. 
Believers d id not dare to depict the "mysterium tremendum and fasci-
nans".5 The cross and the fish may have been the first cautious sym-
bolic representations of Chri stianity. 6 When in the J'd century some 
artists turned to familiar art forms to develop a Christian iconography. 
Herm<c:s. the Helle::iistic messenger of the gods. became a model for 
the Good Shepherd. 
A few hundred years later in the East. the stele of Sianfu. found-
ing doc ument of Nestorian Christianity in China. bore on its top an 
engravi ng of a Syrian cross standing on a lotus flower. In 1 lindu and 
Buddhist iconography the lotus is the seat or rostrum of the gods and 
the Buddha. The Christian sy mbol is thus not superimposed on !ht: 
lotus. as some suspic ious rostco lcrni al minds may suggl'.s t. but to the 
contrary the lotu s is 1..ll'\·ating the crnss. 
The Syrian cross is no t so much a symbol of" the su ffe ring and 
death or Jesus Christ. hut llr hi s resurrec t inn. This cosmic S) 111bn li-;111 
co mbine s we ll with the I a,>1st ck1ud urna1rn:nt::, to the lcti and the· 
right. As the cross is !In s:- 111 hol fo r Christiani!) . so the k1t us is li.1r 
I linduism and especial I:- 101 Buddh ism. (inrn ing out or the mud . its 
beautiful flower sy mbo liLes rur it :-,. Thi s again co mpliment s the ac-
companying lilies to the \ell and right. In Western medieva l depictions 
or the annunciation. the ange l o ften holds a white lily as a symbol or 
. 7 purny. 
The Jesuit mission in the l 61h century initiated accommuda1ecl 
Christian art in China. India and other mission territories. A few silk 
paint ings and miniatures depicting the Mado1rna with Asian features 
and costu:11es ha\'e been preserved. The child on her arms is often still 
reminiscent or the Western Renaissa nce models that were handed o ut 
by the miss ionaries to the local artists. The closer the painter gets to 
the holy. the more reluctant he becomes to accommodate. one could 
' Cf. Rudolf Otto. Das 1/eilige. Lber dos lrra1io11ale in Jer /dee des Go11/iche11 und sei11 
1 ·erhdlfrlis =1m1 Raliona/en. Breslau 19 1 7 l Engl. 1923 j. 
6 Due to the mystcrium rel igions usually go through an aniconic phase. Christi an i!) started ur 
with S)mbols like the cross and the fish. Hinduism has the lingam and yon i. and Buddh ism 
the eight-spoked wheel of teaching and the footprint of the Buddha. Rel igions that follow a 
proh ibition or images like Judai sm and Islam remain anicon ic and ornamental at least in 
official rel igion and in public. 
; CC the SL Thomas Cross in India from the same period. both reprinted in: Kilstcr. Chr istian 
/\rt in Asia 29[ 
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presume. The resurgence of the missionary movement in the 19th cen-
tury initially rejected things indigenous out of a strong Eurocentrism. 
Nevertheless there was some indigenized Christian art even in 
Protestant circles. Yet it was mainly a Catholic renaissance starting in 
the 1930s that produced a kind of neo-accommodation, flourishing 
around art schools established by missionary orders. 
In Indonesia e.g., the Dutch plantation owner and Catholic lay 
theologian Prof. Dr. Joseph Ignaz Schrnutzer ( 1882-1946) drew 
sketches for sculptures of Mary and/or Jesus in Hindu-Javanese style. 
They were realized by the Muslim sculptor and woodcarver Iko. On 
his plantation in Ganjuran, Schrnutzer also built a Sacret Heart shrine 
in the style of the nearby Hindu temple Prambanang. Schrnutzer was 
convinced that the Hindu imagery was better suited for the accommo-
dation of Christian faith in Java than that of its kindred religion Is-
lam. 8 
For the creation of two statues of Mary, Schmutzer followed 
closely the iconography of the originally Buddhist queen of wisdom 
Prajnaparamita, who occasionally is a lso ca lled princess Dedes (Pulri 
Desi) and is very popular on Java. 9 As the first queen of Singhasari, 
she became the mother of the kings of Sing hasari and Majapahit. Ac-
cordingly, Mary sits on a throne dressed li ke a Javanese queen. sur-
rounded by a halo. She wears a cro,vn on her head and precious jewels 
aro und her neck and at her ears. On her lap sit s baby Jesus depicted as 
a small adult, following the western model. Jesus also wears Javanese 
roya l dress . His crowned head is encircled by a halo. The index and 
middle fingers of his right hand join to po int upward in a gesture of 
benediction. while. the tips of thumb. ring and little finger are brought 
together to fo rm a circle. the symbo l of the Tri nity. In his left hand, 
Jesus ho lds a sphere. remini sce nt of the orb in western iconography. 
wh ich oh,iously cou ld not he assigned a ne,, funct ion in the foreign 
co rncxt. 
With th<.' <.'111,lllcipation of Christia11 eliurehL'S anu thcolog) atter 
\\'nrld \\'ar l\\'o u contextuul Chri stian .\rt dL·,cloreJ. \\·11en I speak 
or .. Christian· · art here. I take rntll ullr,.,rdera t ion a c<.'rtain .. non-
simultaneousnoc:ss or simultan<.'nus r,hcnom<.'na ( { ·ng/eich::eit igkeit des 
(;/1:ich::eitigen) ... ThL' Christian idcntit:, rcconstruc1ions through the 
arts in i\frica. Asia and Latin America ar<.'. ho,,c,<.'r. mo re comparabl e 
' ( T Joseph Schmut,er ct al.. L11ropc,111w11e or f,,',11/iu!ic,"11,·. I tree ht and I .cU\·en I 928. 
Or. ci1.. Ii;.. 11-J I. 
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to Early Christian or medieval art in the West than to modern art. We 
will have a closer look at the lndom:sian case in the third part of this 
article. 
2. Typology of aesthetics of intcrrcligious encounter 
The two extreme positions in intcrrcligious encounter an; the total 
rejec tion of the religious uthn in ju11dw11r.:111ulism and th1: mingling 
v; ith other religions in s_rncrc1i1111. The discussions around the rela-
tionship betwcrn Christian faith and culture as \\ell as other religions 
have produced a tc:rminolngical fralllC\\Ork on ,vhich ,,e can rel~ .
10 
The accommodcaion 111udel tries to keep form and content. Christian 
faith and culture. apait. like kernel and husk of a nut . Proponents or 
the i11cu/1Urat io11 model. however. an: mrnre or the ine\'itable e:....-
change that is taking placL' \\hcre,u cultures and religions meet. ·1 he 
relationship between Christian faith and culture is accord ingly com-
pared to an onion. l r one pee Is o IT the layers nothing is le ll in the end. 
Srncre1is111 describes the phcno111e1H1n or intcrreligious c:....changc. 
when o ne religion takes over cle111cnts or another religion. As long a:-; 
it is able to integrate them crcati\1.:1: in its 0\\11 system th is is a matlL'r 
or intra-religious change. Yet there arc also cases in which the cle-
ments of the other religion transform the receiving religion in a v.ay 
that a new religious mn,cment develops. 
A theology of religions reflects on the role of other religions in the 
Christian frame of reference. Basically it is torn by an exclusivism-
inclusivism dilemma. The religious other is either lost if he or she 
does not convert or they are already included by the grace of God. The 
postmodern pluralist theology of religions aimed to break through thi s 
dilemma but ended up in a sort of meta-inclusivism that saw all reli-
gions converging at some point of salvation. Most evangelicals today 
are well-behaved exclusivists in this respect. I nculturation can be re-
garded as a form of inclusivism or integrated syncretism. In interreli-
gious dialogue the partners encounter each other in mutual respect and 
make themselves vulnerable to one another by crossing the borders of 
their own community. They try to understand the other in a way that 
he or she can recognize him or herself in that perception. while at the 
same time the dialogue partners give witness to their respective tradi-
tion. What does all this mean for interreligious aesthetics? 
1° CC Volkl:r Kuster. Who, with whom; id .. The ,\/any Faces of Jesus Christ. /111ercultural 
Christology. Maryknoll. NY 200 I. 1-36. 
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Fundamentalism leads to interna l and externa l iconoclasms. Even 
the Bible and Qur' an re late such incidents. 11 In Byzantium the Chris-
tian iconoclasts were not least inspired by the Muslim prohibition of 
images. In the West the radical wing of the reformation wanted to 
make visible its dissociation from Roman Catholicism through icono-
clasm. lnterreligious iconoclasm took place in the mission field , when 
wooden sculptures of primal relig ions were burned and stone statues 
and temples of Hinduism and Buddhism were torn down. Even today 
fundamentalist Korean Christians smear paint on Buddha statues or 
even damage them. Radical Muslims attack Hindu temples and Chris-
tian churches in India and blow up Buddhist sculptures in Afghani-
stan. Hindu fundamentalists attack churches and mosques alike. While 
images of Jesus in Hindu temples are mere syncretism, inculturation 
produces images of the dancing Christ influenced by the dancin~ Shi-
va (shiva nataraja) or Jesus the teacher. inspired by the Buddha. 1 
"Dialogue through the arts" finally opens up several perspectives 
in accordance with the classic hermeneutic patterns: behind the image, 
in the image and in front of the image, or dialogue of the artists, dia-
logue of the images and dialogue of the viewers. In a similar way the 
iconoclasts argue in their polemics that the artist replaces God as crea-
tor, the artwork replaces God, or the viewer venerates the artwork 
instead of God. Catholic missionaries commissioned local craftsmen 
and artists who were adherents of other re lig ions, whether Hinduism, 
Buddhism, Islam or primary religion to build churches or create Chris-
tian sc ulpture and painting. These artists brought their own icono-
graphic repertoire with them, which influenced the Christian imagery 
introduced to them by the missionaries. Some of them converted 
through their engagement with Christian themes themselves. Other 
artists started to paint Christian themes a'.ter their convers ion but drew 
on their cultural knowledge nevertheless. Resides this inner dialogue 
of the individual artist. artists were also influenced by each other's 
\\'Ork. Through this encounter non-Christian art ists might we ll get in-
spired to depict Christian themes out of curiosit) for the subject. The 
artists might even engage in a direct dialC'gue with each other. Second-
ly the artworks themselves can enter into a dialogue while hanging 
next to each other, or. for that matter. inspire the \'iewer. The curator 
'
1 er Judges 6.251: 2 Kin ~ 18.-1 and 23: 2. Chrnnid c, 1 1. Sura J 19.-1-1 Ill . 2 l.5Xff. 
· Cf. 1hc images of Chris! h: ,,omun 1Jar"u1c ,Uld \nl<llnnn Rai in \ "olkcr Kusi~r. ·· .. and 
li,nlish nc"'>S Jo ( ,cnlik, .. lmagcs olThrisl frnm \li"i ,·,1 ,111d ,\,1e1. in: \/is.1iv11S111dies 12. 1995. 
')5- 11 2. 
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has of course a certain maeutic function in this process in terms of 
selecting and hanging the paintings. I low do artworks or different 
religious afliliation adJres,, i-;sucs or human life and its transcend-
ence'' To what extent arc the) expressions of faith through the arts'? 
hnally. artworks - not 11cccssarily 011ly religious ones - create a ··third 
space" tor \icw crs of Jiffcrc·1t religious affiliation to get into a Jia-
loguc about what they see and kel. ln all three !arms ofaesthi.:tic dia-
logue translation. 4ucstio11ing anJ exchange are the hasic pattcrns.
1
' 
3. Contemporary Religious -\rt on Java 
The rise of Islam on Ja\·a in tl~c l 5' 11 century was a setback for the \·is-
ual culture of the Hindu-Buddhist Religion. Still this visual culture 
eventually made its inroads into the Ja\·anese branch of Islam that 
started to develop. With the ri se of modern Indonesian art in the 
1930s. attists of Muslim background also entered the scene. Aniconic 
aesthetic expressions like calligraphy have a certain affinity to modern 
abstract art. In contemporary art this has led to hybrid developments. 
After the pioneering initiati ve or Schmutzer in the 1930s. it took a 
few decades for a Christian art scene to develop. Interestingly enough 
Sudjojono (\914/17-1986) . the fathe r of modern Indonesian painting. 
was a Christian himself and also painted some Christian motifs. The 
l 993 book Many Faces of Chrislian Ari in Indonesia. published by the 
National Council of Churches. co unts some 48 artists, most of them 
working on Java or Bali. 14 
Muslim, Christian and Hindu artists had earlier shown their work 
in joint exhibitions on Java. 15 Yet for the first time in the Yogya exhi-
bition on the occasion of the conference of the Indonesian-Dutch Con-
sortium on Muslim-Christian Relations (March 26-30, 2012) this took 
place under the explicit theme ·'Dialogue through the Arts". Several of 
the artists were present during the opening ceremony and debated the 
subject during a panel in the auditorium of Duta Wacana Christian 
University. In what follows I will briefly introduce the artists person-
ally and interpret one painting by each of them. 
1J C[ Volker Kuster. A Dialogue in Pictures. Rcformbuddhism and Christianity in the Works 
of Ven. Hatigammana Unarananda / Sri 1.,anka. in: Exchange 39. 2010, 6-28. 
14 Many Faces of Christian Art in Indonesia [B.:bcrapa Wajah Seni Rupa Kristiani lndonesia]. 
ed. by Communion of Churches in lndonesia lPersekutuan Gereja-Gereja di Indonesia]. Ja-
karta 1993. 
15 Ct: Catalogue Asian Spiritual Art Ex hibition. Yogyakarta 2001: Dia Sang Kasih Buah 
Expresilmam. Pameran Seni Rupa Rdigius. Jakarta 2006. 
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The ( 'hrisriu11 Arr Scene in }'ogyakur11/ 1· 
Yogyakart a. Java's yo uth-full un iversity city and one of the two re-
main ing sultanates in Indonesia. is second only to the scenic is land o f 
Bali as the site of a flo uri shing Christian art scene. With a population 
that is ca. 95 percent Hindu, Bali remains a haven for Hinduism, while 
Yogya today, like the rest of the co untry. is dominated by Islam. The 
Hindu-Buddhist past remains present , however, in the impressive, 
partly restored temple ruins of Prambanan and Borobudur not far from 
the city. Similar to Balinese Hinduism that not only absorbed Bud-
dhism but also is a syncretistic amalgamation of traditional religion 
and culture (Agama Hindu Bali), Javanese Islam is at the same time 
drenched in traditional mysticism and the Hindu-Buddhist heritage. 
The iconography of the pillars in the entrance hall of the sultan's pal-
ace (kraton), already reflect this in their symbolism. The pillars are 
green - the color of Islam - with their lower parts decorated with a red 
and white lotus flower (Buddhism) and stylized elephant feet (Hindu-
ism). The sultan has so far opposed fundamentalist tendencies within 
Islam and has also shown a tolerant attitude towards Christianity. Tra-
ditionally the kraton provides a space for art and crafts and the sultan 
officiates as patron and sponsor. 
As early as 1949/50, soon after the Republic of Indonesia was 
founded ( 1945), the government established an Art Academy in Yog-
yakarta (ASRI - Akademi Seni Rupa Indonesia) that over the years 
has become the leading institution in the country. 17 After a merger 
with two other art institutions for music (AMI - Akademi Musik Indo-
nesia) and dance (ASTI - Akademi Seni Tari Indonesia) , in 1984 
ASRI became Indonesia Art Institute (ISi - institute Seni Indonesia). 
ISI maintains a vibrant, interactive relationship with the local art sce-
ne. Many of the artists portrayed in what follows have some kind of 
connection with it . 
(I) Bagong Kussudiardja 
The most charismatic representative o f the Chri sti an art scene in Yog-
ya was the dancer and painter Bago ng Kussudiardja ( 1929-2004). 
Bo rn into a famil y o f Ja vanese Musli ms (ahangan) belonging to the 
loca l gentry (hangsawan) of the Sultan ·s pa lace. he spent his whole 
life in his birthplace Yogyakarta. His wife be ing a Christian, Bagong 
1
° For a ti,// accoum ct: Volker /\: Oster. Th<! ( "hr i.Hi,m -Irr Sc, ,w 111 ) ogl'akan a. Kaml)<!n 20 12. 
" 1.cl!cr ,,r !he Mini, tf) of Ed uca1 inn and Culture No. ,2 /..:chud. December 14. 1949. 
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converted together\\ i1li h i., d1ildrrn in I 9681(19. Other families in thL: 
kraw11 followed his c;,;ampk. 
Before hi s conversion Bagong ,vas experiment ing with traditional 
styles and themes. As earl: as 1948 ht: had ocgun to stud y painting 
wit h lecJding artists likL: A 1'fimdi ( 1907-1 990). Hendra Gunawan 
(19 18-1983). Kusnadi ( 1942- 1997) and Sudiardjo of the thriving local 
art scene. He soon started to teach at the Art Academy (AS RI ) him-
self. He was not only a raimer and Batik artist 18• but also took lessons 
in tradit ional dance and became a well-known choreographer. Already 
in 1958 he had estab li shed a Dance Training Center (PTL). The artist 
himse lf once stated : "Art is a part of my life . 1 feel that one need s art 
j ust as one needs food. clothing and she lter. " 19 Works with Christian 
motifs constitute only a small parl of his ric h oeuvre. 
Christ and the Fishermen 
This painting marks a rupture with the classical acco mmodation and 
inculturation art that give the universal Christ ian message a local ex-
pression (fig. I ). The traditional 1 ndonesian fis hing boats in the back-
ground are nostalgic . They suggest that Jesus Christ has arrived at a 
beach in the Indonesian islands. Shadowy figures are on their way to 
go fishing, just as Jesus· disciples were, at the Sea of Galilee 2000 
years ago. 
The group of people in the foregro und evokes a quite different 
impression. Jesus in a blue bathing suit and muscle shirt, shoulder-
length hair, full beard and hip metal-rimmed sunglasses, spreads his 
arms in an all-encompass ing gesture. He attracts the full attention of 
the fishermen standing and crouching around him. Some of the con-
tours of these figures remind the beholder of shadow puppets. They 
are mainly dressed in shorts and T-shirts. Their skin-color ranges from 
black, brown and red to the white skin of the person at Jesus ' back. 
Contrary to the common habit of claiming Jesus for the particular con-
text, the artist plays here with the universal dimension of Christian 
faith. The casual clothes. the signature of global yo uth culture, sym-
bolize at the same time the irruption o f modernity into Indonesian 
society. Plural modernities. integrating the western hyperculture of 
consumer capitalism in a hybrid mix of difle rent influences into their 
18 lt is sa id that using the batik tedinique to produce painting:; \\as introduced in Yogya b) 
B.::gong in the 1970s. 




0\111 culture. hmc alreaJ) de1elopcd. Jc»us Lhrtst 1s present amongst 
all of thi s. 
(J) Nyoman Darsane - rl Baline.5,e a/fer ego 
Nyoman Darsane
20 
who received part or hi~ art ed ucation on Java and 
in his early years kept close contacts with the art scene there is the 
Nestor of Balinese Christian art and in many respects Bagong's alter 
ego. Born and raised as a Hindu (* 1939) Darsane converted to Chris-
tian ity at the age of 17. Like many Balinese rice farmers, his father 
was also a musician who played in the orchestra of the local ruler. 
Nyoman was brought up together with one of the princes and educated 
in the palace. That experience provided him with a deep knowledge of 
Hindu-Balinese religion and culture. It paved the way for him to not 
only become a painter but also a musician, dancer and puppeteer. His 
academic training at the co llege in Semarang. Java finally made him 
fam iliar with the western tradition as well. llis early paintings are 
reminiscent of Gauguin, van Gogh and Nolde . Darsane thus belongs to 
the heterogeneous group of the so-called academicians, those artists 
who have studied at one of the country's art co lleges. Although they 
are experimenting with western influenced style, they have continu-
ously been searching for their own Balinese identity. In Darsane 's 
case there is a special emphasis added to this: since he converted to 
Christianity, he has been trying to mold this religion into a Balinese-
Christian form. 
As a result of his conversion, Darsane had been excluded from his 
family and ostracized by the village conmmnity. The Hindu-Balinese 
religion originated from the encounter between Hinduism and Bali-
nese tribal religions, and even today it retains many features of this 
primal religion. Religion and community are closely intertwined ; 
whoever turns away fi-om the common religion also renounces the 
solidarity of the community. Instead of the customary prearranged 
marriage Darsane made his own choice by marrying a Christian wom-
an of Chinese descent. Their only child Yossy has become an artist 
himself His constant effort to give Christianity a Balinese shape final-
00
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ly convinced Darsant:·s famil~ and the conummity that he still is one 
of them. Today ht: is again well respt:cted and his advice even in reli-
gious matters is highly appreciated. Darsane and Bagong were friends 
and certainly in fl uenced each other. T he latter even had a studio and 
gallery on Bali for some years. 
Rain ojBlood 
The composition is dominated by the presence of the crucified (fig. 3). 
The cross does not really look like a wooden torture instrument but is 
more a vague silhouette in the background. From the crossbeam red 
blood flows down in small streams ti1at over lay another red that 
changes in intensity. The background colors vary fro m dark blue on 
the top and in the bottom corners to light pink in the lower part of the 
picture. Jesus does not so much hang on the cross as dance on it. His 
legs are disproportionate ly long. The feet are crossed, putting one in 
front of the other. His face expresses compassion with the suffering of 
the world. To his left, the contours of two wayang figures, traditional 
shadow puppets, are visible. 
Until recently Darsane has very rarely depicted suffering or pov-
erty in his pictures. He was the painter of the "beautiful gospel" . The 
experience of the Bali bombings in the aftermath of 9/11 (2002 and 
2005) and the tsunami (2004) however made him change his mind. 
The balance between good and evil that is crucial in Balinese 
worldview seems to be distorted. Both Darsane and Bagong show a 
clear tendency to move away fro m the inculturation mode of Christ ian 
art in Indonesia to a more hybridized glocal style that negotiates be-
tween the global and the local. 
(3) Hendarto 
Hendarto was born 1951 in Bandung, where his father, who served in 
the army, was stationed. Most of his life, however, he spent in Yogya-
karta close to the Sultan's pa lace (kraton). He has been ra ised in the 
sphere of Javanese Islam. and that mystical heritage still leaves traces 
in his work. The artist converted to Catholicism only in the early 
1980s, yet he had already attended a Catho lic schoo l. where he was 
att racted especially by religious educat ion. Hi s fa mily did not practice 
Islam; therefore his com·crsion to Christ ianity did no t really pose a 
problem fo r them. His older brother and a younger s ister followed his 
example. whi le the rest of the family remained Muslim. 1 lendarto is 
married and has two children. 
I ·otker Kiister 
In ;:i n educa tio n at schoo l I k ndano. \\'ho had been pai nt ing s ince 
his L'ar l) childhood. \\as ah\a) s the be st 111 the c lass . Later he dropped 
o u1 or his nrc hi1 ectu re studies to work as a freelance arti st. ln the be-
ginning he experiment ed \\ it h 11·uyw1~-st yle . bati k, ceramics and 
\\oodcar\' ing . I le chose his teachers from amo ng the art ists in hi s 
neighbo rhood. Auto nomy is import ant to him. Since his conversio n to 
Chr istian ity, I le ndan o al so depict s Christian 1hcmes: firs t sk etches. 
aq uare lle and batik, later o il and ncryli cs. For him. pai nting is at the 
same time a theolog ical lea rn ing process - Ill' tries to grasp the deeper 
sense of the Chr istian fa ith. Paint ing a Chr ist ian theme may take a 
long time. The art ist med it ates and has to concen trate himse lf fu ll y on 
the subject. Therefore the num ber o f his Chr istian paintings is limited. 
He says himse lf that he cannot always consider SL11.: h themes. because 
it is too hard on him. 
The resurrected 
Jesus s its in the center of the painting, so lid as a rock (fi g. 2). His 
body d ivides the picture visua ll y into two co lo r fie lds a long the diago-
na l tha t runs from the lower left to the upper right. In the upper part 
waves of godly sunlight seem to glide over Jesus ' body. In their epi-
center glows the gold yellow ball o f the sun. The breath of God ' s spir-
it brings the elements into motion. The seated fig ure seems to be sup-
ported from below by plant-like forms in green and grey that form a 
d irectional contrast with the curving lines of the sunlight. 
Jesus appears as a Javanese youth with long black hair. His right 
shoulder is uncovered. Around his body a c loth plays loosely, seeming 
to flow into the colors of its surroundings. His lowered eyes suggest 
he is lost in deep thought. On his left foot one can identify the mark of 
the cross. Hendarto, due to his Muslim backgro und, is still struggling 
with Christology. While the earthly Jesus is familiar to him - the Qur' 
an knows him as a prophet and predecessor o f Mohamed - the godly 
side of Jesus Christ remains a mystery to the artist. Hendarto's Chris-
tian paintings are personal testimonies o f faith , which express his es-
thetic-theological struggle with the Christian message in the light of 
Javanese-Muslim mysticism. 
(I) Wisnu Sasongko 
The new shooting star on the scene is Wisnu Sasongko, the angry 
young man among Indonesia ' s Christian artists. Wisnu was born into 
a Christian family in Jakarta (* 1975), his parents having converted 
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fro m Islam to Christianity. They moved with their children to Yogya. 
The mother is a dancer and Gamelan player; the father works as a 
teacher at a school for mentally handicapped children. His sister 
Wiwik is also artist , specializing in design. 
Wisnu relates to a personal born again experience he had in 1998, 
in the context of political upheaval provoked by the new order policy 
of President Suharto. The riots were also directed against the Christian 
minority. This experience had direct impact on his artistic work and 
from then on he painted Christian themes. He wanted to meet discrim-
ination and violence with the spirit ofhope.21 
Laughing Jesus 
With his spectacles. beard and long black hair, Jesus looks like one of 
Sasongko's artist friends (fig. 4). The portraifs green background is 
full of icons of the brave new computer world. Jesus, anno 2012, is on 
facebook and twitter; e-mail is already obsolete. The artist himself 
once stated: "I don't want to paint biblical stories because I've never 
seen them, I've never touched them, and I've never seen what Jesus 
looked like. As an artist I can only imagine Jesus". 22 Sasongko can 
already look back on several solo and group exhibitions. He absorbs a 
varied mixture of stylistic influences from Indonesian artists like 
Widyayat ( 1923-2002), but also the Filipino Emmanuel Garibay 
(* 1962) and western artists Paul Klee or Pablo Picasso. His paintings 
go beyond traditional inculturation art. They represent a new "glocal'" 
Christian art. 
The artists introduced here all have academic backgrounds. Most 
of them are connected in one way or the other to the local art academy 
!SI. But not everyone has finished his formal education. Learning 
from other artists and a certain autodidactic charm remains significant 
for them. Yet unlike traditionally trained artists, these so called ··acad-
emicians" have been exposed to western art traditions in a forn1al way. 
Bagong and Hendarto are inculturation artists. In his later work. how-
ever. Bagong already tends toward glocal art as practiced by Wisnu 
Sasongko. All artists besides the Balinese Darsane have a Muslim 
family background . Some arc converts themselves; others are alread y 
second- or third- generation Chri stians. Besides Hendarto. who is 
" Cf. the Iitk of the catalog \i·i,nu \asnngko. / hink 011 these Things I !armom· and /)il'ersir.,·· 
Ne " l l,l\ell. CT : OM~C puhlica1i,111s 2007 
~:! Sasongk.l). Think Ofl thL'SC //1/11~1!,-'. 5. lhi, cat,ilug contains man; paintings that ar~ Jra\\ n in 
a Christi an spiri t hut do not dq1id bihlical Iheme,. 
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clearly influenced by Javanese-Muslim mysticism. this heritage has 
not left any traces in their work. In Bagong· s case. dance and wayang 
of the Hindu-Javanese tradition have become decisive structural ele-
ments in his compositions. This plurality or religious influences mir-
rors the open atmosphere of the sultanak. Some of the artists show 
certain tendencies towards abstraction. most obvious ly Bagong and 
Wisnu. while for 1-lendarto. at least regarding the background. The 
trend goes in the direction of a glocal art that plays with traditional 
iconograph ies and is not afraid or pol it ieal critique . 
. \/11.1/1111 urtist.1 011 .Im·" 
Due to the prohibition ot'imagcs. Muslim artists usually restrict thcm-
seh·cs to ealligraphy and ornamental art. I IJL· further away from the 
mosque. however. the more is possible in the private sphere of the 
ruling elite. who felt the need to decorate the ir houses for representa-
tive purposes and enjoyed the beauty of art. Illumination of manu-
seripts has been apprec iated in Judaism. Christianity and Islam, even 
among the religious. Books can be easily closed to the suspic ious eyes 
of fanatics. Genera lly speaking. in cultures that are image-friend ly 
[s lam is more receptive to visual arts as well. The miniatures in Persia 
and at the Mughal court in India are good examples. One can find im-
ages of Jes us. Buddha and even Muhammad that served liturgical and 
pedagogica l purposes. 
In modern Indonesian art. A.O. Pirous and Saiful Adnan are pio-
neers in turning cafligraphy into abstract art. Among the participants 
in the exhibition in Yogya, Muhammad Satar and Azam Bachtiar fol-
lowed the fine that has been set out by Pirous and Adnan. Kaji Habeb 
goes further into figurative painting, representing even the prophet 
Muhammad himsel f Similar to their Christian colleagues, not all of 
them have finished a formal art education. They also have to work, 
again mainly in teaching, to support themselves. 
Saiful Adnan (Saniangbaka. Solok, West Sumatera * I 957) places 
the calligraphy of Sura 49: [ 5 in the center of his painting (fig. 7): 
Only those are Believers who have believed in Allah and his Messenger, and 
have never since doubted, but have striven with their belongings and their 
persons in the Cause of Allah : Such are the sincere ones.13 
He tries to give the impression that the text is written on a worn out 
parchment that already shows cracks and grazes. Adnan is widely ac-
23 
Quran quoted after the translation by Abdullah Yusufali. 
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cepted as a refo rmer of calligraphic art, who created his own sty le 
called "Syaifuli Arabic Caligraphy". Basically he is producing paint-
ings of calligraphies. The artist claims to be influenced not so much 
by other painters, but by religious teachers like Abdul Hamid Dimiyati 
of the Islamic State University in Yogyakarta and Sirajudin, an expert 
in calligraphy from Jakarta. 
Pirous (Meulaboh, Aceh * 1932) had formal art education at the 
Bandung Institute of Technology, where he also taught after gradua-
tion in 1964 till 2002 . In 1969 he spent some time studying graphic 
design at the Department of Arts, Rochester Institute of Technology in 
New York State. He served as the first Dean of the faculty of Arts and 
Design ( 1984-1990). In his works the artist goes a step further than 
Adnan. In our example, Pirous places the calligraphy in two times two 
rectangular fragments at the bottom of the painting (fig. 5). It begins 
on the upper right one, continues below, then on to the top left and 
down again: 
Who has made the earth our couch , and the heavens our canopy; and send 
down rain from the heavens; and brought forth therewith fruits of your suste-
nance; then set not up rivals unto A llah when ye know (the truth). 
While reading, it turns out that there is a direct connection between 
Sura 2,22 and the composition. which seems on fir st sight to be ab-
stract. The calligraphy on the bottom of the painting in a sense sym-
bolizes the pillars of the earth. The two clusters are separated by a I ine 
that forms the vertical axis of the painting. Its green color symbolizes 
the fruitful rain that God sends from heaven. Where it reaches the 
ground it turns red. Gold is applied to the top of the painting in praise 
of the God of heaven. The main surface of the painting is kept in d if:. 
ferent shades of blue. 
Mohammed Satar (Probolinggo. East Java * 1952) holds a bache-
lor's degree from the Fine Art Department of the Teacher Insti tute 
Malang. He teaches Painting and Esthetics at the Surabaya State Uni-
versity . In his paintings geo metric co mposition comes even more to 
the fore . He is not writing who le Sura verses anymore. but fragments 
or even concentrating himse lf on the name of Allah (fig. 8). 
Azam Bachtiar (Malang. East Java * l 96 l) started in 1984 as a 
street painter stationed near the main post office of Ma lang. I le quit 
his stud ies at th<.: ISi in Yug:-, a alter only one year. because he v\antcd 
to take care o f his aging parents. Ile later studied ps)ehology in \la-
lang. Wit h his dipt:,ch on the l)l) names of (,od /\zam combine:-- the 
heritage or i\dnan ,rnd l'irliu~ ( lig. 6 and 9). Th<.: right cam as h..: h.i~ 
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di vided into nine by ten squares that are separated by a red pa ttern . 
The le ft pa inting is mainly covered in black. Nine squares. four and 
five in a row, seem to drift away fro m the rig ht panel. Like dust they 
are surrounded by some red color on black gro und. On the left s ide of 
the diptych is a big red calligraphy and a piece of paper under gauze in 
a red and golden frame that turns out to be a page o f the Qur'an. 
Kaji Habe b (Denmak, Central Java * 1969) studied at fSI and at 
the Faculty o f Ushuluddin at the Is lamic State Univers it y. Yogyakarta . 
I le is not only a painter. but at the same time an actor. director and 
playwright . l le a lso creates his own shad(rn puppets. Habcb is the 
most figurat ive a mong the Mus lim anists introduced here. The last 
figure of his meta evolution series represents the prophet ;v1uhammad 
himself (fig. IO and I I). Only his face and hands seem to be covered 
with skin. The rest of the body is stripped to the musc les and nerves. 
The figure has ne ither mo ut h nor genitals. 
The spiri tua l. sometimes even mystical. dimens ion of the paint-
ings on disp lay turned ou t to be a dialogical bridge for the artists dur-
ing the pane l d iscussion . Azam opened the conversation by stating: 
.. J\!ost or my pa intings employ spiritual themes. They desc ribe the 
strul,!glc of my heart. the absolute struggk nr the human being." 
\\ isnu Sasongko has repeatedly stressed that he has never seen Jesus 
personally. Jesus is a ··spiritual guru·· 10 him ... a menia l experience·· 
that inspircrs his creati\it). llabeb. whn is rooted deeply in the Java-
nese mystical tradition. refcred to his meta evolution ser ies also as a 
.. spiritual evo lutio n··. Darsane emphasized: 
Even though I am a Christian. I do not teel a dirter·en~e tha t both ers me. Hu-
man beings are created from dust endowed with breath of life by God . ( . .. ] 
Aft.er thinking it over I noti ced that th ere is no diffe rence in my face before 
and aft.er I became Christian. I just le lt a change in my life. In the end, I came 
to the awareness that Ba li is my body but Christ is rny life. 
Azam seems no t far fro m him. when he states: .. There is only one cre-
ato r who creates us a ll. A hadith says that if yo u re late yourself with 
yo ur ne ighbor. you re late yourself with God .·· The kind of spiritualit y 
the arti sts are talking abo ut is no t o therworl dly. For Azam .. [a]n art 
wo rk is a never ending dialogue as together we want to understand 
God .'" Wisnu pointed out the ethical dimensio n o f visual arts: .. The 
basic idea is to create a harmonious world . A world full of differences, 
yet also beauty and unity. The language of art is the most universal 
language." 
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The Indonesian Dutch Consortium on MusUm-Christian Relations brought 
together academics, intellectuals as well as sodal activists from both 
countries, Christian and MusUm aUke. While what is pubUshed here is 
the academic output, the impact of the consortium has therefore been 
much broader. The contributions are organized according to five generative 
themes: Identity, ReUgion and State, Gender, Hermeneutics and Theology 
of Dialogue. The book has attracted attention already before its pubUcat-
ion. It is hoped that this project will inspire continuous efforts for interre-
Uglous dialogue. 
»This interdisciplinary and comparative study of Muslim Christian relations 
in Indonesia and the Netherlands is a truly amazing collaborative effort. It 
provides rich empirical data, gender analysis, hermeneutical insights, and 
theological arguments that attend to the complexities on the ground and 
go far deeper than books I have read on interreligious dialogue. I highly 
recommend it.« 
Kwok Pui-lan , Professor of Christian Theology and Spirituality at The Episcopal Divinity School, 
(ambridge, MA and author of Postcolonial Imagination and Feminist Theology 
»This is a very concrete, spirited and inspiring book! More than 25 mostly 
young scholars, Muslims and people from various Christian denominations, 
do not approach the old dichotomy between Pancasila versus the Islamic 
State, but discuss the micro-level: concrete observations how relations 
work (or not) outside political and religious authority. With a good deal of 
female authors and interest for the role of women.« 
Karel Steenbrink, Prof. em. of lntercultural Theology, University of Utrecht (IIMO) and editor of 
A History of Christianity in Indonesia 
»The impact of this fascinating book goes far beyond its focus on Muslim-
Christian relations in Indonesia and the Netherlands: with strong impuls-
es for both, dialogical practice in other contexts, e.g. Germany, and for 
research like ours on dialogical theology and interreligious dialogue in 
modern societies.« 
Prof. Dr. Katajun Amirpur & Prof. Dr. Wolfram Weisse, Academy of World Religions, University of 
Hamburg 
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